
CHAPTER XXII. 

THE GEOLOGY OF THE SNO,iVBANK LAKE PLATE.* 

By U. S. GRANT. 

Situation and ([)'ea. The Snowbank lake is situated in the centre of the northern 

side of Lake county. On the west is the Gabbro Lake plate (plate 78), and on the 

east the Fraser Lake plate (plate 80). The Snowbank Lake plate, so called from the 

lake of that name in the centre of the plate, comprises Ts. 63-8, 63-9, 64-8, 64-9, 65-8 

and 65-9, all west of the fourth principal meridian. The last two townships are very 

incomplete, bordering on Canadian territory, and Ts. 64-8 and 64-9 also border on 

Canadian territory in the vicinity of Prairie portage. The area of the plate, inclusive 

of water surface, is about 147 square miles. 

SURFACE FEATURES. 

TopogrClphy. The area of this plate consists of two topographical divisions, a 

southern and a northern. The southern division comprises that part of the district 

which is underlain by gabbro. It is here rough and hilly, and does not exhibit the 

undiversified surface which is seen in some of the gabbro country in the plates to the 

east of this plate, but at the same time it is less rugged than the district to the north, 

which is underlain by Archean rocks. In the latter area the hills are more pro

nounced, and are frequently precipitous. Moose and Newfound lakes have on either 

side hills of this character, the lake basins lying in soft schistose rocks, and the 

adjacent hills being of more enduring rock. Around Snowba,nk lake, and the shores 

of Bassimenan (Basswood) lake, places where granite is the underlying rock, the 
surface is not so rough. 

* The ar:a of this plate has been exa~ined at various times by different parties of the survey and .some of the field ~otel! 
have been puhlIshed. The mdIvIduals who dId the work, the dates of the work, and the places of publicatIOn are as follows. ,N., 
H. :VINOHELL, field >.;or,k of 1878, JWnth Annnal Repo>·t, pp. 87-98; field work of 1886, Fifteenth.Annual Report, pp. 345-352,lJ5&. 
3~~: field work of 188,~ 8,."le"nlh A Il,nl,al Report, p. 110; field work of 1892, published iiI 'part, Twenty-fi"st Annual Report, p~.I56, 
10, , field wO:'k of 189, and 1898, Twent.!J-/onrlh Annm,l Report.. A. WINOHELL, field work of 1886, Fifteenth An1l;ua.1 Repo,t, P~i 
99-101, 119-142, 144,145; field work of 1887, Sixteenth Annual Report, p. 196. H. V. WINOHELL, field work of 1886, FijteenthAnnUal 
R:]Jo~t, p. 441 ~ fi~ld work of 1888, Scven/eenth AnlHwl Report, pp. 1l5-1~8. U. S. GRANT, field work of 1888, Beventeenth :1,nnu;n 
Rlport'RP. 16",164; field work of 1801, Twentieth An nnal Repo?·t, pp. 55,56, 59-69. A. H. ELFTMAN, field work of 1893, published 
part In 2 v.'('}dy-sP('cmcl Ann.vat Report: pp. 141-180. 

The writer's fielci work within the area of the Snowbank Lake plate has been confined principally to. the vicinity of sno~t 
bank lake amI the relabons of the gramte there exposed to the surrounding rocks. He has also accompamed the state geologJ 
on trIp" to Moose, Snowbank and Disappointment lakes and across the county from the Kawishiwi river to Moose lake,. . the 
. D,Scuss,ons and many details concerning the Archean rocks of the area of the Snowbank Lake plate have been gJ~en ill ' 
chapter (XI) on Lalre eounty, and they are not repeated here. . 
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THE SNOWBANK LAKE PLATE. 421 
Drainage. The drift.] 

The highest point in this plate is near the line between sees. 34 and 35, T. 64-8 

W., andis somewhat over 1,800 feet above sea level. The lowest water surface is 

Bassimenan (Basswood) lake, which has an altitude of 1,300 feet, thus making a 

difference of over 500 feet between the extremes of altitude in this plate. 

Drainage. The Snowbank Lake plate lies in the drainage basin of Hudson bay. 

All the waters of the plate pass into Basswood lake, but the waters of the Kawishiwi 

river flow westward and then northward through Fall lake, before they reach Bass

wood (Bassimenan) lake. The lakes of the northern half of the plate drain directly 

into Basswood lake. 

The d1·~ft. The general direction of last ice movement in the area of this plate, 

as recorded by the glacial strifB, was towards the south-southwest. No terminal 

moraine has been certainly located in this area, but Mr. Warren Upham has provi

sionally mapped the Vermilion or Twelfth moraine as passing through the southern 

part of this plate.* 

Drift deposits, as in much of the adjoining country, are companLtively thin, and 

111 places apparently entirely lacking, as in the vicinity of Wilder lcLlre, where the 

following notes were taken.t A similar absence of drift is mentioned in the descrip

tion of the Fraser Lake plate (chapter xxiii). 

There is here no visible drift, or nearly none, except such as is referable to this rock. There are fine exhi
bitions of the process of making" boulders by disintegration," some bluffs being in process of decay but 
strangely retaining', undecayed, rounded boulder-like masses from two to six feet in diameter, the surrounding 
rock being so rotted that it can be picked to pieces by th\) fingers. There is no show of drift action, nor ice 
action, the rock everywhere being superficially crumbling off in flakes and in small bits, so that in some of the 
bays the beaches consist of gabbro sand. There is not a total absence of transported drift, but ouly very rarely 
a boulder of granite. These also show the disintegrating action of age. The gabbro bluffs do not look clean 
and smooth-cut, but are falling down in situ, the joints being worn out so as to produce little channels in which 
water runs down to the lake. Old weathered surfaces are pitted with holes of all sizes, up to a hen's egg. On 
the tops of the hills is a thin, often gravelly, soil produced by the decay of the gabbro rock. The sand of the 
beaches in smail bays where it gathers is made up of labradorite crystals, more or less rotted. The whole of 
Wilder lake has these driftless characters. They seem to show that at the last Glacial epoch this region was not 
subjected to moving ice. This kind of surface extends from the west side of the lake in sec. 33, T. 63~8, eastward 
at least as far as the east end of Wilder lake, beyond which this trip did not extend. Throughout this area, 
although the rocks are bare much of the way along the shores, not a glacial scratch nor a glaciated surface could 
be seen, although on our return special notice was given to this feature. At the west end of the lake in sec. 3:3, 
T. 63-8, was seen one moutoned surface, but it had no scratches. Gradually in passing still further west the 
rocks assumed a more preserved condition, and occasionally a rounded surface appears, and at the entrance of 
the main river, southern part of sec. :30, T. 63-8, is a striated rock-surface, the lines running S. 8° E. Further 
still west, such surfaces are more and more common, and finally every surface, facing toward the north, IS found 
to be striated,and all the rock is hard and fresh. This interesting series of change cannot be ascribed to any 
differences in the nature of the rock because it is the uniform gabbro formation all the way, but must be 
referred to difference of glacial action. ' I think I saw also more frequent sign$ of transported drift ~bout at the 
point where striated surfaces began to appear, though the drift in this part of the state everywhere IS scant .. 

The more eastward direction of the marks noted above in section 30 is also significant. There was a htt~e 
local disturbance of my needle at the point where the striation was noted, but an allowance .was made for thIS 
by comparison with the direction of the needle at points near at which no disturbance was notlCed. The normal 
direction of ice-flow in this part of the state as noted further west, is S. 12° to 25° W. Hence the east margm 
f th ' fl" ' . t d ent from the axis toward the o e lCe- ow whlCh accordmg to Chamberlm would have an au war movem 
d f h '. ' .' h d' t t hes leavino' the countrv further e ge 0 t e glaCIer, must have been that whlCh produced t ese Ivergen scra c " b • 

east still uncovered. 

• Twenty-second Annual:Repo1·t, pI. 1. 
tN. H. WINCHELL. Fifteenth Anm,al Bepo'l't, pp. 350, 351. 
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422 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[The Archean. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

The An-hum. Considerably more than half the district here described is under

lain by rocks of Archean age, and about these centre many problems of geological 

and economic interest. Unfortunately most of the field work on this area was done 

before several important points concerning the divisibility of the Archean were fully 

appreciated. For this reason and also because of the lack of careful mapping, we 

are not able to always separate the different parts of .the Archean. It can be stated, 

however, that the two divisions of the Keewatin, the Upper and the Lower, are 

present, and are separated by an unconformity and a conglomerate at the base of 

the fonner. It is also very probable that there are rocks older than the Lower 

Keewatin (i. e. rocks of the Basement Com.plex, as that term is used by the U. S. 

Geo1. Survey), separated from it by an unconformity. There are granites of at least 

two dates, and there are also intrusive greenstones and quartz porphyries. In 

mapping the district it has not been possible, with the data at hand, to make a 

separation of the parts of the Archean strictly on an age basis, but the following 

divisions, mainly lithological, are shown on the geological map (plate 79): (1) Mica 

schists; (2) Greenstones, sometimes with j aspilyte; (3) Keewatin in general, including 

conglomerates, sericitic schists, argillytes, graywackes, greenstones, mica schist and 

a little j aspilyte; (4) Quartz porphyry and associated q uartzless porphyry; (5) Granite. 

(1). 1vIica schists. The only belt shown on the map is a narrow one just south 

of the Basswood granite. Not much is known of these rocks in this area, but they 

occur in characteristic development just to the west along the southern part of 

Basswood lake. Here they are well marked mica schists, with some hornblende 

schists, and they are intruded by the Basswood granite. In this category of mica 

schists are not included those parts of the mica schist around Snowbank and Dis

appointment lakes, which are clearly metamorphosed conditions of Keewatin clastics. 

(:2). Greenstone Clad jaspZ:Zyte. In the northwestern part of T. 63-9 is a con

siderable area of greenstone which is continuous with the greenstone mapped and 

described in the chapter (xxi) devoted to the plate to the west of this (Gabbro Lake 

plate). This greenstone is seen in characteristic development at Northwestern lake, 

and to the east along the south line of sec. 7 and of sec. 8, T. 63-9. The high hill, 

near the southeast corner of section 8, is composed of this rock. These greenstones 

are sometimes schistose, but are frequently quite massive, and retain many of their 

original characters which show that they were in large part originally basic igneous 

rocks like diabases, diorytes or gabbros. 

Associated with these greenstones are masses of jaspilyte, with which mayalso 

be deposits of iron ore. From the field notes of others and from what he has seen , 
himself, the writer feels justified in stating that the greenstones associated with the 
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THE SNOWBANK LAKE PLATE. 423 
_ Keewatin in gE!neraJ.] 

jaspilytes are, in large part, igneous rocks of later date than the jaspilytes. Masses 

of jaspilyte, intimately connected with greenstone, are known from severallocaliti-es , 
among which are the following: hills in the south half of sec. 32, T. 64-9; east line 

of sec. 5, T. 63-9, at the south shore of the small lake at the northeast corner of this 

section; north line of sec. 4, T. 63-9, between the two lakes near the northwest 

corner of this section. At the last locality are many irregular maSRes of jaspilyte in 

the greenstone, and the latter is cut by dikes of a fine-grained, reddish rock. The 

ja~pilyte in the area of the Snowbank Lake plate, except, perhaps, that on the portage 

between Wood and Moose lakes (sec. 21, T. 64-9), is the same as that occurring else

where on the Vermilion iron range, and is in a belt directly continuous with the belt 
of jaspilyte at Ely. 

Associated with these greenstones, in places, are areas of what has been called 

greenstone conglomerate. These contain fragments, more or less rounded, of green

stone in a green, usually schistose, matrix. From the descriptions it is often impos

sible to tell whether these beds represent tuff deposits of greenstone, or whether they 

are true conglomerates formed directly from the greenstones. A good example of 

one of the latter class is seen on the west line of sec. 9, T. 63-9, about one-fourth mile 
north of the southwest corner of this section. 

To the northwest of Moose lake, lying southeast of the belt of mica schists and 

extending westward beyond the limits of the Snowbank Lake plate, is another area 

of greenstones. These, in the main, are rather fine grained, hard and siliceous, and 

frequently schistose. It is to this area of greenstones, and to the mica schists here 

mentioned, that reference was had when it was 'stated that pre-Keewatin or Basement 

Complex rocks very probably existed in the area of the Snowbank Lake plate. 

(3). Keewatin in general. Here are included practically all of the Archean rocks 
. except the greenstones and jaspilytes, part of the mica schists and the acid igneous 
'rocks. In lithology, the Keewatin here embraces conglomerates, sericitic schists, 
argillytes, graywackes, mica schists, chloritic schists, greenstones and some greenstone 
schists. Whether all these rocks belong to the Upper Keewatin is uncertain, 
but some of them certainly do, as, for instance, some of the conglomerates, and 
it is probable that the main mass of clastics comprised in the belt which lies between 
Snowbank lake and Sucker lake also belong to the Upper Keewatin, but on this 

point no positive statement can be made. 
The conglomerate belts cannot be outlined in detail, but one or more belts exist 

between Snowbank and Newfound lakes. Another occurrence is east of Disappoint

ment lake, where the following field notes were taken:* 
In the N. W. ~ sec. 34, and S. W. ~ sec. 27, T. 64-8, there is a most wonder~ul e~bibiti~n of conglomerate 

and diabase. Going east from the point in the N. E. ~ sec. 33, the conglomeratrc ml.ca schist becomes coars~r 
and more full of boulders. These consist of various kinds of light-colored crystallme and dark hornblendlC 

*R. V. WINCHELL. Seventeenth Annual Report, pp. 117, 118. 
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Complex rocks very probably existed in the area of the Snowbank Lake plate. 

(3). Keewatin in geneml. Here are included practically all of the Archean rocks 

except the greenstones and jaspilytes, part of the mieaschists and the acid igneous 
'rocks. In lithology, the Keewatin here embraces eonglomerates, sericitic schists, 

argillytes, graywackes, miea schists, chloritic schists, greenstones and some greenstone 

schists. Whether all these rocks belong to the Upper Keewatin is uncertain, 

but some of them eertainly do, as, for instance, some of the conglomerates, and 

it is probable that the main mass of clasties comprised in the belt whieh lies between 

Snowbank lake and Sucker lake also belong to the Upper Keewatin, but on this 

point no positive statement ean be made. 
The conglomerate belts cannot be outlined in detail, but one or more belts exist 

between Snowbank and Newfound lakes. Another oecmrenee is east of Disappoint

ment lake, where the following field notes were taken:* 

In the N. W. )4 sec. 34, and S. W. )4 sec. 27, T. 64-8, there is a most wonder~ul exhibiti~n of conglomerate 
and diabase. Going east from the point in the N. E. )4 sec. 33, the conglomeratIC ml.ca SChIst becomes coars~r 
and more full of boulders. These consist of various kinds of light·colored crystallme and dark hornblendIC 

*H. V. WINCHELL. Seventeenth Annu.al Repo?'t, pp. 117, 118. 
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rocks; and are, many of them, a foot long. The mica schist gradually becomes harder and less siliceous until it 
is diabasic. East of the lake there are high ridges rising 75 to 150 feet above the water. These become more 
and more diabasic until they culminate in a high ridge of nearly massive diabase about a quarter of a mile from 
the lake. There is a coarse schistosity seen in this ridge in places. The strike of the rocks as shown by the 
schistosity, the direction of the longer axes of the boulders, and the foliation of the mica schist are all about 
northwest. These ridges offer one of the finest exposures of conglomerate and agglomerate seen in this entire 
region. The l'Ock in places is just as full of boulders as it can be. These become smaller and more compressed 
toward the east, and disappear altogether in the vicinity of the diabase ridge. Some of the diabasic schist is 
porphyritic. Samples of the conglomerate are No. 497B. Diabasic schist is No. 498B. Diabase is No. 499H. 
Gneissic schist from the edge of the lake showing foliation, which was northwest, is No. 500B. Biotite schist 
from a well-defined dike about a foot wide, which cuts the diabasic agglomerate, running about east and west, 
is No. 50lB. 

It is quite remarkable that there is here a gradual transition from mica schist to diabase. There is no 
place where there is an abrupt change. The mica schist is conglomeratic and the diabase is agglomeratic. They 
are both schistose and have the same trend and seem to be vertical, as far as bedding is indicated by foliation 
and schistosity. 

This transition from greenstone (diabase) to the conglomerate might be 

explained by the deposition of the conglomerate immediately above and almost 

contemporaneous with a greenstone agglomerate. Or, it might be explained by 

regarding the conglomerate and agglomerate as one, the lower part (agglomerate) 

being fragmental material derived directly from the underlying greenstone. The 

latter explanation seems the most likely, as it accords well with the fact that in 

several other places in northeastern Minnesota, the lowest part of the Upper 

Keewatin is composed so completely of debris derived from the immediately under

lying rock that it is difficult to separate the two unconformable formations. At the 

locality just described the conglomerate also contains jasper pebbles, and we here 

most probably have the conglomerate at the base of the Upper Keewatin resting 

unconformably on the older greenstone. 

Further notes concerning the Keewatin rocks are given below.* 

Observations on the rock outcrops on the shores of Snowbank lake are found in the fifteenth, seventeenth 
and twentieth annual reports of the survey. The writer's attention was directed to the hitherto unexplored 
region, extending from the north shore of the lake to Moose, Newfound and Ensign lakes. Between Moose and 
Snowbank lakes five cross sections were made. On the south shore of the former lake the rocks are sericitic and 
argillitic schists. The range of hills extending parallel with the lake shore is composed of vertical beds of schists, 
argillyte and conglomerate. South of these hills, at points from one-fourth to three-fourths of a mile distant 
from the lake shore and then extending southward through a swamp and valley, are extensive outcrops of 
quartzless porphyry. This rock extemls nearly to Snowbank lake, on the west shore of which is also a ridge of 
schists and conglomerates. 

FIG. 7~. CROSS-SECTION FROM MOOSE LAKE TO SNOWBANK LAKE, NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST. 
Distance, two miles; altitudes expressed in feet above the sea-level. 

The above section (figure 72) from the N. E. Xl N. W. !4 sec. 35, T. 64-9, on Snowbank lake north
w.est :0 t~e S. w. ;4 s. w. !4 sec. 22, on Moose lake, fairly represents the rocks north of Snowbank l~ke .. The 
dIrectIOn IS nearly north west and southeast, directly across the strike of the vertical formations. Begmnmg. at 
Moose lake the numbers, corresponding to those on the diagram denote the different kinds of rocks occurrmg 
along this section. ' 

If: A. H. EL.E!"I'MAN. Twenl)j-seconcl .. Annu,alllepo1'l, pp. 151-155. 
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rocks; and are, many of them, a foot long. The mica schist gradually becomes harder and less siliceous until it 
is diabasic. East of the lake there are high ridges rising 75 to 150 feet above the water. These become more 
and more diabasic until they culminate in a high ridge of nearly massive diabase about a quarter of a mile from 
the lake. There is a coarse schistosity seen in this ridge in places. The strike of the rocks as shown by the 
schistosity, the direction of the longer axes of the boulders, and the foliation of the mica schist are all about 
nortlncest. These ridges offer one of the finest exposures of conglomerate and agglomerate seen in this entire 
region. The rock in places is just as full of boulders as it can be. These become smaller and more compressed 
toward the east, and disappear altogether in the vicinity of the diabase ridge. Some of the diabasic schist is 
porphyritic. Samples of the conglomerate are No. 497H. Diabasic schist is No. 49SH. Diabase is No. 499H. 
Gneissic schist from the edge of the lake showing foliation, which was northwest, is No. 500H. Biotite schist 
from a well-defined dike about a foot wide, which cuts the diabasic agglomerate, running about east and west, 
is No. 50lH. 

It is quite remarkable that there is here a gradual transition from mica schist to diabase. There is no 
place where there is an abrupt change. The mica schist is conglomeratic and the diabase is agglomeratic. They 
are both schistose and have the same trend and seem to be vertical, as far as bedding is indicated by foliation 
and schistosity. 

This transition from greenstone (diabase) to the conglomerate might be 

explained by the deposition of the conglomerate immediately above and almost 

contemporaneous with a greenstone agglomerate. Or, it might be explained by 

regarding the conglomerate and agglomerate as one, the lower part (agglomerate) 

being fragmental material derived directly from the underlying greenstone. The 

latter explanation seems the most likely, as it accords well with the fact that in 

several other l)laces in northeastern Minnesota, the lowest part of the Upper 

Keewatin is composed so completely of debris derived from the immediately under

lying rODk that it is difficult to separate the two unconformable formations. At the 

locality just described the conglomerate also contains jasper pebbles, and we here 

most probably have the conglomerate at the base of the Upper Keewatin resting 

unconformably on the older greenstone. 

Further notes concerning the Keewatin rocks are given below.* 

Observations on the rock outcrops on the shores of Snowbank lake are found in the fifteenth, seventeenth 
and twentieth annual reports of the survey. The writer's attention was directed to the hitherto unexplored 
region, extending from the north shore of the lake to Moose, Newfound and Ensign lakes. Between Moose and 
Snowbank lakes five cross sections were made. On the south shore of the former lake the rocks are sericitic and 
argillitic schists. The range of hills extending parallel with the lake shore is composed of vertical beds of schists, 
argillyte and conglomerate. SOllth of these hills, at points from one-fourth to three-fourths of a mile distant 
from the lake shore and then extending southward through a swamp and valley, are extensive outcrops of 
quartzless porphyry. This rock extends nearly to Snowbank lake, on the west shore of which is also a ridge of 
schists and conglomerates. 

FIG. 7~. CROSS-SEOTION FROM MOOSE LAKE TO SNOWBANK LAKE, NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST. 
Distance, two miles: alt.itudes expressed in feet above the sea-level. 

The above section (figure 72) from the N. E. ~ N. W. 14 sec. 35, T. 64-9, on Snowbank lake north
w.est :0 t~e 8. w. ;4 S. w. ?4 sec. 22, on Moose lake, fairly represents the rocks north of Snowbank l~ke .. The 
directIOn lS nearly northwest and southeast, directly across the strike of the vertical formations. BegIDlllng. at 
Moose lake the numbers, corresponding to those on the diagram denote the different kinds of rocks occurring 
along this section. ' 

*" A. H. EL.l!'T~IAN. Twent!)-:scconcl Annu.al RepoTt, pp. 151-155. 
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1. Sericitic schist. At the lake. shore this schist is dark in color, fine grained and has a greasy appear
aRce. One hundred and fifty paces from the shore, at the base of a perpendicular cliff 100 feet hio'h is a light-
colored sericitic schist (No. 165E) with small angular and round feldspars. b , 

2. At the top of the cliff this rock grades into a schist (No. 164E), in which the feldspar nodules have 
developed to well-de~ned knots, one· fourth of an inch in diameter. The schists stand nearly vertical, dipping 
at different places slightly to .the ~orth or south. The strike is about northeast and southwest, although in 
some places along Moose lake It vanes from east and west to nearly north and south. Two hundred paces from 
the top of the cliff the rock has changed to a dark al'gillitic, sericitic schist (No. I66E), in which the knotted 
structul'e has been developed to a greater extent. From the same outcrop specimen No. I67E shows feldspars 
two inches long. The weathered surface here looks somewhat similar to that of the finely concretionary green

,stone of Ely. 
3. Two hundred and fifty paces farther, and on the south side of a small swamp, is an extensive outcrop 

of argillyte (No. 277E). This rock breaks up into small chips and tablets an inch thick. 
4. Two hundred paces from the last outcrop, in a dense balsam ticket, is a knob of conglomerate Lifty 

feet in·diameter. In the conglomerate are numerous rounded and angular pebbles of jasper, varying in size 
from very fine grains to those three inches in diameter. Many of these pebbles sholV beautiful banding. 
Besides this jasper are gneiss, granite and slate pebbles not exceeding four inches in diameter. 'i'he matrix of 
the conglomerate is fine~grained and green in appearance (No. 276E). In another outcrop of this conglomerate 
fifty paces northeast of here granite boulders a foot in diameter are common. The conglomerate forms thl) 
highest part of the ridge south of Moose lake. 

5. In the next one hundred paces there is a descent of seventy~five feet into a swamp abent a mile wide. 
Near the northern edge of the swamp is an outcrop of quartzless porphyry, which cuts the conglomerate and 
forms mica schist as a contact rock. In crossing the swamp there are occasional outcrops of porphyry. 

6. In the N. W. ~.;i S. W. ;~ sec. 26, T. 64-9, about two hnndred paces west of Snowbank lake, the 
porphyry cuts a bed of conglomerate. This differs from No.4 in that no jasper pebbles were found. 

7. In the conglomerate are beds of epidote schist, and the whole grades into argillyte. No distinct 
boundary between this bed and the preceding one can be marked on t. 

8. About four hundred paces southeast of No.6 and on the broad point in section 26 the argillyte grades 
into a hornblende mica schist which is considerably contorted and cut by a hornblende granite. 

9. The granite continues to the shore of Snowbank lake in the N. W. 74 sec. 35, T. 64-9. 
Of this series of rocks the porphyry is the most important. Qnartz porphyry dikes are of common occur

rence in the Keewatin rocks of Minnesota, but in no place does it occur in such a large mass as it does west of 
Snowbank lake. Here it extends in a northeast and southwest direction from the centre of sec. 23, T. 64-9, 
through sections 27, 33 and 34, then westward to the west range line of T. 64-9, a length of five and one-half miles. 
It varies in width from three-fourths to one and one-half miles. The rock is exceedingly hard, but owing to the 
basaltic structure it readily breaks into angular blocks. The area in which this porphyry occurs is covered with 
these blocks. The readiness with which the porphyry breaks into angnlar blocks probably explains why it is 
found in a valley between ridges of mainly sedimentary rocks. Although these latter rocks are more easily 
ahraded by the ice and at present decompose morE! rapidly, the porphyry, being easily broken off in large blocks, 
would be removed in much larger amounts, leaving a depression between the clastics. When freshly broken the 
porphyry has a purple to grayish color. On a weatl:!fred surface the rock is white and occasionally is stained 
yellow or red by ferric oxide. Porphyritic crystals of feldspar are numerous; those of quartz are rare and in 
the larger number of specimens are entirely absent. Under the microscope feldspar phenocrysts of all sizes, 
up to one-fourth of an inch in length, are embedded in a microcrystalline ground mass of quartz and feldspar. 
The feldspars are orthoclase and oligoclase and show a more or less altered condition. In No. 60E the feldspar 
has been replaced by quartz. Quartz phenocrysts occur only in small quantities and sometimes are pseudomorphs 
after the feldspar. Chlorite and epidote occur in small flakes throughout the rock Biotite and apatite· are 
rarely present. Specimen No. 49aE represents the quartzose phase of the porphyry. In thin section, besides 
the usual constituents, there are numerous quartz phenocrysts. These, with but one or two exceptions, occur as 
round grains with corroded edges, and have a wavy extinction. The feldspars are exceptionally well developed. 
Epidote is present in small plates and chlorite is scattered throughout the section. 

Whenever the relations of the porphyry and the other rocks of this region could be determined it was 
found that the porphyry cuts the Keewatin rocks, sending dikes far across the strike of this formation. A great 
deal of the disturbance of the Keewatin rocks in this locality is dne to the intrusion of the porphyry, and not, as 
It is generally snpposed, to the granite of Snowbank lake, whieh is the youngest formation in the region. Dikes 
of granite (No. 56E) cut the green schist (No. 58E) and the porphyry (No. 55E) in the S. E. 74 N. W. ~:h sec. 26, 
T.64-9. This is the only place known where the relations between the granite and the porphyry could be deter
mined with certainty. The general strike of Keewatin sedimentaries is parallel to the pe~ip~ery Of. the porphyry 
mass. On the west shore of Snowbank lake this strike is somewhat modified by the gramte mtruslOn. 

In going from the bay in Snowbank lake in the N. W. ~4 S. E. 74 sec. 24, T. 64-9, N. 20° W., to Newfonnd 
lake, the following outcrops of rocks were seen in the order given: . ' 

1. Mica schist and conglomerate in inseparable beds, the former becoming less schIstose and mICaceous 
as the distance from the granite area increases. 2. Argillyte. 3. Mica schist. 4. Coarse diabase. 6. Ag~lom
er,atic greenstone. 6. Conglomerate. 7. Argillyte. 8. Diabase similar to No.4. 9. Conglomerate and argIllyte. 
10. Sericitic schist at three-fourths of a mile from Snowbank lake. This schist continues to Newfound lake. 
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1. Sericitic schist. At the lake shore this schist is dark in color, fine grained and has a greasy appear
ance. One hundred and fifty paces from the shore, at the base of a perpendicular cliff 100 feet hio'h is a licrht-
colored sericitic schist (No. 165E) with small angular and round feldspars. 0 , 0 

2. At the top of the cliff this rock grades into a schist (No. 164E), in which the feldspar nodules have 
developed to well-de~ned knots, one-fourth of an inch in diameter. The schists stand nearly vertical, dipping 
at different places slJghtly to. the ~orth or south. The strike is about northeast and southwest, although in 
some places along Moose lake It vanes from east and west to nearly north and south. Two hundred paces from 
the top of the cliff the rock has changed to a dark argillitic, sericitic schist (No. 166E), in which the knotted 
structure has been developed to a greater extent. From the same outcrop specimen No. 167E shows feldspars 
two inches long. The weathered surface here looks somewhat similar to that of the Jinely concretionary green

.stone of Ely. 
3. Two hundred and fifty paces farther, and on the south side of a small swamp, is an extensive outcrop 

of argillyte (No. 277E). This rock breaks up into small chips and tablets an inch thick. 
4. Two hundred paces from the last outcrop, in a dense balsam ticket, is a knob of conglomerate lifty 

feet in·diameter. In the conglomerate are numerous rounded and angular pebbles of jasper, varying in size 
fi'om very fine grains to those three inches in diameter. Many of these pebbles show beautiful banding. 
Besides this jasper are gneiss, granite and slate pebbles not exceeding four inches in diameter. 'rhe matrix of 
the conglomerate is fine-grained and green in appearance (No. 276E). In another outcrop of this conglomerate 
fifty paces northeast of here granite boulders a foot in diameter are common. The conglomerate forms the 
highest part of the ridge south of Moose lake. 

5. In the next one hundred paces there is a descent of seventy-five feet into a swamp about a mile wide. 
Near the northern edge of the swamp is an outcrop of quartzless porphyry, which cuts the conglomerate and 
forms mica schist as a contact rock. In crossing the swamp there are occasional outcrops of porphyry. 

6. In the N. W. ~:i S. w. ;4 sec. 26, T. 64-9, about two hundred paces west of Snowbank lake, the 
porphyry cuts a bed of conglomerate. This differs from No.4 in that no jasper pebbles were found. 

7. In the conglomerate are beds of epidote schist, and the whole grades into argillyte. No distinct 
boundary between this bed and the preceding one can be marked out. 

S. About four hundred paces southeast of No.6 and on the broad point in section 26 the argillyte grades 
into a hornblende mica schist which is considerably contorted and cut by a hornblende granite. 

9. The granite continues to the shore of Snowbank lake in the N. W. 74 sec. 35, T. 64-9. 
Of this series of rocks the porphyry is the most important. Quartz porphyry dikes are of common occur

rence in the Keewatin rocks of Minnesota, but in no place does it occur in such a large mass as it does west of 
Snowbank lake. Here it extends in a northeast and southwest direction from the centre of sec. 23, T. 64-9, 
through sections 27, 33 and 34, then westward to the west range line of T. 64-9, a length of five and one-half miles. 
It varies in width from three-fourths to one and one-half miles. The rock is exceedingly hard, but owing to the 
basaltic structure it readily breaks into angular blocks. The area in which this porphyry occurs is covered with 
these blocks. The readiness with which the porphyry breaks into angular blocks probably explains why it is 
found in a valley between ridges of mainly sedimentary rocks. Although these latter rocks are more easily 
abraded by the ice and at present decompose more rapidly, the porphyry, being easily broken off in large blocks, 
would be removed in much larger amounts, leaving a depression between the clastics. When freshly broken the 
porphyry has a purple to grayish color. On a weatl:!fred surface the rock is white and occasionally is stained 
yellow or red by ferric oxide. Porphyritic crystals of feldspar are numerous; those of quartz are rare and in 
the larger number of specimens are entirely absent. Under the microscope feldspar phenocrysts of all sizes, 
up to one-fourth of an inch in length, are embedded in a microcrystalline groundmass of quartz and feldspar. 
The feldspars are orthoclase and oligoclase and show a more or less altered condition. In No. 60E the feldspar 
has been replaced by quartz. Quartz phenocrysts occur only in small quantities and sometimes are pseudomorphs 
after the feldspar. Chlorite and epidote occur in small flakes throughout the rock Biotite and apatite are 
rarely present. Specimen No. 49aE represents the quartzose phase of the porphyry. In thin section, besides 
the usual constituents, there are numerous quartz phenocrysts. These, with but one or two exceptions, occur as 
round grains with corroded edges, and have a wavy extinction. The feldspars are exceptionally well developed. 
Epidote is present in small plates and chlorite is scattered throughout the section. 

Whenever the relations of the porphyry and the other rocks of this region could be determined it was 
found that the porphyry cuts the Keewatin rocks, sending dikes far across the strike of this formation. A great 
deal of the disturbance of the Keewatin rocks in this locality is due to the intrusion of the porphyry, and not, as 
jt is generally supposed, to the granite of Snowbank lake, whieh is the young'est formation in the region. Dikes 
of granite (No. 56E) cut the green schist (No. 5SE) and the porphyry (No. 55E) in the S. E. M N. w. Ii sec. 26, 
T.64-9. This is the only place known where the relations between the granite and the porphyry could be deter
mined with certainty. The general strike of Keewatin sedimentaries is parallel to the pe~ip~ery Of. the porphyry 
mass. On the west shore of Snowbank lake this strike is somewhat modified by the gramte mtruSlOn. 

In going from the bay in Snowbank lake in the N. w. ;4 S. E. 74 sec. 24, T. 64-9, N. 20° W., to Newfound 
lake, the following outcrops of rocks were seen in the order given: . ' 

1. Mica schist and conglomerate in inseparable beds, the former becoming less schIstose and mICaceous 
as the distance from the granite area increases. 2. Argillyte. 3. Mica schist. 4. Coarse diabase. 5. Ag~lom
eratic greenstone. 6. Conglomerate. 7. Argillyte. 8. Diabase similar to No.4. 9. Conglomerate and argillyte. 
10. Sericitic schist at three-fourths of a mile from Snowbank lake. This schist continues to Newfound lake. 
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The strike of the rocks mentioned above is nearly east and west, and toward the east this remains the same. 
One-half a mile west of the line of the cross section the strike of the rock is somewhat changed to a southwest 
and northeast direction. Farther west, neal' the north end of Moose lake, the strike, as previously mentioned, 

is nearly north and sonth. 
In the region north of the central part of Snowbank lake, no outcrops of the porphyry, which is so abundant 

west of here, were found. On the west shore of Boot lake, in the S. W. Xl N. W. Xl sec. 21, T. 64-8, are several 
large dikes of this rock cutting the graywacke and schist in this vicinity. 

In the S. W. % N. E. ~1! sec. 21, T. 64--8, on the east side of the long point, in the midst of a bed of conglom
erate, is a boss of granite partially uncovered. Dikes run out from this mass in all directions, cutting the 
conglomerate and distorting the stratfl in a very complicated manner. In the conglomerate are boulders up to 
four feet in diameter of gneiss, slate, diabase and granite. This last can scarcely be distinguished from the" 
O'ranite which cuts the conglomerate of the region. In several instances a granite dike traced several hundred 
feet, was found to cut some of the large bouldEJrs in the conglomerate. The contact between the dike and the 
granite boulders could not be determined easily. Parts of the boulders adhered to each side of the dike. 

The conglomerate just mentioned (S. W. i N. E. i sec. 21, T.64-8) is regarded 

as part of the base of the Upl)er Keewatin. 

Conglomerates occur elsewhere in several places, as along the portage from 

Moose to Flask lake, along the east side of sec. 32, T. 64-9, and on the large penin~ 

sula on the northwest side of Disappointment lake. Details concerning some of 

these localities and others also may be found in the chapter on Lake county, and 

these details need not be repeated here. Perhaps one of the most interesting local

ities for a conglomerate is on the portage between Moose and Wood lakes, near the 

line between secs. 20 and 21, T. 64-9 W. Here is a conglomerate which contains· 

interbedded strata of jaspilyte. It has already been described, page 279. 

In a number of places the Keewatin sediments have been converted into mica 

schists, and this is especially trne around Snowbank lake where mica schists are 

well exposed, as along the northwestern shore of the lake in secs. 24 and 26, T. 64-9. 

Mica schists are also found between Snowbank and Disappointment lakes and about 

Round lake. 'rhese schists are found in direct-contact with and near to the granite 

masses, and they are referred in the main to contact metamorphism, induced by the 

granite, although dynamic metamorphism may also have aided in their development. 

Dikes from the granite frequently penetrate the mica schists. Some details of the 

geology about Snowbank lake, where the granite and mica schists occur, are 

given below.* 

On the west shore in the N. :>2' N. E. Xl sec. 11, T. 63-9, a fine-grained syenyte (No. 482G) is seen; this is 
quite similar in appearance to Nos. 480G and 481G. Farther north syenyte is again seen on the shore; here it 
is coarser grained anclnot at all like No. 482G. This coarser-grained syenyte extends along the west shore into 
the northwest corner of the bay in the S. :>2' S. E. Xl sec. 2, T. 63-9. Here it is represented by Nos. 483 and 484; 
the former is a dark-red syenyte of medium grain, and the latter is of lighter color, contains less hornblende, 
and is the facies of the rock that is most common at this locality. Just off the point, which is in the N. W. ~ 
S. E. ~ sec. 2, T. 63-9, is a small island made of a coarser facies of the same syenyte (No. 485G). This is cut by 
veins, of all sizes up to three feet across, of a dull reddish, rather coarse-grained syenyte (No. 486G) made up 
almost entirely of feldspar; the other constituent is in small amount and seems to be epidote. The point crosse.d 
by the line between sees. 35 and 36, T. 64-9, is composed of dark dioryte of medium grain (No. 487G); thIS 
appears in the form of a dike, 100 feet or more in width. It runs about north and south. The syenyte was seen 
just east of this point and also along the shore west of it; here the syenyte is quite coarse-grained and contains 
much biotite (No. 488G). The point on the south shore, in the S. E. ~ N. W. Xl sec. 35, T. 64-9, shows syenyte 
of a rather fine grain (No. 489G). 
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The strike of the rocks mentioned above is nearly east and west, and toward the east this remains the same. 
One-half a mile west of the line of the cross section the strike of the rock is someyvhat changed to a southwest 
and northeast di.rection. Farther west, neal' the north end of Moose lake, the strike, as previously mentioned, 

is neaTly north and south. 
In the reo'ion north of the central part of Snowbank lake, no outcrops of the porphyry, which is so abundant 

west of here, w:re found. On the west shore of Boot lake, in the S. W. X N. W. X sec. 21, T. 64-8, are several 
large dikes of this rock cutting the graywacke and schist in this vicinity. 

In the S. W. 3:i: N. E. ~~ sec. 21, T. 64-8, on the east side of the long point, in the midst of a bed of conglom
erate, is a boss of granite partially uncovered. Dikes run out from this mass in all directions, cutting the 
conglomerate and distorting the stratfl in a very complicated manner. In the conglomerate are boulders up to 
fou; feet in diameter of gneiss, slate, diabase and granite. This last can scarcely be distinguished from the. 
crranite which cuts the conglomerate of the region. In several instances a granite dike traced several hundred 
~eet, was found to cut some of the large bould~rs in the conglomerate. The contact between the dike and the 
granite boulders could not be determined easily. Parts of the boulders adhered to each side of the dike. 

The conglomerate just mentioned (S. W . .i N. E . .i sec. 21, T. 64-8) is regarded 

as part of the base of the Upl)er Keewatin. 

Conglomerates occur elsewhere in several places, as along the portage from 

Moose to Flask lake, along the east side of sec. 32, T. 64-9, and on the large penin~ 

sula on the northwest side of Disappointment lake. Details concerning some of 

these localities and others also may be found in the chapter on Lake county, and 

these details need not be repeated here. Perhaps one of the most interesting local

ities for a eonglomerate is on the portage between Moose and Wood lakes, near the 

line between secs. 20 and 21, T. 64-9 W. Here is a conglomerate which contains' 

interbedded strata of jaspilyte. It has already been described, page 279. 

In a number of places the Keewatin sediments have been converted into mica 

schists, and this is espeeially true around Snowbank lake where mica schists are 

well exposed, as along the northwestern shore of the lake in secs. 24 and 26, T. 64-9. 

Mica schists are also found between Snowbank and Disappointment lakes and about 

Round lake. 'rhese schists are found in direct 'contact with and near to the granite 

masses, and they are referred in the main to contact metamorphism, induced by the 

granite, although dynamic metamorphism may also have aided in their development. 

Dikes from the granite frequently penetrate the mica schists. Some details of the 

geology about Snowbank lake, where the granite and mica schists occur, are 

given below.* 

On the west shore in the N. 72 N. E. !4 sec. 11, T. 63-9, a fine-grained syenyte (No. 482G) is seen; this is 
quite similar in appearance to Nos. 480G and 481G. Farther north syenyte is again seen on the shore; here it 
is coarser grained and not at all like No. 482G. This coarser-grained syenyte extends along the west shore into 
the northwest corner of the bay in the S. 7~ S. E. X sec. 2, T. 63-9. Here it is represented by Nos. 483 and 484; 
the former is It dark-red syenyte of medium grain, and the latter is of lighter color, contains less hornblende, 
and is the facies of the rock that is most common at this locality. Just off the point, which is in the N. W. M 
S. E. Xi sec. 2, T. 63-9, is a small island made of a coarser facies of the same syenyte ,No. 485G). This is cut by 
veins, of all sizes up to three feet across, of a dull reddish, rather coarse-grained syenyte (No. 486G) made up 
almost entirely of feldspar; the other constituent is in small amount and seems to be epidote. The point crossed 
by the line between sees. 35 and 36, T. 64-9, is composed of dark dioryte of medium grain (No. 487G); this 
appears in the form of a dike, 100 feet or more in width. It runs about north and south. The syenyte was seen 
just east of this point and also along the shore west of it; here the syenyte is quite coarse-grained and contains 
much biotite (~o. 488G). The point on the south shore, in the S. E.!4 N. w. X sec. 35, T. 64-9, shoWS syenyte 
of a rather fine grain (~o. 489G). 

~ Tw('-n{lelh Annuul Rf!l)()rt, pp. 60-67. 
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The bay which runs south along the line bet'\veen secs. 34 and 35, T. 64-9, shows no outcrops alono- its 
shores. And on going west a short distance, neal' the township line, no rock was seen in s-Ut~. On the ~est 
shore, in the N. E. !4 ~. E. ~ sec. 34, T. 64-9, a short distance north of the portage which runs to Flask lake, is 
a large bluff of fine-graIned. dIabase. ~al't~er north on the west shore of the narrow bay in the S. E. 34 s, E. 34 
sec. 27, T. 64--9, the fine-graIned, greelllsh dIabase, here represented by No. 4.89aG, is cut by an irregular dike of 
reddish porphyry (No. 490G). This dike is from two to five feet wide and was traced for at least thirty feot. 
Another small mass of this same rock was seen near by, but it was exposed only in one place. This porphyry 
(No. 490G) has a reddish to purplish aphanitic ground mass, in which are porphyritic crystals of red feldspar 
and small areas of chlorite. Under the microscope the groundmass is seen to be microgranitic in strudure, 
and apparently composed of quartz and feldspar. The feldspar phenocrysts are more or less altered, and the 
majority of them show polysynthetic twinning. Irregular areas of chlorite occur in the ground mass, but nothing 
is left to show what was the mineral that originally occupied these areas. A few small apatite prisms are 
present, and scattered through the whole rock are minute green flakes of chlorite. The rock is probably a 
syenyte porphyry. 

No rock, except that above described, is seen on the shores of this narrow bay north of the south line of 
sec. 27, T. 64-9. But where this line crosses the east shore of the bay there is a low ridge which shows angular 
fragments of fine-grained greenish diabase, similar to No. 489aG. No rock is seen in place along the southwest 
shore of the promontory, on which are the corners of secs. 26, 27, 34 and 35, T. 64-9, bnt many angular fragments 
of the fine-grained diabase occur at the water's edge. On the sharp point, at the southern end of this promon
tory, angularfragments of the diabase and of porphyry, similar to No. 490G, are seen. Along the shore just east of 
this point are angular fragments of granite, and a little further north this granite occurs in situ. Several 
outcrops of the same are seen along the shore before coming to the line between secs. 26 and 35, T. 64~9. At this 
place No. 491G was collected; this well represents the granite from the east shore of this promontory. It is a 
granite of medium grain, reddish color and compact texture; the feldspar varies from reddish to white, and the 
hornblende is in small grains and does not make up more than one-fifth of the whole rock. Quartz is present in 
small amount. Under the microscope this rock (No. 491G) is seen to be a distinct hornblende granite. Qnartz 
is present in larger quantity than is noticed in the hand specimen. The feldspar is more or less cloudy and many 
of the grains show a microcline structure and have a wavy extinction, as have also some of the quartz grains. 
The hornblende is quite fresh and of the ordinary green variety. A few scales of brown biotite are present, and 
also some green chlorite, which appears as an alteration product from the biotite. Bright brownish sphene is 
seen in considerable amount. Ilmenite, or magnetite, and apatite prisms are also present. This is the first 'true 
granite seen on this lake, but there is no reason to suppose that it is distinct from the syenyte found elsewhere 
on the lake; in fact, everything seems to indicate that it is but an acid facies of the syenyte. About 150 feet 
south of the above mentioned section line is a low outcrop of mica schist, much twisted and bent. This schist is 
represented by No. 492G, which is a fine-grained compact mica schist, and by No. 493G, which is coarser and 
more properly gneiss. A few feet north of this the same schist is seen again; here it is cut by many granite dikes, 
which vary from six inches to three feet in width. This granite is part of the same as that mentioned above 
(No. 491G). The dikes in general run along between the cleavage planes of the schist, bnt some were seen 
cutting across these planes. The schist here is sometimes much changed near the contact with the granite, as is 
shown by Nos.494G and 495G, which are distinctly gneisses; the latter is decidedly reddish in color. There is no 
gradation from the schist or the gneissic parts of it into the granite; the contact between the two rocks is sharp 
and distinct, as is seen in No. 496G. This specimen shows the two rocks, granite and schist, in contact; it was 
taken from the edge of a dike one foot in width. The schist at this place is so twisted that no general strike can 
be made out. In places the granite includes pieces of the schist. A few yards north of this section line and 
back about a 100 feet from the shore is quite a large exposure of the schists. These are bent some, but there is 
a decidedly general trend to the strike; it is N. 35° E., and the dip is almost vertical. Jnst beyond (north) this 
exposure of schist, and in the strike of part of it, is another outcrop of the granite similar to No. 491G. On one 
of these outcrops there is a small amount, one by three feet in area and one foot thick, of purple porphyry; the 
contact with the granite was sharp and a distinct line, and there was nothing to show whether this rock was part 
of a dike or an inclusion· in the granite. This porphyry is represented by No. 497G; it has a fresh.unaltered 
appearance, and seems exactly similar to that already described under No. 490G, except that the latter IS not very 
fresh. A short distance north of the section line (between sections 26 and 35) and about an eighth of a mile from 
the shore is a small island composed entirely of granite (No. 498G). This island is directl~ in the strike of t.he 
last mentioned outcrop of schist. The granite of the island (No. 498G) is of rather fine graIn, and holds aconsld
erable amount of quartz, but is the same granite as that described above (No. 491G). On. the northeastern end 
of this island the granite is jointed in a very noticeable manner; the joints split the rock mto parallel beds that 
stand vertical and strike N. 70° E. 

On the south shore of the· little bay, in the S. E. !4 S. W. 34 sec. 26, T. 64-9, the schist is seen in many 
places, and the granite is seen in contact with it at a few points. The schist here is well re?resented b~ t~e 
specimens collected near the south line of this section; and where the schist is in contact WIth the gr~l1lte It 
takes on the same characters as seen in Nos. 494G and 495G. In one place a small tongue of the gramt~ w~s 
seen running across the strike of the schists as shown in figure 73. Along the shore of this bay the schist IS 
twisted so much that no general direction of strike is noticeable. . . 

On the south side of this bay, near its western end and down at the water's edge, the SChIst lS cut by a 
smaH dike. This dike is four feet wide, but was not exposed for over seven feet. The walls are parallel, stand 
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The bay which runs south along the line bee\veen sees. 34 and 35, T. 64-9, shows no outcrops alouO' its 
shores. And on going west a short distance, near the township line, no rock was seen in situ. On thG ~vest 
shore, in the N. E. !4 ~. E. ~ sec. 34, T. 64-9, a short distance north of the portage which runs to Plask lake, is 
a large bluff of fine-gramed. dIabase. ~art~er north on the west shore of the narrow bay in the S. E. ?4 S. E. 74 
sec. 27, T. 64-9, the fine-gramed, greemsh dIabase, here represented by No. 489aG, is cut by an irreg'lllar dike of 
reddish porphyry (No. 490G). This dike is from two to Jive feet wide and was traced for at least thirty feot. 
Another small mass of this same rock was seen near by, but it was exposed only in one place. This porphyry 
(No. 490G) has a reddish to purplish aphanitic ground mass, in which are porphyritic: crystals of red feldspar 
and small areas of chlorite. Under the microscope the ground mass is seen to be microgranitic in structure, 
and apparently composed of quartz and feldspar. The feldspar phenocrysts aro more or loss alt(ored, and the 
majority of them show polysynthetic twinning. Irregular areas of chlorite occur in the ground mass, but nothing 
is left to show what was tIle mineral that originally occupied these areas. A few small apatite prisms are 
present, and scattered through the whole rock are minute green flakes of chlorite. The rock is proJJablya 
syenyte porphyry. 

No rock, except that above described, is seen on the shores of this narrow bay north of the south line of 
sec. 27, T. 64-9. But where this line crosses the east shore of the bay there is a low ridge which shows angular 
fragments of fine-grained greenish diabase, similar to No. 489aG. No rock is seen in place along the southwest 
shore of the promontory, on which are the corners of secs. 26, 27,34 and 35, T. 64-9, but many angular fragments 
of the fine-grained diabase occur at the water's edge. On the sharp point, at the southern tlnd of this promon
tory, angular fragments of the diabase and of porphyry, similar to No. 490G, are seen. Along the shore just east of 
this point are angular fragments of granite, and a little further north this granite OCClUS in situ. Several 
outcrops of the same are seen along the shore before coming to the line between secs. 26 and 35, T. 64_9. At this 
place No. 491G was collected; this well represents the granite from the east shore of this promontory. It is a 
granite of medium grain, reddish color and compact texture; the feldspar varies from reddish to white, and the 
hornblende is in small grains and does not make up more than one-fifth of the whole rock. Quartz is present in 
small amount. Under the microscope this rock (No. 491G) is seen to be a distinct hornblende granite. quartz 
is present in larger quantity than is noticed in the hand specimen. The feldspar is more or less cloudy and many 
of the grains show a microcline structure and have a wavy extinction, as have also some of the quartz grains. 
The hornblende is quite fresh and of the ordinary green variety. A few scales of brown biotite are present, and 
also some green chlorite, which appears as an alteration product from the biotite. Bright brownish sphene is 
seen in considerable amount. Ilmenite, or magnetite, and apatite prisms are also present. This is the first'true 
granite seen on this lake, but there is no reason to suppose that it is distinct from the syenyte found elsewhere 
on the lake; in fact, everything seems to indicate that it is but an acid facies of the syenyte. About 150 feet 
south of the above mentioned section line is a low outcrop of mica schist, much twisted and bent. This schist is 
represented by No. 492G, which is a fine-grained compact mica schist, and by No. 493G, which is coarser and 
more properly gneiss. A few feet north of this the same schist is seen again; here it is cut by many granite dikes, 
which vary from six inches to three feet in width. This granite is part of the same as that mentioned above 
(No. 491G). The dikes in general run along between the cleavage planes of the schist, but some were seen 
cutting across these planes. The schist here is sometimes much changed near the contact with the granite, as is 
shown by Nos,494G and 495G, which are distinctly gneisses; the latter is decidedly reddish in color. '1'here is no 
gradation from the schist or the gneissic parts of it into the granite; the contact between the two rocks is sharp 
and distinct, as is seen in No. 496G. This specimen shows the two rocl{s, granite and schist, in contact; it was 
taken from the edge of a dike one foot in width. The schist at this place is so twisted that no general strike can 
be made out. In places the granite includes pieces of the schist. A few yards north of this section line and 
back about a 100 feet from the shore is quite a large exposure of the schists. These are bent some, but there is 
a decidedly general trend to the strike; it is N. 35° E., and the dip is almost vertical. Just beyond (north) this 
exposure of schist, and in the strike of part of it, is another outcrop of the granite similar to No. 491G. On one 
of these outcrops there is a small amount, one by three feet in area and one foot thick, of purple porphyry; the 
contact with the granite was sharp and a distinct line, and there was nothing to show whether this rock was part 
of a dike or an inclusion in the granite. This porphyry is represented by No. 497G; it has a fresh unaltered 
appearance, and seems exactly similar to that already described under No. 490G, e.xcept that the latter IS not very 
fresh. A short distance north of the section line (between sections 26 and 35) and about an eighth of a mIle from 
the shore is a small island composed entirely of granite (No. 498G). This island is directl~ in the strike of t.he 
last mentioned outcrop of schist. The granite of the island (No. 498G) is of rather fine gram, and holds a conSId
erable amount of quartz, but is the same granite as that described above (No. 491G). On. the northeastern end 
of this island the granite is jointed in a very noticeable manner; the joints split the rock mto parallel beds that 
stand vertical and strike N. 70° E. 

On the south shore of the little bay, in the S. E. ?4 S. w. ;4 sec. S6, T. 64-9, the schist is seen in many 
places, and the granite is seen in contact with it at a few points. The schist here is well represented b~ t~e 
specimens collected near the south line of this section; and where the schist is in contact WIth the gramte It 
takes on the same characters as seen in Nos. 494G and 495G. In one place a small tongue of the gramt~ w~s 
seen running across the strike of the schists as shown in figure 73. Along the shore of this bay the schIst IS 
twisted so much that no general direction of strike is noticeable. .. b 

~n the south side of this bay, near its western end and down at the water's edge, the schIst lS cut Y ~ 
small dIke. This dike is four feet wide, but was not exposed for over seven feet. The walls are parallel, stan 
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vertical and strike N. 50° E. The line between the dike artd the schist is very sharp. The dike rock is a purple 
porphyritic rock similar to that already described under Nos. 490G and 497G; it differs from these, however, in 
having distinct glistening biotite scales scattered through the ground mass. The rock may be provisionally called a 
syenyte porphyry. No. 500G is this rock from the centre of the dike, and No. 501G is the same from one edge of 
the dike. The schist at this place has a dip of 60° towards the east, and a strike almost due north and south. 
The schist from near the dike is represented by No. 499G; this is a rather fine-grained gray biotitic gneiss. In 
section this gneiss (No. 499G) is seen to be a holocrystalline aggregate of interlocking grains of quartz, feldspar, 
biotite and hornblende. Many of the grains are elongated somewhat in one direction-this is especially true of 
the biotite-and there seems to be a tendency for grains of the same size and of the same minerals to be collected 
somewhat in irregular parallel lines. This causes a decidedly schistose structure to pervade the rook. None of 
the mineral grains show any evidence of a clastic origin. The quartz is clear and limpid and is in larger grains 
than the other minerals; it makes up about half of the rock. The feldspar, while Gloudy in small areas,is usually 
clear; most of it is orthoclase, but some good sized plagioclases are present. The biotite is brown and fresh. It, 
more than any of the other minerals, is chiefly confined to certain irregular lines. The biotite is in small scales, 
most all of which are arranged with their long axes in the direction of the schistosity of the rock. Hornblende 
of the ordinary green variety is present in a few irregular areRS. It appears very fresh. All the minerals of the 
rock present a decidedly fresh and unaltered appearance. 

<E-------sieet· 

~=1iI~ca.SCh~t. 

FIG. 73. CONTAC'l' OF GR.AJ."ITE AND MICA SCHIST. 
S. E. X S. w. A sec. 26, T. 64-9, west shore of Snowbank lake. 

The granite occurs at the west end of the little bay, in the S. E. 7.q: S. W. 7.q: sec. 26, T. 64-9, and also along 
the shore for a short distance north of this place. The point in the N. E. 7.q: S. W. 7.q: of the same section consists 
of a high ridge of green schists. These schists are hard and of a general green color. They seem to consist of 
mica, chlorite and siliceous matter very closely intermingled. The rock has a fine lamination, due to rapid 
alterations in the arrangement of the constituents, thus producing laminlB of different hardness and composition; 
this lamination is very clearly shown on weathered surfaces; it is parallel to the schistose structure of the rock. 
In places the schist is conglomeratic, containiug pebbles of all sizes up to a foot in length, elongated in the direc
tion of the strike. The strike is N. 20° E. and the dip is 75° to BO° towards the east. At the east edge of this 
ridge the schists are in contact with the granite. The contact line is sharp and runs parallel with the strike of 
the schists, but the granite sends off many small dikes into the schists across the strike. No. 502G represents 
these green schists. No. 502aG is part of one of the pebbles; it is a gray gneiss. No. 503G is the granite fTom 
one of the dikes four inches wide; this is a fine·grained, reddish hornblende granite. 

The green schists extend from the point part way along the southeastern shore of the bay, in the N. W. 
~4 s. w. ;4 sec. 26, T. 64--9, but on this side of the bay, near its end, is a dark, compact, aphanitic rock holding 
white feldspar phenocrysts. This is probably a porphyryte (No. 504G). It is massive at the shore, but on going 
back a few rods from the shore it becomes schistose, as is shown by No. 505G. This porphyryte was traced east
ward until it came within fifty feet of the green schists, but soil covered the contact. The porphyryte and the 
gTeen schist at this place each had their distinct characters. The schistose structure of the porphyryte is. 
parallel with that of the green schist. In one place the porphyryte is cut by a dike of a fine-grained syenyte 
(No.506G). This dike is four feet wide, stands vertical and runs east and west. 

On the west side of this bay the green schists appear again and seem to get more massive on going north
ward, but the shore here was not carefully examined. In the S. W. 7.q: N. E. 7.q: sec. 26 massive greenstone, into 
which the green schist seems to grade, is cut by a dike of syenyte porphyry, similar to No. 500G. On the sbore 
just north and east of this the greenstone and syenyte are seen together. The greenstone here is quite massive 
in appearance and the contact with the syenyte was seen in only one place. Here it was a decidedly sl;tarp line. 
and two small pieces of the greenstone were seen in the syenyte. At this place the syenyte also cuts a gray 
dioryte hlotched with hornblende (No. 507G). The relation of this dioryte to the greenstone could not be deter
mined. The syenyte is itself cut by a fine-grained greenstone (No. 50BG), in a dike which varies from eight inches 
to two feet in width. This was traced for thirty feet. It may be that this is not a true dike, but a part of the 
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vertical and strike N. 50° E. The line between the dike artd the schist is very sharp. The dike rock is a purple 
porphyritic rock similar to that already described under Nos. 490G and 497G; it differs from these, however, in 
having distinct glistening biotite scales scattered through the groundmass. The rock may be provisionally called a 
syenyte porphyry. No. 500G is this rock from the centre of the dike, and No. 501G is the same from one edge of 
the dike. The schist at this place has a dip of 60° towards the east, and a strike almost due north and south. 
The schist from near the dike is represented by No. 499G; this is a rather fine-grained gray biotitic gneiss. In 
section this gneiss (No. 499G) is seen to be a holocrystalline aggregate of interlocking grains of quartz, feldspar, 
biotite and hornblende. Many of the grains are elongated somewhat in one direction-this is especially true of 
the biotite-and there seems to be a tendency for grains of the same size and of the same minerals to be collected 
somewhat in irregular parallel lines. This causes a decidedly schistose structure to pervade the rock. None of 
the mineral grains show any evidence of a clastic origin. The quartz is clear and limpid and is in larger grains 
than the other minerals; it makes up about half of the rock. The feldspar, while cloudy in small areas, is usually 
clear; most of it is orthoclase, but some good sized plagioclases are present. The biotite is brown and fresh. It, 
more than any of the other minerals, is chiefly confined to certain irregular lines. The biotite is in small scales, 
most all of which are arranged with their long axes in the direction of the schistosity of the rock. Hornblende 
of the ordinary green variety is present in a few irregular are1ls. It appears very fresh. All the minerals of the 
rock present a decidedly fresh and unaltered appearance. 

~------8 feet· 
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FIG. 73. CONTAC'!' OF GR.AJ."'ITE AND MICA SCHIST. 

S. E. X S. W. X sec. 26, T. 64-9, west shore of Snowbank lake. 

The granite occurs at the west end of the little bay, in the S. E. %: S. W. %: sec. 26, T. 64-9, and also along 
the shore for a short distance north of this place. The point in the N. E. 7i S. W. %: of the same section consists 
of a high ridge of green schists. These schists are hard and of a general green color. They seem to consist of 
mica, chlorite and siliceous matter very closely intermingled. The rock has a fine lamination, due to rapid 
alterations in the arrangement of the constituents, thus producing lamimB of different hardness and composition; 
this lamination is very clearly shown on weathered surfaces; it is parallel to the schistose structure of the rock. 
In places the schist is conglomeratic, containing pebbles of all sizes up to a foot in length, elongated in the direc
tion of the strike. The strike is N. 20° E. and the dip is 75° to 80° towards the east. At the east edge of this 
ridge the schists are in contact with the granite. The contact line is sharp and runs parallel with the strike of 
the schists, but the granite sends off many small dikes into the schists across the strike. No. 502G represents 
these green schists. No. 5WaG is part of one of the pebbles; it is a gray gneiss. No. 503G is the granite from 
one of the dikes four inches wide; this is a fine-grained, reddish hornblende granite. 

The green schists extend from the point part way along (he southeastern shore of the bay, in the N. W. 
~4 s. w. ;4 sec. 26, T. 64-9, but on this side of the bay, near its end, is a dark, compact, aphanitic rock holding 
white feldspar phenocrysts. This is probably a porphyryte (No. 504G). It is massive at the shore, but on going 
back a few rods from the shore it becomes schistose, as is shown by No. 505G. This porphyryte was traced east
ward until it came within fifty feet of the green schists, but soil covered the contact. The porphyryte and the 
green schist at this place each had their distinct characters. The schistose structure of the porphyryte is. 
parallel with that of the green schist. In one place the porphyryte is cut by a dike of a fine-grained syenyte 
C~o. 506G). This dike is four feet wide, stands vertical and runs east and west. 

On the west side of this bay the green schists appear again and seem to get more massive on going north
ward, but the shore here was not carefully examined. In the S. W. %: N. E. %: sec. 26 massive greenstone, into 
which the green schist seems to grade, is cut by a dike of syenyte porphyry, similar to No. 500G. On the shore 
just north and east of this the greenstone and syenyte are seen together. The greenstone here is quite massive 
in appearance and the contact with the syenyte was seen in only one place. Here it was a decidedly silarp line 
and two small pieces of the greenstone were seen in the syenyte. At this place the syenyte also cuts a gray 
dioryte hlotched with hornblende (No. 507G). The relation of this dioryte to the greenstone could not be deter
mined. The syenyte is itself cut by a fine-grained greenstone (No. 508G), in a dike which varies from eight inches 
to two feet in width. This was traced for thirty feet. It may be that this is not a true dike, but a part of the 
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greeDstone surrounded by syenyte, as it is decidedly similar to the greenstone and cannot be distinguished from 
it in hand specimen. The syenyte is here represented by No'. 509G, which is a reddish rock of rather medium 
grain. The greenstone is shown by No. 510G. 

Just north of this, mica schist is seen cut in every direction by dikes of the syenyte, which vary in width 
from two inches to thirty feet. The mica schist is shown by No. 511G. Farther north there is a large mass of 
the schist exposed; here it varies from a mica ·schist like No. 511G, to a green schist (No. 512G), which 'is very 
similar to the green schists described above. The strike here is N. 20° E., and the dip is about vertical. These 
schists extend along the shore up to and beyond the line between sees. 23 and 26, T. 64-9, Sometimes they are 
cut by dikes of hornblende granite, represented by No. 513G. Near this section line the schists become very 
hard and compact. No. 514G, from this place, is a very siliceous, fine-grained graywacke. Here the strike is N. 
25° E., and the dip is about vertical. On a ragged bluff just north of this se<:>tion line the schists are much 
ctumpled and twisted, and they become hard and very siliceous. No. 515G fairly represents the schists at 
this place. The schists continue along the lake shore in secs. 23 and 24, T. 64 9. In places they are massive in 
appearance, but usually a lamination can be seen on their weathered surfaces; this, however, is much twisted in 
every direction, but there is a general northeasterly strike and a vertical dip. The schists in these two sections 
are well represented by Nos. 515G, 516G and 517G. 

Where the line between ranges 8 and 9 crosses the north shore, granite occurs. It is represented by No. 
5180, which is very similar to the granite and syenyte found elsewhere on the lake. The granite here cuts the 
schists in dikes running in every direction. Some of thp.se dikes are apparently a hundred feet wide, while others 
are hOt more than a foot. The contact' between the two rocks is a very sharp line, as is shown by specimen No. 
5190, which was broken from the edge of a dike eight feet wide. The schists at this place are represented by 
No. 5200, taken within two feet of the granite; it is a fine, hard, siliceous mica schist. Here there is seen a 
small amount of a rather fine-grained dark augite granite (No. 521G); this is distinct from the granite and is cut 
by, it. The relation of this rock to the schists could not be determined. Just east of the range line the schists 
are seen in large amount. Here the strike is N. 70° E., and the dip southward from 70° to 800 • The schists, 
sometimes cut by the granite, extend along the shore to the bay in the S. W. ;!4 N. E. ;!4 sec. 19, T. 64-8. On the 
west side of this bay the schists are graywacke schists. The strike is almost east and west and the dip varies 
from 650 to 80° towards the south. These schists are also seen at the north end and on the east side of this bay. 

There is a small island in the N. E. ;!4 S. W. ;!4 sec. 19, T. 64-8, on the eastern end of which is a large 
exposure of gray to reddish augite granite of medium grain (No. 522G). Mr. Wood went over most of this island 
and found it to be made of the same rock. 

Syenyte from the shore, in the N. W. ;!4 S. W. ;!4 sec. 29, T. 64-8, is of medium grain and light gray color. 
Small areas of the feldspar have a peculiar yellow stain (No. 523). 

Several outcrops on the east shore of the large island, which lies in secs. 30 and 31, T. 64-8, and secs.25 and 
36, T. 64-9, were examined. They are all composed of rather.coarse augite granite which holds large quantities 
of biotite:(No. 524G). Coarse granite, similar to this, occurs on the east shore on the line between sec. 36, T. 64-8, 
and sec. 1, T. 63--9. 

At the southwest end of the island that is crossed by the line between secs. 30 and 31, T. 64-8, there is an 
outcrop of fine-grained biotite gneiss (No. 525G). 

Aside from the metamorphism suffered by the Keewatin clastics near the granite, 

they have also been altered and recrystallized by the gabbro. On the south side of 

Disappointment lake, and at Ima lake, the effect of the gabbro on the underlying 

Keewatin has been very marked. In fact, the latter lake, except for the southern 

side, which touches the gabbro, lies in a mass of these altered rocks. The Keewatin 

in such position has been partly or wholly recrystallized into a fine-grained, usually 

yellowish and granular rock, which varies in mineral composition as the original 

rock varied. To these rocks the name "muscovadyte" has been applied, but they 

are !lot to be confounded with some fine-grained gabbros and norytes which lie 

near the northern edge of the gabbro and to which the same name has been applied.* 

. (4) Quartz porphyry. In this district, especially west and southwest of Snow

hank la,ke, in T. 63-9, are considerable areas of porphyritic rocks. These vary con

siderably, but in general are light-colored, gray to reddish, fine-grained rocks with 

porphyritic crystals of feldspar and also frequently of quartz. Some of the charac-

• See remar!ts upon these rocks in the chapter on the Fraser Lake and Akeley Lake plates, and in that on Lake county, p. 302. 
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from two inches to thirty feet. The mica schist is shown by No. 511G. Farther north there is a large mass of 
the schist exposed; here it varies from a mica ·schist like No. 511G, to a green schist (No. 512G), which is very 
similar to the green schists described above. The strike here is N. 20° E., and the dip is about vertical. These 
schists extend along the shore up to and beyond the line between sees. 23 and 26, T. 64~9. Sometimes they are 
cut by dikes of hornblende granite, represented by No. 513G. Near this section line the schists become very 
hard and compact. No. 514G, from this place, is a very siliceons, fine-grained graywacke. Here the strike is N. 
25° E., and the dip is about vertical. On a ragged bluff just north of this sertion line the schists are much 
crumpled and twisted, and they become hard and very siliceous. No. 515G fairly represents the schists at 
this place. The schists continue along the lake shore in secs. 23 and 24, T. 64 9. In places they are massive in 
appearance, but usually a lamination can be seen on their weathered surfaces; this, however, is much twisted in 
every direction, but there is a general northeasterly strike and a vertical dip. The schists in these two sections 
are well represented by Nos. 515G, 516G and 517G. 

Where the line between ranges 8 and 9 crosses the north shore, granite occurs. It is represented by No. 
518G, which is very similar to the granite and syenyte found elsewhere on the lake. The granite here cuts the 
schists in dikes running in every direction. Some of thRse dikes are apparently a hundred feet wide, while others 
are not more than a foot. The contact between the two rocks is a veTY sharp line, as is shown by specimen No. 
519G, which was broken from the edge of a dike eight feet wide. The schists at this place are represented by 
No. 520G, taken within two feet of the granite; it is a fine, hard, siliceous mica schist. Here there is seen a 
small amount of a rather fine-grained dark augite granite (No. 521G); this is distinct from the granite and is cut 
by,it. The relation of this rock to the schists could not be determined. Just east of the range line the schists 
are seen in large amount. Here the strike is N. 70° E., and the dip southward from 70° to 80°. The schists, 
sometimes cut by the granite, extend along the shore to the bay in the S. W. %: N. E. %: sec. 19, T. 64-8. On the 
west side of this bay the schists are graywacke schists. The strike is almost east and west and the dip varies 
from 65° to 800 towards the south. These schists are also seen at the north end and on the east side of this bay. 

There is a small island in the N. E. %: S. W. %: sec. 19, T. 64--8, on the eastern end of which is a large 
exposure of gray to reddish augite granite of medium grain (No. 522G). Mr. Wood went over most of this island 
and found it to be made of the same rock. 

Syenyte from the shore, in the N. W. %: S. W. %: sec. 29, T. 64--8, is of medium grain and light gray color. 
Small areas of the feldspar have a peculiar yellow stain (No. 523). 

Several outcrops on the east shore of the large island, which lies in secs. 30 and 31, T. 64--8, and secs. 25 and 
36, T. 64~9, were examined. They are all composed of rather coarse augite granite which holds large quantities 
of biotite:(No. 524G). Coarse granite, similar to this, occurs on the east shore on the line between sec. 36, T. 64--8, 
and sec. 1, T. 63--9. 

At the southwest end of the island that is crossed by the line between secs. 30 and 31, T. 64--8, there is an 
outcrop of fine-grained biotite gneiss (No. 525G). 

Aside from the metamorphism suffered by the Keewatin clastics near the granite, 

they have also been altered and recrystallized by the gabbro. On the south side of 

Disappointment lake, and at Ima lake, the effect of the gabbro on the underlying 

Keewatin has been very marked. In fact, the latter lake, except for the southern 

side, which touches the gabbro, lies in a mass of these altered rocks. The Keewatin 

in such position has been partly or wholly recrystallized into a fine~grained, usually 

yellowish and granular rock, which varies in mineral composition as the original 

rock varied. To these rocks the name "m uscovadyte" has been applied, but they 

are pot to be confounded with some fine-grained gabbros and norytes which lie 

near the northern edge of the gabbro and to which the same name has been applied.* 

(4) Quartz porphyry. In this district, especially west and southwest of Snow

bank lake, in T. 63-9, are considerable areas of porphyritic rocks. These vary con

siderably, but in general are light-colored, gray to reddish, fine~grained rocks with 

porphyritic crystals of feldspar and also frequently of quartz. Some of the charac-
--

'See remarks upon these rocks in the chapter on the Fraser Lake and Akeley Lake plates, and in that on Lake county,p. 302. 
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ters of this porphyry have already been given (see pages 425-428 of this chapter). As 

a whole, the pOl'phyry seems not to have been subjected to great dynamic forces, and 

is still massive, breaking down in sharply angular blocks. The age of the porphyry 

is not known, in fact there may be porphyry of more than one date, but it is thought 

to be in general later than the Lower Keewatin greenstones, and earlier than the 

Upper Keewatin conglomerates, for it is found cutting the former and included as 

pebbles in the latter. The porphyry is probably of the same date as the porphyry 

dikes mentioned in the chapter devoted to the Gabbro Lake plate. Details concern

ing the occurrence of the porphyry in this Snowbank lake area can be found in the 

chapter on Lake county. 

(5). Granite. The granite may be described under three areas, that of the 

Kawishiwi river, that of Snowbank and Disappointment lakes, and that of Bass
woodlake. 

The granite on the Kawishiwi river is a small mass in sec. 19, T. 63-9. This is 

an eastward continuation of the Giant's Range granite. The gabbro soon passes 

over this area of granite onto the Keewatin rocks, thus completely shutting off the 

surface eXIJosure of the granite, which rock is perhaps continuous, beneath the 

gabbro, with the granite at Snowbank lake. 

At Snowbank and Disappointment lakes, especially at the fonner, much granite 

IS seen. This lake lies in an area of this rock, which appears on the islands and at 

many places on the shores. There is evidence that there are here two masses of 

granite of different date, but the separation cannot be made with certainty, although 

it seems that one granite, a red 01' hOl'nblende granite, is later than and cuts the 

other, a gray or augite granite.* That part of the granite at Snowbank lake is 

intrusive into the Keewatin clastics is evident, and on the shores of this lake in secs. 

24: and 2G, T. 64-9, this relation of the granite and the Keewatin mica schists can be 

seen in many places.t On the northwest shores of Disappointment lake is a con

glomerate, which holds red granite pebbles very similar to dikes of granite, cutting 

this conglomerate. This necessitates the presence of a granite in this vicinity 

earlier than the conglomerate, as well as one later than the conglomerate. Whether 

this earlier granite is exposed near by is not known. Dikes of granite cutting a con

glomerate \vith granite pebbles at Snowbank lake have already been mentioned·t 

At the northwest corner of the Snowbank Lake plate is a small part of the 

Basswood granite. This rock is of later date than the mica schists just to the south 

of it,§ and is also probably later than the ancient greenstones just south of these mica 
schists. 

;;: AH. ELFT)I.AN. Twenty-st?cond Annual Repoiot, p. 157, 
+ See pp. 425-428. 
t P. 426. 
§P.422. 
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is not known, in fact there may be porphyry of more than one date, but it is thought 

to be in general later than the Lower Keewatin greenstones, and earlier than the 

Upper Keewatin conglomerates, for it is found cutting the former and included as 

pebbles in the latter. The porphyry is probably of the same date as the porphyry 

dikes mentioned in the chapter devoted to the Gabbro Lake plate. Details concern

ing the occurrence of the porphyry in this Snowbank lake area can be found in the 

chapter on Lake county. 

(5). Granite. The granite may be described under three areas, that of the 

Kawishiwi river, that of Snowbank and Disappointment lakes, and that of Bass
wood lake. 

The granite on the Kawishiwi river is a small mass in sec. 19, T. 63-9. This is 

an eastward continuation of the Giant's Range granite. The gabbro soon passes 

over this area of granite onto the Keewatin rocks, thus completely shutting off the 

surface exposure of the granite, which rock is perhaps continuous, beneath the 

gabbro, with the granite at Snowbank lake. 

At Snowbank and Disappointment lakes, especially at the former, much granite 

IS seen. This lake lies in an area of this rock, which appears on the islands and at 

many places on the shores. There is evidence that there are here two masses of 

granite of different date, but the separation cannot be made with certainty, although 

it seems that one granite, a red or hornblende granite, is later than and cuts the 

other, a gray or augite granite.'" That part of the granite at Snowbank lake is 

intrusive into the Keewatin clastics is evident, and on the shores of this lake in sees. 

24: anc1 2G, T. 64-9, this rehLtion of the granite and the Keewatin mica schists can be 

seen in many places.t On the northwest shores of Disappointment lake is a con

glomerate, which holds red granite pebbles very similar to dikes of granite, cutting 

this conglomerate. This necessitates the presence of a granite in this vicinity 

earlier than the conglomerate, as well as one later than the conglomerate. Whether 

this earlier granite is exposed near by is not known. Dikes of granite cutting a con

glomerate with granite pebbles at Snowbank lake have already been mentioned·t 

At the northwest corner of the Snowbank Lake plate is a small part of the 

Basswood granite. This rock is of later date than the mica schists just to the south 

of it,§ and is also probably later than the ancient greenstones just south ofthese mica 
schists. 

:.;: AH. ELFT:JI.AN. TwcntV-Sr?Ci)ild A'I/HWl Repo,ot, p. 157, 
See pp. 42&-J28. 
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(6). Structure of the Archean. The Archean rocks, as already stated, are eli vis

ible into two, and quite likely into three, unconformable series. Sufficient detailed 

work has not been carried on to allow us to discuss fully the structure of these 

different parts of the Archean, but it is quite evident (1) rrhat after the deposition 

of the Lower Keewatin, these rocks were more or less complexly folded, and (2) 

That after the Upper Keewatin, the whole Archean area was again subjected to 

mountain making forces, which folded and crushed the rocks, at tin18s metamor

phosing them, and at times inducing a schistose structure or a slaty cleavage. The 

result was a complicated and closely compressed mass of strata whose complexity 

has been further increased by intrusions of igneous rock. The strike of the rocks 

varies considerably, but jn general is towards the northeast or east-northeast. The 

folds into which the rocks, especially those of the Upper Keewatin, have been 

thrown are numerous, and, as now visible, consist usually of closely compressed 

synclines, the anticlines having beeh removed by erosion, thus leaving the older 

rocks exposed between the synclines of the later rocks. The basin of Moose lake 

lies in a syncline, most probably of Upper Keewatin rocks, whose axis runs north

easterly. 'rhe lake itself is in a mass of comparatively softsericitic schists, while on 

either side rise the harder conglomerates and associated rocks flanked by still 

higher ridges of Lower Keewatin (or older) greenstones. 

The Anhnikie.* South of Disappointment lake, in sec. 3, T. ()3-S, is a mass 

of Animikie strata lying at the north edge of the gabbro. The strata here dip south 

at a high angle and in lithological characters they are similar to the other banded 

ferruginous quartzytes or olivinitic iron ores, described in the chapters on the 

Gabbro Lake, Fraser Lake and Akeley Lake plates. Other Animikie areas are not 

known in this plate, but there is some evidence that a small mass of these rocks 

exists near the southern part of the west side of sec. 11, T. 63-9. 

The Keweenawan. The gabbro, belonging to the Cabotian division of the 

Keweenawan, underlies a large part of the southern half of the Snowbank Lake 

plate. It has the same general characteristics and lithology as elsewhere, and it 

need not be described here. The gabbro lies on the Giant's Range granite at the 

western edge of the plate, but it soon covers this and passes over onto the Keewatin 

greenstones and mica schists; it lies on granite again, south of Snowbank and 

Round lakes, and then passes onto Keewatin rocks, on which, excepting the small 

mass of Animikie already mentioned, it rests throughout the remainder of its 

northern limit in this plate. The gabbro has had a profound effect upon the - 'Since the writing of the chapters on the areal geology and the making of the geological mCLps, the state geologist has 
reached t~econclu8ion that the mass of ferruginous rock, here described as of Animikie agp, really belongs to the Keewatll~' 
Thde same 18 true regarding all of the olivinitic iron ores formerly included in the Animikie, i, e, 1110>«' at Akeley lake and wes~v.afJc, 
an at Gabimichigama lake in Cook county at several places in Lake countv, and at Birch lake in St, LuUls ,county, £" tl ~e 
lllap and des " t" '" h d t'] I t 1)8811 "hanO'ed A dlSCUSSIOll 0 ,llS t' cnp lOns were completed before th,S conclUSIOn was reac e, ley lave no c ',5 . 'I rt t D' . 
qu~s Ion maybe fonnd in the chapter devoted to structural geology in vol. v of this report, and details of tius oca I ya !Sap 
POllltmellt lake may be found in the chapter on Lake county, pp. 302-304. 
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older rocks with which it has come in contact, and this fact has already been 

noted.* 
In the gabbro are some deposits of titaniferous iron ore, of which the following 

may be mentioned. About sixty yards northwest of the east quarter post of sec. 15, 

T. 63-9, is a mass of this ore which is exposed for a distance of 250 feet; it is ten 

feet thick, or more, and extends under a hill for an indefinite distance. In the N. 

W. -i S. K -i of the same section is more of this ore. In the N. i N. W. -i sec. 29, 

T. 63-9, on the south shore of a bay of Crab lake, is a mass of lean, titaniferous 

magnetite which covers about ten acres. 

Associated with the gabbro are small amounts of fine-grained gabbro, which is 

described more fully in the chapter on the Akeley Lake plate (chapter xxiv). 

(1). Diabase dikes. Later than all the foregoing rocks, except, perhaps, the 

gabbro, are a few small diabase dikes, which are comparatively fresh, are uniformly 

very fine-grained on the sides, and have not been subjected to pressure or shearing. 

They are referred to the Keweenawan. One of these dikes cuts thfj granite in Snow

bank lake, in sec. 1, T. 63-9; another, eighteen feet wide, and striking N. 57° K, cuts 

the argillytes at the east end of Ensign lake, in N. W. is. K -i sec. 11, T. 64-8; 

another, ten feet wide, and striking N. 300 W., cuts the mica schists just north of the 

portage from~ Snowbank to Disappointment lakes in S. W. -i sec. 32, T. 64-8. 

ECONOMIC RESOURCES. 

Mention has already been made of the iron ore in the Animikie, and in the 

gabbro. The latter is titaniferous magnetite, and consequently at present cannot 

be used with advantage. In the N. W. -i T. 63-9, and immediately adjacent in T. 

64-9, are a number of exposures of jaspilyte, some of which have been mentioned 

in the seventeenth annual report. While it is not possible to state whether or not 

there are any valuable deposits of iron OTe in the district just mentioned, it is certain 

that the geological conditions are the same as in the greenstone and jaspilyte belt at 

Ely, which is directly continuous with the greenstone and jaspilyte belt in the Snow

bank Lake plate. It is equally certain that the part of this plate mentioned above 

offers a good field for exploration for iron ore. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP. 

The contour lines are to be regarded as only approximately correct, indicating 

the general location of the high ground. In the northern part of T. 64-9, data for 

contours are lacking. The northern boundary of the gabbro, except possibly between 

Illusion lake and the southern side of T. 64-8, is thought to be located with approxi

mate accuracy. The boundary lines of the different parts of the Archean are not 

'P.429. 
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described more fully in the chapter on the Akeley Lake plate (chapter xxiv). 

(1). Diabase dikes. Later than all the foregoing rocks, except, perhaps, the 

gabbro, are a few small diabase dikes, which are comparatively fresh, are uniformly 

very fine-grained on the sides, and have not been subjected to pressure or shearing. 

They are referred to the Keweenawan. One of these dikes cuts th,e granite in Snow

bank lake, in sec. 1, T. 63-9; another, eighteen feet wide, and striking N. 57° E., cuts 

the argillytes at the east end of Ensign lake, in N. W. :1 S. E. :1 sec. 11, T. 64-8; 

another, ten feet wide, and striking N. 30° W., cuts the mica schists just north of the 

portage from Snowbank to Disappointment lakes in S. W.l sec. 32, T. 64-8. 

ECONOMIC RESOURCES. 

Mention has already been made of the iron ore in the Animikie, and in the 

gabbro. The latter is titaniferous magnetite, and consequently at present cannot 

be used with advantage. In the N. W. i T. 63-9, and immediately adjacent in T. 

64-9, are a number of exposures of jaspilyte, some of which have been mentioned 

in the seventeenth annual report. While it is not possible to state whether or not 

there are any valuable deposits of iron ore in the district just mentioned, it is certain 

that the geological conditions are the same as in the greenstone and jaspilyte belt at 

Ely, which is directly continuous with the greens Lone and jaspilyte belt in the Snow

bank Lake plate. It is equally certain that the part of this plate mentioned above 

offers a good field for exploration for iron ore. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP. 

The contour lines are to be regarded as only approximately correct, indicating 

the general location of the high ground. In the northern part of T. 64-9, data for 

contours are lacking. The northern boundary of the gabbro, except possibly between 

Illusion lake and the southern side of T. 64-8, is thought to be located with approxi

mate accuracy. The boundary lines of the different parts of the Archean are not 

"P.429. 
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regarded as located with accuracy. Future work may alter these considerably, and 

at the same time it will enable one to map the Archean more strictly on an age basis. 

ROCK SAMPI,ES. 

'fhe following rock samples have been collected within the area of the Snow-

bank Lake plate: 
N. H. Winchell's series: Nos. 329-331; 980-988; 1035-1039; 1715-1741; 2169-2214; 2227-2274. 
A. Winchell's series: Nos. 187-251; 295-297; 525. 
H. V. Winchell's series: Nos. 476-542. 
U. S. Grant's series: Nos. 132-138; 464--539; 1068,1069. 
A. H. Elftrnan's series: Nos. 30-34; 39; 43-84; 90-92; 97-103; 129, 130; 162-169; 267-281; 285-287; 572-

635; 637. 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 

rrI-IE GEOLOGY OF THE FRASER LAKE PLATE.* 
(PLATE SO.) 

By U. S. GRANT. 

8ituation (( ncl ((rea. The Fraser Lake plate is situated OIl the northern part of the 

eastel'll border of Lake county and its northwestern corner runs to Knife lake, one 

of the international boundary series of lakes. On the east is the Akeley Lake plate 

(plate 81) and on the west the Snowbank Lake plate (plate 79). '1'he Fraser Lake 

plate includes all of Ts. 63-6, 63-7, 64-6 and 64-7 W., and the south tier of sections 

of Ts. 65-6 and 65-7 VV. It thus contains, including water areas, about 156 square 

miles. It is uninhabited, and, being removed from the usual canoe routes, is rarely 

visited, even by trappers and explorers. 

SURFAOE FEATURES. 

Topogr(lphy. The area here described contains two rather distinct types of 

surface, each being conditioned by the underlying rocks. The first of these types is 

represented by the gabbro-covered area which includes practically all of the plate 

except a belt on the north two miles in width. In general the surface of this area 

is in the nature of an undulating plain. Many small elevations occur, but few 

~which rise to a hundred feet above the surrounding country. The most pronounced 

elevations in this plain are: (1) The hill in the S. i sec. 12, T. 64-6, west of Littre 

Saganaga lake; this rises 200 feet above the lake. (2) The ridge in secs. 25 and 26, 

rr. 64-7, which attains an altitude of 225 feet above Fraser lake. (3) The conical 

* The area included in tlJis plate ha3 been examined at various times by different part,ies of the survey, and a consi~era?le 
part of the field notes have heen published, The individuals who did the work, the dates of the work, and the places of pubhcatlOn 
are as follows: N. H. WINOHELL, field work of 1879, Tenth A nmwl Repo,'!, pp. 95, 97; field work of 1885, Fifteenth AnmUil Repor!., 
p!). 350-369; field work of 1887, Sixteenth A nmwl Report, pp. 92-94, 99--108; field work of 1892, Twenty-/i1'st Annual Report, pp. 158, 
109. A. WINOHELL, field ,,-ork of 1886, F'(f1eenih Anmwl Repm'l, pp. 145, 146,170,171. U. S. GRANT, field work of 1888, Seventeenth 
A IIn/lul Rel'ort, pp.186--191; field work of 1891, T,uenUet.h A nnHal Report, pp. 69-82; field work of 1892, Twenty-fou,·t" -:tnnual [.lepo.r!. 
Some f~atures of the nort·hern part of the plate hava been described by the writer as follows: Note on an aUglte soda:!!ralllte 
from Mmneoota, A·lIler. Cieol., vol. ii, pp. 383--388, June, 1893; Volcanic Rocks in the Keewatin of Minnesota, Science, vol. xxm,.p .. 17, 
.January 12, 1894; The Geulogy of Rekequabic Lake in Northeastern Minnesota, with special reference to an augite soda'gramte, 
Twenty-first A II nuol Report) pp. 5-58. . 

On account I)f the monotonous character in a geoloaical sense of at least three-fourths of the area,-thatpaytbelDg 
covered by gabbro of uniform llature,-an(ll)ecaus~ the conditions are su~h that no important deposits of iron pre are.llke~y to be 
fOlll1cl, tlllS area was !lOt. exnmm8cl along the Mesabi iron range as carefully as some of the other plates. Th.e .exaromatlOn~!IS 
eonfineellargely to the lake shores, because tlJis method furnished the most rapid anel easiest means of determmmg the geolo.g!cal 
structure. Most all the lake shores, excepting those of some of the small lakes in the northern half of T. 64-6, wer~ ~xarol!::;:, ~ 
a~.d "Ill.a number of ,places, especially in the northern part of the area, the country away from the la~es was also VIsited. . e ~ 
":lter, m 1891 anel 18,12,. vISlt.eel practIcally all the area whjch was examined by parties 'If th.e survey m 18(l6 al!d 188'71 as wel!_M 
exammmg many localitJes not hHfore visited. ~ '. 

XXIII. 

rtlI-IE GEOLOGY OF THE FRASER LAKE PLATE.* 
(PLATE 80.) 

By U. S. GRANT. 

8ituCition (( nd area. The Fraser Lake plate is situated OIl the northern part of the 

eastern border of Lake county and its northwestern corner runs to Knife lake, one 

of the international boundary series of lakes. On the east is the Akeley Lake plate 

(plate 81) and on the west the Snowbank Lake plate (plate 79). The Fraser Lake 

plate includes all of Ts. 63-6, 63-7, 64-6 and 64-7 W., and the south tier of sections 

of Ts. 65-6 and 65-7 vV. It thus contains, including water areas, about 156 square 

miles. It is uninhabited, and, being removed from the usual canoe routes, is rarely 

visited, even by trappers and explorers. 

SURFAOE FEATURES. 

TO]Jogmphy. The area here described contains two rather distinct types of 

surface, each being conditioned by the underlying rocks. The first of these types is 

represented by the gabbro-covered area which includes practically all of the plate 

except a belt on the north two miles in width. In general the surface of this area 

is in the nature of an undulating plain. Many small elevations occur, bilt few 

which rise to a hundred feet above the surrounding country. The most pronounced 

elevations in this plain are: (1) The hill in the S. i sec. 12, T. 64-6, west of Little 

Saganaga lake; this rises 200 feet above the lake. (2) The ridge in sees. 25 and 26, 

T. ()4-7, which attains an altitude of 225 feet above Fraser lake. (3) The conical 

* The area illelmled in tIllS plate ha3 been examined at various times by different part,ies of the survey, and a consi~erabl~ 
part of the field notes have heen puhlished, The individuals who did the work, the dates of the work, and the places of publicatIOn 
are as follows: N. H. WINCHELL, field work of 1879, Tenth A "mwl Repo,'!, pp. 95, 97; field work of 1885, FVteenth AnmUl! Report, 
pp. 350-359; field work of 1887, Si,-teenth Annual Report, pp. 92-94, 99-108; field work of 1892, Twenty-f"'st Annual Report, pp. 158, 
109. A. WINOHELL, field ,,-ork of 1886, Fifteenth Anmml Repo,'!, pp. 145, 146,170,171. U. S. GRANT, field work of 1888, Seventeenth 
A 111",((1 Report, pp.186--191; field work of 1891, Twentieth A nnHal Report, pp. 69-82; field work of 1892, Twenty-fou,·t" Annual pepo.,!. 
80miC features of the nort118r11 part of the plate hava been described by the writer as follows: Note on an augite soda:~ramte 
fr01n M1l1nf~~ota, A?I/(T. Oeol.) vol. iiI pp. 383-388, .June, 1893; Volcanic Rocks in the Keewatin of Minnesota, Science, vol. XXlu"p",17, 
,Talluary 12, lS94; The Geulogy of Rekequabic Lake in Northeastern Minnesota, with special reference to an augite soda-gramte, 
TH'ellty-jltst A II i1l1((l Repel'}'(, pp. 5-58, . 

On aeCO\Ult of the monotonous character in a geoloaical sense of at least three-fourths of the area,-that pa)'t bemg 
covered by gabbro of uniform llature,-ancll)eeaus~ the conditions are su~h that no important deposits of iron.ore are,like!y to be 
found, tlus area was nut examlllecl along the Mesabi iron range as carefully as some of the other plates. Th.e .exarnmatlOn ~ss 
confinecllargely to the lake she>res, because tIllS method furnished the most rapid and easiest means of deterrnmmg the geolo.g!CII1 
structure. Most all the lake shores, excepting those of some of the small lakes in the northern half of T. 64-6, were exarnmed, 
a~.d in.a number of places, especially in the northern part of the area, the country away from the lakes was also visited. The 
":Iter, lD 1891 and 1892,. vlslt.ed practlCally aU the area w~ch was examined by parties 9f tl:\e survey In 1886 al!d 1887/ as we!IflIj 
examillmg many Jocalibes not bAfore visited.' '-
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hill in sec. 17, T. 63-6 W., rIsmg somewhat less tlmn 200 feet above the adjacent 
parts of the Kawishiwi river. 

While the surface is in general one of low relief, the minor irregularities are 

pronounced. Steep rocky hills are common and small vertical escarpments, ten to 

twenty feet in hight, are of frequent occurrence. '1'he fiat character is more pro

nounced in the southern than in the northern half of this gabbro-covered area. 

Some of the water bodies, none of which are deep, stretch through considerable areas, 

as for instance Fraser and Thomas lakes, which differ less than a foot in hiO'ht and 
. ~ 

extend into fifteen different sections, and the irregular part of the Kawishiwi river 

just east of lake Alice, which is nowhere more than half a mile wide and extends 

into twelve different sections. 

The general plain-like character of the gabbro-covered area can be ascribed to 

weathering, erosion and glaciation acting on a surface composed of a single rock 

mass (the gabbro) uniform in constitution, grain and resistance to disintegrating 

agents. This comparatively featureless gabbro surface has been crossed from north 

to south in several places in Lake and Cook counties, and the difference between it 

and the country of more marked relief, both to the north and to the south, has been 

noted. And this country of more marked relief is con1.posed of rocks different from 

the gabbro. The hilly country just to the south is made up largely of granites, 

while that to the north is composed of alternations of rocks of different nature. 

This fact of the existence of a character of surface, on either side of the gabbro 

area, different from that of the gabbro area itself can be seen more or less distinctly 

by examining the relations of topography to the underlying rock on this plate, and 

on the three to the east~the Akeley Lake, Gunflint Lake and Rove Lake plates 

(plates 81, 82 and 83). 

In the Fraser Lake plate the belt two miles in width on the north shows the 

second type of surface. The underlying rocks here vary much in character, being 

composed of argillytes, green schists, grits, graywackes, conglomerates, greenstones 

and granites. Marked differences of elevation of the surface are characteristic of 

this area, the elevations being composed of rocks which best resist erosion and 

decay. Hills rising 200 or more feet above the surrounding country are common, 

and frequently these hills have steep Qr even precipitous sides. Such escarpments 

are seen on both sides of Kekequabic lake near its narrowest part. 

The ridge running from Gabimichigama lake westward to the large southern 

bay of Kekequabic lake is part of the Giant's range, which in this distance shows 

several points rising considerably above the rest of the ridge. The hills in secs. 1 and 

2, T. 94-7, are of granite and rise more than 250 feet above Kekeql1abic lake.: A 

;mile further east in sec. 6, 'r. 64-6, a hill composed of tough grit rises 100 feet higher, 
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and still further east, in sec. 4, T. 64-6, West and East Twin peaks rise 200 feet 

higher than the last. East Twin peak is the highest point in the area here described, . 

being about 2,060 feet above the sea, over 560 feet above Kekequabic lake and about 

678 feet above Knife lake (1,382 feet above tide), the lowest point in this area. 

Mount Northrop, in sec. 2, T. 64-6, is over 1,950 feet above the sea; this and the 

Twin peaks are composed of greenstone. On the north side of the central part of 

Kekequabic lake are some sharp ridges composed of volcanic tuff.. One of these, in 

sec. 35, T. 65-7, is 260 feet above the lake; and another (Mallmann's peak) just 'out

side the area of this plate, in sec. 30, T. 65-6, is 230 feet above the lake. The hights 

of the various lakes can be ascertained by consulting the map (plate 80). 

The lakes in the gabbro area are comparatively shallow, and, from imperfect 

data, it would seem that depths of forty feet are uncommon. The lakes in the other 

area, especially Knife and Kekequabic lakes, are much deeper, and probably in 

places the bottom is nearly a hundred feet below the lake level. This will give a 

difference of about 778 feet between the extremes of elevation in the area of 

this plate. 

An estimate of the average elevation, the highest and lowest points, and the 

difference between the extremes of elevation in each township, is given below. The 

figures refer to altitudes in feet above sea level, and the lowest lake surface is taken 

as the lowest point iil each township. 
Average. Highest. Lowest. DiJIerence. 

T.63-6, - 1,625 1,810 1,560 250 
T.63-7, 1,575 1,665 1,540 125 
T. 64-6, - 1,710 2,060 1,548 512 
T.64-7, 1,565 1,760 1,430 330 
T.65-6,* 1,650 1,855 1,4e8 357 
T.65-7.* 1,510 1,760 1,382 378 

Dra£nage. The Fraser Lake plate lies in the drainage basin of Hudson bay, but 

the various parts of the plate belong to several minor basins. The waters of the 

small lakes in the eastern part of T. 64-6, Little Saganaga and Gabimichigama lakes 

flow through Agamok lake and then north and eastward to Saganaga lake on the 

international boundary. The waters from this lake flow westward along the north 

side of Hunter's island. Fraser and Thomas lakes outlet through Ima lake! and the 

water finds its way to Basswood (Bassimenan) lake, also on the international bound

ary. The lakes and streams in Ts. 63-6 and 63~ 7 and those in the southwestern part 

of T. 64-6 form what is known as the Kawishiwi river which flows westward to the , 
west edge of Lake county, and then northward to Basswood (Bassimenan) lake. The 

waters of Basswood (Bassimenan) lake join those from Saganaga lake in Lac la Croix 

at the west end of Hunter's island. The waters of the last mentioned lakeeventu

ally find their way into Hudson bay through the Rainy and Nelson rivers. 

*:rncluding only the southern, tier of sections in tb,is townshiJ;l. 
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The driftj a driftless area. The following directions (referred to the true merid

ian) of glacial striffi have been noted within the area of this plate: 

S. w. !>4 N. E. !>4 sec. 32, T. 65-6, east side of old beaver pond, 
Sec. 18, T. 64-7, north shore of Ima lake, 
Sec. 18, T. 64-7, north shore of Ima lake, 
Sec. 28, T. 64-7, island in Thomas lake, 
Sec. 11, T. 64-7, 

south 25° W. 
south 23° W. 
south :36° W. 
south 25° W. 
south 30° W. 

These indica~e a general south-southwesterly direction for the last glacial move

ment in this area. 

The drift features of this plate have not been carefully studied, but a few points 

of interest have been noted. Throughout the area of this plate the drift is scanty, 

being sometimes practically absent or only a few inches, or feet, in thickness. The 

underlying rock outcrops abundantly, and in places continuous outcrops of consid

erable extent are seen. These rocks have suffered practically no decay since glacial 

times, but glacial striffi are not as abundant as might be expected, although the 

general rock surface presents the appearance of rounded glaciated domes. The 

highest hills have the same rounded appearance, and on the top of East Twin peak, 

as on other summits, foreign boulders occur. No morainic accumulations have been 

traced within the area of this plate, but in sec. 12, T. 64-7, are some drift hills which 

perhaps represent morainic deposits. 

The shores of Wilder lake have been described as composed of gabbro decaying 

into soil, and free, or nearly so, from any foreign boulders.* This same peculiarity 

is noticed about lake Alice and more markedly in the southwest part of T. 44-6, 

and the northwest part of T. 63-6. The following extracts from field notes give 

more definite localities. 

On the portage running northwest from the large lake in sec. 20, T. 64-6, are many outcrops of coarse 
gabbro, much decayed, and in places forming considerable soil. Very few smooth, fresh gabbro surfaces are 
seen. No large boulders occur,' but there aTe a very few small boulders of slate and granite. The whole pre
sents the same appearance as described about Wilder lake. The large lake in sec. 20, T. 64-6, is surrounded by gabbro 
hills, all decaying and forming soil. The lake in section :32 of the same township also has its shores of decaying 
gabbro. On going directly south from this lake to the Kawishiwi river in the southern part of sec. 5, T. 63-6, 
gabbro is seen in many places, often very much decayed; almost no foreign boulders were noted. Along the 
Kawishiwi river north of lake Polly, especially in secs. 7 and 8, T. 6:3-6, the gabbro is crumbling and decaying. 
Only a few foreign boulders, and these of small size, were seen. But one peculiar circumstance is that smooth 
and sound gabbro bosses occur within a few yards of other exposures of gabbro which is much decayed. How
ever, on the smooth, undecayed bosses no glacial strial could be found. The shores of lake Polly show some
what similar decaying gabbrO' outcrops, but these are not so abundant nor so noticeable as at the localities 
mentioned above. 

The differences between this region and the surrounding country are marked 

and consist in the following: (1) The lack, except for a very few foreign boulders, 

of drift, while the surrounding country contains many foreign boulders and fre

quently a thin covering of drift. (2) Glacial striffi have not been found, but are 

rather frequent outside of this area. (3) The rock is weathering and forming soil 

in situ, while elsewhere practically no rock weathering has taken place, and none 
~ 

0,N. R. WINOHl!lLL. Fifteenth 4nnuqlReport, p. 350. See also chapter on Snowbank Lake plate, of this volume, 
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The drift; a driftless area. The following directions (referred to the true merid

ian) of glacial strirn have been noted within the area of this plate: 

S. w. Xi: N. E. Xi: sec. 32, T. 65-6, east side of old beaver pond, 
Sec. 18, T. 64-7, north shore of Ima lake, 
Sec. 18, T. 64-7, north shore of Ima lake, 
Sec. 28, T. 64-7, island in Thomas lake, 
Sec. 11, T. 64-7, 

south 25° W. 
south 23° W. 
south 36° W. 
south 25° W. 
south 30° W. 

These indica~e a general south-southwesterly direction for the last glacial move

ment in this area. 

The drift features of this plate have not been carefully studied, but a few points 

of interest have been noted. Throughout the area of this plate the drift is scanty, 

being sometimes practically absent or only a few inches, or feet, in thickness. The 

underlying rock outcrops abundantly, and in places continuous outcrops of consid

erable extent are seen. These rocks have suffered practically no decay since glacial 

times, but glacial strirn are not as abundant as might be expected, although the 

general rock surface presents the appearance of rounded glaciated domes. The 

highest hills have the same rounded appearance, and on the top of East Twin peak, 

as on other summits, foreign boulders occur. No morainic accumulations have been 

traced within the area of this plate, but in sec. 12, T. 64-7, are some drift hills which 

perhaps represent morainic deposits. 

The shores of Wilder lake have been described as composed of gabbro decaying 

into soil, and free, or nearly so, from any foreign boulders.* This same peculiarity 

is noticed about lake Alice and more markedly in the southwest part of T. 44-6, 

and the northwest part of T. 63-6. The following extracts from field notes give 

more definite localities. 
On the portage running northwest from the large lake in sec. 20, T. 64-6, are many outcrops of coarse 

gabbro, much decayed, and in places forming considerable soil. Very few smooth, fresh gabbro surfaces are 
seen. No large boulders occur,'but there are a very few small boulders of slate and granite. The whole pre
sents the same appearance as described about Wilder lake. The large lake in sec. 20, T. 64-6, is surrounded by gabbro 
hills, all decaying and forming soil. The lake in section 32 of the same township also has its shores of decaying 
gabbro. On going directly south from this lake to the Kawishiwi river in the southern part of sec. 5, T. 63-6, 
gabbro is seen in many places, often very much decayed; almost no foreign boulders were noted. Along the 
Kawishiwi river north of lake pony, especially in secs. 7 and 8, T. 63-6, the gabbro is crumbling and decaying. 
Only a few foreign boulders, and these of small size, were seen. But one peculiar circumstance is that smooth 
and sound gabbro bosses occur within a few yards of other exposures of gabbro which is much decayed. How
ever, on the smooth, undecayed bosses no glacial strim could be found. The shores of lake Polly show s~~e
what similar decaying gabbrO' outcrops, but these are not so abundant nor so noticeable as at the localItIes 
mentioned above. 

The differences between this region and the surrounding country are marked 

and consist in the following: (1) The lack, except for a very few foreign boulders, 

of drift, while the surrounding country contains many foreign boulders and fre

quently a thin covering of drift. (2) Glacial strirn have not been found, but are 

rather frequent outside of this area. (3) The rock is weathering and forming soil 

in situ, while elsewhere practically no rock weathering has taken place, and none 
~ 

*N. H. WINOHELL. Fifteer;t/t Ar;nualReport, p. 350. See also chapter on Snowbank Lake plate, of this volume, 
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of the soil is formed directly from the underlying rock. (4) Sand 3eaches composed 

of yellow sand derived from the feldspar of the gabbro are common along the lake 

shores, but in the surrounding country sand beaches are of very rare occurrence. 

The marked weathering of the gabbro just described, judging from our knowl

edge of the lack of postglacial weathering in northeastern Minnesota, undoubtedly 

is not postglacial. That the area here described suffered no, or almost no, glaciation 

during the last Glacial epoch, is clear, but why it was not subjected to the same 

action which, in immediately adjacent areas, removed all the decayed rock, rounded 

the surface and deposited a slight amount of drift, is not so clear. It is possible that 

the high ridge, already mentioned, lying along the north side of T. 64-6, had some 

influence in modifying glacial erosion and deposition in the district here described. 

The poorly glaciated area is in a general south-southwest direction from this ridge

corresponding with the direction of last ice movement in this vicinity. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Brief sketch of the rocks. Following the divisions of the plate already noted

a northern part two miles in width, and another part including the rest of the area 

-we find that the first is underlain by rocks of Archean age. These are largely of 

clastic origin and are divisible into several groups. They include argillyte, grit, 

graywacke. green schist, greenstone, volcanic tuff .and conglomerate. They have 

been closely folded, often rendered schistose and now stand in various attitudes, but 

have a general east-northeasterly strike. Associated with these rocks is a consider

able mass of granite, also of Archean age, and all have been cut by diabase dikes. 

The second divison is underlain by a vast mass of igneous rock (gabbro) of much 

later elate than the Archean rocks. Between these and the gabbro is a series of 

rocks not yet carefully studied, which are described as gabbro contact rocks. In a 

few places the gabbro includes small areas of iron-bearing rock of Animikie age. 

The A.rchean. Rocks of this age occupy the northern two miles of the area of 

this plate, but on the western edge of the plate they extend a mile and a half farther 

south than elsewhere in this area. They are readily divided into two distinct and 

easily separable groups referred to Keewatin age; the first is composed in the main 

of clastic material; the second is granite. 

In lithological character the Keewatin clastics are separated into five divisions, 

which, however, are not always sharply marked off from each other: These divisions 

are the slate formation, the green schists, the vulcanic tuffs, the greenstones and the 

conglomerates. While these general divisions can be easily made, still one some

times grades into another, and OUT data will not allow us to map exactly the outlines 

of each division, although an attempt to do this is made in the accompanying 

map (plate 11), on which is represepted E:ekequabic lake and tAe adjoinine- COlll1try, 
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of the soil is formed directly from the underlying rock. (4) Sand ~eaches composed 

of yellow sand derived from the feldspar of the gabbro are common along the lake 

shores, but in the surrounding country sand beaches are of very rare occurrence. 

The marked weathering of the gabbro just described, judging from our knowl

edge of the lack of postglacial weathering in northeastern Minnesota, undoubtedly 

is not postglacial. That the area here described suffered no, or almost no, glaciation 

during the last Glacial epoch, is clear, but why it was not subjected to the same 

action which, in immediately adjacent areas, removed all the decayed rock, rounded 

the surface and deposited a slight amount of drift, is not so clear. It is possible that 

the high ridge, already mentioned, lying along the north side of T. 64-6, had some 

influence in modifying glacial erosion and deposition in the district here described. 

The poorly glaciated area is in a general south-southwest direction from this ridge

corresponding with the direction of last ice movement in this vicinity. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

B1'i~f sketch of the Tocks. Following the divisions of the plate already noted

a northern part two miles in width, and another part including the rest of the area 

-we find that the first is underlain by rocks of Archean age. These are largely of 

clastic origin and are divisible into several groups. They include argillyte, grit, 

graywacke. green schist, greenstone, volcanic tuff .and conglomerate. They have 

been closely folded, often rendered schistose and now stand in various attitudes, but 

have a general east-northeasterly strike. Associated with these rocks is a consider

able mass of gmnite, also of Archean age, and all have been cut by diabase dikes. 

The second divison is underlain by a vast mass of igneous rock (gabbro) of much 

later date than the Archean rocks. Between these and the gabbro is a series of 

rocks not yet earefully studied, which are described as gabbro contact rocks. In a 

few places the gabbro includes small areas of iron-bearing rock of Animikie age. 

The Archean. Rocks of this age occupy the northern two miles of the area of 

this plate, but on the western edge of the plate they extend a mile and a half farther 

south than elsewhere in this area. They are readily divided into two distinct and 

easily separable groups referred to Keewatin age; the first is composed in the main 

of clastic material; the second is granite. 

In lithological character the Keewatin clastics are separated into five divisions, 

which, however, are not always sharply marked off from each other: These divisions 

are the slate formation, the green schists, the vulcanic tuffs, the greenstones and the 

conglomerates. While these general divisions can be easily made, still one some

times grades into another, and our data will not allow us to map exactly the outlines 

of each division, although an attempt to do this is made in the accompanying 

mal) (plate 11), On which is represent~cl R:ekequabic lake ancl, th~ ad~oinin~ cou,ntry. 
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This map extends farther north than the limits of the Fraser 1ake plate and includes 

one type of rock, a hornblende porphyryte, not represented in the area of that plate. 

Th~ strike of the Keewatiu rocks varies considerably, but has a general east

northeasterly direction; the dip also varies, the rocks being closely folded, and steep 

i~clinations of the strata are the rule. There is, at least, one marked exception to 

the general strike, and that is in the W. ~ sec. 6, T. 64-6, where, for a considerable 

distance, the strike is nearly north and south, conformable to the edge of the granite 

mass on the west, and the dip is almost vertical. 

The cla.stic rocks have been subjected to considerable dynamic action, and, as a 

result, all except the coarse conglomerate have acquired, in places, slaty and schistose 

structures. This is especially true of the argillytes and green schists, and in many 

places where. undoubted stratification appears, it is practically coincident with the 

slaty or schistose structure. There are, however, many outcrops which show one of 

these secondary structures without exhibiting any distinct lines of sedimentation. 

And in this connection it should be stated that evidences of sedimentation are lack

ing over exposures of considerable size; this is especially the case in the conglomer

ates, tuffs, graywackes and grits, but is also true to a less extent in the argillytes. 

All of the clastic rocks, excepting the green schists and argillytes, are often seen 

possessing no evidence either of sedimentary lamination or of secondary parallel 

structures; in such cases the graywackes frequently present the appearance of fine

grained massive rocks. 

(1). The slate formation. The larger part of the area shown in plate 11 is 

composed of rocks belonging to this formation, which covers all the northern half 

of this area-in fact the whole portion north of Kekequabic lake, except for small 

amounts of green schist, tuff and hornblende porphyryte, is underlain by the slate 

formation. It also occupies the eastern side and all of the southeastern quarter of 

the map (plate 11), but does not occur in any amount in the southwestern quarter. 

These rocks reach a great development outside of the immediate vicinity of Keke

quabic lake, and form a large portion of the Keewatin rocks in Minnesota. 

Lithologically the slate formation is divisible into three parts: argyllite, gray

wacke and grit .. The first covers some areas almost exclusively, but the others, while 

found in large amount, are never entirely free from bands of argillyte. Still there 

are certain portions of the surface where grit or graywacke is developed to almost 

the complete exclusion of the argillytes. These three types of rock are found grading 

into each other. This is especially noticeable in the case of the graywackes and 

argillytes, the finer-grained slaty facies of the former passing by indistinguishable 

steps into grayargillytes. In mapping it is of course impossible to separate areas of 

argillyte from those of grit or graywacke, as they are frequently so intimately inter-
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This map extends farther north than the limits of the Fraser Lake plate and includes 

one type of rock, a hornblende porphyryte, not represented in the area of that plate. 

Th~ strike of the Keewatill rocks varies considerably, but has a general east

northeasterly direction; the dip also varies, the rocks being closely folded, and steep 

inclinations of the strata are the rule. There is, at least, one marked exception to 

the general strike, and that is in the W. ~ sec. 6, T. 64-6, where, for a considerable 

distance, the strike is nearly north and south, conformable to the edge of the granite 

mass on the west, and the dip is almost vertical. 

The clastic rocks have been subjected to considerable dynamic action, and, as a 

result, all except the COarse conglomerate have acquired, in places, slaty and schistose 

structures. This is especially true of the argillytes and green schists, and in many 

places where undoubted stratification appears, it is practically coincident with the 

slaty or schistose structure. There are, however, many outcrops which show one of 

these secondary structures without exhibiting any distinct lines of sedimentation. 

And in this connection it should be stated that evidences of sedimentation are lack

ing over exposures of considerable size; this is especially the case in the conglomer

ates, tuffs, graywackes and grits, but is also true to a less extent in the argillytes. 

All of the clastic rocks, excepting the green schists and argillytes, are often seen 

possessing no evidence either of sedimentary lamination or of secondary parallel 

structures; in such cases the graywackes frequently present the appearanee of fine

grained massive rocks. 

(1). The slate jormaf'ion. The larger part of the area shown in plate LL is 

composed of rocks belonging to this formation, which covers all the northern half 

of this area-in fact the whole portion north of Kekequabic lake, except for small 

amounts of green schist, tuff and hornblende porphyryte, is underlain by the slate 

formation. It also occupies the eastern side and all of the southeastern quarter of 

the map (plate LL), but does not occur in any amount in the southwestern quarter. 

These rocks reach a great development outside of the immediate vicinity of Keke

quabic lake, and form a large portion of the Keewatin rocks in Minnesota. 

Lithologically the slate formation is divisible into three parts: argyllite, gray

wacke and grit. The first covers some areas almost exclusively, but the others, while 

found in large amount, are never entirely free from bands of argillyte. Still there 

are certain portions of the surface where grit or graywacke is developed to almost 

the complete exclusion of the argillytes. These three types of rock are found grading 

into each other. This is especially noticeable in the case of the graywackes and 

argillytes, the finer-grained slaty facies of the former passing by indistinguishable 

steps into grayargillytes. In mapping it is of course impossible to separate areas of 

argillyte from those of grit or graywacke, as they are frequently so intimately inter-
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bedded, but under the description of each is given its distribution in areas where the 

. two others are largely absent. 
Al'gillyte. rfhe larger part of the region north and west of Kekeguabic lake, and also a considerable part 

of sec. 6, T. 64-6, is occupied byargillytes. They are found in their best development, comparatively free from 
bands of grit and graywacke, just to the west and northwest of Kekequabic lake and around the shores of Epsilop. 
lake. In color the argillytes are generally rather dark, nearly black or dark gray, but they often vary towards 
greenish and lighter gray tints, and in one place, near the corner of the bay, in which is Stacy island, to a reddish 
shade. Evidences of stratification are quite generally present, being shown by alternating bands of lighter and 
darker shades and slightly different composition, these bands being usually from one-quarter of an inch to an 
inch in width. Rarely there are seen areas of the darker slates where sedimentary lines are obscure or entirely 
lacking. The darker varieties show the best developed slaty cleavage, but in no place is this continuous a)ld 
perfect enough to make the beds of economic importance. 

The argillytes vary in composition in two general directions. First, by the addition of more and more 
siliceous matter they grade into siliceous schists; variation in this direction is marked by a change in color to 
lighter and lighter gray. When the silica becomes more abundant, and is in distinct grains, the rock is approach. 
ing the graywackes and grits. Variation in the second direction is due to the addition of a chloritic or horn
blendic (actinolitic?) constituent often accompanied by an increase of silica; the rock thus assumes a greenish 
color and a less cleavable character. Such green slates are tough and very hard. In one place, near the south
east end of Pickle lake, there are narrow bands of red and black jaspilyte interbedded with these green slates. 
These jaspilyte bands are the nearest approach to iron ore in the immediate vicinity of Kekequabic lake. 
Another direction of change for the argillytes is toward sericitic schists. This variation is not seen commonly at 
Kekequabic lake, but is shown to some extent. 

Gmywac7ce. This rock occurs in its best development around the east end of Kekequabiclake. It is seen 
in especially fine exposures in S. W. M sec. 29, T. 65-6. It varies in grain from quite coarse graywacke, with 
quartz grains one-sixteenth to one-eighth inch in diameter, to a very fine gray slate. The coarser facies occur in 
massive beds from a few inches to many feet in thickness, and often show no parallel structures, either original 
or induced. 

Grit. This rock is especially developed on the north slope of the hill whose summit is in N. Yz sec. 6, T. 
64-6. It is very intimately interbedded with narrow bands of a greenish gray, very fine-grained rock. The beds 
of grit vary from a fraction of an inch to over fifty feet in width, and, aside from the interbanded gray rock, show 
no sedimentary lamination nor slaty cleavage. The grit is dark gray to black in color, rather fine-grained, and 
shows numerous glistening quartz grains and a few feldspar grains imbedded in a dark groundmass. These 
grains of quartz and feldspar and rock fragments (to be mentioned below) are usually from one-half to two 
millimeters in diameter,-often smaller and rarely larger. Under the microscope the rock is seen to be composed 
of sub· angular fragments of quartz and feldspar imbedded in a ground mass, which is made up almost entirely of 
green hornblende. The hornblende occurs in fibers and irregular grains. The fibres often are of minute size and 
penetrate the rock mass ill all directions; they even seem to extend for short distances into certain quartz grains. 
Small fragmE'nts of various igneous rocks are also present, noticeable among which are a porphyryte and a fine
grained granite porphyry very similar to the porphyritic facies of the granite of this region, but showing no 
augite. The grit thus appears to have been deposited in water during explosive volcanic 'action, its material in 
considerable part being referable to such an origin. The ground mass, which has now crystallized as green 
hornblende, and the fine greenish gray bands in the grit, perhaps represent the finer parts of water assorted 
volcanic ash. ' 

(2). Green schist. Within the area under consideration there occur certain 

green schists of a rather anomalous character. They are of a dull greeu color and 

are rather soft, crumbling easily under the hammer. These rocks have been often 

described in the reports on this region as "soft green schists" and" chloritic schists," 

but, as is shown below, they are essentialJy composed of hornblende. 

These schists are found well developed in some places. A small belt occurs just 

north of Kekequabic lake, in E. i sec. 34, T. 65-7; also at the west end of the lake, 

in N. E. i sec. 4, T. 64-7, along N. i seo. 11, T. 64-7, and on the south shore, in N. W. 
i sec. 32, T. 65-6. But by far the most typical and interesting exposures are to be 

seen in a narrow belt along the north shore of the lake, in secs. 35 and 36, T. 65-7, 

and N. W. i sec. 3l. T. 65-6. Perhaps the best of these exposures occur on the small 

islands near the centre of section 36. 
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bedded, but under the description of each is given its distribution in areas where the 

. two others are largely absent. 
Argillyte. rrhe larger part of the region north and west of Kekequabic lake, and also a considerable part 

of sec. 6, T. 64--6, is occupied byargillytes. They are found in their best development, comparatively free from 
bands of grit and graywacke, just to the west and northwest of Kekequabic lake and around the shores of Epsilop. 
lake. In color the argillytes are generally rather dark, nearly black or dark gray, but they often vary towards 
greenish and lighter gray tints, and in one place, near the corner of the bay, in which is Stacy island, to a reddish 
shade. Evidences of stratification are quite generally present, being shown by alternating bands of lighter and 
darker shades and slightly different composition, these bands being usually from one-quarter of an inch to an 
inch in width. Rarely there are seen areas of the darker slates where sedimentary lines are obscure or entirely 
lacking. The darker varieties show the best developed slaty cleavage, but in no place is this continuous ap.d 
perfect enough to make the beds of economic importance. 

The argillytes vary in composition in two general directions. First, by the addition of more and more 
siliceous matter they grade into siliceous schists; variation in this direction is marked by a change in color to 
lighter and lighter gray. When the silica becomes more abundant, and is in distinct grains, the rock is approach
ing the graywaclres and grits. Variation in the second direction is due to the addition of a chloritic or horn
blendic (actinolitic?) constituent often accompanied by an increase of silica; the rock thus assumes a greenish 
color and a less cleavable character. Such green slates are tough and very hard. In one place, near the south
east end of Pickle lake, there are narrow bands of red and black jaspilyte interbedded with these green slates. 
These jaspilyte bands are the nearest approach to iron ore in the immediate vicinity of Kekequabic lake. 
Another direction of change for the argillytes is toward sericitic schists. This variation is not seen commonly at 
Kekequabic lake, but is shown to some extent. 

Graywacke. This rock occurs in its best development around the east end of Kekequabiclake. It is seen 
in especially fine exposures in S. W. J4 sec. 29, T. 65-6. It varies in grain from quite coarse graywacke, with 
quartz grains one-sixteenth to one-eighth inch in diameter, to a very fine gray slate. The coarser facies occur in 
massive beds from a few inches to many feet in thickness, and often show no parallel structures, either original 
or induced. 

Grit. This rock is especially developed on the north slope of the hill whose summit is in N. 7:l sec. 6, T. 
64-6. It is very intimately interbedded with narrow bands of a greenish gray, very fine-grained rock. The beds 
of grit vary from a fraction of an inch to over fifty feet in width, and, aside from the interbanded gray rock, show 
no sedimentary lamination nor slaty cleavage. The grit is dark gray to black in color, rather fine-grained, and 
shows numerous glistening quartz grains and a few feldspar grains imbedded in a dark groundmass. These 
grains of quartz and feldspar and rock fragments (to be mentioned below) are usually from one-half to two 
millimeters in diameter,~often smaller and rarely larger. Under the microscope the rock is -seen to be composed 
of sub-angular fragments of quartz and feldspar imbedded in a groundmass, which is made up almost entirely of 
green hornblende. The hornblende occurs in fibers and irregular grains. The fibres often are of minute size and 
penetrate the rock mass in all directions; they even seem to extend for short distances into certain quartz grains. 
Small fragments of various igneous rocks are also present, noticeable among which are a porphyryte and a fine
grained granite porphyry very similar to the porphyritic facies of the granite of this region, but showing no 
augite. The grit thus appears to have been deposited in water during explosive volcanic 'action, its material in 
considerable part being referable to such an origin. The ground mass, which has now crystallized as green 
hornblende, and the fine greenish gray bands in the grit, perhaps represent the finer parts of water assorted 
volcanic ash. 

(2). Green schist. Within the area under consideration there occur certain 

green schists of a rather anomalous character. They are of a dull green color and 

are rather soft, crumbling easily under the hammer. These rocks have been often 

described in the reports on this region as "soft green schists" and" chloritic schists," 

but, as is shown below, they are essentialJy composed of hornblende. 

These schists are found well developed in some places. A small belt occurs just 

north of Kekequabic lake, in E. i- sec. 34, T. 65-7; also at the west end of the lake, 

in N. E. i sec. 4, T. 64-7, along N. i- sec. 11, T. 64-7, and on the south shore,in N. W. 

i sec. 32, T. 65-6. But by far the most typical and interesting exposures are to be 

seen in a narrow belt along the north shore of the lake, in secs. 35 and 36, T. 65-7, 

and N. W. i sec. 31. T. 65-6. Perhaps the best of these exposures occur on the small 

islands near the centre of section 36. 
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These outcrops almost everywhere ~how a distinct schistose structure, which is more pronounced where 
the rock has weathered. There are also III many places clearly defined lines of sedimentation' these can be 
seen in great perfection on a little island in S. W. ~ sec. 35, T. 65-7. And here, as well as at some ~ther localities, 
there are numerouS rounded green pebbles of about the same composition as the green schist. These pebbles 
are clearly brought out by. weather~ng and wave action, being slightly more resistant to these agencies of 
destru6tion than the rock Itself, whIch decays and crumbles readily. There are also occasionally seen gllartz 
pebbles arranged in parallel lines, thus giving additional traces of original sedimentary planes. 

The green schist is usually of rather fine grain and is sometimes so fine that it appears homogeneous. In 
the coarser varieties it macroscopically seems to be composed of small, glistening flakes in an unindi vid ualized 
groundmass. Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of closely crowded green hornblende crystals 
imbedded in a fine fibrous ground mass. These horn bIen des are usually in short stout prisms, bu t little elongated 
in the direction of the vertical axis. They are rarely more than half a millimeter in length, and the average is 
not more than half this size. The ground mass is quite fine and is composed almost entirely of interlacing fibres 
of hornblende. The original nature of the green schist is not very evident. That it is, in part at least, a water 
deposit, is, however, clear. As already mentioned it often shows distinct sedimentary lamination and the lamime 
are frequently seen; where the rock has been more or less crumpled, running in wavy lines at various angles to 
the schistose structure. The difference between the laminffi appears usually only on weathering, as some are 
more resistant than others. One thin section cut across the lamination and schistosity, where these are parallel, 
shows many cross sections of hornblende, thus proving that a considerable number of the hornblende crystals 
have their vertical axes lying approximately parallel to the schistose planes of the rock. To the cleavage of 
these crystals is due, at least in some measure, the schistose structure of the green schists. This section also 
shows two lamina'), the only difference between them being that in one the hornblendes are noticeably larger, and 
that there is a small amount more of the saussurite substance than in the other. It seems improbable that the 
fresh and sharply outlined crystals of hornblende should have been deposited in that state, and so the rock 
appears to have been entirely recrystallized from its original condition. 

As to just what was the nature of the original sedimeut which formed the 

green schists, it is impossible to decide, but it seems probable that it was a fine 

water-deposited volcanic ash, now entirely recrystallized. This idea is strengthened 

by the fact that these green schists are rather intimately connected with the next 

rock type, an undoubted tuff, and the two grade together; and in the latter are also 

found similar crystallizations of hornblende. 

(3). Volcanic tuff. Extending along the -central part of the north shore of 

Kekequabic lake, and separated from the water by a narrow belt of green schist, is a 

prominent ridge, ending on the east in Mallmann's peak. This ridge is made of hard 

tough r9ck, which, excepting at its eastern end, is different from any rock in the 

vicinity. It varies much in general appearance, but is usually of a greenish color 

with an aphanitic base in which are seen numerous lighter blotches and changes of 

color. Between these blotches, and sometimes in them, are black crystals of horn

blende. Pyrite is also quite commonly seen. In certain places rounded and sub angular 

pieces of quartz and argillyte are embraced in the rock, and it is also seen grading 

into the green schists. Parallel bandings similar to sedimentary laminrn also occur, 

sometimes quite abundantly, but usually the rock shows no structural planes of any 

kind, nor any schistose or slaty cleavage. 
In thin section this rock varies much, but its fragmental character is easily 

discernible. The original nature of the fragments, which are usually angular, is, 

however, not very evident, owing to alteration and the development of secondary 

minerals in the rock, but it SBems that a porphyryte forms most of these fragments. 

Between the fragments and forming the groundmass of the rock, and often in the 
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These outcrops almost everywhere ~how a distinct schistose structure, which is more pronounced where 
the rock has weathered. There are also III many places clearly defined lines of sedimentation' these can be 
seen in great perfection on a little island in S. W. 74 sec. 35, T. 65-7. And hore, as well as at some ~ther localities, 
there are numerous rounded green pebbles of about the samo composition as the green schist. These pebhlBs 
are clearly brought out by. weathBr~ng and wave action, being slightly more rBsistant to thBso agencies of 
destru6tion than the rock Itself, whICh decays and crumbles roadily. Thoro arB also occasionally SOGil Cjllartz 
pebbles arranged in parallel lines, thus giving additional tracos of original sBdimontary planBs. 

The green schist is usually of rather fine grain and is sometimes so finB that it appears homogeneous. In 
the coarser varieties it macroscopically seems to be composed of small, glistening flakes in an unindividualized 
groundmass. Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of closely crowded green hornblenue crystals 
imbedded in a fine fibrous ground mass. These hornblendes are usually in short stout prisms, but little elongated 
in the direction of the vertical axis. They are rarely more than half a millimeter in length, and the average is 
not more than half this size. The gronndmass is quite fine and is composed almost entirely of interlacing fibres 
of hornblende. The original natnre of the green schist is not very evident. That it is, in part at least, a water 
deposit, is, however, clear. As already mentioned it often shows distinct sedimentary lamination and the laminm 
are frequently seen; where the rock has been more or less crumpled, running in wavy lines at various angles to 
the schistose structure. The difference between the laminal appears usually only on weathering, as some are 
more resistant than others. One thin section cut across the lamination and schistosity, where these are parallel, 
shows many cross sections of hornblende, thus proving that a considerable number of the hornblende crystals 
have their vertical axes lying approximately parallel to the schistose planes of the rock. To the cleavage of 
these crystals is due, at least in some measure, the schistoso structure of the green schists. This section also 
shows two lamin:B, the only difference between them being that in one the hornblendes are noticeably larger, and 
that there is a small amount more of the saussurite substance than in the other. It seems improbable that the 
fresh and sharply outlined crystals of hornblende should have been deposited in that state, and so the rock 
appears to have been entirely recrystallized from its original condition. 

As to just what was the nature of the original sediment which formed the 

green schists, it is impossible to decide, but it seems probable that it was a fine 

water-deposited volcanic ash, now entirely recrystallized. This idea is strengthened 

by the fact that these green schists are rather intimately connected with the next 

rock type, an undoubted tuff, and the two grade together; and in the latter are also 

found similar crystallizations of hornblende. 

(3). Volcanic iL~jf. Extending along the 'central part of the north shore of 

Kekequabic lake, and separated from the water by a narrow belt of green schist, is a 

prominent ridge, ending on the east in Mallmann's peak. This ridge is made of hard 

tough r9ck, which, excepting at its eastern end, is different from any rock in the 

vicinity. It varies much in general appearance, but is usually of a greenish color 

with an aphanitic base in which are seen numerous lighter blotches and changes of 

color. Between these blotches, and sometimes in them, are black crystals of horn

blende. Pyrite is also quite commonly seen. In certain places rounded and subangular 

pieces of quartz and argillyte are embraced in the rock, and it is also seen grading 

into the green schists. Parallel bandings similar to sedimentary laminffi also occur, 

sometimes quite abundantly, but usually the rock shows no structural planes of any 

kind, nor any schistose or slaty cleavage. 
In thin section this rock varies much, but its fragmental character is easily 

discernible. The original nature of the fragments, which are usually angular, is, 

however, not very evident, owing to alteration and the development of secondary 

minerals in the rock, but it seems that a porphyryte forms most of these fragments. 

Between the fragments and forming the groundmass of the rock, and often in the 
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fragments themselves, are many hornblendes similar to those in the green s~hist. 

And there are also areas of secondary hornblende filling in old crystal outlines. What 

these crystals originally were is not clear, although they probably were pyroxenes. 

(4). Greenstone. It is convenient to continue, at least for the present, this 'field 

term. It is applied to a series of greenish, more or less altered, rocks which are 

common in this part of Minnesota and which are known to be composed 'essentially 

of material of igneous OTigin. Frequently these greenstones are quite .schistose and 

are then called greenstone schists, but in the area of this plate the schistose character 

is not so pronounced as elsewhere, and the greenstones form hard, massive, enduring 

rocks. The highest hills in the Fraser Lake plate are greenstone hills-mount N or

thrup and the Twin peaks. This rock is confined largely to the vicinity of these hills 

and occupies practically all the Archean area in secs. 2, 3, 4 and 5, T. 64-6.' 
While the greenstones are composed almost entirely of igneous material, it is 

as yet impossible for us to map the two parts of the greenstone areas, on account of 

the alteration which these rocks have undergone, and on account of lack of detailed 

examinations both in the field and in the laboratory. These two parts are: (1) A 
fragmental portion composed of fragmental volcanic materials, sometimes, though 

not always, showing evidences of deposition in water; and (2) Actual flows and intru

sions of igneous rock. In general, these greenstones are basic rocks, and some of the 

less altered outcrops of the second part show that the rock at these places was origi

nally a diabase. 

(5). Conglomerate. While conglomeratic areas of very limited extent, holding 

only small pebbles, are found at various places in the rocks already described, espe

cially in the green schists, still these areas have not been called conglomeratic areas. 

Conglomerates occur in characteristic development on the south side of Kekequabic 

lake between the shore of that lake and the small lake in S. W. i sec. 36, T. 65-7. 

Here the rock contains well rounded and closely crowded pebbles which often reach 

a size of over a foot in diameter. These pebbles are of various rocks, including vein 

quartz, argillyte, jaspilyte and a granitic rock resembling the granite of this vicinity. 

Another conglomeratic area is found near the southwestern corner of sec. 6, T. 

64-6, just before the Archean rocks disappear under the gabbro mass. 

The granite. The granite of Kekequabic lake is of a peculiar type-an augite

soda granite. It has been described at some length in the twenty-first annual report, 

and the following discussion of the general relations of this rock are taken from that 
report: 

The granite, with the two exceptions mentioned below, is confined to a roughly 

oval area, whose major axis (east and west) is about three and a half miles; the tqinor 

axis being less than two. It occupies most of the S. W. i sec. 31, T. 65-6 W., the S. i 
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fragments themselves, are many hornblendes similar to those in the green schist. 

And there are also areas of secondary hornblende filling in old crystal outlines. What 

these crystals originally were is not clear, although they probably were pyroxenes. 

(4). Greenstone. It is convenient to continue, at least for the present, this 'field 

tenn. It is applied to a series of greenish, more or less altered, rocks which are 

common in this part of Minnesota and which are known to be composed essentially 

of material of igneous origin. Frequently these greenstones are quite schistose and 

are then called greenstone schists, but in the area of this plate the schistose character 

is not so pronounced as elsewhere, and the greenstones form hard, massive, enduring 

rocks. The highest hills in the Fraser Lake plate are greenstone hills-mount Nor

thrup and the Twin peaks. This rock is confined largely to the vicinity of these hills 

and occupies practically all the Archean area in secs. 2,3, 4 and 5, T. 64-6.· 

While the greenstones are composed almost entirely of igneous material, it is 

as yet impossible for us to map the two parts of the greenstone areas, on account of 

the alteration which these rocks have undergone, and on account of lack of detailed 

examinations both in the field and in the laboratory. These two parts are: (1) A 

fragmental portion composed of fragmental volcanic materials, sometimes, though 

not always, showing evidences of deposition in water; and (2) Actual flows and intru

sions of igneous rock. In general, these greenstones are basic rocks, and some of the 

less altered outcrops of the second part show that the rock at these places was origi

nally a diabase. 

(5). Con.c;lomerate. While conglomeratic areas of very limited extent, holding 

only small pebbles, are found at various places in the rocks already described, espe

cially in the green schists, still these areas have not been called conglomeratic areas. 

Oonglomerates occur in characteristic development on the south side of Kekequabic 

lake between the shore of that lake and the small lake in S. W. i sec. 36, T. 65-7. 

Here the rock contains well rounded and closely crowded pebbles which often reach 

a size of over a foot in diameter. These pebbles are of various rocks, including vein 

quartz, argillyte, jaspilyte and a granitic rock resembling the granite of this vicinity. 

Another conglomeratic area is found near the southwestern corner of sec. 6, T. 

64-6, just before the Archean rocks disappear under the gabbro mass. 

The granite. The granite of Kekequabic lake is of a peculiar type-an augite

soda granite. It has been described at some length in the twenty-first annual report, 

and the following discussion of the general relations of this rock are taken from that 
report: 

The granite, with the two exceptions mentioned below, is confined to a roughly 

oval area, whose major axis (east and west) is about three and a half miles; the minor 

axis being less than two. It occupies most of the S. W. i sec. 31, T. 65-6 W., the S. i 
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. S. i se'c. 36, T. 65-7, nearly all of sec. 1, all the land in sec. 2 and most of the land in sec. 3, 

T.64-7. The only exceptions to the oval outline of the area occupied by the granite 

are: (1) A narrow band of granite, or what appears to be such, running out from the 

main mass along the south shore of Kekequabic lake in sec. 31, T. 65-6. (2) Small 

isolated granitic bosses found in the clastic rocks, mostly to the north of the main 

mass of the granite. The rock of these areas makes up the porphyritic facies of the 

granite. In this connection, and before proceeding farther, it might be well to state 

that the granite is separated into two principal facies-a granitic and a porphyritic 

-which are rather distinct in the field. 

On all sides, except at the southwest, the outlines of the granite area can be 

pretty definitely traced, and we can feel sure that its sudace area is about all exposed. 

But at the southwest the gabbro contact rocks come up to the granite. If these 

rocks are part of the gabbro which extends over the old granite surface, it is possible 

that there is an area of granite now concealed under the gabbro and its contact rocks 

to the southwest. But this is rendered rather improbable for two reasons: (1) The 

general outline of the granite area, and the fact that the clastic rocks of the region 

are found both on the south and west, would seem to indicate that they were continu

ous around the southwestern edge of the granite boundary. (2) It is not yet certain 

that the gabbro contact rocks which here come up to the granite are not the clastics 

of the region metamorphosed. rrhere are no other known exposures of granitic 

rocks within several miles of the Kekequabic Lake granite, excepting one small out

crop (syenyte) in the midst of the gabbro near the centre of the S. W. i sec. 11, 

T. 64-7.* 

Parallel struct1tres. One of the first features of the granite which attracts attention is its separation along 
roughly parallel planes. The layers thus formed vary from an inch to ten or more inches in thickness, and the 
same layer varies in thickness within a short distance. No difference in petrographical character between the 
different layers can be made out, nor is there any arrangement, macroscopically visible, of the constituent 
minerals of such a kind as to cause splitting along these planes. And there seems to be no tendency toward an 
indefinite separation into finer and finer layers. In some cases small quartz veins are to be seen between the 
different layers, but usually there is nothing visible except a simple undulating crack. Thin sections of the rock 
cut at right angles to this cleavage show no evidence of any parallel arrangement of the minerals nor of any 
microscopical faults or fault breccias, to which cause the rifting of certain granites is due·t 

The cleavage of the granite of Kekequabic lake has been described and figured,t but no explanation of its 
origin was given. It was provisionally called flowage structure, but there is no evidence of such a struct:ue ~n 
the rock. It seems to the writer this separation into sheets is probably due to jointage caused by contractIOn m 
cooling. While this cleavage is in places very pronounced, it is still not to be seen over most of the gra.nite are~. 
It is found in its best development on some of the smaller islands in the western part of KekequablC lake, m 
sec. 3, T. 64-7. Here the parallel layers dip toward the north at angles varying in different outcrops from 10° to 
400 , but on the little point in the S. E. 7.4: S. w. 7.4: sec. 2, T. 64-7, the dip is toward the south 10° to 15°. No 
general direction nor regularity in this di p has been seen. 

It will be noticed that in the previous descriptions of this granite, it has been frequent~y called ".fi~e 
syenitic gneiss," "chlorite gneiss" or simply" gneiss,"§ thus implying that there was some eVIdent g~eIssIc 
structure in the rock. However aside from that described above, the writer has been able to detect no eVIdence 
of any parallel structures in the ~ock; there are no alternating bands of different mineral composition, nor are 

• l'wentieth A n?wal Report, p. 69. . 
+ R. S. TARR. The phenomenon of rifting in granite. Am,,'. Jo'ur. Sci., iii, vol. 41, pp. 267-272, Apnl, 1891. 
1 ]ilift~enth Annual Report, pp. 361,362, figures 51 and 52. Twenl'ieth Annual Repo)'t, pp. 70, 71, figure 5. 
1 Fifteenth Annual Repo?·t, pp. 361-369. Sixteenth Annual Report, pp. 149-156. 
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. S. i se·c. 36, T. 65-7, nearly all of sec. 1, all the land in sec. 2 and most of the land in sec. 3, 

T.64-7. The only exceptions to the oval outline of the area occupied by the granite 

are: (1) A narrow band of granite, or what appears to be such, running out from the 

main mass along the south shore of Kekequabic lake in sec. 31, T. 65-6. (2) Small 

isolated granitic bosses found in the clastic rocks, mostly to the north of the main 

mass of the granite. The rock of these areas makes up the porphyritic facies of the 

granite. In this connection, and before proceeding farther, it might be well to state 

that the granite is separated into two principal facies-a granitic and a porphyritic 

-which are rather distinct in the field. 

On all sides, except at the southwest, the outlines of the granite area can be 

pretty definitely traced, and we can feel sure that its sudace area is about all exposed. 

But at the southwest the gabbro contact rocks come up to the granite. If these 

rocks are part of the gabbro which extends over the old granite surface, it is possible 

that there is an area of granite now concealed under the gabbro and its contact rocks 

to the southwest. But this is rendered rather improbable for two reasons: (1) The 

general outline of the granite area, and the fact that the clastic rocks of the region 

are found both on the south and west, would seem to indicate that they were continu

ous around the southwestern edge of the granite boundary. (2) It is not yet certain 

that the gabbro contact rocks which here come up to the granite are not the clastics 

of the region metamorphosed. There are no other known exposures of granitic 

rocks within several miles of the Kekequabic Lake granite, excepting one small out

crop (syenyte) in the midst of the gabbro neal' the centre of the S. W. i sec. 11, 

T. 64-7.* 

Parallel structures. One of the first features of the granite which attracts attention is its separation along 
roughly parallel planes. The layers thus formed vary from an inch to ten or more inches in thickness, and the 
same layer varies in thickness within a short distance. No difference in petrographical character between the 
different layers can be made out, nor is there any arrangement, macroscopically visible, of the constituent 
minerals of such a kind as to cause splitting along these planes. And there seems to be no tendency toward an 
indefinite separation into finer and finer layers. In some cases small quartz veins are to be seen between the 
different layers, but usually there is nothing visible except a simple und ulating crack. Thin sections of the rock 
cut at right angles to this cleavage show no evidence of any parallel arrangement of the minerals nor of any 
microscopical faults or fault breccias to which cause the rifting of certain granites is due·t 

The cleavage of the granite of Kekequabic lake has been described and figured,t but no explanation of i.ts 
origin was given. It was provisionally called flowage structure, but there is no evidence of such a struct:ue ~n 
the rock. It seems to the writer this separation into sheets is probably due to jointage caused by contractlOn III 
cooling. While this cleavage is in places very pronounced, it is still not to be seen over most of the gra.nite are~. 
It is found in its best development on some of the smaller islands in the western part of KekequablC lake, III 
sec. 3, T. 64-7. Here the parallel layers dip toward the north at angles varying in different outcrops frorn 10° to 
40°, but on the little point in the S. E. 74: S. W. 74: sec. 2, T. 64-7, the dip is toward the south 10° to 15°. No 
general direction nor regularity in this dip has been seen. 

It will be noticed that in the previous descriptions of this granite, it has been frequent~y called ".fi~e 
syenitic gneiss," "chlorite gneiss" or simply" gneiss,"§ thus implying that there was sorne eVIdent g~elsslC 
structure in the rock. However, aside from that described above, the writer has been able to detec.t .no eVIdence 
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• l'wentieth A mwal Report p. 69. 
t R. S. TARR. The phenom~non of rifting in granite. Ame?· .. To'ur. Sci., iii, vol. 41, pp. 267-272, April, 1891. 
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the mineral grains uniformly elongated in a common direction. Wherever examined the rock presents a truly 
massive aspect. The only thing to suggest a parallel arrangement of the minerals is in small areas of the por-' 
phyritic facies of the granite, where some of the feldspar phenocrysts are arranged with their long axes rORghly 
parallel, due to movement in the mass before solidification, and after the formation of the 'phenocrysts. In 
support of the above statements concerning the absence of gneissic structure in the granite, it may be well to 
quote the following from Prof. N. H. Winchell's second report on Kekequabic lake: "This [the granite] has 
been called gneiss this year and last, but it needs a word of qualification. It has not the real gneissic structure 
or foliation supposed to be due to original sedimentary bedding. It has acquired a sheeted structure, but in 
general it is a massive rock, showing variations due to the original conglomeratic state of its materia,ls,as already 
described. Where it passes into the porphyry it is more compact and more firm than when it is not P0l'

phyritic."* 
The only other parallel structure heretofore noted in the granite is that due to .traces of an original sedi

mentary banding, considering the granite as a highly metamorphosed conglomerate. The remains of this 
structure were noted in one place, as follows: "There is visible sometimes not only a conglomeratic, but.a 
sedimentary banded structure dipping 80° from the horizon, S.10° W."t The writer can only say that he has 
been unable to find any traces of an original sedimentary banding in thegranite. 

Field relations of the granite to its own facies. As already stated, there are two important facies of the 
granite, a normal granitic and a porphyritic. The porphyritic facies occurs in isolated bosses without the limits 
of the granite proper, and is usually separated from it by the country rock. In a few places the two facies 
approach near to each other, but are not seen in actual contact. Here no evidence of a transition between the 
two is seen, each retaining its own characters as neal' together as they were exposed. Only one contact has been 
seen between these two facies of the granite; here in a small exposure branehing vein-like forms of the granite 
porphyry cut the granitic facies. From this it would appear that the porphyritic facies is of some later date 
than the main mass of the granite. The two rocks agree so well in chemical and mineralogical composition, 
which will be mentioned later, that it seems impossible to consider them as anything but parts of the same 
magma. The writer is inclined to think that the porphyritic facies is of but little later date than the granitic 
facies and perhaps was erupted before the complete cooling of the latter. 

In the N. W. :l4 sec. 2, T. 64-7, is a small island made up mostlyof the normal granite, but with a porphy
ritic aspect. At the north end of the island is a dark gray to greenish rock, which has been termed the poikilitic 
facies of the granite, but there seems to be good reason for considering this as a part of the green schists of the 
region metamorphosed by the granite. This greenish rock is cut in all directions by vein-like forms of the granite 
and angular fragments of the dark rock are found imbedded in the granite mass. The granite where it cuts the 
other rock is of somewhat finer grain than at a short distance from this place. 

A peculiar facies of the granite is found in the narrow strip which runs along the south shore of Keke
quabic lake in the east half of sec. 31, T. 65-6. This is somewhat different from the normal granite, but never
theless seems to grade into it. This facies of the granite is called the hornblendic facies. 

Aside from the four phases of the granite already mentioned, there is another,-the syenitic facies. This 
is not as distinctly separated from the normal granite as are the others, but it forms an important part of the 
granite mass. In many places by a simple gradual loss of the quartz, the granite passes into an augite syenyte. 
These areas of syenyte occur most frequently on the hills in secs. 1 and 2, T. 64-7. 

Field 1'elations of the gmnite to the S1trrounding rocks. In former descriptions it has been supposed that 
this granite in places passes gradually into the graywacke and conglomerates of the region. At two localities 
there has been found a gradual passage from the granite to rocks macrosc~pically resembling fine graywacke or 
graywacke slate. The first of these i8 on the northern side of the narrow point which projects from the west shore of 
Kekequabic lake, in the S. W.:l4 N. W. :l4 sec. 3, T. 64-7. Here ,within a distance of thirty feet, there is a gradual 
transition from distinct fine-grained granite into a rock which resembles the graywacke slates of the region, but it 
shows no lamination and the slaty structure is not well developed. Near the base of the promontory in the S. W. 
74 S. W. :l4 sec. 29, T. 65-6, is an apparent transition in a distance of a foot or two from the phorphyritic granite 
to a graywacke-like rock. A series of specimens has been collected from both of these places, and mention of 
them is made in the section on the origin of the granite, but it may be well to state here that the microscopical 
examination in no way confirms the idea of a passage from a clastic rock to the granite. 

Around the edge of the main mass of granite several exposures have been found showing contacts of this 
rock with the surrounding sediments. Perhaps the one best suited for the determination of the relations of the 
granite to the country rock is near the centre of the W. Y2 S. E. :l4 sec. 1, T. 64-7. This locality is described 
beyond under the special descriptions. 

The porphyritic facies of the granite is found in contact with the green schist and conglomerate in se~eral 
places. It usually sends no apophyses into these rocks, but its later age is shown by its uniformly finer graIn at 
the contact lines,t 

On a little point on the north shore of Kekequabic lake (S. W. :l4 sec. 34, T. 65-7 W.), the dark ar~il1yte is 
cut by a small irregular dike of granite porphyry, which sends many stringers into the argiIlyte and also Includes 
fragments of it. 

* Sixteenth Annu.(!t Report, p. 104, 
t Fifteenth A nntwl Repo,·t, p, 862. 
t Two of these contll>cts are figured in the Fifteenth Annual Repo,·t, pp.l54, 367. 
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the mineral grains uniformly elongated in a common direction. Wherever examined the rock presents a truly 
massive aspect. The only thing to suggest a parallel arrangement of the minerals is in small areas of the por-' 
phyritic facies of the granite, where some of the feldspar phenocrysts are arranged with their long axes roughly 
parallel, due to movement in the mass before solidification, and after the formation of the phenocrysts. In 
support of the above statements concerning the absence of gneissic structure in the granite, it may be well to 
quote the following from Prof. N. H. Winchell's second report on Kekequabic lake: "This [the granite] has 
been called gneiss this year and last, but it needs a word of qualification. It has not the real gneissic structure 
or foliation supposed to be due to original sedimentary bedding. It has acquired a sheeted structure, but in 
general it is a massive rock, showing variations due to the original conglomeratic state of its materials, as already 
described. Where it passes into the porphyry it is more compact and more firm than when it is not por
phyritic."* 

The only other parallel structure heretofore noted in the granite is that due to traces of an original sedi
mentary banding, considering the granite as a highly metamorphosed conglomerate. The remains of this 
structure were noted in one place, as follows: "There is visible sometimes not only a conglomeratic, but a 
sedimentary banded structure dipping 80° from the horizon, S. 10° W."t The writer can only say that he has 
been unable to find any traces of an original sedimentary banding in the granite. 

Field relations of the granite to its own facies. As already stated, there are two important facies of the 
granite, a normal granitic and a porphyritic. The porphyritic facies occurs in isolated bosses without the limits 
of the granite proper, and is usually separated from it by the country rock. In a few places the two facies 
approach near to each other, but are not seen in actual contact. Here no evidence of a transition between the 
two is seen, each retaining its own characters as near together as they were exposed. Only one contact has been 
seen between these two facies of the granite; here in a small exposure branching vein-like forms of the granite 
porphyry cut the granitic facies. From this it would appear that the porphyritic facies is of some later date 
than the main mass of the granite. The two rocks agree so well in chemical and mineralogical composition, 
which will be mentioned later, that it seems impossible to consider them as anything but parts of the same 
magma. The writer is inclined to think that the porphyritic facies is of but little later date than the granitic 
facies and perhaps was erupted before the complete cooling of the latter. 

In the N. W. 74 sec. 2, T. 64-7, is a small island made up mostly of the normal granite, but with a porphy
ritic aspect. At the north end of the island is a dark gray to greenish rock, which has been termed the poikilitic 
facies of the granite, but there seems to be good reason for considering this as a part of the green schists of the 
region metamorphosed by the granite. This greenish rock is cut in all directions by vein-like forms of the granite 
and angular fragments of the dark rock are found imbedded in the granite mass. The granite where it cuts the 
other rock isofsomewhat finer grain than at a short distance from this place. 

A peculiar facies of the granite is found in the narrow strip which runs along the south shore of Keke
quabic lake in the east half of sec. 31, T. 65-6. This is somewhat different from the normal granite, but never
theless seems to grade into it. This facies of the granite is called the hornblendic facies. 

Aside from the four phases of the granite already mentioned, there is another,-the syenitic facies. This 
is not as distinctly separated from the normal granite as are the others, but it forms an important part of the 
granite mass. In many places by a simple gradual loss of the quartz, the granite passes into an augite syenyte. 
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this granite in places passes gradually into the graywacke and conglomerates of the region. At two localities 
there has been found a gradual passage from the granite to rocks macroscopically resembling fine graywacke or 
graywacke slate. The first of these is on the northern side of the narrow point which projects from the west shore of 
Kekequabic lake, in the S. W. Xi, N. W. 74 sec. 3, T. 64-7. Here.within a distance of thirty feet, there is a gradual 
transition from distinct fine-grained granite into a rock which resembles the graywacke slates of the region, but it 
shows no lamination and the slaty structure is not well developed. Near the base of the promontory in the S. W. 
74 s. W. 74 sec. 29, T. 65-6, is an apparent transition in a distance of a foot or two from the phorphyritic granite 
to a graywacke-like rock. A series of specimens has been collected from both of these places, and mention of 
them is made in the section on the origin of the granite, but it may be well to state here that the microscopical 
examination in no way confirms the idea of a passage from a clastic rock to the granite. 

Around the edge of the main mass of granite several exposures have been found showing contacts of this 
rock with the surrounding sediments. Perhaps the one best suited for the determination of the relations of the 
granite to the country rock is near the centre of the W. ~ S. E. 74 sec. 1, T. 64-7. This locality is described 
beyond under the special descriptions. 

The porphyritic facies of the granite is found in contact with the green schist and conglomerate in se:eral 
places. It usually sends no apophyses into these rocks, but its later age is shown by its uniformly finer gram at 
the contact lines.+ 

On a little point on the north shore of Kekequabic lake (S. W. 74 sec. 34, T. 65-7 W.), the dark argillyte is 
cut by a small irregular dike of granite porphyry, which sends many stringers into the argillyte and also includes 
fragments of it. 

'" l:H~(,l(!enth A nnu((,l Rep01't, p. 104 . 
... Fifteenth Annual Repo?'!, p, 862. 
tTwo of these contacts are figured in the F'iJteenth Annual Report, pp.154, 867. 
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In the field there are seen to be two quite distinct facies of the granite-the 

normal granite and the granite porphyry. These present some microscopical differ

ences, but they have many characters in common. The normal granite is of a 

medium or fine grain and a dull pinkish color. rrhis color is quite characteristic of 

the rock as seen in most of the outcrops; it is due to the color of the feldspar, which 

is the predominating mineral. The texture is firm and compact. In some of the 

finer-grained 'phases it is almost impossible to distinguish any mineral other than 

feldspar, but in the coarser phases are also seen grains of a darker mineral, which 

proves to be augite, and quartz. However, the last is not very evident in hand 

specimens. In some places, noticeably in the N. W. iN. W. i sec. 2, and the prom

ontory in the S. W. is. w. i sec. 3, T. 64-7, the granite is sub-porphyritic with feld

spar crystals. These phenocrysts are often, especially at their centres, of a little 

lighter color than the non-porphyritic feldspar. This granitic facies makes up the 

main mass of the granite; it varies little in different exposures. 

The granite porphyry is found only in small isolated areas in the clastic rocks 

and near the edge of the area of normal granite. It is distinguished by its fine, usually 

aphanitic, ground mass and its decidedly porphyritic aspect, which is due to numerous 

white or flesh-colored feldspar phenocrysts scattered indiscriminately through the 

rock mass. There are also minute short stout augite prisms and occasional brilliant 

black biotite scales to be seen in the groundmass. The feldspar phenocrysts vary in 

size in the same hand specimen from almost microscopic dimensions to those ten 

or fifteen millimeters in length. The smaller ones are often very closely crowded 

together and are sometimes arranged more or less in lines of flow. At one locality 

these feldspars are very large and conspicuous, sometimes reaching a length of over 

twenty millimeters. The only exception to the white or flesh color of these phen

ocrysts is on the northern side of the small island in S. W. ! N. W. i sec. 3, T. 64-7, 

where the feldspars are of a reddish color. 

What is termed the hornblendic facies of the granite is found only in a narrow 

strip along the south shore of Kekequabic lake, in sec. 31, T. 65-6. It has a fine

grained gray groundmass whose constituent minerals are not readily distinguishable. 

In this are usually scattered small whitish sub-porphyritic feldspars and less evident 

black prisms of hornblende. This rock is different from the main mass of the granite 

in several respects, and the writer does not feel entirely satisfied that it is part of the 

granite, but it seems to be such and is placed here as a hornblende facies of the 

granite. 

As already mentioned the normal granite is seen cutting a dark gray to 

greenish rock on the small island in the N. W. iN. W. i sec. 2, T. 64-7. This rock 

. has a dull greenish groundmass in which are imbedded noticeable flakes of biotite 
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and less evident augite prisms. Even in hand specimens there are seen to be' 

certain areas of the groundmass, each of which reflects the light, and in which are 

biotite and augite individuals. This rock has been called the poikilitic facies of the 

granite, but it seems more probable that it is part of the green schists of the region, 

metamorphosed and intruded by the granite. It is known only from the northwest 

side of this small island. 

A noticeable featme of the granite in all its facies is the occurrence of small , 
rounded, subangulal' and angular areas, which are sharply marked off from the rest 

of the rock. They vary from half an inch to two inches in diameter, rarely being 

larger. They are composed usually of aggregations of rather coarsely crystallized 

hornblende or augite. Frequently, however, these dark areas are fragments similar 

to the country rocks-argillyte and green schist. These lTIOre or less rounded forms 

are very abundant in certain parts of the hornblende granite. In fact, in one 

exposme it is almost impossible to find any surface a foot square which does not 

contain one or more of them, and some areas of this size include as many as twenty.* 

In the granite proper and the porphyritic facies these rounded forms are not so abund

ant, still they are seen rather frequently. In the former reports on this granite these 

forms have been regarded as the remains of pebbles in a conglomerate, which was 

considered to be the original character of the rock, now a granite.t It also seems 

very possible to refer some of these forms to basic secretions, which are common to 

very many granites, while others, on account of their petrographical character,- can 

be regarded as inclusions of fragments of the surrounding rocks. 

Origin of the g1'anite. In the reports on the geology of the region about Kekequabic lake, the granite 
has been regarded as of metamorphic origin. This has been maintained by Professors N. H. and A. Winchell, and 
from their reports it would seem that their ideas are as follows: The granite is a result of the recrystallization 
in situ under conditions of partial or complete aqueo-igneous fusion, of the sedimentaries of the region-the 
graywackes and conglomerates. The more or less rounded foreign pieces in the granite are the original pebbles 
of the conglomerate. The granite was in some places plastic enough. to allow it to be intruded into the sur· 
rounding rocks, but this intrusion was only very local and limited in extent, and the intrusive rock was not 
moved far from its original place, The main mass of the rock has not been moved at all, but is simply portions 
of the graywackes and conglomerates altered in sitn. There are gradations from the granite to these clearly 
clastic sediments and the granite is not sharply marked off from the surrounding rocks, except in the few places 
where it has been intruded into them. 

The facts which are urged as sustaining the above idea as to the origin of the granite seem to be fou: in 
number, as follows: (1) Presence of ancient but partially obliterated lines of sedimentation in the graDite. 
(2) Presence of pebble forms in the granite. (3) Transitions from the granite to the clastic rocks. (4) Pres· 
ence, in the immediate vicinity, of altered clastic rocks resembling the granite. 

In regard to the presence of old lines of sedimentation in the granite, or anything to suggest such lines, the 
writer can only say that he has been unable to see any such, although he has carefully searched !or the~. In 
fact he has seen no structures in the granite which could be referred in any way to old lines of sedImentatIOn. 

That there are numerous rounded, sub-angular and angular pebble-like forms in the granite has aJrea.dy 
been stated. These are more abundant near the edge of the granite mass and in the small bosses of granIte 
porphyry; this is a significant fact and agrees well with the explanation that many of these foreign pieces are 
. l' f h . more) for mc USIOns 0 t e country rock. In fact, there is just as much reason (to the wnter there seems 
assu~ing that these pebble-like forms are basic secretions in the granite, or are inclusions of the country rock, as 
there 18 for assuming them to be the remains of pebbles in an altered conglomerate. . 

* Twentieth A nnual Report, p. 79. 
t Pi/leenth Anilual Report., pp. 362, 368. 
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* Twentieth A nnual Report, p. 79. 
+ FijleenthAnilual Report., pp. 362,368, 
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Two apparent tran~i~ions from the granite to .a seemingly sedimentary rock have already been mentioned. 
In the field these transItIOns could be traced qUIte well, but the rock into which the granite graded h'] 
resembling the se~iments of th~ region, st~ll could not be p:'oved to be a clastic rock. A microscopical e~~:'i~~ 
ation of thin sectIOns of ~ serIes of speCImens t~ken to Illustt:ate these transitions shows that the apparent 
sedimentary end of the ~erles a~d dalso a~l parts OC It rev~al no eVIdence of an original clastic nature, in fact their 
characters are those of fine-grame pOl·tIons of the gramte.* The conglomerate and graywacke, into which the 
granite has been supposed to grade, show in thin section undoubted clastic characters, and in all the sections 
examined there is no occasion to confuse these rocks with the granite. 

A mile to the east of Kekequabic lake are found small areas of altered clastics, which, in some characters, 
resemble the granite. Here the remains of sedimentary planes are visible, flnd the rock in hand specimens and 
in sections is seen to be somewhat similar to the granite, especially as regards degree of crystallization. Rock 
like this is, however, not found in a position intermediate between the clastics, from which it is derived, and the 
granite, as would be expected to be the case. And it is well known that beds of certain altered clastics (gneisses) 
often closely resemble in hand specimens and in sections the granites which cut them, but this resemblance is no 
proof that the two rocks are of like origin and are parts of the same mass. 

From the above it will be seen that the arguments for the derivation of the granite from the clastics of the 
region are, to say the least, rather unsatisfactory. Indeed, the facts seem as susceptible of explanation on the 
idea that the granite is eruptive as that it is a part of the altered clastics. Mot,eover, there are other facts which 
point very strongly toward the eruptive origin of the granite. 

, Contacts have been described which show that, at least at these localities, the granite plays an eruptive 
r61e. Here the granite has come into its present position in relation to the country rocks since their deposition, 
and it penetrates them in irregular dikes, and in one place includes undoubted fragments of the rock with which 
it comes in ~ontact. Where contacts of the granite with the surrounding rocks occur the latter have been some
what altered, although not very greatly, and a mass of the argillyte enclosed in the granite is rendered gneissoid 
near its edges. Contact metamorphism is, however, not very marked. At these contacts the grain of the granite is 
finer than at a short distance from the contact line. 

That the granite is of a different character from the surrounding rocks is well shown by the ease with 
which it is separated from them. In no place has a gradation from any of the sedimentary rocks to the granite 
been established. In the field it has been possible to map the limits of the granite much more accurately and 
easily than any of the sedimentary rocks, the accuracy of the outlines of the granite depending only on the 
number of exposures to be found. No rocks intermediate in position or character between the granite and the 
clastics have been observed in the area mapped. The sharpness with which the granite is everywhere separated 
from the surrounding rocks is best seen where the porphyritic facies comes in contact with or is seen near the 
dark argillytes. This fact that the granite is everywhere so sharply and so distinctly separated from the sur
rounding clastics is a very weighty proof that it is not a part of these clastics. 

It is easy to imagine sediments buried so deeply and under such conditions of pressure and temperature 
in the presence of water that they would be converted into completely crystalline aggregates. We have many 
such instances, and it is undoubtedly true that many gneisses were formed in this way, but here it is to be noticed 
that a degree of crystallization, as complete as in granites, is often attained without the obliteration of certain 
structural planes in the rock, i. e., there are rapid alternations of bands of different chemical and mineralogical 
composition which are very distinctly separated from each other. Here there seems to have been practically no 
interchange between different parts of the mass. But if we assume that the granite under consideration, in 
which there are no alternation of bands of different composition, is of like origin, it seems necessary to assume 
that the fusion (if this word may be used) was so complete that the mass took on a uniform composition through
out, for it is hardly conceivable that a mass of sediments which shows a section three and a half miles long by 
two wide should be of a uniform composition throughout, and that this mass should be sharply separated, both 
along and across the strike, from sediments which do show this variation in composition. Moreover, it seems 
impossible that a mass which has been so completely altered in sitn should be so sharply separated from the 
rocks from which it is supposed to have been formed and which still show their original clastic characters. Again, it 
seems impossible that the pebbles in a mass, which has been so profoundly altered and in which there has be~n 
so complete an interchange between its different parts, should not have been entirely obliterated instead of still 
retaining their own individuality. (It is to be noticed that the presence of so-called pebble forms is the chief point 
urged for considering the granite as altered sediments.) When fusion has gone so far as to allow a c?mplete i~t.er
change of material between the various parts of the rock and an entire obliteration of all differen~es m cOm?o.sltlOn 
be~ween its various parts, and when such a rock is allowed to cool and crystallize as a holocrystallme mass, It. IS but 
a sImple disagreement in terms that causes such a mass to be called anything but a truly igneous rock; and If such 
a mass is moved from its original position and forced into other rock it is truly irruptive in its nature and ori~in. 
. It is not necessary here to consider the question concerning the origin of granites in ge~eral; that questlOn 

'IS al:uost as old as geology itself; it dates from the times of Werner and Hutton, and the wrIter can~ot pres~me 
to dISCUSS it. Nor is it necessary to say anything for or against the idea that some of the pre-CambrIan. gramtes 
and granitoid gneisses may represent fused portions of ancient and very deeply burie~ ro~ks .. But It .ca.n be 
stated that there seems to be abundant evidence that the Kekequabic granite shows no mdICatIOll that I~ IS ~n 
~lter~d.sediment, that it is not part of the clastics of the region altered in sit1/., but that i: is truly eruptive III 

Its onglE. and nature, that it has broken through the surrounding rocks in a truly eruptIve manner, and that 
~ 

• Compare rocks Nos. 601G to 605G, vol. v. 
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urged for considering the granite as altered sediments.) When fusion has gone so far as to allow a c?mplete i~t,er
change of material between the various parts of the rock and an entire obliteration of all differen?es m COm?O~ltlOn 
be:ween its various parts, and when such a rock is allowed to cool and crystallize as a holocrystallme mass, It, IS but 
a sImple disagreement in terms that causes such a mass to be called anything but a truly igneous rock; and If such 
a mass is moved from its original position and forced into other rock it is truly irruptive in its nature and ori~in. 
. It is not necessary here to consider the question concerning the origin of granites in ge~eral; that questIOn 

'IS al.most as old as geology itself; it dates from the times of Werner and Hutton, and the wnter can~ot pres~me 
to dISCUSS it. Nor is it necessary to say anything for or against the idea that some of the pre-Cambnan, grallltes 
and granitoid gneisses may represent fused portions of ancient and very deeply burie~ ro~ks., But It ,ca,n be 
stated that there seems to be abundant evidence that the Kekequabic granite shows no mdlCatlOll that I~ IS ~n 
~ltered sediment, that it is not part of the elastics of the region altered in sitn, but that it is truly eruptive III 

Its origin and nature, that it has broken through the surrounding rocks in a truly eruptive manner, and that 
~ 

'Oompare rocks Nos. 601G to 605G, vol. v, 
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throughout its whole extent, now exposed to us, it is sharply separated from the surrounding clastics and is of 
later date than these. 

It might be well to state that when the writer began the study of this granite area and two others in 
northeastern Minnesota he was inclined to the view that these granites were the altered clastics of the region 
but even before the field work was completed and before the microscopic study of the rocks was begun, he wa~ 
forced to abandon this idea.* 

Special descriptions. A considerable mass of data have been collected from 

various places within the Fraser Lake plate, and below will be found, in condensed 

form, part of the field notes on the area underlain by Archean rocks. 
Kekeq1wbic lake. This lake is the most interesting in the whole plate, as about its shores centre many 

interesting problems in Archean geology, some of which are as yet unsolved. The lake itself is a beautiful sheet 
of water over four miles long, and varying from more than a mile to less than a quarter of a mile in width. In 
general it follows the direction of the rock structure, but the western part does not so closely conform to this 
direction as do the other parts of the lake. The eastern part of the lake, especially near its narrowest place, is 
deep, and the shores are precipitous, while the western part is more shallow, and the shores are not so rugged. 
The description will begin at the extreme southern point in the north edge of sec. 11, T. 64-7, and will run 
westward and thence around the lake. 

On the southwest side of the bay in the above section is an outcrop of a fine-grained, dark gray granitic 
rock, speckled with small, flesh-colored feldspars (No. 1044). South of this outcrop and about 200 yards from 
the lake is an east and west ridge of a dark green, fine-grained rock containing much biotite (No. 540G). The 
granite is again seen on the south and on the west side of the small point in W. Y2: S. E. ?i S. W. ?i sec. 2, T. 
64--7. At the latter place is a considerable exposure of fine-grained granite (No. 771G) which presents an 
irregular layered appearance. The layers vary from an inch to ten inches in thickness. No difference in com
position exists between the different layers, nor is there any arrangement of the constituent minerals in such a 
manner as to cause splitting along certain planes, and the rock shows no tendency to split up into an indefinite 
number of thin sheets. as does a schistose or slaty rock. In some instances minute quartz veins separate the 
different layers. Figure 74 represents the face of an exposure at this place and shows the regularity of the 
layers. The dip of this structure is 10° to 15° towards the south. 

~~~----------5jt~---------------

FIG. 74. SKETCH SHOWING THE PARALLEL LAYERS INTO WHICH THE GRANITE IS BROKEN. 
KEKEQUABIC LAKE. 

The little promontory in the S. W. ?i S. W. 7.i sec. 3, T. 64-7, consists of the granite in a fresh condition. 
This rock (No. 551G) has been taken as a typical representative of the Kekequabic Lake granite, and has been studied 
~icroscopically and chemically.t Here the rock again shows the layers described above, but this structure here 
dips northward 15° to 20°. At the base of this promontory is a low outcrop of a dark gray argillyte (No. 552G), 
the only outcrop of this nature known on the south side of the lake in its western part. . 

The gr:enish biotite rock is seen in several places along the west side of the lake, in S. E. !4 sec. 4, T .. 64-7. 
At one ~lace It weathers out into pebbly forms at the water's edge (No. 1049) and overlies a small amount of argl:lyte, 
but so httle of the latter is exposed above the water that the definite relations of the two could not be determmed .. 

The only exposures of granite on the west shore of the lake are on the little point in S. W.)4 N. W. U sec. 
3, T. 64-7: Near the base of the point, on the north side, is an outcrop extending along the shore for thirty-five 
feet, and Just to the east smaller exposures occur within a few feet of each other. There appears here to be a 
transition (Nos. 601G to 615G) from the granite on the east to a fine-gr!lined gray rock resembling some of the 

* Compare Prof. Winchell's later discussion of the origin pf this gral!ite. Structuml GeQloq;,!, vol. v. 
t TwentY-first Annual Report, Pl'. 33-54, .. . -
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gray argillyte of this vicinity, but the fine-grained rock seems to be but a phase of the granite. Theso rocks are 
described in vol. v. 

On the east shore of the little ba~, which lie~ at the southern side of the base of this point, is a slaty rock, 
which, however, appears perfectly maSSlVe, except III weathered fragments where the slaty structure is hrought 
out; no evidence of lamination was seen. At the northeast corner of this bay, the slate is a black, almost 
conchoidally breaking argillyte. Here on the weathered surfaces appears a fine lamination which strikes N. 200 
E. and dips 75° toward the east. This rock is peculiarly spotted by small gray to whitish blotches. These spots 
are not very numerous, but are often quite distinct; they are of all sizes up to those five millimeters in diameter 
(No. 563G). Going west along the north shore of this little bay the black slaty rock is seen in several low 
outcrops; it is cut by small veins which stand out above the surface of the rock on weathered surfaces. Near 
the west end of the bay, in the S. E. ?i N. E.?i sec. 4, T. 64-7, is a soft green schist (No. 564G1, which strikes 
northeast and dips 70° toward the northwest. This rock shows no lamination, but has a very pronounced schis
tose structure. Just west of this, near the northwest corner of the bay, is the green chlorite-biotite rock. 

In general, the islands in sec. 3, T. 64-7, are composed of the granite. The island nearest the little point 
above mentioned (S. W. !4 N. W. ?i sec. 3) has a bluff of granite near the centre. On the south shore is a dark 
green rock composed largely of hornblende (No. 561G), and it is in sharp contact with the granite. It is probable 
that the former rock is part of the green schist formation altered by the granite. The island just to the north of 
this has on its western end numerous loose angular fragments of a fine-grained, dark gray rock (No. 558G), holding
many porphyritic crystals of red feldspar. And on the south side of the island, and in some places at its west 
end, are also fragments of a dark, conchoidally breaking argillyte very similar to that just mentioned. These rocks 
are undoubtedly in place just below the fragments. On the east end of the island is a sm~ll outcrop of a gray, 
fine-grained rock with porphyritic gray and pink feldspars and minute porphyritic augites. It is in sharp contact 
with the argillyte. The two porphyritic rocks are regarded as parts of the same mass, and as a porphyritic 
phase of the granite of the region. 

On the west side of the point near the northwest corner of sec. 3, T. 64-7, are black and grayargillytes. 
The strike and dip are not clearly shown, but appear to be as follows: strike N. 35° E. and dip 65° to 70° to the 
east of this. On the south side of this point, at the entrance to the little bay, the same rock occurs, and the 
strike is distinctly north and south and the dip 55° towards the east. The bedding and the slaty cleavage here 
coincide in direction. On the south side of this bay the strike is the same, but the dip is steeper, as much as 70° 
towards the east 

The point on the east side of the bay, in E. !:~ S. w. ;4 sec. 34, T. 65-7, is made of black and gray, hard 
argillytes, striking N. 60° E., and dipping 75° south of this. The bedding and slaty cleavage are parallel. The 
argillytes are cut by a small, very irregular dike of the porphyritic granite. The contact between the two is very 
sharp and distinct. The dike sends stringer into the argillyte and includes IJieces of it. Along the shore east 
of this the same argillyte is seen again, but within a quarter of a mile a small amount of volcanic tuff appears. 
This apparently grades into distinctly laminated gray slates and also into the soft green scbist. 

The island near the east side of sec. 35, T. 65-7, is composed of volcanic tuff, while the island about half a 
mile east of this contains the green schist. The strike, which here coincides with the direction of the schistosity, 
is N. 75° to 85° E. and the dip is 90°. In places on this island the rock is pebbly, as is well shown on weathered 
surfaces, but on fresh fractures the pebbles can hardly be distinguished. The pebhles are largely of rock similar 
to the matrix, but a few of quartz and a gray slaty rock occur. On the islands just off the north shore, near the 
centre of N. ~ sec. 36, T. 65-7 W., the green schist is well displayed, and along the north shore east of these 
islands are cliffs of typical parts of the volcanic tuff. 

On the north shore near the west line of sec. ;)1, T. 65-6, and at two places within half a mile east of this 
point, the porphyritic granite occurs in small bosses, apparently intrusive into the green schist. East of this, 
where the north line of this section cuts the shore, is Mallmann's peak, composed of the volcanic tuff on the south 
slope and of graywacke slates on the summit and eastern face. The point on which is the northeast corner of 
this section is composed of the porphyritic granite in typical development. Here are frequently small, rounded 
forms of greenish material, mostly augite and hornblende, in the rock. Near the base of the point there appear 
on weathered surfaces rough, angular or rounded forms of rock, apparently similat to the matrix, but less decayed. 
It would seem, perhaps, that here there has been some brecciation of the porphyritic granite. SectIOns from 
specimens collected here can thus be interpreted, although the rock approaches macroscopically some of the 
graywackes of the vicinity. . 
. On the northwest end of the little point in S. W. ?i N. W. ?i sec. :31, T. 65-6 (south side of the lake), ~her@ 
IS a dark, medium-grained diabase. And on the northeast corner of this point is a low outcrop of a fine-gramed, 
gray, apparently holocrystalline, rock. The groundmass is grayish, and in it are small, black needles of horn
blende and a few scattered, rather irregularly outlined feldspar individuals. There are also a few rounded 
pebble-like forms, of all sizes up to two inches in diameter, scattered through the rock. . Some of these pebbles 
are seen to be sub-angular. but most of them are rounded. They seem to be scattered Irregularly th.rou~h the 
rock and lie in no definite planes or layers; there is nothing in the rock to show any sedimentary lammatIOn or 
bedding; it appears perfectly massive. This rock is seen in several outcrops in the N. E. ?i s. yr. ?i sec. 31,. T. 
65-6, and the shore is here usually lined with fragments of it. In the eastern part of this one-sixteenth sectJ?n 
. . 1 h' h h b steadily IS qUite an extensive exposure a short distance back from the shore. Here the pebb es, w IC ave een 
increaSing in abundance eastward from the first mentioned outcrop, are very numerous. It would be almost 
impossible to find any surface a foot square in the rock at this :place which would not contain one or more pebbles, 
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gray argillyte of this vicinity, but the fine-grained rock seems to be bLlt a phase of the granite. These rocks are 
described in vol. v. 

On the east shore of the little ba~, which lie~ at the southern side Of the base of this point, is a slaty rock, 
which, however, appears perfectly maSSlve, except III weathered fragments where the slaty structure is brought 
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'(No. 563G). Going west along the north shore of this little bay the black slaty rock is seen in several low 
outcrops; it is cut by small veins which stand out above the surface of the rock on weathered surfaces. Near 
the west end of the bay, in the S. E. 7.:i: N. E. 74' sec. 4, T. 64-7, is a soft green schist (No. 564G\, which strikes 
northeast and dips 70° toward the northwest. This rock shows no lamination, but has a very pronounced schis
tose structure. Just west of this, near the northwest corner of the bay, is the green chlorite-biotite rock. 

In general, the islands in sec. 3, T. 64-7, are composed of the granite. The island nearest the little point 
above mentioned (S. W. 74' N. W. 74' sec. 3) has a bluff of granite near the centre. On the SOllth shore is a dark 
green rock composed largely of hornblende (No. 561G), and it is in sharp contact with the granite. It is probable 
that the former rock is part of the green schist formation altered by the granite. The island just to the north of 
this has on its western end numerous loose angular fragments of a fine-grained, dark gray rock (No. 5588), holding 
many porphyritic crystals of red feldspar. And on the south side of the island, and in some places at its west 
end, are also fragments of a dark, conchoidally breaking argillyte very similar to that just mentioned. These rocks 
are undoubtedly in place just below the fragments. On the east end of the island is a smotll outcrop of a gray, 
fine-grained rock with porphyritic gray and pink feldspars and minute porphyritic augites. It is in sharp contact 
with the argillyte. The two porphyritic rocks are regarded as parts of the same mass, and as a porphyritic 
phase of the granite of the region. 

On the west side of the point near the northwest corner of sec. 3, T. 64-7, are black and grayargillytes. 
The strike and dip are not clearly shown, but appear to be as follows: strike N. 35° E. and dip 65° to 70° to the 
east of this. On the south side of this point, at the entrance to the little bay, the same rock occurs, and the 
strike is distinctly north and south and the dip 55° towards the east. The bedding and the slaty cleavage here 
coincide in direction. On the south side of this bay the strike is the same, but the dip is steeper, as much as 70° 
towards the east. 

The point on the east side of the bay, in E. ::-5 S. w. 74 sec. 34, T. 65-7, is made of black and gray, hard 
argillytes, striking N. 60° E., and dipping 75° south of this. The bedding and slaty cleavage are parallel. The 
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sharp and distinct. The dike sends stringer into the argillyte and includes IJieces of it. Along the shore east 
of this the same argillyte is seen again, but within a quarter of a mile a small amount of volcanic tuff appears. 
This apparently grades into distinctly laminated gray slates and also into the soft green schist. 

The island near the east side of sec. 35, T. 65-7, is composed of volcanic tuff, while the island about half a 
mile east of this contains the green schist. The strike, which here coincides with the direction of the schistosity, 
is N. 75° to 85° E. and the dip is 90°. In places on this island the rock is pebbly, as is well shown on weathered 
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to the matrix, but.a few of quartz and a gray slaty rock occur. On the islands just off the north shore, near the 
centre of N. Yz sec. 36, T. 65-7 W., the green schist is well displayed, and along the north shore east of these 
islands are cliffs of typical parts of the volcanic tuff. 

On the north shore near the west line of sec. :31, T. 65-6, and at two places within half a mile east of this 
point, the porphyritic granite occurs in small bosses, apparently intrusive into the green schist. East of this, 
where the north line of this section cuts the shore, is Mallmann's peak, composed of the volcanic tuff on the south 
slope and of graywacke slates on the summit and eastern face. The point on which is the northeast corner of 
this section is composed of the porphyritic granite in typical development. Here are frequently small, rounded 
forms of greenish material, mostly augite and hornblende, in the rock. Near the base of the point there appear 
on weathered surfaces rough, angular or rounded forms of rock, apparently similai' to the matrix, but less. decayed. 
It would seem, perhaps, that here there has been some brecciation of the porphyritic granite. SectIOns from 
specimens collected here can thus be interpreted, although the rock approaches macroscopically some of the 
graywackes of the vicinity. ' 
. On the northwest end of the little point in S. w. 74 N. w. 7.:i: sec. 31, T. 65-6 (south side of the lake), ~her\O 
IS a dark, medium-grained diabase. And on the northeast corner of this point is a low outcrop of a fine-grallled, 
gray, apparently halo crystalline, rock. The groundmass is grayish, and in it are small, black needles of horn
blende and a few scattered, rather irregularly outlined feldspar individuals. There are also a few rounded 
pebble-like forms, of all sizes up to two inches in diameter, scattered through the rock. Some of these pebbles 
are seen to be sub-angular. but most of them are rounded. They seem to be scattered irregularly th.rou~h the 
rock and lie in no definite planes or layers; there is nothing in the rock to show any sedimentary lammatlOn or 
bedding; it appears perfectly massive. This rock is seen in several outcrops in the N. E. 74' s. yr. ,14 sec. 31,. T. 
65-6, and the shore is here usually lined with fragments of it. In the eastern part of this one-sIxteenth sectI?n 
. . 1 h' h h b en steadIly 
IS qUIte an extensive exposure a short distance back from the shore. Here the pebb es, w lC ave e 
increaSing in abundance eastward from the :first mentioned outcrop, are very numerous. It would be almost 
impossible to find any surface a foot sq uare in the rock at this place which would not contain one or more pebbles, 
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and many areas of this size would include as many as twenty. The rock is here represented by No. 594G and 
pebbles from it by No. 594aG. This rock extends along the shore in a few outcrops nearly to the east·line of 
section 31. The pebble-like forms grow less abundant on going eastward and the rock is more coarsely crystal
line (No. 595G). The noticeable features of this rock are its sharply outlined, rounded and sub-angular pebbles, and 
the few scattering, white, porphyritic feldspars sometimes a quarter of an inch in length. No bedding or any 
definite arrangement of the pebbles can be seen, and the exact nature of the rock is not clear. 

About 150 yards south from the base of the little point mentioned in the-last paragraph is an exposure of 
the porphyritic granite, which here contains larger porphyritic feldspars than elsewhere. On the west this 
rock is in contact with the ordinary granite. The relative ages of the two rocks are not clearly shown by one 
cutting the other, but from the fact that the porphyry is distinctly finer-grained at the contact than away from 
it the latter rock is considered the younger. 

On the south shore of the lake at and west of the west line of range 6 are exposures of a coarse conglomerate 
underlain by porphyritic granite. Conglomerate also appears on the south side of Stacy island, which is the 
island nearest the south shore in N. ~ S. W. ;Ii sec. 36, T. 65-7. From this island west and south to the extreme 
southern corner of the lake the granite occurs, except near the head of the little bay in N. E. ~ N. W. U sec'. 11, 
T. 64-7, where the green biotite rock is seen. This same rock also occurs on the portage south to River lake. 

An island in the N. W. 7~ N. W. U sec. 2, T. 64-7, is composed largely of granite (No. 5750). It is in 
contact with a green rock (No. 574G) which shows many biotite scales. This latter rock is made up of large 
areas of feldspar in which are imbedded biotite and augite; it has been referred to as the poikilitic phase of the 
granite,* but the relations are such as to indicate rather that it is a condition of the green schist of the region, 
cut by the granite and entirely recrystallized. 

Mount Northrop. This hill lies in sec. 2, T. 64-6, and was visited from Gabimichigama lake by Prof. N. 
H. Winchell, whose notes are as follows: • 

From a camp which we made on the west shore of Gabimichigama lake, just south and east of the high 
hill that rises from the lake shore, an ascent of this hill was made, and the rock was carefully examined at 
numerous places, and samples were taken at ten places (No. 1367), intended to show the average character. At 
the shore south of the hill (in the southwest bay, already noted) "is a coarse, though green~sh, conglomerate or 
grit. The same rock is found near the foot of the hill, and at intervals all the way to near the summit, but it 
becomes finer and finer, and cannot be distinguished in some cases from some of the finer beds of the Animikie. 
The whole aspect of the hill in its form, the strike of the main rock outcrops, the confused mingling of structure 
and texture, is that of an eruptive rock, whether from deep source or not. The color is dark, and at first glance 
it might be taken for a greenstone eruptive. These eruptive features are more pronounced near the top. Still,it 
is of a light green color, and scarcely a sample can be obtained which does not show some free rounded grains 
of silica. The whole rock appears somewhat siliceous. Some of it is dark blue, and fine-grained as argillyte. 
There are occasional rusty or irony patches, like the rusty patches seen in the Animikie at Gunflint lake. There 
are siliceous seams of the same color as the body of the rock, but muCh. harder and finer, which on the 
weathered surface give a ridged reticulation like that which was photographed at the west end of Kekequabic 
lake last year (figure 3, plate KK). Reexamining all the specimens, and comparing all the facts, I am convinced 
this hill is made up mainly of modified beds, but that they have been in almost a plastic slate, and probably 
toward the summit were mingled with a truly eruptive greenstone without free silica, and without traces of 
sedimentary structure and composition. 

Ten samples (No. 1367) are intended to show the above mentioned sedimentary characters, taken from the 
southern slope in ascending. 

FIG. 75. DIAGRAM OF A SUPERPOSITION OF ROOKS AT THE MOUTH OF OGISHKE MUNCIE CREEK. 

I-An overflowing rock, having the jointage, action and aspect of an eruptive rock (No. 1078). . 
2-Irregular stratum of the same, holding fragments of fissile. closely jointed slate which is thin and black, and crumbles m 

t.he slope, of which No. 1074 is a sample. Rock No. 1075 shows the contact of these two roake, and the consequent blending of cbar' 
acters . 

. il-Fissile black slate, closely jointed, separated into thick beds, the upper and lower sides of which und1l;late, the general dip 
appearmg to be southeast, but so faulted and twisted that it cannot be determined. The whole slate exposed IS about fifteen feet, 
and the overlying rock rises about ten feet higher at, the place of t.he diagram but it spreads generally over the surface at Borne 
little dist.ance back from the shore. It also extends westward across the creek and then spreads about over a distance of some 
rods, making some little hillocks. The slates underlying are highly changed o~ brecciated and uniformly converted to II. very 
closely jOinted or fissile, fine (cherty) rock. " 

* Twenty-fil'st Annual Report, p. 50. 
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and many areas of this size would include as many as twenty. The rock is here represented by No. 594G and 
pebbles from it by No. 594aG. This rock extends along the shore in a few outcrops nearly to the east-line of 
section 31. The pebble-like forms grow less abundant on going eastward and the rock is more coarsely crystal
line (No. 595G). The noticeable features of this rock are its sharply outlined, rounded and sub-angular pebbles, and 
the few scattering, white, porphyritic feldspars sometimes a quarter of an inch in length. No bedding or any 
definite arrangement of the pebbles can be seen, and the exact nature of the rock is not clear. 

About 150 yards south from the base of the little point mentioned in the last paragraph is an expOsure of 
the porphyritic granite, which here contains larger porphyritic feldspars than elsewhere. On the west this 
rock is in contact with the ordinary granite. The relative ages of the two rocks are not clearly shown by one 
cutting the other, but from the fact that the porphyry is distinctly finer-grained at the contact than away from 
it the latter rock is considered the younger. 

On the south shore of the lake at and west of the west line of range 6 are exposures of a coarse conglomerate 
underlain by porphyritic granite. Conglomerate also appears on the south side of Stacy island, which is the 
island nearest the south shore in N. ~~ S. W. M sec. 36, T. 65-7. From this island west and south to the extreme 
southern corner of the lake the granite occurs, except near the head of the little bay in N. E. M N. W. 7.:i: sec.n, 
T. 64--7, where the green biotite rock is seen. This same rock also occurs on the portage south to River lake. 

An island in the N. W. 7i N. W. 7.:i: sec. 2, T. 64--7, is composed largely of granite (No. 575G). It is in 
contact with a green rock (No. 574G) which shows many biotite scales. This latter rock is made up of large 
areas of feldspar in which are imbedded biotite and augite; it has been referred to as the poikilitic phase of the 
granite,* but the relations are such as to indicate rather that it is a condition of the green schist of the region, 
cut by the granite and entirely recrystallized. 

frlount Northrop. This hill lies in sec. 2, T. 64--6, a~d was visited from Gabimichigama lake by Prof. N. 
H. Winchell, whose notes are as follows: 

From a camp which we made on the west shore of Gabimichigama lake, just south and east of the high 
hill that rises from the lake shore, an ascent of this hill was made, and the rock was carefully examined at 
numerous places, and samples were taken at ten places (No. 1367), intended to show the average character. At 
the shore south of the hill (in the southwest bay, already noted) -is a coarse, though green~sh, conglomerate or 
grit. The same rock is found near the foot of the hill, and at intervals all the way to near the summit, but it 
becomes finer and finer, and cannot be distinguished in some cases from some of the finer beds of the Animikie. 
The whole aspect of the hill in its form, the strike of the main rock outcrops, the confused mingling of structure 
and texture, is that of an eruptive rock, whether from deep source or not. The color is dark, and at first glance 
it might be taken for a greenstone eruptive. These eruptive features are more pronounced near the top. Still, it 
is of a light green color, and scarcely a sample can be obtained which does not show some free rounded grains 
oE silica. The whole rock appears somewhat siliceous. Some of it is dark blue, and fine-grained as argillyte. 
There are occasional rusty or irony patches, like the rusty patches seen in the Animikie at Gunflint lake. There 
are siliceous seams of the same color as the body of the rock, but much harder and finer, which on the 
weathered surface give a ridged reticulation like that which was photographed at the west end of Kekequabic 
lake last year (figure 3, plate KK). Reexamining all the specimens, and comparing all the facts, I am convinced 
this hill is made up mainly of modified beds, but that they have been in almost a plastic slate, and probably 
toward the summit were mingled with a truly eruptive greenstone without free silica, and without traces of 
sedimentary structure and composition. 

Ten samples (No. 1367) are intended to show the above mentioned sedimentary characters, taken from the 
southern slope in ascending. 

FIG. 75. DIAGRAJYl OF A SUPERPOSITION OF ROCKS AT THE MOUTH OF OGISHKE MUNCIE CREEK. 

I-An overfiowing rock, having the jointage, action and aspect of an eruptive rock (No. 1073). . 
2-Irreg~lar strat~ of the same, holding fragments of fissile. closely jointed slate which is thin and black, and ~rumbles I~ 

the slope, of WhICh No. 1074 IS a sample. Rock No. 1075 shows the contact of these two roeks, and the consequent blending of c.bJLr 
ac.ters. 

-"-Fissile black slat.e, closely jointed, separated into thick beds, the upper and lower sides of which und1J}ate, the general dip 
appearmg to be southeast, but so faulted and twi.sted that it cannot be determined. The whole slate exposed IS about fifteen feet, 
and the overlying rock rises about ten feet higher at the place of the diaaram but it spreads generally over the surface at some 
little dist.ance baek from the shore. It also extends westward across the

b 
creek and then spreads about over a diqtance of some 

rods, making some little hillocks. The slates underlying are highly changed o~ brecciated and uniformly converted to a very 
closely jointeel or fissile, fine (cherty) rock. " 

• Tweniy-fi;'st Annuctl Repo,·t, p. 50. 
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Three samples (No. 1368) show the nature of the summit, being a more homogeneous, darker, medium
grained, green rock, without very evident free quartz. 

South of Ogishke Muncie lalee. An ascent was made from the mouth of the creek in N. E. ~;J: S. w. 74 soc. 
26, T. 65-6, to the hill which lies in the N. ~j) sec. 35, T. 65-6. The observations taken here are so important in 
that they seem to indicate an unconformity between the two parts of the Keewatin, that the notes and figu;es, 
as published by the state geologist,* are reproduced here. The rock (No. 1073) of figure 75 is not an eruptive rock, 
but is a clastic, probably representing the base of a series of rocks unconformable on the underlying black slate. 

At the mouth of the stream which enters Ogishke Muncie lake from the south was taken the foregoing 
diagram (figure 75). 

In going upwa1'd from here to the hills in sec. 35. T. 65-6, on the west side of the creek, the following facts 
were noted: (1) The sedimentary slates and quartzytes are broken, and dip in various, but nearly vertical, 
directions. (2) The sedimentary beds become porphyritic with feldspar crystals, and apparently with some quartz 
crystals. (3) They acquire a fluidal bedding, seamed and veined by quartz. (4) They strike N. 20° W., N., N. 
280 W., N. 20° E., and generally dip east or southeast, or south, toward the mountain, but their strike on weathered 
surfaces is often contorted, like the graywacke at Tower, and fragments are mixed with other kinds of beds, the 
beds apparently bending round them. (5) So far as observed they are always full of free quartz grains, even in 
their apparently igneous outward aspects. The weathered surface is light-gray, or graywacke-like. (6) Further 
up, at three-fourths of a mile from the lake, the strike is W. 25° N., and the dip is 800 to 85° toward the south
west. (7) At the distance of nearly a mile from the lake, at 145 feet above it, the change illustrated by the 
accompanying diagram (figure 76) takes place. Here the sedimentaries dip north at an angle of 50° from the 
horizon, 40° E., lying on the greenstone illustrated by sample No. 1076. On the top of this hill are scattered 
boulders of Saganaga granite, etc. 

I. 

FIG. 76. SHOWING THE POSITION OF THE SLATES AND QUARTZYTES RELATIVE TO THE 
GREENSTONE ON SEC. 35, T. 65-6. 

I-Greenstone, apparently forming the mountain to the south (rock No. 1076), at 145 feet above Ogishke Muncie lake. This 
rock is tough,'massive, and coarsely jointed. . ' . .' 

2-Pebbly greenstone, three to five feet (rock No. 1077). On the surface the 1mB of contact" WhICh, facmg nort,h, IS gla,cl
ated, shows very dist,inctly, and the pebbles seem to be all of greenstone, or at, least, of some greelllsh rock, some of them qUIte 
fine-grained. The line of contact is shown by the above figure. 

3-Hard, fine-grained, almost cherty, but black, beds of slate in distinct sedimentary arrangement. 
4-Broken and contorted graywacke and slaty bed, seen about ten feet. 

FIG. 77. PLAN OF THE SURFACE SHOWING THE LINE OF CONTACT AT FIGURE 76. 

Th' .... . d f th I 1 er turn dips that accompanied the 
IS superposlhon 1S beheved to be aCCIdental, an one 0 e oca ov - .' d' f th 

upheaval of the formation. The numerous other observations already given on the dlr~ctl~n .Ofr ;P1 0 The 
quartzyte and slate series in this mountain show the frequent changes of direction to WhICh It IS la} e. e 

* Fifteenth Annual Repo,·t, pp. 372-374. 
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Three samples (No. 13(8) show the nature of the summit, being a more homogeneous, darker, medium
grained, green rock, without very evident free quartz. 

South of Ogishke Muncie lake. An ascent was made from the mouth of the creek in N. E. ~i S. w. 74 soc. 
26, T. 65-6, to the hill which lies in the N. ~'il sec. 35, T. 65-6. The observations taken here are so important, in 
that they seem to indicate an unconformity between the two parts of the Keewatin, that the notes and figures, 
aspublished by the state geologist,* are reproduced here. The rock (No. 1073) of Jigure 75 is not an eruptive rock 
but is a clastic, probably representing the base of a series of rocks unconformable on the underlying black slate: 

At the mouth of the stream which enters Ogishke Muncie lake from the south was taken the foregoing 
diagram (figure 75). 

In going upward from here to the hills in sec. 35. T. 65-6, on the west side of the creek, the following facts 
were noted: (1) The sedimentary slates and quartzytes are broken, and dip in various, but nearly vertical, 
directions. (2) The sedimentary beds become porphyritic with feldspar crystals, and apparently with some quartz 
crystals. (3) They acquire a fluidal bedding, seamed and veined by ([uartz. (4) They strike N. 20° W., N., N. 
280 W., N. 20° E., and generally dip east or southeast, or south, toward the mountain, but their strike on weathered 
surfaces is often contorted, like the graywacke at Tower, and fragments are mixed with other ll:inds of beds, the 
beds apparently bending round them. (5) So far as observed they are always full of free quartz grains, even in 
their apparently igneous outward aspects. The weathered surface is light-gray, or graywacke-like. (6) Further 
up, at three-fourths of a mile from the lake, the strike is W. ~5° N., and the dip is 80° to 85° toward the south
west. (7) At the distance of nearly a mile from the Jake, at 145 feet above it, the change illustrated by the 
accompanying diagram (figure 76) takes place. Here the sedimentaries dip north at an angle of 50° from the 
horizon, 40° E., lying on the greenstone illustrated by sample No. 1076. On the top of this hill are scattered 
boulders of Saganaga granite, etc. 

1. 

FIG. 76. SHOWING THE POSITION OF THE SLATES AND QUARTZYTES RELATIVE TO THE 
GREENSTONE ON SEC. 35, T. 65-6. 

I-Greenstone, apparently forming the mountain to the south (rock No. 1076), at 145 feet above Ogishke Muncie lake. This 
rock is tough,'massive, and coarsely jointed. . . 

2--Pebbly greenstone, three to five feet (rock No. 1077). On the surface the line of contact., whioh, facing nort.h, IS glaCI
ated, shows very dist,inctly, and the pebbles seem to be all of greenstone, or at, least. of some greeJllsh rook, some of them qUlte 
fine-grained. The line of contact is shown by the a.bove figure. 

3-Hard, fine-grained, almost cherty, but black, beds of slate in distinct sedimentary arrangement. 
4-Bl'oken and contorted graywacke and slaty bed, seen about ten feet. 

FIG. 77. PLAN OF THE SURFACE SHOWING THE LINE OF CONTACT AT FIGURE 76. 

This superposition is believed to be accidental and one of the local over-turn dips that accomp~nied the 
h ' . d' the direction of dIp of the 

up· eaval of the formation. The numerous other observatIons alrea y gIven on .' ., Th 
quartzyte and slate series in this mountain show the frequent changes of direction to whIch It IS hable. e 

• Fifteenth A nn1tal Repo,·t, pp. 372-374. 
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correct stratigraphic sequence will require the quartzyte and slate rocks below the gabbro-,-if not below this 

greenstone. ..... 
We ascended only to a spur of the mam hIll, rather lymg between the two hIlls that are III section 35,260 

feet above the lake. The hill which lies about half a mile further south seems to rise about a: hundred feet 
higher, or 350 feet above Ogishke Muncie lake. The same rock as No. W76 continues to and forms that hill, as 

ascertained in 1879. 
East Twin peak. The following notes on an ascent to this hill are from the sixteenth annual report, pages 

99, 100: 
From this point (west end of Ogishke Muncie lake, S. W. %: sec. 27, T. 65-6) an ascent was made, by Mr. 

F. N. Stacy, of East Twin mountain, and he reported substantially the following results. The position of the 
mountain was ascertained from magnetic observations 011 a common compass needle, as follows: 

The north side of Little Saganaga lake is E. 10° S. (mag.) 
Camper's island is N. 20° E. (mag.) 
Lake Saganaga (a broad expanse of water) is N. 15° E. (mag.) 
The mountain which lies at the west side of lake Gabimichigaroa (rocks Nos. 1367 and 1368), which is near 

the centre of sec. 1, T. 64-6, is about due east (mag.) 
These directions place East Twin mountain not far from the centre of sec. 4, T. 64-6, nearly a mile further 

south, and half a mile further west than was represented on the geological map accompanying the fifteenth report. 
The summit of the mountain is made of the rock No. 1386, a coarse hornblendic greenstone, resembling 

rock No. 759 (tenth report, page 97). 
Near the top, but on the body of the hill, on the north side, was seen a finer greenstone (No. 1387); but 

further down (still on the north side), near the bottom of the hill, it is a coarser rock (No. 1388) of the same kind 
as No. 1387, but not so gabbro-like as No. 1386; but at the bottom of the hill are found both coarse and fine (No. 
1389), the coarse being identical with No. 1386. 

According to the observation made by Mr. Stacy this hill is set off abruptly, both topographically and litho
logically, from the following, by a ravine, or series of irregular, branching valleys. The hill rises about 350 feet 
above this ravine. The rocks that constitute the lower hills on the north side of this ravine are in the main an 
ambiguous greenstone (No. 1390), and seem to be closely associated, perhaps blended into, the prevailing sedi
mentary rocks that are seen about the southwestern shores of Ogishke Muncie lake. These sedimentaries 
consist of siliceous slate, conglomerate, etc. This lower hill range hides the Twin mountains from sight, from 
Ogishke Muncie lake, except at the northeast end of the lake, and seems to be a connecting . line between the 
Twin mountains and the hills immediately west of Gabimichigama lake. It lies not far north of the Twin peaks. 
Indeed, Mr. Stacy represents that the peal{s are simply higher parts of a general hill range, cut off by ravines from 
the rest of the range, and that, in general, the fragmental rocks cease before reaching the ravine mentioned. 

Rocks Nos. 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394 and 1395 represent the broken sedimentary!:,ocks intervening between 
the peaks and Ogishke Muncie lake. No. 1393 represents several small hills, or hill ranges, a gritty greenstone, 
or modified sedimentary. No. 1394 is chalcedonic silica, and samples closely related, all enclosed in and banded 
together in No. 1393. These are in three small ridges, successively, but the samples are all from the' same ridge. 
The chalcedonic silica seems to indicate the horizon of the Keewatin, and the iron ore here associated with it, 
although magnetite, does not preclude the parallelizing of this nearly with the horizon at Tower. No. 1395, 
which is a widely disseminated rock, is a greenish conglomeratic one, the same as seen in many places about 
Ogishke Muncie lake, a part also of the Keewatin, as already mentioned. It is filled with fragmental material, 
but takes the forms and basaltic habit of an eruptive. It seems to be made up largely, in some places, of broken 
masses of older strata, as well as of individual fragmental grains, the whole compacted together by a prevailing 
greenish, hornblendic matrix. 

West Twin peak. Starting from the head of the bay in N. W. %: N. E. %: sec. 32, T. 65-6, a trip was made 
from Kekequabic lake southeast to West Twin peak. A little over an eighth of a mile from the lake a ridge of 
slate and fine graywacke is crossed. The strike is N. 37° E., and the dip 90°. Beyond this are other outcrops of 
slate and graywacke, becoming coarser and darker colored. Half a mile from the lake is an old beaver dam, on 
the west shores of which the rock is a rather coarse grit with some slaty bands. The strike is N. 30° to 40° E., and 
the dip 65° to 70° south of this. One hundred and fifty yards farther east is another pond also surrounded by 
grits with some slate. On the northeast shore is a vertical cliff showing an apparent northeasterly strike and a 
vertical dip, although neither was determined certainly. Here some of the grit (No. 785G) contains small blood
red fragments, perhaps of jaspilyte. The cliff is cut by a dike, ten feet in width, of porphyritic granite quite 
similar to that of Kekequabic lake. On the south shore of this pond considerable black slate is seen. Less 
than a quarter of a mile southeast from the last pond is a small lake which is thought to be the one crossed by 
the east line of sec. 32, T. 65-6. On an island in the eastern part of the lake the rock is hard,sometimes flinty, 
and sometimes conglomeratic (Nos. 1754 and 1755). 

From the southeast corner of this lake an ascent was made to the summit of West Twin peak. The rock 
passed over is in general greenstone, varying considerably in character (Nos. 1756 to 1761), being sometimes 
coarse and sometimes of fine grain, again plainly fragmental, and again of the nature of altered diabase. A,t the 
summit a diabase dike, ten feet wide, cuts through the country greenstone. The dike runs northwest and south
east, and is very fine"grained at its edges. 

SOldh of Kekeq1wbic lake in sec. 6, T. 64-6. A trip was made south from this lake to the summit of the 
hill in the N. % sec. 6, and from here southwest to the lake at the southwest corner of t4is flection. At theshor~ 
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correct stratigraphic sequence will require the quartzyte and slate rocks below the gabbro-if not below this 

greenstone. ..... 
'IVe ascended only to a spur of the mam hIll, rather lymg between the two hIlls that are m section 35, 260 

feet above the lake. The hill which lies about half a mile further south seems to rise about a: hundred feet 
higher, or 350 feet above Ogishke Muncie lake. The same rock as No. ~076 continues to and forms that hill, as 

ascertained in 1879. 
East Twin peak. The following notes on an ascent to this hill are from the sixteenth annual report, pages 

99 100: 
, From this point (west end of Ogishke Muncie lake, S. W. ?4 sec. 27, T. 65-6) an ascent was made, by Mr. 

F. N. Stacy, of East Twin mouutain, and he reported substantially the following results. The position of the 
mountain was ascertained from magnetic observations on a common compass needle, as follows: 

The north side of Little Saganaga lake is E. 10° S. (mag.) 
Camper's island is N. 20° E. (mag.) 
Lake Saganaga (a broad expanse of water) is N. 15° E. (mag.) 
The mountain which lies at the west side of lake Gabimichigama (rocks Nos. 1367 and 1368), which is near 

the centre of sec. 1, T. 64-6, is about due east (mag.) 
These directions place East Twin mountain not far from the centre of sec. 4, T. 64-6, nearly a mile further 

south, and half a mile further west than was represented on the geological map accompanying the fifteenth report. 
The summit of the mountain is made of the rock No. 1386, a coarse hornblendic greenstone, resembling 

rock No. 759 (tenth report, page 97). 
Near the top, but on the body of the hill, on the north side, was seen a finer greenstone (No. 1387); but 

further down (still on the north side), near the bottom of the hill, it is a coarser rock (No. 1388) of the same kind 
as No. 1387, but not so gabbro-like as No. 1386; but at the bottom of the hill are found both coarse and fine (No. 
1389), the coarse being identical with No. 1386. 

According to the observation made by Mr. Stacy this hill is set off abruptly, both topographically and litho
logically, from the following, by a ravine, or series of irregular, branching valleys. The hill rises about 350 feet 
above this ravine. The rocks that constitute the lower hills on the north side of this ravine are in the main an 
ambiguous greenstone (No. 1390), and seem to be closely associated, perhaps blended into, the prevailing sedi
mentary rocks that are seen about the southwestern shores of Ogishke Muncie lake. These sedimentaries 
consist of siliceous slate, conglomerate, etc. This lower hill range hides the Twin mountains from sight, from 
Ogishke Muncie lake, except at the northeast end of the lake, and seems to be a connecting line between the 
Twin mountains and the hills immediately west of Gabimichigama lake. It lies not far north of the Twin peaks. 
Indeed, Mr. Stacy represents that the peaks are simply higher parts of a general hill range, cut off by ravines from 
the rest of the range, and that, in general, the fragmental rocks cease before reaching the ravine mentioned. 

Rocks Nos. 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394 and 1395 represent the broken sedimentary ~ocks intervening betweeu 
the peaks and Ogishke Muncie lake. No. 1393 represents several small hills, or hill ranges, a gritty greenstone, 
or modified sedimentary. No. 1394 is chalcedonic silica, and samples closely related, all enclosed in and banded 
together in No. 1393. These are in three small ridges, successively, but the samples are all from the- same ridge. 
The chalcedonic silica seems to indicate the horizon of the Keewatin, and the iron ore here associated with it, 
although magnetite, does not preclude the parallelizing of this nearly with the horizon at Tower. No. 1395, 
which is a widely disseminated rock, is a greenish conglomeratic one, the same as seen in many places about 
Ogishke Muncie lake, a part also of the Keewatin, as already mentioned. It is filled with fragmental material, 
but takes the forms and basaltic habit of an eruptive. It seems to be made up largely, in some places, of broken 
masses of older strata, as well as of individual fragmental grains, the whole compacted together by a prevailing 
greenish, hornblendic matrix. 

vVest Twin peak. Starting from the head of the bay in N. W. ?4 N. E. ?4 sec. 32, T. 65-6, a trip was made 
from Kekel[uabic lake southeast to West Twin peak. A little over an eighth of a mile from the lake a ridge of 
slate and fine graywacke is crossed. The strike is N. 37° E., and the dip 90°. Beyond this are other outcrops of 
slate and graywacke, becoming coarser and darker colored. Half a mile from the lake is an old beaver dam, on 
the west shores of which the rock is a rather coarse grit with some slaty bands. The strike is N. 30° to 40° E., and 
the dip 65° to 70° south of this. One hundred and fifty yards farther east is another pond also surrounded by 
grits with some slate. On the northeast shore is a vertical cliff showing an apparent northeasterly strike and a 
vertical dip, although neither was determined certainly. Here some of the grit (No. 785G) contains small blood
red fragments, perhaps of jaspilyte. The cliff is cut by a dike, ten feet in width, of porphyritic granite quite 
similar to that of Kekequabic lake. On the south shore of this pond considerable black slate is seen. Less 
than a quarter of a mile southeast from the last pond is a small lake which is thought to be the one crossed by 
the east line of sec. 32, T. 65-6. On an island in the eastern part of the lake the rock is hard, sometimes flinty, 
and sometimes conglomera tic (Yos. 1754 and 1755). -

From the southeast corner of this lake an ascent was made to the summit of West Twin peak. The rock 
passed over is in general greenstone, varying considerably in character (Nos. 1756 to 1761), being sometimes 
coarse and sometimes of fine grain, again plainly fragmental, and again of the nature of altered diabase. At the 
summit a diabase dike, ten feet wide, cuts through the country greenstone. The dike runs northwest and south
east, and is very fine-grained at its edges. 

South of Kekeguabic lake in sec. 6, T. 64-6. A trip was made south from this lake to the summit of the 
hill in the N. ~i sec. 6, and from here southwest to the lake at the southwest corner Qf tbis section. At the shore 
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ot Ke.kequabic lake, S'",W. 7.!1: ~. E. 7.!1: sec. 31, T. 65-6, the porphyritic rock which holds pebble-like forms (already 
_ mentlOned,pages 449,450, of thIS report) occurs. These forms become less numerous, but no less sharply outlined on 

goi?g south from the lake, and t~e rock beco~es more coal:sely ?rystalline and holds more of the porphyritic 
white feldspars (No. 6~OG). No eVidence of beddmg was seen.m this rock. Beyond this, and within fifty yards of 
the last exposure of this rock, there are outcrops of slate. This slate varies from a dark almost black ·11 t t 

. . 1· ht Th 1 . t· hI' argl yeo one that IS qUite Ig -gray. ~ amma I~n of t e s ate was twisted in some places, but as a rule this coincided 
with the slaty cleavage. The dIP and strIke were taken in many places before reaching the top of th I 
hill, whose summit lies in the N. E. 7.!1: sec. 6; the dip was vertical and the strike varied from N. 350 E. toe N a~;: 
E. The slate was intimately interbedded with a dark-gray to greenish grit, but the lines between the two r~cks 
were quite distinct. The bands of each varied from those a fourth of an inch across to those that were fifty feet 
or more in width. The grit held angular fragments of the slate and bands of the slate that were abruptly cut 
off; there were also places where bands of the slate were faulted and the grit existed between the faulted and 
broken ends of the slate bands. This grit makes up about half of the exposures to the hill top, but no exposure 
was composed entirely of this or of the slate alone. No. 631G is the black slate; No. 632G, the grit; and No. 
'633G shows, as well as a hand specimen can, the intimate interbanding of the two. At the top of the high hill 
the grit is coarser grained than usual, as is shown by No. 634G. The strike continues to be northeasterly until 
coming to near the centre of section 6, where it changes to N. 20° E., and a short distance farther south td direct 
north and south; the dip still remains vertical. This north and south strike continues to the pond which lies in 
N. E. :l4 S. W. ?4 sec. 6. No. 635G shows another condition of the grit resembling graywacke from just north of 
this pond. In this there is seen indistinct lamination, but the other specimens of the rock do not show it; the 
rock (grit) elsewhere appears perfectly massive except for its interbanding with the slates. South of this pond 
the strike again swings round to northeast and the dip remains vertical. 

About a quarter of a mile south of this pond is an outcrop of a porphyritic rock which is probably the 
same as tho granite porphyry of Kekequabic lake. About seventy-five feet of this rock was exposed, the slates 
occurring both north and south of it within less than 100 feet. The porphyry is No. 636G. The weathered 
surfaces of it show a rough schistose structure which runs N. 35° E. and stands vertical; however, this structure 
is not seen on freshly broken surfaces. The feldspar crystals are often arranged with their long axes parallel to 

, the direction of the schistosity. The northeast strike of the slate and grit continues as far as they were seen, 
i. e. almost to the lake at the southwest corner of section 6. A short distance before reaching this lake the slate 
disappears, and the grit, similar to Nos. 632G and 635G, both of which facies here often show fine lamination on 
weathered surfaces, becomes in places conglomeratic and harder (No. 637G). The pebbles are mostly rounded, 
some few are subangular, and they are chiefly of slate and a reddish granite porphyry, a pebble of which is shown 
in the specimen collected. This conglomerate shows no signs of lamination or schistosity. A short distance 
further south, and almost at the lake shore, is a more crystalline conglomerate holding pebbles of the same or 
similar reddish granite porphyry, and also of a fine-grained red granite or syenyte which resembles the pyroxene 
granite already mentioned so often. This conglomerate is shown by No. 638G. In this rock, and also in No. 
637G, the pebbles varied from quite small ones up to those eight inches in diameter, but most of them were one 
to three inches across. In some places the pebbles were quite numerous, and in others there were but a few to 
be seen. No definite arrangement of the pebbles in planes nor any elongation of them in ohe direction was seen. 

The eastern half of the north shore of this lake has some outcrops of conglomerate represented by No. 
638G. On the east shore of the lake there are no outcrops until coming about to the south line of section 6, where 
a fine-grained condition of the gabbro (No. 639G) occurs, and a little farther south the ordinary gabbro is found. 

S. E. ?4 sec. 1, T. 64-7. The conglomerate mentioned above as occurring near the north shore of the lake 
at the southwestern corner of sec. 6, T. 64-6, also occurs farther west near the shore and extends into the S. E. ?4 
sec. 1, T. 64--7. It is a tough, greenish, sometimes slaty rock, frequently entirely free from pebbles. The bedding 
cannot usually be seen, but the rock possesses a fine lamination, which in places where actual bedding was seen 
coincides in direction with it. The following dips and strikes refer to this lamination, which is possibly, though 
not certainly, coincident with the bedding. 

Around the north end of the bay, at the northwest corner of the lake, are several outcrops of the same 
greenish rock (No. 739G) mentioned above, but here holding no pebbles. The lamination in these places strikes 
N. 75° E., and stands vertical. On the west shore of the bay is another outcrop of this rock, striking N. 55° E.; 
the dip is vertical. The same rock is seen in several places just west of the lake and one outcrop occurs at the 
extreme southwest corner of this lake. Here it is much metamorphosed, probably by the gabbro, and contains 
a few pebbles (No. 740G). 

North from this lake about on the east li'ne of section 1, thc rock becomes less crystalline and sometimes 
slaty. One-fourth mile fro~ the lake the rock (No. 743G) has lamination and slaty cleavage coincident; strike 
N. 85° E.; dip 85° toward the south. 

North of the extreme northwest corner of this lake the conglomerate is seen in several places not far from 
the shore. It is very hard and tough and the pebbles are not numerous, being sometimes lacking entirely. 
About one-eighth of a mile from the lake the strike is N. 70° E. and the dip 90°. The rock gradually becomes 
less crystalline on going north, and at one-fourth mile 'from the lake the strike is N. 4~0 E. and :he dip 90°. 
Here a dike of diabase two feet wide cuts the country rock in a direction about parallel With the strike. About 
200 feet north of this is an outcrop showing contact of the green slaty rock, which is the same rock as described 
above -as conglomeratic, and the granite. The, rela tions are shown by the accompanying plan of the surface 
(:Il.gure 78)., The granite at the contact is of finer grain than away from this line. 
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of Kekequabic lake, S. W. Xi N. E. Xi sec. 31, T. 65-6, th13 porphyritic rock which hold" s IJebble I'k f (I d 
• ,,'.. ' - I 13 arms a rea y 

mentIOned, pages 449,4DO, of this report) OCCUlS. Thes13 forms become less numerous bl"lt no less sh I tl' d ' , , . . arp you me on 
going south from the lak13, and t~e rock becom.es more coal:sely .crystalline and holds more of the porphyritic 
white feldspars (No. 6~00). No eVidence of beddmg was seen m this rock. Beyond this, find within fifty yards of 
the last e~pos~re?f this rock, there ar.e ol:tcrops of slate. 1'his slat13 varies from a dark, almost black a;gillyte to 
one that IS qUIte light-gray. The lammatlOn of the slate was twisted in some places, but as a rule this coincided 
w,ith the slaty cl~av.age: The dip a~d strik~ were . tak~n in n;tany places before l'ea?hing the top of the large 
hill, whose summit lies III the N. E. /~ sec. 6, the dip was vertical and th13 stnk13 vaned from N .. 35° E. to N. 550 
E. The slate was intimately interbedded with a dark-gray to gre13nish grit, but the lines between the two rocks 
were qui.te d~stinct. The ?ands of each varied from those a fourth of an inch across to those that were fifty feet 
or more III width. The grit held angular fragments of the slate and bands of the slate that were abruptly cut 
off; there were also places where bands of the slate were faulted and th13 grit existed between the fanlted and 
broken ends of the slat13 bands. This grit makes up about half of the exposures to the hill top, but no exposuf13 
was composed entirely of this or of the slate alone. No. 6310 is the black slate; No. 6:32G, the grit; and No. 
633G shows, as well as a hand specimen can, the intimate interbanding of the two. At the top of the high hill 
the grit is coarser grained than usual, as is shown by No. 6340. The strike continues to be northeasterly until 
corning to near the centre of section 6, where it changes to N. 20° E., and a short distance. farther south t; direct 
north and south; the dip still remains vertical. This north and south strike continues to the pond which lies in 
N. E. 7.j: S. W. Xi sec. 6. No. 6350 shows another condition of the grit resembling graywacke from just north of 
this pond. In this there is seen indistinct lamination, but the other specimens of the rock do not show it; the 
rock (grit) elsewhere appears perfectly massive except for its interbanding with the slates. South of this pond 
the strike again swings round to northeast and the dip remains vertical. 

About a quarter of a mile south of this pond is an outcrop of a porphyritic rock which is probably the 
same as tho granite porphyry of Kekequabic lake. About seventy-five feet of this rock was exposed, the slates 
occurring both north and south of it within less than 100 feet. The porphyry is No. 636G. The weathered 
surfaces of it show a rough schistose structure which runs N. 35° E. and stands vertical; however, this structure 
is not seen on freshly broken surfaces. The feldspar crystals are often arranged with their long axes parallel to 

" the iiirection of the schistosity. The northeast strike of the slate and grit continues as far as they were seen, 
i. e. almost to the lake at the southwest corner of section 6. A short distance before reaching this lake the slate 
disappears, and the grit, similar to Nos. 6320 and 6350, both of which facies here often show fine lamination on 
weathered surfaces, becomes in places conglomeratic and harder (No. 6370). The pebbles are mostly rounded, 
some few are subangular, and they are chiefly of slate and a reddish granite porphyry, a pebble of which is shown 
in the specimen collected. This conglomerate shows no signs of lamination or schistosity. A short distance 
further south, and almost at the lake shore, is a more crystalline conglomerate holding pebbles of the same or 
similar reddish granite porphyry, and also of a fine-grained red granite or syenyte which resembles the pyroxene 
granite already mentioned so often. This conglomerate is shown by No. 6380. In this rock, and also in No. 
637G, the pebbles varied from quite small ones up to those eight inches in diameter, but most of them were one 
to three inches across. In some places the pebbles were quite numerous, and in others there were but a few to 
be seen. No definite arrangement of the pebbles in planes nor any elongation of them in one direction was seen. 

The eastern half of the north shore of this lake has some outcrops of conglomerate represented by No. 
638G. On the east shore of the lake there are no outcrops until coming about to the south line of section G, where 
a fine-grained condition of the gabbro (No, 6390) occurs, and a little farther south the ordinary gabbro is found. 

S. E. Xi sec. 1, T. 64-'7. The conglomerate mentioned above as occurring near the north shore of the lake 
at the southwestern corner of sec. 6, T. 64-6, also occurs farther west ncar the shore and extends into the S. E. 3~ 
sec. 1, T. 64--7. It is a tough, greenish, sometimes slaty rock, frequently entirely free from pebbles. The bedding 
cannot usually be seen, but the rock possesses a fine lamination, which in places where actual bedding was seen 
coincides in direction with it. The following dips and strikes refer to this lamination, which is possibly, thongh 
not certainly, coincident with the bedding. 

Around the north end of the bay, at the northwest corner of the lake, are several outcrops of the same 
greenish rock (No. 7390) mentioned above, but here holding no pebbles. The lamination in these places strikes 
N. 75° K, and stands vertical. On the west shore of the bay is another outcrop of this rock, striking N. 55° E.; 
the dip is vertical. The same rock is seen in several places just west of the lake and one outcrop occurs at the 
extreme southwest corner of this lake. Here it is much metamorphosed, probably by the gabbro, and contains 
a few pebbles (No. 7400). 

North from this lake, about on the east line of section 1, thc rock becomes less crystalline and sometimes 
slaty. One-fourth mile from the lake the rock (No. 7430) has lamination and slaty cleavage coincident; strike 
N. 85° K; dip 85° toward the south. 

North of the extreme northwest corner of this lake the conglomerate is seen in several places not far from 
the shore. It is very hard and tough and the pebbles are not numerous, being sometimes lacking entirely. 
About one-eighth of a mile from the lake the strike is N. 70° E. and the dip 90°. The rock gradually becomes 
less crystalline on going north, and at one-fourth mile from the lake the strike is N. 4~0 E. and .the dip 90°. 
Here a dike of diabase two feet wide cuts the country rock in a direction about parallel With the strike. About 
200 feet north of this is an outcrop showing contact of the green slaty rock, which is the same rock as described 
above as conglomeratic, and the granite. The. relations are shown by the accompanying plan of the surface 
(figure 78). The granite at the contact is of finer grain than away from this line. 
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North of this for a quarter of a mile are several exposures of the granite. In less than this distance east
ward from the last point the slaty rock occurs again, but just west of the last rock the granite is finer grained. 
The first exposure of the slaty rock seen here contained two irregular vein-like forms of a fine-grained rock, -
apparently part of the granite. Fifty feet east of this the slaty rock strikes N. 30° E. and stands vertical. A 
short distance towards the southwest another contact of this slaty rock and the granite is seen. 

eJARGILI.YT£ 

Ont: root· 

FIG. 78. CONTACT OF GRANITE AND GREENISH ARGILLYTE-LIKE ROCK. 
w. % S. E. 34 sec. 1, T. 64-7 W. 

Relations of the cl~f!eTent parts of the Arrhean. This subject cannot be discussed 

fully at this place, as our information on this point is not as complete as might be 

wished, and the general subject of the structural geology of northeastern Minnesota 

is to be considered elsewhere. But a few facts and preliminary conclusions, which 

seem to be the most probable, are here given. 

In the first place it may be stated that the granite of the district is separable 

into two phases,-a granitic and a porphyritic,-which are thought to be closely 

related as to origin and age, but the latter is at least slightly younger than the 

former. The granite is eruptive into some of the surrounding rocks. The granitic 

phase has been seen to cut the green slaty rock in the S. E.l sec. 1, T. 64-7. It also 

cuts a rock which is regarded as part of the green schist formation on a small island 

in the N. W. 1: N. W. i sec. 2, T. 64-7; and some slaty rocks near the east edge of 

section 1 of the same township. The porphyritic granite cuts the}ark argillytes at 

the small point on the north shore of Kekequabic lake in E. i S. W. 1: sec. 34, T. 65-7. 

It also seems to be intrusive into the green schists along the north side of the same 

lake in sec. 31, T. 65-6, and in places it cuts the normal (granitic) facies of the 

granite. Whether the granite is later than all the other rocks of the A.rchean is not 

known, but it seems quite probable that some of them, especially the conglomerate 

on the south side of Kekequabic lake at its narrowest part, are of later date than the 

granite. This view seems probable, because (1) The conglomerate is not known to 
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North of this for a quarter of a mile are several exposures of the granite. In less than this distance east
ward from the last point the slaty rock occurs again, but just west of the last rock the granite is finer grained. 
The first exposure of the slaty rock seen here contained two irregular vein-like forms of a fine-grained rock, -
apparently part of the granite. Fifty feet east of this the slaty rock strikes N. 30° E. and stands vertical. A 
short distance towards the southwest another contact of this slaty rock and the granite is seen. 
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Relations of the cl~fferent parts of the Arrhean. This subject cannot be discussed 

fully at this place, as our information on this point is not as complete as might be 

wished, and the general subject of the structural geology of northeastern Minnesota 

is to be considered elsewhere. But a few facts and preliminary conclusions, which 

seem to be the most probable, are here given. 

In the first place it may be stated that the granite of the district is separable 

into two phases,-a granitic and a porphyritic,-which are thought to be closely 

related as to origin and age, but the latter is at least slightly younger than the 

former. The granite is eruptive into some of the surrounding rocks. The granitic 

phase has been seen to cut the green slaty rock in the S. E.l sec. 1, T. 64-7. It also 

cuts a rock which is regarded as part of the green schist formation on a small island 

in the N. VV. ± N. W. ! sec. 2, T. 64-7; and some slaty rocks near the east edge of 

section 1 of the same township. The porphyritic granite cuts the, dark argillytes at 

the small point on the north shore of Kekequabic lake in E. i S. W. i sec. 34, T. 65-7. 

It also seems to be intrusive into the green schists along the north side of the same 

lake in sec. 31, T. 65-6, and in places it cuts the normal (granitic) facies of the 

granite. Whether the granite is later than all the other rocks of the Archean is not 

known, but it seems quite probable that some of them, especially the conglomerate 

on the south side of Kekequabic lake at its narrowest part, are oflater date than the 

granite. This view seems probable, because (1) The conglomerate is not klJ,own to 
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be cut by the granite-although the former is not known to be unconformable upon the 

latter; (2) The conglomerate contains pebbles which can be referred to rocks which are 

older than the granite, and some that may perhaps be referred to the granite itself. 

The green schists, the volcanic tuffs, the grits in the N. i 8ec. 6, T. 65-6, and 

possibly some of the slaty rocks appear to pass conformably into each other. A8sum

ing that there was but one period of volcanic activity in the immediate vicinity of 

Kekequabic lake, the three rocks above mentioned, which are made up largely or in 

part of fragmental volcanic material, can be regarded as of the same age. The horn

blende porphyryte which exists around the southwest end of Ep8ilon lake, le8s than 

half a mile north of the east end of Kekequabic lctke, is thought to repre8ent part of 

the same magma which furnished the fragmental volcanic materictl of the rocks just 

mentioned. 

Elsewhere in northeastern Minnesota it has been ascertained that the rocks to 

which the name Keewatin has been applied are di visible into two unconformable series, 

the upper of which has developed at its base, at least in places, a marked conglomerate. 

That this division is possible in the area of the Fraser Lake plate seems probable, 

and the conglomerate seen on the south shore of Kekequabic lake at its narrowest 

part may be referred provisionally to the upper division, or Upper Keewatin. 

Whether other rocks within the area of this plate belong to this division is not 

determined, but it would seem that the green schists, the tuffs, the grits and some, 

at least, of the slaty rocks belong to the lower eli vision, or Lower Keewatin. At 

Kekequabic lake no actual unconformity has been discovered, but it is inferred. 

However, from the notes and figures presented on pages 450 anel 451, of this chapter, 

we can state that an unconformity exists south of Ogishke Muncie lake in sec. 35, T. 

65-6. Here the rocks below the unconformity would be called Lower Keewatin. 

In this connection it might be well to consider the possibility of another division 

of the rocks referred to the Keewatin. The basement on which the Lower Keewatin 

was laid down has not been recognized in northeastern Minnesota. It is thus probable 

that another unconformity-i. e., one at the base of the Lower Keewatin-exists in 

this region. As to what rocks belong below this unconformity we cannot state with 

certainty, but it would seem that the greenstones of mount Northrop and the Twin 

peaks may belong below the Lower Keewatin;* at least from our present knowledge 

of this district it can be stated that these greenstones belong below the Upper 

Keewatin and appear to be the oldest rocks of the region. 

Thus what appears to be the probable, but by no means the demonstrated, suc

cession of the Archean in the Fraser Lake plate may be stated as follows: The old

est rocks are the greenstones of Twin peaks; above these, perhaps unconformably, 
. . ld t t hich are supposed to represent * As used elsewhere in this report the Lower Keewatm mciudes the 0 es, greens ones, w 

the primeval crust of the earth. 
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be cut by the granite-although the former is not known to be unconformable upon the 

latter; (2) The conglomerate contains pebbles which can be referred to rocks which are 

older than the granite, and some that may perhaps be referred to the granite itself. 

The green schists, the volcanic tuffs, the grits in the N. ~ sec. 6, T. 65-6, and 

possibly some of the slaty rocks appear to pass conformably into each other. Assum

ing that there was but one period of volcanic activity in the immediate vicinity of 

Kekequabic lake, the three rocks above mentioned, which are made up largely or in 

part of fragmental volcanic material, can be regarded as of the same age. The horn

blende porphyryte which exists around the southwest end of Epi'lilon lake, lei'ls than 

half a mile north of the east end of Kekequabic lake, is thought to represent part of 

the same magma which furnished the fragmental volcanic material of the rocks just 

mentioned. 

Elsewhere in northeastern Minnesota it has been ascertained that the rocks to 

which the name Keewatin has been applied are di visible into two unconformable series, 

the upper of which has developed at its base, at least in places, a marked conglomerate. 

That this division is possible in the area of the Fraser Lake plate seems probable, 

and the conglomerate seen on the south shore of Kekequabic lake at its narrowest 

part may be referred provisionally to the upper division, or Upper Keewatin. 

Whether other rocks within the area of this plate belong to this division is not 

determined, but it would seem that the green schists, the tuffs, the grits and some, 

at least, of the slaty rocks belong to the lower division, or Lower Keewatin. At 

Kekequabic lake no actual unconformity has been discovered, but it is inferred. 

However, from the notes and figures presented on pages 450 and 451, of this chapter, 

we can state that an unconformity existi'l south of Ogishke Muncie lake in sec. 35, T. 

65-6. Here the rocks below the unconformity would be called Lower Keewatin. 

In this connection it might be well to consider the possibility of another division 

of the rocks referred to the Keewatin. The basement on which the Lower Keewatin 

was laid down has not been recognized in northeastern Minnesota. It is thus probable 

that another unconformity-i. e., one at the base of the Lower Keewatin-exists in 

this region. As to what rocks belong below this unconformity we cannot state with 

certainty, but it would seem that the greenstones of mount Northrop and the Twin 
peaks may belong below the Lower Keewatin;* at least from our present knowledge 

of this district it can be stated that these greenstones belong below the Upper 

Keewatin and appear to be the oldest rocks of the region. 

Thus what appears to be the probable, but by no means the demonstrated, suc

cession of the Archean in the Fraser Lake plate may be stated as follows: The old

est rocks are the greenstones of Twin peaks; above these, perhaps unconformably, 
. . Id t ' t hich are supposed to rep res en t • As used elsewhere in this report the Lower Keewatm mcludes the 0 es, greens ones, w 

. the primeval crust of the earth. 
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come the Lower Keewatin rocks. After the deposition of these rocks came a period 

of folding and granitic intrusion, and later another unconformable series-the Upper . 

Keewatin-which has also been folded. 
The Animikie. * Within the area of the Fraser Lake plate are a few masses of 

iron-bearing rock intimately connected with and usually surrounded by the gabbro .. 

This iron-bearing rock is distinctly banded, the bands being from less than a quarter 

of an inch to several inches in thickness and usually quite sharply defined. The 

minerals composing the rock are quartz, magnetite, pyroxene, olivine, amphibole 

and more rarely feldspar. Frequently layers of almost pure magnetite, or of vitre

ous, coarsely crystallized quartzyte, occur, and many of the layers are composed 

almost entirely of but two, and sometimes of but one, of the above mentioned min

erals. These minerals are usually rather coarsely crystallized, giving the rock a 

granitic texture, and sometimes the pyroxene or amphibole is in large plates in,clos

ing smaller grains of the other constituents. In places the bands of magnetite are 

abundant and of several inches or a foot or more in thickness, and the rock forms an 

iron ore. These rocks are the same in lithological character as the iron-bearing 

rocks which are developed so characteristically in the next plate to the east (Akeley 

Lake plate). The areas of these rocks in the Fraser Lake plate are small, and, with 

the exception of the Gabimichigama lake occurrence, are surrounded at the surface 

by the gabbro. These iron-bearing rocks are regarded as belonging to the taconyte 

or iron-bearing member of the Animikie. They may be considered as parts of this 

formation torn from their original position by, and included in, the gabbro, or as the 

Animikie still in place projecting through the gabbro mass. The area of these rocks 

at Gabimichigama lake certainly seems to be in place, resting on the old Keewatin 

rocks and intruded and overlain by the gabbro. 

Four localities are known where these iron-bearing rocks occur ,in the area of 

the Fraser Lake plate. These are: (1) Northwest corner of Thomas lake; (2) North 

side of Fraser lake; (3) Sec. 20, T. 64-6; (4) South side of Gabimichigama lake. Other 

localities may be found on farther search, especially in the northern half of T. 64-6. 

At each of the places here mentioned the Animikie rocks are quite coarsely crystal

lized and are associated with masses of pyroxene and hornblende, which minerals 

are sometimes in plates an inch or more across. A fine-grained or granulitic gabbro 

is also sometimes seen near the iron-bearing rock, especially at the Fraser Lake locality. 
Thomas lake. Here the iron-bearing rock occurs near the shore in the N. E. U sec. 29, T. 64-7, about half 

way between the meander corner of the east line of this section and the outlet of the lake. Many fragments of 
the rock are seen, but only a small amount in place. From the limited amount exposed the dip appears to be 
about 100 towards the east. . 

Fmser lake. The Animikie occurs near the shore at the south side of S. E. U S. W. U gec.14, T. 64-7, and 
at places a quarter of a mile east of this place. Here is considerable iron ore, soroe of which is Dot markedly 
magnetic and it may be part of the titaniferous ore of the gabbro, but other pal'tg certainly belong witl1 the 

* See foot note on page 431. 
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come the Lower Keewatin rocks. After the deposition of these rocks came a period 

of folding and granitic intrusion, and later another unconformable series-the Upper 

Keewatin-,yhich has also been folded. 

The Animilde."' Within the area of the Fraser Lake plate are a few masses of 

iron-bearing rock intimately connected with and usually surrounded by the gabbro. 

This iron-bearing rock is distinctly banded, the bands being from less than a quarter 

of an inch to several inches in thickness and usually quite sharply defined. The 

minerals composing the rock are quartz, magnetite, pyroxene, olivine, amphibole 

and more rarely feldspar. Frequently layers of almost pure magnetite, or of vitre

ous, coarsely crystallized quartzyte, occur, and many of the layers are composed 

almost entirely of but two, and sometimes of but one, of the above mentioned min

erals. These minerals are usually rather coarsely crystallized, giving the rock a 

granitic texture, and sometimes the pyroxene or amphibole is in large plates inclos

ing smaller grains of the other constituents. In places the bands of magnetite are 

abundant and of several inches or a foot or more in thickness, and the rock forms an 

iron ore. These rocks are the same in lithological character as the iron-bearing 

rocks vvhich are developed so characteristically in the next plate to the east (Akeley 

Lake plate). The areas of these rocks in the Fraser Lake plate are small, and, with 

the exception of the Gabimichigama lake occurrence, are surrounded at the surface 

by the gabbro. These iron-bearing rocks are regarded as belonging to the taconyte 

or iron-bearing member of the Animikie. They may be considered as parts of this 

formation torn from their original position by, and included in, the gabbro, or as the 

Animiltie still in place projecting through the gabbro mass. The area of these rocks 

at Gabimichigama lake certainly seems to be in place, resting on the old Keewatin 

rocks and intruded and overlain by the gabbro. 

Four localities are known where these iron-bearing rocks occur ,in the area of 

the Fraser Lake plate. These are: (1) Northwest corner of Thomas lake; (2) North 

side of Fraser lake; (3) Sec. 20, T. 64-6; (4) South side of Gabimichigama lake. Other 

localities may be fonnd on farther search, especially in the northern half of T. 64-6. 

At each of the places here mentioned the Animikie rocks are quite coarsely crystal

lized and are associated with masses of pyroxene and hornblende, which minerals 

are somet.imes in plat.es an inch or more across. A fine-grained or granulitic gabbro 

is also sometimes seen near the iron-bearing rock, especially at the Fraser Lake locality. 

Thomas lake. Here the iron-bearing rock occurs near the shore in the N. E. )4 sec. 29, T. 64-7, about half 
way between the meander corner of the east line of this section and the outlet of the lake. Many fragments of 
the rock are seen, but only a small amount in place. From the limited amount exposed the dip appears to be 
about 10° towards the east. 

Fmser lake. The Animikie occurs near the shore at the south side of S. E. )4 S. W. )4 sec.l4, T. 64-7, and 
at places a quarter of a mile east of this place. Here is considerable iron are, some of which is not markedly 
magnetic and it may be part of the titaniferous are of the gabbro, but other parts certainly belong with the 

* See foot note on page 431. 
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Auillikie. A few years ago some mining for gold was carried on at this place in the iron ore. It is needless to 
state that the venture was unsuccessful. 

Sec. 20, T. IJ4-G. On a portage, which runs northwest from the most northerl)' arm of the I k . th'-
. . N 1/ N W 1 _ " _ a e III IS 

sectIOn to a small lake III . 72 • • ~ of the same .sectlOn, IS an outcrop of the iron-bearing rock in the gabbro 
oulya ~ew .rods fro~ the small lake. The rock IS co~p?sed mostly of interbanded quartzyte and magnetite. 
The strike IS approxImately east and west, and the dIp IS 50° towards the south. A section north and south 
through this place i~ show~ in the acco~panying cut (figure 79). The gabbro is of medium grain, in somo
what decaye~, and IS n~t Illterb~dded wIth the other rock, the two being sharply separated. The gabbro 
holds a few pIeces of the Iron-bearIng rock and does not appear finer-grained at the contact with the main mass 
of the Animikie. The exposure of iron-bearing rock is less than twenty feet wide, and it extends along-the strike 
for some thirty feet. Just east of the portage trail, and in the strike of this outcrop, is a low ridge where the 
Animikie rock is exposed for a distance of over 100 feet along the strike, and about thirty feet across the strike. 
The dip is the same as at the first outcrop. Specimen No. 753G represents the iron-bearing rock from this 
locality, and No. 754G, the gabbro. 

roeA 

FIG. 79. SECTION NORTH AND SOUTH THROUGH AN OUTCROP 0]' ANIMIKIE IRON-BEARING 
ROCK IN SEC. 20, T. 64-{; W. 

Vertical and horizontal scale approximately the same. 

Gabimichigama lake. The Animikie outcrops over a small area along the south shore of the lake at the 
east side of sec. 1, T. 64-6, and extends southwest, again coming to the shore in the S. W. ~ S. E.~i of the sallie 
section. (For the outline of this area of Animikie, see the sketch map of Gabimichigama lake in the chapter on 
the Akeley Lake plate.) The iron-bearing rock dips 200 to 600 towards the east, and in places even towards the 
northeast. It has on its northwest side a part of the underlying Keewatin, entirely recrystallized. The Animikie 
rocks here occur between the Keewatin and the gabbro in a position similar to that which they occupy a few 
miles to the eastward. 

The Keweenawan. Rocks of the Cabotian division of the Keweenawan occupy 

practically all the area of the Fraser Lake plate, except a belt about two miles in 

width along the northern side of the plate. These rocks include gabbro, fine-grained 

gabbro and granite, the first occupying more than nine-tenths of the Keweenawan 

area and the two others occurring only in very limited extent. They are all post

Animikie in age and igneous in origin. Moreover, as exposed in this plate, none of 

them show evidence of having solidified near the surface of the earth, but they are 

completely crystallized, granitic in structure and evidently solidified at some distance 

below the surface. 

(1). The gabbro. This rock reaches an extensive development innortheasteTl1 

Minnesota, and, as found in the Fraser Lake plate, possesses essentially the same 

characters as elsewhere, so a detailed description will not be necessary here. In 

general, the gabbro is a coarse-grained rock, composed of feldspar (usually near labra

dorite), pyroxene (diallage), olivine and titaniferous magnetite. The main mass of 

the rock consists largely of labradorite, with small amounts of pyroxene and less of 

magnetite, and frequently no olivine. In places, especially in the vicinity of Little 

Saganaga lake, the gabbro is composed essentially of labradorite and thus forms an 

anorthosyte. At such places it is coarser grained than customary. At times small 
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northeast. It has on its northwest side a part of the underlying Keewatin, entirely recrystallized. The Animikie 
rocks here occur between the Keewatin and the gabbro in a position similar to that which they occupy a few 
miles to the eastward. 

The Keweenawan. Rocks of the Cabotian division of the Keweenawan occupy 

practically all the area of the Fraser Lake plate, exce])t a belt about two miles in 

width along the northern side of the plate. These rocks include gabbro, fine-grained 

gabbro and granite, the tirst occupying more than nine-tenths of the Keweenawan 

area and the two others occurring only in very limited extent. They are all post

Animikie in age and igneous in origin. Moreover, as exposed in this plate, none of 

them show evidence of having solidified near the surface of the earth, but they are 

completely crystallized, granitic in structure and evidently solidified at some distance 

below the surface. 

(1). The gabbro. This rock reaches an extensive development in northeastern 

Minnesota, and, as found in the Fraser Lake plate, possesses essentially the same 

characters as elsewhere, so a detailed description will not be necessary here. In 

general, the gabbro is a coarse-grained rock, com posed of feldspar (usually near labra

dorite), pyroxene (diallage), olivine and titaniferous magnetite. The main mass of 

the rock consists largely of labradorite, with small amounts of pyroxene and less of 

magnetite, and frequently no olivine. In places, especially in the vicinity of Little 

Saganaga lake, the gabbro is composed essentially of labradorite and thus forms an 

anorthosyte. At such places it is coarser grained than customary. At times small 
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areas of the gabbro or the fine-grained gabbros are found, which are quite richin 

titaniferous magnetite. Such an area occurs at Thomas lake, in the S. E. i S, w. i 
sec. 32, T. 64-7. As has already been mentioned, some of the iron ore on Fraser lake 

may also be of this character. The grain of the gabbro near the northern edge of its 

mass is somewhat finer than at a distance from this limit. 

The gabbro, as before mentioned, overlies and surrounds, at least at the surface, 

the Animikie rocks, and it also lies on the Keewatin rocks along the length of its 

northern border in the area of this plate. When in contact with these older rocks 

it has profoundly altered them and they are now more or less completely recrys

tallized. All the Animikie rocks in the area of this plate have been completely 

recrystallized by the gabbro, and the Keewatin rocks, for a distance of several rods, 

and sometimes for half a mile from the present surface outcrop of the gabbro, are 

more or less changed and recrystallized. Good examples of this are seen along the 

north shore of the lake at the southwest corner of sec. 6, T. 64-6, and also around 

Gabimichigama lake. * 
(2). F1:ne-grained gabbro. Associated with the main mass of the gabbro, 

especially in T. 64-7, are small areas of finer-grained or granulitic gabbros to which 

the name" muscovado" has sometimes been applied in the reports of this survey. 

These rock are composed essentially of a basic plagioclase feldspar and pyroxene, 

which is sometimes diallage and sometimes hypersthene. The relations of these 

rocks to the main gabbro mass are not clearly known within the area of this plate, 

but are probably the same as to the eastward (Akeley Lake plate), where the fine

grained gabbros are of a somewhat earlier date than the main mass of the gabbro 

itself·t 
Some exposures of these rocks are found as follows: On the north side of the 

little bay in the centre of the S. E. i N. W. i sec. 27, T. 64-7, Thomas lake, is a bluff 

forty feet high, of fine-grained gabbro with porphyritic feldspar crystals (No. 270G). 

South end of small island near southeast corner of S. W. i sec. 32, T. 64-7, Thomas 

lake (No. 735G). Also on the main shore near the same locality (No. 299W). 

(8). Granite. The Keweenawan granites are not well developed in the Fraser 
Lake plate; in fact they occur only in small amount and then as dikes in the gabbro. 
Such dikes are seen around lake Polly and especially along the river in theN. i sec. 
34, T. 63-6, just to the east of that lake. A few miles to the south of this locality, 
in T. 62-6, the granite appears in large volume, and the dikes above mentioned may 
be regarded as offshoots from this large granite mass. The' dikes are not noticeably 
finer-grained at the edges than in the centres, indicating that they were intruded 
while the gabbro was still highly heated. 

- *See the section on the gabbro contact rocks below, and the sketch map of Gabimichigama lake in the chapter on the 
Akeley Lake plate, 

tSBe discussion of these rocks in chapter xxiv. 
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northern border in the area of this plate. When in contact with these older rocks 
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tallized. All the Animikie rocks in the area of this plate have been completely 

recrystallized by the gabbro, and the Keewatin rocks, for a distance of several rods, 

and sometimes for half a mile from the present surface outcrop of the gabbro, are 

more or less changed and recrystallized. Good examples of this are seen along the 

north shore of the lake at the southwest corner of sec. 6, T. 64-6, and also around 
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These rock are composed essentially of a basic plagioclase feldspar and pyroxene, 

which is sometimes diallage and sometimes hypersthene. The relations of these 

rocks to the main gabbro mass are not clearly known within the area of this plate, 

but are probably the same as to the eastward (Akeley Lake plate), where the fine

grained gabbros are of a somewhat earlier date than the main mass of the gabbro 

itself·t 

Some exposures of these rocks are found as follows: On the north side of the 

little bay in the centre of the S. E. ± N. W. ±- sec. 27, T. 64-7, Thomas lake, is a bluff 

forty feet high, of fine-grained gabbro with porphyritic feldspar crystals (No. 270G). 

South end of small island near southeast corner of S. W. ±- sec. 32, T. 64-7, Thomas 

lake (No. 735G). Also on the main shore nearthe same locality (No. 299W). 

(3). Granite. The Keweenawan granites are not well developed in the Fraser 
Lake plate; in fact they occur only in small amount and then as dikes in the gabbro. 

Such dikes are seen around lake Polly and especially along the river in the N. ~ sec. 
34, T. 63-6, just to the east of that lake. A few miles to the south of this locality, 

in T. 62-6, the granite appears in large volume, and the dikes above mentioned may 
be regarded as offshoots from this large granite mass. The dikes are not noticeably 

finer-grained at the edges than in the centres, indicating that they were intruded 
while the gabbro was still highly heated. 

* See the section on the gabbro contact rocks below, and the sketch map of Gabimichigama lake in the chapter on the 
Akeley Lake plate. 

tSee discussion of these rocks in chapter xxiv. 
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Infollowin,g up the :iver just mentioned ,fro~ lake Polly t~ a smaller lake in sec. 2, T. 62-6, the usual 
gabbro of the regIOn IS seen m .several places. It IS qUIte coarse-gramed and is cut by many vein-like forms of 
red granite. These are of all sIzes from half an inch to ten feet in width, and they run in every direction through 
the gabbro. No; 755G, tal~en from the wes~ end of, the second ~ortag.e from lake Polly, probably in the S. W. %: 
N. E. 74 sec. 34, r. 63-6, fauly represents thIs gramte, although It varies considerably in grain, but not 80 from 
centre to side of dike. This specimen is a rather fine-grained pinkish granite with glistening hlack mica scales' 
under the micro~cope it is seen to. be composed esse~tial~y of quartz, orthoclase, biotite and some acid plagio: 
clase. A short dIstance east of thIS portage the gramte dIkes become so numerous that they make up one-third 
of the rock at any outcrop. Further southeast along this river the dikes are less numerous, but are still 
occasionally seen in the gabbro all the way to the smaller lake in sec. 2, T. 62-6. 

(4). Gabbro contact rocks. In T. 64-7 W. there is shown on the geological map 

. (plate 80) a belt of rocks, between the gabbro on the south and the Archean on the 

north, which are called gabbro contact rocks, As already stated the gabbro has 

a,lterec1 the Archean rocks with which it has come in contact, and in T. 64-6 and the 

eastern part of T. 64-7, we have been able to separate these altered rocks hom the 

gabbro itself. But in the belt indicated as gabbro contact rocks the field evidence 

is not complete enough, and the study of the rocks in the labOTatory has not 

progressed far enough to enable us to refer all the rocks of this belt positively to the 

Archean or to the Keweenawan. These rocks vary considerably in general appearance 

and grain, but usually are rather fine-grained, dark rocks which possess two features 

in common. The first is the presence of numerous scales of biotite, and the second 

is the peculiar yellow, granular appearance of the weathered specimens, which gaVB 

rise to the term" muscovado," a term applied to some of these rocks in the earlier 

reports of this survey, and continued under the form muscovadyte. 

The gabbro contact rocks are frequently sOInewhat schistose, often twisted and 

broken, and sometimes seem to hold fragments, which, however, are not sharply out

lined, of other rocks. Very commonly small, dark veins, composecllargely of biotite, 

cross these rocks. In thin section they are seen to be composed of biotite, feldspar, 

quartz, pyroxene (frequently orthorhombic) and hornblende. Usually the last two 

minerals and the biotite occur in large plates, inclosing numerous smaller grains of 

feldspar or quartz, or of both. 

It is probable that future study will show that the gabbro contact rocks 

may be referred in part to one, and in part to another, of the three following groups: 

(1) Fine-grained or granulitic gabbros; (2) Fine-grained peripheral facies of the 

gabbro proper, which facies are quite probably the same as the first; (3) Portions of 

the underlying Keewatin altered by the gabbro.* 

(5). Diabase dikes. Cutting the rocks already described, are a few dikes of 

diabase, most of which are not more than twenty feet in width. These dikes are 

of ordinary diabase, and are usually rather fresh. Invariably the sides of the 

dikes are very much finer-grained than the centres, thus showing that when the 

'See remarks on these rocks in chapter xxiv. 
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minerals and the biotite occur in large plates, inclosing numerous smaller grains of 

feldspar or quartz, or of both. 

It is probable that future study will show that the gabbro contact rocks 
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diabase, most of which are not more than twenty feet in width. These dikes are 
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'See remarks on these rocks in chapter xxiv. 
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dikes were intruded, the surrounding rocks were not highly heated. In ge~era~ 

the dikes fill vertical fissures and strike approximately north and south. In age, 

the dikes are regarded as Keweenawan. They have all lieen intruded since the 
folding of the Keewatin rocks, and two dikes at least are later than the gabbro. 

The dikes are so uniform in character that it will not be necessary to describe 

individual occurrences. The locations of the most prominent ones are shown on 

the map (plate 80). 
ECONOMIC RESOURCES. 

Merchantable pine exists in many places in the Fraser Lake plate, but large 

parts of the district are covered by small second-growth timber. Spruce and poplar 

for pulp in paper-making are common. At present the timber cannot be profitably 
transported to saw mills, but wou1d be economically important should a railroad 

reach this district. 

In mineral resources iron is the most promising feature, but sufficient amounts 

of this are not known to warrant mining. It is unlikely that the iron ores of the 

Animikie in this plate can ever be profitably mined; and the same can be said of 

what little titaniferous ore is known to OCCLlr in the gabbro. It is possible that iron 

ores will be found in the Keewatin rocks, but none are yet known. A small amount 

of jaspilyte occurs on the south side, near the east end, of Pickle lake, and jaspilyte 

pebbles are not uncommon in the Ogishke Muncie conglomerate. The rock from 

which these pebbles were derived is not known, but probably occurs in the imme

diate neighborhood of the conglomerates. Nickel ore may also be found in connec

tion with gabbro, but none is known at present. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP. 

The contour lines were obtained largely from rough sketching from lakes and 

hills, and the levels of most of the lakes are known from one or more series of 

barometer readings. The altitudes of a few lakes are known from leveling. Where 

the contour lines are lacking we know almost nothing of the details of the topography. 

The outlines of the different rock formations are located fairly correctly in the 

vicinity of Kekequabic and Gabimichigama lakes. The northern limit of the gabbro 

in the interior of T. 64-6 is not definitely known. Southwest from Keke.quabic lake 

the geological boundaries are only approximate. No attempt is made to indicate the 

areas of Keweenawan granite and fine-grained gabbros, but the whole Keweenawan· 

area is mapped as gabbro. Although there are two, and possibly three, unconform

able rock series in what is mapped as Keewatin, still our present knowledge will not . 

enable us to indicate, even with approximate correctness, the areas occupied by 
each series. 
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ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock samples have been collected within the area of the Fraser 

hike plate: 
.N. H. Winchell's series: Nos. 755:-765; 1040-106IB; 1094; 1096; 1098-1106; 1361-1368; 1386-1395; 1400-

1427; 1752-1767; 1771. 
A. Winchell's series: Nos. 298-308: 313; 349-357; 363B-382. 
H. V. Winchell's series: Nos. 613; 458A; 461. 

. U. S. Grant's series: Nos. 85-97; 245-277; 540-620; 621A-639; 735-755; 764-772; 774; 776-787; 840-846; 

850; 853-854A. 
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hike plate: 
.N. H. W'inchell's series: Nos. 755-765; 1040-106IB; 1094; 1096; 1098-1106; 1361-1368; 1386-1395; 1400-

1427· 1752-1767; 1771. 
, A. Winchel/'s series: Nos. 298-308; 313; 349-357; 363B-382. 

H. V. Winchell's series: Nos. 66; 458A; 461. 
U. S. Grant's series: Nos. 85-97; 245-277; 540-620; 621A-639; 735-755; 764--772; 774; 776-787; 8400-846; 

850; 853-854A. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

THE GEOLOGY OF THE AKELEY LAKE PLATE. * 

By U. S. GRANT. 

Sitncdion and ({rea. The Akeley Lake plate is situated in the northwestern 

comer of Cook county and its northeastem corner borders on Canadian territory. 

On the west is the Fraser Lake plate (No. 80), and on the east the Gunflint Lake 

plate (No. 82). The Akeley Lake plate includes. all of Ts. 64-4, 64-5, 65-4 and 65-5 

W. About one and a half square miles at the northeast comer of T. 65-4 W. belong 

to Ontario. The ~Lrea of the plate, inclusive of water surface, is then about 142.5 

square miles. 
SURFACE FEATURES. 

Topography. In this plate there are, as in the Fraser Lake plate, two rather 

distinct types of surface, although here they differ less markedly than in the Fraser 

Lake plate. The first type of surface is that underlain by tht;) gabbro, practically 

the southern half of the plate; but here the surface is much rougher than the gabbro 

surface to the west; in fact in the gabbro area there are some quite marked elevations. 

The second type of surface is underlain by rocks of Archean age and contains 

one prominent hill range, the Giant's range. This is a hilly tract, a mile or more in 

width, which enters this plate on the east at Magnetic lake and runs westward, 

keeping just to the north of Akeley lake and passing out of the plate just to the 

north of Gabimichigama lake. In sees. 13 and 14, T. 65-4 W., west of magnetic 

lake, the highest land is form.eel of granite; here an altitude of more than 1,950 feet 

(over 400 feet above Gunflint lake) is reached. To the west anel southwest the higher 

* The. area included in this plate has been examined at various times by different parties of the survey, and a considerable 
part of the field notes have been published. The indivicluals who did the work, the dates of the work, and the places of publicatlOu 
are as follows: N. H. WINOHELL, field work of 1878, Ninth Ann1tcd Repo,.t, pp. 83, 84; fielcl work of 1879, Tenth Annual Beport, 
pp. 88--90, 98, 99; fielcl work of 1886, Fifteenth Annlwl, Report, pp. 372, 37&-381; field work of 1887, Sixteenth Annual Report, pp. 79-~, 
98; field work of 1892, not published; field work of 189S, not published; field work of 1896, Twent.Y-.fo1t'l:th AnmwZ Beport. 4; 
WINCHELL, field work of 188r;, Fi/leenth Anngai Beport pp.l7l 172' field work of 1881 8'ixteenth Anrnwl Repo1·t, pp. 229-239,2 
24" 26&-2:?: ?-9d-209, 306:315. H. V. WmOHELL;,field w?rl~ of 1888: He;enteenth Ann:,al Report, pp. 106-111. U. S .. GRANT, tiel~wf:~ 
of 1888; ,Scu.n.lec12lh .An!l1wl Re!''''-t, pp. 151, 102, 160, 161; field work of 1891, Twent1.eth Anngal Rep01·t, pp. 83-83, field work f 
and 18.J3, published m part In 1 welli.'l-seconrZ Annual Report, pp. 67,63, and T'wenty-fourth Ann'ltal Bep01·t. he ar~a 

'., The Wl'lter at varIOUS times, 111.1891, 1892 and 1893, visited practically all (except parts of the N. W. 7i T. 65-5 W.) of t shores 
of th," plate examIned by former partIes of the survey, and he also examined considerable areas not seen by them. The In 
of ne~rl;r all the lakes have been examinecl in det,ail ancl in some places t,he north and south section lines have been followed. 
the VlClmty of the Animikie iron-bearing rocks, mapping has been clone more carefully than elsewhere. Where these rocks outcroPt 
each sect.lon has been crossed, from north t.o sout.h, at. least once and frequently three or more times. In this work, alarg~ am~: 
of data has been collected, lJUt the time allowecl for the preparation of this chapter does not permit of a full presentat:on 0 . e 
vat'.lOUS detmls. In fact, this ehapter is to be considered only as a general preliminary description cif the geology of this area, In 

whlch area centre several Important points in the geology of northeastern Minnesota. 
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Lake plate. The first type of surface is that underlain by thE) gabbro, practically 

the southern half of the plate; but here the surface is much rougher than the gabbro 

surface to the west; in fact in the gabbro area there are some quite marked elevations" 

The second type of surface is underlain by rocks of Archean age and contains 

one prominent hill range, the Giant's range. This is a hilly tract, a mile or more in 

width, which enters this plate on the east at Magnetic lake and runs westward, 

keeping just to the north of Akeley lake and passing out of the plate just to the 

north of Gabimichigama lake. In secs. 13 and 14, T. 65-4 W., west of magnetic 

lake, the highest land is form.eel of granite; here an altitude of more than 1,950 feet 

(over 400 feet above Gunflint lake) is reached. To the west and southwest the higher 
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land passes into the greenstone area, and here (north line of sec. 28, T. 65-4) is the 

highest point in the plate, 2,038 feet above the sea, as determined by leveling. 

To the north of the Giant's range the land slopes northward and in the two 

northern tiers of sections in this plate the surface is quite flat and featureless. 

This flat country is underlain by granite and in this respect is similar to the flat 

gabbro country in the Fraser Lake plate, being a district which is underlain by a 

massive rock everywhere similar in resistance to destructive forces. 

In the eastern part of T. 65-4 is a third type of surface, that conditioned by 

the Animikie rocks and their sills of diabase. This is a district of marked relief, 

one of whose hills (centre of sec. 24) rises to an altitude of 1,870 feet, while 

another (northwest corner of section 26) was found by leveling to be 1,875 feet 

above the sea. The topography peculiar to the Ani~llikie area is developed char

acteristically to the east of the district here described in the Gunflint Lake, Hove 

Lake and Mountain Lake plates, and will be mentioned more in detail in the 

description of the first of these plates (chapter xxv). This type of topography is 

not typically developed in the Akeley Lake plate. 

The lowest lake level in this area, Red Rock lake, which touches the northern 

edge of the plate, is about 1,435 feet above sea level. The highest land (2,038 feet) 

is the greenstone hill already mentioned on the north line of sec. 28, T. 65-4. This 

makes a difference of over 600 feet between the extremes of elevation in this plate. 

Drainage. The Akeley Lake plate lies in the drainage basin of Hudson bay. 

The southern part of the plate drains northward, and the southern slope of the 

Giant's range drains southward. The waters from these two sources unite and part 

is conducted by Cross river into Gunflint lake, and thence, through a depression in 

the Giant's range at the eastern edge of T. 65-4, to Saganaga lake, which lies just to 

the north of this plate, The remainder of the drainage south of the Giant's range 

passes through Gabimichigama lake, thence to Ogishke Muncie and Frog Hock lakes, 

and through West Sea Gull and Sea Gull lakes to Saganaga lake. 

The stream which flows from Gunflint lake to Saganaga lake forms the international boundary. It 
traverses a region underlain by granite, which, on account of lack of soil, and recent fires, presents a most desolate 
appearance. The granite bluffs are breaking down under the action of frost, and the forest, where such still 
exists, seems to spring from the bare rock. Figure 3, of plate MM, shows one of these shattered granite bluffs, 
and the accompanying forest, and figure 2 of the same plate shows one of the rapids on this stream. Another 
rapids or falls in this stream is shown in figure 2 of plate PP, in the chapter on the Pigeon Point plate. 

The rapids at the outlet of Frog Rock lake, on the second of the lines of drainage, mentioned above, are 
shown in figure 1 of plate MM. 

A feature of interest along the stream connecting Gunflint and Saganaga lakes is the disappearance of 
this stream, or rather of one branch of it in a channel filled with boulders, in N. W. ~ sec. 12, T. 65-4.* (See 
figure 80.) Here a singular accumulatio~ of boulders is seen (at A, in figures 80 and 81) rising apparently in a 
cobble stone wall, to a hight of about fifteen feet above the water. This is the appearance as seen in perspective 
at the distance of about twelve rods toward the south. On approaching nearer, the surface exposed to view is 
seen to be, not a wall, but a slope of about 20°, and the curious effect is discovered to be simply that of a mass of 
boulders, filling what is probably an ancient bed of the stream. The boulders are quite uniformly about ten 

* A. WINQHELL. Si;deenth Ann1('alBeport, pp. 230--232, 
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land passes into the greenstone area, and here (north line of sec. 28, T. 65-4) is the 

highest point in the plate, 2,038 feet above the sea, as determined by leveling. 

To the north of the Giant's range the land slopes northward and in the two 

northern tiers of sections in this plate the surface is quite flat and featureless. 

This flat country is underlain by granite and in this respect is ,'!imilar to the flat 

gabbro country in the Fraser Lake plate, being a district which is underlain by a 

massive rock everywhere similar in resistance to destructive forces. 

In the eastern part of T. 65-4 is a third type of smface, that conditioned by 

the Animikie rocks and their sills of diabase. This is a district of marked relief , 
one of whose hills (centre of sec. 24) rises to an altitude of 1,870 feet, while 

another (northwest corner of section 26) was found by leveling to be 1,875 feet 

above the sea. The topography peculiar to the Ani~11ikie area is developed char

acteristically to the east of the district here described in the Gunflint Lake, Rove 

Lake and Mountain Lake plates, and will be mentioned more in detail in the 

description of the first of these plates (chapter xxv). This type of topography is 

not typically developed in the Akeley Lake plate. 

The lowest lake level in this area, Red Rock lake, which touches the northern 

edge of the plate, is about 1,435 feet above sea level. The highest land (2,038 feet) 

is the greenstone hill already mentioned on the north line of sec. 28, T. 65-4. This 

makes a difference of over 600 feet between the extremes of elevation in this plate. 

Drainage. The Akeley Lake plate lies in the drainage basin of Hudson bay. 

The southern part of the plate drains northward, and the southern slope of the 

Giant's range drains southward. The waters from these two sources unite and part 

is conducted by Cross river into Gunflint lake, and thence, through a depression in 

the Giant's range at the eastern edge of T. 65-4, to Saganaga lake, which lies just to 

the north of this plate, The remainder of the drainage south of the Giant's range 

passes through Gabimichigama lake, thence to Ogishke Muncie and Frog Rock lakes, 

and through West Sea Gull and Sea Gull lakes to Saganaga lake. 

The stream which flows from Gunflint lake to Saganaga lake forms the international boundary. It 
traverses a region underlain by granite, which, on account of lack of soil, and recent fires, presents a most desolate 
appearance. The granite bluffs are breaking down under the action of frost, and the forest, where such still 
exists, seems to spring from the bare rock. Figure 3, of plate MM, shows one of these shattered granite bluffs, 
and the accompanying forest, and figure 2 of the same plate shows one of the rapids on this stream. Another 
rapids or falls in this stream is shown in figure 2 of plate pp, in the chapter on the Pigeon Point plate. 

The rapids at the outlet of Frog Rock lake, on the second of the lines of drainage, mentioned above, are 
shown in figure 1 of plate MM. 

A feature of interest along the stream connecting Gunflint and Saganaga lakes is the disappearance of 
this stream, or rather of one branch of it in a channel filled with boulders, in N. W. ~ sec. 12, T. 65-4.* (See 
figure 80.) Here a singular accumulatio~ of boulders is seen (at A, in figures 80 and 81) rising apparently in a 
cobble stone wall, to a hight of about fifteen feet above the water. This is the appearance as seen in perspective 
at the distance of about twelve rods toward the south. On approaching nearer, the surface exposed to view is 
seen to be, not a wall, but a slope of about 20°, and the curious effect is discovered to be simply that of a mass of 
boulders, :filling what is probably an ancient bed of the stream. The boulders are quite uniformly about ten 

• ,A.. WINOHELL. Sixteenth A n?walReport, pp. 280--232, 
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inches in diameter. The right and left borders of the boulder-filled bed are abruptly limited by vegetable 
growths, and a well developed forest surrounds. The farther limit is also sharply determined by a fringe of 
sedges and a forest covering, as shown in figure 81. Standing water approaches the foot of this slope, but no 
current whatever sets toward this old channel. 

T65-4W 

FIG. so. MAP OF A PORTION OF THE STREAM (BOUNDARY RIVER) CONNECTJNG GUNFLINT 
AND SAGANAGA LAKES. 

On the contrary, a channel, E., filled with boulders, through which the stream actually flows, goes out 
toward the northeast. The water here entirely disappears. A view of one of these boulder-filled channels is 
shown in figure 4 of plate MM. 

'Forest 

FIG. 81. PART OF THE SAME AS FIGURE SO, BUT ON A LARGER SCALE. 

The dn;tt- The drift features of this region have received very little attention, 

and only a very few general statements concerning glacial deposits can be made. 

As is usual throughout the northern part of St. Louis, Lake and Cook counties, the 

glacial drift is quite scanty, frequently almost lacking over considerable areas, and 

averaging only a few feet in thickness. Rock outcrops are abundant and would be 

more so, except for the slight covering of post-glacial soil. Foreign boulders are 

abundant and frequently of great size; coarse hornblende granite, probably from ~he 
area of Saganaga granite, forms a large part of these boulders. No morainic deposits 

have been recognized, although the drift hills in sees. Hand 12, T. 65-4, east of the 

south end of Pine lake, may be of this character. rrhere is a drift ridge of consider

able size running approximately east and west through the centre of sec. 26, T. 65-4, 

and in the section to the west a railroad cut has been made in a hill of stratified 
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growths, and a well developed forest surrounds. The farther limit is also sharply determined by a fringe of 
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On the contrary, a channel, B., filled with boulders, through which the stream actually flows, goes out 
toward the northeast. The water here entirely disappears. A view of one of these boulder-filled channels is 
shown in figure 4 of plate MM. 
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The clnft. The drift features of this region have received very little attention, 

and only a very few general statements concerning glacial deposits can be made. 

As is usual throughout the northern part of St. Louis, Lake and Cook counties, the 

glacial drift is quite scanty, frequently almost lacking over considerable areas, and 

averaging only a few feet in thickness. Rock outcrops are abundant and would be 

more so, except for the slight covering of post-glacial soil. Foreign boulders are 

abundant and frequently of great size; coarse hornblende granite, probably from ~he 
area of Saganaga granite, forms a large part of these boulders. No morainic deposits 

have been recognized, although the drift hills in sees. 11 and 12, T. 65-4, east of the 

south end of Pine lake, may be of this character. There is a drift ridge of consider

able size running al)proximately east and west through the centre of sec. 26, T.65-4, 

and in the section to the west a railroad cut has been made in a hill of stratified 
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drift. A drift hill (or hills) also occurs along the south line of sec. 27, T. 65-4, west 

of Cross river. 

The general direction of ice movement in this district waR tOW~tl'ds the Routh west 

or rather south-southwest. During the retreat of the ice the northern slope of the 

limd was favorable to the formation of ice-dammed lakeR, and, while positive 

evidence of the existence of such lakes has not been found, it iR quite probable that 

one or more of them, of small area and short duration, exiRted. In this connection 

it may be well to mention the marked valley which extends through seCR. 15, 22 

and 27, T. 65-4, and connects with the valley of Cross river. ThiR valley has a com

paratively level floor, and in places the surrounding land rises from 100 to 400 feet 

above its floor. The exact nature and history of this valley are not known, but it 

seems probable that it once was ~t line of drainage. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Brief sketch of the rocks. There are three great divisions of rocks in the area of 

this plate. The oldest rocks belong to the Archean. They consist of greenstones, 

granites, conglomerates, graywackes, slates, etc., and they occupy the northern part 

of the plate. Their southern boundary runs approximately south-southwest from 

the western edge of Magnetic lake to the northern side of Akeley lake and then 

westward to the northern part of Gabimichigama lake. The Archean rocks were 

sharply folded, metamorphosed and much eroded before the next di vision, the 

Animikie, was deposited upon them. The Animikie rocks lie along the southern 

border of the Archean area, and dip off to the south, usually at a small angle. They 

consist of thinly bedded slaty rocks, the lowermost beds being rich in iron ore, and 

they contain intrusive sheets or sills of diabase. The Animikie begins in the 

western partof sec. 34, '1'. 65-5, and extends eastward, as a very narrow belt between 

'the Archean greenstone on the north and the gabbro on the south, about half way 

through T. 65-4, where the narrow belt widens out and becomes nearly a mile and 
a half in width where it leaves the eastern side of the plate. Covering the whole 

southern half of the plate and overlying the Animikie rodes is the third division. 

This is of Keweenawan age, and is composed of a vast mass of igneous rock-gabbro. 

'Gabb7::o. Dia.ba.se ,siU.s. 

~ cs:::J 

Cabotian. An..7.mi..a'Le. 
To.conyte'\t slate. 

~ 

'ffjifa: KC€"Wafin. Greension€S, de. Granite. 
~ ~ le;,:':",1 

FIG, 82. GENERALIZED NORTH AND SOUTH SEOTION THROUGH THE AKELEY LAKE PLATE, 

The above sketch (figure 82) shows the general relation of the various rocks 

in a section drawn north and south through this plate. 
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drift. A drift hill (or hills) also occurs along the south line of sec. 27, T. 65-4, west 

of Oross river. 

The general direction of ice movement in this district was towards the southwest 

or rather south-southwest. During the retreat of the ice the northern slope of the 

la;nd was favorable to the formation of ice-dammed lakes, and, while positive 

evidence of the existence of such lakes has not been found, it is quite probable that 

one or more of them, of small area and short duration, existed. In this connection 

it may be well to mention the marked valley which extends through sees. 15, 22 

and 27, T. 65-4, and connects with the valley of Cross river. This valley has a com

paratively level floor, and in places the surrounding land rises from 100 to 400 feet 

above its floor. The exact nature and history of this valley are not known, but it 

seems probable that it once was a, line of drainage. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Brief sketch of the rocks. There are three great divisions of rocks in the area of 

this plate. The oldest rocks belong to the Archean. They consist of greenstones, 

granites, conglomerates, graywackes, slates, etc., and they occupy the northern part 

of the plate. Their southern boundary runs al)lJroximately south-southwest £rom 

the western edge of Magnetic lake to the northern side of Akeley lake and then 

westward to the northern part of Gabimichigama lake. The Archean rodes were 

sharply folded, metamorphosed and much eroded before the next division, the 

Animikie, was deposited upon them. The Animikie rocks lie along the southern 

border of the Archean area, and dip off to the south, usually at a small angleo They 

consist of thinly bedded slaty rocks, the lowermost beds being rich in iron ore, and 

they contain intrusive sheets or sills of diabase. The Animikie begins in the 

western part of sec. 34, T. 65-5, and extends eastward, as a very narrow belt between 

the Archean greenstone on the north and the gabbro on the south, about half way 

through T. 65-4, where the narrow belt widens out and becomes nearly a mile and 
a half in width where it leaves the eastern side of the plate. Covering the whole 

southern half of the plate and overlying the Animikie rodes is the third division. 

This is of Keweenawan age, and is composed of a vast mass of igneous rock-gabbro. 

Cabot~ia,-,-",:'-.. _~ 
'Gabb-ro. Diabase .sills. 

An."'tmi.k.l,€, 

To"onyte' slat~. 
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1..'fpcr Kre-wafin. Grcenston-es, ele. GrCfTL1te. 
~ ~ Ic:,',~),1 

FIG. 82. GENERALIZED NORTH AND SOUTH SECTION THROUGH THE AKELEY LAKE PLATE. 

The above sketch (figure 82) shows the general relation of the various rocks 

in a section drawn north and south through this plate. 
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The Archean. The rocks included in this division form the northern third of 

the plate, and they are separated from the overlying later rocks (Animikie and. 

Keweenawan) by a great unconformity. The Archean within this plate is easily 

separable into two chief divisions-Keewatin rocks and granite; and the former has 

again been divided in mapping into three parts, the complete relations between 

which are not fully known. These three parts are the greenstones, unclassified 

Keewatin and Upper Keewatin. 

(1). The Greenstones. On the map is shown a belt of rocks, averaging nearly 

two miles in width, extending from Frog Rock lake eastward to and beyond the 

centre of T. 65-4 W., where it disappears under the Animikie strata. The rocks of 

this belt can be included under the term gJ'Censtone. They are crystalline rocks, 

composed essentially of a felTo-magnesian mineral, which is most usually horn

blende, and plagioclase feldspar. 

These rocks vary exceedingly, even within short distances, in grain and composition, at one time being quite 
coarse grained and granitic in texture, and again being almost aphanitic. The hornblende varies much in 
amount and frequently makes up almost the entire rock. In general, these rocks are at present diorytes. At 
I)laces, especially along the east side of sec. 27, T. 65-5, and in the vicinity of Frog Rock lake, the greenstones 
contain angular and sub-angular fragments of rock almost like themselves, but nothing like a true conglomerate 
has been found in the area designated as greenstone. Nor is there any positive evidence of any sedimentary rock 
within the greenstone area; in fact, this lack of sedimentary rocks and the general lithological character have 
been the main features used in distinguishing the greenstones from the rest of the Keewatin. 

While the original nature of all the rocks of the greenstone area cannot be stated positively, it is certain 
that the larger part are essentially igneous in origin, although some parts can be regarded as fragmental volcanie 
rocks. In lithological character some of these recks were certainly diabases and others were of the nature of 
andesytes, while a large part seem to have been diorytes or possibly gabbros. They have been subjected to much 
alteration and recrystallization, and it seems likely that parts of them have been alterea. several times since their 
original formation as rocks. 

Associated with the greenstones, especially in secs. 22, 23 and 24, T. 65-5, are 

small masses of more acid rocks,-quartz porphyries and quartzless porphyries,-all 

of which are probably younger than the greenstones. While the evidence for each 

small mass is not complete, the following facts point to the truth of the above 

statement as to the age of these rocks. (1) They sometimes occur in the form of small 

dikes. (2) When in larger masses, they sometimes show a finer grain at the contact 

lines on the greenstones than at some distance from these lines. Such is the case 

on the shores of the largest lake in sec. 24, T. 65-5. (3) They have not acquired the 

schistose structure, which is frequently, though by no means universally, developed 

in the greenstones. It can be stated here that the greenstones, as a rule, are massive, 

and cannot be called" greenstone schists," except locally. 

As to the age or the greenstones they are regarded as the oldest rocks in the Akeley Lake plate. Their exact 
age is not known, but there are certain facts which seem to indicate that they form the basement on which t~e 
Keewatin rocks were deposited. If this view is the correct one, these greenstones, instead of being of Keewatlll 
age, are really pre-Keewatin and possibly formed part of the original crust of the earth. However this may be, 
there are certain considerations which ally them in age with the greenstones and greenstone agglomerates .found 
unconformably below the clastic rocks of the Marquette district in Michigan, and which are referred III the 
nomenclature of the U. S. Geological Survey to the Basement Complex or "Archean,"* 

*U. S, Geol. Survey, Fifteenth Anmwl RepO?·I, pp. 477-650, 1895. 
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The Archean. The rocks included in this division form the northern third of 

the plate, and they are separated from the overlying later rocks (Animikie and. 
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which are not fully known. These three parts are the greenstones, unclassified 
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contain angular and sub-angular fragments of rock almost like themselves, but nothing like a true conglomerate 
has been found in the area designated as greenstone. Nor is there any positive evidence of any sedimentary rock 
within the greenstone area; in fact, this lack of sedimentary rocks and the general lithological character have 
been the main features used in distinguishing the greenstones from the rest of the Keewatin. 

While the original nature of all the rocks of the greenstone area cannot be stated positively, it is certain 
that the larger part are essentially igneous in origin, although some parts can be regarded as fragmental volcanie 
rocks. In lithological character some of these recks were certainly diabases and others were of the nature of 
andesytes, while a large part seem to have been diorytes or possibly gabbros. They have been subjected to much 
alteration and recrystallization, and it seems likely that parts of them have been altenio. several times since their 
original forma tion as rocks. 

Associated with the greenstones, especially in secs. 22, 23 and 24, T. 65-5, are 

small masses of more acid rocks,-quartz porphyries and qUi1rtzless porphyries,-all 

of which are probably younger than the greenstones. While the evidence for each 

small mass is not complete, the following facts point to the truth of the above 

statement as to the age of these rocks. (1) They sometimes occur in the form of small 

dikes. (2) When in larger masses, they sometimes show a finer grain at the contact 

lines on the greenstones than at some distance from these lines. Such is the case 

on the shores of the largest lake in sec. 24, T. 65-5. (3) They have not acquired the 

schistose structure, which is frequently, though by no means universally, developed 

in the greenstones. It can be stated here that the greenstones, as a rule, are massive, 

and cannot be called" greenstone schists," except locally. 

As to the age of the greenstones they are regarded as the oldest rocks in the Akeley Lake plate. Their exact 
age is not known, but there are certain facts which seem to indicate that they form the basement on which the 
Keewatin rocks were deposited. If this view is the correct one, these greenstones, instead of being of Keewatin 
age, are really pre-Keewatin and possibly formed part of the original crust of the earth. However this may be, 
there are certain considerations which ally them in age with the greenstones and greenstone agglomerates .found 
unconformably below the clastic rocks of the Marquette district in Michigan, and which are referred III the 
nomenclature of the U. S. Geological Survey to the Basement Complex or "Archean."* 

'U. S, Geo1. Survey, Fifteenth Annual RepO?'l, Pl'. 477-650, 1895. 
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(2). The Saganaga granite. This name has been applied to a large area of 

granite which exists around and to the south of Saganaga lake. In the Akeley Lake 

plate the northern fourth of the area mapped is underlain by the SaganagcL granite. 

This rock is a coarse-grained hornblende granite. The coarse-grain, uniform char

acter and the large quartz grains, sometimes over half an inch in dicLmetel', are 

characteristic features of this granite mass. Exposures of this granite are frequent, 

and the various exposures differ little from eaeh other. It is seen in charaeteristie 

development around West Sea Gull and Sea Gull lakes, and aJong the boundary 

water course in the northeast eorner of the plate. 'rhe massive hills in sees. 13 and 

14, T. 65-4, are of this roek. 

Along the southern border of the granite in T.65:"5, as it approaches and is in contact with the greenstone, 
the grain becomes somewhat finer than usual, and the quartz in places is almost entirely gone and the rock 
becomes a hornblende syenyte. Along this edge of the granite mass its relation to the greenstone can be dis
tinctly seen in many places. Some of the best localities to observe the later age of the granite are: (1) Less than 
one-fourth of a mile south of the northeast corner of section 23; (2) South shore of West Sea Gull lake in N. W. 
X N. E. 7.4 sec. 17; (3) West of Sea Gull lake in S. E. 7:1 sec. 7. At the first of these localities many granite dikes, 
from one to twenty-five feet in width, are seen cutting the greenstone. At the second locality is a bald bluff of 
the greenstone which is cut in every direction by branching vein-like forms of granite of the same nature as the 
main mass of the granite adjoining. These granite dikes show practically no variation in grain from centre to 
edge. They and the greenstone are cut by a second series of finer grained, more acid granite (aplyte) dikes. At 
the third locality there are several rounded hills of greenstone, cut in all directions by branching dikes of granite, 
whlch are sometimes thirty feet across. The greenstone at this place varies considerably in grain, but is massive. 
No. 822G is a representative sample of the greenstone at this place. It is a rather fine-grained, hard, dark green 
rock, composed essentially of hornblende and feldspar, the former in large amounts. The accompanying sketch 
(figure 83) shows the relations of the greenstone and the granite. The latter is similar to the main mass of the 
Saganaga granite as exposed at Saganaga lake. But sometimes, near the locality here mentioned, the granite 
in the dikes becomes some finer grained and poorer in quartz as the distance from the main granite area 
increases. 

FIG. 83. GRANI'I.'E DIKES IN GREEl'fSTONE. NEAR OENTRE OF S. E. ?~ SEC. 7, T. 65-5. 
'l'he area represented is five feet o'luare , 

Near the southwest corner of sec. 15, T. 65-5, and just to the east of this, the greenstone is found cut by 
granite, by aplyte and by quartz porphyry, all within a distance of a few rods. Each of the cutting rocks seems 
to lie distinct, and the different varieties do not appear to grade into each other, so we assume that the greenstone 
has"been subjected to at least three distinct periods, which, however, may not have been far removed from each 
other, of acid intrusions. The relation of the quartz porphyry to the granite and the aplyte 18 not known. 

(3). Unclassified Keewatin. In the vieinity of Gabil11iehigal11a lake and extend
ing northward to Frog Roek lake, is a mueh folded and eOl11plex series of rocks of 

Keewatin age. These are essentially sedimentary in origin and eonsist of slates, 
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Near the southwest corner of sec. 15, T. 65-5, and just to the east of this, the greenstone is found cut by 
granite, by aplyte and by quartz porphyry, all within a distance of a few rods. Each of the cutting rocks seems 
to be distinct, and the different varieties do not appear to grade into each other, so we assume that the greenstone 
has·'been subjected to at least three distinct periods, which, however, may not have been farremoved from each 
other, of acid intrusions. The relation of the quartz porphyry to the granite and the apJyte IS not known. 

(3). Unclassified Keewatin. In the vic.inity of Gabimichigama lake and extend
ing northward to Frog Rock lake, is a much folded and complex series of rocks of 

Keewatin age. These are essentially sedimentary in origin and consist of slates, 
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graywackes, grits, and in places are conglomeratic. The slate and graywacke phases 

are well developed north of the western part of Gabimichigama lake and north of 

the snmller lake just to the west (Agamok lake). A conglomerate exists near the 

northwestern shore of Gabimichigama lake, in sec. 31, T. 65-5 W., and also at the 

west side of Frog Rock lake, and about Town Line lake. 

The Keewatin rocks included in the area mapped as unclassified Keewatin most 

probably include strata belonging both to the Upper and to the Lower Keewatin. 

The district has not been studied enough to enable us to separate these two uncon

formable parts of the Keewatin, nor to tell exactly what types of rocks belong to 

each, but it seemB very probable that the two parts are composed quite largely of 

somewhat similar rocks, so that a separation by lithological characters alone is very 

difficult, if not impossible. We know that the Upper Keewatin includes conglom

m'ates, slates, grits and graywackes, while from the pebbles included in the basal 

conglomerate of the Upper Keewatin we lmow that the pre-existing rocks consisted 

in part of granites, greenstones, jaspilytes, flints and slates. 

(4). The Upper Keewatin. Along the western border of the Saganaga granite 

in the vicinity of West Sea Gull lake a marked conglomerate lies upon the granite. 

Good examples of this are to be seen in many places, but one of the best localities 

for the conglomerate is on the rounded point at the centre of the west side of sec. 8, 

T. 65-5, and just to the west of this place. The actual.contact can be seen between 

the conglomerate and the granite, and large fragments of the latter are included in 

the former. N ear this place the writer formerly described an eruptive cOfrtact 

of the granite on the conglomerate; ~E but further examination showed that thi$ was 

incorrect, and that the conglomerate is much younger than and unconformable on 

the granite.t The conglomerate is composed largely of debris derived from the 

granite, but also contains foreign material from the adjoining greenstones, and 

pebbles of jaspilyte and flinty rock. Away from the granite contact the con

glomerate becomes finer-grained and varies to a grit, a graywacke, and in places to 

a slate. 'rhe graywacke facies is abundantly developed three miles to the north of 

this plate at the western bay (in Minnesota) of Saganaga lake. 

On the north side of Town Line lake in S. W. i N. W. i sec. 18, T. 65-5, IS a conglom- . 

erate (which is probably a part of that just described) holding bands of red jaspilyte.t 

The conglomerate and associated Upper Keewatin rocks have been much folded 

and now stand usually in highly inclined altitudes with approximately a north and 

south strike. They dip away from the granite at the contact, but to. the west of 

this line the structure has not been studied. 

"Amer. Geot. vol. x. p. 8, .July, 1892. 
+ See pages 321 and 322 of this volume; also the description by N. H. WINCHELL, Twenty-fouI·th Repo,·t, p. 19. 
t A. WINUHELL. 8h:tccl1.th A nnnal Report, p. 315. 
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"Ame)'. Ge07. vol. x, p. 8, .July, 1892. 
+ See pages 321 and 322 of this volume; also the description by N. H. WINCHELL, Twenty-foU?'!h Repo?·t, p. 10. 
t A. WINCHELL. Six/ecalh Anmwl Report, p. 315. 
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(5). ,Resume of the Archean. As may be gained from what has already been 

stated concetning the different parts of the Archean, our knowledge of the relations 

of the rocks of this age is not complete, but the general Archean history may be 

stated as follows: The greenstones may be considered the oldest rocks in the area of 

the Akeley Lake plate; they perhaps belong to the Basement Complex. These rocks 
are of igneous origin, and have been altered more or less from their original nature, 

being now mostly diorytes. The Lower Keewatin rocks exist in this area, but their 

exact boundaries cannot be given, nor can their relations to the greenstones be 

stated. It is not unlikely that some of the latter rocks are of Lower Keewatin age, 

.for such is the age of a la-rge amount of the greenstones elsewhere in northeastern 

Minnesota, although, as already stated, the vast mass of these rocks in the Akeley 

Lake plate are likely to be older than the Lower Keewatin. After the formation of 

the greenstones, and also perhaps of the Lower Keewatin,* there was an intrusion 

of granite, the Saganaga granite. After the date of the greenstones, and the Lower 

Keewatin, these rocks were subjected to a period of folding and elevation, followed 

by a period of profound erosion. The folding may date from the intrusion of the 

granite. The erosion was so prolonged that the coarse-grained massive granite was 

finally brought to the surface through the removal of the overlying rocks. Then 

came a period of depression, and the sea again covered the greenstones, the Lower 

Keewatin and the granite. In this sea were deposited the Upper Keewatin rocks, 

separated from the foregoing by a marked unconformity. After the deposition of 

the Upper Keewatin, there was another period of folding and elevation, followed by 

erosion. If we may judge from the scarcity of clastic material in the lower member 

of the Animikie in Cook county, and from the general straightness of the present 

northern boundary of the Animikie rocks,. it would seem quite likely that this erosion 

was continued until a peneplain was formed. At any rate, the time interval which 

must have elapsed between the Upper Keewatin and the Animikie was very long. 

(6). Metamorphism of the Archean. The alteration of the Archean rocks due to 

the dynamic forces to which they have been subjected, and to the intrusion of the 

Saganaga granite, has not been fully studied. It is sufficient to state that some of 

thes~ rocks have been partially or wholly recrystallized, and that in many of them 

slaty and schistose structures have been developed. Of a much later date than this 

metamorphism was that produced by the Keweenawan gabbro. This metamorph

ism is purely of a contact nature, and does not extend far from the northern limit 

of the gabbro mass. Along this limit the Archean rocks have been affected, and at 

the contact entirely recrystallized. The resulting rock varies in mineral composition 

as did the original rock, but biotite has been quite abundantly developed where the 

• See page 322 of this volume. 
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originaJ rock was less basic, and where more basic, especially near the immediate 

contact, pyroxene is common. 

In many places the rock resulting from this contact metamorphism of the 

gabbro is a rGLther fine-grained, granular, rusty-weathering rock to which the name 

"muscovaclo" or "muscovadyte "", has been applied. Where less basic this rock 

weathers quite readily, as at Gabimichigama lake, which lies in a depression along 

the contact of the Archean and the gabbro. The accompanying sketch (figure 84) 

shows the distribution of the different formations about the shores of this lake. 

FIG. 8J. SKETCH OF GAJ3IMIGHIGAMA LAKE AT THE CORNERS OF TOWNS 64-5, 64-6, 65-5 AND 65-6. 

The Archean roeks (slates, conglomerates, greenstones, etc.) are represented by lines slopine: to the right; where dotted, 
these rocks have been noticeably metamorphosed by the gabbro. The closely lined area is underlain by rocks of the iron-bearing 
member of the Animiltie. The gabbro is indieated by crosses, and diabase dikes by solid black. Scale, one inch to one mile. 

The Ani1J~ikie. The Anirnikie rocks are the rocks of the Mesabi iron range, 

and as such are of much interest both geologically and economically. As developed 

in the Akeley Lake plate these rocks form the eastern end of the Mesabi iron range 

in Minnesota, and they are the equivalents, both in age and origin, of the Mesabi 

rocks in St. Louis county. In Lake county the Animikie rocks are exposed only in 

small isolated areas in, or at the northern edge of, the gabbro, but in sec. 34, T. 

65-5 'vV., they emerge again from beneath the gabbro, and continue eastward to the 

extreme eastern end of the state. The iron-bearing member, however, passes into 

Canadian territory completely a short distance to the east of Gunflint lake. 

The Animikie can be separated into four divisions on a lithological basis. 

These divisions are, in ascending order, as follows: (1) The quartzyte member, or 

the Pokegama (luartzyte;i- (2) The taconyte or iron-bearing member; (3) The black 

slate member; and (4) the upper or graywacke slate member. The first and the 

"See remarks on these rocks further on in this chapter. 
+ Often called the Pewabic quartzyte, in the area of thi. plate. 
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The Arehean rocks (slates, conglomerates, greenstones, etc.) are represented by lines slopin« to the right; where dotted, 
t,hese rocks have been noticeably metamorphosed by the gabbro. The closely lined area is underlain by rocks of the iron·bearing 
member of the Anilllikie. The gabbro is indicated by crosses, and diabase dikes by solid black. Scale, one inch to one mile. 

The Anim£kie. The Anilnikie rocks are the rocks of the Mesabi iron range, 

and as such are of much interest both geologically and economically. As developed 

in the Akeley Lake plate these rocks form the eastern end of the Mesabi iron range 

in Minnesota, and they are the equivalents, both in age and origin, of the Mesabi 

rocks in St. Louis county. In Lake county the Animikie rocks are exposed onl'y in 

small isolated areas in, or at the northern edge of, the gabbro, but in sec. 34, T. 

65~5 'IlIf., they emerge again hom beneath the gabbro, and continue eastward to the 

extreme eastern end of the state. The iron-bearing member, however, passes into 

Canadian territory completely a short distance to the east of Gunflint lake. 

The Animikie can be separated into four divisions on a lithological basis. 

These divisions are, in ascending order, as follows: (1) The quartzyte member, or 

the Pokeg8,llla, qlmrtzyte;i' (2) The t8,conyte or iron-be8,ring member; (3) The black 

,sl8,te member; and (4) the upper or grayw8,cke slate member. The first and the 

"'See remarks on these rocks further on in this chapter. 
t Often called the Pewabic quartzyte, in the area of thi. plate. 
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fourth are not represented in the Akeley Lake plate, but the fourth exists just to the 

eastward in the Gunflint Lake plate. 

(1). The taconyte Or' 'i1'on-bearin,Cf member. On the west this member first 

appears, between the greenstone on the north and the gabbro on the south, near the 

centre of W. i N. ,V. 11: sec. 34, 'r .. 65-5. It extends eastward, holding the same 

position with respect to the adjoining rocks, as a narrow belt for six miles, where it 

rapidly widens out, and two miles west of the eastern edge of the Akeley Lake plate 

has a width of a mile and a quarter. The taconyte member lies unconformably 

upon the greenstone to the north, and in sec. 22, T. 65-4, it completely covers the 

greenstone and passes over onto the granite on which it rests, also nnconformahly, 

to the eastern side of the plate. Contacts with the underlying rock are visible in several 

places. One of the best is neal' the centre of S. ~ sec. 21, T. 65-4, where the fine

grained siliceous lower beds of the Animikie can be seen fitting into the irregularities 

of the old greenstone surface, and in places this Animikie material has settled down 

into cracks in the greenstone. Another interesting contact is to be observed in a 

test pit near the west line of sec. 23, T. 65-4. 

The dip of the taconyte member west of the centre of sec. 27, 1'. 65-4, is toward 

the south, varying from 20° to almost vertical, and the width of the outcrop is from 

300 to 1,300 feet. The average dip is about 45°. ,Vhere this belt of rocks is the 

widest, the dip averages about 30°; this would give a thickness of 650 feet, which is 

probably the maximum thickness reached by these rocks west of the centre of sec. 

27. T. 65-4. To the east of this, the dip is much less, and the surface outcrop much 

wider, being a mile and a quarter in width along the west side of secs. 23 and 24, T. 

65-4. An estimate of the maximum thickness of the taconyte member east of section 

27 is 900 feet, of which about 75 feet is diaba,se sills. This estimate is based on an 

average southerly dip of 10°, and on the assumption that there are no faults or folds 

which would make the apparent thickness greater than the real. The estimated 

thickness is possibly too great. 

In lithological character the iron-bearing member is similar to this member of 

the Animikie along the productive portion of the Mesabi iron range in St. Louis 

county, the chief difference being that in the Akeley Lake plate, magnetite, instead 

of hematite, is the important iron ore. The term taconyte is applicable to the rocks 

composing this member of the Animikie. They iLre composed of jaspery, often 

spotted, grLtnerite, siliceous, and cherty schists, or rather slates, usually thin bedded, 

a,nd frequently containing layers rich in magnetite. The magnetite is especially 

abundant near the base of the formation. 
Bl'eccia. A feature of the taconyte member which deserves mention is a marked breccia, which is seen 

to good advantage just south of the railroad track in N. W. 7~ S. E. !4 sec. 24, T. 65-4. It .also occurs on top of 
the high hill just to the north of this locality and also near the southwest corner of the sectlOn to the west. The 
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fourth are not represented in the Akeley Lake plate, but the fourth exists just to the 

eastward in the Gunflint Lake plate. 

(1). The taconyte Or' 'i1'on-bearinr; memuer. On the west this member first 

appears, between the greenstone on the north and the gabbro on the south, Ileal' the 

centre of W. t N. 'V. i sec. 34, 'r. 65-5. It extends eastward, holding the same 

position with respect to the adjoining rocks, as a narrow belt for six miles, where it 

rapidly widens out, and two miles west of the eastern edge of the Akeley Lake plate 

has a width of a mile and a quarter. The taconyte member lies unconformably 

upon the greenstone to the north, and in sec. 22, T. 65-4, it completely covers the 

greenstone and passes over onto the granite on which it rests, also unconformably, 

to the eastern side of the plate. Contacts with the underlying rock are visible in several 

places. One of the best is neal' the centre of S. ~ sec. 21, T. 65-4, where the fine

grained siliceous lower beds of the Animikie can be seen fitting into the il'l'egularities 

of the old greenstone surface, and in places this Animikie material has settled down 

into cracks in the greenstone. Another interesting contact is to be observed in a 

test pit near the west line of sec. 23, T. 65-4. 

The dip of the taconyte member west of the centre of sec. 27, 1'. 65-4, is toward 

the south, varying from 20 0 to almost vertical, and the width of the outcrop is from 

300 to 1,300 feet. The average dip is about 45 0
• Where this belt of rocks is the 

widest, the dip averages about 300
; this would give a thickness of 650 feet, which is 

probably the maximum thickness reached by these rocks west of the centre of sec. 

27. T. 65-4. To the east of this, the dip is much less, and the surface outcrop much 

wider, being a mile and a quarter in width along the west side of secs. 23 and 24, T. 

65-4. An estimate of the maximum thickness of the taconyte member east of section 

27 is 900 feet, of which about 75 feet is diaba,se sills. This estimate is based on an 

average southerly dip of 10 0
, and on the assumption that there are no faults 01' folds 

which would make the apparent thickness greater than the real. The estimated 

thickness is possibly too great. 

In lithological character the iron-bearing member is similar to this member of 

the Animikie along the productive portion of the Mesabi iron range in St. Louis 

county, the chief difference being that in the Akeley Lake plate, magnetite, instead 

of hematite, is the important iron are. The term taconyte is applicable to the rocks 

composing this member of the Animikie. They ~re composed of jaspery, often 

spotted, gritnerite, siliceous, and cherty schists, or rather slates, usually thin bedded, 

and frequently containing layers rich in magnetite. The magnetite is especially 

abundant near the base of the formation. 
B?'eccia. A feature of the taconyte member which deserves mention is a marked breccia, which is seen 

to good advantage just south of the railroad track in N. W. ~~ S, E. !i sec. 24, T. 65-4. It also occurs on top of 
the high hill just to the north of this locality and also near the southwest corner of the section to the west. The 
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breccia is composed of angular fragments of Animikie rock, cemented by a fibrous green amphibole. The breccia' 
plane, which is approximately parallel with the bedding of the Animikie, represents a plane of motion, but in 
which direction the motion occurred is not known. (See the twenty~fourth annual report, page 25.) 

Scarcity of quartzyte. One characteristic feature of the taconyte member is that actual fragmental mate
rial is largely lacking. In all the slides thus far examined very few show fragmental quartz grains or fragmental 
grains of other material. The only undoubted fragmental quartzyte yet noticed was found in a traverse across 
the ridge which separates Magnetic lake from Animikie bay of Gunflint lake in sec. 24, T. 65-4 (No. 1322). But 
the specimens collected here were not actually in situ, although in all probability they were removed only a short 
distance from their original position_ A few other specimens examined also seem to be fragmental quartzytes, , 
but the number of these is very small. There thus is no evidence of the existence of the lower or quartzyte 
member of the Animikie as a distinct member in the Gunflint Lake region, the taconyte or iron-bearing member 
being the lowest and resting directly on the underlying Archean, but the taconyte member contains a very small 
amount of fragmental quartzyte. 

Folding. In addition to the general southerly dip of the Animikie, there is evidence of gentle folding 
where the taconyte belt is the widest, while in sec. 21, T. 65-4, there is a pronounced fold. The axes of these 
folds have a general east and west direction. Some of the smaller folds can be seen near the southwest corner of 
sec. 22, T. 65--4, and near the north side of N. W. 74 sec. 26, same township, the Animikie rocks are bent into an 
anticline where the strata on the south dip 100 towards the south, and on the north 15° towards the north. As 
exposed, this anticline is about 150 feet across (north and south). 

'.~ 

vv 
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FIG. 85. SEOTION SHOWING A SYNOLINAL RIDGE OF MAGNETIC SLATES (IRON-BEARING MEMBER OF THE 
ANIMIKIE) BETWEEN TWO RIDGES OF GREENSTONE (AROHEAN). 

The section, one-fourth mile long, exteuds north and south near the east side of S_ W. 7ii: sec. 21, T. 65-4 W. Vertical scale 
several times the horizontal. Oompare figure 86. 

A section made from the north quarter-post of sec. 21, T. 65-4, south for two miles, crossing the pronounced 
fold mentioned in the last paragraph, is as follows: For a distance of about a third of a mile Saganaga granite; 
then greenstone cut by this granite. At three-fourths of a mile the iron-bearing slates of the Animikie are seen 
lying directly on the greenstone and dipping towards the south (see figure 85). A few rods farther the dip of the 
Animikie changes to the north and soon becomes quite steep. Thus the Animikie strata in the south half of 
section 21 form a syncline. Before reaching the south quarter-post of this section the greenstone is again seen, 
and it continues southward for a fourth of a mile from this point, when the Animikie iron-bearing rocks occur 
dipping towards the south at an angle of perhaps 50° (see section AB in figure 87). After crossing a small thick
ness of these rocks the gabbro is seen overlying the Animikie, and this igneous rock continues southward to and 
beyond the south quarter-post of sec. 28, T. 65--4. The Animikie rocks were once continuous, in the form of a 
anticline, over the greenstone ridge at the north side of section 28, i. e., the southern of the two greenstone ridges 
mentioned above.* 

On going eastward this syncline of Animikie rocks (figure 85) becomes more flat, and a section of the 
exposures is s.hown in figure 86. 

11,, ___ ~= 

FIG_ 86_ SEOTION NORTH FOR ONE-FOURTH MILE FROM THE SOUTH QUARTER-POST OF SEO. 22, T. 65-4. 

Archean greenstone occurs on the south overlain by the Animikie iron-bearing member. This section is, about one mile 
east of that of figure 85. . 

THE IRON-BEARING ROCKS AT AKELEY LAKE ANP VICINITY. 

The iron-bearing member of the Animikie, west of the centre of sec. 27, T. 65-4, is different from this member 
elsewhere in this plate in that it is here composed of highly crystallized rocks. These consist of quartz, magne
tite, olivine, hypersthene, augite and amphibole. Frequently the pyroxenes and amphiboles are in large plates 
inclosing the other minerals. Magnetite is abundant and is usually concentrated into certain layers, and thes.8 
layers form the iron ore which has been exploited in secs.28 and 29, T. 65-4. The cause of this crystallized COndl-, 

. * Oompare sec'tion OD on t,he map accompanying" Sketch of the Geology of thf' Eastern End of the Mesabi.Iron Range l~ 
Minnesota." Eng'inee,.s' Yea.r Book, Unive,'sUy of Minnesota, pp, 49-62, 1898. This map and section are also used III the Twenty 
!OIl1'th Annual RepO'l·t. 
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breccia is composed of angular fragments of Animikie rock, cemented by a fibrous green amphibole. The breccia' 
plane, which is approximately parallel with the bedding of the Animikie, represents a plane of motion, but in 
which direction the motion occurred is not known. (See the twenty-fourth annual report, page 25.) 

Scarcity of quartzyte. One characteristic feature of the taconyte member is that actual fragmental mate
rial is largely lacking. In all the slides thus far examined very few show fragmental quartz grains or fragmental 
grains of other material. The only undoubted fragmental quartzyte yet noticed was found in a traverse across 
the ridge which separates Magnetic lake from Animikie bay of Gunflint lake in sec. 240, T. 65-40 (No. 1322). But 
the specimens collected here were not actually in situ, although in all probability they were removed only a short 
distance from their original position_ A few other specimens examined also seem to be fragmental quartzytes, 
but the number of these is very small. There thus is no evidence of the existence of the lower or quartzyte 
member of the Animikie as a distinct member in the Gunflint Lake region, the taconyte or iron-bearing member 
being the lowest and resting directly on the underlying Archean, but the taconyte member contains a very small 
amount of fragmental quartzyte. 

Folding. In addition to the general southerly dip of the Animikie there is evidence of gentle folding 
where the taconyte belt is the widest, while in sec. 21, T. 65-4, there is a pronounced fold. The axes of these 
folds have a general east and west direction. Some of the smaller folds can be seen near the southwest corner of 
sec. 22, T. 65--4, and near the north side of N. W. 74 sec. 26, same township, the Animikie rocks are bent into an 
anticline where the strata on the south dip 100 towards the south, and on the north 15° towards the north. As 
exposed, this anticline is about 150 feet across (north and south). 

FIG. 85. SEOTION SHOWING A SYNOLINAL RIDGE OF MAGNETIC SLATES (IRON-BEARING MEMBER OF THE 
ANIMIKIE) BETWEEN TWO RIDGES OF GREENSTONE (AROHEAN). 

The section, one-fourth mile long, extends north and south near the east side of S_ W. 7ii: sec. 21, T. 65-4 W. Vertical scale 
several times the horizontal. Oompare figure 86. 

A section made from the north quarter-post of sec. 21, T. 65-40, south for two miles, crossing the pronounced 
fold mentioned in the last paragraph, is as follows: For a distance of about a third of a mile Saganaga granite; 
then greenstone cut by this granite. At three-fourths of a mile the iron-bearing slates of the Animikie are seen 
lying directly on the greenstone and dipping towards the south (see figure 85). A few rods farther the dip of the 
Animikie changes to the north and soon becomes quite steep. Thus the Animikie strata in the south half of 
section 21 form a syncline. Before reaching the south quarter-post of this section the greenstone is again seen, 
and it continues southward for a fourth of a mile from this point, when the Animikie iron-bearing rocks occur 
dipping towards the south at an angle of perhaps 500 (see section AB in figure 87). After crossing a small thick
ness of these rocks the gabbro is seen overlying the Animikie, and this igneous rock continues southward to and 
beyond the south quarter-post of sec. 28, T. 65-40. The Animikie rocks were once continuous, in the form of a 
anticline, over the greenstone ridge at the north side of section 28, i. e., the southern of the two greenstone ridges 
mentioned above.* 

On going eastward this syncline of Animikie rocks (figure 85) becomes more flat, and a section of the 
exposures is s.hown in figure 86. 
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FIG. 86. SEOTION NORTH FOR ONE-FOURTH MILE FROM THE SOUTH QUARTER-POST OF SEO. 22, T. 65-4. 

Archean greenstone occurs on the south overlain by the Animikie iron-bearing member. This section is, about aneroil" 
east of that of figure 85. . 

THE IRON-BEARING ROCKS AT AKELEY LAKE AND VICINITY. 

The iron-bearing member of the Animikie, west of the centre of sec. 27, T. 65-40, is different from this member 
elsewhere in this plate in that it is here composed of highly crystallized rocks. These consist of quartz, magne
tite, olivine, hypersthene, augite and amphibole. Frequently the pyroxenes and amphiboles are in large plates 
inclosing the other minerals. Magnetite is abundant and is usually concentrated into certain layers, and thes.e 

layers form the iron ore which has been exploited in secs.28 and 29, T. 65-40. The cause of this crystallized condl-

, • Oompare section OD on t.he map accompanying" Sketch of the Geology of th" Eastern End of the Mesabi.Iron Range i~ 
Minnesota." Rnginee?'S' rem' Boole, Univej'8'ity of JJfinnesota, pp. 4~62, 1898. This map and section are also used In the Twenty 
jOllj·th Annual Repo')'t. 
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tion of the Animiki~ r~c~s is the contact metamorphism of the great gabbro mass which lies above and just to 
the south of the Alllmllne. 

These rocks are typically developed in secs. 28 and 29, T 65-4 and a map of these two t' . h .. . , ,sec IOns IS ere 
Presented (figure 87). These Iron, -bearmg rocks extend east and west in a narrow belt IYI'ng at th b', 

k d . , ease, or on 
the southern flank, of a mar e. rIdge of greenstone. They contain at least one sill, which is from foul' to twelve 
feet in thickness, of a gabbro-lJk.e rock-most probably a sill from the great gabbro mass. This sill has been 
seen in ~e:era: places, as sh.own m figure. 87, and is best exposed north of Akeley lake. Here the sill is markedly 
porphYl'ltlC WIth large plaglOclases, and IS also very notICeably finer grained at its lower and upper surfaces. In 
addition to this :he.re is, farther south, a :a~ger ~ill of ~abbro (also shown in figure 87) which is also fine grained 
at its edges, but m Its centre cannot be dlStmgmshed from the gabbro which occurs so abundantly to the south. 
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FIG, 87. SKETOH MAP OF SEeS. 28 AND 29, T. 65--4 W., SHOWING THE GEOLOGY AND THE WORKINGS OF THE 
GUNFLINT LAKE IRON 00. 

The area covered by the character v represents the greenstone; the stippled area, the iron-bearing rocks (taconyte 
member of the Animikie); the area covered by crosses, the gabbro (Keweenawan); the solid black, sills of gabbro-like rock. 
The solid line represents the Port Arthur, Duluth and Western railroad; the broken line of long dashes, wagon roads; the broken 
line of short dashes, trails. Black squares represent buildings; circles, shafts; solid circles, test pi ts. Scale, three inches to one 
mile. Figures in lakes denote altitudes in feet above the sea, as determined by leveling. 

The highly crystallized iron-bearing rocks here described have been referred to different ages by different 
geologists. The state geologist, while formerly referring them to the Animikie, has lately regarded them as of 
Archean (Lower Keewatin) age, and in this same category he includes the belt of iron-bearing rocks in the S. ;f 
sec. 21, T. 65-4. In fact, all of the banded iron-bearing rocks in the Akeley Lake plate west of the centres of 
secs. 22 and 27, T. 65--4, are referred to the Archean. The reasons for this are given in the chapter on Lake 
county in this volume and in the chapter on structural geology in volume v. On the other hand, the geologists 
of the United States Geological Survey, especially Messrs. W. S. Bayley and W. N. Merriam, have referred the 
rocks in question (not including the belt in sec. 21, T. 65-4, which is regarded as of Animikie age) to the gabbro. 
Mr. Merriam has thus mapped these rocks as part of the gabbro,* and Dr. Bayley, while admitting that possibly 
part of them may be quartzytes, still includes the vast mass of these rocks in the gabbro.i-
, The writer believes that these iron-bearing rocks are part of the taconyte or iron-bearing member of the 

Animikie metamorphosed by the gabbro, and this is the ground also taken by Messrs. H. V. Winchell and A. H. 
Elftman. The writer has studied these rocks carefully in the field and to some extent under the microscope, but 
unfortunately he has not had an opportunity to give to them the detailed study that they seem to deserve; so 
the field notes have not been fully arranged and digested, the microscopic study has only been begun and the 
chemical investigation has been largely neglected. Nevertheless, there is sufficient known about these rocks to 

, warrant some statements in regard to their age and the cause of their present condition. In these statements 
the writer, while presenting his own views, hopes that he will exhibit a spirit of fairness and courtesy which 
should characterize any scientific discussion, the end in view being the preseutation of the truth. 

The general aspect of these rocks, except in one particular, i. e., their coarsely crystalline nature, allies 
them with the iron-bearing rocks of the Animikie. They exhibit to a remarkable degree the same minute and 
COarser bandings, and the same'alternations of bands of magnetite and quartz and other materials. They exist in 
the dir,ect continuation of the strike of the Animike beds and thev are found only in such positions as one would . , . - *lIfon. xix U. S. Geol. SU"vey, pI. xxxvii. 

t N;"leleenth Anitual Report, pp. 193--210; Jour. Geol., vol. ii, pp. 814-825; vol. iii, pp. 1-20. 
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tion of the Animiki~ r?c~s is the contact metamorphism of the great gabbro mass which lies above and just to 
the south of the Alllmlk18. 

These rocks are typically developed in secs. 28 and 29, T. 65-4 and a map of these t"'o t' . h . . " "sec IOns IS ere 
Presented (figure 87). These Hon-bearmg rocks extend east and west in a narrow belt lying at th b . , ease, or on 
the southern flank, of a marke~ ndge of greenstone. 'l'hey contain at least one sill, which is from four to twelve 
feet in thickness, of a gabbro-lIke rock-most probably a sill from the great gabhro mass. This sill has been 
seen in ~e:era: places, as sh.own in figure. 87, and is best exposed north of Akeley lake. Here the sill is markedly 
porphYl'ltlC WIth large plaglOclases, and IS also very notICeably finer grained at its lower and upper surfaces. In 
addition to this :he.re is, farther south, a :a~ger ~ill of ~abbro (also shown in figure 87) which is also fine grained 
at its edges, but m Its centre cannot be dlstlllgmshed from the gabbro which occurs so abundantly to the south. 
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FIG. 87. SKETOH MAP OF SECS. 28 AND 29, T. 65-4 W., SHOWING THE GEOLOGY AND THE WORKINGS OF THE 
GUNFLINT LAKE IRON CO. 

The area covered by the character V represents the greenstone; the stippled area, the iron·bearing rocks (taconyte 
member of the Animikie); the area covered by crosses, the gabbro (Keweenawan); the solid black. sills of gabbro· like rock. 
The solid line represents the Port Arthur, Duluth and Western railroad; the broken line of long dashes, wagon roads; the broken 
line of short dashes, trails. Black s'l. uares represent buildings; circles. shafts; solid circles, test pi ts. Scale, three inches to one 
mile. Figures in lakes denote altitudes in feet above the sea, as determined by leveling. 

The highly crystallized iron-bearing rocks here described have been referred to different ages by different 
geologists. The state geologist, while formerly referring them to the Animikie, has lately regarded them as of 
Archean (Lower Keewatin) age, and in this same category he includes the belt of iron.bearing rocks in the S. ~~ 
sec. 21, T. 65-4. In fact, all of the banded iron· bearing rocks in the Akeley Lake plate west of the centres of 
secs. 22 and 27, T. 65--4, are referred to the Archean. The reasons for this are given in the chapter on Lake 
county in this volume and in the chapter on structural geology in volume v. On the other hand, the geologists 
of the United States Geological Survey, especially Messrs. W. S. Bayley and W. N. Merriam, have referred the 
rocks in question (not including the belt in sec. 21, T. 65-4, which is regarded as of Animikie age) to the gabbro. 
Mr. Merriam has thus mapped these rocks as part of the gabbro,* and Dr. Bayley, while admitting that possibly 
part of them may be quartzytes, still includes the vast mass of these rocks in the gabbro.t 
, The writer believes that these iron·bearing rocks are part of the taconyte or iron· bearing member of the 

Animikie metamorphosed by the gabbro, and this is the ground also taken by Messrs. H. V. Winchell and A. H. 
Elftman. The writer has studied these rocks carefully in the field and to some extent under the microscope, but 
unfortunately he has not had an opportunity to give to them the detailed study that they seem to deserve; so 
the field notes have not been fully arranged and digested, the microscopic study has only been begun and the 
chemical investigation has been largely neglected. Nevertheless, there is sufficient known about these rocks to 

, warrant some statements in regard to their age and the cause of their present condition. In these statements 
the writer, while presenting his own views, hopes that he will exhibit a spirit of fairness and courtesy which 
should characterize any scientific discussion, the end in view being the presentation of the truth. 

The general aspect of these rocks, except in one particular, i. e., their coarsely crystalline nature, allies 
them with the iron.bearing rocks of the Animikie. They exhibit to a remarkable degree th~ same minute a~d 
coarser bandings, and the same alternations of bands of magnetite and quartz and other materIals. They eXIst m 
the dir.ect continuation o,f the strike of the Animike beds, and they are found only in such positions as one would - *.il[on. xix U.8. Geol. 8u,'vey, pI. xxxvii. 

t Nineteenth Annual Report, pp. 193-210; Jou,-. Geol., vol. ii, pp. 814-825; vol. iii, pp. 1·20. 
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with most reason expect to find the Animike, i. e., at or near the nort\;tern border of the gabbro. Rocks of this' 
ture exist in a number of places, in such positions, between the two parts of the iron-bearing member "of 

~:e Animikie which are by all recognized as of Animikie age, i. ell in eastern St. Louis county and at Gunflint 
lake. Moreo~er, what tield work has been done makes it clear that these well knowl1 parts of the Animikie can 
be traced by gradual steps into these areas of highly crystalline, banded iron-bearing rocks. This has beeR 
stated by Dr. A. H. Elftman for the district south and southwest of Birch lake on the eastern edge of St. Louis 
county,; and in the Akeley Lake plate these rocks, before disappearing in the swamp in the N. E. ?4 sec. 27, '1'. 
65-4 attain a lower dip, a less crystalline character and a close approach in general lithology to the ARimikie 
(whi~h is called Animikie by all) half a mile distant to the east. And the same characters ally the rocks under 
discussion to the belt of iron-bearing rocks in S. ~ sec. 21 and S. W. ?4 sec. 22, and these latter rocks have the 
some lithological characters, and can be traced by frequent outcrops into the well known Animikie just to 

the east. 
These facts are of importance in separating the iron-bearing rocks in question, both from the Keewatin and 

from the gabbro. In regard to their reference to the Keewatin, it may be said that Prof. N. H. Winchell regarded 
these rocks as of Animikie age, until he saw rocks of similar lithological nature, south of Disappointment lake, 
in N. W. ~4 T. 63-8 W., and until certain facts were interpreted to point toa metamorphic origin for the gabbro 
mass and its associated rocks. In regard to the iron-bearing rocks south of Disappointment lake, the writer can 
state that he has seen these rocks in company with Prof. Winchell, and saw no conclusive evidence that they 
belonged to the Keewatin. Their reference to the Animikit> seems to do violence "to none of the facts observed, 
but, had not these rocks been known from other localities, where their Animikie age was more certain, the reference 
of this particular area to the Keewatin would be easy. However, even if these rocks at Disappointment lake 
belonged to the Keewatin, this fact does not establish the Keewatin age of the Akeley Lake rocks. 

One fact of great importance in separating these iron-bearing rocks from the gabbro is the nature of the 
contained magnetite, which is non-titanife1'ous, while the deposits of magnetite in the gabbro in northeastern 
Minnesota, are, as far as known, invariably titaniferous. Moreover, even the magnetite, which occurs disseminated 
in small grains, throughout the mass of the gabbro, seems to be titaniferous. -

Attention has already been called to the structural features in regard to the folding of the Animikie rocks 
in secs. 21 and 28, T. 65-4. Here the simplest explanation of the structure is that the iron-bearing rocks in 
question in section 28, originally eXLended in the form of an anticline, over the greenstone ridge to the north,. and 
were continuous with the syncline of Animikie there found.t 

Another feature of importance is that, in these iron-bearing rocks in sec. 28, T. 65-4, are some jaspilitic 
bands. Carbonaceous material is common in the Animikie, especially in the strata immediately overlying the 
iron-bearing member. And in the gabbro, just to the south of these coarsely crystallized iron-bearing rocks, are 
fragments, and in one place possibly a mass in siht, of rock which can most certainly be referred to the black slate 
member of the Animikie. That is the member which next overlies the taconyte or iron-bearing hor:zon, and 
seems to occur here, just to the south of and above the iron-bearing rocks, where such a member would be. 
expected. 

Where the main mass of the gabbro comes in contact with the iron·bearing rocks, it is finer grained, and 
the two rocks can easily be distinguished, even in the field. In fact, the statement can be made that in the field 
there was at no time any difficulty in distinguishing the two rocks. The large sill of gabbro in the iron-bearing 
rocks (see figure 87, on page 4.73) is like the main mass of the gabbro, and both this sill and the smaller one are 
of decidedly fine grain at both their upper and their lower sides, thus showing that they are of later date than, 
and intrusive into, the surrounding rocks. The two sills just mentioned are the only ones known to the writer 
in secs. 28 and 29, T. 65-4, it being assumed that the different exposures of small sills (as shown in figure 87) all 
belong to one sill. 

It is to be regretted that a careful chemical investigation of the iron-bearing rocks of Akeley lake has not 
been made in order to show their relationships to those adjoining rocks which all admit to be of Animikie age. In 
lieu of such chemical examination attention may be called to the mineral composition. In this district the 
Animikie rocks are not ullcommonly somewhat metamorphosed, and now consist of aggregates of quartz and 
magnetite with certain amphiboles. The crystalline iron-bearing rocks in question consist of aggregates of 
quartz and magnetite and certain pyroxenes, amphiboles and olivine (often fayalite). Quartz and. magnetite, 
forming bands composed entirely of one or the other of these minerals, or in smaller grains. disseminated among 
the other minerals, are common to both the unquestioned Animikie rocks, and to the iron·bearing rocks of 
Akeley lake. Thus these two rocks are identical in composition, as far as these two minerals are concerned, 
the only difference being that in the latter rocks these minerals (quartz and magnetite) are usually in larger 
grains. The other minerals may be tabulated as follows: 

UNQUESTIONED ANIMIKIE

Actinolite, 
Grlinerite, 
CUmmingtonite, 
Green hornblende. 

* See especially plate vi, of the Twenty-second Annt£ctl Repo,·t. 
+ Page 472, and figures 85 and 86, and section AB, in figure 87. 
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Olivine, 
Fayalite, 
Hypersthene, 
Augite, 
Green hornblende .. 
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with most reason expect to find the Animike, i. e., at or neal' the nortl}ern border of the gabbro. Rocks of this 
nature exist in a number of places, in such positions, between the two parts of the iron-bearing member of 
the Animikie which are by all recognized as of Animikie age, i. e" in eastern St. Louis county and at Gunflint 
lake. Moreo~er, what field work has been done makes it clear that these well known parts of the Animikie can 
be traced by gradual steps into these areas of highly crystalline, ba~ded iron-bearing rocks. This has been 
stated bv Dr. A. H. Elftman for the district south and southwest of Buch lake on the eastern edge of St. Louis 
county,; and in the Akeley Lake plate these rocks, before disappearing in the swamp in the N. E. ?i sec. 27, T. 
65-4, attain a lower dip, a less crystalline character and a close approach in general lithology to the Animikie 
(which is called Animikie by all) half a mile distant to the east. And the same characters ally the rocks under 
discussion to the belt of iron-bearing rocks in S. Yz sec. 21 and S. W. ~ sec. 22, and these latter rocks have the 
some lithological characters, and can be traced by frecluent outcrops into the well known Animikie just to 
the east. 

These facts are of importance in separating the iron-bearing rocks in question, both from the Keewatin and 
from the gabbro. In regard to their reference to the Keewatin, it may be said that Prof. N. H. Winchell regarded 
these rocks as of Animikie age, until he saw rocks of similar lithological nature, south of Disappointment lake, 
in N. W. ~4 T. 63-8 W., and until certain facts were interpreted to point to a metamorphic origin for the gabbro 
mass and its associated rocks. In regard to the iron-bearing rocks south of Disappointment lake, the writer can 
state that he has seen these rocks in company with Prof. Winchell, and saw no conclusive evidence that they 
belonged to the Keewatin. Their reference to the Animikie seems to do violence·to none of the facts observed, 
but, had not these rocks been known from other localities, where their Animikie age was more certain, the reference 
of this particular area to the ICeewatin would be easy. However, even if these rocks at Disappointment lake 
belonged to the Keewatin, this fact does not establish the Keewatin age of the Akeley Lake rocks. 

One fact of great importance in separating these iron-bearing rocks from the gabbro is the nature of the 
contained magnetite, which is non-titan/ferous, while the deposits of magnetite in the gabbro in northeastern 
Minnesota, are, as far as known, invariably titaniferous. Moreover, even the magnetite, which occurs disseminated 
in small grains, throughout the mass of the gabbro, seems to be titaniferous. . 

Attention has already been called to the structural features in regard to the folding of the Animikie rocks 
in secs. 21 and 28, T. 65-4. Here the simplest explanation of the structure is that the iron-bearing rocks in 
question in section 28, originally eXlended in the form of an anticline, over the greenstone ridge to the north, and 
were continuous with the syncline of Animikie there found.t 

Another feature of importance is that, in these iron-bearing rocks in sec. 28, T. 65-4, are some jaspilitic 
bands. Carbonaceous material is common in the Animikie, especially in the strata immediately overlying the 
iron-bearing member. And in the gabbro, just to the south of these coarsely crystallized iron-bearing rocks, are 
fragments, and in one place possibly a mass in sih~, of rock which can most certainly be referred to the black slate 
member of the Animikie. That is the member which next overlies the taconyte or iron-bearing hor:zon, and 
seems to occur here, just to the south of and above the iron-bearing rocks, where such a member would be 
expected. 

Where the main mass of the gabbro comes in contact with the iron·bearing rocks, it is finer grafned, and 
the two rocks can easily be distinguished, even in the field. In fact, the statement can be made that in the field 
there was at no time any difficulty in distinguishing the two rocks. The large sill of gabbro in the iron-bearing 
rocks (see figure 87, on page 4.73) is like the main mass of the gabbro, and both this sill and the smaller one are 
of decidedly fine grain at both their upper and their lower sides, thus showing that they are of later date than, 
and intrusive into, the surrounding rocks. The two sills just mentioned are the only ones known to the writer 
in sees. 28 and 29, T. 65-4, it being assumed that the different exposures of small sills (as shown in figure 87) all 
belong to one sill. 

It is to be regretted that a careful chemical investigation of the iron-bearing rocks of Akeley lake has not 
been made in order to show their relationships to those adjoining rocks which all admit to be of Animikie age. In 
lieu of such chemical examination attention may be called to the mineral composition. In this district the 
Animikie rocks are not uncommonly somewhat metamorphosed, and now consist of aggregates of quartz and 
magnetite with certain amphiboles. The crystalline iron-bearing rocks in question consist of aggregates of 
quartz and magnetite and certain pyroxenes, amphiboles and olivine (often fayalite). Quartz and magnetite, 
forming bands composed entirely of one or the other of these minerals, or in smaller grains disseminated among 
the other minerals, are common to both the unquestioned Animikie rocks, and to the iron-bearing rocks of 
Akeley lake. Thus these two rocks are identical in composition, as far as these two minerals are concerned, 
the only difference being that in the latter rocks these minerals (quartz and magnetite) are usually in larger 
grains. The other minerals may be tabulated as follows: 

UNQUESTIONED ANIMIKIE

Actinolite, 
Griinerite, 
Cummingtoni te, 
Green hornblende. 

* See especially plate vi, of the Twenty-secanel Anmwl Repa,·t. 
t Page 472, and figures 85 and 86, and section AB, in figure 87. 
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Olivine, 
Fayalite, 
Hypersthene, 
Augite, 
Green hornblende. 
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The minerals actinolite, griinerite and cummingtonite have not always been carefully distinguished. The 
are undoubtedly all present in t~e partially metamorphosed Animikie, but the griinerite and cummingtonite ar~ 
the most com~on. These two mlll~rais (or perhaps only o~e of ~hem) occur in the highly crystallized iron-bearing 
.rock~ in questIOn, but usually not III any abundance. It IS eVIdent that the actinolite and green hornblende in 

. the undoubted Animikie rocks could furnish the elements necessary for the augite and green hornblende in the 
highly crystallized iron-bearing rocks under discussion. Moreover, the griinerite (FeSiO,) and the cumming
tonite ([MgFe]SiO a) of the Animikie could furnish the elements necessary for the formation of the fayalite 
(Fe 2Si04 ), the olivine ([MgFe 2]SiO.,) and the hypersthene ([FeMg]SiO,). It is thus seen that the material 
necessary for the formation of the highly crystallized iron-bearing rocks can all be obtained from the Animikie 
rocks, and thus the fact that the former rocks contain gabbro minerals can be explained without assuming that 
these rocks are part of the gabbro. It is not the intention of the writer to affirm that there has been no transfer 
during the metamorphism of thGlse rocks, of material from the gabbro. This may have taken place, but it is not 
to any great extent necessary, for the Animikie contained the material needed to form these minerals. 

Another important difference between the Akeley Lake rocks and the gabbro is that the latter contains 
much feldspar, while in the former this mineral is in very small quantities or lacking entirely. And it may be 
repeated that there was observed in the field no gradation between the gabbro and the iron-bearing rock, the 
two being distinct and easily separable. Moreover, the sills of gabbro already mentioned show by their fine
grained edges that these rocks were intruded by the gabbro, and these sills are also sharply separated from the 
inclosing rock. 

Dr. Bayley admits the possibility of some of the quartzose bands in the Akeley Lake rocks being meta
morphosed quartzytes, but the bands composed of gabbro minerals, which bands often contain quartz, he regards 
as parts of the gabbro. The writer, on the other hand, regards not only the quartzyte bands, but also the bands of 
magnetite and of other minerals as strata of the iron-bearing member of the Animikie profoundly metamorphosed 
by the gabbro. It seems certain that all of the rocks mapped as iron-bearing rocks in figure 87, page 475, are of 
one and the same origin and age. Indeed, to the writer, it is evident that nearly all of the non-feldspathic 
peripheral phases of the gabbro described by Dr. Bayley,* excepting the titaniferous magnetites, are metamor
phosed Animikie strata, and even some of his granulitic gabbros are here included.t 

The writer has presented above the facts which seem to him to practically demonstrate the Animikie age 
of the rocks in question. It may be added that the gabbro is known to have markedly metamorphosed and 
entirely recrystallized other rocks with which it came in contact, so the metamorphism of these iron-bearing 
rocks is nothing unusual, although it may be that certain features of these basic, but at the same time quartzose, 
rocks-such as their position or their chemical composition-aided in making this metamorphism so pronounced. 

(2). The black slate member. This overlies conformably the taconyte member 

and is rather sharply separated from it lithologically. No contacts between the two 

members have been seen, but as far as the outcrops examined are concerned there 

seems to be no difficulty in separating the two members. 

The black slate member consists essentially of fine-grained, black, siliceous, 

apparently carbonaceous slates which are frequently quite fissile, although the fissile 

character is not well developed in the few exposures which are seen in the Akeley 

Lake plate. In thin section some of the typical parts of this member (rocks Nos. 

908G, 961G, 961aG, 961bG) are seen to be composed of numerous small angular frag

ments of quartz in a cement of dark color and apparently carbonaceous nature. 

These black slates are well developed along the bluff on the south side of Cross 

river near its mouth, in S. i S. E. ± sec. 24, rr. 65-4. Here the river flows over the 

upper surface of a diabase sill, under which, and about a quarter of a mile to the 

north of the river, appear the slates of the taconyte member of the Animikie. On 

the south side of the river, and forming the first sixty feet of the bluff, are some 

. black to gray, sometimes flinty, slates, which are as distinct from the iron-bearing 

slates below as from the black carbonaceous slates above. This belt of slates is not 

exposed elsewhere, and it is here included with the black slate member, although it 

----------·Jour. Geol., vol. ii, pp. 816--825. 
tJour. Geol., vol. iii, p. 18, Nos. 944 and 947. 
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by the gabbro. It seems certain that all of the rocks mapped as iron-bearing rocks in figure 87, page 475, are of 
one and the same origin and age. Indeed, to the writer, it is evident that nearly all of the non-feldspathic 
peripheral phases of the gabbro described by Dr. Bayley,* excepting the titaniferous magnetites, are metamor
phosed Animikie strata, and even some of his granulitic gabbros are here included.t 
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entirely recrystallized other rocks with which it came in contact, so the metamorphism of these iron-bearing 
rocks is nothing unusual, although it may be that certain features of these basic, but at the same time quartzose, 
rocks-such as their position or their chemical composition-aided in making this metamorphism so pronounced. 

(2). The black slate member. This overlies conformably the taconyte member 

and is rather sharply separated from it lithologically. No contacts between the two 

members have been seen, but as far as the outcrops examined are concerned there 

seems to be no difficulty in separating the two members. 

The black slate member consists essentially of fine-grained, black, siliceous, 

apparently carbonaceous slates which are frequently quite fissile, although the fissile 

character is not well developed in the few exposures which are seen in the Akeley 

Lake plate. In thin section some of the typical parts of this member (rocks Nos. 

908G, 961G, 961aG, 961bG) are seen to be composed of numerous small angular frag

ments of quartz in a cement of dark color and apparently carbonaceous nature. 

These black slates are well developed along the bluff on the south side of Cross 

river near its mouth, in S. i S. E. ± sec. 24, rr. 65-4. Here the river flows over the 

upper surface of a diabase sill, under which, and about a quarter of a mile to the 

north of the river, appear the slates of the taconyte member of the Animikie. On 

the south side of the river, and forming the first sixty feet of the bluff, are some 
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tJour. GeoZ., vol. iii, p. 18, Nos. 944 and 947. 
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might perhaps be included with the taconyte member. Above these slates, arid in 

sharp contact with them, is a belt of the typical black slates, but here, instead of being 

slaty, the rock appears quite massive, is lacking in lamination, and in the field might' 

be taken for igneous rock. 1'he part of this rock which is exposed in the bluff, and 

just to the south of the bluff here, shows a thickness of at least a hundred feet. 

Another typical exposure of the massive phase of these black slates occurs in 

the hill just south of the railroad in the N. E. i N. E. i sec. 26, T. 65-4. West of 

this there are almost no exposures of this black slate member; in fact it is not 

extensively exposed anywhere in this plate except at the two localities already 

mentioned. 

(3). The diabase sills. The Animikie strata have been intruded by vast sheets 

of diabase which follow approximately the planes of bedding of the intruded rocks, 

although sometimes cutting across them. Two extensive sills and several smaller 

ones have been noted in this plate. The most pronounced is that which occurs just 

north of the mouth of Cross river and extends westward for over two miles. These 

sills aTe of diabase and are quite constant in petrographical character. They will 

be spoken of more fully in the description of the Gunflint Lake plate (chapter xxv). 

The Keweenawan. The rocks of the Cabotian division of the Keweenawan overlie 

and are younger than the Animikie. They are composed of igneous rocks, and are 

easily separated into four groups-gabbro, fine-grained gabbro, granite and diabase 

dikes. 

(1). The gabbro. The southern line of the Animikie is the northern line of the 

gabbro from the eastern edge of the plate westward as far as the Animikie rocks are 

exposed. On the east the gabbro is in contact with the black slate member of the 

Animikie; farther west it cuts across this and comes upon the taconyte member, and 

finally, in the western part of sec. 34, T. 65-5, it cuts entirely across this member 

and lies upon the Archean. 

Contacts of the gabbro with the underlying rocks are rather common, and in 

each this vast mass of igneous rock is seen to have a marked effect upon the under

lying rocks, completely recrystallizing them for at least a distance of several rods 

from the contact, and for a much farther distance, inducing the crystallization of 

certain new minerals in them. The effect of the gabbro upon the narrow belt of 

Animikie iron-bearing rocks in the vicinity of Akeley lake has already been men

tioned. The effect on the greenstones is less marked, for they were already com

pletely crystalline before the gabbro affected them. Still, near the gabbro contact, . 

pyroxene, which is almost never. found elsewhere in the greenstones, begins to 

develop, and close to the gabbro the hornblende has largely disappeared or taken 

the form of large plates, inclosing smaller grains of the other minerals of the rock. 
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Pyroxene is abundant, either in large grains or in much smaller ones with rounded 

outlines. 

Where the gabbro has come in contact with the sedimentary rocks of the 

Archean, it has altered them profoundly. This can be seen especially well about the 

shores of Gabimichigama lake.* The first effect of the gabbro is the development 

of minute flakes of biotite all through the rock; then the biotite flakes become larger 

and the quartz loses its clastic appearance, and finally the rock becomes entirely 

recrystallized into a mica schist or gneiss, composed of quartz, feldspar, biotite and 

frequently hornblende, and even pyroxene (sometimes orthorhombic) very near to the 

gabbro. These altered Archean clastics frequently possess a yellow, brown-sugar

like appearance, and have accordingly been termed "muscovado" in some of the 

reports of the survey. 

The gabbro varies, as in the Fraser Lake plate, and to the westward, consider

ably in the relative abundance of the different minerals. The normal phase in this 

plate is an olivine gabbro. In the vicinity of Little Saganaga lake, the ferro

magnesian minerals become scarce or practically entirely lacking, and the rock is 

composed of labradorite, making an anorthosyte. 

(2). Fine-grained gabbro or granulitic gabbro. Associated with the gabbro 

mass, especially along its northern border, is a considerable quantity of rock of the 

same mineral composition as the gabbro proper, but of much finer grain. These 

fine-grained gabbros are very abundant in places, but it is impracticable to map them 

separately from the main gabbro mass without considerable detailed field work. In 

the vicinity of Muscovado lake, and about the most northern projection of Bashi

tanaqueb lake, the fine-grained gabbros occur in typical development (No. 857G). 

Here, especially at the latter locality, they show a pronounced separation into layers 

from two inches to a foot· or more in thickness. There is no apparent difference 

between the various layers, and they are separated simply by a crack, which becomes 

more noticeable as the rock weathers. The appearance of these layers is shown in 

figures 5 and 6 of plate MM. The layers dip towards the south at a small angle, 

usually about 10. 0 

REMARKS ON FINE-GRAINED GABBRO, GRANULITIC GABBRO AND" MUSCOVADO." 

In the writer's field notest rocks called fine-grained gabbros or granulitic gabbros are mentioned many 
times. These rocks are commonly confined to near the northern edge of the great gabbro mass, and they have 
peculiar characters which render them easily recognized in the field and under the microscope. These rocks 
are of fine, but nearly uniform grain, probably the average size of the constituent mineral grains being only 
about one-fifth the size of the grains of the usual gabbro with which the fine-grained gabbros (granuliticgabb.ros) 
are intimately associated. On weathering, these fine-grained rocks become yellow or brown and crumble mto 
fine sand. When fresh they are commonly gray, light or dark in color. Under the microscope they ~re see~ to 
have a granular texture, being. composed of allotriomorphic, approximately equidimensional grams, ';h.lCh 
frequently have rounded outlines. The constituent minerals are basic plagioclase, augite (diallage), ohvme, 
magnetite (titaniferollS), hypersthene, biotite and hornblende. Usually only two or three or these minerals are 

• See figure 84, page 470. 
t Tw~ntY-fourth Annual Report. 
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Pyroxene is abundant, either in large grains or in much smaller ones with rounded 
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tanaqueb lake, the fine-grained gabbros occur in typical development (No. 857G). 

Here, especially at the latter locality, they show a pronounced separation into layers 

from two inches to a foot' or more in thickness. There is no apparent difference 

between the various layers, and they are separated simply by a crack, which becomes 

more noticeable as the rock weathers. The appearance of these layers is shown in 

figures 5 and 6 of plate MM. The layers dip towards the south at a small angle, 

usually about 10. 0 

REMARKS ON FINE-GRAINED GABBRO, GRANULITIC GABBRO AND" MUSCOVADO." 

In the writer's field not est rocks called fine-grained gabbros or granulitic gabbros are mentioned many 
times. These rocks are commonly confined to near the northern edge of the great gabbro mass, and they have 
peculiar characters which render them easily recognized in the field and under the microscope. These rocks 
are of fine, but nearly uniform grain, probably the average size of the constituent mineral grains being only 
about one-fifth the size of the grains of the usual gabbro with which the fine-grained gabbros (granulitic gabbros) 
are intimately associated. On weathering, these fine-grained rocks become yellow or brown and crumble into 
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* See figure 84, page 470. 
t Tw~ntY-fourth Annual Report. 
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present in large amounts in a given sectioll. Thus these rocks vary and may be called, according to the mineral 
composition, gabbros, olivine gabbros, hypersthene gabbros, norytes, etc. . 

While these granulitic gabbros are mapped as part of the great gabbro mass of northeastern Minnesota, 
and while they are regarded as the same in origin as the main coarse-grained gabbro, still they are of a little 
earlier date than the main gabbro mass and are regarded as representing some of the first consolidations from 
this gabbro magma. Fragments of all sizes of this granulitic gabbro are included in the coarse-grained gabbro, 
which latter cuts the former in many dikes and stringers. As a rule the two rocks are sharply marked off from 
each other at their contacts, and near the contacts neither rock appears different from what it does away from 
the contacts. At a few of these contacts gradations between the t~o rocks are seen, but the passage from on8· 
rock to the other is complete in a distance of an inch or two. It can be stated as a general fact that areas of 
any size of intermediate rock do not exist where the granulitic gabbros are typically developed; but at and to 
the west of Poplar lake, where the typical granulitic gabbros are almost or quite lacking, there are stages of the 
gabbro which may be called intermediate between the usual gabbro and the fine-grained (granulitic) gabbros. 
The areas of granulitic gabbro are scattered through the coarse gabbro near its northern border, and these areas 
vary in size from a few square feet to many acres. They are especially abundant at and south of the south
eastern corner of T. 65-5, in the vicinity of Muscovado lake, and iust to the north of Bashitanaqueb lake. 

In the various reports of this survey, the term" muscovado " (or" muscovadyte-") has been applied to these 
granulitic gabbros, but these rocks are not to be confounded with rocks of a different nature to which the term 
" muscovado" has also been applied. That rocks, of at least two origins, had been included under this name was 
first pointed out by Mr. H. V. Winchell.* 

Dr. W. S. Bayley, in 1892, stated that the" muscovados" were granulitic phases of the gabbro,t and later, 
he described in detail the petrographical characters of these granulitic gabbros.t However, while the main mass 
of the rocks thus described by Dr. Bayley undoubtedly belong to the granulitic gabbros, it is evident that he 
included under this designation a few rocks of an entirely different nature, i. e., those belonging to the second 
class of "muscovados" to be mentioned shortly. For instance, rocks Nos. 1334 and 1335,§ which he deSignates 
as granitic gabbros, are, according to the writer's interpretation, parts of the Archean greenstone metamorph
osed by the gabbro1f while Nos. 944 and 947,11 stated to have narrow seams of granulitic gabbro, are parts of 
the iron-bearing member of the Animikie metamorphosed by the gabbro. 

It was at the writer's suggestion that the preliminary examination of the" muscovadytes" reported in the 
twenty-first annual reporto was undertaken, and as a result of this examination and of private discussion of the 
questiou, Prof. N. H. Winchell stated as probable the dual nature of the rocks included under this term,**at the 
same time stating the possibility, or probability, of the granulitic gabbros being a product of the profound 
metamorphic action of the great gabbro mass upon the Archean greenstones. He has elsewhere"/t given his 
reasons for now considering both classes of "muscovadytes" as of one origin, and for regarding them, not as 
Archean rocks metamorphosed by the gabbro, but as steps of lesser or greater metamorphism of these Archean 
greenstones, the final product of which metamorphism was the production of the great gabbro mass itself. 

The writer in a preliminary report has called attention to these fine-grained or granulitic gabbros.tt 
As has already been stated, one class of rocks to which the term" muscovado" has been applied includes 

the granulitic gabbros mentioned above. The other class of rocks are of Keewatin (in some cases of Animikie) 
age. In this latter class are both sediments and greenstones, their present peculiar nature being due to the 
metamorphosing action of the gabbro magma. These rocks are thus found without (north of) the northern 
limit of the gabbro, while the granulitic gabbros are found within (south of) this limit. The metamorphism of 
this second class of "muscovadytes" of course increases as the actual gabbro contact is approached. The easily 
recognizable metamorphism extends for several rods, and in cases for a quarter of a mile or more, from the 
present surface exposure of the gabbro. In this metamorphism the fragmental character of the original rock is 
lost, and it becomes a holo-crystalline, almost granitic aggregate of several minerals, chief among which are 
quartz, feldspar, biotite, hornblende and magnetite. Biotite is almost always developed in this process,§§ and 
the original bedding of the rock is sometimes preserved. On weathering, these rocks frequently take on a 
crumbling, rusty, yellow or brown appearance, very similar to weathered forms of the granulitic gabbros. As 
the original composition of these older rocks varied, so does the mLlileral composition of the recrystallized forms. 
Pyroxene is rarely seen except in the immediate vicinity of the gabbro, alld here sometimes grains of pyroxen~, 
both augite (diallage) and hypersthene occur, perhaps products of exomorphic metamorphism. Still there .18 

usually no practical difficulty in distinguishing these metamorphosed rather acid sediments from the malll 
coarse gabbros, and also from the granulitic gabbros. Where the older rocks become more basic and approach 
or become greenstones, the rock resulting from this metamorphic action bears more of a resemblance to the 

* 8eventeenth AnTl-1utl Re}Jor(t, p. 130. 
tNincteenth AnnnalRejJorl, p. 201-
t .701,r. Geol. vol. iii, pp .. 1-20. 
1 N'ineteenlh Annual Repo,-t, pp. 195, 196.20l. 
1fNo. 1335 has been figured in Nineteenth Annual Repo?·t, p. 196; and in Jow·. Geol., vol. iii, p. 6. 
ii Jam·. Ge07., vol. iii, p. 18. 
o Pages 143--152. ' 

** Twenty-first A nnnal Repo'rt, p. 152. 
ft Chapter on Lake county in this volume, and chapter all structural geology in vol. v. 
it Twenty-second Annual Report, p. 77. 
~~ See page 469. 
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composition, gabbros, olivine gabbros, hypersthene gabbros, norytes, etc. 
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and while they are regarded as the same in origin as the main coarse-grained gabbro, still they are of a little 
earlier date than the main gabbro mass and are regarded as representing some of the first consolidations from 
this gabbro magma. Fragments of all sizes of this granulitic gabbro are included in the coarse-grained gabbro, 
which latter cuts the former in many dikes and stringers. As a rule the two rocks are sharply marked off from 
each other at their contacts, and near the contacts neither rock appears different from what it does away from 
the contacts. At a few of these contacts gradations between the two rocks are seen, but the passage from one 
rock to the other is complete in a distance of an inch or two. It can be stated as a general fact that areas of 
any size of intermediate rock do not exist where the granulitic gabbros are typically developed; but at and to 
the west of Poplar lake, where the typical granulitic gabbros are almost or quite lacking, there are stages of the 
gabbro which may be called intermediate between the usual gabbro and the fine-grained (granulitic) gabbros. 
The areas of granulitic gabbro are scattered through the coarse gabbro near its northern border, and these areas 
vary in size from a few square feet to many acres. They are especially abundant at and south of the south
eastern corner of T. 65-5, in the vicinity of Muscovado lake, and iust to the north of Bashitanaqueb lake. 

In the various reports of this survey, the term" muscovado" (or" muscovadyte''') has been applied to these 
granulitic gabbros, but these rocks are not to be confounded with rocks of a different nature to which the term 
" muscovado" has also been applied. That rocks, of at least two origins, had been included under this name was 
first pointed out by Mr. H. V. Winchell.* 

Dr. W. S. Bayley, in 1892, stated that the" muscovados" were granulitic phases of the gabbro,t and later, 
he described in detail the petrographical characters of these granulitic gabbros.! However, while the main mass 
of the rocks thus described by Dr. Bayley undoubtedly belong to the granulitic gabbros, it is evident that he 
included under this designation a few rocks of an entirely different nature, i. e., those belonging to the second 
class of "muscovados" to be mentioned shortly. For instance, rocks Nos. 1334 and 1335,§ which he designates 
as granitic gabbros, are, according to the writer's interpretation, parts of tbe Archean greenstone metaIDorph
osed by the gabbro1f while Nos. 944 and 947,11 stated to have narrow seams of granulitic gabbro, are parts of 
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It was at the writer's suggestion that the preliminary examination of the" muscovadytes" reported in the 
twenty-first annual reporto was undertaken, and as a result of this examination and of private discussion of the 
question, Prof. N. H. Winchell stated as probable the dual nature of the rocks included under this term,**at the 
same time stating the possibility, or probability, of the gTanulitic gabbros being a product of the profound 
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reasons for now considering both classes of "muscovadytes" as of one origin, and for regarding theID, not as 
Archean rocks metamorphosed by the gabbro, but as steps of lesser or greater metamorphism of these Archean 
greenstones, the final product of which metamorphism was the production of the great gabbro mass itself. 

The writer in a preliminary report has called attention to these fine-grained or granulitic gabbros.tt 
As has already been stated, one class of rocks to which the term" muscovado" has been applied includes 

the granulitic gabbros mentioned above. The other class of rocks are of Keewatin (in some cases of Animikie) 
age. In this latter class are both sediments and greenstones, their present peculiar nature being due to the 
metamorphosing action of the gabbro magma. These rocks are thus found without (north of) the northern 
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quartz, feldspar, biotite, hornblende and magnetite. Biotite is almost always developed in this process,§§ and 
the original bedding of the rock is sometimes preserved. On weathering, these rocks frequently take on a 
crumbling, rusty, yellow or brown appearance, very similar to weathered forms of the granulitic gabbros. As 
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granulitic gabbros. In these bas~c phases of the recrystallized Archean rocks hornblende is abundant, and 
augite and hypersthene occur at tImes near the gabbro contact. Not infrequently one of these basic minerals 
is developed in plates which hold more or less rounded grains of thl" other minerals of the rock. 'I.'he resemblance 
to the granulitic gabbros.is greater where ~h.e original Archean rock was of somewhat similar original composi
tion to'the former. But III present composltlOn, except where strongly acted on by the gabbro, these rocks are 
hornblendic rather than pyroxenic. Such basic Archean rocks exist just to the north of the belt of ferruginous 
quartzyte in T. 65-5,* 

. Types of the first class of rocks called" muscovadytes," i. e., the granulitic gabbros, exist, as mentioned 
above, around Muscovado lake and north of Bashitanaqueb lake. Nos. 7il5G, 857G and 857aG are typical speci
mens of these rocks. The second class of these rocks, 'i. e" metamorphosed Keewatin rocks, are seen in good 
development at Gabimichigama laket and along the south shore of Disappointment lake. 

From study in the field and in the laboratory the writer has become convinced of the existence of these 
two classes of rocks termed" muscovadytes "-classes of different origin and nature-and he thinks it possible, 
by a judicious combination of study in the field and in the laboratory, to escape from confusing one class with 
the other. 

(3). Gmnite. As in the Fraser Lake plate, the gabbro is cut by a few dikes 

of red granite. Such occur at the north end of Ida Belle lake in the S. E. -l: sec. 35, 

T. 64-4; on the south shore near the east end of East and West lake; on a point near 

the centre of the west side of sec. 7, T. 64-4, Big Round lake; along the south shore 

of Little Saganaga lake in secs. 16 (especially the east half) and 17, T. 64-5; on an island 

in Gabimichigama lake in N. W. 1: N. E. 1 sec. 6, T. 64-5. Some small masses of this 

granite also occur in the gabbro; they are all probably of later date than the gabbro. 

Such are found on the west side of the portage south from Akeley lake; a short 

distance north and east of the southwest corner of sec. 16, T. 64-4, and also a short 

distance west of this same section corner. 

(4). Diabase dikes. Cutting the gabbro and all the earlier rocks are a few 

diabase dikes. These are always exceedingly fine grained at the edges and coarser in 

the ceutres. 

One of these dikes, which runs east and west through the granite of West Sea Gull lake south of the centre 
of sec. 5, T. 65-5, is peculiar in that it bears olivine, which has the Bame ophitic relation to the feldspars as does 
the augite. This rock is No. 662G. The exact age of these dikes is not known. Some of them, at least, are later 
than the gabbro. One such dike is seen cutting the gabbro on Cross river near the north side of sec. 34, T. 65--4, 
and another was found in the gabbro at the east end of Big Round lake in E. ~~ S. W. X sec. 8, T. 64-4, while still 
another occurs at Kakigo (or Black Trout) lake in N. E. X S. E. X sec. 34, T. 65-5. 

ECONOMIC RESOURCES. 

A considerable quantity of merchantable pine exists in the Akeley Lake plate. 

There is also a good supply of spruce and poplar. Nickel ore has been reported 

from several places in the gabbro, but the survey has not had an opportunity to 

investigate these reports. It is not impossible that deposits of nickel ore will be 

found, as the gabbro sometimes bears traces of this mineral. 

Iron ore. As has been stated in the description of the Animikie rocks, the 

taconyte member contains large quantities of iron ore in the form of magnetite. 

This is more concentrated toward the base of the formation, where there are some

times layers of almost pure magnetite several inches or a foot or two in thickness. - • See figure 87 { page 473. 
tSee figure 84, page 470. 
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Quite a number of test pits have been sunk into these iron-bearing strata and in 

sec. 28, T. 65-4, mining was begun in 1892 and 1893. The Port Arthur, Duluth 

and Western railroad was completed to this place, and the Gunflint Lake Iron 

company did considerable work in this section in the years mentioned, but the 

shipping of ore was not begun. This company put down several test pits in sees. 

28 and 29, T. 65-4, and also two shafts. One of these, at the north side of Akeley 

lake, is seventy-five feet deep. The other, in the S. E. i N. E. i sec. 28, is eight by 

twelve feet in size and is 105 feet deep. This shaft passed through the usual rocks 

of the taconyte member of the Animikie at this place, and in its lower part found 

considerable iron ore. However, this ore was not found in sufficient quantity for 

profitable mining without hand sampling, and the project was abandoned late in the 

summer of 1893. With a higher price for iron ore than is now paid, and with 

careful working, it is probable that ore could be mined here at a profit, especially if 

the ore could be smelted on lake Superior. 

The ore is in general a low grade bessemer ore with no titanium, but there are 

layers of high grade ore also. Several chemical analyses of the ore are as follows: 

Metallic iron, 58.40 54.01 63.98 62.05 
Silica, - 8.22 9.37 8.90 7.14 
Phosphorus, .036 .032 .028 .113 
Manganese, 4.92 5.02 None. 
Alumina, .52 .07 
Titanium, None. None. Trace. 

In sections 22, 23 and 24, T. 65-4, some exploratory work has been done, and 
as far as the work has gone it shows that the rocks contain about as much ore as in 
sections 28 and 29. An analysis from the ore in N. W. i N. W. i sec. 23 gave: 
Metallic iron, 55.60; silica, 10.02; phosphorus, .042; manganese, 4.34; alumina, .34; 
titanium, none. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP. 

The boundary separating the greenstone and the unclassified Keewatin from \ 
each other is only approximately located. Otherwise the formation boundary lines 

are considered to be correctly located. More detailed work will probably show only 
small and unimportant changes in these boundary lines. The contour lines in the 
inllnediate vicinity of the iron-bearing rocks are approximately correct, and the· . 

hights of many of the lakes were obtained by leveling. 

ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock samples were collected within the area of this ~late: 

N. H. Winchell's series: Nos. 313-315; 730-737; 767-773; 1071, 1072; 1088-1092; 1318-1365; 1379-1B8~; 
1772-1785; 1891-1897; 2047-2050; 2052,2053. 

A. Winchell's series: Nos. 358; 578-607; 647-656' 660-673' 822-834' 843-886. 
H. V. Winchell's series: Nos. 446-458; 459, 460. ' , , 
U. S. G7'unt's series: Nos. 6, 7; 43-45; 61-65; 232-244; 645-675; 821-839; 846-849; 851,852; 855-893;.896:.. . 

909; 929-950A; 953-9610; 963-966; 968-969E. 
A. H. El!tman'.~ series; Nos. 4409-526; 55Q-558, 
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Quite a number of test pits have been sunk into these iron-bearing strata and in 

sec. 28, T. 65-4, mining was begun in 1892 and 1893. The Port Arthur, Duluth 

and Western railroad was completed to this place, and the Gunflint Lake Iron 

company did considerable work in this section in the years mentioned, but the 

shipping of ore was not begun. This company put down several test pits in secs. 

28 and 29, T. 65-4, and also two shafts. One of these, at the north side of Akeley 

lake, is seventy-five feet deep. The other, in the S. E. i N. E. 1- sec. 28, is eight by 

twelve feet in size and is 105 feet deep. This shaft passed through the usual rocks 

of the taconyte member of the Animikie at this place, and in its lower part found 

considerable iron ore. However, this ore was not found in sufficient quantity for 

profitable mining without hand sampling, and the project was abandoned late in the 

summer of 1893. With a higher price for iron ore than is now paid, and with 

careful wOTking, it is probable that ore could be mined here at a profit, especially if 

the ore could be smelted on lake Superior. 

The ore is in general a low grade bessemer ore with no titanium, but there are 

layers of high grade ore also. Several chemical analyses of the ore are as follows: 

Metallic iron, 58.40 54.01 63.98 62.05 
Silica, - 8.22 9.37 8.90 7.14 
Phosphorus, .036 .032 .028 .113 
Manganese, 4.92 5.02 None. 
Alumina, .52 .07 
Titani urn, None. None. Trace. 

In sections 22, 23 and 24, T. 65-4, some exploratory work has been done, and 
as far as the work has gone it shows that the rocks contain about as much ore as in 
sections 28 and 29. An analysis from the ore in N. W. 1- N. W. 1- sec. 23 gave: 
Metallic iron, 55.60; silica, 10.02; phosphorus, .042; manganese,4.34; alumina, .34; 
titanium, none. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP. 

The boundary separating the greenstone and the unclassified Keewatin from' 
each other is only approximately located. Otherwise the formation boundary lines 

are considered to be correctly located. More detailed work will probably show only 
small and unimportant changes in these boundary lines. The contour lines in the 
immediate vicinity of the iron-bearing rocks are approximately correct, and the· 

hights of many of the lakes were obtained by leveling. 

ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock samples were collected within the area of this plate: 

N. H. Winchell's series: Nos. 313-315; 730-737; 767-773; 1071, 1072; 1088-1092; 1318-1365; 1379-13811; 
1772-1785; 1891-1897; 2047-2050; 2052,2053. 

A. Winchell's series: Nos. 358; 578-607' 647-656' 660-673' 822-834' 843-886 
H. V. Winchell's series: Nos. 446-458; 459, 460. ' , , . 
U. S. (fmnt's series: Nos. 6, 7; 43-45; 61-65; 232-244; 645-675; 821-839; 846-849; 851,852; 855-893; 896-

909; 929-950A; 9.53-9610; 963-966; 968-969E. 
A. H. EIJtmnl1/s series; Nos. 449-526; 55\}-558, 
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CHAPTER XXV. 

THE GEOLOGY OF THE GUNFLINT LAKE PLATE. * 

By U. S. GRANT. 

Situation and area. The Gunflint Lake plate is flituated on the northern edge of 

Cook county, and borders on Canadian territory. On the west is the Akeley Lake 

plate (No. 81), and on the east the Rose Lake plate (No. 83). The Gunflint Lake plate 

includes Ts. 64-2, 64-3, 65-2 and 65-3, west of the fourth principal meridian, but the 

last two townships are not complete, running into Canadian territory. The plate, 

inclusive of water surface, contains, approximately, 105 square miles. 

SURFACE FEATURES.' 

Topography. In this plate there are three distinct types of topography, a south

ern, a central and a northern. The southern and the northern are not developed in 

the two plates to the west (Akeley Lake and Fraser Lake plates), except that the 

northern begins in the eastern part of the Akeley Lake plate. 

The southern type of surface is rugged and almost mountainous. It consists of 

ridges, known as the Misquaht hills, which lie along the south side of Winchell ' 

lake at the southern edge of T. 64-2. The Misquah hills form the highest land in 

, Minnesota, and within the area of this plate are the highest and the third highest 

points known in the state. The highest point is the hill top at the east side of sec. 

35, T. 64-2. This is 2,230 feet above sea level.t The third highest point is the hill 

in the northern half of section 34, of the same township, which is 2,213 feet above 

. • The area included in this ~late has been examined in part, at various times, by different parties of the survey, and a 
conslde~abl~ part of the field notes has been published. The individuals who did the work, the dates of the work and the places 
of publicatIOn are as follows: N. H. WINCHELL, field work of 1878, Ninth A nnuct/ Repo,,.t, pp. 80-83; field work of 1879, Trmth 
Annual RepOI·t, pp. 79-88; field work of 1887, Sixteenth Annual Repo,·t, pp. 65-79; field work of 1896, Twenty-fo'u,·th Anm,al Report. 
A. WINCHELL, field work of 1887, Sixteenth Annual Report, pp. 233-274. H. V. WINCHELL, field work of 1888, S-.'enteenth Annual 
Report, pp. 104-106. U. S. GRANT, field work of 1888, Seventeenth Annual Repo,·t, pp. 152-159,169-176; field work of 1893, Twenty-
fourth Annual Report. . 

The writer, in 1893, examined a considerable part of the area of this plate described previously by others In the annual 
reports of the survey. The examination of Ts. 65-2 and 65-3 was conducted in more detail than the rest of the plate. In these 
~ownships the shores of practically all the lakes were examined and many of the north and south section lines w.ere follo~ed, .and 
III places the topography was relied upon for the location of geological boundaries. In Ts. 64-2 and 64-3 no ~etalled examInatIOns 
were c~nducted and large parts of these townships were not visited. A considerable am~)Unt of InformatIOn has b~e~ collecte.d 
concermn? the Oanadian shores of Gunflint lake, but is not included in this chapter. The tIme allowed ~or the preparatIOn ~f tl?IS 
?hapter WIll ~o~ permit of detailed descriptions; hence only a general preliminary account of the geologlCal features of the dIstrICt 
IS gIven, but It IS expected that future work 'Will not alter the main points presented. 

+ The Ohippewa word for red. The rock of the hills is red granite. . 
I . tThe hight was not absolutely determined by leveling, but from the hill in the northern ha.lf of sec. 34, T. 64~2 (V;hdCth ~y 
evells known to be 2,2~8 feet above the sea) this highest point was determined to be higher, and It was closely estima e 0 e 

2!200 feet. ' 
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the sea. The Misquah hills are a conspicuous feature of the district, not only on 

account of their hight but also because of the marked red color due to the "red 

rocks" or Keweenawan granites which compose them. This redness is very marked 

in places, especially where the hills have been overrun by fires, exposing bare rock 

over considerable area. 
The central type of surface is the comparatively level plateau underlain by the 

gabbro. This level country has already been spoken of in the description of the 

Fraser Lake plate (chapter xxiii), and need not be discussed here. It is in marked 

contrast with the hilly region to the south which rises higher than this pla,teau, a~d{ 
also with the hilly region to the north which, however, where it joins with the plateau" 

is of about the same altitude as the plateau, but towards the north becomes lower .. 

The northern type of surface is distinctly characteristic of the region underlain 

by Animikie rocks in Cook county. It consists of long, parallel ridges running 

approximately east and west, with sharp mural escarpments on the north sides of 

the ridges and on the south gentle slopes. Between the ridges and running parallel 

with them are long lakes. 

A generalized section from north to south through this northern region is as 

follows: First a long, narrow lake; on the south side of the lake a steep talus slope, 

beyond which is a vertical cliff composed of slates dipping southward at a small 

angle. The top of the cliff is composed of a sill of diabase which has been intruded 

between beds of Animikie slate. Beyond the top of the cliff the land rises gradually 

for a short distance until coming almost to the top of the diabase sill. Then begins 

a long, gentle slope southward about on the upper surface of the silL This slope, 

however, does not extend far enough to bring one to the level of the northern foot 

'of the ridge. Beyond the gentle slope comes another lake, considerably higher 

than the former, and on the south side of this the talus, the cliff and the gentle 

southward slope are again repeated. 

As an example of how the general land surface and the lake levels rise toward 

the south, in the northern part of this plate, we may cite Gunflint lake which is 

1,547 feet above sea level, while less than a mile to the south is Loon lake, nearly 

200 feet higher, and less than half a mile south of the latter is Mayhew lake, ove'!! 

a hundred feet above Loon lake. 

One of the best examples of the northward facing escarpments peculiar to t1t,~ 

Animikie area is mount Reunion on the south shore of Rove lake (to the east od! 

the Gunflint Lake plate), as shown in figure 3 of plate NN. Here is the lake, the 

talus slope and the cliff, all in marked development. 'rhe lower half of this cliff at 

mount Reunion is of slate, and the upper half is a diabase silL* Another similar 

"No. 2064. 
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cliff is Rose Lake mountain, shown in figure 2 of plate NN, while figure 4 of the 

same plate shows a north and south section through one of these ridges. rrhis is 

at the ea,st side, near the south end of South Fowl lake. 

The numerous lakes, elongated in an east and west direction, of the Animikie 

area, as well as the numerous northward facing cliffs, suggest the probability of a 

series of comparatively recent east and west fault lines along the north sides of 

which the strata were depressed. The same elongation of the lakes is to be noticed 

in the gabbro area to the south, especially in '1'. 64-2, but here there is no high land 

or cliff on the south side of each lake. (While these htkes may, in part at least, owe 

their existence to dams of glacial deposits, still the east and west troughs in which 

they lie are not due to drift deposits, but are troughs in the bed rock.) As will be 

stated in the paragraphs devoted to the Animikie, the evidence for profound faulting 

in these strata, aside from the evidence of topography, is small. It seems that the 

present surface configuration could have been brought about by erosion acting on 

gently inclined strata of different degrees of resistance, the thin bedded and fissile 

Animikie slates being much more susceptible to disintegration and erosion than the 

diabase sills. And even the gabbro has an indistinct sheeted structure dipping off 

at a low angle toward the south (figures 5 and 6, plate MM). 

To the north of this plate, i. e., along the north shore of Gunflint lake in Cana

dian territory, the rugged Archean type of topography, as already mentioned in the 

description of the Fraser Lake and Akeley Lake plates, is well developed; and the 

Giant's range, here composed of granite, runs eastward from the north end of Mag

netic lake. 

A view, looking northwestward from the high diabase crowned ridge (Prospect 

mount) at the south side of sec. 29, T. 65-3, is presented in figure 1 of plate NN. The 

large body of water is Gunflint lake; the point in the foreground is the p-oint on the 

south side of the lake in sec. 30, T. 65-3; the narrow channel of water in the centre 

is the constriction between Gunflint and Magnetic lakes; the small point to the right 

and in front of the constriction is the point on the south side of Animikie bay; the 

water beyond the constriction is Magnetic lake; the low hills beyond Gunflint lake 

are southward-sloping Animikie ridges, while in the distance are the granite ridges 

of the Giant's range, the highest land in view. 

The lowest water in this area is that of Gunflint and Magnetic lakes, 1,547 feet 

above sea level and the highest hill south of the east end of Winchell lake, is , , 
2,230 feet above the sea, m~king a difference between the extremes of elevation of 

685 feet. 

Drainage. The area of the Gunflint Lake plate lies in two great continental 

drainage basins, that of Hudson bay and that of the gulf of St. Lawrence. The divide 
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on the international boundary line between these two systems of drainage is the. 

portage connecting North and South lakes. The former is 1,550 feet above sea level, 

and the latter 1,558 feet, and along the portage a hight of 1,600 feet is not reached. 

In the Hudson bay 'basin North, Emma, Portage, Mayhew and Loon lakes flow into 

Gunflint lake, while Tucker lake and the bodies of water in the western part of T. 

64-3 empty into Cross river (see Akeley Lake plate), which finds its way intoGunflint 

lake. The waters of this lake flow northward to Saganaga lake and then westward 

to Lake of the Woods. In the St. Lawrence basin the waters of South lake and some 

of the smaller lakes immediately adjacent find their way through the Arrow and 

Pigeon rivers into lake Superior, while the lakes in T. 64-2 and the eastern part of 

T. 64-3 empty into lake Superior through the Brule river. 

The drift. Very little is known concerning the glacial deposits of this plate 

In general it may be stated that the drift is comparatively thin or almost lacking; 

this is especially the case in the northern third of the plate, more so than in the 

southern two-thirds. Weathered rock is not common and was evidently removed by 

glacial action. The direction of the last glacial movement, as recorded by strife, was 

approximately towards the south, thus differing from the movement to the west in 

Lake and St. Louis counties, which was toward the south-southwest or southwest. 

It is to be noted that this direction of movement was directly at right angles with the 

long axes of the lakes. No terminal moraines have been recognized, although it is 

not intended by this to state that none exist. There are some drift hills west of 

Loon lake. 
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Bri0f sketch of the rocks. As in the Akeley Lake plate we have three distinct 

systems of rocks: the Archean, the Animikie and the Keweenawan. The first is 

confined entirely to Canadian territory, except, possibly, a small area of granite on 

the south side of Magnetic lake at the extreme western side of the plate, and will 

not be discussed. North of Gunflint lake are slates, semi-crystalline and crystalline 

schists and granite. The schistose rocks have a general east and west strike and 

high dip. Lying on the eroded edges of those schists, and also in places on the 

granite, are the Animikie rocks dipping at a low angle to the south. Above these 

and to the south is the vast mass of the gabbro. The geological structure is thus 

essentially tbe same as in the plate to the west (Akeley Lake). 

The Animikie. This plate contains the most easterly of the iron-bearing rocks 

of the Mesabi iron range in Minnesota, and is therefore of considerable interest. 

The tbree members of the Animikie exposed here are the taconyte or iron-bearing, 

the black slate and the graywacke slate members. These three divisions are all well 

exposed, and it was in this district that it was found possible to separate the Ani-
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Gunflint lake, while Tucker lake and the bodies of water in the western part of T. 

64-3 empty into Cross river (see Akeley Lake plate), which finds its way intoGunflint 

lake. The waters of this lake flow northward to Saganaga lake and then westward 

to Lake of the Woods. In the St. Lawrence basin the waters of South lake and some 

of the smaller lakes immediately adjacent find their way through the Arrow and 

Pigeon rivers into lake Superior, while the lakes in T. 64-2 and the eastern part of 

T. 64-3 empty into lake Superior through the Brule river. 

The drift. Very little is known concerning the glacial deposits of this plate 

In general it may be stated that the drift is comparatively thin or almost lacking; 

this is especially the case in the northern third of the plate, more so than in the 

southern two-thirds. Weathered rock is not common and was evidently removed by 

glacial action. The direction of the last glacial movement, as recorded by striffi, was 

approximately towards the south, thus differing from the movement to the west in 

Lake and St. Louis counties, which was toward the south-southwest or southwest. 

It is to be noted that this direction of movement was directly at right angles with the 

long axes of the lakes. No terminal moraines have been recognized, although it is 

not intended by this to state that none exist. There are some drift hills west of 

Loon lake. 
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Bri0f sketch of the rocks. As in the Akeley Lake plate we have three distinct 

systems of rocks: the Archean, the Animikie and the Keweenawan. The first is 

confined entirely to Canadian territory, except, possibly, a small area of granite on 

the south side of Magnetic lake at the extreme western side of the plate, and will 

not be discussed. North of Gunflint lake are slates, semi-crystalline and crystalline 

schists and granite. The schistose rocks have a general east and west strike and 

high dip. Lying on the eroded edges of those schists, and also in places on the 

granite, are the Animikie rocks dipping at a low angle to the south. Above these 

and to the south is the vast mass of the gabbro. The geological structure is thus 

essential1y the same as in the plate to the west (Akeley Lake). 

The Ani1ni1~ie. This plate contains the most easterly of the iron-bearing rocks 

of the Mesabi iron range in Minnesota, and is therefore of considerable interest. 

The three members of the Animikie exposed here are the taconyte or iron-bearing, 

the black slate and the graywacke slate members. These three divisions are all well 

exposed, and it was in this district that it was found possible to separate the Ani-
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mikie strata into ~he three members just mentioned. They are quite distinct from 

each other in lithological characters, and, because of this, large east and west faults, 

which have been, supposed to exist, in order to account for the peculiar topography 

of the Animikie district, would be easily recognized. As a matter of fact, there is no 

evidence yet found in the sequence of strata which would indicate east and west 

faults of a throw of many feet. The thin bands of magnetite and the peculiar 

spotted taconyte of the lower member have not been found to the south of the upper 

limit of this member; and the same can be said of the dense black, sometimes 

massive, rocks of the black slate member. If either of these rocks occurred to the 

south of their normal position, as would be the case if there were east and west faults 

with a down throw on the northern side sufficient to cause the high cliffs, these rocks 

would be readily recognized on account of their marked petrographical peculiarities. 

One of the best places to see the complete sequence of strata in the vicinity of 

one of the supposed fault scarps is on Cross river, in the S. E. i sec. 24, T. 65-4, just 

west of the limits of the Gunflint Lake plate. Here there is a continuous exposure 

from the magnetic slates of the taconyte member through one of the sills and up into 

the black slate member. This locality was visited in 1896 by Messrs. N. H. Winchell, 

H. F. Bain, A. H. Elftman and the writer, and I:Lll agreed that, at least at this cliff, 

there was no vertical fault. The question of the existence of north and south faults 

in this district has not been investigated carefully, but, as far as now known, the 

evidence for such is comparatively slight. 

The Animikie rocks have a general south to south-southeast dip, which varies 

from 5° to 30° or even steeper. The large majority of the exposures show a dip of 

from 6° to 12°, and the average has been estimated at about 10°, or possibly less. 

The high dips are found at the southern edge of the Animikie area where these 

strata disappear under the gabbro. Almost invariably the southern exposures of the 

Animikie within a few rods' of the gabbro contact show a dip of not less than 15°. 

While this gentle southward dip is characteristic of the whole formation, there are 

some minor irregularities, especially near the base of the formation, showing a gentle 

folding by a force acting in a north and south direction, and there are also indica

tions of pressure at right angles to this direction. The lower part of the taconyte 

member north of Gunflint lake is sometimes considerably contorted, and in places 

brecciatt;ld. A breccia plane has already been mentioned under the description of 

. the taconyte member in the Akeley Lake plate, and another small horizontal plane 

of brecciation has been noted in the black slate member at the eastern edge of the 

Gunflint Lake plate and about an eighth of a mile south of South lake (No. 1000G). 

The thickness of the different parts of the Animikie in the Gunflint Lake and 

Akeley Lake' plates is not definitely known, but the following estimates have been 
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mikie strata into ~he three members just mentioned. They are quite distinct from 

each other in lithological characters, and, because of this, 1~'Lrge east and west faults , 
which have been supposed to exist, in order to account for the peculiar topography 

of the Animikie district, would be easily recognized. As a matter of fact, there is no 

evidence yet found in the sequence of strata which would indicate east ::tnd west 

faults of a throw of many feet. The thin bands of magnetite and the peculiar 

spotted taconyte of the lower member have not been found to the south of the upper 

limit of this member; and the same can be said of the dense black, sometimes 

massive, rocks of the black slate member. If either of these rocks occurred to the 

south of their normal position, as would be the case if there were east and west faults 

with a down throw on the northern side sufficient to cause the high cliffs, these rocks 

would be readily recognized on account of their marked petrographical peculiarities. 

One of the best places to see the complete sequence of strata in the vicinity of 

one of the supposed fault scarps is on Cross river, in the S. E. ± sec. 24, T. 65~4, just 

west of the limits of the Gunflint Lake plate. Here there is a continuous exposure 

from the magnetic slates of the taconyte member through one of the sills and up into 

the black slate member. This locality was visited in 1896 by Messrs. N. H. Winchell, 

H. F. Bain, A. H. Elftman and the writer, and all agreed that, at least at this cliff, 

there was no vertical fault. The question of the existence of north and south faults 

in this district has not been investigated carefully, but, as far as now known, the 

evidence for such is comparatively slight. 

The Animikie rocks have a general south to south-southeast dip, which varies 

from 50 to 300 or even steeper. The large majority of the exposures show a clip of 

from 60 to 120
, and the average has been estimated at about 100

, or possibly less. 

The high dips are found at the southern edge of the Animikie area where these 

strata disappear under the gabbro. Almost invariably the southern exposures of the 

Animikie within a few rods of the gabbro contact show a dip of not less than 15 0
• 

While this gentle southward dip is characteristic of the whole formation, there are 

some minor irregularities, especially near the base of the formation, showing a gentle 

folding by a force acting in a north and south direction, and there are also indica

tions of pressure at right angles to this direction. The lower part of the taconyte 

member north of Gunflint lake is sometimes considerably contorted, and in places 

brecciated. A breccia plane has already been mentioned under the description of 

the taconyte member in the Akeley Lake plate, and another small horizontal plane 

of brecciation has been noted in the black slate member at the eastern edge of the 

Gunflint Lake plate and about an eighth of a mile south of South lake (No. 1000G). 

The thickness of the different parts of the Animikie in the Gunflint Lake and 

Akeley Lake plates is not definitely known, but the following estimates have been 
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m~tde of the maximum thickness of each member, assuming an average dip of. 100, 

and the absence of faults and folds which would make the apparent thickness greater 

than the real. 
Maximurn thickness of the Anirnikie in feet. 

Sediments. Diabase. Total. 

Graywacke slate member, 1,650 250 1,900 

Black slate member, 950 100 1,050 
Taconyte or iron-bearing member, - 825 75 900 
Quartzyte (Pokegama) member lacking, 

Total, 3,425 425 3,850 

(1). Taconyte or iron-bearing member. The rocks of this member of the 

Animikie are essentially the same as in the eastern part of the Akeley Lake plate, 

but towards the east, especially between N ortb and Gunflint lakes, banded jaspers 

are not uncomn1.on. In this same vicinity are found some peculiar, spotted, green 

rocks (Nos. 1276 and1005G), which seem to contain some of the original glauconite 

which has been considered as the original source of the iron ore of the Mesabi range.* 

Another peculiar type of rock is one which is most commonly seen in pebbles and 

fragments on the beaches. It is blood red in color and is very hard (No. 1004G). 

On inspection the rock is found to be composed of bright red, rounded grains, 

smaller than an ordinary pin's head, imbedded in a darker matrix. Under the 

microscope the red grains are seen to be hematite with some fine-grained quartz, 

and the matrix is composed entirely of this fine-grained quartz which is so common 

to the taconytes and jaspilytes. 
On the north shore of Gunflint lake a peculiar part of the taconyte member is 

a rough conglomerate, or more likely a breccia, of flint fragments cemented by 

limestone (Nos. 312, 1310, 1311 and Sl5W). Near the east end of this lake and on 
tbe north side the base of the Animikie is somewhat conglomeratic (Nos. 812W and 
436H), but in thin section many of the apparent pebbles which are even a quarter 
of an inch in diameter are seen to be concretionary in structure, being composed of 
concentric rings of limonite and fine-grained quartz. The matrix is of the usual 

fine-grained quartz of the taconyte. 
(2). Black slate 'I1wmber. Comparatively few outcrops of this member occur 

in this plate, but some are seen near the south shores of Gunflint and South lakes. 

These exposures are of very fissile, black, carbonaceo~s slates. In one place, 
on the northern slope of Prospect mount, which is the high hill near the southern 

edge of sec. 29, T. 65-3, some small white or colorless crystals occur in this black 

slate; they have not yet been fully studied (Nos. 970G, 972G, 973G).t 

* .J. E. SPUHR. Ru,zleUn :r. 
t Under date of May 2, 1898, Prof. N. H. Winchell writes from Paris, concerning these rocks, as follows: 
"No. 970G. The nearly isotropic suhstance is kaolinic-a result of decomposition of cordierite or of andalusite, prohahly 

the former. 
"No. 972G. Similar to No. 970G, hut coarser and showing some muscovite as a part of the alteration product. . 
"No. 973G. This is similar, but still coarser. The forms (and some of the original material) of the andalusite are stIll 

visible. This slide indicates andalusite rather than cordierite, but neither can be affirmed. Some fresh specimens of this slate 
might show good crystals and characters of cordierite or of andalusite. . . 

"Prof. A. Lacroix, who mad:> the above notes on these slides, says he has seen in his collections from the. pyren.ees",dentl' 
cally the same transformatIOns of his slates, subsequently altered to kaolinite, but in his case the intrusive rock IS gramte. 
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than the real. 
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Taconyte or iron-bearing member, - 825 75 900 
Quartzyte (Pokegama) member lacking, 

Total, 3,425 425 3,850 

(1). Taconyte or iron-bearing member. The rocks of this member of the 

Animikie are essentially the same as in the eastern part of the Akeley Lake plate, 

but towards the east, especially between N ortb and Gunflint lakes, banded jaspers 

are not uncommon. In this same vicinity are found some peculiar, spotted, green 

rocks (Nos. 1276 and 1005G), which seem to contain some of the original glauconite 

which has been considered as the original source of the iron ore of the Mesabi range.* 

Another peculiar type of rock is one which is most commonly seen in pebbles and 

fragm.ents on the beaches. It is blood red in color and is very hard (No. 1004G). 

On inspection the rock is found to be composed of bright red, rounded grains, 

smaller than an ordinary pin's head, imbedded in a darker matrix. Under the 

microscope the red grains are seen to be hematite with some fine-grained quartz, 

and the matrix is composed entirely of this fine-grained quartz which is so common 

to the taconytes and jaspilytes. 
On the north shore of Gunflint lake a peculiar part of the taconyte member is 

a rough conglomerate, or more likely a breccia, of flint fragments cemented by 
limestone (Nos. 312, 1310, 1311 and t:l15W). Near the east end of this lake and on 
tbe north side the base of the Animikie is somewhat conglomeratic (Nos. 812W and 
436H), but in thin section many of the apparent pebbles which are even a quarter 
of an inch in diameter are seen to be concretionary in 

concentric rings of limonite and fine-grained quartz. 
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structure, being composed of 
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(2). Black slate -member. Comparatively few outcrops of this member occur 
in this plate, but some are seen near the south shores of Gunflint and South lakes. 

These exposures are of very fissile, black, carbonaceo~s slates. In one place, 

on tbe nortbern slope of Prospect mount, which is the high hill near the southern 
edge of sec. 29, T. 65-3, some small white or colorless crystals occur in this black 

slate; they have not yet been fully studied (Nos. 970G, 972G, 973G).t 

*.J. E. SPUR.R. Bu.lletin,:r. 
+ Under date of May 2, 1898, Prof. N. H. Winchell writes from Paris, concerning these rocks, as follows; 
"No. 970G. The nearly isotropic substance is kaolinic-a result of decomposition of cordierite or of andalusite, probably 

the former. 
"No. 972G. Similar to No. 970G, but coarser and showing some muscovite as a part of the alteration product. . _ 
"No. 973G. This is similar, but still coarser. The forms I.and some of the original material) of the andaluSlte ~re stIll 

visible. This slide indicates andalusite rather than cordierite, but neither can be affirmed. Some fresh specimens of this slate 
might show good crystals and characters of corclierite or of andalusite. . . 

"Prof. A. Lacroix, who made the above notes on these slides says he has seen in his collections from the Pyrenees IdentI
cally the Bame transformations of his slates, subsequently altered t; kaolinite, but in his case the intrusive rock is granite." 
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As stated in the description of the Akeley Lake plate the black slate member 

can readily be separated from the taconyte member near the mouth of Cross river. 

The massive part of the black slate member which occurs here is not seen in the 

Gunflint Lake plate, as it lies largely below the waters of Gunflint lake, and at the 

east end of this lake where this part probably exists is low ground with no exposures. 

Between this member and the graywacke slate member above there is not such a 

sudden transition as at the base of the black slate member. A convenient line of 

separation between the two upper members is the large diabase sill lying between 

Gunflint and Loon lakes and extending eastward just south of South lake. 

(3). Graywacke slate me1nber. This member is composed of black to gray slates 

and fine graywackes, with some flinty slates. The upper part shows coarser detrital 

matter, and the highest beds seen are fine-grained quartzytes and quartz slates. '1'he 

strata of this member are well exposed along the south side of Loon lake and espe

cially on the north side of the long point (sec. 35, T. 65-3) on the south side of this 

lake. Towards the west end of the lake some fine-grained quartzytes occur. 

(4). Diabase sills. Associated with all members of the Animikie are extensive 

sheets of diabase which have been intruded between the Animikie strata, and which 

are now exposed over considerable distances. As has been stated in the discussion 

of the topographic features of this plate, the sills, called the Logan sills,* cap the 

precipitous hills of the region and form a large part of the rock exposed on the gentle 

southern slopes of these hills. In this way the sills, as far as surface exposure goes, 

make up a large part~in places over a third~of the Animikie, but the actual thick

ness of these sills is nowhere near a third of the thickness of the Animikie. The sills 

were intruded along planes of weakness in the Animikie strata, i. e., mainly between 

the different beds. They are not always continuous over long distances, although fre

quently several miles in length. The most pronounced of these sills is that which 

caps the highest ground between Gunflint and Loon lakes and extends eastward elose 

to the south shore of South lake. This sill is nearly if not quite 100 feet in thick

ness. A section through this and an adjoining sill is shown in the accompanying 

illustration (figure 88): 

All of the diabasic rock in the Animikie within the area of this plate is regarded 

as intrusive, and no evidence of cotemporary voleanic activity is known·t 

An important point in regard to these diabase sills is their relation to the gabbro. It may be said at once 
that we do not have positive knowledge that the gabbro and the sills are of the same date and are the same r~ck, 
the sills being simply offshoots from the main gabbro mass. The two rocks are in general of the same chemlCal 
and mineralogical composition; they are both later than the Animikie; they occur in close proximity t.o ea.ch other. 
The writer is inclined to separate the diabase sills from the gabbro, but admits that this separation IS not ~et 
proven. In this connection it will be well to make some statements concerning the differences between the SIlls 
and the gabbro- but it must be borne in mind that these statements are made without an opportunity for careful 
and thorough ~icroscopical and chemical investigations. The differences here stated are those which exist in 

* Cf. A. C. LAWSON. Bulletin viii. 
t A. C. LAWSON. Bulletin viii, p. 48. 
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As stated in the description of the Akeley Lake plate the black slate member 

can readily be separated from the taconyte member near the mouth of Cross river. 

The massive part of the black slate member which occurs here is not seen in the 

Gunflint Lake plate, as it lies largely below the waters of Gunflint lake, and at the 

east end of this lake where this part probably exists is low ground with no exposures. 

Between this member and the graywacke slate member above there is not such a 

sudden transition as at the base of the black slate member. A convenient line of 

separation between the two upper members is the large diabase sill lying between 

Gunflint and Loon lakes and extending eastward just south of South lake. 

(3). Graywacke slate member. This member is composed of black to gray slates 

and fine graywackes, with some flinty slates. The Llpper part shows coarser detrital 

matter, and the highest beds seen are fine-grained quartzytes and quartz slates. 1'he 

strata of this member are well exposed along the south side of Loon lake and espe
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sheets of diabase which have been intruded between the Animikie strata, and which 

are now exposed over considerable distances. As ha,s been stated in the discussion 

of the topographic features of this plate, the sills, called the Logan sills,* cap the 

precipitous hills of the region and form a large part of the rock exposed on the gentle 

southern slopes of these hills. In this way the sills, as far as surface exposure goes, 
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quently several miles in length. The most pronounced of these sills is that which 

caps the highest ground between Gunflint and Loon lakes and extends eastward elose 

to the south shore of South lake. This sill is nearly if not quite 100 feet in thick

ness. A section through this and an adjoining sill is shown in the accompanying 

illustration (figure 88): 

All of the diabasic rock in the Animikie within the area of this plate is regarded 

as intrusive, and no evidence of cotemporary volcanic activity is known·t 

An important point in regard to these diabase sills is their relation to the gabbro. It may be said at once 
that we do not have positive knowledge that the gabbro and the sills are of the same date and are the same r~ck, 
the sills being simply offshoots from the main gabbro mass. The two rocks are in general of the same chemlCal 
and mineralogical composition; they are both later than the Animikie; they occur in close proximity t.o e~ch other. 
The writer is inclined to separate the diabase sills from the gabbro, but admits that this separatIOn IS not !et 
proven. In this connection it will be well to make some statements concerning the differences between the SIlls 
and the gabbro· but it must be borne in mind that these statements are made without an opportunity for careful 
and thorough ~icroscopical and chemical investigations. The differences here stated are those which exist in 

• Of. A. C. LA WBON. Bulletin viii. 
t A. C. LAWSON. Bulletin viii, p. 48. 
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the locality where the two rocks come most closely together, i. e., in the vicinity of Gunflint and Loon lakes, and 
it is here that we would expect likeness rather than differences, if the two rocks were the same. The similarity of 
the two igneous rocks, at a considerable distance from each other, when they differ near together, is not good 
evidence of their sameness and actual continuity. 
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FIG. 88. SECTION NORTH AND SOUTH THROUGH THE NORTH PART OF PROSPECT MOUNTAIN. 
S. W. Xi: sec. 29, T. 65-3 W. 

1. The sills are considerably altered, i. e., the pyroxene has usually largely been replaced by secondary 
minerals, while the gabbro is usually fresh and the olivine as well as the pyroxene is usually unaltered. 

2. The sills are essentially non-olivinitic; at least traces of olivine, even when altered, are not common. 
The gabbro is normally olivinitic. 

3. The sills are quite rich in ferro-magnesian minerals, giving a dark gray or black color to the rock. The 
gabbro is usually rich in feldspar and rather poor in ferro-magnesian minerals, and the rock is light gray in color. 
\Vhen a basic mineral predominates, it is mostly iron ore, which is not the case with the sills. 

4. The sills are in structure ophitic; the gabbro is granitic. This holds true also of the coarsest grained 
sills, and of the finest grained gabbro. In this connection, it might be well to mention some sills in the Animikie 
at Akeley l'ake in the Akeley Lake plate; these are apparently of gabbro. They are fine grained at their edges, 
but even here the structure is more nearly that of the gabbro, and not that of the ordinary sills. 

5. The sills are very fine grained, almost glassy at the lower and upper sides, even in the thickest sills. 
The gabbro is not very fine grained at the contact with the Animikie rocks, and even on the edges of the apparent 
gabbro sills mentioned above, the fineness of grain nowhere approaches that of the edges of the ordinary sills. . 

6. The sills, even the largest ones, have macroscopically altered the Animikie rocks for only a very few 
feet, or even inches, from the contacts, while the metamorphism of the Animikie at the gabbro contact is pro
found, extending for a distance of several rods. 

7. The gabbro and sills have not been traced together; neither have they been found in contact. In 
the map the sills have not bAen shown in contact with the gabbro; this is on account of lack of exposures. They 
may, of course, come into actual contact with the gabbro. 

8. Where the sills and the gabbro come nearest together the two rocks are easily distinguished, even in 
the field. The few specimens about which there is question have been, as far as examined microscopically, easily 
referred to one or the other. 

If we assume that the sills are of a different age from the gabbro, we then have little evidence in the area 
of this plate as to their relative age. They have been referred to as post-Keweenawan in age, or possibly as late 
as the Silurian.... The writer, while not being able to make any positive statement regarding the age of these 
sills, still is inclined to the idea that they are of earlier date than the gabbro. 

The Keweenawan. As in the Akeley Lake plate the rocks of the Cabotian divi

sion of the Keweenawan are separable into the usual gabbro, granite and fine-grained 

gabbros, the last not being developed in such large amount as in the Akeley Lake 

* A. O. LAWSON. Bnlletin Vi'ii, p. 47. 
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The gabbro is not very fine grained at the contact with the Animikie rocks, and even on the edges of the apparent 
gabbro sills mentioned above, the fineness of grain nowhere approaches that of the edges of the ordinary sills. . 

6. The sills, even the largest ones, have macroscopically altered the Animikie rocks for only a very few 
feet, or even inches, from the contacts, while the metamorphism of the Animikie at the gabbro contact is pro
found, extending for a distance of several rods. 
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the map the sills have not bAen shown in contact with the gabbro; this is on account of lack of exposures. They 
may, of course, come into actual contact with the gabbro. 

S. Where the sills and the gabbro come nearest together the two rocks are easily distinguished, even in 
the field. The few specimens about which there is question have been, as far as examined microscopically, easily 
referred to one or the other. 

If we assume that the sills are of a different age from the gabbro, we then have little evidence in the area 
of this plate as to their relative age. They have been referred to as post-Keweenawan in age, or possibly as late 
as the Silurian.... The writer, while not being able to make any positive statement regarding the age of these 
sills, still is inclined to the idea that they are of earlier date than the gabbro. 

The Keweenawan. As in the Akeley Lake plate the rocks of the Cabotian divi

sion of the Keweenawan are separable into the usual gabbro, granite and fine-grained 

gabbros, the last not being developed in such large amount as in the Akeley Lake 

* A. O. LAWSON. B"Uetin vi'ii, p. 47. 
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plate. The Keweenawan rocks cover all of Ts. 64-2 and 64-3 and extend half a mile 

or more beyond the north limits of these townships. 

(1). The gabbro. The gabbro mass underlies nearly all the Keweenawan area 

of the plate; the only exception being a narrow belt of granite along the southern 

side of the plate. It is the usual gabbro and need not be described in detail. In 

some places, especially about Poplar lake and the series of lakes in sees. 7, 8, 9 and 

10, T. 64-2, and secs. 10, 11 and 12, T. 64-3, there are numerous exposures where 

the gabbro is considerably finer grained than is usual, but still not as fine as the 

fine-grained gabbros seen elsewhere. This variety of the gabbro (represented by 

Nos. 989G, 990G and 991G) in places does not seem to be sharply marked off from 

the ordinary type of coarse gabbro, but elsewhere the two facies are seen in sharp 

contrast. A few yards east of the south end of the portage, which runs from 

Tucker lake to the long lake a mile south of Tucker lake, and back a little from the 

water (S. W. i N. W. i sec. 11, T. 64-3), the two facies of the gabbro are seen 

intimately interbanded. The bands are very sharply separated from each other, 

and the coarser gabbro (No. 989aG) seems to have intruded the finer (No. 989G). 

The accompanying sketch shows this interbanding, which dips to the south about 15°. 

~ Coanse g.,..ai11-~d gabbro ,(989atJ) -'I ~ '" k >< • 

o Fine grained gcibb7-0 (989GL ... " ~ l< 

o 
I", 

Bcale. 

.. ::.', .. 

FIG. 89. INTERBANDING OF FINE AND OOARSE-GRAINED GABBRO. 
S. W. Xi N. W. )i sec. 11, T. 64-3 W. 

In the vici~ity of Iron and Mayhew lakes, the gabbro is highly charged with 

magnetite, and becomes in places an iron ore. The ore, however, is highly titanifer

OUS, and there is a large quantity of it to be seen. Two analyses of this iron ore 
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from Iron lake show, respectively, 58.48 and 52.46 per cent of metallic iron, and 12.09 

and 2.23 of titanium binoxide. 

ECONOMIC RESOURCES. 

Aside from the timber, iron ore is the principal object of economic interest in 

the area of this plate. N ear the bottom of the Animikie on the north side of Gnnflint 

lake, and between this lake and North lake, magnetic iron ore occurs in many places. 

No large and economically important deposits have yet been found, but the future 

may show that such exist. Considerable hematite and limonite have been reported 

from Canadian territory near the east end of Gunflint lake. Considerable deposits 

of titaniferous magnetite occur in the gabbro at Iron and Mayhew lakes, and 

elsewhere. 

Nickel ore of considerable richness has been reported from several places in this 

plate, but the survey has had no opportunity to examine the reported finds. Nickel 

occurs in small quantity in parts of the gabbro, especially in the olivine, and it is not 

improbable that in certain places the nickel is concentrated sufficiently to furnish a 

good ore. In this connection, it may be said that no well authenticated report of

nickel ore of sufficient richness and extent for profitable mining has yet been pre

sented. It is understood that the first reports of the finding of rich nickel ore were 

from the N. W. 11: sec. 25, and N. E. 11: sec. 26, T. 64-2. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP. 

The contour lines in the area of the Animikie rocks are approximately correct .. 

It may be stated that the contour lines here and in the vicinity of the iron-bearing 

rocks in the Akeley Lake plate are more nearly correct than elsewhere in Cook and 

Lake counties. The boundary lines between the diabase sills and the Animikie are 

in some cases drawn from topographic data. The northern limit of the Keweenawan 

granite is only approximate. Otherwise, the geological boundaries are fairly correct. 

ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock samples have been collected within the area of the Gunflint 

Lake plate. This list includes the specimens collected in Canadian territory adjoining 

this plate: 

N. H. Winchell's ser'ies: Nos. 304-312; 693-714; 717-727; 1270-1317; 2051; 2054-2061. 
A. Winchell's series: Nos. 655B, 656B; 657-659; 674-749; 777-821. 
H. V. Winchell's ser'ies: Nos. 433-445A. 
U. S. Grant's seT'ies: Nos. 8-42; 46-60; 170-201; 951,952; 962; 967-967F;970-1008C. 
A. H. Elftrnan's series: NOB. 527-555. 
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OI-IAPTER XX·VI. 

rfHE GEOLOGY OF ffHE ROVE LAKE PLATE. * 

By U. S. GRANT. 

Situat-ion and area. The Rove Lake plate is sitlIated in the centre of the northern 

part of Cook county and borders on Canadian territory. On the west is the Gunflint 

Lake plate (No. 82) and on the east the Mountain Lake plate (No. 84). The Rove 

Lake plate includes Ts. 63-1 E., 63-1 W., 64-1 E., 64-1 W., 65-1 E. and 65-1 W. of the 

fourth principal meridian, but the last two townships are not complete, running into 

Canadian territory. The plate, inclusive of water surface, contains approximately 

175 square miles. 
SURF ACE FEATURES. 

Topography. Here we have the same three types of topography as in the plate 

to the west (Gunflint Lake plat e)-a southern, a central and a northern. The first 

occupies the southern half of the plate. Here are several marked hill ranges running 

nearly parallel with each other and extending east and west. They are in the main 

composed of red granitic rocks. The most southern range is the one crossed by the 

Grand Marais and Rove Lake road at the southern edge of T. 63-1 E.; the ridge is 

at this place known as Pine mountain. Farther west, especially along the south side 

of Little Pine lake, it is more marked, and reaches an elevation of 2,000 feet in 

one place. Along the south side of South Brule river is another of these ridges which 

is 2,150 feet high near the west line of T. 63-1 E., and which culminates in Brule 

mountain, three miles to the west; As determined by level the summit of this hill 

is 2,170 feet above sea level. It does not appear as a very noticeable ridge from the 

south, but on the north it descends very rapidly to the Bmle River lakes, which are 

521 feet below the summit. On the south of Brule mountain is lake Abita-2,048 feet 

above tide-the highest recorded lake in Minnesota, but the pond just to the east is 

• The area of this plate luis been visited by different parties of the survey and most of the field notes have been published. 
The individuals who made the examinations the dates of the work and the places of publication are as follows: N. H. WINCHELL, 
field work of 1878, Seventh Annul.l Report: pp. 17,18, and Ninth Annual Repo,.t, pp.77, 80; field work of 1879, Tenth An111~~1 
Report, pp. 66-69, 74-79; field work of 1887, Sixteenth Annual Report, pp. 61-64; field work of 1896, Twenty-fow·th An",.al Repol t. 
A. WINOHl!ILL; field work of 1887, Sixteenth An",.al Report, pp. 273-280. . .. than is 

No detailed work has been done within the area of this plate and our information concer!1lllg It IS much less exa~t G d 
the c~e with the,two plates to the west. The information at hand has been collected chiefiy from trips (1) AIOD1 ~ e . r~~e 
MaraiS and Rove Lake road, (2) Through Little Pine, Clubfoot, Abita, Brule River and Little Trout lakes and thek a i~':J~ the 
western p!"rt of T. 64-1 W., and (3) Along the lakes of the international boundary. The author has done no field wor w 
area of tIns plate, but has passed through parts of it. 
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probably a few feet higher. The Misquah hills extend along the .. south side of T. 

64-1 W., and have already been mentioned in the description of the Gunflint Lake 

plate as running along the south side of T. 64-2 W. In this hill range east of Misquah 

lake, at the southeast corner of sec. 32, T. 64-1 W., is the second highest point known 

in the state-2,223 feet, as determined by level. 

The central type of topography, co'mprised in the comparatively level district 

underlain by the gabbro, is well developed in T. 64-1 W., especially in the district 

lying between Cross and Poplar lakes. 

The northern type of topography is characteristic of the northern third of the 

plate, and has been mentioned with some detail in the description of the plate to 

the west (Gunflint Lake plate). It consists of the parallel, east and west ridges, 

capped by diabase sills and underlain by Animikie slates, which have steep mural 

escarpments on the north and gentle slopes on the south. This type of topography 

is here even more strikingly developed than in the Gunflint Lake plate. The most 

pronounced hills of this type are those seen along the south shores of the inter

national boundary lakes. At Rose lake these hills are nearly everywhere more thap 

300 feet above the lake level, while at Rove and Mountain lakes they are still 

higher, reaching 400 feet or more above these lakes. Two quite prominent peaks 

occur in this hill range, one known as Rose Lake mountain and the other as mount 

Reunion. The first is south of Rose lake, at the western side of sec. 21, T. 65-1 W. 

and is 1,997 feet above sea level or 469 feet above the lake (see figure 2 of plate 

NN). The second, mount Reunion, is south of Rowe lake in the western part of 

sec. 22, T. 65-1 E. A photograph of this hill, taken from the northwest, is shown in 

figure 3 of plate NN. The top of the talus slope was found by aneroid barometer 

to be 210 feet above Rove lake. This talus is composed of large angular fragments 

of slate and diabase; many of these fragments shown in the photograph are ten to 

fifteen feet aCTOSS. Above the talus is a cliff whose veTtical face is about 200 feet, 

or possibly more, making the hight of the summit over 400 feet above Rove lake or 

approximately 2,075 feet above the sea. The lower half of the cliff is composed of 

Animikie slates and slaty quartzytes, and the upper half is a diabase sill (No. 20(4) 

which presents a columnar appearance, although this also extends into the slate. 

The line of junction between the slate and diabase can be seen in the photograph. 

The lowest water in this area, Rose lake, is 1,528 feet above sea level, and the 

highest point, the hill less than a mile southeast of Misquah lake, is 2,223 feet, 

making a diffeTence between the extremes of altitude of 695 feet. 

Drainage. The area of the Rove Lake plate lies in the drainage basin of the 

gulf of St. Lawrence, and the waters drain into lake Superior through the Pigeon 

and Brule rivers. The fOTmeT stream carries the waters of the lakes in the Anirriikie 
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i area, but some of these, as Rose and Duncans lakes, empty into the Arrow river a , 
tributary of the Pigeon. The lakes south of the Animikie area are all drained 

through the Brule river. 

The drift. Drift deposits in this area are more extensive than in the three plates 

to the west, yet outcrops of the underlying rock are not scarce, especially along the 

north side of the hill ranges. In Ts. 63-1 E. and 64-1 E. the mantle of drift is some

what thicker than elsewhere in this plate, and is composed in large part of material 

. of local derivation. North of the North Brule river, in secs. 20,29 and 30, T. 64-1 E., 

are some morainic hills, and these have been thought by Mr. Warren Upham to belong 

to the eleventh (or Mesabi) of the Minnesota moraines. There are drift hills also 

between Rove and Rose lakes, and on the portage between these lakes is a noticeable 

kame.* The general ice-motion, as last recorded, was approximately from the north. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUOTURE. 

The Animacie. The black slate member of the Animikie is found only over a 

small area in this plate. As far as known it is confined to a narrow belt along the 

south sides of South and Rose lakes, and passes into Canadian territory at the east 

end of the latter lake. It probably extends for some distance north of the interna

tional boundary line, running at least to Arrow lake (see rock No. 302). 

The remainder of the Animikie area, which runs as far south as the south side 

of Crocodile lake and is here about five miles in width (from north to south), is under

lain by the quartzyte and slate member and the diabase sills. At mount Reunion 

this member of the Animikie forms a large part of the perpendicular cliff already 

mentioned (see figure 3 of plate NN), and specimens collected here (Nos. 2062 and 

2063) are fine-grained quartzytes or quartz slates, quite characteristic of this member 

of the Animikie. 

The Animikie strata lie nearly flat or dip in general towards the south or south

southwest at a very low angle. The average dip is less than in the Gunflint Lake 

plate. There is also evidence of faulting in the Animikie in the Rove Lake plate, 

but this has not been worked out in detail. While the general dip of the Animikie is 

as above stated, there are some exceptions, as noted in the following paragraph: 

"On the portage from Clearwater lake to Mountain lake the trail passes over an interval near ~he summ~t 
of the divide where the quartzyte ·dips northwest. Several short, low, sharp mono-clinals occur, cr.ossmg the t:all 
diagonally. They are inconspicuous compared with the mono-clinals dipping in the other direct!O~. T~e h.lgh 
hill, however, facing on Mountain lake, just east of where the trail strikes it, dips in the opposite directIOn. 
Another point where the slate dips northwardly may be seen along the east end of Caribou lake on the north 
side·"t 

The diabase sills of the Animikie, which have been discussed in the description 

of the Gunflint Lake plate, exist here in large numbers. Some of them, especially 

*See page 837 of this volume. 
tN. H. WINOHlIILL. Ninth Annual Report, p. 79. 
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2063) are fine-grained quartzytes or quartz slates, quite characteristic of this member 

of the Animikie. 

The Animikie strata lie nearly flat or dip in general towards the south or south

southwest at a very low angle. The average dip is less than in the Gunflint Lake 

plate. There is also evidence of faulting in the Animikie in the Rove Lake plate, 

but this has not been worked out in detaiL While the general dip of the Animikie is 

as above stated, there are some exceptions, as noted in the following paragraph: 

"On the portage from Clearwater lake to Mountain lake the trail passes over an interval near ~he summ~t 
of the divide where the quartzytedips northwest. Several short, low, sharp mono-clinals occur, crossmg the t:aJI 
diagonally. They are inconspicuous compared with the mono-clinals dipping in the other directio~. T~e ~lgh 
hill, however, facing on Mountain lake, just east of where the trail strikes it, dips in the oppOSIte dIrectIOn. 
Another point where the slate dips northwardly may be seen along the east end of Caribou lake on the north 
side·"t 

The diabase sills of the Animikie, which have been discussed in the description 

of the Gunflint Lake plate, exist here in large numbers. Some of them, especially 

• See page 837 of this volume. 
tN. H. WINOHELL. Ninth Annual Report, p. 79. 
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that along the south side of Rose lake and that along the south side of Rove and 

Mountain lakes, form very prominent features of the land surface. The first of these 

appears to pass into Canadian territory between Rose and Rove lakes,* and it, as 

well as the second, is in places over 100 feet thick. 

The Keweenawan. In this plate the rocks of the Cabotian division of the 

Keweenawan are separated into two groups, the gabbro and the red rock. The 

gabbro is seen in typical development about Cross, North Brule, Caribou and Poplar 

lakes, in the western part of T. 64-} W. To the east of these lakes the gabbro area 

has not been examined carefully, and the limit of the eastward extension of the 

typical gabbro is not known definitely. It has been reported from the Grand Marais 

and Rove Lake road, in the eastern part of T. 64-1 VV·., and also near the trail which 

runs from this road to Round lake, in the western part of T. 64-1 E., but specimens 

have not been collected hom these places. The mapping of the gabbro to the east 

of the western part of T. 64-1 W; is accordingly somewhat uncertain. 

South of the gabbro is a considerable area which is underlain in large part with 

"red rocks." These vary considerably in grain and in composition, and have associ

ated with them more basic rocks, such as diabase. From the available information 

it is not possible to separate with certainty the different parts of this red rock series. 

In SOUle places the rocks are quite acid, and may be termed granites. Close by there 

are other coarse-grained rocks, still red in color, which are more basic, and may be 

altered gabbros (Nos. 644, 648, 649, 674, (75). The relations of these two facies of 

what is m.apped as red rocks are not known. In places, as near Misquah lake, the 

red rocks evidently are surface volcanics (Nos. 647, 653, 685,687,12(5), and some show 

the secondary micropoikilitic groundmass which is so common among the aporhy
olytes and apotrachytes found on the lake Superior shore. 

Associated with these red rocks are other more basic rocks, porphyrytes and 
diabases. These seem to occupy a belt just to the south of the Misquah hills, and are 
also found further west at Brule lake. In this belt two sections were taken, which 
are as follows: 

Section 1.1' Near Little lake on the north edge of sec. 8, T. 63-1 W. In descending order. 
Red granite (not actually seen in place). 
No. 678. A diabase of medium grain, somewhat decayed. Fifteen feet. 
No. 679. A rock with a black, aphanitic groundmass in which are red porphyritic feldspars. The gl'ound

mass is decayed, but the rock seems to be a diabase porhyryte. Four feet. 
No. 679A. Same as No. 679 except that the porphyritic feldspars are, in the main, gray, instead of red. 

Eight feet. 
No. 680. There are two specimens of this; one is dark-red in color, is very fine-grained, seems to be amygda

loidal and is somewhat porphyritic with small feldspars. The other specimen seems to be fragmental and the 
section shows apparently a tuffaceous rock made of glass fragments now deritrified. Eighteen feet seen. 

The dip of the above beds is 100 towards the southwest. 
Section 2) Hill on right of portage from Little lake to Little Trout lake, sec. 5, T.63-1 W. In descend

ing order. 

"There is a possibility that the two sills are the same and are continuous from Rose to Rove lakes. 
tN. H. WINCHELL. 'l'enth Annua.! Report, p. 76. 
:j: Ibicl., p. 77. 
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No.681. A very fine-grained black rock composed largely of small plates of feldspar. Twenty feot seen. 
No. 682. A diabase porphyryte with large porphyritic feldspars, red to gray in color. On the side of one 

of the specimens is a small mass of black rock looking like a suddenly cooled diabase. 'l'hirty-five feet. 
No. 683. A medium grained diabase. 'rwenty feet. Below is a talus of fifty feet where the rock is 

unknown. 
No. 684. A considerably finer diabase. This occurs further north and is in a layer four feet in thickness 

included between some of the beds of porphyryte (No. 682) near the bottom of the sarno. 
The dip of the above beds is 20° towards the southeast. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP. 

The contour lines in the western half of the plate are approximately correct, 

but elsewhere contours are largely omitted on account of lack of data for drawing 

them. The geological boundaries can be regarded as only approximately correct 

as our information concerning this plate is much less than for the two plates to the 

west. In some instances the diabase sills in the Animikie are located entirely by 

topography. 
ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock samples have been collected within the area of the Rove 

Lake plate: 
N. H. Winchell's seTies: Nos. 301, 302; 644-653; 670-692; 1265-1269; 2062-2065. 
A. Winchell's seTies: Nos. 750-756. 
A. H. Elftman's seTies: Nos. 292-295. 
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CHAPTER XXVII. 

THE GEOLOGY OF THE MOUNTAIN LAKE PLATE.* 

By U. S. GRANT. 

Situation and area. The Mountain Lake plate is situated on the northern side 

of Cook county and borders on Canadian territory. On the west is the Rove Lake 

plate (No. 83), and on the east the Pigeon Point plate (No. 85). '1'he Mountain Lake 

plate includes Ts. 64-2, 64-3, 64-4, 65-2 and 65-3, all east of the fourth principal 

meridian. All except the first are incomplete townships, running into Canadian 

territory. The plate, inclusive of water surface, contains approximately 110 square 

miles. 
SURFACE FEATURES. 

Topography. The northern part of the plate has the surface common to the 

Animikie area in Cook county, i. e., east and west ridges, with steep or precipitous 

northern sides and gentle slopes on the southern sides. These ridges are capped by 

diabase sills, and in the valleys between the ridges are elongated lakes. (For an 

account of this kind of topography, see description of the Gunflint Lake plate.) The 

most prominent of these ridges is the one lying just to the south of the international 

boundary, and rising 300 or more feet above the lakes to the north. South of Moun

tain lake on the line between secs. 21 and 22, T. 65-2 E., this ridge is 353 feet above 

that lake, while a few rods further west the land rises fifteen feet higher, or 2,020 

feet above the sea. In figure 4 of plate NN, a section through one of these 

diabase crowned hills is shown. This is at the east side, near the south end of South 

Fowl lake. About one-third of the hight of this hill is composed of Animikie slates, 

dipping south at an angle of about 8°. These slates are visible and most accessible 

on the north face of the bluff. The rest of the hill is composed of diabase, showing 

a perpendicular jointage. N ear this hill, and at the north end of the portage which 

leads southward along the Pigeon river, is a spring, described as follows:t 

. * The area of. this plate has been visited by the survey parties at different times and part of the field notes have been 
published. The mdivlduals who made the examinations, the dates of the work and the places of publication are as follows: N. 
H. ~INCH.ELL, field work of 1878, Seventh Annual Report, pp. 1&-21, and Ninth Ann'ual Report, pp. 74--79; field work of 1893, not 
published, field work of 1896, Twenty-jou.rth Ann'ual Report; see, also, A mer. Geol., vol. xx, pp. 50,51, July, 1897. A. WINCHELL, 
field work of 1887, S,xteenth Annual Report, pp. 27()-289 . 
. ) T.he information avail,,:ble concerning this plate was obtained principally from visits (1) Along the international boundary; 

(-) To Pme lake an~ lakes Miranda and Fanny; and (3) To the conglomerate in the N. X sac. 26, T. 64--3 E. The writer has not 
done any field work III thIS plate, but has visited parts of it. 2 

tN. H. WINOHllIL.b Ninth4nnuaIReport,pp. 74, 75, 
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The drift. The Animikie.] 

At t~e foot of this hill, on the west side, is a copious talus, which also lies in a shaded gorge which slopes 
north and IS protected from the .w~rm su~ of th~ summer. At the foot of this talus, where this gorge approaches 
the lake, near the end of the traIl, IS a sprmg of ICe-cold water, which is said to never dry up, nor to become 
warmer. It is probably fed by perpetual ice protected in this gorge from the warmth of summer by the 
coarse fallen pieces of the tal us. The presence of this perpetual ice is further indica ted by the rank ~osses 
growing on the rocks about, sustained by the condensed moisture due to the coolness of the gorge. 

In the southeasern part of the plate, the diabase capped hills are perhaps due to 

diabase dikes cutting the Animikie, rather than to sills. .J ust to the south of Portage 

brook there is a prominent ridge of basic igneous rock, but it is not known whether 

this is a dike or a sill. 

To one traveling eastward along the international boundary, a marked change 

in the topography appears immediately after leaving the hill on the south of South 

Fowl lake. Beyond this point, the Pigeon river, instead of being a series of lakes, is 

a river flowing between low banks. The surface, instead of being rough and rocky, 

is approximately level, and drift-covered. It would make excellent farming land. 

The dnft. The northern part of this area is similar to much of the northern 

part of Cook county, a country where drift is scanty, and in places lacking altogether. 

But eastward from South Fowl lake the valley of the Pigeon river has an abundant 

covering of drift, and rock outcrops are uncommon; in fact near English portage 

are the only outcrops along the river in the area of this plate. There seems to be 

evidence of a moraine passing through the southern part of this plate, and there are 

drift hills at the first portage west of English portage. Mr. Warren Upham has 

mapped the eleventh or Mesabi moraine as extending through the southeastern 

corner of this plate.* But there is evidence, which has been especially brought out 

by Mr. A. H. Elftman, that the moraine here existing is not part of the Mesabi 

moraine, nor of any terminal moraine forming the southern border of the ice-sheet, 

but that it is a lateral moraine formed along the border of an ice-lobe which 

extended from the northeast and moved southwesterly through the lake Superior 

basin·t 
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

7 

The Anirnikie. Strata of this age occupy more than the northern half of the 

plate, and are supposed to extend eastward along the Pigeon river from South Fowl 

lake, although exposures of these rocks are not found along this part of the river in 

the area of this plate. The Animikie strata belong to the upper or graywacke slate 

member, and are composed of siliceous slates and fine-grained slaty quartzytes. One 

type of rock, which is different from the rest of the Animikie rocks, needs to be 

mentioned in this connection. This is a fine-grained, soft, greenish gray shale or 

slate which is found near the Keweenawan conglomerate in the northern part of 

sec. 25, T. 64-3 E. This rock apparently underlies this conglomerate (although it 

* Twenty-second A nn"al Report, plate 1. 
t See description of the drift features in the chapter on Cook county. 
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may possibly be part of the same formation as the conglomerate), and reaches a 

considerable development towards the east in the Pigeon Point plate, where it is 

described as the Grand Portage graywacke. 

The Keweenawan. 'rhe diabase sills of the Animikie are referred to the 

Cabotian division of the Keweenawan. They are of the same rock and hold the 

same relations to the Animikie as do the same sills farther west, especially in the 

Gunflint Lake plate, and need not be fmther described here. At the south side of 

South Fowl lake, and along the northern edge of the plate east of this point there 

is some evidence to show that the diabase Inasses, instead of being in the form of 

sills, are really large dikes, such as those so characteristic of the Pigeon Point 

district (see chapter xxviii). 

FIG. 90. HORIZONTAL COLUMNAR STRUCTURE IN THE DIKE ON THE SHORE OF SOUTH FOWL LAKE. 
The dike intersects diabase having a vertical columnar structure. 

At the outlet of South Fowl lake on the west side is a cliff of diabase in the , , 
form of a sill (or perhaps a dike) rising 200 feet above the lake. This cliff has a vertical, 

eastward-facing escarpment of about 120 feet. In the midst of the face of the cliff 

is a vertical dike, twenty-seven feet wide, exhibiting a horizontal bedded or quasi

columnar structure. The columns are six to ten inches thick, and, placed between 

the vertical columns of diabase, present from the lake the appearance of a tier of 

shelves. The dike rock is a fine compact diabase. The above cut shows a 

sketch of this dike. The dike rock is represented by rock samples 'Nos. 767W 
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and 1898, while No. 1899 is the finer facies of the same on the edge of the dike. 'fhe 

main mass of diabase is shown by Nos. 765W and 1900. 

On the northward slope of the ridge, which lies just to the south of Portage 

brook, in the N. i sec. 25, T. 64-3 E., are exposures of a conglomerate and sandstone 

which are referred to the base of the upper division of the Keweenawan. The best 

exposures are along and to the west of a small northward flowing creek, a tribu

tary of Portage brook. . At one place this little stream has exposed a considerable 

. amount of the conglomerate, and here there is a thickness of about eighteen feet of 

coarse conglomerate (No. 1903) overlain by a like thickness of finer conglomerate 

(No. 1902). Farther south up the slope of the hill is some sandstone or fine coglom

erate (No. 1904) and the total thickness of this formation here is estimated to be at 

least 126 feet. The dip is about 12° towards the south-southwest. The coarser part 

of the conglomerate, whose actual base is not exposed, contains numerous well

rounded pebbles of all sizes, up to those six or moreinches in diameter. The pebbles 

are largely of a gray to greenish or pinkish granular quartzyte, and of white vein 

quartz. Other, but much less abundant pebbles, are of gray shale, yellowish flint, 

black flint, banded greenish flint, very fine-grained, slaty quartzyte and apparently 

red taconyte.· Most of these pebbles, especially the taconyte, can be matched in the 

Animikie strata. 

To the south of the conglomerate, and near the top of the hill, are some basic 

rocks which are thought to overlie the conglomerate, and are referred to the Manitou 

division of the Keweenawan. One of these (Nos. 1905 and 2066) is a rather fine

grained, dark rock, more or less decayed and holding amygdules of chalcedony. South 

of this is a coarser-grained, porphyritic rock (No. 2068), possibly a facies of the amyg

daloid, but not amygdaloidaI. 

ECONOMIC RESOURCES. 

In Canadian territory, not far north of this plate, considerable exploration and 

mining of silver has been carried on, but at present the work is abandoned. In the 

area of this pla~e apparent.lythe same g~ological conditions exist as in the Canadian 

district, and similar argentiferous veins have been noted. Some of these were visited 

in 1878 by the state geologist and the following description is taken from his report. * 
As this chapter is being written (July, 1897) the newspapers state that active steps 

are being made towards a thorough exploration of the" ancient diggings" mentioned 

below: 

. William P. Spalding has a mining location on the south side of lake Miranda, which is a n~rrow long l~ke 
next north of lake Fanny, and on sec. 5, T. 64--2 E. This vein is strong, but not well defined. HIS ,work consl~ts 
of several shallow pits for the purpose of ascertaining more definitely the position, direction and d,lP of the vem. 
What can be seen of it consists largely of breccia of trap, or of quartzyte recemented with quartz, In small, often ----• Sev~hAnnual Report, pp. 1S-21. 
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division of the Keweenawan. One of these (Nos. 1905 and 2066) is a rather fine

grained, dark rock, more or less decayed and holding amygdules of chalcedony. South 

of this is a coarser-grained, porphyritic rock (No. 2068), possibly a facies of the amyg
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ECONOMIC RESOURCES. 

In Canadian territory, not far north of this plate, considerable eXlJloration and 

mining of silver has been carried on, but at present the work ill abandoned. In the 

area of this plate apparently the same g~ological conditions exist as in the Canadian 

district, and similar argentiferous veins have been noted. Some of these were visited 

in 1878 by the state geologist and the following description is taken from his report.~' 

As this chapter is being written (July, 1897) the newspapers state that active steps 
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William P. Spalding has a mining location on the south side of lake Miranda, which is a narrow IODg l~ke 
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What can be seen of it consists largely of breccia of trap, or of quartzyte recemented with quartz, Il1 small, often ---• SeventhAnnual Report, pp. 18-21. 
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drusy crystals. It is six or eight feet wide, and occurs, like others, along the north side of a quartzyte mono
clinal, and is largely hid by the talus materials. Mr. Spalding says he has taken out several pieces of native 
silver, but none was seen in the fragments thrown out. 

On the other slope of this mono-clinal, south of the above, is another fracture, which seems likewise to 
have taken the nature of a vein. Some working on this slope disclosed the existence of the fracture, and large 
float pieces of vein material indicate the contents, but the work had not gone far enough to precisely define its 
location and extent. 

Mr. Spalding's "ancient diggings," so-called, consist of a series of depressions running along the supposed 
position of the first vein above mentioned, so as to make in some places a continuous trench. In some parts 
there are two ridges, with an irregular depression between them somewhat semi-lunar, so that it unites again 
with the main depression. One of these ridges, that nearest lake Miranda, consists of clay and angular pieces of 
quartzyte; like talus debris, largely decomposed, but the other is of angular blocks, and Mr. Spalding says con
tains vein material, as if thrown out of the depression in excavating on the vein. These depressions show some 
openings within, between large boulders, and nearly large enough to admit a man, and, after clearing out a little, 
one was followed downward some feet. As yet no ancient hammers or implements of any kind have been found 
in the vicinity. 

As to the cause of the depressions and parallel ridges, there may be three different explanations. Sufficient 
data are not at hand for affirming either. 

1. They may be due to ancient mining, as supposed by the owner, though the discovery of hammers, or 
other implements, is necessary for the demonstration of this hypothesis. It is also true that the ancient mining 
hitherto discovered in the lake Superior regions has been wholly for native copper, of which implements have 
been found in ancient works as far south as the state of Georgia, but, so far as known, no silver implements have 
been found having so old a date; and the ancients seem to have had no knowledge of any process for reducing 
the ores, the silver in this formation occurring mainly as argentiferous galena. 

2. The depressions may be due to the solution and removal of the contents of a large vein under natural 
processes, and the consequent settling of the surface. When two depressions run nearly parallel in that case, 
the vein may branch out and become double, uniting again when the depressions unite. Then, also, the upper 
ridge, nearer the bluff, would naturally contain coarser pieces than that nearer the lake, which is true. Veins 
are thus dissolved sometimes, and sunken in for some distance, as the large baryta vein on Pigeon point. This 
cause, if true, indicates a strong vein, and one that, with the quartz now remaining as the sole matter undis
solved, must be charged with soluble minerals, and perhaps with very valuable ores. Deep shafting alone will 
determine it. So far as exposed, however, the quartz remaining now undissolved is sufficient to form a firm 
frame-work, capable of supporting the overlying materials so as to prevent such a collapse of the surface as 
here supposed. . . 

3. These ridges may be of the nature of ice-ridges or moraines. There are a great many instance~ of 
ridges thrown up by the ice of lakes through alternate freezing and thawing both in Minnesota and Iowa, and 
sometimes such have received the name of "walled lakes." But aside from this, the ice of the last ice-period 
may have lain, for a long time prior to its final disappearing, in the rocky valleys of the northern part of the 
state, as suggested by Mr. John Lightbody. Its effect, along a rocky bluff, would be to form low, blind ridges 
of debris or morainic material, which would remain more or less distinct to the present under favorable con
ditions. In that case the coarser nature of the ridge nearer the bluff would be due to the fallen pieces from 
the bluff itself, while the clay of the ridge nearer the lake may have been due to drainage in that direction and 
to the crushing action of the ice in times of expansion. The level of the ice would remain nearly constant 
under the same causes which now keep the level of the water nearly constant. 

These considerations are here mentioned, as there seems to be a tendency at other places in the northern 
part of the state to attribute such phenomena to ancient mining, perhaps without sufficient reason. 

John McFarland's location is on secs. 9 and 10, township 64 north, range 3 east. He has two veins, and one 
place thought to be a site of ancient mining, in all respects similar to that of Mr. Spalding, except that this 
series of ridges and depressions is not near any lake at present, but alongside a bluff enclosed in a valley. If 
a vein should be discovered at this locality, then Mr. McFarland has three distinct veins situated on different 
sides of a mono-clinal hill, viz., one on t.he north side, one on the south side and one on the east side, the last 
being that in which are the supposed ancient diggings. These are all close together, and the east and west veins 
are all well marked, running also across the adjoining valleys and appearing in the next hills. They are out
wardlyof quartz and brecciated quartzyte, and occupy faults between the slate and the trap of the country. 
Mr. McFarland has done no work on his veins, but is occupied in farming and fur catching. 

,Johnson's working is on a vein situated, as nearly as could be ascertained, on S. E. ~ sec. 32, T. 65-3 E. 
This is also on the south slope of a hill, but has trap on the north side and slate on the south side, being really 
in a fault like the rest; but the slate is here brought up, like the south vein at Spalding's, on a line nearly 
parallel with the upper surface of the trap. This vein shows mainly calcite, but has also quartz, pyrite, galen.ite 
and native silver. These can be seen in the dump near the shaft. There is also, as in nearly all the other vems 
seen, a large amount of brecciated quartzyte and siliceous slate. This is here mainly on the south side of the 
vein, while the north side is in a similar manner filled with breccia of trap. This appears to be a strong vein, and 
one that promises well. 

McFarland, Rice and Ramsey have a very conspicuous and strong vein near the shore of Pine lake, on S. 
E. ~ sec.3l, township 65 north, range 2 east. This has not been worked, but slightly uncovered in two places. It 
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drusy crystals. It is six or eight feet wide, and occurs, like others, along the north side of a quartzyte mono
clinal, and is largely hid by the talus materials. Mr. Spalding says he has taken out several pieces of native 
silver, but none was seen in the fragments thrown out. 

On the other slope of this mono-clinal, south of the above, is another fracture, which seems likewise to 
have taken the nature of a vein. Some working on this slope disclosed the existence of the fracture, and large 
float pieces of vein material indicate the contents, but the work had not gone far enough to precisely define its 

location and extent. 
Mr. Spalding's "ancient diggings," so-called, consist of a series of depressions running along the supposed 

position of the first vein above mentioned, so as to make in some places a continuous trench. In some parts 
there are two ridges, with an irregular depression between them somewhat semi-lunar, so that it unites again 
with the main depression. One of these ridges, that nearest lake Miranda, consists of clay and angular pieces of 
quartzyte; like talus debris, largely decomposed, but the other is of angular blocks, and Mr. Spalding says con
tains vein material, as if thrown out of the depression in excavating on the vein. These depressions show some 
openings within, between large boulderfl, and nearly large enough to admit a man, and, after clearing out a little, 
one was followed downward some feet. As yet no ancient hammers or implements of any kind have been found 
in the vicinity. 

As to the cause of the depressions and parallel ridges, there may be three different explanations. Sufficient 
data are not at hand for affirming either. 

1. They may be due to ancient mining, as supposed by the owner, though the discovery of hammers, or 
other implements, is necessary for the demonstration of this hypothesis. It is also true that the ancient mining 
hitherto discovered in the lake Superior regions has been wholly for native copper, of which implements have 
been found in ancient works as far south as the state of Georgia, but, so far as known, no silver implements have 
been found having so old a date; and the ancients seem to have had no knowledge of any process for reducing 
the ores, the silver in this formation occurring mainly as argentiferous galena. 

2. The depressions may be due to the solution and removal of the contents of a large vein under natural 
processes, and the consequent settling of the surface. When two depressions run nearly parallel in that case, 
the vein may branch out and become double, uniting again when the depressions unite. Then, also, the upper 
ridge, nearer the bluff, would naturally contain coarser pieces than that nearer the lake, which is true. Veins 
are thus dissolved sometimes, and sunken in for some distance, as the large baryta vein on Pigeon point. This 
cause, if true, indicates a strong vein, and one that, with the quartz now remaining as the sole matter undis
solved, must be charged with soluble minerals, and perhaps with very valuable ores. Deep shafting alone will 
determine it. So far as exposed, however, the quartz remaining now undissolved is sufficient to form a firm 
frame-work, capable of supporting the overlying materials so as to prevent such a collapse of the surface as 
here supposed. . . 

3. These ridges may be of the nature of ice-ridges or moraines. There are a great many instance~ of 
ridges thrown up by the ice of lakes through alternate freezing and thawing both in Minnesota and Iowa, and 
sometimes such have received the name of "walled lakes." But aside from this, the ice of the last ice-period 
may have lain, for a long time prior to its final disappearing, in the rocky valleys of the northern part of the 
state, as suggested by Mr. John Lightbody. Its effect, along a rocky bluff, would be to form low, blind ridges 
of debris or morainic material, which would remain more or less distinct to the present under favorable con
ditions. In that case the coarser nature of the ridge nearer the bluff would be due to the fallen pieces from 
the bluff itself, while the clay of the ridge nearer the lake may have been due to drainage in that direction and 
to the crushing action of the ice in times of expansion. The level of the ice would remain nearly constant 
under the same causes which now keep the level of the water nearly constant. 

These considerations are here mentioned, as there seems to be a tendency at other places in the northern 
part of the state to attribute such phenomena to ancient mining, perhaps without sufficient reason. 

John McFarland's location is on secs. 9 and 10, township 64 north, range 3 east. He has two veins, and one 
place thought to be a site of ancient mining, in all respects similar to that of Mr. Spalding, except that this 
series of ridges and depressions is not near any lake at present, but alongside a bluff enclosed in a valley. If 
a vein should be discovered at this locality, then Mr. McFarland has three distinct veins situated on different 
sides of a mono-clinal hill, viz., one on t.he north side, one on the south side and one on the east side, the last 
being that in which are the supposed ancient diggings. These are all close together, and the east and west veins 
are all well marked, running also across the adjoining valleys and appearing in the next hills. They are out
wardlyof quartz and brecciated quartzyte, and occupy faults between the slate and the trap of the country. 
Mr. McFarland has done no work on his veins, but is occupied in farming and fur catching . 

. Johnson's working is on a vein situated, as nearly as could be ascertained, on S. E. ~ sec. 32, T. 65-3 E. 
This is also on the south slope of a hill, but has trap on the north side and slate on the south side, being really 
in a fault like the rest; but the slate is here brought up, like the south vein at Spalding's, on a line nearly 
parallel with the upper surface of the trap. This vein shows mainly calcite, but has also quartz, pyrite, galen.ite 
and native silver. These can be seen in the dump near the shaft. There is also, as in nearly all the other vems 
seen, a large amount of brecciated quartzyte and siliceous slate. This is here mainly on the south side of the 
vein, while the north side is in a similar manner filled with breccia of trap. This appears to be a strong vein, and 
one that promises well. 

McFarland, Rice and Ramsey have a very conspicuous and strong vein near the shore of Pine lake, on S. 
E. ~ sec. 31, township 65 north, range 2 east. This has not been worked, but slightly uncovered in two places. It 
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has an irregular direction, width and appearance, large white masses of calcite and quartz lying about promis
cuously, apparently in place, over a width of several rods north and south. Where it has beon uncovered it is 
also mixed with a breccia of quartzyte and has a width of ten or twelve feet. It seems to have trap on the north 
side, but it is not well exposed. A trap bluff rises abruptly toward the northwest, faoing east and south, and the 
vein is in a lower level, having a zigzag course, governed, apparently, in direction and deflectod by that upheaved 
trap and slate along its western extent, so far as it is visible; but further east it has a more uniform course in 
consonance with the general trend of the hills; yet this, like Spalding's second and one of McFarland's, is on the 
southward slope of the- main hillside. The calcite and quartz, not mentioning the breccia, are the most abundant 
gangue-rock. The ores are pyrites (said to be auriferous), galenite, sphalerite and chalcopyrite. 'l'hose, with the 
exception of the galenite, can be made out in examining the pieoes in the dump. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP. 

The data, both for the contours and for the geologiccLI boundaries are compar

atively few. rfhe contours can be considered only as indicating in general the 

position of the ridges. 'rhe geological boundaries are located only approximately, 

and future work may alter them materially. 

ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock samples have been collected within the area of the Moun

tain Lake plate: 
N. H. Winchell's series: Nos. 297-300; 303; 1898-1906; 2066-2072. 
A. Winchell's series: Nos. 762-769. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

THE GEOLOGY OF THE PIGEON POINT PLATE. 
(PLATE 85.) 

By N. H. WINOHELL. 

Some of the earliest records of travel and discovery within Minnesota are 

connected with the small area comprised within this plate. The earliest French 

voyageurs and fur-traders passed over the Grand Portage trail, and at Grand 

Portage at a later date was a village which was constantly active with the arrival 

and departure of parties bound up with supplies for the region of the Lake of the 

Woods and lake Winnipeg, or down with furs destined for Montreal and for Europe. 

The trail was a well-kept road, over which wheeled vehicles, drawn by oxen, were 

continually passing. The Indians and half-breeds of the present day have only 

traditional knowledge of this traffic and of the scenes which it entailed. A strong 

blockhouse or fort, the ruins of whose foundation are still pointed out, stood near 

the dock at Grand Portage (plate 00, figure 6), surrounded by the usual reside'nces 

and accompaniments of a trading station of the Hudson Bay company, and within 

the village were often gathered, during the winter season, the subordinate officers, 

cOW'cW's des bois with their families, and the dependent Indians, to the number of 

several hundred or a thousand souls, while others, more hardy and venturesome 

were engaged in the winter hunt. The place was known as Fort Charlotte. At the 

upper end of the portage was another similar establishment, and its ruins are still 

visible in the form of foundations that retain indistinctly their outlines, and in the 

old dock, made of cedar logs,* which is held in place in the muddy bank of the 

river, and still serves as a landing for canoes. This is a chapter in the history of 

Minnesota which is yet unwritten. Its tragic and venturesome events, the com

mingling of the colonial civilization, represented perhaps poorly: by the officials of 

"In 180'1 there were sixtY-Heven cedar logs projecting from the bank neal' the level of the water, in the form of a platform, 
supported on other cedars running in the other direction and on stones. There were doubtless many more originally. They arc 
decayed and frayed at the ends hut permanently kept in place by the overlie of red clay on the landwarc1 ends. _ 

There were two" forts" here, honseR, harns for horses and cattle (with which the grand portage was made) ~nd all tllO 
ac.c0utrements of a great statiOJ~ of the Hudson Bay company. One of my men (in 1893) was a grandson of Francis Xavl~r t'lrea:~ 
stIll lwmg at marquette over mnety years of age, who was a voyageur for that company, and he recounted many InCIdents 
had heard from h,S gr~ndf,,:ther relating to this trail. The officers of the company, according to his testimony, were heartless, 
hard on the men, dommeerlllg, exacting and cruel, and:gniU,y of many things, even crimes, which could not now be enacted and 
go unpulllshed. . . 
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the frontier and of the fur companies, with the simplicity and often the duplicity of 

the Indians, through a period of a hundred and fifty years, if well known, would con

stitute a romantic epoch of the pioneer history of the state. It began with the time of 

Duluth and of Grosselliers, of Verendrye and of Pranquelin, extending from about 

1675 to 1825. This area embraces the gateway between the domain of the Hudson 

Bay company on the north, and that of the Northern Fur company of Canada on 

the south. 

Topography. There is no part of the state of equal size which is so moun

tainous. Along the northern boundary the Pigeon river descends, like nearly all 

the streams that enter lake Superior from Minnesota, rather suddenly from six to 

seven hundred feet. lt presents below the commencement of the" grand portage" 

a continuous series of rapids and waterfalls, as far as Pigeon River falls, below 

which with some difficulty small canoes can float in the river to the head of Pigeon 

bay, which is a fine harbor for large vessels. 

The hills that diversify the region are abrupt and rocky, consisting of great 

dikes of diabase and gabbro that lift their heads up through the slates which they 

penetrate, sometimes with perpendicular walls, from 50 to 200 feet above the slates 

which they cut. As these dikes, which are often several hundred feet wide, must 

have been confined between rock walls when the molten matter was intruded, there 

is evidence of the removal of that amount of strata of the Animikie, by circum

denudation, from the dikes. The hills are rudely arranged in ridges which extend 

easterly and northeasterly, though with exceptions the chief of which is the hill and 

peninsula of Hat point, which is at right angles to the prevalent direction. The 

individual hills are rather short. The upper contour line of one of these dikes rises 

and falls suddenly, as if the general fracture line shifted somewhat from place to 

place, and was occasionally obstructed. Toward the central and western portions 

of this area the surface is more moderately rolling or hilly, with some extended 

tracts that are plains. This is the character of the greater part of the N. E. ± T. 

63-5 E., where the Indians from time immemorial have resorted annually to cele

brate the spring festival of sugar-making. Here the country is nearly flat, and no 

hills are visible except in the distant horizon. The timber has not been destroyed 

by fire and much of it is birch and maple, this being probably the most northern 

locality, at least in northeastern Minnesota, where the sugar maple is found growing 

to large size.* The country about the lakes on the western border of T. 63-5 E. is - "The trees are scarred by repeated tappings many scars having been entirely overgrown. A small oblique gash is cut so 
as to take out the bark, and about half an inch of the sapwood. Down the sides of this oblique ga~h the sap ~uns to the 
?ottolll, where it necessarily concentrates as the sides of the gash approach to a point. Just below thIS pomt a spout IS mserted 
In ~Ilother little ascending cleft made by a single blow of the hatchet, so placed that the sa\, runs onto It and dnps from the end. 
ThIS spout is Simply a chip fashioned from a cedar splinter. Sometimes, instead of insertmg the clup under each gash. several 
gashes are so connected by little leading-trenches that th"y all drain at the bottom of thelow~st gash from the same ~p';,.ut. The 
S~)ll~ gathered in pails or basins made of birch bark by folding gently the ends of a long p,ece mto two folds and passm~ a thong 
of WIllow bark. 

. The whole village moves up here the latter part of March, or first of April, andretuI'';s in May. They spend some time in 
gettlllg ready, making birch basins, erecting temporary wigwams, etc., etc., and somewhat 111 huntmg. It is a great event, and 
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the frontier and of the fur companies, with the simplicity and often the duplicity of 

the Indians, through a period of a hundred and fifty years, if well known, would con

stitute a romantic epoch of the pioneer history of the state. It began with the time of 

Duluth and of Grosse11iers, of Verendrye and of Pranquelin, extending from about 

1675 to 1825. This area embraces the gctteway between the domain of the Hudson 

Bay company on the north, and that of the Northern Fur company of Canada on 

the south. 

Topography. There is no part of the state of equal size which is so moun

tainous. Along the northern boundary the Pigeon river descends, like nearly all 

the streams that enter lake Superior from Minnesota, rather suddenly from six to 

seven hundred feet. 1t presents below the commencement of the" grand portage" 

a continuous series of rapids and waterfalls, as far as Pigeon River falls, below 

which with some difficulty small canoes can float in the river to the head of Pigeon 

bay, which is a fine harbor for large vessels. 

The hills that diversify the region are abrupt and rocky, consisting of great 

dikes of diabase and gabbro that lift their heads up through the slates which they 

penetrate, sometimes with perpendicular walls, from 50 to 200 feet above the slates 

which they cut. As these dikes, which are often several hundred feet wide, must 

have been confined between rock walls when the molten matter was intruded, there 

is evidence of the removal of that amount of strata of the Animikie, by circum

denudation, from the dikes. The hills a,re rudely arranged in ridges which extend 

easterly and northeasterly, though with exceptions the ~hief of which is the hill and 

peninsula of Hat point, which is at right angles to the prevalent direction. The 

individual hills are rather short. The upper contour line of one of these dikes rises 

and falls suddenly, as if the general fracture line shifted somewhat from place to 

place, and was occasionally obstructed. Toward the central and western portions 

of this area the surface is more moderately rolling or hilly, with some extended 

tracts that are plains. This is the character of the greater part of the N. E. i T. 

63-5 E., where the Indians from time immemorial have resorted annually to cele

brate the spring festival of sugar-making. Here the country is nearly fiat, and no 

hills are visible except in the distant horizon. The timber has not been destroyed 

by fire and much of it is birch and maple, this being probably the most northern 

locality, at least in northeastern Minnesota, where the sugar maple is found growing 

to large size.* The country about the lakes on the western border of T. 63-5 E. is 
- 'The trees are scarred by repeated tapping·s. many scars having been entirely overgr<;>wn .. A small oblique gash is cut so 
as to take out the bark, and about half an inch of the sapwood. Down the sides of tIllS oblique gash the sap runs to the 
bottom, where it necessarily concentrates as the sides of the gash approach to a point. Just below thIS pomt a spout IS mserted 
In ~nother little ascending cleft made by a single blow of the hatchet, so placed that the sap runs ont.o It and drIps from the end. 
ThIS spout is simply a chip fashioned from a cedar splinter. Sometimes, instead of insertmg t.he chip under each gash. several 
gashes are so connected by little leading-trenches that they all drain at the bottom of the lowest gash from the same spout. The 
s~p is gathered in pails or basins made of birch bark by folding gently the ends of a long piece into two folds and pass111g a thong 
01 WIllow bark.. . 

. The whole village moves up here the latter part of March, or first of April, and retur,:s in .M~y. They spend some tIme 111 
gettlllg ready, making birch basins, erecting temporary wigwams, etc., etc., and somewhat 111 huntmg. It is a great event, and 
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of the same character. The country is drifted but generally elevated, being appar

ently about 600 feet higher than lake Superior, with only scattering hills that 

consists of the igneous rock of the region.* 
In the southwestern part of this area another series of hills skirts along the 

lake shore, rising to the hight of 1,200 to 1,500 feet above the sea, and they are con

spicuous from the lake. As they have not been examined, they are not located by 

contour lines on the accompanying plate. They also consist of dark-colored, and 

often coarse-grained trap rock, but whether in the form of dikes or of sills, or as 

flows of surface traps, or of all combined, is not known. They are believed, however, 

to be for the most part of later date than the dikes in the northern and eastern part 

of this area. 
The sketch below shows the contours of the hills as they appear from Grand. 

Portage island. 

b, GRMIPi?OJl'I'~GE 
___ --;-:-~-----~------------~--.:..-J!:.a . -----.,----~--

La.ke Shore 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
FIG. 91. OUTLINE OF THE HILLS AT GRAND POR'l'AGE FROM GRAND PORTAGE ISLAND. 

FIG. 92. DISTANT VIEW OF HAT POINT FROM THE WEST. 

The Grand Portage trail. In its present degenerated state, this IS still a good 

road, except where the bridges over the streams have not been renewed. It is an inter

national route,t and many American and Canadian parties passed over it until the 

construction of the Canadian Pacific railway. It will soon be a mere Indian trail, 

no Indian would willingly forego the pleasure. It hreaks up the winter's confinement and inaugurates the season of warmth a~d 
freedom and cOl;'fort. When the season IS good and the family has the apparatus in sufficient quantity and readiness, one famIly 
can make from 000 .to 600 pounds each season. When t.he season is bad they can make no more than enough to supply themselves. 
The sap IS bOlled :ll callS and kettles within the large wigwams, which stand from year to year, in which also they all sl~ep. 
They have a traditIon that, before they could get iron kettles, their ancestors used to make kettles of clay in which they bOlled 
the sap. 

The smallest tree secn showing signs and scars of tapping for sap is less than five inches in diameter, and the largest nearly 
two feet. It seems that the tapping and scarring continues during the whole life of the tree, and some old trees are gnarled 
on all SIdes by the effort to overgrow the gashing they have suffered. The effect must be as if some malignant worm and all Its 
progeny rene~ved its gnawing at the base of the tree every year. 

The wIgwams. a.re .the usual conical frame made of poles leaning together at the top and spreading t? the ground all 
round. and covered WIth bIrch bark or cedar bark, there heing only one opening for entrance and egress on one Side. The smoke 
from the central fire escapes at the top among the loosely fastened poles. 

'The west~rn part of this area, comprising the Grand Portage Indian reserv"tion, was subdivided by the United States 
government only mlS93, and no examination has been made of the most of it. 
. t This Portal?e was declared by the Webster-Ashlmrton treaty of 1842, to be "free and open "to the use of citizens and sub-
Jects of both countnes." Compare vol. 1, p. H2. 
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spicuous from the lake. As they have not been examined, they are not located by 

contour lines on the accompanying plate. They also consist of dark-colored, and 

often coarse-grained trap rock, but whether in the form of dikes or of sills, or as 

flows of surface traps, or of all combined, is not known. They are believed, however, 

to be for the most part of later date than the dikes in the northern and eastern part 

of this area. 
The sketch below shows the contours of the hills as they appear from Grand. 
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The Grand Portage trail. In its present degenerated state, this IS still a good 

road, except where the bridges over the streams have not been renewed. It is an inter

national route,t and many American and Canadian parties passed over it until the 

construction of the Canadian Pacific rail way. I t will soon be a mere Indian trail, 

no Indian would willingly forego the pleasure. It breaks up the winter's confinement and inaugurates the season of warmth and 
freedom and comfort. When the season is good and the family has the apparatus in sufficient quantity and readiness, one family . 
can make from 500 to 600 ponnels each season. When the season is bad they can make no more than enough to supply themselves. 
The sap is boiled in cans and kettles within the large wigwams, which stand from year to year, in which also they all sleep. 
They have a traditlOn that, before they could get iron kettles, their ancestors used to make kettles of clay in which they bOIled 
the sap. 

The smallest tree seen showing signs and scars of tapping for sap is less than five inches in diameter, and the largest nearly 
two feet. It seems that the tapping and scarring continnes during the whole life of the tree, and some old trees are gnar~ed 
on all SIdes by the effort to overgrow the gashing they have suffered. The effect must be as if some malignant worm and ",11 Its 
progeny renewed its gnawing at the base of the tree c.very year. 

The WIgwams are the usual conical frame made of poles leaning together at the top and spreading to the ground all 
ronnd, and covered with birch bark or cedar bark, there being only one opening for entrance and egress on one side. The smoke 
from the central fire escapes at the top among the loosely fastened poles. 

*The western part of this area, comprising the Grand Portage Indian reserv"tion was subdivided by the United States 
government only m 1893, and no examination has been made of the most of it. ' 

t This Portage was declared by the Webster-Ashburton treaty of 1842 to be "free and open to the useof citizens and sub-
jects of both countries." Compare vol. 1, p. 112. ' 
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. obstructed by brush and fallen trees. It follows an easy grade, except near Grand 

Portage village, and is not obstructed by rocky outcrops, although at several places 

. it passes over bare ledges of the Grand Portage graywacke, and near the lake it 

intersects some of the lower slates. N ear the route, however, rise hills several 

hundred feet, as already mentioned, and as represented on plate 85. 

From Grand Portage it follows the main creek about a mile and a half, when it 

leaves the valley of the creek and continues 1110re nearly in a right line in a north

westerly course. At three miles on the trail, at the crossing of a creek (Poplar river) 

that runs northeastward into Pigeon river, the valley of the creek is cut about fifty 

feet into the non-terraced deposits of the plain. The trail is here 498 feet above the 

lake, at a point half a mile south of this crossing, the ascent being gradual all the way 

over a smooth glacial deposit of till, this deposit having determined the location of 

the portage trail. Before reaching the highest point (sec. 32, T. 64-6 E.), there is a 

level tract of half a mile of red glacier clay, good land, once heavily timbered. 

Passing the notch in the hill range, the trail soon descends about seventy feet to this 

creek, and to the glacier plain, which is here a mile wide, and rises toward the north

west. The glacier movement was toward the west and southwest,* and must have 

covered and obstructed the lower portion of the valley of Pigeon river. The trail 
follows this plain, and soon rises, to the west of the creek eros sing, to the summit of 

the portage, 743 feet above the lake, or 1,345 above the sea, at a point about five miles 

from Grand Portage village, sec. 26, T. 64-5 E. This is still a clay-covered plain, 

rising nearly as high as the dike hills further south, but enclosed by hills of the same 

structure that rise two or three hundred feet still higher. 

The rock, Grand Portage graywacke, that is exposed along' the trail (No. 295), 

is of a harsh, non-crystalline, scarcely slaty sort, grayish-green, and rather soft, and 

at half a mile from the west end of the trail it contains some white siliceous pebbles. 

At a mile and a quarter from Pigeon river is a low bluff of trap over which the trail 

passes. This is of the prevailing gray, eompact sort. The bluff rises about three 

feet, and faces about north, running parallel with the hill ranges. The slate 

reappears but a short distance further east. 
At Abita, or half way, gray slate appears plentifully on the trail, in loose pieces, 

and is seen in situ, a short distance further southeast. At one-eighth of a mile further 

south are two low trap ridges seen on the west side, rising from two to four feet 

ahove the road. This is near the town line between T. 64-5 E. and T. 64-6 E. In the N. 

E. i see. 31, just south of the crossing of Poplar river, the trail passes a notch in the 

hills. The hill on the west side of the trail, south of the creek, rises 355 feet above 

the creek, or 822 feet above la1te Superior, and consists of trap rock; thence south--. XXi • Compare the chapter on Carlton'county; also F. B. TAYLOR, Am. Geol. vol. xx, p: I,ll, 1897; A. H. ELFTMAN, Am. Geol. 
I p. 104. In 1898 glacial strife were noted, sec. 27, T. 64-5 E., running 75° W. of S. true merldian. 
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obstructed by brush and fallen trees. I t follows an easy grade, except neal' Grand 

Portage village, and is not obstructed by rocky outcrops, although at several places 

. it passes over bare ledges of the Grand Portage graywacke, and near the lake it 

intersects some of the lower slates. N ear the route, however, rise hills several 

hundred feet, as already mentioned, and as represented on plate 85. 

From Grand Portage it follows the main creek about a mile and a half, when it 

leaves the valley of the creek and continues more nearly in a right line in a north

westerly course. At three miles on the trail, at the crossing of a creek (Poplar river) 

that runs northeastward into Pigeon river, the valley of the creek is cut about fifty 

feet into the non-terraced deposits of the plain. The trail is here 498 feet above the 

lake, at a point half a mile south of this crossing, the ascent being gradual all the way 

over a smooth glacial deposit of till, this deposit having determined the location of 

the portage trail. Before reaching the highest point (sec. 32, T. 64-6 E.), there is a 

level tract of half a mile of red glacier clay, good land, once heavily timbered. 

Passing the notch in the hill range, the trail soon descends about seventy feet to this 

creek, and to the glacier plain, which is here a mile wide, and rises toward the north

west. The glacier movement was toward the west and southwest,~f and must have 

covered and obstructed the lower portion of the valley of Pigeon river. The trail 
follows this plain, and soon rises, to the west of the creek crossing, to the summit of 

the portage, 743 feet above the lake, or 1,345 above the sea, at a point about five miles 

from Grand Portage village, sec. 26, T. 64-5 E. This is still a clay-covered plain, 

rising nearly as high as the dike hills further south, but enclosed by hills of the same 

structure that rise two or three hundred feet still higher. 

The rock, Grand Portage graywacke, that is exposed along the trail (No. 295), 

is of a harsh, non-crystalline, scarcely slaty sort, grayish-green, and rather soft, and 

at half a mile from the west end of the trail it contains some white siliceous pebbles. 

At a mile and a quarter from Pigeon river is a low bluff of trap over which the trail 

passes. This is of the prevailing gray, compact sort. The bluff rises about three 

feet, and faces about north, running parallel with the hill ranges. The slate 

reappears but a short distance further east. 

At Abita, or half way, gray slate appears plentifully on the trail, in loose pieces, 

and is seen in situ, a short distance further southeast. At one-eighth of a mile further 

south are two low trap ridges seen on the west side, rising from two to four feet 

above the road. This is near the town line between T. 64-5 E. and T. 64-6 E. In the N. 

E. t sec. 31, just south of the crossing of Poplar river, the trail passes a notch in the 

hills. The hill on the west side of the trail, south of the creek, rises 355 feet above 

the creek, or 822 feet above laJte Superior, and consists of trap rock; thence south-- • ell 111 1897' A H EL]'T"fAN, Am. Geo I. XXi ompare the chapter on Carlton"county; also F. B. TAYLOR. Am. Geo .. va. =, P: .' ,.. 
,p. 1O~. In 1893 glacial strire were noted, sec. 27, T. 64-5 E., running 75° W. of S. true merHlian. 
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ward the trail occasionally passes over only slates similar to those seen at Grand 

Portage village. The hill on the east side of the notch is similar to that on the west 

side, but was not measured. 
Geolog ital structure. ~f The geological history of this little tract, so far as known 

at present from our field and laboratory studies, is about as follows, beginning at the 

bottom: 
l. The Animikie strata were formed. On the area included within this plate 

only two of those parts of the Animikie that prevail further west are known, viz.: 

the fissile black slates and the quartzyte, but there is, in addition, above the Wans

waugoning quartzyte, the imperfectly slaty, greenish gray member, or Grand Portage 

graywacke (Nos. 295, 772W and 1835). 
2. Surface eruptives and flows of basic rock, probably of minor importance. 

These al'e seen 011 some of the Lucille islands, where they seem to lie on the upper 

portions of the Animikie, cut by the great dikes of the country (No. 1847). 

3. Epoch of profound igneous intrusion (Cabotian) forming the most of the 

dikes and sills of gabbro that penetrate the Animikie. This event probably cannot 

be definitely separated from the last. The rocks of these two epochs doubtless run 

together in other places, especially where the ancient surface is preserved. But 

throughout this. area the den udation has been so profound that, so far as known, they 

are entirely distinct at the present surface, and the later date of the dikes seems to 

be plain (Nos. 282, 1849). This great gabbro invasion gave origin to the red rocks 
of the region and their variations by contact fusion of the sedimentaries (Nos. 285, 

1845, 1853, etc.) 
4. Erosion interval. Commencement of the Keweenawan clastic rocks (or 

Potsdam). Conglomerate (Nos. 254, 1831, 1832), quartzyte and sandstone (No. 256) 

of Potsdam age. 
5. Eruptions (Nos. 255, 1834) more or less cotemporary with the fragmentals of 

No.4, and very eopious after the eompletion of the quartzyte, forming surface flows. 
Grand Portage island (Manitou). 

6. Dikes later than No.5. So far as known the eruptives of No.5 and No.6 
were only basic, mainly diabase, with amygdaloidal diabase. The dikes ofN o. 6 cut 
the snrfaee flows of No.5 on Grand Portage island (No. 541). 

The accom.panying plate exhibits the areas of these rocks so far as is possible 
from the data now at hand. There is, however, no way of separating geograph-

* The data from which this chapter is compiled are from the following sources: 
N. H. WINCHELL. Ninth A n""at Report, Pl'. 57-73; Tenth AnntwL Report, pp. 43-49; Seventh Annual Repo1·t, pp. 10--21; 

unpublished field notes made in 1893 and in 1896. 
C. W. HAT~L. Seventh Anmw.t Report, p. 26, 1878. 
A. WINCHELL. Sixleenth Annual Repm·t, pp. 288-292. . 
Compare, aL,o, W. S. BAYLEY. On some peCUliarly spotted rocks fro111 Pigeon point, Minnesota. Am. JOU1·. Sci. (3), xxxy, 

pp. 388-393, 1888; Ibid., p. 54, 1889. The eruptive and sedimentary rocks of Pigeon point and their contact phenomena. Bulletm 
10!), U. 8. Ocul. 8 to'., 1893. ' 

J. G. NORWOOD and RICHARD OWEN. In the report of David Dale Owen on the Geological Survey of Wisconsin .. Iowa and 
JYIinneNota (1852), pp. 388-410. 

FOSTER and WRI'£HEY. Repo'rt on the Lalce S"pe"ior Lancl Dist"ict, part ii, p. 12,1851. 
THOMAS OLARK. Report of Hanchett and Olark, 1865, pp. 47-53. 
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ward the trail occasionally passes over only slates similar to those seen at Grand 

Portage village. The hill on the east side of the notch is similar to that on the west 

side, but was not measured. 
Geolog ical stnu;tuFe. ~f The geological history of this little tract, so far as known 

at present from om field and laboratory studies, is about as follows, beginning at the 

bottom: 
l. The Animikie strata were formed. On the area included within this plate 

only two of those parts of the Animikie that prevail further west are known, viz.: 

the fissile black slates and the quartzyte, but there is, in addition, above the Wans

waugoning quartzyte, the imperfectly slaty, greenish gray member, or Grand Portage 

graywacke (Nos. 295, 772W and 1835). 
2. Smface eruptives and flows of basic rock, probably of minor importance. 

These are seen on some of the Lucille islands, where they seem to lie on the upper 

porti.ons of the Animikie, cut by the great dikes of the country (No. 1847). 

3. Epoch of profound igneous intrusion (Cabotian) forming the most of the 

dikes and sills of gabbro that penetrate the Animikie. This event probably cannot 

be definitely separated from the last. The rocks of these two epochs doubtless run 

together in other places, especially where the ancient smface is preserved. But 

throughout this area the denudation has been so profound that, so far as known, the-y 

are entirely distinct at the present surface, and the later date of the dikes seems to 

be plain (N os. 282, 1849). This great gabbro invasion gave origin to the red rocks 
of the region and their variations by contact fusion of the sedimentaries (Nos. 285, 

1845, 1853, etc.) 
4. Erosion interval. Commencement of the Keweenawan clastic rocks (or 

Potsdam). Conglomerate (Nos. 254, 1831, 1832), quartzyte and sandstone (No. 256) 

of Potsdam age. 
5. Eruptions (Nos. 255, 1834) more or less cotemporary with the fragmentals of 

No.4, and very eopious after the completion of the quartzyte, forming surface flows. 

Grand Portage island (Manitou). 
6. Dikes later than No.5. So far as known the erupti ves of No.5 and No.6 

were only basic, mainly diabase, with amygdaloidal diabase. The dikes oiNo. 6 cut 

the smface flows of No.5 on Grand Portage island (No. 541). 
The accompanying plate exhibits the areas of these rocks so far as is possible 

from the data now at hand. There is, however, no way of separating geograph-

* The dat>t from which this cllapter is compiled are from the following sources: 
N. H. WINOHELL. Ninth A mntal Repo1'!, pp. 57-7H; Tenth Anmw! Report, Pl'. 43-49; Seventh Annual Repo1·t, PI'· 1()"'21; 

Ulljlublished field not.es made in 1893 and in 1896. 
O. W. HAT~L. Seventh A nmcu.l Re])oTt, 1'.26, 1878. 
A. WINCHELL. Sixleenth Annual Repo·"t, Pl'. 288-292. 
Oompare, also, W. S. BAYLEY. On some peCUliarly spotted rocks from Pigeon point, Minnesota. Am. JO·U1·. Sci. (3), xxx~, 

Pl'. 388-393, UiSS; Dlicl., p. 54, 1889. The eruptive and sedimentary rocks of Pigeon point, and their contact phenomena. BullePm 
IOU, U. 8. Ocul. 8u:I'., lS<J3. 

J. G. NORWOOD and RICHARD OWEN. In the report of David Dale Owen on the Geological Su,·ve.1l of Wisconsin" Iowa and 
)v[inneNota (1852), Pl" 383-410. 

FOSTER and WHI'£NEY. Repo·rt on lhe Lalce Supe"ior Lancl Dist"ict, part ii, p. 12,1851. 
THOMAS OLAI{K. Report of Hanchett and Olark, 1865, Pl'. 47-53. 
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ically the later Keweenawan surface eruptives (the Manitou) from those of the 

Cabotian. They were each cut by a series of basic dikes, and these dikes in each 

case probably reached the surface and caused surface lavas. The Manitou dikes, 

though later, may have cut, and doubtless did in many places, the earlier Cabotian 

rocks, and they would now exhibit phenomena within those rocks that could not be 

distinguished from the true Cabotian dikes. Therefore, lacking an exact knowledge 

of the western portion of this area, the writer is unable to vouch for the Cabotian 

age of the rocks found there. It may be that the Manitou series, represented 

unmistakably on Grand Portage island, continues further west than the west point 

of Grand Portage bay, and it may be that the entire hill range, as already intimated, 

running southwestward toward Cannon Ball bay from the hilly region west of 

Grand Portage bay, is composed of Manitou basic rocks. That would be in keeping 

with the aspect of the basic dikes that cut the red rocks at the" eastern palisades" 

and Red Rock point. It will be by following carefully across the country the con

glomerate and sandstone seen at the base of Grand Portage island, that the frag

mental beds of the base of the Manitou can be mapped separately from the Cabotian. 

There will be more difficulty in separately mapping the Manitou igneous rocks, 

since they may have penetrated the same strata as the Cabotian intrusives. 

The fissile slates of the Animikie appear in the hills northeast from the head 

of Wauswaugoning bay, and in the gorge of the Pigeon river below the Partridge 

falls, and especially below the Grand Portage landing. These slates are rather more 

siliceous and less carbonaceous than the black slates of the Animikie described by 

Dr. Grant at Gunflint lake, and it is not at all certain that they do not represent 

simply one of the phases of the slaty quartzyte of the upper member. The carbon

aceous black slate proper of the Animikie has been supposed to cross the inter

national boundary and enter Canada in an east-northeast direction in the vicinity 

of Rose (or Mud) lake, which would rather exclude it at the Partridge falls. At the 

same time, if the dip of the quartzytes seen along the lake shore of Pigeon point be 

continued toward the north without faulting, it would carry the Wauswaugoning 

quartzyte sufficiently high to expose the black slates at Partridge falls. It is 

apparently the same thin slates that appear in the talns of the hill on the Canadian 

side at the south end of South Fowl lake (No. 299). The transitions from one 

portion of the Animikie to the other are so gradual, with recurring alternations of 

the lithology of the former within the latter, that any individual outcrop might 

falLin the bottom of the quartzyte, or near the top of the black slates. 

The rock at Partridge falls (No. 771 W) is a rather fissile, yet siliceous, hard slate, ~rayish to greenish, 
varying to fine grained. It is finely ripple-marked, dips south from 120 to 150 • Dr. A. Wmchell called these 
falls "the Minnehaha of the boundary" and gave a careful description with diagram, as below. 

"Th· I " '. t Th h' h t ck A slopes upward at such ana-Ie . e fo lowmg dIagram shows the more Important fac s. e Ig es ro " .. _ . 0" ". 

thl\t If continued to the standing place, D, close to the falls, it would be ten feet above It. A dIke of "abblO, 
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which seems to be of the same character as the gabbro of the country, intersects the .formation between the two 
falls and is about forty-five feet wide. If this proves to be the same as the ordmary gabbro, it would seem 
probable that it was of cotemporaneous intrusion, and that this was one of th~ fissure~ ~r~m which ~he flow came 
which inundated the country. Further, as no gabbro appears on the surface m the VICllllty, there IS evidence of 
much erosion of gabbro. And still further, if one gabbro vent of small dimensions existed, not unlikely the whole 
escape of the out-flow was through numerous vents of moderate capacity, rather than one or two great fissures." 

-A. Winchell, 188'7. 
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FIG. 93. DIAGRAM OF PARTRIDGE FALLS IN PIGEON RIVER. 

ThemeaSU1'8ments given are esthuated. 

A-The highest rock ahove the falls. 
B-The hight at which it reache,) at the foot of the desetmt. 

Cl B-Eight rods, distance. from hrink of falls to foot of rapicls. 
D~'ltanding rock at brink of falls. 

E F-Tell feet, bight of lower falls. 

The diagram is not drawn to a scale. 

G H-Thirty feet, hight of upper falls. 
I J-Width of dike of gabbro, forty-five feet. 

R G-Rapids al)ove the falls. Descent, 0 G., twenty feet. 
F M-Rapids below the falls. Descent, M N., five feet. 

KGHFM-Surface of water. 

The brink of the Partridge falls is also represented by figure 3, plate PP. 
Pigeon T'iver falls. The falls of Pigeon river are shown by sketch on following page (figure 95), which is a 

reduced copy of a sketch made by Richard Owen, in 184(8?). Their present appearance is shown by the half-tone 
from a photograph made in 1877 (figure 1, plate PP). A similar view is presented by Prof. W. S. Bayley, in plate 
1, of bulletin 109, of the pUblications of the U. S. Geo1. Survey, taken probably in 1888. At the falls the Animikie 
slates are cut by two gabbro dikes, which form an angle with each other, as shown by the following figure 
(figure 94). The slates at the falls, according to Bayley, show alteration toward the red rock similar to that 
exhibited widely on Pigeon point, and described below. These dikes appear to converge toward a hill of gabbro 
(No. 261), which likewise appears in the midst of the slates a short distance to the southwest from the falls. 
The gorge below the falls is shown by plate PP, figure 4, looking down stream. 

(2GIJ~'j-
FIG. 94. DIKES CUTTING SLATE AT PIGEON RIVER FALLS. 

The TVauswaugoning quartzyte, however, when fully established, presents rather 

marked and persistent characters. It is essentially a granular quartzyte, but embraces 

some feldspathic grains. Its typical outcrops are at the head of Wauswaugoning bay 

and thence eastward through the whole length of Pigeon Point peninsula. It is easily 
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affected by the basic intrusives and converted into the" red rock" of the region. 

This may be seen in ascending mount J osepbine, and near the bay on the east side 

of mount Josephine. This rock is represented by samples Nos. 265B, 553, 1837, 1838. 

Its normal color is gray, but on weathering, and especia,lly when it is metamorphosed 

by contact with the dikes of the region, it is purplish and red. In this respect it takes 

a conspicuous part in the production of quartz porphyries and red granite. It passes 

through various stages which have been fully investigated and illustrated by W. S. 

Bayley,* and which are described in connection with the petrographic characters of 

various rocks in volume v, viz.: rocks Nos. 285, 2}J2, 1822, 1834C, 1839, 1840, 1841A, 

1842, 1844, 1845, 1850, 1852, 1853. The fact, in general, of such fusion and recrystal

lization of the sedimentary rocks was announced earlier, for the region of north

eastern Minnesota, by J. G. N orwooclt and by the writer+, but the microscopic details 

and the mineralogical alterations were first fully presented by Dr. Bayley. 

FIG. 95. PIG-EON FALLS (AFTER OWEN, 1848). 

Along the south side of Pigeon point this quartzyte is frequently the barrier to 

the l~ke, rising in a gently sloping platform from the lake to the hight of ten to 

twenty or thirty feet, and occasionally to 150 feet, then breaking off perpendicularly 

toward the north in a manner characteristic of the Animikie. It is often finely or 

• Bulletin cix, U. S. Geol. Survey. 408 418 
t Repo,·t on the Geology oj Wisconsin, Iowa and JYIinnesota. By D. D. OWEN, pp. 405, , .' 4. IS' 1 xxx pp.I60-166, 
t Typical thin sections of the rocks of the Cupriferous series in Minnesota. Proc. Am. Asse." C v. C!., va . " , 

ISSI; Ninth Annual Report (1880) p. 70; Tenth Rep07·t, pp. 57, 59. 
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coarsely basaltic in angular columns. It gives place frequently to the igneous rocks, 

especially at the sharp points that enclose the bays; and along the north it is 

variously altered, through more and more recrystallization, or was fused and then 

flowed as a red felsyte and quartz porphyry, which can be traced almost continuously 

from vVauswaugoning bay to near the extremity of the point, or cooled slowly and 

formed red granite (N os. 292 and 1853). 

The Gmncl PortagegmY'Ioacke. The rock that appears occasionally on the Grand 

Portage trail has received this name. Its best outcrop within the area of this plate 

is at the Dorthwestern end of the trail, where it occupies the highest points on the 

trail (rocks Nos. 295, 772W). It is seen occasionally along the immediate trail further 

south and is known more widely further northwest, where it spreads over the low 

flat land of the Puckwunge valley and the drift-covered plains. It barely exists in 

the upper portion of the Animikie at Grand Portage village, appearing in the top of 

the hill in the S. W.l sec. 9, T. 64-6 E. This hill rises about 250 feet abq.ve the lake. 

It consists primarily of siliceous Animikie slate. It is crossed by seven dikes, the 

western ones, which stand up isolated and are cross-columnar, running about east 

and vvest, and the eastern about northeast and southwest. Some of them enclose 

detached portions of the slate, which there is hardened and" baked," but not reddened, 

so far (1S seen. On the other hand, in some of the slates of this hill small light-colored 

spots appeal' as incipient metamorphism, after the fashion of the round spots in some 

red slate and shale of Pigeon point. The most easterly of the dikes forms the crest 

of the hill. It is about fifty feet wide and only differs, so far as can be seen, from 

the mountain dikes of the region in being smalJer. It has vertical walls of trap at 

the summit. The top of the slates of the hill is of hardened quartzyte. The gray

wacke rock is repres~nted by Nos. 1835 and 1836. The usual slate of the hill is repre

sented by No. 252, which appears at the beach. This rock is here cut by a dike thirty

nine feet wide, nmning E. 15° S. The slate here has septarim several feet wide, 

round which the slates are disturbed and warped. The dip is here S. 5°. 

The Grand Portage graywacke is a rather SQft siliceous graywacke of a grayish

green color, lying in beds from two to six inches thick, breaking in a somewhat 

rough and conchoidal, coarse fracture. In thin section, while the clastic quartz grains 

are apparent by their rounded outlines, they are uniformly enlarged by secondary 

increments so as to have angular interlocking projections. They are associated with 

a few fragments of striated feldspar, and with much indeterminable debris, much of 

which is opaque. In some instances it is seen to sparkle on a fractured edge with 

reflected light. Such reflecting surfaces are due to the formation of calcite crystals 

embracing the other grains poikiliticaUy. It contains a considerable ferro-magne

sian ingredient, though the specific minerals are altered and lost. 
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This rock probably has been worn away from the great dikes of the reo'ion 
b 

in their upper protruding portions. It is plain that the dikes must originaDy 

have been enclosed in fissures in some rock in order to have acquired their vertical 

walls, and as they are believed to have been injected after the close of the Animikie , 
and before the formation of the Puckwunge conglomerate seen at the base of Granel 

Portage island, there is no other series of strata that could have filled the interval 

which is now expressed by the protruding vertical dikes. This soft and coarsely 

slaty graywacke therefore seems to have a thickness of at least two hundred feet. 

The basic Cabotian 1·ocks. What was the latest rock formed and whether it was 

yet below the ocean's water at the time of the close of the Animikie, when the gabbro 

revolution occurred, is not certainly known, and the subsequent denudation has been 

so great that it will be very difficult to find it, and identify it. We only know now 

that the great dikes protrude up through the Animikie, and that their surface repre

sentatives are voluminous in the form of diabases and amygdaloic1s, and perhaps as 

volcanic debris, represented by the Grand Portage graywacke. Some of these surface 

rocks are also rhyolytes and quartz porphyries, the product of fusion of the contact

ing sedimentaries. 

The highest land and the largest dikes are found in the northem part of this 

area, rising from 1,500 to 1,600 feet above the sea.* They form abrupt elevations, 

perpendicular near the summit on both sides, which run for two or three miles or 

or cease after extending less than a quarter of a mile. They run prevailingly east 

and west, varying to northeast, and sometimes reach a width of 500 feet or more. 

To this statement the dike that forms mount Josephine is a noteworthy exception, 

as it extends at right angles to the normal and usual direction, and at the same time 

is one of the larger dikes of the region. Of this more careful study has been made. 

lVlmmt Josephine (figure 96) has a hight of 1305 feet, and its perpendicular, east-facing wall, above the 
slates, as viewed from Wauswaugoning bay, has an imposing and almost threatening aspect. At the very toe of 
mount Josephine (Hat point) the gabbro has a marked gneissic structure, sloping steeply northward, the lake 
having acted on it from the south so as to break it away and bring out a jagged or dragon-tooth outline (figure 
97). This is in marked contrast with the southerly dip of the slates and traps of the region. The water laves 
the dike only for about one-third the distance from Hat point to the head of Wauswaugoning bay, and then 
slates form the shore, without much interruption, dipping strongly toward ,the southwest, to two-thirds o~ the 
distance to the head of the bay. The last third is occupied by drift, or by slaty quartzyte sowewhatmodlfied 
(No. 1837). The slates are cut, between the point and the head of the bay, by eleven diabase dikes which appear 
on the eastern escarpment, running about perpendicular to the main dike, and may be presumed to be apophyses 
from it. They vary from three to seventy feet in width. Several other similar dikes are seen. cr~sslllg the 
quartzyte and slates at the head of Wauswaugoning bay, hardening and reddening them. They nse II'regularly 
from the water, form jagged, low hills, and in the openings of their joints is seen quartz porphyry m seams and 
patches (Nos. 1838, 1839). , . 

The ascent of mount Josephine is most feasible from the west side, following.a por:age traIl whICh c~osses 
the base of the peninsula leading to Wauswaugoning bay. At the point where thIS trarl crosses the penms:lla 
the hight is 1,038 feet, and the surface is terrace-like and fiat. This terrace may be followed northward to a pomt 
opposite the south end of mount Josephine, from which a steep ascent may be made to the cap. , At about 100 
feet above the terrace a metamorphic quartzyte is encountered (No. 1827). It is brecciated and ~gam.con:pressed, 
no gabbro being visible. This rock, in thin section, is seen to consist principally of quartz grams WIth Irregular 

• These dikes are not accurately represented on the plate, They suffer much more interruption than is represented, and 
"re sometimes branched and broken. 
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the dike only for abont one-third the distance froUl Hat point to the head of Wauswaugoning bay, and then 
slates form the shore, withont much interruption, dipping strongly toward ,the southwest, to two-thirds o~ the 
distance to the head of the bay. The last third is occupied by drift, or by slaty quartzyte sOUlewhatmodlfied 
(No. 1837). The slates are cut, between the point and the head of the bay, by eleven diabase dikes which appear 
on the eastern escarpment, running about perpendicular to the main dike, and may be presumed to be apophyses 
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The ascent of mount Josephine is most feasible froUl the west side, following a portage traIl whICh c~osses 
the base of the reninsula leading to Wauswaugoning bay. At the point where this trail crosses the penms:lla 
the hight is 1,038 feet, and the surface is terrace-like and flat. This terrace may be followed northward to a pomt 
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no gabbro being visible. This rock, in thin section, is seen to consist principally of quartz grams WIth Irregular 

'These dikes are not accurately represented on the plate. They suffer much more interruption than is represented, and 
~re sometimes branched and broken. 
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contours, interlocking with each other and with the scant reddish feldspar, and also grown into the latter in the 
"Eozoon" structure. It is a recrystallized condition of the quartzyte. At other places near, both above and 
below, a rather fine-grained condition of the gabbro is mingled with this rock in irregular patches (No. 1828). It 
is olivinitic and has an ophitic structure, being hence a diabase. Rock No. 258 is from the Hat Point dike on the 
east side, 150 feet above the water, and is one of the few instances in which the rocks of this great intrusion have 
been found to show an ophitic Telation between the !eldspw's and the olivines. At the summit is a small area 
which has an elevation, according to the U. S. Lake Survey, a little over 1,305 feet. The rock (No. 1829) is rather 
fine grained, and especially finer than that seen in the hills at Double bay. There are, however, some very coarse 
patches with feldspars three inches in longer dimension. 

FIG. 96. PROFILE OF HAT POINT FROM THE EAST. 

The top is a glaciated dome on which, however, the direction of glaciation could not be made out-a dike 
of enormous size. From it the dike-shapes of the other hills toward the north can be plainly discerned. These 
dikes make the mountains of the region. On one of the subordinate ranges toward the northwest can be seen 
patches of red rock, one (No.1S30) on the east side of the Grand Portage trail and one (No. 1834C) on the west side. 

FIG.-97.-EXTREMITY OF HAT POINT FROM THE WEST. 

The sm~ller dikes, which run generally parallel with the larger ones, except some still smaJler which seem 
to be perpendIcular apophyses or belong to a later series, make hills of less altitude. Those that appear at the 
lake sh~re are from twenty to fifty or 100 feet wide. Each one occupies a fissure in the old formation due to 
so~e .w:despread crustal disturbance. Along these fissures were favorable opportunities for faulting in .the 
Am:n:kle. rr:he fractures were prevailingly perpendicular to the bedding of the slates, and the ~maller dlk~S 
exhIbIt a hOrIzontal columnar structure, while, so far as observed, the large dikes do not shoW a strICtly basa~tiC 
structure. These have a coarSe jointage running parallel with the fissure, and another irregular jointage whICh 
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has a rough re~emblance to bedding, and in the .inter~or of the state may have heen called hedding in many 
instances. ThIS seems to take the place of the pnsmatlC structure of the smaller dI'IIee It also ~'lo t 1 . .. . ~. ~ pes ~owar( 

the lake umformly.and gIves the dIke the appearance, when v18wed favorably on one end, of having a heavy-
bedded structure; m other words, of a coarse flowage structure. It is qLlite reasonable to attribute to this fact 
the idea form~r1y prevalent th~t t~e gabbro, whether in the form of large dikes or sills, or constituting great 
masses, and WIthout amygdaloId, IS of the nature of a surface lava flow. 

It would be an i~evitable. consequence that such dikes produced surface lavas; and a large area of the 
northeastern part of Mmnesota IS covered by such lavas. They lie to the south of the region of dikes and sills 
and, for the m.ost part, t~ey ~c~u~' visibl! along the lake shore, where they constitute the Cabotian surface trapd 
and amygdalOlds, but WhICh It IS ImposSIble as yet to separate satisfactorily from the traps of later date, i. e., from 
the Manitou portion of the Keweenawan. 

There is another interesting fact which must be considered. Many of the dikes about Grand Portaue cut 
through earlier traps and amygdaloids and such dikes could not have been co temporary with the dikes of 
Cabotian age. Excluding those surface traps that are certainly later than the base of the Puckwunge conglom
erate, i. e., later than the conglomerate at the base of Grand Portage island, there are surface amyg'dalolds whose 
date is uncertain, and others that probably preceded the Cabotian dikes and sills. At the west side of Grand 
Portage bay, at the lake shore, in sec. 20, T. 63~6 E., the shore is composed essentially of such amygdaloid. At 
points further west, the same or similar amygdaloidal traps form the most of the coast line, and they apparently 
lie below the red rock of the Eastern Palisades and Red Rock point (figure 98). '1'h8se old traps, as well as the 
red rock, are cut by one or more series of later dikes, and sometimes these dikes are 100 feet in width (No. 1855), 

FIG. 98. RED ROCK POINT, FROM THREE-FOURTHS MILE EAST. 

and have the direction and aspect, and apparently the age, of those that rise into mountain-like ridges further 
north; at least it is not possible, as yet, to distinguish them frOll the great dikes. Inasmuch as there is reason, 
geographically considered, to ally these amygdaloids west of Grand Portage bay with those later than the 
conglomerate of Grand Portage island, and since there is no apparent lithological difference, thus making them 
of Manitou date, they are provisionally placed in the Manitou, of a date later than the Cabotian dikes and sills, 
although the great dikes that penetrate them seem to be referable to the age of the Cabotian, and of the 
group that forms mount Josephine and the associated red rock, the debris of which is found in the Grand Portage 

SEC. ;W 

island conglomerate. But those westward from Deronda bay are consid
ered older, occupying an epoch of time when the premonitions of the great 
gabbro revolution were displayed in the form of volcanic ejecta which 
were spread over the surrounding regions in the form of lavas and perhaps 
of ash. They may be SUbstantially the time equivalent of the Grand Port
age graywacke. 

At the point above mentioned (sec. 20, T. 63-6 Eo) the dike runs in the 
usual direction (figure 99) constituting the chief feature of the point, the 
little east-facing bay being due to the retreat of the coast line on the north 

/856 side of the dike where the amygdaloid has been more easily and rapidly 
_~,...S~a.ndy bea.ch. worn away by the friction of the coast. The softer rock (No. 1856) resembles 

Dike .";.~ l8!iS some of the amygdaloid of the south side of Grand Portage island, and less 
some of the amygdaloid seen on the south side of the southeasterly island 
of the Lucille group. In much of its surface wall, facing north, it has 

FIG. 99. DIKE OUTTING 
AMYGDALOID. 

quartz fillings, but in general the pittings of the weathered surface are due 
to the removal of calcite. The dike is about 100 feet wide, and is fine 
grained and dense at the contact with the amygdaloid, but toward the centre 
the feldspars are an inch and a half across. 

Other basic dikes appear at the lake shore further west, cutting both these, or 

very similar trap and amygdaloidal beds, as well as the red rock at Red Rock point. 

In the bay east of Red Hock point is an interesting exhibition of these older 

amygdaloids. The network of dikes here has been described, and some of them 

illustrated by Norwood. The dikes are represented by Nos. 233, 234, 236 and 242; 

and the rock cut by them, by the Nos. 232, 235, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 1824, 1825 

and 1826. These beds are curiously contorted and upheaved. Rock No. 237 forms 
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an isolated mound, standing between the beach and the lake. It is curvingly bedded 

and laminated, rising eighteen feet, and extends eighteen feet on the beach, shaped 

like a haysta,ck, and has a reddish-brown color. Much of this rock is closely jointed 

and slaty, the slates curving about so as to visibly turn a right angle in thirty feet, 

i. e.with a chord of thirty feet from one radius extremity to the other. The curva

ture continues so as to make more than a right angle, and in some cases it goes 

back in exactly the opposite direction. It also shoots upward and crosswise; at the· 

same time it is cut by joints at sharp angles, thus becoming erosible by the beach 

action. It has much the aspect of a contorted sedimentary rock. It has large 

dish and basin-shaped areas. The strata are from one-half to one inch thick. 

Wbere it is amygdaloidal the fillings are large and made in part of calcite and 

fluorite. But usually they are srnall and consist of agate (No. 1826A) with a green 

exterior, making them look like robins' eggs. This rock, and its western extension 

towal'Cl Red Hock point (rock No. 1823), in some of its aspects resembles the so-called 

Two Harbor rock, which is a glassy basalt, and it probably has an igneous origin. 

The thin sections show that it contains, in proportion of 25 to 50 per cent, undiffer

entiated magma which is continually dark or nearly dark between the nicols. In 

this lie the feldspar and other microlites. The narrow dikes, being firmer, run out 

into the shallow bay, forming low, long islands. 

The only structural evidence that can be adduced going to show the pre

gabbro age of these old amygdaloids was met with on the islands of the Lucille group, 

which lie south of Pigeon point (plate GG). Magnet island, the most southeasterly, and 

probably High island, in part, consist of amygdaloid. The former has a hight of about 

thirty feet, and the grand structure seems to be that of a series of heavy trap beds, 

sloping south at em angle about 20°. At the east end the rock is highly amygdaloidal 

(N o. 1847), with green fillings, but some (No. 1848) is massive. The latter has coarse 

pyroxenes entire, i. e., of earlier generation than the feldspars, though embracing the 

olivines. It also contains considerable areas of magma-residuum, which now is 

converted to a greenish, nearly isotropic substance. Through these rocks runs a 

large dike of porphyritic gabbro (No. 1849), in which the feldspar crystals are large, 

and weather white, like huronite. This runs diagonally across the island, and is 
apparently the same that appears on the north side of Syenyte island, next west. 
That this dike is of the Cabotian age is indicated, though not proven, by the fact that 

it contains small transported masses of red rock (No. 1850) derived from contact with 
the sedimentaries in a manner similar to those seen on mount Josephine. That 

the amygdaloid cut by it is of pre-gabbro age is indicated, though not proven, by the 

close proximity of the Animikie slates and the general environment. If this amygdal

oid be not of pre-gabbro age, the Grand Portage conglomerate must intervene between 

Magnet island and Syenyte island, which is highly improbable.-
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Again, on High island, similar surface erupt.ives are very nearly superposed on 

Animikie f;llates; at least, there is a more or less bedded condition of igneous rock, 

. while in part the island consists of slates. However, the knowledge we have of that 

island will not warrant the assertion that any of this bedded igneous rock is amygdal

oidal. It may be of the nature of a sill between the Animikie strata, directly con
nected with the main dike of the island. 

TherefQre, although the evidence is not conclusive, it will warrant the hypothesis 

that these surface eruptive~ are closely conneeted with the Animikie, and this 

hypothesis has to be extended to cover the similar rocks westward from Deronda 

bay. 

The Ted Tock rises in an isolated knob near Little Portage bay to the hight of 

over 150 'feet, is found in streaks and patches, as represented on the plate (No. 85), 

to a point northwest from Grand Portage village, where it occurs as a portion of the 

southward-facing wall of one of the great dikes (No. 18340). It is in general found 

in immediate contact on the basic rock of some of these dikes, or is closely associated. 

However, the eastern palisades, which consist of this rock, appearing on the beach a 

short distance west of Red Rock creek, are not known to be so closely connected with 

the basic rock, and are more likely to be a portion of a large surface lava flow, and, 

as such, it may be supposed to continue westward to the main area of this red forma

tion to the west from the area of this plate. This is, however, largely a matter of 

conjecture, for there is no knowledge of it in the banks of the Mawskiquawndu river, 

which flows across the area which it is presumed to occupy. ThroL1ghout the valley 

of this river the water runs, according to Prof. C. W. Hall, wholly on drift materials. 

At the eastern palisades the quartz porphyry (No. 620) rises abruptly from the water 

to the hight of about thirty feet, breaking off square and suddenly on the land side. 

The rock extends but a short distance in the beach, perhaps 150 feet, with a dip toward 
the southeast. '1'here are slight exposures of the same kind of rock a few rods further 
west, and still further west are basic trap exposures in the beach which appear to 
pass below the red rock. Back from the shore this rock can be traced in a tolerably 

level plain, according to Norwood, to the first high dike. 
At Red Rock point the same rock reappears, but dips south-southwest. It is 

,here cut by several dark-colored basic dikes, and, on the east of the point, it rises in 

a perpendicular wall. A little further east, along the beach, the succession of out
crops is such, united with the dip, that it is apparent that the same horizon as on the 
west of the eastern palisades appears again. Here there is apparently a lithological 
transition to more and more basic rock in passing toward the east, as represented 
by the rocks Nos. 1822, 1823, 1824. It seems probable, therefore, that the red rock 
that appears on the shore at ,the eastern palisades is a surface lava flow lying between 

two basic flows. 
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that appears on the shore at the eastern palisades is a surface lava flow lying between 

two basic flows. 
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Two of the Lucille islands consist essentially of this rock, and it was struck in 

the bottom of the m~ining shaft on Governor's island, where the vein which was the 

cause of the exploration seems to have entered red granite, showing the origin of 

the fissure to be later than the Cabotian. This is an inference from the existence 

of large calcite masses carrying bornite adherent on fresh granite fragments which 

came from the bottom of the shaft (No. 1853). There are also pieces of fine-grained 

red rock enclosed in the porphyritic diabase, which cuts diagonally across Magnet 

island. 
Syenyte island consists largely of quartz-porphyry. Seven east-west dikes cross 

the red rock, varying in width from three to forty feet, the northernmost and 

highest being the porphyry dike (No. 1849) seen to cross Magnet island. 

At the old mining station of the Lake Superior Copper and Silver Mining 

company on Governor's island, just north of Little Brick island, an observation can 

be made as to what becomes of the black slates when subjected to the influences 

that fuse and then form granite and quartz-porphyry from the quartzyte of the 

region. In general they are known to become dense and hard, with much jointing. 

But here, near the boiler house, is a dike running east and west through the slates. 

This dike is only ten or twelve feet wide, but in some places the adjacent slates are 

not only hardened, but on weathering they turn grayish-red or pinkish, and in one 

angular projection on which the heat of the dike may be supposed to have acted 

more effectively, there are seen developed some red orthoclase crystals which are 

scattered through the dense matrix like those of a porphyry (No. 1854). This is a step 

toward showing that the black slates, although much less amenable to the alteration, 

can be made to take the crystalline condition by contact with heated basic intrusives, 

and also that they could be made to assume the condition of red granite and of 

quartz-porphyry. 

The quartzyte shows its easy transition to a crystalline condition on the east 

side of mount Josephine, as already stated. There could be no plainer ocular demon

stration of the origin of this rock from the sedimentaries than can be obtained by a 

brief review of the relations of the basic and the acid rocks here exhibited. The 

porphyry (No. 1839) appears in patches in the quartzyte. This is not only crystal

line, but in addition has distinct larger crystals of orthoclase and somewhat rounded 

crystals of quartz. It has been so nearly molten that it has entered cracks in the 

parent rock, which was less plastic. In some places the parent rock is spotted with 

red and green (No. 1840), and at a point a little further up the hill, toward the north

east, along by a branch dike that comes across the quartzyte from the mother dike 

further north, the quartzyte is largely porphyritic, and then weathers a bright red 

color. There can be seen all the stages of transition in the various parts of these 
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hills, and in some cases there is, within a few inches, a visible change from frag

mental through hardened quartzyte to sub-crystalline rock and to quartz-porphyry. 

In other cases it appears, that quartz-porphyry is formed in strings not more than 

half an inch wide, running through the gray quartzyte. Again, it occurs in blotches 

of irregular form, usually elongated with the main structure; or it seems again to be 

like nodules, and inthe centre of the nodules may be larger amounts of quartz. A 

similar series of changes in the slates and quartzytes of the region can be traced at 

Little Portage bay, some of the clastic rock becoming wholly recrystallized and 

converted, toward the north, to gneiss and to "red rock," which cannot be separated 

from the series seen in the little hill which rises about 150 feet, at almost half a mile 

west of the bay, the whole being due to the heat generated by the great gabbro dike 

which forms the axis of Pigeon Point peninsula. The position of these rocks (described 
in voL v) is shown by figure 100. 

WEST POINT OF THE BAY. EAST POINT OF THE' BAY. 

FIG 100. LITTLE PORTAGE BAY, PIGEON POINT. 

The carbonaceous slates that exist at a lower horizon in the Animikie have gi ven 

a characteristic manifestation, in connection with this metamorphosis, in the forma

tion ·of considerable deposits of graphite, which formerly attracted attention for its 

prospective economical value. This occurs on Pigeon point (Nos. 270, 271, 1841), S. 

W. i sec. 32, T. 64-7 E. The rock here is quite quartzose, but apparently with 

secondary quartz, and is charged with graphite in the form of nodules from the size 

a pin head to one-half or three-fourths of an inch in diameter. Some pieces are 

two or three inches across, and in the working (for silver) in the shaft sunk here 

some were found more than a foot in diameter, usually in fiat and irregularly 

shaped slabs. The phenomena here, and the mineral associations, as well as the 

geological environment, are all similar to those at Silver islet, near Thunder bay. 

The Puckwunge conglomerate. There was a cessation of the igneous disturbances 

which characterized the Cabotian revolution, but the agitation of the ocean was 

continued and violent. During this resting-period of the volcanic forces there was 

formed an important series of fragmental strata the base of which is this conglom

erate. Within the area of this plate it is known only at the base of Grand Portage 

island, bilt it seems to extend, in connection with its overlying sandstones, across 

the Indian re;ervation northwestwardly to the hills on the south side of the Puck-
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wunge valley, * where its stratigraphic position is indicated, and" its appearance is 

described in another chapter (plate 69). At Grand Portage island it leaves.the coast, 

reappearing on Isle Royale, where it is above a lot of basic eruptives (No. 560),and 

has a considerable thickness of red sandstone and red "shale above it, but in places' 

is separated from the sandstone by a series of basic lavas.t The rocks of Grand 

Portage island have been thus summarily described: 
The lowest beds exposed are at the northeast corner of the island; they consist of coarse and fine-grained 

sandstones, and arenaceous slates. They are cut and overlain by sheets of basic igneous rocks (at least a con
siderable part of which are effusive), which dip in entire conformity with the underlying clastics. The lowest 
exposed layers of the sandstone are decidedly conglomeratic, the foreign pieces often being several inches across. 
These conglomerate beds are composed largely of fragments of quartz, gray and reddish quartzyte, siliceous 
slate, a dark, flinty rock, red quartz-porphyry, and red granite. Most of these, more especially the quartz 
pebbles which make up the bulk of the rock, are clearly water-worn and well rounded. The quartzyte and slate 
pieces are similar to those occurring just to the north and northeast in the Animikie series, and the same can 
be said of the quartz-porphyry and granitic pebbles. In fact all the pebbles of the conglomerate can be matched 
in the Animikie strata near by. The red quartz-porphyry and the granite have been shown, at least in their 
present condition, to be later than the Animikie,t and rocks of this nature which could have furnished the pebbles 
in the conglomerate under discussion do not seem to be known in this region, except in the Animikie and later 
series. Moreover, the alteration and recrystallization of the Animikie sandstones, pebbles referable to which 
occur in the conglomerate, date from the same time as the quartz-porphyry and granite. In addition to the fact 
that the pebbles of the conglomerate can be referred to the Animikie rocks close at hand much better than to 
any others, is the fact that the sandstone and conglomerate of Grand Portage island do not show evidence of 
having been subjected to metamorphosing forces, as do the sandstones of the Animikie in the immediate 
vicinity.§ 

Above the conglomerate is not much sandstone visible on the island (perhaps 

ten feet), and the conglomerate shows a total thickness of about twenty feet, the 

whole dipping S. 100 E. at an angle of 80 or 100. The conglomerate is shown by 

rocks Nos. 254, 549,1831; the sandstone by Nos. 256, 546, 548, 1832,2074; the surface 

lavas, cotemporary with the fragmental accumulation, by Nos. 255,542,543,544,545, 

547, 1833, 2075, 2076, and by the most of the rocks of the higher part of the island 

(N os. 544, 1834), and the dike rocks by Nos. 541, 550, 551. These are fully described 

in another place. It is sufficient to add to the statements already made, as to the 

nature of these fragmental strata, that in some thin sections of the darker portions 

of the sandstones can be seen fragmental devitrified glass grains, and evidences of 

tuffaceous accumulations, indicating cotemporary volcanic action." The bottom of 

the lava :flow (N 0.1833) contains fragments showing a :flow structure, itself containing 

considerable basaltic glass and being very fine grained. The quartzyte seems to have 

accumulated very readily between the eruptions, and rapidly resumed its prevalent 

character, although the very lowest portion of a layer is unusually dark colored from 

abundance of the basic debris (No. 2074). At the top of the quartzyte layer (No. 2077) 

there is apparent but little effect of the overlying trap sheet visible in the quartzyte. 

It is slightly baked and hardened. In some cases a thin, distinct quartzyte mass, 

* N. H. WINOHELL. Some new features in the Geology of Northeastern Minnesota. AmP.r. Geol., vol. xx, p. 41, 1897. 
+ Dr. U. S. C;J:rant called attention to the significance and importance of this conglomerate on Grand Portage island . 

... 4.'lner. Ueol., vol. Xlll, p. 437, 1894. 
_ t w. S. BAYLEY. The eruptive and sedimentary rocks on Pigeon point, Minnesota. and their contact phenomena. U. S. 

(-(eol. /3l1"Tl'f'Y, Bulld1n l'ro. 109, 1892. ~ i 

~ U. S. GRANT. 01). cU. 
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lenticular in form, is wedged into a space between or within the eruptive sheets. 

The cement of the quartzyte, as well as of the conglomerate, is sometimes very 

largely calcite, evidently derived from the eruptives, and this also is the filling in 

most of the amygdaloid. 

The data connecting this conglomerate with the outcrops in the Puelnvung'e valley eannot be said to be 
sufficient nor wholly reliable. No intervening outerop has been seen by any men;her of the survey. One of the 
employes,* however, being sent to a large hill southwest from Grand Portage village, distant about two miles, 
reported that the hill was eomposed mainly of sandstone, and he brought small samples of the rock to illustrate 
it. These samples were as follows, but owing to the information being at second hand they were not preserved: 

At the elevation of about 350 feet above the lake, an outcrop appears of a light-colored rock, on the face 
of the mountain, with a cap of basaltic rock evidently forming the summit. This can be distinguished with a 
field-glass from Grand Portage island. (1) The bottom of this outcrop consists of brown and reddish sandstone, 
and this rises to a thickness of forty or fifty feet. (2) Coarse, more arenaceous, white sandstone, i1fty to seventy
five feet. (3) Dense, dark-green amygdaloid ('?), resembling No. 18;33, thickness unknown. This has some 
foreign grains, viz.: red jasper, etc. (4) Coarser amygdaloid, embraced apparently as a foreign piece in a finer grit, 
thickness unknown. (5) Gabbro trap, of the usnal variety, forming the top of the hill, thickness fifty feet, more 
or less. Owing to the source of the evidence, and the supposition that this fragmental rock probably represented 
some part of the Wauswaugoning quartzyte, no further attention was given to this report. Its importance is 
made apparent on reviewing the structural geology on a broad scale, since it is likely to represent the strike of 
the base of the fragmental Keweenawan from the Puckwunge valley to Grand Portage island. 

Note.-This was afterwards examined by Mr. EHtman, who identified it as the Puckwunge conglomerate. 
See the chapter on Structural Geology, vol. v.1-

The Manitou. So far as can be definitely affirmed, therefore, the only ]\I[::mitou 

traps that occur within the area of this plate are those that lie on the sandstone of 

of Grand Portage island, and near Grand Portage village, or are interbedded with them 

as surface flows, or cut them as later dikes. They have already been enumerated by 

their field members. What portion, if any, of the trap and amygdaloid vvhich occupy 

the coast west from Grand Portage bay belong to the Manitou, it is at present impossible 

to state. Structural considerations would lead to the belief that the point next west to 

Grand Portage bay is of the same age as Grand Portage island, and that the forego-

. ing sandstone strata, reported by Pireau, are the equivalent of those seen on Grand 

Portage island, or at least that these traps fall into the Manitou. If this be the fact, 

(which it is hoped may be investigated before this chapter is published), then consid

erably more of the traps along the coast further west would inevitably eLiso fall into 

the Manitou series, continuing as far west at least as the east side of Del'onc1a bay, 

and the accompanying map (plate 85) is so constructed. 

At present, therefore, it is assumed, in order to provisionally adjust the facts 

into a reasonable structural sequence, that there were three series of basic surface 

traps, viz.: 

1. That which preceded the great gabbro dikes and sills, and is closely super

posed on the Animikie, and perhaps interbedded with its upper part. 

2. That which was cotemporary with, and resulted from, the great basic dikes 

of the region. These would be superposed on the last, and it would be impossible 

to separate them geographically or structurally. This is the eruptive epoch called 

*Fl'ank Pireau. . . . . l R i 3' 
tThe reader will also find a description of the puckwunge conglomerate in the Twenty-fow'lh Annua epor, p. ,. 
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+ The reader will also find a description of the Puckwunge conglomerate in the Twenty-fou-,.!h Annual RepoTt, p. B •. 
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Cabotian. It is probable that all the red rock of the region, if not of the state, was 

formed at this time. Some of it cooled slowly, forming granite, and some was 

extruded as quartz porphyry, and some formed amygdaloidallavas. 

3. The Manitou traps that accompany the conglomerate and sandstone of 

Grand Portage island, separated from the foregoing by the Puckwunge conglomerate. 

Conformably with this scheme it is necessary to place all the dikes, at least those 

that can be allied to the mount Josephine type and date, in the Cabotian, and prob

ably a great many of the smaller ones. It is also necessary to recognize the fact that 

later dikes cut the Manitou traps of Grand Portage island, and that hence there is 

another series; it is not improbable that dikes of this date were quite frequent, and 

it must be admitted that some are seen cutting not only the traps of the mainland,· 

as at Red Rock point and at other places, but also passing through the gabbro of the 

main dikes. One is well known by all who have passed overthe portage to the South 

Fowl lake, where it is conspicuously displayed in the trap sill on the American side 

of the boundary. Many such are noted and illustrated by Dr. Norwood, who repeat

edly states that they pass not only through the slates, but also through the gabbro of 

the hills,* a statement, however, which has not been abundantly verified by the Min

nesota survey. Many of these, however, may not be post-Manitou. 

JYIincntl IlCins. Several conspicuous veins, composed almost wholly of calcite 

and barite, cross the peninsula in a north-south direction. They also contain a 

Ii ttle amethystine quartz. Other veins carrying "gray copper" in small amounts 

cross the peninsula, and appear on the islands south of the mainland. These veins 

are on sections 32 and 29. Some shallow shafting has been done on the veins that 

appear on section 29. The minerals thrown out are calcite, barite and amethyst, . 

with the ores pyrite, sphalerite, galenite and chalcopyrite in small amounts. Prob

ably the most valuable product of these veins will be found to be barite. 

An enterprise of mining on one of these veins on Governor's island was started 
some fifteen years ago under the instigation of Maj. T. M. Newsom, and a deep shaft 

was sunk. With a little copper ore, and less of silver, the work was stopped when the 
shaft, which was large and well constructed, encountered a body of red granite. 
This locality has already been described. 

Graphite has also attracted attention. It is found in round small masses near 
the central part of the peninsula about south from Parkerville, embraced in a siliceous 
rock which has usually been taken for one of the layers of the Wauswaugoning 

quartzyte, but which is so confusedly invaded by the basic rock that prevails on the 
peninsula that it is difficult to affirm that it is not in the latter rock as abundantly 

as in the q uartzyte. The basic rock becomes highly silicified by absorption of silica 

from the older rock along the contact planes. 

'k O\ven' s geological survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, pp. 402, 404. 
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ably the most valuable product of these veins will be found to be barite. 

An enterprise of mining on one of these veins on Governor's island was started 
some fifteen years ago under the instigation of Maj. T. M. Newsom, and a deep shaft 

was sunk. With a little copper ore, and less of silver, the work was stopped when the 
shaft, which was large and well constructed, encountered a body of red granite. 
This locality has already been described. 

Graphite has also attracted attention. It is found in round small masses near 

the central part of the peninsula about south from Parkerville, embraced in a siliceous 
rock which has usually been taken for one of the layers of the Wauswaugoning 

quartzyte, but which is so confusedly invaded by the basic rock that prevails on the 
peninsula that it is difficult to affirm that it is not in the latter rock as abundantly 

as in the q uartzyte. The basic rock becomes highly silicified by absorption of silica 

from the older rock along the contact planes. 

'k O'ven' s geological survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, pp. 402, 404. 



THE PIGEON POINT PLATE. 521 
Rock samples. Lake Omimi.] 

Rock samples, illustrating this area, are as follows: Nos. 228-296 (ninth annual 

report); Nos. 540-553 and 603-620 (tenth annual report); Nos. 1815-1857 (of notes of 

1893); Nos. 2073-2077 (notes of 1896); Nos. 770W-773W (sixteenth annual report); 

Nos. 559E-571 E. 

Supplementary note. Since the foregoing was written a paper by Dr. Elft

man has been published in which he describes the glacial lake formed by the obstruc

tion of the lower portion of the Pigeon river by the retreating margin of the lake 

Superor ice-lobe in the following words: 

La7ce Ornirni. Before the ice had receded beyond mount .Josephine it retained a lake of about forty 
square miles in area, lying in the upper valley of the present Pigeon river. The lake bed has an altitude of 
1,255 to 1,360 feet above the sea. Its lowest point is thus about fifty feet higher than the upper stage of lake 
Duluth. The chief deposit consists of stratified clay, exposed along the Pigeon river and its tributaries. 
Beaches have as yet not been identified. The western shores of this lake were formed by high rock ridges. 'fhe 
ice-barrier during the largest extent of the lake stood in the vicinity of the western end of the Grand Portage 
trail. The outlet, which has not been definitely located, was probably toward the southeast, and closely con
nected with the ice-barrier, which upon receding continually uncovered lower ground. This lake in part occu
pied a portion of the area previously occupied by the northern ice-lobe. When the ice receded from the vicinity 
of Grand Portage, lake Omimi disappeared. The name Omimi is taken from the Chippewa name for Pigeon 
river.-American Geologist, vol. xxi, p. 104, 1898. 
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Supplementary note. Since the foregoing was written a paper by Dr. Elft

man has been published in which he describes the glacial lake formed by the obstruc

tion of the lower portion of the Pigeon river by the retreating margin of the lake 

Superor ice-lobe in the following words: 

La7ce Omimi. Before the ice had receded beyond mount .Josephine it retained a lake, of about forty 
square miles in area, lying in the upper valley of the present Pigeon river. The lake bed has an altitude of 
1,255 to 1,360 feet above the sea. Its lowest point is thus about fifty feet higher than the upper stage of lake 
Duluth. The chief deposit consists of stratified clay, exposed along the Pigeon river and its tributaries. 
Beaches have as yet not been identified. The western shores of this lake were formed by high rock ridges. The 
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nected with the ice-barrier, which upon receding continually uncovered lower ground. This lake in part occu
pied a portion of the area previously occupied by the northern ice-lobe. When the ice receded from the vicinity 
of Grand Portage, lake Omimi disappeared. The name Omimi is taken from the Chippewa name for Pigeon 
river.-American Geologist, vol. xxi, p. 104, 1898. 



OI-rAPTER XXIX. 

rn-IE GEOLOGY OF THE VERMILION LAKE PLATE. 
(PLATE 86.) 

By N. H. WINCHELL. 

Within the area of this plate more fieldwork has been done than within that 

of any other equal area in northeastern Minnesota. That is not alone because of the 

economic interest that centres in the Vermilion iron mines, but also because it 

embraces some of the perplexing and still unsettled problems of the geology of the .' 

crystalline rocks. 

When the writer first visited the regIon (1878) it had not been surveyed and 

divided by the United States government, either into sections or into towns, and he 

was compelled to rely on a pencil sketch of its coast-line made for him on a foolscap' 

sheet of paper by Bashitanequeb (plate QQ, figure 1), an Indian of Sucker point, who 

afterwards became one of the most useful guides to the later parties of the surv~y. 

This sketch is reproduced on the following page (figure 101). 

The first specimens collected (ninth annual report) are referred to their places by reference to this map. 
In making use of these specimens for this report they have been located as nearly as possible by the sections of 
the surveyed towns, as will be seen by consulting the petrographic descriptions in vol. v. A later map, colored 
to show the geological formations, was published in the fifteenth annual report.* 

The general topography. The basin of VermiJion lake is broad and shallow. 
The shore generally rises less than fifty feet within the .first ten rods, and through
out the area of this plate the hills rise with rare exceptions less than 100 feet above 
the surfaee of the water. Plate QQ, figure 2, from a photograph, gives an idea of 

the aspect of the lake from a distanee. The great tortuosity of its coast line, com
bined with the frequency of rocky islands and with the slight relief of the sur
rounding country, all coineide with the general shallowness of the basin. This ridge 

and its companions, the south ridge and Chester peak,t all consisting of. jaspilyte, 

* The published data upon which this final report is in part based are as follows: . 
N. H. WINCHELL. Nmlh Annual Report, pp. 96-105; Thirteen!h Repo?·t, pp. 20-31; Fifteenth Repo?·t, pp. 211-317; S,xteenth 

Report, p. 113; Eighteenth Report, pp. 8-12, 27-43. Also unpublished observations in 1893, 1896 and 1898; Amer. Geol., July, 
1897, vol. xx, pp. 41-51; Bit/kiln vi, pp. 1-112; A me?'. Geol. vol. iv, pp. 291-300. 

A. WINCHELL. Fi/leenlh Annual Repo?'!, pp. Hl-28; Sb;teenth Annual Report, p. 328. 
H. V. WINCHELL. Fifteenth Annual Eeport, pp. 418-415; Sixteenth Eepm't, pp. 446-450; 458-462. 
U. S. GRANT. Seventeenth Annnal Eepo"t, pp. 191-192, 215; field notes of 1893,1896 and 1898. 
A. H. OHESTER. Elevenlh Annual Report, pp. 160-167. 
H. R. S]\fVTH and .r. R. ]'INLAY. T?'a.ns. Am. Ins. JJIin. Eng., Oct., 1895. 
BAYLEY WILLIS. Tenth e'ens'U", Eepo?'t, vol. xv, pp. 457-467. 
+ This is commonly corrupted at Tower to Jasper peak. The peak was named from Prof. A. H. Chester, who directed the 

first exploration of the iron ridges at Tower. 
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afterwards became one of the most useful guides to the later parties of the surv~y. 

This sketch is reproduced on the following page (figure 101). 

The first specimens collected (ninth annual report) are referred to their places by reference to this map. 
In making use of these specimens for this report they have been located as nearly as possible by the sections of 
the surveyed towns, as will be seen by consulting the petrographic descriptions in vol. v. A later map, colored 
to show the geological formations, was published in the fifteenth annual report.* 

The gencmZ to]Jog1"ctphy. The basin of VermiJion lake is broad and shallow. 
The shore generally rises less than fifty feet within the .first ten rods, and through

out the area of this plate the hills rise with rare exceptions less than 100 feet above 
the surface of the water. Plate QQ, figure 2, from a photograph, gives an idea of 
the aspect of the lake from a distance. The great tortuosity of its coast line, com
bined with the frequency of rocky islands and with the slight relief of the sur

rounding country, all coincide with the general shallowness of the basin. This ridge 
and its companions, the south ridge and Chester peak,t all consisting of jaspilyte, 

* The published data upon which this final report is in part based are as follows: . 
N. H. WrNoHELh Ntnlh Annual Bepa,.t, PI" 96-105; Thi,'teen!h Repo,'!, PI'. 2G-31; Fifteenth Repa,'t, PI" 211-317; 8,xteenth 
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A. WINOHELL. PI/leenlh A nmtal Repa?'!, PI'. 13-28; Sixteenth Annual Report, 1', 328. 
H. V. WINOHELh Fijteenth Annnal Report, PI'. 413-415; Sixteenth Rep07't, PI" 446--450; 458-462. 
U. S. GRANT, Seventeenth Ann'ual RepaTt, pp. 191-192,215; field notes of 1893, 1896 and 1898. 
A. H. CHESTER. Eleventh Annual Report, PI" 16G-167. 
H. R. S?oITTH and .J. R. FINLAY. T7'Ct.ns. Am. Ins. lIIin. Eng., Oct., 1895. 
BAYLEY WILLIS. Tenth cens'us Repo"t, vol. xv, PI'. 457-467. 
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THE VERMILION LAKE PLATE. 523 
General topography.] 

essentially, and located m a group, are some of the exceptions alluded to. These 

rise to 1,550 and 1,600 feet above the ocean, the lake having an elevation of 1,360 

feet at high water. It will be seen by consulting the descriptive chapter on the 

north part of St. Louis county (plate 67), that the Vennilion moraine crosses this 

area diagonally from northwest to southeast. Indeed, the southern and western 

coast line is almost wholly formed by this moraine, against which the lake rests as 

against a uniform barrier, while the lake itself lies elsewhere directly on the rock 

which is exposed in thousands of places. This moraine is piled on the high ridges 

at Tower, mainly on the southern slopes (figure 4, plate 00). 

PASHCTONAC1UCB'S /V/AP 

OF V£RMI/....ION LAKC) le7e. 
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north part of St. Louis county (plate 67), that the Vennilion moraine crosses this 

area diagonally from northwest to southeast. Indeed, the southern and western 

coast line is almost wholly formed by this moraine, against which the lake rests as 

against a uniform barrier, while the lake itself lies elsewhere directly on the rock 

which is exposed in thousands of places. This moraine is piled on the high ridges 

at Tower, mainly on the southern slopes (figure 4, plate 00). 
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524 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[The Archean. The dikes 

cient to cause that amount of subsidence of the entire lake. The water simply flows 

over the rock rim of the basin, at its lowest point, and there is apparently no greater 

erosion than if the operation had continued no longer than a hundred years. The 

rock is mica schist. This general rr:onotony of surface is characteristic of the oldest 

formations everywhere in Minnesota. 

The Archean. In the Archean are here included the following, enumerated in 

descending order, the oldest at the bottom of the list: 

1. Dikes of diabase. 

2. Upper Keewatin, including the Stuntz conglomerate and the attendant 

graywackes, slates and quartzytes; also the siliceous and pebbly green schist of the 

south ridge (figure 2, plate WW). 

3. Granite and igneous gneiss with basic dikes. 

4. Coutchiching, a crystalline condition of the Lower K,eewatin adjoining. 

granitic areas. 

5. Lower Keewatin, including fragmental greenstones, the jaspilyte ore (figure 

1, plate WW), quartz porphyry, sericitic schist, black slaty jaspilyte and massive 

and agglomeratic greenstone. 

The dikes. The youngest rocks of the Vermilion Lake plate area are seen in S. 

E. i sec. 23, T. 63~18, in the form of two basic dikes (Nos. 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2004; 

also Nos. 1014G and1014aG), the last being on Ely island, at the northeast end. These 

are narrow, non-schistose dikes. They have not been broken nor turned from their 

courses by any later dynamic action. They are cross-columnar, and finer at the sides 

than in the centre. They evidently represent the epoch of the latest great disturb

ance, either Cabotian or Manitou. In thin section they are seen to .have the augites 

well preserved and pEnetrated in an ophitic manner by the small, sometimes porphy

ritic, feldspars. There is no indication of pressure nor shearing action. 

There are two sets of older diabase dikes that cut the Upper Keewatin. Some 

are seen cutting the Stuntz conglomerate and one of these sets cuts the other. They 

are seen as photographed in figure 2, plate SS, but the point of intersection is not 

here shown. The main series consists of one large dike and several branches and 

narrow wedge-shaped masses running E. 10° S. (No. 872). 

The rock of the other set of dikes is now in the condition of a greenish chloritic 

schist (see rock No. 873). This series is not so conspicuous, nor so numerous, as the 

other, but shows two distinct narrow dikes about eight and eighteen inches in width, 

running 10° N. of E., and thus forming an angle of 20° with the other set. 

It was for some time a matter of doubt whether these were true dikes. They manifest a schistose structure 
parallel with that of the conglomerate, and also parallel with the bedding structure of the region so far as any 
such is visible. They are soft, easily shattered, and also appear as short, isolated belts, sometimes not running 
more than ten feet before they pinch out, though one of them can be followed a distance of more than sixty feet, 
when it becomes invisible by running under turf and bushes. In one case one of these splits and forks round a 
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erosion than if the operation had continued no longer than a hundred years. The 
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granitic areas. 

5. Lower Keewatin, including fragmental greenstones, the jaspilyte ore (figure 

1, plate WW), quartz porphyry, sericitic schist, black slaty jaspilyte and massive 

and agglomeratic greenstone. 

The dikes. The youngest rocks of the Vermilion Lake plate area are seen in S. 

E. i sec. 23, T. 63-18, in the form of two basic dikes (Nos. 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2004; 

also Nos. 1014G and 1014aG), the last being on Ely island, at the northeast end. These 

are narrow, non-schistose dikes. They have not been broken nor turned from their 

courses by any later dynamic action. They are cross-columnar, and finer at the sides 

than i.n the centre. They evidently represent the epoch of the latest great disturb

ance, either Cabotian or Manitou. In thin section they are seen to .have the augites 

well preserved and penetrated in an ophitic manner by the small, sometimes porphy

ritic, feldspars. There is no indication of pressure nor shearing action. 

There are two sets of older diabase dikes that cut the Upper Keewatin. Some 

are seen cutting the Stuntz conglomerate and one of these sets cuts the other. They 

are seen as photographed in figure 2, plate SS, but the point of intersection is not 

here shown. The main series consists of one large dike and several branches and 

narrow wedge-shaped masses running E. 100 S. (No. 872). 

The rock of the other set of dikes is now in the condition of a greenish chloritic 

schist (see rock No. 873). This series is not so conspicuous, nor so numerous, as the 

other, but shows two distinct narrow dikes about eight and eighteen inches in width, 

running 100 N. of E., and thus forming an angle of 200 with the other set. 

It was for some time a matter of doubt whether these were true dikes. They manifest a schistose structure 
parallel with that of the conglomerate, and also parallel with the bedding structure of the region so far as any 
such is visible. They are soft, easily shattered, and also appear as short, isolated belts, sometimes not running 
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The Upper K0ewatin.) 
THE VERMILION LAKE PLATE. 525 

portion of the conglo~erate. One ~ork dies out rrnickly, but the northerly one continues for twenty feet before 
it is lost under the sOlI and vegetatIOn. They also contain a few fragments of J'asper'oI'd t d' I . . " qual' z an rare y some 
round pebbles of more coarsely crystallme rock lIke themselves or like the rock of which th h " 11 . ' h' " ' ey, per aps,orIgma y 
consJSted. That whlC furmshed finally mcontestable proof that this system also constI't It 'f t ,. l es a senes a Tue 
dikes was the dls~oVery, af~er clearmg away the tur~, th~t they cut the other dikes, maintaining their identity of 
struc~Ul'e and theIr walls rJ~ht across the~. The dIke.-hke character of the other system is most evident, not 
only m the manner of crossmg the formatIOn and formmg angular 5ogs, but in the basaltic form of the rock and 
its. doleritic nature. The minerall~ature of the later system seems now to differ from that of the older only in 
bemg more changed by decay. ThIS may be due to the accident of its direction being coincident with the subse
quent development of the schistose str.u~ture, al.lowing not only a complete fibrous internal rearrangement, but, 
afterward, a more ready access to all dIsmtegratmg agents. No. 873A is a rounded ball of O'reen rock taken from 
the second system. Only two or three of these were seen. In both series can be seen pi:ces of 5asperoid rock. 

. The petrographic characters of the rock of these dikes indicate that the dikes 

are very old. They are older than the Cabotian of the Keweenawan for there is , 
another set of fresher diabase dikes that are referable to the Keweenawan. Such 

occur in the northern part of the lake (rocks Nos. 2001, 2002 and 2004) and probably 

elsewhere. Similarly two early sets of dikes of basic rock are found on Pine island, 

north part of sec. 35, T. 63-16. These cut a micaceous graywacke, the strike of which 

is 100 S. of E. The dikes weather gray, and outwardly greatly resemble the gray

wacke, but by their structure and their unconformity with the rest of the rock, are 

seen to be of eruptive origin. Their width varies from three to thirty inches. These 

dark greenstone dikes cut a light-weathering dike, represented by rock No. 881, at a 

sharp angle; indeed, the two series are nearly parallel, but by the difference of color 

the darker dikes can be seen to crowd upon and across the lighter dike. Similar 

irruptive basic dikes are not uncommon further north, where the granitic dikes also 

begin to appear. Rock No. 877 represents one seen on the southern shore of Menan 

island, whicTI appears to have been originally amygdaloidal. These rocks are all 

very much altered by decay. The feldspars are cloudy with impurities, and the only 

ferro-magnesian mineral present is a green hornblende. These dikes, therefore, seem 

to date from Archean time. Still, old as they are, they are perfectly distinct and 

distinguishable from the rocks that they penetrate. 

The Upper Keewatin. This consists of the conglomerate of Stuntz island, and 

an uncertain 'amount of graywackes and argillytes. It was not till 1896 that the 

true relation of this conglomerate to the formation which carries the iron are at 

Tower was certainly known; but this conglomerate was thought to be an integral 

part of that formation. Owing, however, to the publication of a theory of its origin and 

relations* which not only differed radically from all previous views, but proposed a 

remarkable hypothesis, some special examination was made of this conglomerate. 

This was sufficient to settle the main question, although there remain collateral 

issues that are not settled. 
This conglomerate was fully described, and somewhat illustrated, in the 

. fifteenth annual report. Figures 1 and 2 of plate SS, and figure 2 of plate TT of the 

---;S;YTH and FINLA.Y. The geological structure of the western part of the Ve.rmilion range. 1'.,-(m8. Am., Inst. lYnn. Eng., 
October, 1895. 
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present volume represent its outward aspect as photographed in 1886. The last is a 

view of some boulders of this rock near Tower. The former represents a bluff on 

Stuntz island. 

The geographic extension of this rock it is not possible to define, at present. 

This is owing to two causes: (1) So long as its taxonomic importance was not appre- . 

ciated it was not considered necessary to delimit it from the rest of the Keewatin; 

(2) Owing to the inherent difficulties that attend any attempt to separate it from the 

rocks on which it lies, or fro~ those into which it graduates upward, it is almost 

impossible to distinguish it from them. Still, as will be seen by examining the geo

logical map that accompanies the fifteenth annua-l report, it is there represented en 

masse, as extending eight miles east of Vermilion lake, and to recur again at Ogishke 

Muncie lake. The name Ogishke conglomerate was extended over the whole. On 

the map accompanying the bulletin devoted to the iron ores (No.6) this rock was 

not separately represented by a color, at any place, but it was included in the Kee

watin. At the same time the character that denoted a conglomeratic structure was 

expressed on)his=map)n~numerous places, both in the Keewatin, in the Coutchiching 

FIG. 102. SHOWING DIFFERENTLY SCHISTOSE BELTS IN THE FELSITIC CONGLOMERATE OF STUNTZ ISLAND 
AND THE GRADUAL TRANSITION TO THE UNDERLYING PARENT ROCK. 

and in the region of Saganaga lake. The figure above illustrates a fact which has 
been found to be a common, and, so far as known, an invariable, feature of this con
glomerate at the point of overlie upon the older formations. This is from the fifteenth 
annual report, page 313. The transition from the coarsely pebbly conglomerate is 
gradual, downward, through finer and finer sediments, which lie on the older rock 
nearly -in situ of their point of disintegration. They therefore greatly resemble, on 
consolidation, the rock from which they are derived. The sameness is increased by the 
evident downward decay which the older rock suffered at the point of overlie of the 
later; and the differences are further obscured by the subsequent pressing and, shearing 
which both have undergone. Similar fine sediments recur at higher intervals in, 
the strata. 
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In the central part of Stuntz island, where the above figure was sketched, the structure of the rock 'varies 
in belts, along indistinct lines of contact. The rock is essentially alike in composition but different in the 
fineness of the .sub-crystalline g~ains and in the schistic structure. The finer grain and stru~ture are apparently 
cut across by hnes of contact wIth oth~r rock, but a parallel schistose structure, though coarser, is perpetuated 
in the coarser rock. These are both wIthout apparent boulders, are fine-grained, feldspathic, without apparent 
free qu~rtz, and are represented by No: 2H, the coars~r ~~e embracing small lenticular bits of soft, greenish 
serpentmo)ls slate. They both have an Imperfect basaltIC JOintage. Reyond these, that is, toward the south a 
coarser rock again co~es in, having a similar line of contact and transition, the fine-grained belt being abo~t 
twelve feet across. ThIS has the same general color and finely sub-crystalline feldspathic composition, but is not 
so completely homogeneous. On careful examination and particularly on weathered, or burnt, surfaces, can be 
seen, distinctly, small areas of lighter color and denser grain, though more porphyritic, with some elongation in 
the direction of the schistosity. The forms of these areas are seen to be rounded whenever their shapes are made 
evident by the exfoliation of the surface by the action of the fires that have rendered the island nearly bare rock, 
simulating those of the conglomerate, and suggesting that even within this homogeneous rock are still the nuclei 
of pebbles and stones, and that the whole of it may have been at first a coarse conglomerate of pebbles of one 
sort of rock. 

The conglomerate itself is coarse, some of the stones being more than a foot 

across. Stones m~ke up the whole of it, in some places, but in others they are small 
and scattered, or fail entirely. There is, even in the coarsest portion, a little 

schistose, sericitic (~) material, with all its scales and fibres elongated ill the direc

tion of the greater diameter of the pebbles, that twists about between the boulders, 

its laminre about parallel to the sides of the inclosed stones. The stones and the 

matrix have a general similarity or approximate identity of mineral composition 

and color. The weathering color, particularly of the stones, is nearly white, but 

there IS a dull, greenish tinge in the matrix. On fracture, a light green color is at 

once apparent in the stones, and a darker green or a grayish green in the matrix. 

The stones contain much semi-rounded quartz, in grains of all sizes up to one

sixteenth inch across, while the matrix not only contains these, but seems to be 

porphyritic sometimes with white feldspar. The pebbles themselves are chiefly a 

greenis4 quartz-porphyry and show a fibrous internal elongation in the same direc

tion as that of the matrix, but they are more durable than a matrix, and often stand 

out distinctly on the weathered surfaces. 

This conglomerate also contains many pieces of jasperoid quartz showing a fine 

banding like that in the ore rock of the mines. Sometimes this is placed across the 

schistose structure, but it generally is parallel with it, and the pieces then seem to 

have the same superinduced lengthening in that direction which is evinced by the 

rounded boulders of the other kinds of rock. This seems to show unmistakably 

a difference of age between the jaspilyte of the hills and the chloritic schists associ

ated with it and this conglomerate, and this is shown more fully by facts to be 

stated-later. 

The lengthening or compressing of the stones in this conglomerate need not be 

attributed to the effect of the superinduced schistosity, which must have been caused 

since the later system of dikes above referred to, inasm uch as those dikes are schistose in 

the same manner and direction; for if any stone, whatever its source or nature, not 

absolutelyround,-b~ ca,st iuto ~ liqui9., whether w:;tter Or sediment, it would \1SSUPW 
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a position when it came to rest at the bottom, appro¥iIllately with its flattened sides, 

or, at least, its elongation, parallel with the bottom on which it came to rest, and 

would remain parallel with the successive stratification, in whatever direction the 

bedding might be tilted. There is no evident sedimentary structure in this conglom

erate, but there is a coarse structure, somewhat wavy, simulating a succession of 

sedimentary or other manner of accumulation which dips toward the south, or stands 

nearly vertical. 
In the northern part of Stuntz island the rock of which lies below the conglom

erate (figure 1, plate SS) are veins of quartz, and others occur on the north side of 

Ely island and on the east shore of Stuntz island, some of which have been thought to 

contain traces of gold, and have been wrought to some extent (in 1866). Some of 

these veins are four feet or more in width, but they are irregular .and pinch out at 

both ends, and sometimes they run into narrow veins or deposits' of quartz, occupying 

irregular openings that are about parallel with the main structure of the rock, i. e., 

extending east and west. 
Frequently are seen, especially in the finer parts on the north side of Stuntz 

island, light-green serpentinous pebbles or fragments (Nos. 874B and 2aH). They are 

generally elongated with the schistose structure, and their schistose structure runs 

in the same direction. The source of these fragments is entirely unknown, as no 

such rock is known in the region, but they were undoubtedly accumulated with the 

debris of the conglomera,te, or are inclusions in the massive quartz-porphyry. 

On close inspection of the rock that forms the northern half of Stuntz island, 

although it is apparently entirely homogeneous, yet in nearly all parts there is an 

indistinct internal structure, evinced by faint blotches of lighter color, and by warping 

of the laminrn about such invisible shapes within the rock mass, that shows there are 

inequalities in the material, and in the structure, or fragments of about the same 

material as the matrix. These indefinite characters blend with the surrounding 

mass, and are so nearly identical in composition and grain that they can be identified 

only where the process of weathering brings their forms partially into view.* In the 

northern part of the island, however, are seen none of the jasper fragments that are 

so common in the southern. The rock instead contains in some places much free 

quartz, some of it being in coarse phenocrysts or clastic grains as large as a quarter 
of an inch in diameter. Compare figure 102. 

Origin of the Stuntz conglOl1temte. Since the boulders of quartz-porphyry which 

compose the bulk of the material in the coarse portions of this conglomerate, and 

the jasper pieces, though placed with their elongated axes parallel with the schistose 

structure, and also parallel with a rude foliation which might be called bedding, 

* ~his s~r~cture, if not due to a fragmental origin, here, can only be accounted for, as it appears, by a multiple fracture 
and sheanng, SImIlar to that assUUled by Messrs. Smyth and Finlay to account for the conglomerate itself. 
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neither of them partake of the schistose structure, and apparently are not changed 

from their original shapes, it is evident that the general elongation of the boulders 

is not due to the schistizing process, but that they assumed the positions that they 

have, as well as their forms, prior to, at least independently of, that process, and 

under the action of some force more powerful and more widespread than it. It could 

be no other than that which originated the conglomerate itself. It follows also that 

the material surrounding these pebbles, having acquired the schistose structure, must 

have been in some way different from the pebbles, or must have been treated in a 

different manner. It is hardly possible to suppose that it has been differently treated 

in the dynamical strains to which the rock has been submitted. It remains, there

fore, to account for an original difference between the stones and the matrix. To 

the writer there seem to be but two possible ways to' explain such a difference, viz.: 

1. A fragmental accumulation as a conglomerate, the fine parts of the sedi

ment surrounding the pebbles. 

2. A brecciation such as that supposed by Messrs. Smyth a;nd Finlay. 

It is no novel thing to find a conglomerate sheared and rendered schistose. 

Even common gravitative pressure will develop a slatiness in a fine-grained rock. 

Greater pressure will produce a similar structure in a coarser-grained rock, and 

multiple pressure in different directions will render such rocks schistose. This 

schistosity, however, is attributable to the movement of the individual fine grains on 

themselves and the development of muscovite, not to crushing. If in such a rock 

coarser parts are included, in the form of grains of the same composition as the finer 

grains, they also simply move amongst the finer grains, and are less crushed than the 

finer ones. It results therefore that, in the pressure of a conglomerate, slatiness will 

first appear in the finer portions, and that a schistosity, resulting from pressures 

short of crushing, will appear only in the matrix. Hence the appearance of the 

Stuntz Island conglomerate is only an ordinary phenomenon, so far as these fea

tures extend, and its structure would be immediately referred by any observer to the 

ordinary shearing and pressure of an ordinary siliceous conglomerate. 

If sllch be the nature of this conglomerate it would be almost inevitable that 

the pebbles should be of different kinds. 
On the other hand, as already stated, it has been proposed to refer this rock 

to a very different origin. Messrs. Smyth and Finlay~E have urged with great plausi

bility and acumen that the fragmental character is due to the brecciation in situ of 

an original massive quartz-porphyry. They suppose that by a shearing along certain 

definite planes parallel to each other, and along another set parallel to each other, 

but making a large angle, approaching 90°, with the other set, and also along a third 

·OP. cit. 
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Even common gravitative pressure will develop a slatiness in a fine-grained rock. 

Greater pressure will produce a similar structure in a coarser-grained rock, and 

multiple pressure in different directions will render snch rocks schistose. This 

schistosity, however, is attributable to the movement of the individual fine grains on 

themselves and the development of muscovite, not to crushing. If in such a rock 

coarser parts are included, in the form of grains of the same composition as the finer 

grains, they also simply move amongst the finer grains, and are less crushed than the 

finer ones. It results therefore that, in the pressure of a conglomerate, slatiness will 

first appear in the finer portions, and that a schistosity, resulting from pressures 

short of crushing, will appear only in the matrix. Hence the appearance of the 

Stuntz Island conglomerate is only an ordinary phenomenon, so far as these fea

tures extend, and its structure would be immediately referred by any observer to the 

ordinary shearing and pressure of an ordinary siliceous conglomerate. 

If sllch be the nature of this conglomerate it would be almost inevitable that 

the pebbles should be of different kinds. 
On the other hand, as already stated, it has been proposed to refer this rock 

to a very different origin. Messrs. Smyth and Finlay~E have urged with great plausi

bility and acumen that the fragmental character is due to the brecciation in situ of 

an original massive quartz-porphyry. They suppose that by a shearing along certain 

definite planes parallel to each other, and along another set parallel to each other, 

but making a large angle, approaching 90°, with the other set, and also along a third 

* Gp. cit. 
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set of planes approximately perpendicular to both these, the whole rock was cut 

into cuboidal blocks. This shearing may have all been cotemporary, and during 

one general epoch of opposing movements, or the shear-planes in different direc

tions may have developed at long separated intervals. Cotemporary with the 

cutting of the rock into blocks, there was much friction of the blockson themselves. 

This friction rounded the blocks and smoothed their exteriors. The particles 

removed remained in situ to produce, on final consolidation, the matrix which now 

surrounds the stones, and on further pressure this has acquired its schistosity. 

Under this hypothesis the stones and the matrix are of the same material. 

To the writer, however, this explanation appears far-fetched, and, on due exam

ination, wholly inadequate and contrary to a number of facts which will be mentioned. 

The nature of the stones is various. Not to mention again the occurrence of red 

jasperoid fragments, and of serpentinous slate pieces, the stones which may be 

called in general quartz-porphyry differ. Some are coarse and some fine. Some are 

charged with small feldspars and others are not. Some bear porphyritic quartzes 

and some do not. Some are quite light-colored and some are dark-colored, and 

amongst them is a liberal sprinkling of fine quartzyte or white jaspilyte, in which 

no feldspathic ingredient is visible. In the latter sometimes the characteristic 

banding, which marks the red and black jaspilyte, is faintly developed, showing its 

alliance with the Tower hills. It is, of course, true that even on the hypothesis of 

extreme brycciation, such as urged by Messrs. Smyth and Finlay, there might be 

variations of lithology in the original rock, for a quartz-porphyry is only a phase in 

a process of crystallization of an acid rock, and at some other places it might con

tain feldspars, and in others it might lack even the quartzes. But these vari

ations would be such as would take place over large intervals. The breccia that 

would result from such a rock at any place would be practically a homogenous 

breccia. There would be no mingling of rock of different sorts in the same square 

foot, or even in the same square rod-at least it would not be the rule to find such 

rocks mingled in the breccia. 

But in this" breccia" such rocks are mingled everywhere. Noone can inspect 

the weathered knobs without finding such contrasts, although, at the same time, 

there is a general and broad similarity. Sometimes these contrasting rocks are abso

lutely in contact. A pebble may be found different in texture from all those that sur

round it, yet in contact, or nearly in contact, with them. It is hardly reasonable to 

suppose, even assuming such original differences in the rock, that the multiple breccia 

and shear-planes appealed to by Messrs. Smyth and Finlay would, in nature, so guide 

their courses as to exactly cut out an isolated variation in the rock and allow it to 

maintain its differences on all sides without sharing them with its neighbors. Still 
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more is necessary, if the theory of multiple shear-planes be true, for those shear

planes must have treated a great variety of lithological differences with the same 

partiality. In short, instead of being a homogeneous quartz-porphyry cut by three 

series of breccia planes, it was a very change~Lble quadz-porphyryeut by such planes 

as would isolate the various phases into separate bloeks without once dividing them 

in such a manner that anyone bloek shall show two or more phases. 

Plate UU, figure 1, is reduced to one-third natural size from a photograph of a 

slab about twelve inches in greater diameter, found on the beaeh. Aeeidentally it 

shows the following parts, as numbered in the figure below. Equally varied surfaees 

are seen in great profusion in some parts of the eonglomerate, but in others but little 
variety appears. 

FIG. 103. PEBBLES IN THE STUNTZ OONGLOMERATE. 

l-Light·weathering quartz porphyry. 
2-00arse, "ranular, very feldspathic patch, of rather irreg'ular outlinG, probably a part of the matrix. 
3-00arse grit, having no definite outlines but really constit.uting the major part of the whole slab. In this ,ne distinct 

quartz grains and feldspar crystals. 
4-Indistinctly banded quartzyte in rounded pebbles. 
5-White quartzyte in rounded pebbles. 
6-Gray quartzyte in rounded pebbles. 
7-Nearlyblack and fiinty angular fragments. 

Only the larger pieces are numbered. Smaller ones of the same kinds of rock 

are seattered and mingled together throughout the slab. In this slab there is not a 

great variation in the quartz-porphyry proper, perhaps no greater than might exist 

in a practically homogeneous rock, and it might still be claimed that the jasperoid 

pebbles were acquired, as supposed by Messrs. Smyth and Findlay, by the rupturing 

of the jasper and quartzytes of the iron-bearing roeks at the time of the intrusion 

of the quartz-porphyry. But pebbles that were collected by the writer, absolutely in 

contact, show great differences, as quartz-porphyry, some being almost entirely erys

taIline and others free from all visible crystals. Sueh are rocks Nos. 2010 and 2011. 

Of these the latter is a coarsely granular rock, apparently the matrix of the other, 

whieh is a very fine-grained pebble. In this case, on the hypothesis of breceiation 
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and shearing along planes, the" flour of attrition" is much coarser in constituent 

grain than the rock from which it was derived. 

No. 2013 (figure 103) is coarse-grained, and No. 2014 is fine-grained, but they came 

from contacting pebbles, one about fifteen inches in longer diameter, and the other 

about ten inches, lying as represented above. -While theBB two stones consist essen

:tially of the same minerals, as seen in thin section, viz., of quartz, a striated feldspar 

and a non-striated feldspar, muscovite and calcite, the manner of distribution of these 

minerals is very different in the two. In No. 2013, the phenocrysts make up the 

most of the rock, and they are frequently in contact, while the surrounding fine

grained matter has a schistosity which is rather rigid and rarely accommodates itself 

to these crystals, evinced mostly by the bright polarizing colors of the muscovite as 

they lie between the crystals. The feldspars are much decayed, giving rise to calcite 

and to muscovite. Some of the quartzes are large, but, along with the feldspars, they 

have been broken by mechanical pressure, and their fragments are sometimes strewn 

in the finer matrix. Rock No. 2014 has but very rare crystals of the first consolida

tion. Indeed, in the whole slide are but two fragments of such quartz crystals and 

two feldspar crystals, the r.ock consisting essentially of a close, fibrous, fine-grained, 

complex of quartz, muscovite and feldspar, all evidently of secondary origin, and 

developed in consequence of and perhaps cotemporary -with the shearing. That this 

fine material cannot be the result of crushing and of shearing of a rock largely crys

talline, and like rock No. 2013, is plain from the fact that four crystals remain not 

crushed. It is evident that the stone No. 2014 came from a different rock from that 

which supplied No. 2013, i. e., from a portion of the general quartz-porphyry which 

must have been some distance separate from that portion that supplied No. 2013. 

It is evident that they could not have been contiguous parts of the same mass. 

Such contrasting and contacting stones of equal size and smaller are common 

111 sonle places, but over considerable areas they are not so evident. Rocks Nos. 

2017 and 2018, both from pebbles, thus differ. They- are from the same general 

locality as Nos. 2013 and 2014, viz., the peninsula forming the S. E. 1 sec. 20, T. 

62-15. (The characters of these rock samples are given in vol. v.) 

Non-conformity on the iron fonnation. Finally, on the same section (sec. 20, T. 

62-15), the non-conformable overlie of the eonglomerate on the jaspilyte is exposed, 

the eonglomerate graduating downward into a debris of jaspilyte in angular pieces, 

and upward into quartzyte, graywacke and slate, the whole having a sedimentary 

structure and succession, and a dip of about 55° toward the south, away from the 

jaspilyte. All over this peninsula, which occupies the most of the southeast 

quarter of the section, are exposures of the two formations, and of the contact plane 

between them. The jasper and siliceoLls slates stand nearly vertical, and the con-
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glomerate shows great variations. Where it iN over the J' '~NI)er it C'Olli-' . 1 
• C , ')<ol11S a arge 

Percentage of jasper fragments, and where it is over the 0'1'eellu to11e u l't c '. t - b ,) , ,) onS1S S 
largely of -d.ebris from the greenstone. 'rhe material most abunda,ntly supplied is a 

debris from quartz-porphyry, and that debris forms beds which are dellse and firm, and 

might be mistaken for genuine quartz-porphyry, in the same manner as the debris 

from a granite, when recomposed, might be mistah:en for a true granite. In this 

case, however, such dense gray rock graduates in one direetion into coarser and 

coarser debris and really becomes conglomeratic, and in the other into quartzyte 

and into siliceous schists and slates, and apparently into SmIle of the argillytes. Such 

a succession is illustrated by the figure subjoined. This was sketched from the 

natural exposure and the strata are illustrated by the samples as numbered. The 

dip is to the south about 45° to 55°, and the exposure is at the shore on the west 

side of the little bay which enters the peninsula from the northeast, and probably 

within the belt represented by Smyth and Finlay as the" third belt of qual'tz

porphyry," the extremity of the point being the first. 

s 
Swa:rnp 

FIG. 104. NON-CONFORMITY OF THE UPPER KEEWATIN ON THE .JASPILYTE OF THE LOWER KEEWATIN. 

The small area of jaspilyte is exposed about ten feet from the base of the nearly 

vertical cliff of conglomerate, The conglomerate layer here has an estimated thick

ness of seventy-five feet. It is in no way different from nUlllerous other exposures, 

except that toward the base it is largely composed of jaspilyte fragments evidently 

derived from the underlying rock. The unexposed interval is about ten feet. In 

the base of the cliff the jasper fragments compose, as estimated, nine-tenths of the 

whole, becoming fewer higher up. On the southern slope of this conglomerate is 

rock No, 2020, which is a finer condition of similar debris, densely compact, of a gray 

color within, weathering white, with scattering, very fine quartz fragments. It is a nar

row sheet adherent on the dipping face of the conglomerate. It falls away, after about 

ten feet, and graduates into rock No. 2021, which also is ten feet thick. This is more 

siliceous and rather coarser, the clear, glassy quartzes being quite abundant. This 

contains a few slivers or elongated fragments of some dark mineral or rock (slate n· 
Next south is rock N 0.2022, which has a darker weather-color, and within is quite 

dark, with a greenish tint. It apparently is more feldspathic than siliceous; it is 

fine grained, but abounds in a coarsely foliated and cleavable mineral, which, for the 

most part, runs with the structure. Its feel is not so siliceous and sharp as No. 2021, 
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but more smooth. It is only about two feet thick, but it contains some pieces, or 

pebbles, from a quartz-porphyry, or a rock resembling it, which weather white. It 
varies to rock No. 2023, making in all a thickness of twelve feet. rrhis last rock is 

still dark, has scattered cubes of pyrite nearly a quarter of an inch on a side, is strongly 

schistose, and rather fine grained, approaching a coarse argillyte. Lying on these 

beds is rock No. 2024, a gray quartzyte, harsh and sharp, with fine shreds of what 

appears to be black slate. This is almost identical with rock No. 2021. This passes 

under the swamp. 
For the petrographic characters of these rocks (Nos. 2016-2024), in detail, the 

reader is referred to another chapter. In general, however, for a summarized 

description, they are all affected by a structure which makes them split more easily 

in a direction about east and west than in any ,other, this being the schistose 

direction of all the rocks of the region. This schistosity is most developed in rocks 
Nos. 2022 and 2023, and in the others it gives an imperfect rift or " grain." They are 
all siliceous, but they differ amongst themselves. Those sections that are made from 
pebbles of the conglomerate are homogeneous, but those made from the fine,r parts 

of the stratigraphic series show a composite composition characteristic of fragmental 

rocks. There is evident, even in the quartz-porphyry pebbles, more or less fractur

ing of the individual quartzes, and somewhat of alteration of the rock mass, but the 
forms of the grains and the homogeneousness of the matrix surrounding them are 

in marked contrast with the structures of the detrital materia1. 

As nearly as can be determined this outcrop, including all its parts, falls into 

one of the belts of "quartz-porphyry" which are supposed, by Messrs. Smyth and 

Finlay, to extend across the peninsula as intrusions in the jasper. On the contrary 
this is but an isolated patch of the fragmental base of the overlying formation. All 
the other exposures of this rock on the peninsula, but not including any intrusive 
dikes of quartz-porphyry, are of the same nature, structurally, so far as known, and 
instead of being intrusive are all bedded in the same way, and, in some cases, the 
underlying formation is visible. 

The conglomerate 'oa1"ies laterally. Near the centre of this peninsula are inter
esting features, described by the writer in 1886. * 

On sec. 20, T. 62-15, the graywacke becomes coarser, with arenaceous grains, and gradually assumes the 
character of a fine jaspery conglomerate in which the pebbles are arenaceous qual'tzyte of a somewhat ame
thystine hue. These conglomerate beds are from an inch to twelve inches in thickness, and- alternate regularly 
with argillyte, following the latter in all its tortuosities. It is twisted back and forth, broken, folded and 
" shortened." 

In some places it becomes very coarse, and by the longitudinal shortening it is made to swell out in 
lenticular or in very irregular bunches, the fine pebbles being mingled with the coarser ones. The pebbles are 
from the size of a mustard seed to peas, and also larger, and the matrix is a green soft schist which, also, is 
undistinguishable from argillyte in some of its stages of change. In those places where the aggregation seeDlS 
to have taken place laterally, the pieces are coarser and the cementing rock is not so commonly and so plainly 
~he soft gr~en schist mentioned, but is siliceous. Most of the pebbles are jasperoid rock, but occasionally th~re 
18 one of dIfferent rock. These latter are found in the coarser portions. 

* Fifteenth Annual RelJa,·t, pp. 239-243 and 315. 
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all siliceous, but they differ amongst themselves. Those sections that are made from 

pebbles of the conglomerate are homogeneous, but those made from the fine.r parts 

of the stratigraphic series show a composite composition characteristic of fragmental 

rocks. There is evident, even in the quartz-porphyry pebbles, more or less fractur

ing of the individual quartzes, and somewhat of alteration of the rock mass, but the 
forms of the grains and the homogeneousness of the matrix surrounding them are 

in marked contrast with the structures of the detrital material. 

As nearly as can be determined this outcrop, including all its parts, falls into 

one of the belts of "quartz-porphyry" which are supposed, by Messrs. Smyth and 

Finlay, to extend across the peninsula as intrusions in the jasper. On the contrary 

this is but an isolated patch of the fragmental base of the overlying formation. All 
the other exposures of this rock on the peninsula, but not including any intrusive 
dikes of quartz-porphyry, are of the same nature, structurally, so far as known, and 
instead of being intrusive are all bedded in the same way, and, in some cases, the 
underlying formation is visible. 

The conglO1nerate vCi}'ies laterally. Near the centre of this peninsula are inter
esting features, described by the writer in 1886.* 

On sec. 20, T. 62-15, the graywacke becomes coarser, with arenaceous grains, and gradually assumes the 
character of a fine jaspery conglomerate in which the pebbles are arenaceous quartzyte of a somewhat ame
thystine hue. These conglomerate beds are from an inch to twelve inches in thickness, and alternate regularly 
with argillyte, following th<:l latter in all its tortuosities. It is twisted back and forth, broken, folded and 
" shortened." 

In some places it becomes very coarse, and by the longitudinal shortening it is made to swell out in 
lenticular or in very irregular bunches, the fine pebbles being mingled with the coarser ones. The pebbles are 
from the size of a mustard seed to peas, and also larger, and the matrix is a green soft schist which, also, is 
undistinguishable from argillyte in some of its stages of change. In those places where the aggregation seems 
to have taken place laterally, the pieces are coarser and the cementing rock is not so commonly and so plainly 
the soft green schist mentioned, but is siliceous. Most of th<:l pebbles are jasperoid rock, but occasionally there 
is one of different rock. These latter are found in the coarser portions. 

* Fijteenth A nmial Repo?·t, pp. 2B1l-243 ancl315. 
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In other places, in the graywacke, are seen some pebbles, two or three inches in their longer diameter of 
the same kind of rock as :he pebbles in the conglomerate of Stuntz island, mingled with these fine jasper c~n
glomerate bands. Sometlmes these pebbles, much finer, make really the most of the fine conglomerate. Such 
conglomerate bands, however, are narrow and not common here. 

In still other places there is a confused breccia, or apparently a mingling, at least, of graywacke, argillyte, 
sericitic schist, conglomerate and felsyte. Graywacke and argillyte constitute the greater part of the rock-at the 
surface, particularly in the northern portions of the peninsula. The bedding direction of this, while distorted 
and reversed over small spaces, yet runs in general nearly coincident with the schistose structure, and is nearly 
vertical. Toward the south further the peninsula develops into a prominent ridge, elongated northwest and 
southeast, consisting of a coarse breccia of jaspilyte. This extends several rods, gradually acquiring more 
rounded pebbles of jasper, then rounded pebbles Like those seen in the Stuntz island conglomerate (the jasper 
pebbles becoming white quartzyte), and at last, just before it disappears on the east side of the point, it presents 
very much the aspect of the conglomerate which forms the bold shore line on the north side of the point in 
section 21, and which extends to Stuntz island. About half the pebbles are of white quartzyte, the rest being 
white quartz-porphyry. It has some bands of fine greenish schist running conformably through it, the same also 
forming the matrix. 

Further north, on the same point, near the centre of the quarter section, is another exposure of jaspilyte, 
some of it being hematitic. It is twisted, broken, and in general has a banded strike toward the north, then to 
the northwest, and then about west, and suddenly ceases. The rock graduates, toward the north further, into 
the same green schist, which at once becomes a conglomerate of white quartzyte and quartz-porphyry. This 
jasper area, which rises so as to form some of the higher parts of the peninsula, is itself a conglomerate, as it 
holds some rounded as well as angular pieces. Indeed, there are strata or belts of fine jasper conglomerate, 
with the schist matrix, running zigzag through the coarse mass, not conformable with the banding of the main 
jasper masses, but at various angles. In the midst of the whole can sometimes be seen small patches of the green 
schist that forms the matrix. 

Pseudo 1:gneous rocks. The green schist here mentioned appears like that seen 

on the ridge north of Tower (south ridge), and it is sometimes charged with fine frag

ments of the white quartzyte derived from the ore beds. It not only runs about 

amongst the sub-angular large masses, but where it is free from~ them it sometimes 

becomes very much like some of the siliceous slates, and even graduates into gray

wacke (No. IH). These both present many of the outward features of igneous rocks, 

but, as will be shown, these features are illusory, and only such as are seen in the 

jaspilyte and in the argillyte of the region, due to folding and crushing of the strata 

upon each other. The rock No. IH, for instance, which is a coarsely granular rock, 

or graywacke, made up very largely of debris from a quartz-porphyry, is, on section 

20, associated unconformably with finer graywacke and argillyte. It is not here 

generally spread, but a patch about thirty feet across strikes diagonally across the 

graywacke. It has a pseudo-basaltic, columnar structure and contains semi-rounded 

quartz grains distributed somewhat like quartz in a quartz-porphyry, though not 

of uniform size. This belt extends toward the east but seems to divide into two 

parts. 

Similar intrusive action on the part of the jaspilyte into the adjoining green

stone has been taken to show the igneous origin of the jaspilyte. A so-called" dike" 

of jaspilyte was formerly distinctly exposed in one of the excavations for mining in 

the north ridge (figure 2, plate RR). There are numerous instances about Vermilion 

lake in the region between the mines and the lake, in which the graywacke beds for 

the same reason are caused to penetrate intrusively into the argillytes. Some were 

once described and illustrated (fifteenth report, pp. 237-244) in order to show that 
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on this evidence for the igneous origin of the jaspilyte nearly all the rocks of the 

region would have to be classed as igneous. On the" burnt forties" similar abrupt 

and incongruous contacts are seen to occur between the Stuntz conglomerate 

and the jaspilyte. Here the folds were broader, and the contacts bring out 

the semblance of "dikes" of some size and length, and other apparently igneous 

intrusion. 
At a place northeast from where this rock divides, following an exposed low 

ridge of rock mostly of slaty graywacke and of graywacke, the latter rock is seen 

to change across the bedding to fissile argillyte, then to a sericitic schist, then to 

hold masses of jaspery quartzyte and black chert, the schistose structure winding 

about them as near Tower, and filling all their sinuosities. This observation shows 

the intimate relation between this green schist and the argillyte, one changing to 

the other. In this green schist are not only large masses of jaspilyte, but pebbles 

of granular white quartzyte like that of the ore rock, some of the latter being an inch 

or two in diameter. 

Conclusion. It may be said, therefore, that this conglomerate performs com

pletely the function of a basal fragnlental stratum, varying in composition in accord

ance with the variation of the older formation. The most remarkable variation is 
to the green schist which embraces the jaspilyte fragnlents. If it be remembered 

that the schistosity is wholly a secondary feature, and that a great greenstone 

terrane is the main rock of the iron formation, it is easy to understand that green

stone debris would in some l)laces be a noticeable feature even in the basal and 

coarse parts of the conglomerate. This would, however, be rare, inasmuch as such 

debris could hardly be expected to be lodged generally in those places where the 

coarse jasper pieces only could find rest, but it would be carried to stiller waters, 

and then would be dropped with the gentler sedimentation, mingling with the gray

wackes and the argillytes in the most perfect sedimentary structure. At the bottom 

of the conglomerate it would necessarily be only in sheltered places, as between 

large jasper pieces, which are sometimes 50 to 100 feet in diameter, that this debris 

could remain; or it could be deposited on subsidence of a coast line hitherto greatly 

eroded, directly upon the coarse conglomerate which before could not retain it. 

Such features are visible on the "south ridge" near Tower, and are even more per

fectly exemplified than on sec. 20, T. 62-15. The gradations of the schist there 

may be seen in different conditions. * This subj ect is further treated in the chapter 

elevoted to Structural Geology.t 

"Compare same descriptions and plates in Bulletin No. v'i., pp. 49-50, 52-56, plate iii. 
+~everal of the mi~lOr cO;lClusions of Messrs. Smyth and Finlay are based on faulty observations, and it is ~ardly.nece:mary 

to refute them, smce their maJor conclusion is shown to be erroneous. Indeed, the whole complex and entIrely Imaglllary 
structural scheme whICh they apply to the Vermilion range, at Tower, falls to the ground. 

There may he mentlOned, however, as faults of their paper: . 
. 1. The pa~tmg plan"", which they illustrate in plate (figure 4), as the original shear planes along which the formatIOn was 

cut, as supposed, mto cubOIdal blocks, appear to not be shear planes (at the left of the figure), but later jointage, and have nO 
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The source oif the pebbles oif the F:Huntz "01~glo t I' t 
v " ,mcrae. -~ecen re-examination in 

the vicinity of Tower has also shown the existence of the parent rock in the various 

phases seen in the pebbles. It is in the form of short ridge8 that extend east and 

west, and is microscopically so similar to some of the graywackes, which consist of 

debris derived from it, that it has not been differentiated from the graywackes. It is 

not known how extensively this rock underlies Vermilion lake, but it i8 probably the 

source of some of the felsitic sericitic schists seen about the northea8tern environs 

along the east shores and about Birch bay to the northwe8t. It probably forms the 

northern and eastern portions of Stuntz island, the whole of a high island lying just 
east of the eastern entrance to Stuntz bay, and constitutes the most northerly of the 

parallel ridges on the so-called" burnt forties." The section corner of secs.13, 14,23 
and 24, T. 62-15, is on a ridge of this kind, but the rest of the ridges lying next south 
are composed of fragmental rock, mainly of conglomerate and graywacke. In this 

conspicuous ridge, which rises perhaps 200 feet above Vermilion lake, the rock is a 
gray quartz-porphyry with some feldspars. It is not pebbly. It contains scattered, 
angular or subrounded pieces of greenstone, but none of quartz-porphyry or of jas
pilyte. It is massive, except for a rather weak schistosity superinduced by pressure 

(No. 2270). In some places it weathers pinkish, probably from abundance of ortho-
clastic material, approximating a granitic structure (No. 2271). 

It is likely that other places could be found composed of this rock, perhaps some 
Its transition to the overlying conglomerate is about as obscure as of Ely island. 

that from the massive greenstones to the fragmental, or from the Saganaga Lake 

granite to the overlying conglomerate. 

On the" burnt forties," which lie immediately southward from the above described 

ridge, are extensive outcrops of jaspilyte, and by reason of the profound folding to 

causal relation to the boulder forms of which the rock consist~, nor any relation to the other schistose wavy planes that snrrOlmd 
such blocks. . 

2. The microscopic characters detailed (on page 15 of the paper of Messrs. Smyth and Finlay) apply to the pebbles of the 
conglomerate, bnt not to the matrix in which they lie, and have no bearing on the sub,ject to which the authors apply them (page 
16), 'i. e., whether the rock as a whole is water-deposited, for a wat,er-deposited pebllie would probably retain the microscopic 
structures of its paren track. 

3. The so-called" irruptive contacts" which the authors depend on to prove the intrusive nature of tl:e graywacke 
(" quartz-porphyry") are, at least Inany of thenl, fracture contacts, proclneed by the grea.t .('.runl~hng and thrnstl~g ?ver each 
other which the strata have suffered. This kind of contact was once appealed to to prove the IrruptIve nature of the Jasp11yte, and 
the writer showed that the same kind of evidence, perfectly exemplified on sec. 20, T. 62-15, would also prove the igneous nature of 
the graywackes and argillytes, the most unqnestionably bedded and sedimentary of aJl the deposits of the region (Fifteenth 
A nnuCtl RepO?'/, pp. 234-243). . .. 

4. The authors make a distinction between two rocks; 011e is called fragmental and, beIng eoarse grained, IS presumed t.o 
"belong to a lower horizon than the other sedimentary rocks within our area"; and the other, a "granite porphyry" and one of 
the phases of their supposed irruptive quartz-porphyry. The former is found" at the point north of Mrs: Ackley'sboat-house, in 
Tower, in S. W. 7<: S. E. 7<: sec. 30," i. e., on Hoodoo point. The ot,her IS at the extremIty of the POlllt III sectlOn 20, already 
mentioned, and is thought to be a belt of quartz-porphyry that cuts the jaspilyte of the VlC111lty. Really, so far as the wl'lter can 
,judge by field evidence, these rocks are the same, with the exception that one IS finer than the other ancl contallls very few eVIdent 
~ebbles of quartz-porphyry. The coarser one is as plainly a part of the conglomerate as any of the outcrops on that pemnsula, and 
IS represented by rocks Nos. 2012 and 2013. . .. 

5. The authors fail to notice the distinctions between the two greenstones, i. e., between that of the nun:s, which IS 
intimately associated with the jaspilyte (whether irrnptive or fragmental need not be con",dered), and that whlCh IS later and 
certainly fragmental and which serves as matrix for the basal conglomerate. . 

6. They like~ise fail to note the distinctions between the intrusive dikes of quartz-p,orphyry and a recomposed debrl~ of 
quartz-porphyry--a graywacke-and have elassed them all as one and supposed they are all mtrus1ves cuttmg the Iron formatlOn. 
There may be both acid and basic old intrusives in the region, especially the former, but they should be kept diStlllct from the 
debris that results from their disintegration. , . .,..' 

7. The descriptions, so far as they can be understood, apparently confound t,yo slates, VIZ., that \\J:lCh ~s a depe1~dency of 
the jaspilyte, a dark, nearly black, siliceous slate, passing to chert, of the age of the Jasp11yte, .and that wInch IS an arg111yte and 
associated intimately with the graywackes that belong both above and below. the no:,-conforll1ty. . " . 

8. They ascribe to the writer various notions which he never ent,;,rtamec:, VIZ.,. th~t SCh1s~ose structur~ IS p~oo!,~~ ~ed1: 
mentation" (page 5), that he never considered the idea" that the schist.lllWht be ,rrupt,ve (page I), and that the Lee hIll IS sepa 
rated froll the Soudan hill by a fault involving a heave of about one mIle (page 7). 
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There may be both acid and basic old intrusives in the region, especially the former, but they should be kept clistmct from the 
debris that results from their disintegration. . .. 
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mentation" (page 5), that he never considered the idea" that the schist.lll,,~ht be IrruptIVe (page /), and that the Lee hill IS sepa 
rated from the Sondan hill by a fanlt involving a heave of about one mIle (page 7). 
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which the locality has been subjected the Stuntz conglomerate and so~e of its finer 

phases have been brought into abrupt contact with this original jaspilyte, both par

allel and perpendicular to the general strike, a relation which might be mistaken, as 

has been done by Messrs. Smyth and Finlay, for an example of intrusion of one rock 

upon the other. 
This occurrence of quartz-porphyry in the Lower Keewatin is a repetition of 

what may be seen in Lake county, in the region westward and southwestward from 

Snowbank lake, where it occupies extensive areas, and geographically lies between -

the oldest massive greenstones and their overlying conglomerate, and a series of later 

greenstones which contain jaspilyte iron ore. 

The granites ancl the Archecui revoltdion. The evidence is not altogether satisfac

tory as to the relative date of the intrusion of the granites in the northern part of 

this area, and the metamorphism of the clastics which accompanied it, i. e., whether 

this revolution followed or preceded the Upper Keewatin. The subject has not been 

investigated in the field since the recognition of the separateness of the Upper 

Keewatin from the Lower. The crystalline schists that are found in. the northern 

part of Vermilion lake come on gradually by a metamorphism which increases in 

degree toward the north, the unaltered schists being such as prevail largely abo,ut 

Verm.ilion lake, so far as can be distinguished, and apparently conformable with the 

slates and graywackes of the Upper Keewatin. They are, however, in general more 

schistose than the Upper Keewatin, and resemble those schists which in other places, 

as north of White Iron lake, and north of Long lake, are changed in the same manner 

by the granitic intrusion and become the crystalline schists of those places, and these 

are of the Lower Keewatin. The probability is therefore that the granitic intrusion 

in the northwestern part of Vermilion lake took place before the accumulation of 

the Stuntz conglomerate, and that it was the prime cause, in a dynamic sense, which 

separated the Keewatin into two parts. 

About Moose, Snowbank and Disappointment lakes, the granitic revolution was 

after the formation of the Ogishke conglomerate, and that conglomerate is converted 
into the mica schists of that region. 

There are apparently three epochs of granitic intrusion, and one of quartz

porphyry. There are various places where quartz-porphyry dikes penetrated the 

Archean prior to the Archean revolution, and these intrusions gave origin to the 

materials of the Stuntz conglomerate, already described, which lies non-conformably 

on the Lower Keewatin. Two sets of granitic dikes cut the one the other, and they 

are apparently later than a third set which rise into prominence and are visible 

further north. Irrespective of this there are certainly two sets of granitic dikes 

cutting the mica schists, etc., in the northwestern part of Vermilion lake. 
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The relations of these acid intrusi yes to the basic and to each other can be seen on 

sec. 36, T.63-17, opposite Avis island. The earliest seems to be one of the sets of 

basic dikes (No. 1985). This is cut by granitic dikes, one set of which cuts the other. 

The earlier one of these is represented by rock No. 1983, and the later by rock No. 

1984. The latest, as observed at this point, is rock No. 1982, while the mica schist itself 

is No. 1981. Besides these distinct cases of sequence, showing greenstone both older 

and later than the granite, there are also mixed conditions in which there seem to 

be inclusions of acid rock that stain the greenstone. There is sometimes great 

confusion of structure, but in all cases the different rocks (greenstone, granite and 
schist) can be identified. 

FIG. 105. SEQUENOE OF GRANITE AND GREENSTONE DIKES, MENAN ISLAND, 

On Menan island where the relations of these dikes to each other were sketched 

in 1886,* the above figure shows the general structure. There are two granites. 

One is cut by a straggling dike from the other. The older is rock No. 1986 and the 

younger No. 1987. In thin section they do not show any noteworthy petrographic 

differences, but the older one appears in the field finer grained and whiter than the 

younger, which is reddish. This same younger straggling dike continues on through 

some of the mica schist, directly into contact with the great greenstone dike to No . 

. 877, and there is. cut off by the greenstone dike, which shows two epochs of granitic 

intrusion, one cutting the other, previous to the greenstone dike No. 877. At 

another place on this surface an older greenstone is cut by the red granite No. 1987. 

This greenstone is rock No. 1989. For more definite description of these rocks the 

* Fi/teenth Annual Rep01't, p. 289. 
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reader must consult the corresponding numbers of the chapter devoted to the petro

graphic geology in vol. v. 
At a point a little further north, on Menan island, is a gray rock (No. 1990) 

fine-grained, six inches wide, cutting granite (apparently the younger granite), which 

is cut by a still later greenstone. Rock No. 1990 also cuts this later greenstone. 

When a greenstone dike cuts the granite it is apt to become schistose, especially if 

it runs in the direction of the prevailing schistosity. 

On the east side of the channel, where the route runs north, at N. W. i S. E. i 
sec. 26, T. 63-7, is a rock (No. 1991) that is supposed to be of the same nature as No. 

1990, the youngest of the eruptive rocks of the region, which appears in the form of 

a spreading laccolith, or irregular mass, in the midst of the schists and granites, 

forming the highest part of a knob a little back from the lake. This roc~ is fine

grained and gray, and is evidently an important irruptive of the Archean. It is also 

penetrated by a coarse, pegmatitic vein-like granite much lighter colored (No. 1992). 

Which one of these granitic intru~ions, or whether all of them, can be con

nected with the series of wanitic dikes that characterize the transition belt, i. e. the 

change from mica schist to gneiss and to granite, which supervenes still further 

north, it is not yet possible to state. But it is probable that rocks Nos. 1991-1993 

are connected with that great intrusion, and that the other intrusions were earlier. 

Allusion has already been made to the acid and basic dikes of the region, and 

to the probability that the youngest series of the acid dikes is the southern repre

sentative of the great granitic intrusion, which also penetrates' the schists in the 

manner of dikes. Indeed, the dikes that begin to appear on the shores of Birch bay 

and on Menan and A vis islands increase in number toward the north, and finally merge 

into a great granitic area, replacing the schists entirely, the schists becoming grad

ually more gneissose, until they become a pronounced gneiss with parallel sedimentary 

banding in the same direction as that of the schists. It seems, therefore, from all 

the evidence at hand, that the great revolution which produced the granites and 

gneisses which extend across the northern portion of this area, was the epoch of 

generation of the latest of the crystalline rocks of the Archean of this plate, and that 

these rocks, instead of being placed at the bottom of the Archean, belong at the 
top of the Lower Keewatin. 

These rocks are generally not sheared. The granite rises in domes and hills, 

and sometimes produces a rugged country, but it is not much more elevated than 

the areas of the schists. It may have been originally much higher, but, if so, the 

decay of all post-Archean time, the base-leveling action of the erosive agents of the 

atmosphere, and especially the abrasion of the glacial epochs, have removed the 

principal elevations and reduced the country, in the main, to a cO:n;Lparatively uniform 
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plateau, with undulations usually of less than a hundred feet between the valleys 
and the hills. 

The rock varies from coarse to fine grained, and from nearly white to red. It 

is quite likely that within the general area are patches of massive rocks of different 

Archean dates, preceding the epoch of the general revolution, and that some of these 

variations are due to difference of date and of genesis, bnt none of these distinctions 

have been followed out in the field. The whole region is a forbidding granitic waste, 
and but little time has been spent on it. 

The samples that have been examined carefully are the following: Nos. 1990, 

1991,1992,1993,1994,1996i, These examinations are yet to be made: Granites, Nos. 

924,927,932,936,940,941,942,943,944. The details of the petrographic characters will 

be found in another chapter. In general, it is necessary here only to call attention to 

a feature presented by the feldspars of these granites, viz.: that they are frequently 

very much altered and very fresh in the same rock. In the case of the altered feld

spars the alteration is greatest at the centre, which is the reverse of an alteration 

produced in a feldspar by weathering. In general, the rock of these granites is 

un sheared and unbroken by pressure; the fresh feldspars being secondary growths 

produced by a thorough recrystallization of an old rock in situ with easy access of 

moisture. The old feldspars are sometimes plagioclase and much of the new growth 

consists of microcline. The quartz is wholly fresh, and dates from the generation of 

the microcline. 
With the granites are here included all those gneisses that are essentially homo

geneous, and which were probably also of irruptive origin. They differ from the 

massive homogeneous granites in having parallel separation planes without miner

alogical variation. * 
The crystalline schists and gneisses (Coutchiching). This series of rocks, especially 

the mica schists, have been called Coutchiching by Mr. A. C. Lawson, under the sup

position that they held a definite stratigraphic position. About the same time, but 

a little later, they were named Vermilion by the writer, who included in them the 

dark hornblendic gneisses, diorytes and schists which are usually developed in close 

association with the mica schists. The earlier term was adopted by the Minnesota 
survey under the" rule of priority," and it has appeared in all later reports. There 
is, however, no certainty and but little probability, that the mica schists described 
by Lawson at Rainy lake are of the same elate, as sediments, as those of Vermilion 
lake, although it is hjghly probable that they were metamorphosed at the same date, 

at least at the same general epoch. 
An enormous thickness of rocks had accumulated prior to this revolution, and 

they had been invaded by separate epochs of minor irrnption. Such epochs resulted - * No.6 of figure 1, Twentieth Annual Repo?·t, p. 16, 1891. 
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in dikes, both basic and acid, as has already been mentioned, and it is probable that 

ma,ny sills a,ndlaccoliths existed between the strata even before they were upheaved 

a,nc1 folded. It is more probable, however, that the epochs of folding and faulting 

were also the epochs of the principal intrusions. The dikes must have been the 

feeders for the formation of surface effusive rocks, and perhaps for the support of 

Archean volcanoes. The crysta,lline schists, therefore, were likely to exhibit a varied 

composition and structure. Some old basic irraptives, as well as eruptives, under 

the pressure, shearing and metamorphism ?f the Archean revolution, already perhaps 

greatly decayed, were converted into hornblendic schists. The acid dikesof granite. 

and quartz-porphyry were changed to crystalline rocks of indefinite characters

mainly to gneisses-while the graywackes, argillytes and quartzytes were permeated 

with an internal crystallization, by reason of which was produced the great body of 

the mica schist belt and many gneisses. 

N ow, while the seat and acme of this metamorphism was necessarily in the 

deeper parts of the older sedin1ents and older portions of the crust, it is obvious that 

it might break out among the later ones, and that for large areas it might involve 

some of the superficial strata, or the strata last formed, and hence that the mica 

schists may be modifications of strata of different ages, and it is equally obvious that 

large tracts of the earliest rocks might not be invaded at all; and, there having been 

in the region no later simila,r convulsion, sach exempted strata would come down 

to us nearly in the condition in which they were formed, barring only the changes 

that are incident to atmospheric decay, and to the pressures and foldings of later 

geological history. 

There are a great many places where the transition from the schists to the 

gneiss can be observed more or less favorably. Indeed, as the drift proper is gener

ally scant or wanting, this transition can be observed all along the boundary line as 

represented in this plate. The clifficulties to continuous inspection arise chiefly from 

soil, vegetation, water and later debris. A very favorable place for -examining this 

interesting transition is the west side of Outlet bay, on the dull point which embraces 

the corners of sections 14, 15 22 and 23. 

On the point near the centre of sec. 14, T. 63 ... ] 7, the rock is partly a breccia. 

This round point has three exposures; the northern one is this breccia, with no 

direction of dip or strike. At the next, toward the south, the rock is gneiss, or hard, 

closely jointed mica schist, or micaceous quartzyte, with a strike east and west, and 

nearly vertical, or dipping north. ~U the third the rock is evidently a bedded one, 

with little disturbance. It varies from a hard gneissic mica schist to a fine, hard, 

almost flinty, gray, micaceous quartzyte, with a dip of 35° to 40° toward the north. 

This is rock No. 879. These exposures are all small, from twenty feetto fifty feet 
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along the beach, and do not show their relations to each other by direct contact; 

but the dip seen in the last mentioned would indicate that it lies lower than the. 
other two. 

Still further south, about one-fourth mile north of the ,')outh side of sec. 14, T. 

63-17, is a sharp, rocky point, projecting east, made up of mica schist and conform

able layers of gneissic mica schist, and some syenyte dikes running in the same 

direction, all showing a very evident dip north (exactly) of about 40° from the horizon. 

In this are not only large conformable (or nearly conformable) la,yers, or dikes, of 

syenyte, but also small isolated and lenticular nests or nodules of syenyte (No. 880). 

These latter swell out so as to interfere with the foliation, which here is the bedding 

structure. It is very evident here that a bedding sh'uctureis the cause ~f, and is 

converted into, the foliation, producing a gneissic structure. Both can be seen in the 

same rock mass. This transition is discussed more fnlly in the chapter on structural 

geology,* in vol. v. 

As to the nature and structure of the mica schists, the details will also be found 

in vol. v. The principal minerals are quartz, mica and feldslJar with accessory 

amounts of garnet, hematite and magnetite. These are all of secondary origin in 

their present forms, although the elements of which they are composed are supposed 

to have existed in the strata originally in about the same proportions in the clastic 

debris derived from the abrasion of older rocks, not now identifiable, and from 

volcanic ejection. There is often an appreciable amount of hornblende, and this 

sometimes becomes abundant, and thus these schists pass to a hornblendic schist, It is 

probable that this is an index of the variable am.ount of volcanic basic debris 

in the original sediments, or of basic massive irruptives intermingled with them 

prior to their metamorphism. The feldspar grains seen in these schists, as well 

as in some of the schists not distinctively known as mica schists, are often difficult 

to distinguish from quartz, especially in thin section by microscopical observation. 

They are glassy and free from cleavage or structure of any kind. If the precaution 

be taken to examine the section in convergent light for t.he interference figure, it 

will be seen that the curved dark bars, and sometimes both hyperbolas of a bisectrix, 

characteristic of biaxial crystals, cross the field from quadrant to quadrant instead 

of the straight bars characteristic of quartz.t Such feldspars are of secondary 

origin, and they are sometimes seen in the same seetion with old feldspars, with 

which they present a striking contrast. In other cases the feldspars, though second-

- * See also N, H, WINCHELL- Some new features in the geology of northeasterl1lYIinne~ota .. Amer. Geol.,. vol. =, pp. 41~51. 
tThe so-called" straight" bars characteristic of quartz when cut obliquely to the opt1hc aX1sb are stl'8,lght ~~da~t if,:;'~~~~; 

scope only when the section is nearly perpendicular to the axis. As the obliquity increases t ese ~l'S ."~e ;'u~;ith the ;'inci al 
th~ field and as they leave it, being straight only when they crosS the centre c:Ehthe fiel~l, '{~ .~~~~~. ~~~~~gv~~~ecall be disti~gUis?ed 
aXlS of one of the nicols. The dark bars of the feldspars are always curvec ~ ~ qual' 'z,~. I ~ , lorizontal diameter, On rota
from that of the feldspar by the fact that the former when curved ~as one ~'d '~ t~~ e~.81l'~~:~i~~ ~ passes t,hrouo'h the diameter 
tion it swings into agreement with one or the other of these d1ame .e1'8, an. 01\ U1' 1 eont1J~uously cu;.~ed bar, c~oming into one 
and curves in the opposite direction; whereas the latter cr?ss~s .the fi:ld oblt;l."tCI' ~ as .~. I . the horizontal diameter. 
quadrant and leaving the field in the opposite one, never cOlllCldlllg wlth mthel ,Ie vel ,lCa 01 
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- • See also N. H. WINCHELL. Some llew fBatures in the geology of northeastern JYIinne~ota .. Amer. Geol.,. vol. =, Pl'· 41~51. 
+ The so.calleel" straight" bars characteristic of quartz when cut obliquel,T to the optw aXIS, are straight u~der ;~e nllC~o

scope only whell the section is nearly perpendicular to the axis. As the ollliqnity increases these ban; .are ~·ur;·~h ~~e '~;ne~ ~~ 
th~ field and as they leave it, being straight only when they crosS the oentfe "4hthe fiel~l, '{~r~~~~~' ~~~~~g:~~~eC~~l' i)e disti~gnist;d 
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ary, are cloudy apparently because of the inclusion of impurities rejected by the 

other minerals in the process of recrystallization. 
The Lower Kee'wat'in. The fundamental complex, or the congeries from which 

the mica schists represented on this plate were developed, was, as already intimated, 

a mass that embraced a great variety of sedimentary and massive rocks, although 

throughout much of it no distinctly fragmental grains can now be detected. The 

existing structures are but modified conditions of original structures. It is the prob

lem of the geologist to interpret these modified structures, and in that way to discover 

the nature of the forces which operated to form their original structures, and again of 

those that gathered the rocks at the commencement. This inquiry cannot be entered 

upon here. At this place will be given only a concise description of the rocks as a 

whole, with reference to other chapters for many details, and for theoretical conclusions. 

The principal rocks are" greenstones," massiVe and fragmental greenwackes; 

basic dikes of two or more dates; quartz-porphyries, graywackes and quartz-porphyry 

dikes; granites and granitic dikes; argillytes, black siliceous slates, jaspiJyte and 

iron ores; quartzytes, conglomerates and limestones; mica and hornblende schists 

and dioryte. 
The popular impression is that these rocks present an inextricable knot, a confu

sion of structure and of composition, and that it is useless to attempt to unravel it. 

Such, however, it does not appear to the writer. The progress of the survey over 

the most of the area of these rocks has been rapid, and, sharing in the foregoing 

belief and lacking sufficient time, but little effort has been made by the agents of the 

survey to differentiate these rocks chronologically in the field. Still, as the facts are 

collated, c!3rtain leading principles have been found out, and some idea of a sequence 

of structure can be expressed. This is the result of adjusting all the observations of 

the survey made by all its field-parties into a systematic scheme, supported by micro

scopical examinations of the rocks collected. It will be observed that in the forego

ing enumeration of the rocks of the fundamental complex are included th~ granites, 

diorytes and gneisses and the mica schists of the Archean revolution, but they are 

the results (not the causes) of that revolution, and as rocks they are of later date 

than the rocks here considered. Not all of the above mentioned rocks occur within 
this area. 

The oldest rock which has been detected by the Minnesota survey is a massive 

greenstone. It is not known to exist in the area represented by this plate, but it 

may occur in that portion which has not been well explored and is drift-covered, 

lying between Vermilion lake and the Giant's range, apd it is not certainly to be 

excluded from the 'ridges which at Tower hold the iron ore lodes, and which extend 
eastward to Ely. 
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As a derivative of this is the greenstone which is seen closely connected with 

the jaspilyte, which appears to be of fragmental origin, either as detritus or as vol

canic ash, or as both. This becomes conglomeratic and agglomeratic, and its thin

nest sheets are interstratified, at the mines, with the jaspilyte, and such interstrati

fication is subject to the various parallel tortuosities of the jaspilyte itself.* This 

rock under such conditions has essentially a sedimentary structure, and as a sedi

mentary rock it blends with the siliceous strata that carry the ores of the region, 

and is interchangeable with them. This fragmental greenstone becomes aphanitic, 

and somewhat siliceous, and also, when still more plainly sedimentary, and siliceous, 

it forms green stratified rocks which are above designated greenwackes, and at other 

times it forms a greenish flint. With still further addition of more coarse acid mate

rial it passes to graywackes or to argillytes. For the formation of these acid rocks, 

however, it is evident that there must have been a source of acid material. There 

must have been, therefore, either chemical precipitation of silica or detrital distribu

tion of acid debris, and perhaps both. There are reasons for believing that tile 

chemical precipitation of silica and probably alkaline silicates prevailed for a long 

period of time prior to the extrusion of any acid erupti ves. The earliest sedimentary 

acid rocks known are the jaspilytes and they consist essentially of chemically depos

ited silica and hematite, while the fragmental greenstones that embrace the jaspi

lytes are cut, according to Smyth and Finlay, by the earliest known acid eruptives, 

viz.: by quartz-porphyries. In Lake county, however, is a large mass of quartz

porphyry, lower in the series than the jaspilytes, and it may be demonstrated 

by later examination that an the Archean quartz-porphyry originated at a date 

anterior to the jaspilytes. The apparently igneous contacts of the quartz-porphyry 

and the Stuntz conglomerate on the jaspilyte on the" burnt forties" near Tower are 

believed to be due to folding and mechanical displacement. 

After the sediments had acquired a strong siliceous ingredient, both chemical 

and fragmental, it is evident that acid lands were formed by upheaval of acid masses. 

Such upheavals or extrusions may have been separated by long intervals of time, and 

may have been very numerous, but within the area of this plate but three can be 

affirmed which occurred within Archean time. All these acid igneous rocks, how

ever, are, so f;tr as known, of later date than the Keewatin basic ones, -with the possible 

exception-of the quartz-porphyry. 

There were many alternations of these rocks (the graywackes and the green

wackes) and many alternations in the nature of the irruptives that invaded them, and 

that were interleaved with them, but for the most part, they are still easily distin-
~ . h- h h- t braces fragments large and small of 

. *.It might be repeated here that this" greenstone" IS !,ot that w lC , ~St a s~. '~_fi e,:_ on which is 0xhil;ited occasionally'on 
the Jaspilyte, as on the sonth ridge (figure 2, plate WW), but It refers to that III ers Ia 1 C 1 

the l)orth ridge, and which is represented by the photograph (figure 1, plate WW). 
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believed to be due to folding and mechanical displacement. 

After the sediments had acquired a strong siliceous ingredient, both chemical 

and fragmental, it is evident that acid lands were formed by upheaval of acid masses. 

Such upheavals or extrusions may have been separated by long intervals of time, and 

may have been very numerous, but within the area of this plate but three can be 

affirmed which occurred within Archean time. All these acid igneous rocks, how

ever, are, so far as known, of later date than the Keewatin basic ones, -with the possible 

exception -of the quartz-porphyry. 

There were many alternations of these rocks (the graywackes and the green
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• . h' h h' t mbraces fragments large and small. of 
. *.It might be repeated here that this" greenstone" IS ?ot that w 1C t' ~Sta s~. I~ill eation which is exhil;ited occasionally'on 

the Jaspilyte, as on the south ridge (figure 2, plateWW), but It refers to tha III ers la c 
the north ridge, and which is represented b;r the photograph (figure 1, plate WW). 
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gl1ished, one from the other. It is only when the derivative is essentially and neces

sarily similar to its parent rock, and these are found in contiguity, that it is difficult 

to distinguish a hand sample of one from one of the other .. 

Aside from the great metamorphism which accompanied the Archean revolution, 

as described above, there is no chemical change or series of chemical changes worthy 

of note that have passed over these rocks which have rendered alike' unlike rocks, 

nor vice versa. The debris from the basic irruptives is still basic debris, and the 

detritus from the acid is still acid, and, when circumstances of later history have not 

been unfavorable, they still retain their evident sedimentary structures. When these 

have been obscured by dynamic forces, and the rocks have been given a schistose 

structure, there is at transition points great difficulty in distinguishing the frag

mental from the massive, for this has produced a recrystallization in both, bringing 

them into greater similarity. 

Nornenclatu,re. There are several epochs in the history of the fundamental 

complex which might be distinguished by special geological terms, and it might add 

to the elucidation and the preservation of the steps of that history to apply. such 

designations. At present, however, it is only necessCLry t? call attention to the term 

Kawishiwin, which was given by the writer, in 1888,* to the greenstones, which above 

are stated to embrace the iron ores, and to their massive associates, which together 

extend from the mines at Tower to and beyond Ely, and spread over the region of 

the Kawishiwi river. They can be traced, indeed, continuously from the vicinity of 

Tower to Gunflint lake, where they pass below the Animikie. When this name was 

applied, it was said to designate the latest rocks of the Archean, with the assumption 

that the gneisses and granites of the northern part of Vermilion lake were at the 

bottom of the series. At that date the rocks of the fundamental complex had not 

been much examined, and the prevalent notion that those to which the term Lauren

tian had uniformly been applied lay below all the rest was accepted. But any 
statement of the order of genesis of these rocks, so far as they occur in Minnesota, 
made at that date, has to be reversed, and the greenstone terrane, or the Kawishiwin, 
is now known to contain the oldest known rocks in the state. With this qualification 
it is proposed to continue the use of this term, and to include in it both massive and 
fragmental portions of the greenstones of the Lower Keewatin. 

This result has an important bearing on the structural_ relations of the rocks of 
the Vermilion Lake plate. It reveals at once the general order of succession of the 
strata, for the strata become younger and younger at the surface, on receding from 
the Kawishiwin. 

The 'iron ores of the Verm'ilion mnge. A great many details of the structural 
relations of these iron ores to the enclosing rocks have been given in the earlier 

* Compare Seventeenth Report, pp. 39-42; Amer. Geol., ix, pp. 359-368. 
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• Compare Seventeenth Report, pp. 39-42; Amer. Geol., ix, pp. 359-368. 
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reports of the survey.* These were published with a view to show the complexity 

of those relations, and as data for the drawing of inferences as to the origin of the 

ores, and the date thereof. They need not be repeated in full. Only a summary of 

these relations will here be given. 

1. The first and most fundamental fact connected with the Vermilion hema

tites is their occurrence in a "greenstone." This is not a massive crystalline rock, 

but one that is fine-grained, indistinct, and often grades by sedimentary structures 

into a more and more siliceous rock, the silica being of the same compactly and 

finely granular kind as that whic~. is the chief impurity of the ore. This greenstone 

as it is interbanded with the ore is seen to be the same as that which is interbanded , 
by sedimentation, with certain argillytes. In numerous such cases the iron element 

is wanting, and there results a greenish flint, or a flintyargillyte with beautiful 

sedimentary banding. Indeed there are sedimentary alternations and variations of 

almost all kinds between these leading elements, greenstone debris, argillyte, fine 

silica, iron ore, constituting, as one or the other predorninates, a jaspilyte, a siliceous 

argillyte, a siliceous green wacke, an ordinary fragmental greenstone, a green flint, 

a ferruginous banded argillyte, and in one instance at a higher horizon (plate X) a 

conglomeratic jaspilyte in which the pebbles are of red granite and other kinds of 

foreign rock. The facts go to show that the iron ore was accumulated in the ocean, 

for its larger structures and its associates all owe their essential features to sedi

mentary action. These variations are not all visible at the mines, nor indeed do 

they all occur at anyone place, but they are to be observed on taking an extended 

survey, and by noting carefully, at different and often distant localities, the transitions 

that the ore deposits experience. The mines are opened in the best ore deposits, 

and that fact precludes the mining excavations from revealing these gradations to 

worthless ore and to rock and other associations of the jaspilitic silica. Still, even 

at Tower, some of these alternations between the ore and the greenstone are plainly 

exposed. 

2. If it be admitted that the structures and associations of the ore (i. e. the 

hematite and the quartz) require that they were accumulated in the ocean, it is 

equally imperative to admit that these elements do not show any clastic characters 

as minerals. They do not seem to have been detrital debris. They are as a class 

exceedingly fine and wholly crystalline, though closely banded together in what 

appears to be a sedimentary structure. There is no known method of origin for 

such elements so associated with oceanic water and with each other, except that of , 
chemical precipitation. Hence the ore and the silica must have been in solution in 

the ocean, and it was by the occasional mingling of fragmental materials with the 

* Fifteenth and Eighteenth Annual Reports, and B,.lletin vi. 
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conglomeratic jaspilyte in which the pebbles are of red granite and other kinds of 

foreign rock. The facts go to show that the iron ore was accumulated in the ocean, 
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* Fifteenth and Eighteenth Annual Reports, and B1tlletin vi. 
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chemical precipitates that the jaspilyte is caused to grade into flinty argillyte' or 

into siliceous greeustone. 

3. If we look for the cause of these precipitations during the accumulation of 

the fragmental portion of the Kawishiwin, it is necessary to recall the probably 

volcanic character of the epoch in which they were formed. They follow directly 

after the earliest of the greenstones which sometimes still reveal a massive and 

crystalline structure, showing that they resulted from the cooling of a molten basic 

magma. The later greens,tone is frequently a volcanic tuff. The ore occurs in this 

later greenstone. The ejections of volcanoes must have disturbed the equilibrium of 

the oceanic solutions, and it is plain that amongst the first and the most copious of 

the precipitates would be hydrous ferric oxide, and hydrous silica. These would 

accumulate in strata on the bottom of the shallow ocean in the neighborhood of the 

Archean volcanoes. The lapse of time has expelled the chemical water from each 

and has allowed the complete crystallization of both in the forms that they now 

exhibit. The rocks have all been upheaved and set on edge since their formation, and 

by pressure and shearing the ore lenses have been modified in shape and folded and 

fractured so as to bring them into present contact with rocks to which, sometimes, 

they have no genetic nor chronologic relation. 

While the foregoing outlines the origin and history of the Vermilion ores, it 

will be well here to state, further, that this history, so far as it relates to their origin, 

is wholly within the Lower Keewatin. Between the Lower and Upper Keewatin 

occurred a revolution which is now expressed by a great conglomerate at the bottom 

of the Upper Keewatin (the Stuntz conglomerate at Vermilion lake) and the rocks 

of the Lower Keewatin all contributed to the composition of that basal conglomerate. 

Hence the jaspilyte, sometimes in large masses, as seen in the south (or Lee) ridge 

at Tower, and very frequently in the form of pebbles and as sand, going into the 

composition of some of the Upper Keewatin schists and graywackes, is abundantly 

disseminated as clastic debris amongst the later rocks. This fact has not always 

been recognized, but all the jaspilyte, whether original or clastic, has been considered 

as one in date and origin. This mistake was made in Bulletin vi of the survey, where 

the reader will find a more elaborate discussion of the origin of the Vermilion ores. 

These two forms of jaspilyte are shown in figures 1 and 2 of plate WW. 

It should also be stated, further, that even since the formation of the Upper 

Keewatin profound fracturing and folding have taken place, and that sometimes the 

Upper and Lower Keewatin are folded together and so fractured and displaced that 

large masses of the one are brought incongruously into contact with th~ other. 

On the "burnt forties," so-called, situated northeastwardly from Soudan, may be 

seen, as already explained, a good illustration of this profound folding. Here are 
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Lower Keewatin greenstone and jaspilyte brought into contact with Upper Keewatin 

conglomerate, both standing nearly or quite vertical. The lines of fracture and 

folding mainly run about east and west, but some of them are transverse. The com

plication here is still further increased by the occurrence of a series of later diabase 

dikes which have cut both Upper and Lower Keewatin, probably of the same date as 
those of Stuntz island (plate SS, figure 1). 

There is therefore no need to appeal to any secondary cause for the origin of these 

ores; they are original in their present form, and native in the rocks in which they 

lie, and have suffered as little alteration since their generation as any of the Archean 

rocks; probably less, owing to their intractable nature, than the Archean granites 

and greenstones. Occasionally there are secondary deposits of limonite and siderite, 

and the latter is seen in rare instances to penetrate sparsely within the ores; but in 

all cases the microscopical form and relations of the grains show unmistakably that 

the siderite is a secondary product and not an original one. Its crystal rhombs lie 

in the flinty jaspilyte in the same manner as pyrite cubes sometimes exist in argillitic 

slates. 

For the special characters of the rocks ~f this area reference may be made to the following numbers in . 
the petrographic chapter of vol. v: 

Rocks of the series of N. H. Winchell: Nos. 379-432; 864-947; 1449-1452; 1502-1509; 1546-1572; 1957-1965; 
2270-2272. 

Rocks of the series of A. vVinchell: Nos. 989W-990W. 
Rocks of H. V. Winchell: Nos. 1H-20H; 286H-305H; 333H-357H. 
Rocks of the series of u. s. Grant: Nos. 278G-298G; 1010G-1016G. 
Rocks of the series of J. E. Spurr: Nos. 1818-1848. 
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CI--IAPTER XXX. 

THE GEOLOGY OF THE CARLTON PLATE. 
(PLATE 87.) 

By N. H. WINCHELL. 

A general description of the geology of Carlton county has been given in con

nection with the Carlton County plate (No. 56). In this chapter will be mentioned 

some facts of geological interest of a more detailed nature which were observed in 

the immediate vicinity of Carlton, and the age of the Thomson slates will be dis

cussed. 

The area included in plate 87 is a very interesting and important one, scien

tifically and prospectively. The former presence of lake Superior at this elevation, 

and the still earlier course of the St. Louis southwestwardly, and the subsequent 

drainage of the lake to a lower level, with a change in the course of the St. Louis, 

have conspired to bring into prominence various geologic and topographic features 

within a small compass. 

From Cloquet the St. Louis formerly spread widely over the country to the 

south, and probably occupied the channel that passes through sees. 23, 26 and 35, 

T. 48-17. It then reached the Moose Lake valley by way of the Otter Creek valley, 

and that in which the St. Paul and Duluth railroad runs between Otter Creek station 

and Mahtowa. At a little later date it descended by way of its present channel, 

southward from Cloquet, spreading over the boulder-paved plain that borders the 

river on the west, on which the St. Paul and Duluth railroad is located, to Carlton, 

where it spread more widely, forming a lake-like expanse (glacial lake St. Louis) 

that extended southwestward and found its outlet by way of the Otter creek and the 

upper Black Hoof valleys, reaching the ·Moose valley near Barnum. Still later the 

level of the waters was again lowered by the opening of a channel from the N emidji 

valley into the Portage valley. The Nemidji stage of the ancient lake Superior, 

which existed while this ancient channel was occupied, was about 1070 to 1080 feet 

above sea level, and as Carlton is at 1083 feet, the old beach line was probably in the 

near vicinity. We may assume, at least, that the most of the St. Louis ·valley below 

Carlton was yet under lake Superior, and that the rocks that now form the many 
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cascades and waterfalls between Thomson and Fond dn Lac were also covered by 

the drift sheet, secure from abrasion either by the lake or by the river. The lake 

was. successively lowered by finding lower outlets till it finally reached its present 

level. Thus by degrees the St. Louis river excavated its present channel below 

Thomson through the drift, leaving as its latest records the precipitous clay cliffs 

that outline it most of the way to Fond du Lac, for its erosive effect on the slates 

below Thomson are almost imperceptible. 

The Thompson slates-their probable age. These slates were first examined in 

1877,* and in the report for that year is a description of their cleavage, joints, dip 

and manner of outcrop, with illustrations. They were thought then to be the same 

as those which occur at Little Falls, on the Mississippi, below Brainerd, "but it here 

shows none of the concretionary hornblende, or dioritic rock seen at Little Falls, and 

taken all to~ether, is somewhat finer grained, not showiilg an evidently micaceous 

composition." The relations of these slates to similar rocks in the northeastern 

part of Minnesota were not referred to at that time. 

In 1883, on the occasion of an excursion from the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science, from Minneapolis, these slates were examined by a number 

of geologists, including Dr. T. Sterry Hunt. At this time were noticed the peculiar 

limy lumps or" concretions," and subsequently Dr. Hunt, with the concurrence of 

Dr. J. W. Dawson, reported evidences of a "keratose sponge" in these limy masses.t 

In 1890, the writer, after a more careful examination of these rocks in the field,:!: 

made for the purpose of arriving at a conclusion as to the age of the formation, was 

satisfied that they are of the Animikie, and of Taconic age. At a later date this 

opinion was held with mnch less confidence, and when, in an extended review of the 

subject by Mr. J. E. Spurr,§ the evidence seemed to preponderate against the 

Animikie age, it was entirely abandoned in favor of the view urged by Mr. Spurr, 

viz., that these rocks belong to the Keewatin. It was with this belief in mind that 

further examination was made in 1893 and 1894, when the various field observations 

and final comparisons of the rocks of the county with surrounding terranes led to 

their separation into two series, one of which is probably of the age of the Taconic, and 

the other of the Archean, the latter representing probably both Keewatin and Coutch

iching. At what point these can be geographically separated, it cannot be shown, 

because of the abundant drift. It can only be said that the outcrops extending from 

Cloquet to Carlton and Thomson, and thence southwestward to the vicinity of Otter 

Creek station are believed to be a part of the Animikie, and that the slates and 

schists that occur at Barnum and Moose Lake, and westward from Mahtowa, as well 

* These slates were examined in 1877, by E. T. Sweet. His report thereon is published iu Geol. of Wis., vol. iii, p. 334, 1880. 

t Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. i, sec. iv, p. 250. 
t Twentieth Annu.al Report, p. 29. 
§,dmer . .Tour. oj Sci. (3), xlviii, p. 159. 
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t T,·ans. Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. i, sec. iv, p. 250. 
t Twentieth Annual Rep01·t, p. 29. 
~.dmer. Jour. oj Sci. (3), xlviii, p. 159. 
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as the outcrops in the valley of the Kettle river, and westward and southwestward 

into Pine county, are considered much older. 
It has to be admitted, further, that, so far as observed, there is nothing in the 

general lithology of the Thomson slates,i. e., in their average composition, their 

structure, dip, strike or metamorphic condition, which is diagnostic of t~e Animikie 

from the Upper Keewatin, as that part of the Keewatin appears about Tower, and 

that there is no demonstration of their Animikie age. The Thomson slates are isolated, 

but are surrounded, at distant points, by known outcrops whose geological age is 

reasonably well known. The best that can be done is to assign them to that age for 

which there is a preponderance of evidence. It is that preponderance which leads to 

the result above expressed. 
Toward the west and southwest is an area of crystalline rock, with gneiss and 

granite. The schists on the Kettle river, and throughout the western, part of the 

county, evidently are a part of the same general crystalline area. On the Kettle 

river they are mica schists. They are mica schists at one or two outcrops between the 

Kettle river and the Moose river at Barnum. In general, however, along the railroad 

at Barnum and Moose lake, they are less micaceous and resemble some of the gray

wackes and slates of the Upper Keewatin. However, westward from Mahtowa these 

rocks are decidedly like the Lower Keewatin, being greenish and highly chloritic, 

with irregularities that have an agglomeratic appearance, recalling the structures 

seen eastward from Tower and at Ely. These rocks, which have an older aspect, a 

more altered texture and have been subjected to dynamic action comparable to that 

of the Keewatin, are referable to the Archean. They may be grouped with the slates 

mentioned by Mr. Spurr as the most northern exposure of the rocks of the region,* 

seen in sec. 27, T. 51-19, and in general with the Keewatin and Coutchiching. 

The outcrops, however, about Carlton, while not differing much from those at 

Moose lake and Barnum, nor very strikingly from those mentioned in sec. 27, T.51-19, 

yet are believed to belong to the Animikie, for the following reasons: 

1. They appear more recent, their bedded stratification is more perfect and 

continuous, accompanied by ripple and other water marks, and their structure is a 

distinct slatiness, without loss of sedimentary structure, instead of a schistosity in 

which a micaceous element is prevalent and in which the sedimentary banding is 

nearly or quite lost. Their dip is very observable and prevailingly toward the south. 

2. They form the rim of the lake Superior basin, and lie in the line of strike of 

the Animikie and gabbro (of the Cabotian eruptives) which are associated, so far as 

known, all the way from Pigeon point to Duluth, thus serving to continue the known 

topographic and geognostic features of the Animikie. 

* Spurr's report in the Twenty-second Annual Report of the survey, p. 121, for 1893. 
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3. They rise and fall in a serIes of southward dipping, mono-elinal, short 

ridges in a manner entirely comparable to those of the Animikie along the inter
national boundary. 

4. The Animikie is represented by the northward dipping rocks of the Penokee 

range, on the south side of the lake in Wisconsin, and in accordance with the well 

known early synclinal structure of the lake Superior basin there must have been a 

point where at the western end of the basin these strata passed round from north to 

south. It is an important and conspicuous formation, constituting on both sides 

of the basin the most marked elements in the topography, and it is not likely that 

they would be wholly concealed at the western extremity of the basin, and especially 

so when the rock is laid bare, as it is, by a large river (the St. Louis) across the rim 

of the basin at the. point where they would naturally be expected to exist. 

5. Like the Animikie at Thunder bay and at Pigeon point, they exhibit a peculiar 

calcareous feature, namely, limy lumps (No. 1607), which, originally gray and hardly 

distinguishable from the body of the rock when fresh, when weathered become very 

conspicuous. 'l'hey turn dark, sometimes almost black, and spot the weathered 

surface. These spots weather away faster, and thus the sarface is pitted with 

depressions. It is in these lumps that Dr. Hunt reported the existence of traces of a 

"keratose sponge." They are more fully described below. Such calcareous lumps 

are not known in the slates below the base of the Animikie. They evidently contain 

a considerable amount of carbonate of iron and are comparable to the calcareo

ferruginous irregular strata that have been described in the Animikie at Gunflint 

lake, where they are near the bottom of the formation, and by Mr. Spurr* at the 

west end of the Mesabi range, near Virginia. They are not always distributed 

at random as isolated spots or lumps, but they are governed somewhat by the strat

ification, and in rare instances they coalesce so as to constitute a more or less con

formable stratum, and in one instance, at Carlton, they dwindled into a narrow 

streak, which ran for about thirty feet as a stratum in the banding of the sedimentary 

structure before it disappeared entirely. This similarity is perhaps the strongest 

bond uniting the Thomson slates with the Animikie. 
The dip ~f the Thomson slate. In the reports that have been published the fol

lowing readings of the dip of these rocks have been stated. To these observations 

are added those made in 1893 and 1894: 

NINTH REPORT-

Page 12. General incline of the heavy beds, lowest falls, S. E. 63°. 
Page 13. At the large rock island, east of Island No.5; dip of the formation 27° S. E. . 
Page 13. Just above Island No.6 slate dips S. 30° to S. S. E. 48°; croslled by a per~endICu~ar c~eavage .. 
Pages 14 and 15. Head of the island on S. E. ?4 sec. 9, T.48-16. Here ~s an mterestmg lfregulanty. 

Appears horizontal, bends downward and even dips slightly north toward the rIver, then suddenly deflected 

* Bulletin x, pp. 9-10. 
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upward, but returns to horizontality, again dipping into the river. This is probably a folding, though the general 
dip continues south. (A similar folding is observable in the railroad cut west from this place.) 

Page 15. Near the centre of sec. 8, T. 48-113, at fall of twenty-two feet, 33~0 S. S. W., swinging round to 
south-southeast, then being in a dip 39° to 43°. 

Page 113. Slate hills in secs. 9 to 4, T. 48-113, dip 413%° to 130° S. 
Page 113. In the gorge under the railroad bridge, Thomson, 413~0 S. 
Page 18. Carlton, S. W. 74: sec. 13, T. 48-113; average dip 57° S., 5° E. 
Page 20. Cloquet, 75° to 80° S. 
Page 20. Much confusion and jointage, but after careful study the dip at Cloquet is made out satisfac~ 

torily to the south. 
Page 21. On island first above Knife falls; dip N. 25° (?), forming an angle with slaty cleavage which 

dips S. 85°. 
Page 22. Same island (correction of the last) 48° S., 3° E. 
Page 22. Knife Falls, 48° S. 
Page 25. Below Knife Falls, S. 130°. 
Page 25. At Fortress island dip either coincides with the slaty cleavage (about vertical), or is 45° S. E. 
Page 27. Cut on the Knife Falls railroad; sedimentary bedding is not discerned, perhaps vertical, coin-

ciding with the cleavage. 
Page 27. Near the drift bluffs on Knife Falls railroad N. 45°, and 80° N. 
Page 27. Heavy bedding, dips south about 45°. 
Page 28. About two and a half miles north from Carlton, quartzyte, with pebbles of slate, dips at high 

angles south, crossed by a coarse slatiness at about the same angle north. 
Page 29. Along the east side of the Big island, near Thomson, river runs against the strike, the dip 

being 45° N. 

TWENTIETH REPORT-

Page 29. Dietz & Dugan's slate quarry to Cloquet. Dips in opposite directions, showing several great 
anticlinals, the inclination being frequeutly 75° to 90°, and rarely less than 50°. 

NOTES OF 1893-

Near the Cloquet depot, varies from a vertical to 78° about north. . 
S. E. ;'4 S. E. ;'4 sec. 9, T. 48-17, near the section line, S. 5° to 10°, 130° W.; two miles north of Otter creek 

station (crossing of Otter creek), rock cut here shows dip 20° N., faulted much. 

NOTES OF 1894-

In the most easterly of the cuts on the railroad, southeast from Carlton, the strata show a conspicuous 
folding. The general dip of the whole is about 45° N. 10° W., varying to nearly vertical. The whole sweep of 
one anticlinal fold can be seen in the face of the cut. There are also synclinals (plate XX, figure 1). 

Next cut toward the west, dip, 75° to 85° N. 
Third and last cut, toward the west, dip, S. 45°. 
At Knife falls. The whole rock formation here dips south about 45°, although toward the west of the falls 

on the south shore, there is an area in which the dip is northeast. The prevailing dip all about Cloquet is 
southerly, varying to south-southeast. 

It appears, therefore, that there is a prevalent southerly dip at an angle that 

would average, probably, above 45°. At the same time it is plain that several fords 

exist, of which two important localities have been observed. There are several anti

clinal folds visible at the slate quarry of Dietz and Dugan, extending from there to 

Cloquet. Another axis of a fold, pitching eastwardly, runs from the river at the head 

of the island on S. E. isec. 9, T. 48-16, westward to the point at which it crosses the 

railroad, where it is quite distinctly brought out in the cuts made for the railroad 

grade (plate XX, figure 1). 

The calcareous nodules. These calcareous patches are one of the most singular 

and characteristic features of this rock. They cause dark spots and depressions on 

the weathered surfaces, sometimes eighteen by thirty-six inches in size, and they are 

found in the fine-grained and coarse-grained portions of the rock. They seem to be 

sporadically distributed, but it has been noticed that Tarely they have a relation 
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to the sedimentary banding. That is to say, over a large exposure on the Thomson 

slates they are more frequent in some layers than in others. Indeed, at one point 

within the limits of Carlton, north of the railroad, it was noted that they were so 

frequent in a narrow belt that they began to coalesce, and, while they also became 

smaller, they formed a continuous thin layer which extended visibly about thirty

three feet and pinched out. This rather indicates that they are a dependency of the 

sedimentation. These masses are in size from an inch or less to three feet long, of 
rounded outlines. 

Several thin sections have been made in different directions through the struc

ture (especially of rocks Nos. 1607, 1609 and 1(11), but they show no organic forms 

or structures, so far as can be seen from the sections made. They consist essentially 

of calcite, which is usually compact-granular, sprinkled with more or less angular 

grains of quartz similar to the quartz grains in the graywackes and slates in which 

the lumps lie. But occasionally the calcite is in larger crystalline masses which have 

a roughly radial structure, having a black cross between crossed nicols. The rays are 

not single and thread-like, but rather spreading and plumose; and across them run 

the coarse calcite cleavages. These cleavages themselves are not straight, but are 

curved in such a manner that if they were continued long enough they would form 

circles about the common centre of the group. 

A calcareous mass was found in the Animikie slates at the lake shore on the 

south side of the tongue that divides Pigeon bay into north and south arms (No. 

1846) .. As it is in the form of septaria, more or less elongated in the direction of the 

sedimentary structure and presented some forms which might be organic, some 

fragments were submitted to Prof. G. F. Matthew, of St. John, New Brunswick, for 

examination, but in his judgment the structure is not organic, but probably due to 

an encroachment of a calcitic crystalline development between layers or filaments 

of detrital matter, resulting in a grouping that resembles that of cone-in-cone. 

Although it is composed of curiously disposed low conical bodies which together 

constitute a thin calcareous layer or several layers in the slates, they are probably 

wholly of mineral origin, caused by the accumulation of lime between the slates. 

Dr. A. C. Lawson collected similar pseudo-organic bodies from the Animikie in his 

work for the survey in 1891, and they were examined by Dr. KaT! von Zittel at 

Washington,* in thin section, but were pronounced non-organic. These calcareous 

masses have in common one feature, viz., they take on a dark, rusty coating as they 

decay. They have not been seen associated with pyrite, and it is to be supposed 

therefore that the salt consists in part of carbonate of iron. Therefore they may be 

compared with the rusty carbonate of lime that is so freqently seen near the bottom 

------;;0;, the occasion of the Washington meeting of the international congress of geologists. 
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of the Anmikie (~) in the region of Gunflint lake, where it-constitutes quite a noticeable 

stratum, and contains numerous angular masses of flint and serves as a matrix for a 

loose breccia, being apparently a portion of the sedimentary beds of the Animikie. 

Although, at Carlton, it embraces many fine angular grains of quartz, in some 

iutances, when it is weathered away, there is outstanding a siliceous meshwork, as if 

it were penetrated by many minute veins that resist the action of the weather more 

successfully. It is perhaps this network of siliceous matter that suggested the idea of 

a fossil sponge. But, so far as the writer has been able to make out, this reticulated 

network exhibits no other sign of organic origin, and that alone is not sufficiently 

diagnostic of an organic origin. 
As to the origin and date of these calcareous lenses seen so abundantly in some 

parts of the slates at Carlton, there is some uncertainty. Whether they are remnants 

of originally much more extensive calcareous masses, or are the J;esult of growth 

by concretionary forces since the deposition of the clastic strata, is an interesting 

inquiry. It is probable that they do not retain the forms they once had, and that is -

the more evident if they be proven to be of clastic origin coeval with the rock 

enclosing them; for it is difficult or impossible to conceive by what manner of sedi

mentation such isolated, yet generally oval or rounded, bodies of limestone could be 

deposited in the midst of cotemporary sediments of grit or graywacke or of argillaceous 

slate. They manifest but little or nothing that can be called a concentric or con

cretionary structure, such as limy septaria are apt to exhibit. They are nearly, but 

not quite, independent of the sedimentation. They are sometimes somewhat gov

erned in their distribution by the kind and direction of the sedimentary banding, 

and in some instances, even at Carlton, they coalesce and form thin strata conform

able in the sedimentary beds. This dependence on the direction of the sedimentary 

bedding may be due to the action of original deposition, or to the accidental for

mation of beds in which these growths could later develop in a continuous sheet. 

These features show that sedimentation played an important part in the grouping of 

the calcareous matter if not in their origin, whether cotemporary or subsequent 

to the accumulation of the fragmental matter, and that, if cotemporary, they have 

changed their shapes. There are othel features that indicate that the calcareous 

matter, at least in the isolated globular bodies, is of later date than the siliceous 

grains that make up the mass of the surrounding rock, viz.: (1) The limy substance 

is crystalline, sometimes in so coarse a grain as to constitute thin sheets of calcite, 

though usually only as a granular crystalline mass. (2) In the latter case the crys

talline calcite is quite frequently interspersed with clastic grains of quartz. _ These 

clastic grains of quartz are sufficient to preclude, apparently, an organic origin 

for the masses, but not sufficiently numerous to allow of the supposition that they 

,.",.".-
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ever constituted the bulk and frainework of the stratum. It is hence necessary to 

suppose that for some cause a copious deposit of lime has taken place so as to occupy 

the full dimension of the mass. In the region of Gunflint lake, pieces of flint of large 
size are embraced in a crystalline calcareous stratum. 

For the present, therefore, the origin and nature of these problematic limy 

masses, as well as of the pure limestone strata of the Animikie at Gunflint lake will , 
have to remain unsettled. Mr. Jules Marcon has suggested to the writer their 

resemblance to the limestone" lentilles" of the Taconic slates of Vermont, and it 

appears a very reasonable suggestion. It has not yet, however, been possible to 

affirm that these masses are fossiliferous. It may be that under other circum

stances and in other places they would be found to increase so as to constitute 

important limestone masses, comparable to those seen on the north side of Gunflint 

lake, and to the lenticular masses of Vermont. 

The ~flect oj dynamic actZ:on on the Thomson slates. The Thomson slates are in 

no sense a crystalline rock. They cHe very plainly of clastic origin, retaining sedi

mentary banding and bedding of the most pronounced characters, including ripple 

marks. They have been folded, faulted and compressed, and at a later date they have 

been invaded by numerous basic dikes whose width varies from a few inches to over 

one hundred feet.* These dikes have not been traced into actual connection with 

the great gabbro mass that occurs in the near vicinity, and there is reason to believe 

that they cannot be united to that rock in date and source, the principal of which is 

that dikes running parallel to these also cut the gabbro, introduced after the cooling 

ofthe gabbro. That these dikes were introduced at a date considerably later than 

the folding and faulting and the production of the slaty cleavage is evident from 

several considerations, viz.: The dikes show a freshness and freedom from dynamic 

action incompatible with the idea of their having suffered folding and faulting, i. e., 

they are straight regardless of the folding of the slates, they are without schistosity, 

microscopically they do not show the effects of pressure and internal compression, 

and their direction is uniformly nearly north and south, transverse to the direction 

of the folding and faulting of the slates. 

While it is impossible, perhaps, to demonstrate the exact date of the dynamic 

pressure which folded these 'slates, it is reasonable to attribute it, in part at least, to 

the event of the gabbro disturbance. If the slates be of the Animikie age, as sup

posed, and the dikes (which are supposed to be in part of the date of the Manitou) 

be excluded from that agency, there is no other known agent which can be invoked 

to explain and to cause this dynamic effect but the epoch of the Cabotian, i. e., the 

-------- . btl ·t d' 'tanoe below Knife falls. It is also seen west 
~The widest dike measured is th~t which crosses the St. LOUIS u' a s 1O~. 'f. 't, width was found to be from :280 to 300 

of the rIver where the Duluth and Winmpeg raIlroad crosses It. By paCIng at t IS pace 1 S 

feet, having a general north and south course. 
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gabbro intrusion. The general trend of the gabbro mass from this place to Pigeon 

point, is about parallel with the direction of the axes of the folding of these slates, 

and nearly perpendicular to the direction of the dikes. 

There was also some interval of time between the tilting of these slates and the 

production of the slaty cleavage. It is true that very frequently the direction of the 

cleavage is parallel with the bedding, 'i. e., about east and west, although the plane of the 

cleavage is nearly vertical, while that of the bedding is -but rarely so. Were there 

no exceptions to this it might be inferred that these effects were the simultaneous 

results of the same cause, but there are occasionally considerable areas where the 

cleavage, running in the same direction, crosses the strike of the tilted sedimentary 

structure at a considerable angle. It is evident from this that the force that caused 

the tilting was a variable one as to direction, and operated at a date earlier than that 

which eaused the slaty cleavage. The slaty cleavage keeps its east and west course 

whatever the direction or amount of dip. 

Special structtM'es in the slates. The effect of pressure on the slates is well seen

in many places, bnt at Cloquet a peculiar structure is developed, not noted elsewhere, 

which seems to throw light on a structure often seen in the gneiss of the Archean. 

The form of ontcrop of the slates at Cloquet is a series of ridges which run 

sometimes ten or even twenty rods, but more frequently less than ten, in a direction 

nearly east and west, with roof-like slopes on the north and south sides, as illustrated 

by the cut below. The slopes are at an angle that would average about 45°, so that 

the ridges are generally sharper than a right angle. Toward the south the slope is 

coincident with and caused by the sedimentary structure, which is conspicuous in 

nearly all places, and but little disturbed by cleavage or by faulting. In the other 

FIG. 106. 

slope (north) the plane of the roof is caused by a series of joints, along which there 

seems to have been an easy faulting, the direction of which plane is not, however, -

coincident with that of the multiple faults to be described later. The sedi~eIttary 
. structure, which can be seen running on the northern sides of these ridges, is very 

evident in the varying grain and in all the color-banding which indicates thesedi

mentary origin. Sometimes, for several rods, a line of holes, made by the weather

ing out of small calcareous lumps, such as have already been described in tb4~nock, 
can be seen on the north side, making a calcareous stratum which hash~d its)irne 
gathered into isolated patches. Such little holes are sometimes (especially wb¢pjhey 
continue far in this manner) mere gashes about two or three inches long al1d6p~l'iing 

. .,. ' 
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about a quarter or a half inch, standing vertically in the original stratum; and some

times they are larger openings, more nearly globular, which rudely maintain a 

parallelism with the sedimentary banding. Other features of this sedimentary 

structure might be mentioned, viz., the gmy slates vary to a fine gmywacke, yet of so 

coarse a grain that the rock is not slCLte; indeed, in the coarser beds the slaty clea v

age is imperfect or wanting, or the cleavage planes are farther apart. This differ-

. ence in the grain is probably the prime cause (on the cLpplication of pressure) of the 

peculiar structure which is here to be described. 

The slaty cleavage is about vertical, running about east and west; as the ridges 

themselves vary a little to the northeast, the cleavage direction crosses the ridges at 

a sharp angle, and hence also crosses the sedimentary structure at a similar angle. 

There are also various jointage systems in which cannot be seen any general uni

formity of direction, although one which seems to prevail more widely than the rest 

runs south-southeast, crossing the cleavages about as the cleavage cuts the sedi

mentary structure, but it slopes toward the north-northeast at an angle of less than 

45° from the horizon. Another jointage system is about horizontal and facilitates 

the removal of the tops of the ridges, producing tabular surfaces. This, however, is 

not common. Another system is about parallel with the sedimentary structure and 

causes the southerly roof-slopes. Other joints run in other directions, and in one 

instance was seen a series of joints radiating from a centre, which centre was in the 

open plane of a larger jointage system. The joints are apparently all of later date 

than the cleavage and cut it in all directions without producing any apparent effect 

upon it. They likewise have had no agency in produeing the problematic structure 

illustrated below. It is also quite evident that this strueture, and the cleavage, which 

are inseparable, were produced in the rock later than the tilting which brought the 

beds to their present position. 

That which first attracted attention was a structure seen on the southerly slopes 

of several of these ridges, of which subsequently a photograph was made, which is 
reproduced in plate YY, figures 1 and 2. This resembles a sedimentary structure so 
greatly, in some of its phases, that it gave at first the impression that there was 
locally a change in the. direction of clip from that which everywhere prevails. 

What is more strange still was the existence, on the north sides of the same ridges, 

though not in perfection, of the evident true sedimentary banding running in the 
usual direction, showing that there was actually no bodily disturbance of the rock as 

a whole other than that which could be seen in the other ridges. Figure 1, seen in 
plate YY was taken fro111 the south, and shows the southern slopes of these ridges. 

Figure 2 of the same plate was taken from the north. It was only after long and 

minute inspection of these ridges, which really show variations in the degree of 

development of this pseudo-stra#fication, that its cause was discovered, 
, . , 
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A series of drawings (plate ZZ) made on the spot from nature will illustrate the aspect of the southerly 
slopes of several of these ridges, beginning with the least and ending with the most peculiar.* 

Figure 1 shows a normally cleaved southern side of one of the slaty ridges, the cleavage being nearly 
vertical but crossing the ridge at a sharp angle so as to appear on the southerly slope. 

Figure 2, showing on the southern slope spots of non-cleaved rock, somewhat irregularly disposed amongst 
the fine-cleaved slate. On inspection these non-cleaved spots are seen to be of the same grain as the graywacke, 
and coarser than the slates proper. They are rudely elliptical, elongated in the same direction and conformable 
in general with the direction of the slaty cleavage. 

Figure 3, showing the southern slope of one of these ridges wholly taken up with these non-cleaved areas 
in lenticular forms, separated only by small quantities of the finer-cleaved or crushed rock, which are arranged 
in conformable films surrounding the non-cleaved areas. 

Figure 4, showing on the southern slope a somewhat regular arrangement of the non-cleared spots. [These 
are here represented rather too systematic and too far separated.] 

Figure 5, showing a loss, or nearly so, of the horizontal component of arrangement, and an augmentation 
of the vertical, producing a vertical banding more or less perfect, the fine material being abundant. 

Figure 6, showing entire loss of the horizontal component and an increased distinctness of the vertical, 
and at the same time a diminution of the finer material, making a persistent vertical banding that simulates 
sedimentation. 

There are various intermediate stages, but the above are the principal phases. They are all visible and 
can be connected by actual observation of the intervening steps. There are also many little irregularities. 

As has been stated, these features are closely connected with the slaty cleavage, 

and indeed are apparently only a special development of it. It has been stated that 

slaty cleavage is the result of a repeated succession of minute faults which pervade 

the whole mass of the rock affected. Such a principle is demonstrable here by 

observation. It is also demonstrable that this faulting is not so easily effected in 

the coarser layers of the fragmental rock, but that when the coarse rock is faulted 

it is at larger intervals, producing blocks rather than slates. 

On the northward slopes of these ridges where this pseudo-stratification is pro

duced, are various interruptions and irregularities in the color bands marking the 

sedimentation. Sometimes the banding is curled and sometimes it is faulted 

extensively, although the former continuity is still exhibited by the aggregate con

tinuance of the banding across the whole face. One such irregularity was sketched 

from nature, as shown by figure 7, plate ZZ. 

Here can be seen a squeezed-out segment of a coarser-grained layer (b) into a 

finer-grained layer (a). The layers (a, a, a) are of fine material and slaty; band bare 

coarser and evidently more siliceous. It, is a representation of actual fact, seen in 
one place. 

The fact illustrated by figure 7 is the key to the whole structure. A portion of 

one of the coarse beds (b) is removed from its position and thrust bodily amongst the 

fine-grainecllayers (a), but it nowhere has the slaty structure of (a). It is plain that 

to get the space formerly occupied by it closed, the parts of the layer (b), from which 

the mass (c) was removed, must have been brought bodily toward each other, This 

motion indicates a compression in the direction of the strike or somewhat obliquely , 
* Fortunately these ~idges have been burned over in the process of clearing off the forest, and changed by the weather so 

that the varymg gram IS eVIdent and can be traced in its thread-like foldings by the fine reticulations which it produced on the 
surface. 
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to it, of the entire rock mass, and would compress necessarily the layers (a, a, a). 

The difference in the grain of thBse layers was probably the chief cause of the differ

ence in the manner in which the layers accommodated themselves to this pressure, 

i. e., the fine layers fractured minutely and numerously, producing a slaty cleavage, 

and the coarse layers fractured loosely into large blocks, producing a coarse schis

tosity. It is only necessary to multiply this coarse faulting to produce the structures 

seen in the foregoing figures. 'rhen, later, when, by jointing and weathering, this 

structure is cut and exposed to the atmosphere, an apparent gneissic structure is 

brought to view, similar to that which is seen in some Archean gneisses, which some

times has been reported as sedimentary. It is evident that in such a structure, 

produced by this process, whether in the clastic or the crystalline strata, there has 

been an entire crushing and rearrangement of the elements of the bedding of the rock. 

The structures evident in figures 2, 4 and 5, above, and that in figure 1, of the half-tone 

plate YY, are exposed by a jointage that cuts the rock nearly parallel with the orig

inal sedimentary bedding, the protruded portions of the coarse layer, as they lie 

somewhat systematically in the adjoining finer layer, being favorably sectioned by a 

joint plane. Structures such as those seen in figures 3 and 6, and figure 2 of the 

half-tone plate, may be exposed by a plane cutting the bedding planes perpendicularly 

or obliquely, and they prove that the coarser strata of the formation are entirely 

brecciated by a lateral thrust, the analogue of the minute cleavage-fractures of the 

fine, slaty strata. Indeed, the photograph reproduced in figure 2 of plate YY is a 

view looking nearly south against the strike of the sedimentary structure, and two 

layers of fine argillitic rock extend across its face from right to left. It is roughly 

redrawn in figure 8 (plate ZZ) for further description. 

Bands of argillitic grain and composition, not well brought out in the photo

graph, two in number, are represented in this drawing, the upper one being two inches 

and the lower four inches in width. Nearly parallel with the latter a joint plane 

cuts the rock through this argillyte. If the joint could be opened it would probably 

exhibit a structure like that seen in figure 4 or in figure 5, showing portions of the 

coarser rock thrust amongst the finer. It is also plain from this figure, and especially 

from the photograph which it represents, that the whole rock is in a crushed con

dition, and that the jointage planes cutting it in any direction would reveal the same 
structure in the coarser beds. The material that surrounds the uncrushed pieces of 

the coarser layers is the debris that resulted from the crushing, arranged III a 

coarsely schistose manner about the uncrushed pieces. 
It may be remarked, as a corollary, that after a sedimentary rock shall have 

been thus crushed, if it should be subjected to regional metamorphism it would 
show a structure similar to that seen in some gneisses, but that the direction of the 

gneissic structure would not be that of the original sedimentary bedding. 
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As a second corollary it may be noted that, had this rock ever contained fossils, 

they would be badly broken, if not obliterated, by this crushing. 

This coarse brecciation is seen only in the coarser strata. It is evident, however, 

that equal compression and disturbance must have affected the finer strata. This is 

apparent, but it is in the form of minute faults, producing or at least accoml?anying 

the slaty cleavage. Figure 1, of plate XX, represents a folded condition of this for

mation as exposed by the railroad cut about two miles southeast from Carlton. Here 

various interesting features are to be seen. The photo shows, in the main, one 

anticlinal fold, but there are also some synclinals, less exposed. 'rhe same structures 

seen at Cloquet, above illustrated, are but faintly exhibited here. There are limy 

concretions or balls scattered rather promiscuously about, but at the east end of the 

cut they prevail exclusively in one of the siliceous sedimentary beds, being ill lumps 

on the upper side. Besides the conspicuous general folding of the sedimentary 

layers, the next most noticeable feature is a coarse lenticular-slaty cleavage which 

pervades all the rock except some narrow siliceous (flinty), nearly black layers, 

which seem to have been proof against the production of this structure. This gives 

the rock a fiber rather than a cleavage. It runs about east and west, as at Cloquet, 

but it never appears as a good slatiness. 

There is another fine lining, which also occurs at Cloquet, and at some of the 

slate quarries southward from Cloquet. This fine lining has been seen to spread 

over the whole surface of some of the slates taken out for roofing, and on some of 

the weathered, yet smooth, knobs, it might be mistaken for a fine sedimentation, 

but it transgresses the actual sedimentation at all angles. It is usually somewhat 

curving and even tortuous, and becomes most visible on the opening of the cleavage 

partings. Sometimes one set of these markings abut non-conformably against 

another, ceasing entirely. The line or plane of juncture of the two systems is 

characterized by a little sharp elevation, giving the suggestion that perhaps one set 

runs below the other, nearly parallel with the cleavage planes. On close inspection, 

however, this lining is seen to be due to a system of fine ridges and depressions, the 

direction of which, continued through the rock as a succession of waves, lies at an 

angle of nearly 90°, or nearly perpendicular to the principal slaty cleavage. It is not 

a feature, therefore, dependent on the cleavage. A fresh piece of the rock, taken 

from the railroad cut (No. 1979), exhibits this fine striation, both on the planes of 

the slaty cleavage and on their edges. It is coarser in the coarser slates, and in the 

very fine (nearly black) strata of the slates it is perceptible sometimes only by the 

use of a magnifier. In all cases it is plain to see that it is an internal undulatory 

structure, which, on being exposed by the cleavage of the slates, appears as alternating 

ridges and depressions. These are brought out more distinctly by putting the 
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specimen in position favorable for different angles of reflection of the light. It is 

another evidence of the compression and molecular disturbance to which these strata 
have been subjected. 

It was observed, in several cases, on the surface of a roofing slate from Dietz 

and Dougan's quarry, about three miles south of Cloquet, that this striation radiated 

from central spots not thus marked or differently marked. This is represented by the 

figure below (figure 107), sketched from nature. The central spot was nearly two 

inches across. A ring (a) of much lighter color forms the outside of the spot. It is 

without the striations, and all the radiating striffi cease at its outer bound. Within 

this ring are no visible radiations, but instead an indistinct circular banding (c, c) of 

somewhat' lighter and darker bands, but in the main, within the larger, outer ring, 

the material was fine and black and almost homogeneous as to kind and color. A 

little at the left of the centre appeared a small elevation (d) in the slaty substance, 

as if the nucleus of the concretion (n had been the locus of a knotty and hardened 

growth. This was black and about the size of a small pin-head. From the large 

band of color (a) the striated structure spreads so as to embrace and cover the whole 

cleavage surface of the slate uniformly in all directions. This is also found on all of the 

slates, though it is always much varied in direction, making sometimes rather hand

some frond-like forms. It appears from this that compression alone is not sufficient 

for the production of these striffi. It is probable that, gi yen sufficient pressure, the 

direction of the undulatory minute faultings would be determined by the varying 

obstructions that might pre-exist in the rock, such as varying sedimentation and 

irregularities in the composition of the rock. It is a structure, however, which 

. requires further study before it can be said to be understood. 

FIG. 107. RADIATED STRIATIONS ON THE SURFACE OF A SHEET OF ROOFING SLATE. 

Again, on the edges of the lenticular slaty slabs produced by the crushing of 

some of the coarser strata of the formation in a manner similar to that already 

described at Cloquet, but seen, in this insta,nee, at the railroad cuts southeastward 

from Carlton, is a series of coarser undulations (Nos. 1978,1979). These are likewise 

nearly perpendicular to the slaty cleavage, but the distance between the crests of 
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two of the undulations is in some instances an inch, or even three inches, a space 

sufficient to embrace from twenty-five to forty of the undulations already described. 

These troughs, which have a sort of synclinal and anticlinal alternation, have a pitch 

toward the east about parallel with that of the grand folding shown in the plate 

(figure 1). It seems from this, also, that a series of zigzag minute crushings and 

faultings, intermediate in size between the fine striations and the coarse brecciation 

of the graywackes, took place throughout the mass of some of the strata. It is prob

able that these structures, from the coarsest to the finest, are due to the same cause. 

They are not coincident with the cleavage but cross it, usually at a large angle. 

They probably indicate different directions of intense pressure and a varying degree 

of force. 
At the seeond railroad cut (toward the west), the walls rise about thirty feet in 

extreme, and the dip is about 75° to 85° N. This cut is near the east end of an 

extended roek ridge. 

At the third cut, about one-fourth mile further west, the rock dips south at 45°. 

Here a dike forty-six feet wide TUns N. 30° E., probably one of those that pass 

through the rock at the village of Thomson. 

At the next Clit, and also at the last, the rock dips toward the south. The rock 

at the former consists of a greenish dense graywacke, of massive aspect, rising in 

a prominent east-and-west ridge, having at the top a coarse jointage that causes the 

ridge at a distance to resemble gabbro. A dike six feet in width cuts it in the usual 

direction. 

According to Mr. H. B. Ayres, the most easterly points at which this formation 

is visible about Carlton are the following: Sec. 6, T. 49-15; east line of sec. 18, T. 

49-15; sec. 29, T. 49-15; and the nearest point at which gabbro is known to approach 

this formation is N. W. corner sec. 33, T. 49-15, the surface distance between them 

being less than a mile. 

Conglmneratic aspects of the Thomson slates. The question of the age of the 

Thomson slates has already been considered. If they are of the age of the Animikie, 

they must lie non-conformably on some older formation, which is presumed to be the 

Keewatin. There are some evidences of this in the pebbles that occur in the Thom

son slates in the vicinity of Otter Creek station. These pebbles are black, and 

purplish, cherty and quite hard, and some are of an older graywacke. Some of the 

rounded, coarser slate pieces, or graywacke, are five by eight inches. Some of the 

irregular, hard, black, cherty masses are two feet long, and others seem to have come 

from an earlier conglomerate. 

These facts are in perfect accord with the Animikie age of this rock, but can 

hardly be explained on the hypothesis that the rock is earlier than the Animikie. 
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The only other older conglomerate known is that at tbe base of the Upper Keewatin, but 

it has never been known to contain pieces of still older conglomerate. It is made up 

of crystalline debris. 

A curiOtts bo·ulder. At Cloquet may be seen a curious, sharp knob of red-and

white amygdaloid, situated between the "Nelson House" and the river, nearer 

the river, and somewhat to the east of a line running north from that hotel. At 

first glance this rock appears to be 1:n 8du, as it has a structure and a dip parallel 

with the dip of the slates and graywackes. It is about twelve feet long, and was 

ten feet high above the rest of the rock of the place, but it has been broken by 

some quarrying. It is an attractive and handsome obJect. It is spotted with red, 

white and green, mainly in amygdaloidal forms-probably calcite, orthoclase and 

epidote-but the red sometimes constitutes a granular rock, and its spots are from 

the size of peas to areas two to four inches long, of irregular width, but usually not 

more than half an inch thick. These may have been inclusions in the basic trap 

from contact with some sedimentary. In case of becoming an amygdaloid such a 

trap would be likely to have its gas-cavities variously affected by and associated 

with such inclusions. All in all, though this is probably a Cabotian boulder, it is a 

remarkable exhibition. 
ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock samples were collected within the area of this plate: 

By N. H. Winchell: 449-510; 1607-1614; 1974-1979. 
By U. S. Grant: 1017G-1019G. 
By A. H. Elftman: 264E-265E. 
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OHAPTER XXXI. 

THE GEOLOGY OF THE DULUTH PLATE. 
(PLATE 88.) 

By N. H. WINCHELL. 

The most important, as well as the most conspicuous, element in the geology of 

the vicinity of Duluth, is the gabbro which forms the hill-range that outlines the 

basin of lake Superior at that point.* This range of hills forms an elevation which 

is very noticeable from the east as the traveler approaches the west end of the lake, 

and it can be seen to extend far beyond the present limits of the lake. To this hill 

range, essentially that formed by the gabbro, Mr. Schoolcraft applied the name 

"Cabotian mountains," a title which, according to his statement, was first given by 

Bouchette, "being a continuation of the upheavals of the north shore of lake 

Superior." 

Within the limits of the Duluth plate the lake ward side of this hill range descends 

a.bruptly to the level of lake Superior about 600 feet, the whole change being effected 

generally within the interval of less than a mile. Eastward from Duluth, however, 

the change from the high land to the lake level is much more gradual as the gabbro 

strikes away from the lake shore. The most western point at which this rock has 

been observed in place is at the northeast corner of sec. 32, T. 49-15, which is about 

a mile north of Short Line Park station on the St. Paul and Duluth railroad. Here 

* Published descriptions of some portions of this area may be found as follows: . 
J. H. KLOOS. Geological notes in Minnesota: Zeilsch"(ft a. aetltschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, p. 417, 1871. Translated 

and republished in the Tenth Anntlal Repm·t of the Minnesota geological survey. 
A. STRENG and J. H. KLOOS. The crystalline rocks of Minnesota: Neues Jahrbuch (ilr Mineralogie (1877). Translated and 

republished in the Eleventh Annual Repo,·t of the Minnesota survey (for 1882). 
Geognostic and geographic observations in the state of Minnesota: Zeitsch"ift ae?' Gesellschaft fii,' E'rdkunde z" Berlin, 

Bd. xii. 1877. Translated in the Nineteenth Annual Report of the lYIinnesota S"rvey (for 1890). 
N. H. WINCHELL. The Cupriferous series at Duluth: Eighth Repo,·t of the Minnesota Survey, pp. 22-26. Preliminary list 

of rocks: Ninth Report of the lYIinnesota SW'vey (for 1880). The cupriferous series in Minnesota: Proe. Am. As .• c. Adv. Sci., 
1880. Preliminary list of rocks continued: Tenth Annual Report of the Minnesota S""vey (for 1881), pp. 34,85,.107-109,137-148. 
Typical thin sections of the rocks of theCupriferous series in Minnesota: PrOD. Am. A sse. Adv. Sci., 1881. The crystalline rocks 
of the northwest: Proc. A m. A sse. Aclv. Sci., 1884. Reprinted in the Thirteenth A nnual Report Of the Minnesota Geological Su,·vey. 
The lake Superior rocks: SCience, vol. i, p. 884. Some thoughts on eruptive rocks with special reference to those of Minnesota: 
Am. Assc. Adt'. Sci., 1889. The Duluth deep well: Bltl. No.5, Minn. Geol. Su,·., 1889, p. 31. The Norian of the northwest: Bul. 
No. S, ]}Iinn. Geol. /Sur., 1893 (prefatory note). Crucial points in the geology of the lake Superior region: Am. Geol. Several 
papers in 1895. 

R. D. IRVING. On the age of the copper·bearing rocks, of lake Superior, and on the westward continuation of the lake 
Superior synclinal: Am. Jou,·. Sd., 1874 (3), viii, 46-56. Geological structure of northern Wisconsin: Geol. Wis., vol. 3, p. S. 
The Keweenawan or copper'bearing system. Geol. Sur. W,:s., vol. iii, pp, 167-206. Lithology of Wisconsin: Wis. Geol. Report. vol.. 
i, 188.3, p. 340. Copper-bearing rocks of the lake Superior region: Third A nnual Report of the U. S. Geol. Sur., pp. 93-188, 1888 
(See also Sci., vol. i, pp. 140,859 and 422); ditto, lIfon. v., U. S. Geol. Sur., 1884. 

S. T. SWEET. Geology of the western lake Superior district: Geol. of 'Wis., vol. iii, pp. 305-362, 1880. 
J. ~ NORWOOD. See Norwood's report in the report of D. D. Owen, on t.he Geology Of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, 

made durmg the years 1847, '48, '49 and '50, pp. 341-345. Quarto, Philadelphia, 1852. 
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The Short Line Pal'k deep well.] 
THE DULUTH PLATE. 567 

it comes within about a mile of the most easterly known exposure of the Thomson 

slates, which are to be seen at several places along Mission creek in section 31. (Com

pare rocks Nos. 446 and 447.) Slates also appear in section 29, as reported by Mr. Ayres. 

Back from the face of the gabbro escarpment, which is in some places nearly 

perpendicular, the elevation still rises slightly, forming an undulating drift-covered 

plateau, which, along the north side of the plate, reaches the altitude of over 1,400 
feet. 

The nature and age of the slates are discussed in the chapter devoted to the 

Carlton plate (plate 87), and nothing further needs to be said on that subject except 

to remark that the gabbro, being younger than the slates, seems to have overwhelmed 

them and involved them in itself, in small and large masses, sometimes fusing them 

and sometimes simply hardening and metamorphosing them. These features, how
'ever, will be considered in the description of the gabbro itself. 

The Fond du Lac sandstone, however, requires further description. It is partly 

discussed in connection with the Carlton county plate (plate 56). This rock (Nos. 

443-449) dips toward the south and southeast, and is exposed on both banks of the 

St. Louis river from Fond du Lac westward to the point at which it is replaced by 

the quartzose pebbly conglomerate that lies non-conformably on the Thomson slates. 

'1'he following record bears on the nature of this sandstone: 

The Short Line Park deep well.* This well commences at an elevation of about 

900 feet above the sea, and therefore about 300 feet above lake Superior. The drill

ings which were sent to the survey in 1888 by Prof. W. F. Phelps, secretary of the 

Duluth Chamber of Commerce, were well washed and carefully preserved in bottles 

marked to show the depths from which they severally came. They afford a valuable 

guide to the stnlCture of the rocks underlying the region, and owing to the impor

tance of the stratigraphic succession which they reveal, they have been examined 

again recently with a view to the verification or correction of the record at first 

published. It was found that the original description needed but little change. In 

the following description these changes are inserted :wd more detail is given in 

respect to some of the strata: 
Record of the deep well at Short Line Pm'k. 

Thickness Depth of 
ill feet. well in feet. 

100 100 1. Earth, 
131 231 2. Rock (?), no drillings preserved, 

3. Brownish-red, finely granular, homogeneous, with little free silica. The 

material is eruptive, perhaps a tuff, . - . h - t . 
12 243 

4. . ' . d I 'd I t brown ThiS c arac er IS Is an epldotlC probably amyg a 01 a rap, . 
, . f th d '11' s It is decayed and may apparent on rewashmg some 0 e rJ mg . '_ 

33 276 
be assumed to have been a surface flow, - - -

104 380 
5. No drillings (probably eruptive), - - . -

37 417 
6. Same as No.4, but more plainly a surface eruptive, 

d th e"Duluthdeepwell." * This well has been described ill Bullet'in v un er e nam 
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7. Nearly the same as No.4, grayish brown; some of this material appears 
fragmental, 

8. A fine-grained siliceous slate, gray, probably from the slate forma
tion below the depth of 619 feet (No. 28). Fifteen feet. 

9. Essentially quartzose; the grains vary from limpid quartz to gray, or 
pink and purplish; some of the larger are composed of grit, the 
constituent grains being rounded. After rewashing a quantity of 
the drillings, there is no certainty of any feldspar in this lot, but 
there are a few pieces of rock like No.4, 

10. Similar to the last but coarser. There is in this a fragment of amyg
daloidal trap somewhat over a quarter of an inch across, one side 
of which shows it was a rounded pebble, and the fractured side of 
which shows green-coated amygdaloid indistinguishable from the 
amygdaloids so common at Duluth. There is but little of this pre
existing old trap material in the drillings. Slightly pyritiferous, 

11. Siliceous slate, identical with No.8; belongs below No. 28. Seven
teen feet, 

12. Drillings brown, with green grains of epidote (?), white grains of cal
cite and of quartz, and red grains of orthoc1astic material. The 
needle does not pick out grains that are plainly of magnetite, but 
scales of rusted metallic iron, derived from the drill. This iron is 
found also in all the foregoing. The rock is not typical gabbro, 
but represents one of its modifications. It is rather fine-grained, 

13. Is probably a conglomerate, but containing much soft eruptive mat
ter. No characteristic felsyte is visible, but some brownish-red 
pieces that may still have come from basic flows. While probably 
Cabotian originally there is nothing here certainly characteristic, 

14. Evidently a conglomerate that contains principally brown felsyte; 
also brown shale, and white and gray quartz and granular quartzyte. 
The shale is perhaps the matrix, and has mainly disappeared in the 
process of drilling and washing the drillings. It is slightly pyrit
iferous and epidotic. The materials are Animikie and Cabotian, 
with a Keweenawan cement, 

15. Pink and gray, quartzose pyritiferous conglomerate and granular 
quartzyte, although in the main a firm granular and quartzose rock, 
seems also to have contained pebbles of Animikie slate, 

16. Drillings are principally granular white or limpid quartz, in small angu
lar_grains. The cement seems to have been of the same material in 
finer grains, 

17. Same as the last, evidently a white granular quartzyte, 
18. Same as the last, but much coarser; might be a conglomerate, -
19.. Same as No. 18, 
20. The same, 

21. Dark gray, pulverulent; when washed these drillings seem to contain also 
fine eruptive basic rock and vein quartz, 

22. Trap-rock, epidotic diabase, some fragments brown; drillings fine and 
generally of a gray color, -

23. Same as the last, with some brown grains; probably amygdaloidal; 
epidotic, 

24. Rather fine trap-rock, with some brown, similar to the rocks at Duluth, 
25. Same as No. 24 (when rewashed), but finer, 
26. Brown-gray diabasic rock, rather coarse-grained, 
27. The drillings are of two sorts, (a) brown, granito-felsitic, and (b) gray, 

fine-grained and trap-like; some of the latter appearing to be porous 
or amygdaloidal or fragmental, -

28. Black slate or argillyte, aphanitic and purplish, occasionally embracing 
fragments of coarser grit-rock, as well as of light-green, softer slate or 
schist. This black slate has a slaty cleavage, but it cannot be deter
mined whether it is coincident with the sedimentary bedding, 
although it appears to be independent of such a structure; evidently 
the Thomson slate formation, 

About here belongs No.8, 
About here belongs No. 11, -

[The Short Line Park deep well. 
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29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 

The same as the last; with some drillings of white vein-quartz _ 
The s~~e, but having a greenish tinge apparent, and being soU:e softer 
No drlllmgs, ' 
The same as No. 28, 
The same as No. 30, _ 
Essentially the same rock, but apparently not so slaty wi~h vein ~ual'tz
The same, rather light gray, _ _' , 
Gray slate, slightly pyritiferous; evidently slaty cleavage 
The same as the last, - _ _ _ _'_ 

Dri~lings are of two kinds, (1) dark gray slate (?) like the last, and (2) a 
~Ig.hter. rock, apparently hydro-micaceous slate, _ _ _ 

39. Dnllmgs very. fine and of a light yellowish color. Thorough washing 
leaves a reSidue of fine quartz grains mainly; but this does not indi
?ate .the general character of the rock, as the matrix of these grains 
I~ eVidently lost by the washing. These grains are mainly white, some
times glassy, but of various shapes and sizes. They cannot be said 
to be water worn , and are themselves minutely granular when magni
fied. about 40 diameters. Mingled sparsely with the white and glassy 
grams are also a few that are purplish, or gray, and also some of a 
loose, hydro micaceous schist. The general yellow-rusty color is caused 
probably by the oxidation of iron scales derived from the drill. These 
scales pervade all these drillings, 

40. The same as the last, . __ 
41. The same as the last. In this can be seen, under the microscope, some 

fragments of a rock that appears to be a kaolinic itacolumyte and it 
is not unlikely that they are from the rock that furnishes these 
quartzose washings, _ 

42. The same as the last, but also contains some drillings like the next, 
43. Gray compact, very fine-grained, crypto crystalline or fragmental, 

diabasic (?) rock, -
44. Same as the last, but also contains some gray slate, 
45. Same as No. 43, 
46. The same fine-grained gray rock predominates; under the microscope 

it appears to consist of fine glittering grains resembling quartz, -
47. Same as the last, but more evidently a fragmental gray quartzyte, 
48. The same, but somewhat lighter-colored, -
49. Same as the last, -
50. Gray quartzyte, very fine, same as No. 46, -
51. The same, -
52. The same, but some grains are apparently from a somewhat cleavable 

rock, though not argillitic, 
53. Thesame graywacke, evidently slaty and finer-grained, 

Thickness 
in feet. 

200 
200 
90 
5 

60 
105 
30 
5 

25 

35 

2 
8 

3 
2 

2 
2 
1 

1 
1 

10 
10 
10 
8 

5 
7% 

569 
Depth of 

well in feet. 

890 
1090 
1180 
1185 
1245 
1350 
1380 
1385 
1410 

1445 

1447 
1455 

1458 
1460 

1462 
1464 
1465 

1466 
1467 
1477 
1487 
1497 
1505 

]510 
1517% 

Summw"y of the Short Dine Park deep well. Previous to reaching the depth of 
231 feet no drillings were preserved. It is to be supposed that this interval was 
partly occupied by red sandstone and shale, viz.: 131 feet, same rock as seen in the 

'" banks of the river adjacent, perhaps with more or less eruptive materials. The first 
drillings preserved are of eruptive nature (No.3), and this rock which, given a thick
ness of twelve feet, passes into an amygdaloidal trap, which is recorded as having a 
thickness of thirty-three feet, after which is another unknown interval of 104 feet, 
but which, considering that the same rock (amygdaloidal trap) recurs below it, may 
be supposed to have been occupied mainly by eruptive strata, but probably embracing 
also fragmental materials such as reddish conglomerates and sandstones, products of 
cotemporaryeruptions. The foregoing, a mass of bedded eruptives,. having a thick
ness ~f 217 feet (Nos. 3 to 7 inclusive), plainly belongs to the Manitou eroptive epoch, 

. i. e., the upper part of Irving's Lower Keweenawan. The sandstones overlying, 

included in the first 231 feet, are Irving's Upper Keweenawan. 
:;18 
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Below these eruptives follows a series of hard quartzytes, and quartz conglom

erates, with but little eruptive material, including Nos. 9 to 20 inclusive, having a 

thickness of forty-eight feet. The striking similarity of this to the pyritiferous white 

quartz conglomerate seen in the left bank of the St. Louis river a little west of Short 

Line Park, leaves no alternative but to parallelize it with that rock. But here, instead 

of lying on the Thomson slates, it lies on another series of eruptives which exhibit 

a thickness of ninety-one feet. These eruptives are amygdaleidal, and resemble 

greatly those that occur at Duluth and eastward to Chester creek. It seems necessary 

to parallelize them with the flow rocks at Duluth. These rocks, as represented by 

these drillings, are not wholly free from fragmental materials, neither are they along 

the lake shore at Duluth. 
Below this second series of erupti ves is found the Thomson slate, the supposed 

equivalent of the Animikie. This formation, although penetrated by the drill to 

the bottom of the well, 1,517i feet below the natural surface, developing a thickness, 

as penetrated, of 930i feet, was not pierced at that depth. These parts may be put 

together succinctly as follows: 

1. Drift and red sandstones of Fond du Lac, no drillings, -
2. Eruptives (surface flows, etc.), -
3. Pyritiferous quartzyte and quartz conglomerate, -
4. Surface flows, as at Duluth, 
5. Slates, as at Thomson, 

Total, 

There are several things to be noted in this record. 

Feet. 
231 
217 
48 
91 

93072 

1,51772 

1. The Fond du Lac sandstones are chronologically separated from the 

quart.zose, pebbly conglomerate on which they lie at the river, by a series of surface 

eruptives. This marks an important physical event as transpiring in the immediate 

neighborhood between the date of the quartzyte and conglomerate, and that of the 

Fond du Lac sandstones. This physical change in the environment is indicated by 

the change in the nature of the accumulating cotemporary sediments, viz., from 

siliceous sediments to sediments of eruptive fragments, although at the river there is 

no apparent stratigraphic break. Fine, basic eruptive debris, even constituting red 

conglomerates, is so abundant in the lower portion of the Fond du Lac sandstones as to 

constitute strata several feet thick, having alternating shale beds. This is illustrated 

by figure 2 of plate XX, which was taken as a photograph at the mouth of a creek 

entering the St. Louis river near the old station of Greely. The conglomerate beds 

are fifteen or twenty in number, separated by red shale and sandstone. 

2. The gabbro, as such, is want,ing, and in its place is a series of eruptive basic 

flows, which are identical with those seen at Duluth. This indicates that the gabbro 

intrusion, which immediately followed the Animikie, appeared as a succession of 
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are fifteen or twenty in number, separated by red shale and sandstone. 

2. The gabbro, as such, is wanting, and in its place is a series of eruptive basic 

flows, which are identical with those seen at Duluth. This indicates that the gabbro 

intrusion, which immediately followed the Animikie, appeared as a succession of 
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extrusions at the surface. This is also in keeping with the succession at Duluth, but 

it makes the Duluth surface eruptives of the age of the gabbro, and earlier than the 
Manitou eruptive epoch. 

3. The bottom of this lower series of eruptives (No. 27) is characterized by the 

same features as have been noted at many places where the gabbro forms a contact 

on the Animikie, viz., the fusion and blending of the fragmental rocks with the 

basic eruptive, producing two sorts of rock, both apparently eruptive, one acid and 

one basic, the former the result of such fusion. Similar transitions from the gabbro 

occur on the hills at Duluth much more strikingly. Such fused material may 

not all come from the Animikie, but may be derived from any earlier acid rock, 

either fragmental or crystalline. 

The age of the Fond du Lac sandstone. This rock, being closely connected with 

the later eruptives, must be about cotemporary with some of the Manitou flows of 

the Keweenawan. The gradual dying out of the eruptive action rendered the sand

stone more and more siliceous, and it appears that the upper strata are almost free 

from the shaly, red sediment that characterizes the lower portion. The rock thus 

gradually becomes a pinkish and finally a nearly white sandrock which is well 

known as a good building stone at Hinckley and on Kettle river. It seems that the 

eruptions that characterized the early portions of its history are marked by the fine 

red conglomerates, and by the red shales into which the conglomerates gradually 

change, and that, had it not been for this eruption, there would have been a contin

uous and uniform sandstone deposition from the pebbly conglomerate and white 

quartzyte at the bottom to the sandstones at Hinckley, and finally to the St. Croix 

sandstones of the Mississippi valley, which are characterized by an upper Cambrian 

fauna. At the earliest, therefore, these sandstones (at Fond du Lac) seem to fall 

into the bottom of the upper Cambrian, and it would be a convenient subdivision to 

adopt the Manitou eruptives of the Keweenawan as the plane of stratigraphic sepa

ration from the middle Cambrian. It cannot be questioned that such a disturbance of 

the oceanic waters would exterminate the species existing in the vicinity, and for a 

long time prevent the introduction of others. 

The quartzyte and siliceous conglomerate lying below the Manitou eruptives may 

therefore be of the middle Cambrian, but this cannot be affirmed from the discovery 

of any fossils within the lake Superior basin.* 

THE GABBRO. 

The petrographic geology of the gabbro (rock No.1) is given in volume v, and 

its general structural relations are to be found in the opening chapter of that volume. 

* This subject is further discussed in the chapter devoted to the structural geology of the northeastern part of the state, in 
volume v. 
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At this place will be given some local details of the outcrops, which extend along the 

crests of the hills from Short Line Park to and beyond Duluth. Careful study of the 

gabbro has been made at Short Line Park and at Duluth. Most of the intervening 

space has not been examined with care. 

Gabbro at Short L£ne Park. The Beaver Bay diabase. The Saint Paul and 

Duluth railroad, in passing from the upland to the level of the St. Louis river, between 

Short Line Park and Smithville, skirts closely along the western spur of the gabbro 

range, occasionally making cuts in the rock. The most important are near Short 

Line Park station, in the southern part of sec. 33, T. 49-15. Here, facing toward the 

west, is an abrupt cliff (Nos. 1942-1947), which ascends from near the railroad track 

to the elevation of about 1,100 feet, the culmination being in the form of a rather 

sharp peak, as it is viewed from the south. This westward face seems to be due to 

some faulting. It is nearly perpendicular, and the heavy beds of the gabbro, 

with its variations, are very apparent. The whole rock mass dips, or slopes, 

toward the south, and is cut at the lowest point by the grade of therailroad. In the 
face of the cut the rock appears nearly or quite homogeneous, of a gray color, rather 
fine-grained, separated by irregular joints that cause it to present a coarsely jagged 

aspect, and to quarry out in irregular large blocks. It is not appreciably different 
from numerous trap sheets that have the name diabase, and it has the ophitic struc

ture. At the western side of this ridge, however, this rock (No. 1951) is amygdaloidal 

with zeolitic and chloritic amygdules in abundance; also has seams and irreglllar 

deposits that appear to be of heulandite, calcite, etc. Indeed, it is not distinguish

able, at least outwardly, from much of the trap and melaphyr that occurs on the east 

side of the gabbro range at Duluth, or from that which occurs at Taylor's Falls. 

At the second cut, which is on the east line of S. E. 1- sec. 33, about half a mile 

further east, the same sort of trap-like gabbro is seen. This is a small cut. At the 

third cut, where the range comes down en masse toward the railroad is an interesting 

exhibition of gneissic and bedded structures in the gabbro. The road barely cuts it, 

but passes round the rock. The grand alternation here seen is represented by the 
sketch below. 

FIG. 108. SEOTION NEAR SHORT LINE PARK LOOKING EAST.NORTHEAST'. 

~-O!dinary biotite g,,:bbro, 100 to 200 feet. . , 3-Strongly magnetic, poarse, olivinitic (No. 194;;), 15 to 20 feet. 
~Fllle·grallled OhVll11tlC gabbro (No. 1943),10 feet. 4-0oarser, orclmary gabbro (No. 19<5). 

No.2 weathers gray and greenish. One portion, which is marked by a green-

weathered surface, is very fine grained, but black or nearly black within, and has a 

finer internal lamination which is hardly a stratification, but may be a fluidal struc-
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ture. On the face of the exposed bl ff th " 1 b d u e nglc e s or coarser laminffi which are 
a~out half an inch to an inch in thickness, are seen to be coincident with the general 

dip and strike, running on the face of the bluff from one end of the exposure to the 
other, with some interruptions where the rock is concealed. 

No.3 is most conspicuous, being thicker and black. When not crumbling, as it 

is frequently, with its coarse crystallization, it also is rigid in beds of about the same 

thickness as those in No.2. It is strongly olivinitic, but all the crystals are coarser 

and apt to be superficially rotted to a rusty-yellow substance. This rusting of the 

olivine grains gives it a specked appearance. The iron varies from one-tenth to one

half or more of the whole, and endures the elements better than any of the other 

minerals. Black mica, with brilliant colors of yellowish irony red, is common, as 

well as pyroxene. Tabular plagioclases cut through the rock. The black aspect is 

due to the prevalence of menaccanite, pyroxene, olivine and biotite. Perhaps pyrox
ene should be placed first for frequency .. 

At another cut still further east there is a still larger display of similar olivinitic 
and magnetitic stratification. 

If, now, a more careful survey be made of this rock, say at the first hill east of 

Short Line Park, we find that, in general, the amygdaloidal structure spreads widely 

over the gabbro. This is evident ~n ascending the hill. Numerous belts from three 

to six inches wide, of irregular course and shape, cross the face of the westward

looking cliff. These are distinguished by being much finer in grain and of darker 

color, jogging about suddenly and almost fading out. Some such narrow fine-grained 

belts are little dikes cutting the gabbro, but these do not jog about and do not fade 

out in the gabbro. They contain quartz amygdules, while the ropy belts contain 

calcite, chlorite and quartz, as well as a red mineral which is apparently orthoclase. 

The only place at which heulandite and stilbite are found is in a vein on the south 

side of the railroad cut, where the rock falls away in masses, sometimes obstructing 

the track. Here waters from above ];lave acted, destroying the rock and converting 

some of it into a soft chloritic soapstone or shale, which is occasionally stained red 

by iron. Generally, in the cut, the rock does not show any amygdaloidal structure. 

This structure appears best at the west side and along the top of the cliff and widely 

over the general upper surface, as it rises toward the north, culminating in a sharp 

summit. 
Going up this slope we find its course coincides roughly with the prevalent 

direction of the dikes that cut the Thomson slates, i. e. about north and south. The 

supposed a:p:lygdaloidal surface flows show their outcropping edges running in the 

same direction, also the little. later dikes mentioned. These later dikes are con

spicuously amygdaloidal with quartz. About half way up the hill an. origina.l 
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vesicular structure pervades the whole surface of the gabbro, the fillings being 

green, but sometimes also quartzose. Over on the east side of the ridge this original 

porousness descends to a depth at least of three feet in the mass of the gabbro. 

The rock is here seen to be denser in places, and the amygdaloidal surface slopes 

eastwardly from 6° to 10°. The top of the hill, while not amygdaloidal conspic

uously is of a finer grained, trap-like gabbro. There are numerous benches in the 

latter part of the ascent, the whole rock being broken by distant jointing in a 

manner very similar to that at Taylor's Falls. These are not evidently formed by 

successive la.yers of diabase and amygdaloid, but on wide and careful inspection they 

are seen to be actually separable into a series of such alternations. Some are plainly 

thus bedded, the amygdaloidal streak being from twelve to eighteen inches wide, 

and sloping east or southeast at an angle of about 10°. 

There is not apparently here an illustration of the rule that the surface of the 

flow is porous, and the lower portion massive, but the amygdaloidal rock is on both 

sides of a separating plane which has the appearance of being a flowage-contact 

plane. This indeed appears to be the case generally here, though there is sometimes, 

especially along the west face of the hill, where the rock breaks off about vertical, 

a rather conspicuous banding about a foot wide which is both finer grained and 

amygdaloidal, and more evidently belongs to the upper surface of an extended flow, 

and resembles the succession seen say at Agate bay, though less marked and less 

extensive. No geologist can clamber over the face of the bluff on the west side 

without being convinced that this rock originated by a su~cession of surface flows 

in the same manner as the later Keweenawan flows. 

The later dikes that cut this rock run approximately north and south. They 

are from four to six or eight inches in width, usually, and are jointed conspicuously 

along their contacting surfaces transverse to their direction, and are frequently 

amygdaloidal, the amygdules being elongated, often parallel with the jointing. One 

larger dike, at least sixty feet wide (the ea,st side was hid by soil and brush), running 

N. 15° E., is not amygdaloidal. This was certainly introduced after the gabbro was 

solidified. It is very fine and dense, but coarser toward the centre, and the gabbro 

along the contact is gneissic for two to four inches. 

Some of the amygdaloid seen on the western face of this hill is quite similar to 

the large boulder (No. 1949) seen at Cloquet (see the chapter on the Carlton plate, 

No. 87). This occurs not far from the Saint Paul and Duluth railroad, but the belts are 

but twelve or eighteen inches thick, the red (orthoclase) mineral being very evident. 

Yet, in all this hill no red rock proper can be seen, and in this respect this hill differs 

from that next further east, where much of it appears. At the north side of sec. 32, 

T. 49-15, northWest frQIn the railroad cut at Short Line Park station, where the high-
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way crosses the creek, is a small outcrop of rock belonging to this gabbro series, 

containing large blobs of red rock in scattered patches (No. 2091), though less 

abundantly than the boulder above mentioned. 

The amygdaloidal structure of this gabbro hill appears old. It has an inde

finable aspect that differs from that of the later amygdaloids of the Keweenawan. 

The dependence of this on the gabbro is an indication of a similar relation of the 

amygdaloids at Duluth to the gabbro range adjacent, and goes to confirm the idea 

that the Cabotian eruptives made important surface flows and other accumulations. 

as well as enormous batholitic masses. The rock cut at Short Line Park station is 

probably in the same relation to the great gabbro mass as the Beaver Bay diabase, 

but cannot be separated geographically from the gabbro mass proper. Probably the 

only true Manitou rock to be seen here is the dikes (No. 1953) that cut this gabbro. 

The deep well at Short Line Park, whose record has already been given, passed 

through a series of amygdaloids below the base of the Potsdarp. conglomerate, which 

are supposed to be the representative of this amygdaloidal portion of the gabbro. 

They are Nos. 21 to 27, inclusive. Hence, the flow gabbro seen at Short Line Park 

may be considered the westward continuation of the Beaver Bay diabase. 

The Cabot£an at Duluth. Many very interesting features of the gabbro can be 

seen at Duluth and in the hills that rise in the northern and western suburbs. The 

rock is much exposed, and many of its features can be studied minutely, and its 

relations to the clastics and to the surface flows that occupy the lower levels could 

formerly be traced almost continuously. The interpretation of the geology of 

Duluth: here presented, is that which has grown up in recent years, based on a 

wider field of fact than can be observed within the limits of the city, and has been 

already outlined in giving the field characters that obtain at Short Line Park.* The 

gabbro itself is believed to be of the nature of a basic igneous intrusion that invaded 

the strata of the Animikie existing in the region, at the close of that formation. 

This great event is one of the evident steps in the history of the lake Superior syn

clinal, and probably it can be separately identified, as indeed has been indicated, on 

both sides of the lake. When the rocks of this intrusion did not reach the surface 

they profoundly affected not only the Animikie but also the older clastics. The 

heat that they carried fused the elastics, and the fused rock often flowed with the 

gabbro itself, and on congealing it also formed large bodies of a different sort of 

igneous rock, viz., the" red-rock" of the Cabotian so often referred to (Nos. 1B, 19, 

42). These two rocks exhibit interesting relations. 'fhey occur in contact, not only 

as great bodies of massive rock, but they both flowed out at the surface, forming 

lavas and amygdaloids. When the fused clastics were rapidly cooled they gave rise 

• Compare also A mer. Gcol.; "A rational view of the Keweenawan." N. H. WINCHELL. Vol. xvi, p. 150. 
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rock is much exposed, and many of its features can be studied minutely, and its 

relations to the clastics and to the surface flo'ivS that occupy the lower levels could 

formerly be traced almost continuously. The interpretation of the geology of 

Duluth: here presented, is that which has grown up in recent years, based on a 

wider field of fact than can be observed within the limits of the city, and has been 

already outliued in giving the field characters that obtain at Short Line Park.* The 

gabbro itself is believed to be of the na.ture of a basic igneous intrusion that invaded 

the strata of the Animikie existing in the region, at the close of that formation. 

This great event is one of the evident steps in the history of the lake Superior syn

clinal, and probably it can be separately identified, as indeed has been indicated, on 

both sides of the lake. When the rocks of this intrusion did not reach the surface 

they profoundly affected not only the Animikie but also the older clastics. The 

heat that they carried fused the elastics, and the fused rock often flowed with the 

gabbro itself, and on congea,ling it also formed large bodies of a different sort of 

igneous rock, viz., the "red-rod:" of the Cabotian so often referred to (Nos. 1B, 19, 

42). These two rocks exhibit interesting relations. They occur in contact, not only 

as great bodies of massive rock, but they both flowed out at the surface, forming 

lavas and amygdaloids. When the fused clastics were rapidly cooled they gave rise 

• Compare also A //leI'. Geol.; "A rational view of the Keweellawan.·' N. H. WINCHELL. Vol. xvi, p. 150. 
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to felsytes and aporhyolytes, and to quartz-porphyries; when they had sufficient 

time they consolidated as granite and augiie-syenyte. The vents at which the sur

face rocks may have escaped as from volcanoes cannot be certainly located, but they 

must have been in the immediate vicinity of the greater gabbro bosses. 'rhey were 

probably direc.tly above those great gabbro bosses, which then were great reservoirs 

from which the molten rock flowed, but all the crater-like features have been eroded 

and the natural surface so degraded as to expose the reservoirs themselves. 

As the Animikie was greatly fused at the loci of the greater disturbance, it was 

greatly broken, and, at points more removed from those loci, more or less mingled 

with tl;Ie result of its own fusion. At still more protected places it was simply 

metamorphosed (No. 44), though much tilted. In such cases it can be seen to 

acquire in one direction the characters of the red rock, and in the opposite direction 

those of the normal Animikie (compare the Pigeon Point plate). The actual sur

face eruptives that buried the tilted and broken Animikie strata are preserved from 
I, 

denudation only at lower levels. They occur all along the lake shore from near the 

Union depot to Chester creek and further east. In some cases they are mingled 

with volcanic debris. There is a sandstone (No. 17) at the lake shore inter-stratified 

with those surface flows, which consists essentially of fragmental de vitrified glass 

with a few angular quartz grains. The acid quartz-porphyries at New London (No. 

55) are a portion of the acid flows derived from the fusion of the clastics by the 

heat of the gabbro intrusion (figure 109). The porphyrytes and amygdaloidal 

FIG. 109. STRUCTURES IN THE RED ROCK BLUFF AT NEW LONDON. 

porphyrytes, and the diabases that occur within the city of Duluth at the lake shore 

are but little or not at all affected by the intermixture of the acid with the basic 

elements. There are but few places where these elements can be seen to be mixed 

with a regularity approaching complete interpenetration. Where they are so min

gled (as in No.5) the resultant rock, when cooled slowly, is a massive, wholly crys

talline one, which is intermediate between gabbro and granite. It has been styled 

" hornblende gabbro" by Streng and Kloos and" orthoclase gabbro" by Irving. But 

more frequently there are strings and patches of the acid (red) rock disseminated 
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from which t.he molten rock flowed, but all t.he crater-like features have been eroded 

and t.he natural surface so degraded as to expose the reservoirs themselves. 

As t.he Animikie was greatly fused at. the loci of the greater dist.llrbance, it was 

greatly broken, and, at point.s more removed from those loci, more or less mingled 

with t.he result. of it.s own fusion. At st.ill more prot.ected places it. was simply 

met.amorphosed (No. 44), t.hough much t.ilted. In such cases it. can be seen t.o 

acquire in one direction t.he characters of t.he red rock, and in the opposit.e direction 

those of t.he normal Animikie (compare t.he Pigeon Point plate). The actual sur

face eruptives t.hat. buried the tilted and broken Animikie strata are preser~ed from 

denudat.ion only at. lowerlevels. They occur all along the lake shore from near t.he 

Union depot t.o Chest.er creek and further east.. In some cases t.hey are mingled 

wit.h volcanic debris. There is a sandstone (No. 17) at. t.he lake shore int.er-strat.ified 

wit.h t.hose surface flows, which consist.s essentially of fragment.al devitrified glass 

with a few angular quartz grains. The acid quartz-porphyries at. New London (No. 

55) are a portion of t.he acid flows derived from the fusion of t.he clast.ics by t.he 

heat. of t.he gabbro intrusion (figure 109). The porphyrytes and amygdaloidal 
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porphyryt.es, and the diabases t.hat. occur within the city of Dulut.h at. the lake shore 

are but. lit.tle or not at. all affected by t.he intermixt.ure of the acid wit.h t.he basic 

element.s. There are but. few places where these elements can be seen to be mixed 

wit.h a regularit.yapproaching complete interpenetration. Where t.hey are so min

gled (as in No.5) t.he result.ant. rock, when cooled slowly, is a massive, wholly crys

talline one, which is intermediate between gabbro and granite. It has been styled 

" hornblende gabbro" by Streng ~Lnd Kloos and" ort.hoclase gabbro" by Irving. But 

more frequently t.here are st.rings and pat.ches of the acid (red) rock disseminated 
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through the otherwise homogeneous gabbro (compare plate DD, figure 1). Such can 

be seen at some of the cuts made for the streets in the gabbro back from Rice's 

point and eastward. Sometimes the red rock appears to exist as dikes in the gabbro 

and also to underlie the gabbro in enormous masses. In general the acid elements 

penetrated the basic with greater facility than the basic the acid. But that they 

were molten at the same time, and became more or less mingled, is evident from 

many minor associations that they exhibit. 

The best place to examine the unmodified gabbro is at the cuts in the vicinity 

of Rice's point. The" red rock" variety becomes strictly granitic, at Duluth, but 

when it is intimately mingled with the basic, its elements are seen to crystallize as 

orthoclase, hornblende and quartz, in quite sizable grains (No.5). In such con

ditions the labradorite of the gabbro is also apt to be penetrated by micro-graphitic 

quartz, and so obscured by it and by other secondary products that it can hardly be 

determined as labradorite. Sometimes also epidote and sphene result, while the 

augite is apt to become fibrous and the olivine (which is not common) to wholly 

disappear. In other places the contacting on the clastics is evinced apparently by a 

greater amount of menaccanite in the vicinity. Some years ago there was some 

effort to develop this iron ore economically, at a point in the northern part of the 

city. The largest exposures of the red rock at Duluth are in the form of a more or 

less continuous belt, running east and west on the slopes of the hills about 250 feet 

above the lake. This belt, which can be traced for several blocks, is of irregular 

width, and sometimes rises as high as about 400 feet. It gives the general 

impression of a sheet of varying thickness lying against the gabbro range and 

occasionally penetrating it in favorable conditions. There are no surface erup

tives above it (i. e., at greater elevation), but in the line of its extension is found 

an unfused portion of the Animikie (No. 44). This last is found on Piedmont 

avenue at its intersection with Lake street, and along Piedmont avenue toward 

the west. Here are large and interesting exposures of some supposed Animikie 

slates, hardened and modified by the gabbro, making a more or less mottled, fine~ 

grained, dense and black rock (Nos. 1966 and 1967). Outwardly it frequently pre

sents the aspect of a coarse conglomerate partially fused and cemented, but it is more 

probable that such appearances are'due to the effect of the metamorphic action on 

the slates. A little west from this crossing, where a small creek passes Piedmont 

avenue, the red rock (No. 1968) is in the bed of the creek, and above it, in the road

way, is this black rock. West from the crossing of the creek, this black rock con

tinues interruptedly for two or three blocks, but with variations to the red. In one 

place, just west of the creek, the red rock has a perpendicular line of contact on the 

black. rrhis red rock is homogeneous, or nearly so, very fine-grained, though having 
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through the otherwise homogeneous gabbro (compare plate DD, figure 1). Such can 

be seen at some of the cuts made for the streets in the gabbro back from Rice's 

point and eastward. Sometimes the red rock appears to exist as dikes in the gabbro 

and also to underlie the gabbro in enormous masses. In general the acid elements 

penetrated the basic with greater facility than the basic the acid. But that they 

were molten at the same time, and became more or less mingled, is evident from 

many minor associations that they exhibit. 

The best place to examine the unmodified gabbro is at the cuts in the vicinity 

of Rice's point. The" red rock" variety becomes strictly granitic, at Duluth, but 

when it is intimately mingled with the basic, its elements are seen to crystallize as 

orthoclase, hornblende and quartz, in quite sizable grains (No.5). In such con

ditions the labradorite of the gabbro is also apt to be penetrated by micro-graphitic 

quartz, and so obscured by it and by other secondary products that it can hardly be 

determined as labradorite. Sometimes also epidote and sphene result, while the 

augite is apt to become fibrous and the olivine (which is not common) to wholly 

disappear. In other places the contacting on the elastics is evinced apparently by a 

greater amount of menaccanite in the vicinity. Some years ago there was some 

effort to develop this iron ore economically, at a point in the northern part of the 

city. The largest exposures of the red rock at Duluth are in the form of a more or 

less continuous belt, running east and west on the slopes of the hills about 250 feet 

above the lake. This belt, which can be traced for several blocks, is of irregular 

width, and sometimes rises as high as about 400 feet. It gives the general 

impression of a sheet of varying thickness lying against the gabbro range and 

occasionally penetrating it in favorable conditions. There are no surface erup

tives above it (i. e., at greater elevation), but in the line of its extension is found 

an unfused portion of the Animikie (No. 44). This last is found on Piedmont 

avenue at its intersection with Lake street, and along Piedmont avenue toward 

the west. Here are large and interesting exposures of some supposed Animikie 

slates, hardened and modified by the gabbro, making a more or less mottled, fine

grained, dense and black rock (Nos. 1966 and 1967). Outwardly it frequently pre

sents the aspect of a coarse eonglomerate partially fused and cemented, but it is more 

probable that such appearances are-due to the effect of the metamorphic action on 

the slates. A little west from this crossing, where a small creek passes Piedmont 

avenue, the red rock (No. 19GB) is in the bed of the creek, and above it, in the road

way, is this black rock. West from the erossing of the creek, this black rock con

tinues interruptedly for two or three blocks, but with variations to the red. In one 

place, just west of the creek, the red rock has a perpendicular line of contact on the 

black. This red rock is homogeneous, or nearly so, very fine-grained, though having 
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sparse crystalline cleavages of a porphyritically scattered very fine feldspar. It also 

has dark-green, fine specks which seem to be closely embraced in the integral struc

ture of the rock. The black rock (No. 1966) is usually rather homogeneous, and 

densely fine-grained, resembling a fine basalt, but on the weathered surface, nearl;r 

everywhere, it is revealed as not being a homogeneous rock (No. 1967), for curiously 

shaped forms weather out, often appearing like foreign boulder-like pieces, or some

times of irregular shapes like a breccia. Yet it can hardly be called a breccia for 

this structure pervades a considerable thickness, and a large area. Indeed, the whole 

of this rock here exposed is, so far as can be seen, affected more or less by this struc

ture. In thhl section this rock shows a clastic origin, with scattered angular frag

ments of quartz, the most of the fine matrix being sometimes unidentifiable, but 

showing magnetite and mica. There is also apparently some chlorite and calcite. 

In the field it would be very easy to confound this fragmental black rock with an 

eruptive, dense basalt, for they both occur at Duluth. These general relations are 

shown by the profile sketch (figure 110). 

FIG. 110. PROFILE SKETCH AT DULUTH. 

A still more conglomeratic aspect is to be seen on a low knob farther west and 

at a higher elevation. This knob is one of a series of undulations east of the creek 

which is ponded artificially above the terrace boulevard, and west of the inclined 

railway, i. e., nearly northwest from the Union depot. Here there appears to be two 

rocks, one red and the other black, but the red color is often only superficial, and 

about an inch thick, the same rock being nearly black below. These reddened areas 

are surrounded by narrow bands or seams of dark rock which give them the appear

ance of boulders embraced in a matrix. On some parts of the exposed area the red 

rock is in irregular patches and veins in the black, appearing as if it had' filled many 

minute fractures in the black rock, embracing the black as if it filled the openings 

in the breccia of the black. When one notices closely, however, he observes tll,at 

these characters are not invariably dissociated to their respective rocks. The black 

fades out to the red by the appearance of red blotches throughout it, and in some 

cases a red surface is underlain by a dark brown interior, and this again becomes 

black. In other places there is a sprinkling of the red element evenly through the 

black, becoming apparent on weathered surfaces, though such rock is usually, or 

\ 
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sparse crystalline cleavages of a porphyritically scattered very fine feldspar. It also 

has dark-green, fine specks which seem to be closely embraced in the integral struc

ture of the rock. The black rock (No. 1966) is usually rather homogeneous, and 

densely fine-grained, resembling a fine basalt, but on the weathered surface, nearly 

everywhere, it is revealed as not being a homogeneous rock (No. 1967), for curiously 

shaped forms weather out, often appearing like foreign boulder-like pieces, or some

times of irregular shapes like a breccia. Yet it can hardly be called a breccia for 

this structure pervades a considerable thickness, and a large area. Indeed, the whole 

of this rock here exposed is, so far as can be seen, affected more or less by this struc

ture. In thill section this rock shows a clastic origin, with scattered angular frag

ments of quartz, the most of the fine matrix being sometimes unidentifiable, but 

showing magnetite and mica. There is also apparently some chlorite and calcite. 

In the field it would be very easy to confound this fragmental black rock with an 

eruptive, dense basalt, for they both occur at Duluth. These general relations are 

shown by the profile sketch (figure 110). 
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A still more conglomeratic aspect is to be seen on a low knob farther west and 

at a higher elevation. This knob is one of a series of undulations east of the creek 

which is ponded artificially above the terrace boulevard, and west of the inclined 

railway, 1:. e., nearly northwest from the Union depot. Here there appears to be two 

rocks, one red and the other black, but the red color is often only superficial, and 

about an inch thick, the same rock being nearly black below. These reddened areas 

are surrounded by narrow bands or seams of dark rock which give them the appear

ance of boulders embraced in a matrix. On some parts of the exposed area the red 

rock is in irregular patches and veins in the black, appearing as if it had filled many 

minute fractures in the black rock, embracing the black as if it filled the openings 

in the breccia of the black. When one notices closely, however, he observes that 

these characters are not invariably dissociated to their respective rocks. The black 

fades out to the red by the appearance of red blotches throughout it, and in some 

cases a red surface is underlain by a dark brown interior, and this again becomes 

black. In other places there is a sprinkling of the red element evenly through the 

black, becoming apparent on weathered surfaces, though such rock is usually, or 
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always, a massive and compact one which has cooled from fusion. In short, the two 

rocks are not essentially different. 

Further east, in the vicinity of the High School, were formerly numerous expos

ures of a similar conglomeratic looking rock extending in a series northeast and 

southwest as if in the strike of a sedimentary formation. This lies below a thick 

diabase (No. 43) which extends to the falls of Kinichigaquag creek (Chester creek); 

it has a rough blotched exterior, and appears like a fine basalt, in general, but shows 

light quartzose nodules, somewhat micaceous. l'he most of the pebbles are of the 

color of the rock except on weathering. In other places, by reason of the weathering 

and the fires that have prevailed, a red banding is seen rudely conformable \vith the 

supposed bedding, which, on being broken, reveals a texture and fracture as well as 

color and hardness of the quartzytes at Pigeon point. Hock No. 807 represents this 

gray quartzyte, but not the general character of the rock that resembles outwardly 

a breccia or conglomerate. Underlying this supposed conglomerate is a red qllartz

less rock or red syenyte. This occurs in irregular patches and extends westward to 

Hice's point. 

In attempting to account for this apparently conglomeratic character in a rock 

which was not probably originally a conglomerate, there is available, apparently, 

but one explanation, viz.: a breccia mingled with the fused parts of itself. Such 

breccia would lose its angularity by the friction of its parts upon themselves, or 

by the solution of the angles and edges in the molten rock that filled the openings. 

Considering the circumstances under which this metamorphism took place, it is to be 

presumed that the clastic rocks were frequently and profoundly brecciated, and that 

the openings were filled sometimes by basic magma and sometimes by acid. 

The Cabotian surface rocks are those that appear, or did formerly, along the 

lake shore from near the Union depot eastwardly. By the development of the city 

their exposures have nearly all been concealed. They consist of diabase and por

phyrytes, the latter being very often amygdaloidal. A fair illustration of these rocks 

can still be seen at the mouth of Chester creek (Nos. 35, 36), and for some distance 

up the creek, which runs in a little gorge which has been eroded in them. They 

have decayed considerably and are easily excavated. Some of them are dense and 

nearly black, evidently once in a condition that was more or less glassy, making a 

ba,salt. '1'hey also embrace some beds that are fmgmental, though consisting almost 

wholly of eruptive materials. l'he stmtiform condition of this clastic material indi

cates the presence of the ocean and its dissemination of the debris at the date of the 

eruptions. It is a submarine volcanic tuff mingled with ordinary detritus. In the 

midst of these strata sometimes occur, rather irregularly, areas of coarse gabbro-like 

rock, the exact order and manner of occurrence of which cannot be stated because 
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always, a massive and compact one which has cooled from fusion. In short, the two 

rocks are not essentially different. 

Further east, in the vicinity of the High School, were formerly numerous expos

ures of a similar conglomeratic looking rock extending in a series northeast and 

southwest as if in the strike of a sedimentary formation. This lies below a thick 

diabase (No. 43) which extends to the falls of Kinichigaquag creek (Chester creek); 

it has a rough blotched exterior, and appears like a fine basalt, in general, but shows 

light quartzose nodules, somewhat micaceous. The most of the pebbles are of the 

color of the rock except on weathering. In other places, by reason of the weathering 

and the fires that have prevailed, a red banding is seen rudely conformable with the 

supposed bedding, which, on being broken, reveals a texture and fracture as well as 

color and hardness of the quartzytes at Pigeon point. Rock No. 807 represents this 

gray quartzyte, but not the general character of the rock that resembles outwardly 

a breccia or conglomerate. Underlying this supposed conglomerate is a red qllartz

less rock or red syenyte. This occurs in irregular patches and extends westward to 

Rice's point. 

In attempting to account for this apparently conglomeratic character in a rock 

which was not probably originally a conglomerate, there is available, apparently, 

but one explanation, viz.: a breccia mingled with the fused parts of itself. Such 

breccia would lose its angularity by the friction of its parts upon themselves, or 

by the solution of the angles and edges in the molten rock that filled the openings. 

Considering the circumstances under which this metamorphism took place, it is to be 

presumed that the clastic rocks were frequently and profoundly brecciated, and that 

the openings were filled sometimes by basic magma and sometimes by acid. 

The Cabotian surface roeks are those that appear, or did formerly, along the 

lake shore from near the Union depot eastwardly. By the development of the city 

their exposures have nearly all been concealed. They consist of diabase and por

phyrytes, the latter being very often amygdaloidal. A fair illustration of these rocks 

can still be seen at the mouth of Chester creek (Nos. 35, 36), and for some distance 

up the creek, which runs in a little gorge which has been eroded in them. They 

have decayed considerably and are easily excavated. Some of them are dense and 

nearly black, evidently once in a condition that was more or less glassy, making a 

ba,salt. They also embrace some beds tha.t are fragmental, though consisting almost 

wholly of eruptive materials. The stratiform condition of this clastic material indi

cates the presence of the ocean and its dissemination of the debris at the date of the 

eruptions. It is a submarine volcanic tuff mingled with ordinary detritus. In the 

midst of these strata sometimes occur, rather irregularly, areas of coarse gabbro-like 

rock, the exact order and manner of occurrence of which cannot he stated because 
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of the surface covering. Such coarse rocks are seen at the following places: Between 

Second and Third streets and Third and FOluth avenues west., behind the Methodist 

Episcopal church-the old church-(N 0.49); at a street cutting to the east of the base 

of Minnesota point 0~1 Superior street, this cutting furnishing good quarrying 

facilities. These rocks are either parts of unusually heavy surface flows from 

which the amygdaloidal upper portions have been removed by glacial abrasion, 

or they are local protrusions of the main gabbro mass in spurs somewhat more 

distant from the chief reservoir amongst the Animikie beds, now uncovered by the 

removal of the superincumbent strata. 

On Michigan street the grading has exposed a condition of the gabbro not com

mon. The entire mass of the rock is separated into globular masses of about an inch 

in diameter, causing it to appear fragmental (plate P, figure 1). This globular struc

ture, further west, is more coarse, and is represented by roc~ No. 1D. 

Lastly, these Cabotian eruptives, as well as the gabbro, are cut by a series of 

later dikes, which have a prevalent direction nearly north and south, in that respect 

repeating or continuing the dike system seen at Thomson and at Short Line Park. 

These dikes are of diabase, and entered the rocks that they cut after those rocks had 

cooled, which i~ evinced by the fineness of the grain of the dikes at their contacts, 

and they are believed to belong to a later eruptive epoch, -i. e., that which, in order 

to distinguish them from the earlier, may be called Manitou, and which follo'Yed the 

formation of the pebbly quartz conglomerate of the St. Louis valley. 

ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock numbers were collected in this area: 

By N. H. Winchell: Nos. 1-61; 443-448; 511-514; 807-809; 850; 853-853B; 856,857; 1540-1545; 1796-1806; 
1942-1948; 1950-1954; 1966-1968; 2089-2091. 

By J. E. Spurr: Nos. 188S-198S. 
By U. S. Grant: Nos. 925G-928G. 
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of the surface covering. Such coarse rocks are seen at the following plcLCes: Between 

Second and rrhird streets and Third and FOlIrth avenues west, behind the Methodist 

Episcopal ch urch-the old church-(N 0.49); at a street cutting to the east of the base 

of Minnesota point on Superior street, this cutting furnishing good quarrying 

facilities. These rocks are either pa,rts of unusually heavy surface flows from 

which the amygda,loidal upper portions have been removed by glacial abrasion, 

or they are local protrusions of the main gabbro mass in spurs somewhat more 

distant from the chief reservoir amongst the Animikie beds, now uncovered by the 

removal of the superincumbent strata. 

On Michigan street the grading has exposed a condition of the gabbro not com

mon. The entire mass of the rock is separated into globular masses of about an inch 

in diameter, causing it to appear fragmental (plate P, figure 1). This globular struc

ture, further west, is more coarse, and is represented by rock No. 1D. 

Lastly, these Cabotian eruptives, as well as the gabbro, are cut by a series of 

later dikes, which have a prevalent di.rection nearly north and south, in that respect 

repeating or continuing the dike system seen at Thomson and at Short Line Park. 

These dikes are of diabase, and entered the rocks that they cut after those rocks had 

cooled, which is evinced by the fineness of the grain of the dikes at their contacts, 

and they are believed to belong to a later eruptive epoch,i. e., that which, in order 

to distinguish them from the earlier, may be called Manitou, and which follo'Yed the 

formation of the pebbly quartz conglomerate of the St. Louis valley. 

ROCK SAMPLES. 

The following rock numbers were collected in this area: 

By N. H. Winchell: Nos. 1-61; 443-448; 511-514; 807-809; 850; 853-853B; 856,857; 1540-1545; 1796-1806; 
1942-1948; 1950-1954; 1966-1968; ~089-~091. 

By J. E. Spurr: Nos. 1888-1988. 
By U. S. Grant: Nos. 9250-9280. 
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OI-IAPTER XXXII. 

MINNESOTA IRON MINING EOONOMICALLY AND 

srrNfISTI OALL Y 00 NSID ERED. 

By HORACE V. WINCHELL. 

"Ce n' est pas l'or, mats lefer qui erst le roi des mldaux." 

Minnesota's one-sided and unequally developed iron industry is of recent date, 

but phenomenal growth. Though only a decade and a half since the first car load of 

ore was digged from its rocky bed in our northern wilds, the infant industry has 

grown with amazing rapidity, until today an almost incessant stream of purest 

hematite is kept moving toward the insatiable and ever more numerous furnaces of 

the east, and thousands of human mouths depend for daily bread upon the steady and 

profitable operation of the various forces here engaged in furnishing the raw material 

for the iron and steel structures of the world. Should the sources of this great supply 

for raw iron suddenly become exhausted, the consequences are beyond the power of 

pen to portray. From east to west, from north to south, great industrial enterprises 

would immediately become be~lUmbed. Mills, faetories and centres of activi~y would 

be silenced, and the .prices of the conull()nest articles of iron would rise to such a 

figure as to cause many a failure, and perhaps a wide-spread panic in money centres. 

To describe briefly for the c.itizens of Minnesota, from the view-point of one 

who has been more or less intimately conneeted with this-iron-mining industry from 

its inception to the present time, and to represent in as few words as possible the 

importance of properly nourishing and prolonging its existence for the greater benefit 

of the Commonwealth, is the purpose of the writer in the pages that follow. Much 

that he will say has been already presented in one way or another by himself or 

others; but it is incorporated here as the proper place in which to record events and 

information that are of so great import.ance in the past and future of the state. 

In 1880 the populatio'n of St. Louis county was 4,504. 'There was not a settle

ment north of Duluth and the wilderness that lay between lake Superior and the 

Ontario line was known only to a few explorers and Indians. The gold mining excite

ment of 1866 had died out, and -only vague l'eeollections of Vermilion lake lingered 
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in the minds of those who had been led to visit what is now known as the Vermilion 

Iron range by the exaggerated reports of gold ore there. Samples of iron ore of the 

red hematite variety had, it is true, been collected there in early days, and the state 

geologists had called attention to the evidently large deposits of this mineral at vari

ous times since the days of Norwood and Eames. But the region was so remote and 

so little known, and the reports of geologists are so little read by the explorer and 

miner, that no attention was paid to the vast stores of iron treasure, and no one 

dreamed of the developments so close at hand. 

In 1890 the population of St. Louis county had reached 44,862. In this year the 

production of iron ore, which began in 1884, was 880,014 gross tons. A standard 

gauge railroad had been constructed to Tower and Ely and the Vermilion range had 

taken its place among the prominent iron ore districts of lake Superior. Millions of 

dollars had been invested in appliances for the mining and handling of iron ore, and 

thriving cities had been established at the mines, and at Two Harbors where the ore 

is transfelTed from railroad car to vessel. 

In 1895 the population had increased to 78,575. The Mesabi range had been 

discovered and opened up and the output of ore from this wealthy county reached 

the magnificent total of 3,859,425 gross, or considerably more than 4,000,000 net, tons 

of high-grade hematite ore. 

In the year 1898 the iron ore production had increased to nearly 6,000,000 tons, 

and the ,increase in population, due to the settling ~p and development of new dis

tricts, had kept nearly an equal pace. 

It is not possible to determine the exact relation between increase of population 

and the growth of this iron mining industry; but the figures given above are inter

esting and significant, and it is difficult to esc~pe the conclusion that there is a rela

tion of mutual dependence between them. If, then, the mere 'opening up and exploi

tation of iron mines bring in their train such rapid growth, how much greater would 

be the benefit from the establishment of industries to work this product into its 

various refined and finished forms ~ If the development of an iron mining industry 

could add thus suddenly to the population of a district, how much more rapidly 

would that district become depopulated if the industry which supported it were sud

denly paralyzed! Many examples of the decay or utter abandonment of mining 

towns have come under the writer's notice in the western states, and nothing more 

desolate can be imagined. To properly conserve, therefore, and to prolong the exist

ence of this important industry, should be the endeavor of everyone who has the 

welfare of the State at heart. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL. 

Location of mines. As already indicated, the iro~ mines of Minnesota, so far as 

developed, are situated in St. Louis county. About midway between lake Superior 

on the southern side and the Canadian boundary line on the northern side of this 

small empire, with its area of 5,860 square miles, are found the two iron belts or 

ranges, lying about twenty miles apart from each other and extending in an easterly 

and westerly direction. On the south, and hence nearer to lake Superior and the 

ore shipping ports, is the Mesabi range, whose rocks may be traced by surface out

croppings from T. 65-4 W. to T. 56-24 W., a distance of more than 150 miles. The 

iron ore formation of the Vermilion range is not nearly so regular and well defined; 

but the rocks of that general formation are known to extend from T. 65-7 W. to T. 

60-26 W., a distance of more than 125 miles. 

It should not be imagined that there is one continuous deposit of iron ore 

stretching across the great extent of country mentioned above. On the contrary 

the ore deposits are scattered along in groups at irregular intervals, and thus, 

besides being very narrow as compared with their length, the ore belts are chiefly 

composed of non-productive or unmerchantable reaches for miles, with occasional 

groups of rich mines. Thus on the Vermilion range there have as yet been dis

covered but two groups of mines, situated respectively at Ely and Tower, twenty

three miles apart, and the remainder of the range is not definitely known to possess 

workable deposits. On the ¥esabi range the groups of mines are centered around 

the cities of Biwabik, McKinley, Sparta, Eveleth, Virginia, Mountain Iron and 

Hibbing. 
HISTORICAL. 

The first mention of iron. ore in northern Minnesota, appears in the report of J. 

G. Norwood, under date of 1850.* He mentioned the occurrence of iron ore at 

Gunflint lake, on the extreme eastern end of the Mesabi range, and conectly stated 

it to be in the eastward continuation of the hills known farther' west as the Mesabi, 

and which extend to Pokegama falls on the Mississippi river. No particular impor

tance appears to have been ascribed to this ore by Norwood, and in truth it has none 

at the point where he observed it. 

H. H. Eames, state geologist of Minnesota in 1865 and 1866, was the first to 

observe and report iron ore on both the Vermilion and Mesabi ranges, and to consider 

it of any value: In his report for 1866, he describes the ore outcroppings near the 

southern shore of Vermilion lake, and in his report published the following year is 

an account of the ore at Prairie River falls, on the western end of the Mesabi and , 
several analyses showing it to be of good quality. 

* D. D. OWEN'S report of Il. geological survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, p. 417. 
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The later geological reports of Minnesota have so frequently mentioned and 

described in detail the iron ranges and the early development that it seems unnec

essary to go over it again here. The well-informed members of the community are 

always ready to award to the state geologists the credit due them for -so early and 

in such a singularly accurate manner foretelling the probable developments of these 

great iron ore districts. That similar recognition is also received from outside 

students and recognized authorities on the subject is evident from the following 

quotation from the report of Mr. John Birkinbine, statistician for the U. S. Geolog

ical Survey, who in his report for the year 1896 speaks as follows: 
"The Geological Survey of Minnesota is to be congratulated upon having pointed to the region now known 

I as the Mesabi range as a probable iron-producing district priQr to active explorations and exploitations, and the 
limits in which workable bodies of commercial ore have been found correspond clo(3ely with the conclusions 
arrived at by the geologists as to the probable. existence of this material."t 

QUALITY OF ORES. 

As handled and sold at present the price of iron ore depends on its chemical 

and physical properties to a greater extent than ever before. The ore is sampled at 

the mine and often at the docks of both the shipping and receiving ports, and if there 

is any variation in chemical composition from that guaranteed when the ere is sold, 

there is a corresponding reduction or increase in price. The table which accom

panies this chapter gives the analysis of all the lake Superior iron ores for the 

season of 1898. From this table it will be seen that the ores of the Mesabi range 

average higher in iron and lower in phosphorus than the ores of any of the Michigan 

ranges. It will also be seen that the Vermilion range ores contain a higher per 

cent of iron than those of any other range. 

If therefore chemical composition were the only criterion, the Minnesota ores 

would bring higher prices than those from any other range. As a matter of fact, 

how-ever, the physical quality of an ore affects its behavior in the blast furnace, and 

hence its desirability. Thus it is found in practice that the extreme fineness of the 

Mesabi ore renders ~mpracticable its use in furnace mixture with other ores to a 

greater extent than forty per cent. This fact, added to that of great abundance and· 

easy production, operates to depress the price of Mesabi ores, even though their 

chemical make-up is superior. The result is that ores which on the whole average 

betteT than those from any other distTict in the world bring at present the very 
lowest price in the markets. 

Attention should perhaps be called to the fact that there is an immense quantity 

of poorer grade ore on the Mesabi range, which will not bear the expense of shipping 

to far distant maTkets, and which will not be mined for anything but local consump

tion as long as iron ores sell at the present low figures. 

+ Seventeenth Annual Repo?'t U. S. Geol. Sur., part iii, p. 33. 
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The Vermilion Range ores, however, besides being very high grade, possess 

desirable physical properties, and bring almost the best prices in the market. Indeed, 

the output of these ores is much below the demand, and new mines are being con

stantly sought for at great expense. Such a mine as the Chandler, with its large 

body of granular and uniformly high grade ore, is rarely known, and its ores bring a 
premium each year. 

ANALYSIS OF LAKE SUPERIOR IRON OItES, 1898. 

Gogebic range. 

Iron, DRIED AT 2120 FAHRENHEIT. 
ORE , Natural 

State Iron 
! 

Silica 
! 

Phos. I Mang. !Alumina! I 
Anvil* ...... .... .... . -.. -...... 62.74 4.09 .055 .82 .92 
Anvil, East vein* ........ 61.00 5.25 .058 2.18 .86 
Ashland .............. , .. 55.44 63.19 3.96 .036 .25 2.21 
Atlantic ................. 55.63 62.89 4.29 .047 .86 1.49 
Aurora .................. 55.35 61.34 6.72 .028 .40 1.02 
Best ....... .............. 50.34 58.00 10.25 .0616 .81 1.83 
Brotherton* ............. 55.60 63.00 7.20 .035 .47 .87 
Buckeye ................. 53.08 59.44 8.40 .071 .423 1.526 
Cary Empire ............. 52.99 58.21 3.22 .059 4.50 .80 
Cary Manganese ......... ....... 56.08 · . . . . . . .056 6.52 .... ,' . 
Colby No. 1 .............. 51.58 56.70 3.20 .066 6.820 .880 
Colby No. 2 .............. 54.66 60.60 4.00 .080 2.25 1.10 
Cromwell* ............... 60.00 3.75 .032 3.10 .75 
Day ..................... 56.80 63.58 3.11 .078 .3319 ...... . 
Eureka .................. 61.65 6.75 066 .140 .95 
Fairfax .................. 55.24 64.05 3.00 .0728 .9915 ....... 
Globe ................... 55.20 62.02 3.93 .095 .21 1.70 
Iron Belt ................ 53.74 130.75 8.09 .041 .40 1.21 
Lawrence ................ 56.04 62.28 5.64 .059 .552 1.126 
Melrose* ................ 55.39 62.00 4.92 .030 1.11 .81 
Montreal ................ 60.56 66.00 2.31 .040 .36 .71 
Mikado .... ..... -........ ...... . 59.15 · , ..... .044 . ...... ...... . 
Newport No.1 ........... 48.71 54.05 4.60 .037 8.01 1.20 
Newport No. 2* .......... 45.00 50.00 ...... . .035 6.00 ...... . 
NewEra ................. 50.80 57.00 12.15 .026 1.26 1..05 
Norman (Palms) ......... 53.94 62.00 4.61 .085 .84 1.29 
North Vein .. , ........... 56.29 62.37 4.10 .046 .540 .890 
Norrie ................... 56.56 63.08 ...... . .0388 .3888 ....... 
O'Brien .................. 58.98 12.50 .101 •••• • "0. ...... . 
Palms ................... 53.92 62.95 3.94 .055 .90 1.17 
Pearce* ............... .I ... ...... . 58.60 11.44 .062 .64 .81 
Pence* .................. 65.20 5.50 .019 , .24 .28 
Rand .................... 52.74 58.57 5.25 .036 3.21 1.07 
Shores .......... ' ......... 58.87 64.28 3.30 .029 .30 .75 
Sunday Lake ............ 63.09 8.60 .027 .39 .90 
Tilden .................. , 54.83 63.43 ...... . .046 1.0902 ...... . 
Toronto ................. 44.83 49.00 26.00 .040 .45 1.25 
Windsor* ................ ...... . 64 00 4.00 .045 .63 .80 

Average ............. . ...... 60.41 · ...... .051 . ...... ...... . 

,Menominee Tange. 

Amasa.: ................. 53.34 56.00 6.98 .267 . .35 3.35 
Appleton* ............... 63.30 4.61 .018 .27 1.30 ....... 

4.39 .036 .14 1.01 Aragon ................. 59.10 63.24 
Badger .................. 54.21 59.73 4.18 .146 .443 2.72 
Bristol * .. . . . .. . ......... 52.08 56.00 3.75 .80 1.25 1.10 
Castile*. 65.63 3.23 .011 .18 1.19 ................ 
Chapin* ............. ' .... 57.39 61.60 4.96 .065 .32 1.15 
Clifford ................. 39.42 40.44 39.19 .016 . 11 .85 . 
Columbia ............... 53.40 60 00 3.78 .550 , .23 1.99 
Common wealth * ......... 60.00 4.75 .22 .75 1.65 
Crystal Falls ............ 53.62 58 60 4.45 .795 .20 1.41 
Davidson ............... 51.37 56.39 6.25 .166 .395 3.12 
Dunn ................... 52.66 58.00 400 .582 .74 1.98 

Imwood ...... 53.14 58.16 5.69 .165 .331 2.804 .... . . ... E 

* Expected analysis for 1899. All others are the average for 1898. 
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Best ....... ............ ,. 50.34 58.00 10.25 .0616 .81 1.83 
Brotherton* ............. 55.60 63.00 7.20 .035 .47 .87 
Buckeye ................. 53.08 59.44 8.40 .071 .423 1.526 
Cary Empire ............. 52.99 58.21 3.22 .059 4.50 .80 
Cary Manganese ......... ...... . 56.08 . . . . . . . .056 6.52 . .... - . 
Colby No. 1 .............. 51.58 56.70 3.20 .066 6.820 .880 
ColbyNo.2 .............. 54.66 60.60 4.00 .080 2.25 1.10 
Cromwell* ............... .... , .. 60.00 3.75 .032 3.10 .75 
Day ..................... 56.80 63.58 3.11 .078 .3319 ...... . 
Eureka .................. ...... . 61.65 6.75 066 .140 .95 
Fairfax .................. 55.24 64.05 3.00 .0728 .9915 . ...... 
Globe ................... 55.20 62.02 3.93 .095 .21 1.70 
Iron Belt ................ 53.74 60.75 8.09 .041 .40 1.21 
Lawrence ................ 56.04 62.28 5.64 .059 .552 1.126 
Melrose* ................ 55.39 62.00 4.92 .030 1.11 .81 
Montreal ................ 60.56 66.00 2.31 .040 .36 .71 
Mikado .... .... ...... .... ...... . 59.15 ....... .044 .... -" .... ,_ . 
Newport No.1 ........... 48.71 54.05 4.60 .037 8.01 1.20 
Newport No. 2* .......... 45.00 50.00 -, ..... .035 6.00 ...... . 
NewEra ................. 50.80 57.00 12.15 .026 1.26 1..05 
Norman (Palms) ......... 53.94 62.00 4.61 .085 .84 1.29 
North Vein .............. 56.29 62.37 4.10 .046 .540 .890 
Norrie ................... 56.56 63.08 " ..... . 0388 .3888 ....... 
O'Brien .................. ...... . 58.98 12.50 .101 .... . " .. ...... . 
Palms ................... 53.92 62.95 3.94 .055 .90 1.17 
Pearce* .............. .I ... ...... . 58.60 11.44 .062 .64 .81 
Pence* .................. 65.20 5.50 .019 , .24 .28 . ...... 
Rand .................... 52.74 58.57 5.25 .036 3.21 1.07 
Shores ....... " .' ......... 58.87 64.28 3.30 .029 .30 .75 
Sunday Lake ............ 63.09 8.60 .027 .39 .90 ...... . 
Tilden .................. , 54.83 63.43 ...... . .046 1.0902 ....... 
Toronto ................. 44.83 49.00 26.00 .040 .45 1.25 
Windsor* ................ ...... - 64 00 4.00 .045 .63 .80 

Average ............. ...... . 60.41 ...... . .051 ....... .... .. , 

.Menominee Tunge. 

Amasa ................... 53.34 56.00 6.98 .267 . .35 3.35 
Appleton* ............... 63.30 4.61 .018 .27 1.30 ....... 

4.39 .036 .14 1.01 Aragon ................. 59.10 63.24 
Badger .................. 54.21 59.73 4.18 .146 .443 2.72 
Bristol* ................. 52.08 56.00 3.75 .80 1.25 1.10 
Castile*. 65.63 3.23 .011 .18 1.19 .......... , ..... ....... 
Chapin* .................. 57.39 61.60 4.96 .065 .32 1.15 
Clifford ................. 39.42 40.44 39.19 .016 . 11 .85 . 
Columbia ............... 53.40 60 00 3.78 .550 , .23 1. 99 
Commonwealth* ......... 60.00 4.75 .22 .75 1.65 .... ,., 

.795 .20 1.41 Crystal Falls ............ 53.62 58 60 4.45 
Davidson ............... 51.37 56.39 6.25 .166 .395 3.12 
Dunn ................... 52.66 58.00 4 00 .582 .74 1.98 
Elmwood ...... 53.14 58.16 5.69 .165 .331 2.804 . .... . ... 

* Expected analysis for 1899. All others are the average for 1898. 
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..... .. ...... . 
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Menominee range.-Continued. 

Iroll, DRIED AT 2120 FAHRENHEIT. 
ORE Natural 

I I I 
Mang·IAlumina1 

I 
8tate Iron Silica Phos. Lime Ma(l"-

neSla 

Florence ................ 51.62 56.10 4.79 .388 .31 2.18 11.17 1.92 
Granada ................. 57.80 62.42 4.56 .062 .18 1.03 .54 1.60 
Great Western .......... 56.15 61.00 4.60 .375 .24 1.16 2 10 .80 
Hemlock ................ 56.68 59.43 5.60 .302 .14 2.22 2 10 1. 75 
Hiawatha ................ ..... , . 61.60 3.65 .13 .27 1.35 .93 .27 
Homestead .............. .... ". 54.87 4.68 .086 .38 2.05 3.48 4.87 
Iron River .... " ........ . ...... 59.80 5.29 .356 .37 3.41 .69 .37 
Keel Ridge* ............. 39.46 40.64 37.42 .046 .20 .90 1.35 1.00 
Lamont* ................ 52.70 57.60 4.15 .72 .24 1.24 2.61 1.10 
Lerida .................. 58.80 63.48 3.74 .152 .137 1.15 .94 1.67 
Lincoln* .... . ... ........ 56.85 62.20 4.70 .425 .320 1.670 1.420 .720 
Loretto ................. 53.13 58.50 9.80 .019 .24 1.92 .32 I .29 Mansfield ................ ...... . 63.36 4.14 .044 .38 1.97 .46 .23 
Mastodon ............... 58.23 61.78 2.20 .55 .15 2.40 .70 .20 
Millie ................... 59.75 63.21 2.54

1 
.027 .20 .93 1.14 1. 74 

Nimick* .... .... ........ 58.05 62.68 4.37 .078 .17 1.05 .64 1.62 
Paint River ............. . ...... 56.40 3.48 .502 .37 6.12 5.58 .71 
Pewabic* ............... 58.90 63.59 4.32 .012 .13 1.05 .91 1.22 
Pewabic Genoa ......... 42.14 44.00 32.89 .007 .09 1.10 .79 1.07 
Rex ..................... 53.51 57.54 6.26 .066 1.08 1.52 1.24 3 93 
Russell .................. 52.40 56.35 6.72 .065 .30 2.21 2.37 3.48 
San Jose ................ 60.62 65.51 3.46 .0135 .25 1.14 .19 .25 
Sheridan ................ ...... . 58.50 6.50 .130 .50 4.00 .60 .70 
St,," ... ................ 1".02 62.29 4.80 .085 .31 1.35 .62 1.51 
Toledo .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. 50.61 54.00 18.23 .010 .18 .65 1.20 1.57 
Tyrone ................... , ..... 62.00 3.91 .106 .19 .72 1.50 1.90 

Average .................... 58.65 ...... . . 215 ...... . ...... . ...... . . ...... 
]tlaTquette range. 

Angeline, Hard .......... 63.66 66.89 2.25 .013 .09 1.27 .11 .04 
Angeline, Hematite ...... 59.14 65.37 2.69 .041 .30 1.05 .12 .08 
Angeline, South ......... 54.60 62.17 4.75 .135 .27 1.63 .25 .15 
Barnum* ................ ....... 65.50 3.49 .075 .36 1.80 .32 .26 
Beacon* ................. ....... 46.00 29.75 .045 .07 2.50 1.00 .80 
Bell ..................... 40.25 41.18 37.22 .030 .18 1.04 .09 .12 
Blue* ................... '. -, ... 63.40 5.20 .12 .25 1.96 .55 .72 
Buffalo* ................. ....... 61.80 6.60 .13 .55 1.84 .86 1.16 
Buffalo, South* .......... ....... 61.95 5.70 .115 .39 1. 75 .92 .71 
Cambria ................ 55.34 61.80 6.70 .051 .280 1.900 .970 .340 
Cambridge .............. 51.91 62.04 5.78 .192 .100 .142 1.66 .88 
Champion No. 1* ........ 64.35 65.00 4.59 .055 .09 2.27 .96 .66 
Cleveland Bessemer ..... 66.80 67.09 2.25 .028 .10 1.20 .23 .28 
Cliffs Shaft .............. 61.82 62 50 3.40 .107 .37 1.86 1.34 1.12. 
Dartmouth* ............. 65.00 65.75 2.52 .032 .18 1.74 .32 .11 
East End Bessemer* ..... ....... 61.06 7.48 .046 .33 2.09 .23 .30 
Essex* .......... , ........ 59.40 60.00 10.25 .110 .30 2.20 .53 .20 
Foster ................... 49.58 51.45 18.45 .142 .27 1.10 .18 .39 
Harvard Bessemer*' ...... 56.89 65.00 3.15 .050 .31 1.78 .32 .18 
Humboldt* .............. ....... 65.90 3.91 .15 .13 1.88 .88 .24 
Ishpeming .............. 51.08 59.52 6.75 .067 .48 2.18 .22 .40 
Jackson Pit 7 ............ 52.70 55.21 13.71 .067 ....... 3.25 . ...... ...... . 
Jackson Hard, No.2 Bess* 48.56 50.01 24.23 .047 .15 2.93 • • 0. 0" ..... 
Jackson, South Side ..... ••••• 0. 42.56 33.71 .040 1.98 1.58 ...... . . ...... 
Kenyon* ................. 46.10 52.00 18.00 .110 .71 1.22 .30 .19 
Lake .................... 51.69 60.00 5.79 .088 .71 2.70 .35 .67 
Lake Bessemer* ......... 56.12 64.21 3.98 .038 .52 1.51 .23 .15 
Lake Bessemer, East End* 53.74 61.00 7.40 .043 .42 2.17 .28 .16 
Lake Silica .............. 42.86 48.16 25.17 .039 .43 1.69 .36 .47 
Lake Superior No.1 * ..... 64.25 65.00 3.64 .094 .31 2.14 .37 .36 Lillie •••••• • ••••••• 0 •••• 55.43 62.56 5.40 .074 .39 1.97 .34 .11 Manganiferous Hematite* 48.67 54.29 7.20 .071 4.61 2.20 .82 2.57 Marquette .............. 39.26 41.06 36.85 .055 .30 1.07 .20 .16 1iichigarnrne* ........... ....... 66.50 4.67 .13 .23 .07 .25 .62 1iissabe Friend* ......... ....... 39.54 . ...... .020 . ...... ...... . .. , .... . ..... , Negaunee ................ 55.76 62.65 4.31 .056 .0 ' •... 2.83 ...... . .... ... Negaunee Non-Bessemer. 53.40 60.00 4.31 .115 ....... 2.83 • •... 0. ...... . Norfolk* ................. 55.52 56.00 13.43 .055 .11 3.18 .71 1.05 Old Mine Hematite, Bess. 54.98 63.16 4.17 .067 .49 2.00 .30 .28 Old Mine Hem.,Non-Bess.* 53.36 61.00 5.50 .101 .75 2.00 .48 .59 Oxford* ................. ....... 64.50 4.40 .076 .32 1.80 .25 .23 

* Expected analysis for 1899. All others are the average for 1898. 
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Menominee range.-Continued. 

IroTI, DRIED AT 2120 FAHRENHEIT. 

ORE Natural 

I I I 
Mang·IAlumina1 

I 
8tate Iron Silica Phos. Lime Ma((-

neSla 

Florence ................ 51.62 56.10 4.79 .388 .31 2.18 11.17 1.92 
Granada ................. 57.80 62.42 4.56 .062 .18 1.03 .54 1.60 
Great Western .......... 56.15 61.00 4.60 .375 .24 1.16 2 10 .80 
Hemlock ................ 56.68 59.43 5.60 .302 .14 2.22 2 10 1. 75 
Hiawatha ................ ..... , . 61.60 3.65 .13 .27 1.35 .93 .27 
Homestead .............. .... e·. 54.87 4.68 .086 .38 2.05 3.48 4.87 
Iron River .............. ....... 59.80 5.29 .356 .37 3.41 .69 .37 
Keel Ridge* ............. 39.46 40.64 37.42 .046 .20 .90 1.35 1.00 
Lamont* ................ 52.70 57.60 4.15 .72 .24 1.24 2.61 1.10 
Lerida .................. 58.80 63.48 3.74 .152 .137 1.15 .94 1.67 
Lincoln* .... .... .... .... 56.85 62.20 4.70 .425 .320 1.670 1.420 .720 
Loretto ................. 53.13 58.50 9.80 .019 .24 1.92 .32 I .29 Mansfield ................ ...... . 63.36 4.14 .044 .38 1.97 .46 .23 
Mastodon ............... 58.23 61.78 2.20 .55 .15 2.40 .70 .20 
Millie ................... 59.75 63.21 2.54

1 

.027 .20 .93 1.14 1.74 
Nimick* .... .... . ....... 58.05 62.68 4.37 .078 .17 1.05 .64 1.62 
Paint River ............. ..... , . 56.40 3.48 .502 .37 6.12 5.58 .71 
Pewabic* ............... 58.90 63.59 4.32 .012 .13 1.05 .91 1.22 
Pewabic Genoa ....... ,. 42.14 44.00 32.89 .007 .09 1.10 .79 1.07 
Rex ..................... 53.51 57.54 6.26 .066 1.08 1.52 1.24 3 93 
Russell .................. 52.40 56.35 6.72 .065 .30 2.21 2.37 3.48 
San Jose ................ 60.62 65.51 3.46 .0135 .25 1.14 .19 .25 
Sheridan ................ ...... . 58.50 6.50 .130 .50 4.00 .60 .70 
St" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01"002 62.29 4.80 .085 .31 1.35 .62 1.51 
Toledo . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. 50.61 54.00 18.23 .010 .18 .65 1.20 1.57 
Tyrone ................... , ..... 62.00 3.91 .106 .19 .72 1.50 1.90 

Average .................... 58.65 .... .. , . 215 ...... . ...... . ...... . . ...... 
ltlaTquette range. 

Angeline, Hard .......... 63.66 66.89 2.25 .013 .09 1.27 .11 .04 
Angeline, Hematite ...... 59.14 65.37 2.69 .041 .30 1.05 .12 .08 
Angeline, South ......... 54.60 62.17 4.75 .135 .27 1.63 .25 .15 
Barnum* ................ ....... 65.50 3.49 .075 .36 1.80 .32 .26 
Beacon* ................. ....... 46.00 29.75 .045 .07 2.50 1.00 .80 
Bell ..................... 40.25 41.18 37.22 .030 .18 1.04 .09 .12 
Blue* ................... ....... 63.40 5.20 .12 .25 1.96 .55 .72 
Buffalo* ................. ....... 61.80 6.60 .13 .55 1.84 .86 1.16 
Buffalo, South* .......... ....... 61.95 5.70 .115 .39 1. 75 .92 .71 
Cambria ................ 55.34 61.80 6.70 .051 .280 1.900 .970 .340 
Cambridge .............. 51.91 62.04 5.78 .192 .100 .142 1.66 .88 
Champion No. 1* ........ 64.35 65.00 4.59 .055 .09 2.27 .96 .66 
Cleveland Bessemer ..... 66.80 67.09 2.25 .028 .10 1.20 .23 .28 
Cliffs Shaft .............. 61.82 62 50 3.40 .107 .37 1.86 1.34 1.12 
Dartmouth* ............. 65.00 65.75 2.52 .032 .18 1.74 .32 .11 
East End Bessemer* ..... ....... 61.06 7.48 .046 .33 2.09 .23 .30 
Essex* .......... , ....... 59.40 60.00 10.25 .110 .30 2.20 .53 .20 
Foster ................... 49.58 51.45 18.45 .142 .27 1.10 .18 .39 
Harvard Bessemer* ...... 56.89 65.00 3.15 .050 .31 1.78 .32 .18 
Humboldt* .............. ....... 65.90 3.91 .15 .13 1.88 .88 .24 
Ishpeming .............. 51.08 59.52 6.75 .067 .48 2.18 .22 .40 
Jackson Pit 7 ............ 52.70 55.21 13.71 .067 ...... . 3.25 .... . ,- . ...... 
Jackson Hard, No.2 Bess* 48.56 50.01 24.23 .047 .15 2.93 ...... . .... . 
Jackson, South Side ..... ....... 42.56 33.71 .040 1. 98 1.58 ...... . ...... . 
Kenyon* ................. 46.10 52.00 18.00 .110 .71 1.22 .30 .19 
Lake .................... 51.69 60.00 5.79 .088 . 71 2.70 .35 .67 
Lake Bessemer* ......... 56.12 64.21 3.98 .038 .52 1.51 .23 .15 
Lake Bessemer, East End* 53.74 61.00 7.40 .043 .42 2.17 .28 .16 
Lake Silica .............. 42.86 48.16 25.17 .039 .43 1.69 .36 .47 
Lake Superior No.1 * ..... 64.25 65.00 3.64 .094 .31 2.14 .37 .36 Lillie ................... 55.43 62.56 5.40 .074 .39 1. 97 .34 .11 Manganiferous Hematite* 48.67 54.29 7.20 .071 4.61 2.20 .82 2.57 Marquette .............. 39.26 41.06 36.85 .055 .30 1.07 .20 .16 Michigamme* ........... "-' ... 66.50 4.67 .13 .23 .07 .25 .62 Missabe Friend* ......... ....... 39.54 . ...... .020 ...... . .... ". ..... .. . ...... Negaunee ................ 55.76 62.65 4.31 .056 ...... . 2.83 . . . . . . . ....... Negaunee Non-Bessemer. 5.'3.40 60.00 4.31 .115 ...... . 2.83 . ..... , .. ..... Norfolk* ................. 55.52 56.00 13.43 .055 .11 3.18 . 71 1.05 Old Mine Hematite, Bess. 54.98 63.16 4.17 .067 .49 2.00 .30 .28 Old Mine Hem.,Non-Bess.* 53.36 61.00 5.50 .101 .75 2.00 .48 .59 Oxford* ................. ....... 64.50 4.40 .076 .32 1.80 .25 .23 

* Expected analysis for 1891). All others are the average for 1800. 
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MINNESOTA IRON MINING. 587 
Iron ores.] 

MaTquette l"ange.-Continued. 

Iron, DRIED AT 2120 FAHRENHEIT. 
ORE Natural 

State Iron 
I 

Silica 
I I Mang·IAluminal 

I 
Mall'-

Moi"t. 
Phos. Lime I Sulph I Org. neSla . and Vol. 

Peninsula ............... ....... 59.00 7.38 .11 .30 3.48 .75 .94 .012 14.64 Platt* ................... 58.70 . 038 
· , ..... 

....... . ...... ...... . ...... . 8.75 Princeton* ............... 54.09 64.92 3.16 
...... . ....... ....... 

. 055 .73 .159 1.12 .742 .001 1.20 16.68 Prince of Wales* ......... 61.55 6.10 .12 .36 1.72 1.40 .46 .012 13.00 Queen .................. 53.51 61.40 5.56 .150 .294 2.623 .45 .468 .010 2.90 12.85 Regent .................. ....... 61.47 7.71 .064 .22 2.33 .76 .17 13.47 Republic Special. ........ 66.78 67.07 2.80 
. ...... ., ..... 

. 018 Trace .71 .10 .08 .016 .43 
Republic Specular ....... 66.21 66.74 2.70 .034 .18 1.00 .17 

· ...... 
.11 .011 .29 .79 

Republic Kingston* ...... 63.46 64.00 6.13 .034 .23 .82 .31 .209 .032 .045 .84 
Republic Magnetic* ..... ... , ... 69.00 2.05 .040 .12 .48 .32 .14 .031 1.00 
Rose .................... 54.40 61.40 6.40 

. ...... 
.120 .370 1.800 .420 .110 .008 3.220 11.40 

Richmond ............... 43.05 43.60 36.20 .034 .040 .640 .490 .110 .004 2.740 1.27 
Salisbury ................ 53.48 62.50 4.44 .117 .31 1.77 .38 .13 .013 4.13 14.43 
Salisbury Bessemer ...... 54.12 68.60 3.48 .044 .25 1.38 .13 .18 .017 4.45 H.91 
Salisbury Silica .......... 42.99 49.60 23.28 .050 .33 1. 75 .18 .20 .021 3.11 18.33 
Savoy* .................. 60.08 61.00 9.11 .097 .32 1.97 .45 .89 .020 1.07 1.50 
Sec. 16, No.1 Bessemer ... 62.28 65.26 4.70 .022 .18 1.59 .29 .22 .015 .50 4.64 
Sec. 16, No.2 Bessemer ... 60.45 62.06 8.32 .032 .18 1.71 .34 .24 .015 .58 2.59 
Sec. 16, New Shaft* ...... ....... 64.50 5.43 .035 .27 1.49 .27 .18 .016 · . . . . . . 2.08 
Sec. 21, Hematite * ..... " 54.53 61.50 6.15 .147 .46 1.29 .48 .20 .027 8.25 11.34 
Sheffield ................ 60.05 61.48 9.12 .024 .24 1.82 .13 .08 .024 .55 2.33 
Tilden Silica ............. 41.07 41.90 38.80 .033 .10 .82 .19 .13 .018 .65 1.97 
Volunteer* ... , .......... ....... 57.79 12.46 .069 .20 2.23 .29 1.73 .019 . ...... 1.50 
Winthrop* ............... ....... 61.25 6.88 .135 .71 1.34 .44 .38 .027 . ...... 11.37 

Average ............. ....... 59.55 . ...... .073 . ...... ,- ..... ' ...... . ...... . ...... ...... . . ...... 

Mesabi range. 

Adams .................. 57.91 

I 
64.03 2.92 .032 .48 1.06 .17 .18 .023 3.25 

I 
9.56 

Admiral ................. 59.21 63.80 5.10 .027 .320 .590 .220 .142 .004 2.110 7.20 
Ainslie .................. 58.23 63.46 3.29 .063 .41 2.38 .21 .12 .008 2.85 8,24 
Auburn ................. 58.45 64.65 8.05 .045 .35 1.78 .53 .18 Trace 2.18 10.00 
Audrey .................. 55.68 63.10 3.45 .059 .59 1.81 .30 .27 Trace 3.32 11.75 
Beaver .................. 56.29 63.39 2.20 .088 .22 1. 98 .24 .17 .020 3.50 11.20 
Biwabic ................. 58.52 63.47 3.75 .039 .50 1.00 .27 .12 .004 3.35 7.80 
Oanton* ............... ,. 54.72 60.80 4.25 .048 .49 .93 .71 .07 Trace 7.31 10.00 
Oincinnati* .............. ...... . 61.08. 8.00 .031 .75 .98 .34 .15 .015 . ...... 9.00 
Oincinnati Silica* ........ ...... . 59.00 9 00 .030 .60 1.00 .84 ...... . .015 . ...... 8.00 
Olimax* ................. ...... . 63.64 1.94 .036 .87 .60 .88 Trace Trace . ...... 8.65 
Oloquet* " ............ , . ...... . 61.47 4.30 .046 .54 1.45 .35 .10 .019 . ...... 17.37 
Oommodore* ............ 58.14 64.10 3.90 .039 .20 1.21 .24 .06 .004 3.40 9.30 
Duluth .................. 54.11 60.94 5.10 .043 .36 1.48 .20 .16 .011 5.46 11.20 
Etna* ................... 64.00 3 50 .045 .50 1.85 .35 .15 .010 . ...... 11.00 
Fayal ................... 56.92 63.09 3.38 .031 .91 1.09 . 30 .24 Trace 3.68 9.78 
Franklin* ............... 63.15 3.78 .035 .50 .94 .14 .21 012 . ...... 7.53 
Genoa ................... 57.18 63.49 4.05 .030 ,48 .84 .40 .25 Trace 3.30 9.94 
Hale* ................... ...... . 60.00 5.00 .100 .55 .52 1.58 . ...... .016 . ...... 9.00 
Hartley .................. 58.21 64.94 2.50 .037 .44 1.55 .45 .17 .004 2.77 10.36 
Helmer* ................. ...... . 64.00 8.65 .051 .48 1.80 .15 .10 .015 . ...... 11.15 
Hibbing ................. 58.25 65.24 2.78 .028 .441 1.068 .08 .108 .011 2.34 10.71 
Juniata .................. 51.50 58.88 5.89 .068 .94 . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.54 
Linwood ................. 57.19 63.44 3.90 .049 .64 1.45 .30 .19 .006 2.60 9.85 
Mahoning ............... ...... . 64.92 2.55 .049 .44 1.79 Trace Trace ...... . . ...... 10.34 
Mangan* ................ ...... . 59.80 5.50 .034 .68 1.52 .32 .10 ....... · . . . . . . 13.55 
McKinley* ............... ....... 62.30 8.36 .026 .37 .93 .48 .23 .016 · . . . . . . 8.75 
Minnewas* .............. ...... . 65.50 2.23 .046 .48 1.12 .20 .18 .010 . ...... 9.00 
Mountain ................ 56.07 63.95 4.01 .049 .35 ...... . ...... . ...... . . ...... 12.32 
Norman ................. 61.98 3.84 .067 .72 2.20 .44 .16 .004 · . . . . . . 10.40 ....... 

.54 12.09 Oliver .................. , 54.46 61.95 4.76 .060 . . . . . . . ., ... ,. 
Pillsbury ................ 56.87 62.72 3.41 .023 .72 1.09 .09 .13 .001 3.86 9.33 
Preble ................... 52.87 58.91 5.34 .079 1.26 ...... . ...... . ...... . . ...... 10.25 
Penobscot ............... 55.90 63.50 4.07 .032 .47 1.21 .19 .10 .011 . ...... 1l.9c 

Roberts* ................. 60.00 11.02 .022 .66 .93 .09 .12 .009 . ...... 8.71 ....... 
3.75 .039 .56 '21 .12 .04 8.00 Saxon* .................. 64.29 ...... . . ...... ....... 

.036 .89 1.35 .12 .05 .020 2.30 9.56 Sellers ................ , .. 58.23 64.39 3.49 
Shenango* ............... 64.07 2.69 .060 .30 1 62 .20 .16 .020 . ...... 10.53 . . . . . . . .23 Trace 2.35 6.94 
Sparta ................... 60.77 65.30 2.70 .029 .31 .74 .45 
Top Brown ....... ; ...... 58.14 63.45 3.29 .052 .52 .82 .50 .16 .004 3.94 8.36 

Valley* .................. 61.03 5.66 .041 .31 ...... . . ...... ...... . ...... . . ...... 12.76 ....... 

I 540 
.040 .26 1.45 .33 .18 11.57 

V"".< .............. ·1······ 61.99 . ...... ....... 

Vulcan ......................... 64.60 3.06 .037 .50 .80 .35 .25 Trace . ...... 7.00 

Williams* ...................... 60.40 
.. ~:~~. .036 .77 .95 .42 .12 .011 ..... ,. 9.70 

Average .................... 62.55 .040 ...... . ...... . ...... . . ...... ...... . ....... .... ,., 

*Expeeted analysIs for 1899. All others a.re the average for 1898. 

MINNESOTA IRON MINING. 537 Iron ores.] 

MaTquette l"ange.-Continued. 

Iron, DRIED AT 2120 FAHRENHEIT. 
ORE Natural 

State Iron 
I I 

I 
Mang·IAluminal 

I 
Mall'- I S 1 I Org. 

Moi"t. 
Silica Phos. I LimB neSla u ph. and Vol. 

Peninsula ............... ....... 59.00 7.38 .11 .30 3.48 .75 .94 .012 14.64 Platt* ................... 58.70 . 038 
....... ....... • ••• 0 •• . .... , . ..... , . ...... . 8.75 Princeton* ............... 54.09 64.92 3.16 

..... . · . . . . . . ....... 
. 055 .73 .159 1.12 .742 .001 1.20 16.68 Prince of W ales* ......... 61.55 6.10 .12 .36 1.72 1.40 .46 .012 13.00 

Queen .................. 53.51 61.40 5.56 .150 .294 2.623 .45 .468 .010 2.90 12.85 Regent .................. ..... , . 61.47 7.71 .064 .22 2.33 .76 .17 13.47 
Republic Special.. ....... 66.78 67.07 2.80 

· . . . . . . · . . . . . . 
.018 Trace .71 .10 .08 .016 .43 

Republic Specular ....... 66.21 66.74 2.70 .034 .18 1.00 .17 
....... 

.11 .011 .29 .79 
Republic Kingston* ...... 63.46 64.00 6.13 .034 .23 .82 .31 .209 .032 .045 .84 
Republic Magnetic* ..... ...... , 69.00 2.05 .040 .12 .48 .32 .14 .0.'l1 1.00 
Rose .................... 54.40 61.40 6.40 .120 

· . . . . . . 
.370 1.800 .420 .110 .008 3.220 11.40 

Richmond ............... 43.05 43.60 36.20 .034 .040 .640 .490 .110 .004 2.740 1.27 
Salisbury ................ 53.48 62.50 4.44 .117 .31 1.77 .38 .1.3 .013 4.13 14.43 
Salisbury Bessemer ...... 54.12 63.60 3.43 .044 .25 1.38 .13 .18 .017 4.45 14.91 
Salisbury Silica .......... 42.99 49.60 23.28 .050 .33 1. 75 .18 .20 .021 3.11 13.33 
Savoy* .................. 60.08 61.00 9.11 .097 .32 1.97 .45 .39 .020 1.07 1.50 
Sec. 16, No.1 Bessemer ... 62.23 65.26 4.70 .022 .18 1.59 .29 .22 .015 .50 4.64 
Sec. 16, No.2 Bessemer ... 60.45 62.06 8.32 .032 .18 1.71 .34 .24 .015 .58 2.59 
Sec. 16, New Shaft* ...... ....... 64.50 5.43 .035 .27 1.49 .27 .18 .016 · . . . . . . 2.08 
Sec. 21, Hematite*. " " .. 54.53 61.50 6.15 .147 .46 1.29 .48 .20 .027 3.25 11.34 
Sheffield ................ 60.05 61.48 9.12 .024 .24 1.82 .13 .08 .024 .55 2.33 
Tilden Silica ............. 41.07 41.90 38.30 .033 .10 .82 .19 .13 .018 .65 1.97 
Volunteer* ... , .......... ....... 57.79 12.46 .069 .20 2.23 .29 1.73 .019 . ...... 1.50 
Winthrop* ............... ....... 61.25 6.88 .135 .71 1.34 .44 .38 .027 . ...... 11.37 

Average ............. ..... , . 59.55 . ... '" .073 ....... .... ... .... .. ' . ...... ....... ...... . . .... ,. 

Mesabi Tange. 

Adams .................. 57.91 

I 
64.03 2.92 .032 .48 1.06 .17 .18 .023 3.25 

I 
9.56 

Admiral ................. 59.21 63.80 5.10 .027 .320 .590 .220 .142 .004 2.110 7.20 
Ainslie .................. 58.23 63.46 3.29 .063 .41 2.38 .21 .12 .008 2.85 8,24 
Auburn ................. 58.45 64.65 3.05 .045 .35 1.78 .53 .18 Trace 2.18 10.00 
Audrey .................. 55.68 63.10 3.45 .059 .59 1.81 .30 .27 Trace 3.32 11.75 
Beaver .................. 56.29 63.39 2.20 .083 .22 1.93 .24 .17 .020 3.50 11.20 
Biwabic ................. 58.52 63.47 3.75 .039 .50 1.00 .27 .12 .004 3.35 7.80 
Oanton* ............... ,. 54.72 60.80 4.25 .046 .49 .93 .71 .07 Trace 7.31 10.00 
Oincinnati* .......... " .. .... . -, 61.06. 8.00 .031 .75 .96 .34 .15 .015 . ...... 9.00 
Oincinnati Silica* ...... " ...... . 59.00 9 00 .030 .60 1.00 .34 ...... . .015 ....... 8.00 
Olimax* ................. . ... ". 63.64 1.94 .036 .87 .60 .88 Trace Trace · ,.,., . 8.65 
Oloquet* ................ .. , .... 61.47 4.30 .046 .54 1.45 .35 .10 .019 ., ... , . 17.37 
Oomillodore* ............ 58.14 64.10 3.90 .039 .20 1.21 .24 .06 .004 3.40 9.30 
Duluth .................. 54.11 60.94 5.10 .043 .36 1.48 .20 .16 .011 5.46 11.20 
Etna"' ................... 64.00 3 50 .045 .50 1.85 .35 .15 .010 . ... -,- 11.00 
Fayal ................... 56.92 63.09 3.38 .031 .91 1.09 .30 .24 Trace 3.68 9.78 
Franklin* ............... 63.15 3.78 .035 .50 .94 .14 .21 012 . ...... 7.53 
Genoa ................... 57.18 63.49 4.05 .030 .48 .84 .40 .25 Trace 3.30 9.94 
HaJe* ................... 60.00 5.00 .100 .55 .52 1.58 . ...... .016 . ..... - 9.00 
Hartley .................. 58.21 64.94 2.50 .037 .44 1.55 .45 .17 .004 2.77 10.36 
Helmer* ................. 64.00 3.65 .051 .48 1.80 .15 .10 .015 . . . , ... 11.15 
Hibbing ................. 58.25 65.24 2.78 .028 .441 1.068 .08 .108 . 011 2.34 10.71 
Juniata .................. 51.50 58.88 5.89 .068 .94 · . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . ...... 12.54 
Linwood ................. 57.19 63.44 3.90 .049 .64 1.45 .30 .19 .006 2.60 9.85 
Mahoning ............... ... ,., . 64.92 2.55 .049 .44 1.79 Trace Trace .... . " , ...... 10.34 
Mangan* ................ " ..... 59.80 5.50 .034 .68 1.52 .32 .10 ...... . . ...... 13.55 
McKinley* ............... .. , , ... 62.30 8.36 .026 .37 .93 .48 .23 .016 · . . . . . . 8.75 
Minnewas* .............. ...... . 65.50 2.23 .046 .48 1.12 .20 .18 .010 . .... ' . 9.00 
Mountain ................ 56.07 6.3.95 4.01 .049 .35 ..... .. " ..... " ..... . ...... 12.32 
Norman ................. 61.96 3.84 .067 .72 2.20 .44 .16 .004 " ..... 10.40 . ...... 

.54 12.09 Oliver .................. , 54.46 61.95 4.76 .060 · . . . . . . ....... 
Pillsbury ................ 56.87 62.72 3.41 .023 .72 1.09 .09 .13 .001 3.86 9.33 
Preble .................. , 52.87 58.91 5.34 .079 1.26 ..... .. ....... ...... . ....... 10.25 

Penobscot ............... 55.90 63.50 4.07 .032 .47 1.21 .19 .10 .011 . .... " 11.96 

Roberts* ................. 60.00 11.02 .022 .66 .93 .09 .12 .009 , ... ". 8.71 .... ' .. 
.56 '21 .12 .04 8.00 Saxon* ................. , 64.29 3.75 .039 . , ..... ...... . 

..... " 

.036 .39 1.35 .12 .05 .020 2.30 9.56 
Sellers ................ , .. 58.23 64.39 3.49 
Shenango* ............... 64.07 2.69 .060 .30 1 62 .20 .16 .020 . ... ,-, 10.53 

....... .23 Trace 2.35 6.94 
Sparta ................... 60.77 65.30 2.70 .029 .31 .74 .45 
Top Brown ....... ; ...... 58.14 63.45 3.29 .052 .52 .62 .50 .16 .004 3.94 8.36 

Valley* .... , ............. 61.03 5.66 .041 .31 · .... ,. ..... , . .... , .. ....... · . . . . . . 12.76 ....... 
I 5.10 

.040 .26 1.45 .33 .18 11.57 
V",.' .............. ··1······ 61.99 · . . . . . . ., ..... 
Vulcan ......................... 64.60 3.06 .037 .50 .80 .35 .25 Trace " ..... 7.00 

Williams* .............. , ....... 60.40 
.. ~:~~. .036 .77 .95 .42 .12 .011 ....... 9.70 

Average ... , ........ , ....... 62.55 .040 ...... . · ...... ...... . . ...... .... ". , ...... .... ,., 

*Expected analysis for 1899. All others are the average for 1898. 



588 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[Iron ores; Mining. 

Vermilion range. 

DRIED AT 2120 FAHRENHEIT. 
ORE N~t~~ll------'---""'---'------'----'---""---=-=--'---I-:::-- Moist. 

State Iron 1 Silica 1 Phos. 1 Mang·IAluminal Lime 1 i!~f~ \ SulPh·lan~rf~l. 

Chandler ................ 60.98164.72 4.021.037 .11 1'1.94 .40.1' .11 Traee'I";90 5.~ 
Long Lake ............... 57.11 61.64 6.97 .042 .17 3.38 .37 .17 Traee 1.38 7 .. 
Minnesota ............... 66.67 67.::17 2.50 .055 .11 .69 .31 .11 .005 .26 1.04 
Pilot. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 55.06 60.10 I 8.95 .044 .25 2.95 .21 .09 '.024 1. 34 8.38 
Pioneer ................. 59.80 64.48 4.33 .037 .202 2.123 .10 .072 None 1.24 7 .. 26 
Red Lake ............... 61.66 63.32 4.58 .123 .14 1.70 .47 .46 .007 .75 2.62 
sOudan .................. 1 ....... 65.9413.79 .10 I .09 .96 1 .80 .55 .002 ...... ·1 .1.44. 
Vermilion..... .... .. .... ....... 66.72 2.19 .137 .09 .90 .56 .25 .010....... 1.21 
Zenith ....................... " 65.03 3.82 051 16 1.88 .47 .15 .000....... 5.04 

Average ........ "... ....... 64.36 ... ,," :069 .. :." ......................................... .. 

Comparative analyses of lake Superior and some foreign ores. 

Messrs. Jeremiah and A. P. Head. 

ORE I Iron I Silica 1 Phos. I Mang. IAluminal Lime 1 !:It ·ISUlPh·lan~rf~l.l Moist. 

Lake St~perior. 
Marquette, average .............. 59.44 9.72 .068 .403 1.76 .43 .39 .023 2.10 7.01 
Menomonee, average ............. 58.50 8.61 .144 .297 1.74 1.07 1.68 '.047 2.57 6.98 
Gogebie, average ........... , ..... 60.60 6.79 .048 1.720 1.13 .21 .14 '.014 2.36 10.66 
Vermilion, average ................ 64.73 4.52 .068 .210 1.60 .55 .20 .004 .55 4.53 
Mesabi, average ................. 62.64 4.33 .047 .550 1.28 .35 .15 .010 3.46 10.13 

Spanish. 1 

7.50 1 .013 .713 1 1.22 1 .31 I .10 1 .03 1 11.00 Rubio(good) ..................... 56,50 · ...... 
Campanile (good) ................ 54.90 5.48 .009 1.010 1.13 3.55 .18 .03 ....... 11.00 

Br·itish. 
Cumberland and Lane. Hem ...... 57.60 10.52 .018 .324 3.06 ...... . .18 .01 ....... 8 00 
Forest of Dean Hematites ........ 59.15 2.52 .022 .070 .72 1.18 .65 .010 ....... 8.90 

Swedish. 
Gellivara, grade A ......... "" .. 69.51 1.90 .010 .072 .25 .202 .68 .038 ....... .14 
Gellivara, grade D ....... , ....... 65.00 2.05 1.353 .108 .09 3.688 .92 . 038 · ...... .14 
Grangesberg ..... ••••• ,0 ••• 0.' •• 63.95 0.76 .760 ...... . . ...... . . . . . . . ....... . 365 · ...... ....... 

. 22 I ...... ,I ....... Indtan. 1 1 I 1 
Kani amalai ....... " .. . .. .. .. .... 66.34 3.88 .043 nil 1. 48 nil nil 

METHODS OF EXPLOITATION. 

Mining. The different conditions obtaining at our different Hon mines have 

given rise to varying methods of operation. Improvements and economies have been 

constantly introduced in consequence of competition among producers and cheapened 

prices for ore, until, at present, the mining cost is much below what it has ever been, . 

and many mines are today making records that a few years ago would' have been 

deemed impossible. Thus, a few years ago (1890), the average cost of mining lake 

Superior iron ore was not far from $1.25 per ton. At present it cannot be much more 

than half that. 

The niinipg methods which are in vogue on all but the Mesabi rallge are those 

which are necessary for underground mines; while on the latter range some of the 

largest mines are worked open to daylight (plate AAA, figure 2). 

Owing to the irregular shape of the ore-bodies, no two mines are planned and 

worked exactly alike. It is customary, however, to sink 0118 or more shafts in the 

. foot-wall and connect them with the ore by cross-cuts at differentlevels.Tlle amount 
_ ". ". 

of ore hoisted through one shaft depends, of course, on the depth of the mine, size cif 

588 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[Iron ores; Mining. 

Vermilion range. 

DRIED AT 2120 FAHRENHEIT. 

ORE N~t:~ll-----'---""---'------'------'---~=-=--'---I--=---I Moist. 
State Iron 1 Silica 1 Phos. 1 Mang·IAlUIDinal Lime 1 i!~r~ \ SUIPh·lan~rf~l. 

Chandler ................ 60.98164.72 4.021 .037 .11 1'1.94 .40·1 .11 Trace 'I ';90 5.78 
Long Lake ............... 57.11 61.64 6.97 .042 .17 3.38 .37 .17 Trace 1.38 7.35 
Minnesota ............... 66.67 67.:~7 2.50 .055 .11 .69 .31 .11 .005 .26 1.04 
P~lot. .. . .. .. .. .. .... .... 55.06 60.10 I 8.95 .044 .25 2.95 .21 .09 .024 1.34 8.38 
PIOneer ................. 59.80 64.48 4.33 .037 .202 2.123 .10 .072 None 1.24 7.26 
Red Lake ............... 61.66 63.32 4.58 .123 .14 1.70 .47 .46 .007 .75 2.62 
Soudan ............. ····1 ...... · 65. 94 1 3.79 .10 1 .09 .96 1 .80 .55 .002 ...... ·1 1.44 
Vermilion ...................... 66.72 2.19 .137 .09 .90 .56 .25 .010....... 1.21 
Zenith ......................... 65.03 3.82 051 16 1.88 .47 .15 .000....... 5.04 

Average .................... 64.36 ....... :069 .. : ............................................. . 

Comparative analyses of lake Superior and some foreign ores. 

Messrs. Jeremiah and A. P. Head. 

ORE I Iron I Silica 1 Phos. I Mang·IAluminal Lime 1 !!:If; I SUIPh·lan~~~l.l Moist. 

Lake St~perior. 
Marquette, average .............. 59.44 9.72 .068 .403 1.76 .43 .39 .023 2.10 7.01 
Menomonee, average ............. 58.50 8.61 .144 .297 1.74 1.07 1.68 .047 2.57 6.98 
Gogebic, average ................. 60.60 6.79 .048 1.720 1.13 .21 .14 .014 ' 2.36 10.66 
Vermilion, average ............... 64.73 4.52 .068 .210 1.60 .55 .20 .004 .55 4.53 
Mesabi, average ................. 62.64 4.33 .047 .550 1.28 .35 .15 .010 3.46 10.13 

Spanish. 1 
7.50 1 .013 .713 11.22 1 .31 I .10 1 .03 1 11.00 Rubio (good) ..................... 56.50 ....... 

Campanile (good) ................ 54.90 5.48 .009 1.010 1.13 3.55 .18 .03 ....... 11.00 

British. 
Cumberland and Lane. Hem ...... 57.60 10.52 .018 .324 3.06 .... '" .18 .01 ••••• o' 8 00 
Forest of Dean Hematites ........ 59.15 2.52 .022 .070 .72 1.18 .65 .010 ..... , . 8.90 

Swedish. 
Gellivara, grade A ............... 69.51 1.90 .010 .072 .25 .202 .68 .038 ...... . .14 
Gellivara, grade D ............... 65.00 2.05 1.353 .108 .09 3.688 .92 . 038 . , ..... .14 
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METHODS OF EXPLOITATION. 

Min·ing. The different conditions obtaining at our different Iron mines have 

given rise to varying methods of operation. Improvements and economies have been 

constantly introduced in consequence of competition among producers and cheapened 

prices for ore, until, at present, the mining cost is much below what it has ever been, 

and many mines are today making records that a few years ago would have been 

deemed impossible. Thus, a few years ago (1890), the average cost of mining lake 

Superior iron ore was not far from $1.25 per ton. At present it cannot be much more 

than half that. 

The miniug methods which are in vogue on all but the Mesabi rallgeare those 

which are necessary for underground mines; while on the latter range some of the 

largest mines are worked open to daylight (plate AAA, figure 2). 

Owing to the irregular shape of the ore-bodies, no two mines are planned and 

worked exactly alike. It is customary, however, to sinkollB or more shafts in the 

. foot-wall and connect them with the ore by cross-cuts at different levels. The amount 
'. '0 

of ore hoisted through one shaft depends, of course, on the depth of the mine, size of 
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the shaft, size of the skips or cages, etc.; but it also varies much with the general plan 

of development and operation of the mine, and runs as high as 60,000 tons per 

month. The shafts have from one to four compartments, and are equipped with 

round iron wire hoisting cables, and with cages or skips of from three to ten tons 
capacity. 

Much pumping is necessary at some of the mines and at others none at all. 

Timbering varies in quantity and cost with the size and shape of the ore body 

and the methods of exploitation adopted. This item of cost, as well as that of powder 

for blasting, varies from nothing at some of the Mesabi mines to several cents per 
ton on the Vermilion range. 

Tramming is done by hand and by mules, electricity not yet having been intro

duced in Minnesota mines. Hoisting and pumping are performed by steam and com
pressed air. 

In an address read before the Engineer's Society of Western Pennsylvania, at 

Pittsburg, February 21, 1899, Dr. Nelson P. Hulst described in detail "Lake Superior 

methods of iron mining." From his interesting paper the following extracts 
are taken: 

At Soudan. "The method of mining hard ore at the Soudan mine, on the Ver

milion range, has been well worked out. I am indebted for the description here 

given, and for the drawings, to a paper by D. H. Bacon, the president and manager 

of the Minnesota Iron company. This was published in vol. xxi of the Transactions 

of the American Institute of Mining Engineers. The Soudan ore bodies have some

times had a width ef eighty feet and varying lengths of several hundred feet. They 

lie as lenticular masses enclosed between locally-called greenstone rocks constituting 

the walls. They dip at a steep angle. Often they are friable and quite frequently 

treacherous. In the early mining the ore was quarried from open pits to the depth 

of 100 feet or more. For greater depth it became necessary to resort to underground 

mining. Shafts are located in the foot wall, as shown in figure 111. At intervals of 

seventy-five feet, cross-cuts are dri ven into and across the ore body, as shown on this 

figure. From each of these cross-cuts a chamber is mined out, twenty feet high, in 

the ore. These chambers to the several cross-cuts are shown in elevation in figure 

111, and in plan in figure 112. Their longitudinal elevation is also shown in figure 

114. The chamber of a level is made to extend on either side of the cross-cut as far 

as the character of the walls of greenstone or chloritic rock will permit. From the 

mouth of the cross-cut, where it opens into an excavated chamber, the timber work 

for a cross-cut is extended well into the excavated chamber. rphis timber work is 

well shown in elevation in figure 111, and in plan in figure 112. The timber work 

. for longitudinal drifts is erected in these excavated chambers. As shown in plan in 
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figure 112 they extend from the timbered cross-cuts right and left. The timber 

work of raises is also erected alongside of the drift timbering jllst described. These 

are seen in plan in figure 112, and in elevation on seventh level in figure 111. 

- -. ~f--:'-50"~ .100' 

5(01.. f+ 

FIG. 111. CROSS SECTION OF SHAFT AND LEVELS AT NO.8 SHAFT, SOUDAN. 

FIG. 112. PLAN OF THE FIFTH LEVEL AT NO.8 SHAFT, SOUDAN. 

"The timbered raises extend two to five feet above the timber work of the drifts 

they are connected with. Other timbered raises are erected for ladder ways. Still 

other raises are made to connect with the mine workings. These raises are in the 
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wall rocks, either foot or hanging, according' to requiremellts 1h . . I . ese raises m tIe 
wall rocks are used for rock chutes. Through them roclr fI'oln th 't tl .. , e open pi ,neal' 1e 
surface, IS brought down to any level required These I'ock ch t . 1 . '. . u es are seen 111 p an 
mfigure 113, and In elevatIOn in fi!:!'Ure 112 After the tl'mbe k f t 

U' l' wor 0 cross-cu s 
drifts and raises in an excavated chamber has been completed, then rock from th~ 
open pit above is run down through the rock chutes and filled around and over the 

timber work jus-t mentioned, covering the drifts and cross-cuts to the depth of three 

or four feet. The excavated chamber is further extended right and left by stoping 

away twenty feet of ore above the level from wall to wall. The timber work of drifts 

is extended. The necessary timber work of raises for the lengthened drifts is com

pleted. Stoping upward, i. e., back stoping, is begun above the filling by blasting 

FIG. 113. ELEVATION SHOWING ROCK CHUTES. 

down ten feet or more of ore from above and from wall to wall and as far as 

the filling over the timbering extends. This is shown in the longitudinal section in 

figure 114. The ore broken down on the filling is passed down to tram cars on the 

level below by the chutes described. After all this broken ore has been removed 

through the chutes, the chutes are built up to a proper hight and filling of rock is 

repeated as before. The stoping on the level is also repeated and timber work of 

drifts and raises erected in the extended chamber. Stoping, removing broken ore 

through the chutes, timbering and rock filling succeed one another until the level is 

nearly exhausted of ore. A roof of ore is of necessity left to support the rock filling 

of the level above. In the upper levels this roof of ore was successfully removed by 

back-stoping during winter, after the filling had become thoroughly frozen. At 

lower lev61ls, where the frost could not well penetrate, this winter removal of ore could 

not be made. The roof was there left thick enough for drifts to be driven in it. It 
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was first caved down on the filling of the level be] ow and then won by drifting and 

cross-cutting, which was not difficult in the broken ore." 

s!i'- Level 
-::, :).r> .~.r- ". . .. _ .. ~~-{." 

•..•..•......•..•.... ····i· •• >ii ..•.•....•. or·.·.>iY·.·· .• ·.iii>i\ ••.• j: ••••.••. 

FIG. 114. LONGITUDINAL SECTION. 

"At the Chandler mine, on the Vermilion range, a large product is annually 

obtained by a method of caving not largely differing from the others described. 

This mine being so prominent a producer and its ore a brecciated hard ore, makes it 

seem desirable that the method of mining by which its ore is won be accorded a 

description. The following description of the method used has been kindly furnished 

me by Mr. John Pengilly, the manager of the Chandler Iron Company: 

" , The old system of mining has been abandoned from the eighth level down. 

Above the eighth level we opened the mine with seventy-five feet levels, with four 

intermediate or sub-levels between the main levels. The ore is dumped down the 

raises, converted into chutes, to the main level, where it is trammed direct to the 

shafts. The first sub-level above the main level is not opened until we are ready to 

cave, and in some instances is not opened then, if the ground shows an unusual 

amount of weight. To avoid a large opening, our experience so far has taught us to 

keep our caves as full as possible at all times, and to draw the capping as soon as 

possible after the ore. If the capping hangs, and does not come at once, there have 

been times when we have withdrawn our men for safety, until such time as the 

capping does come. This occurs only at the extreme east of the property, where we 

have always had the capping to contend with. 

'" Our eighth level and above was originally opened, leaving large pillars. Raises 

for chutes were put up about every fifty feet to shorten the wheeling distance of the 

ore into them. It had also been found necessary to put up raises for ladder-ways to 

the sub-levels, so that in case of accident we can at all times withdraw our men; 
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The ladder-ways are not put up by any rule, but as occasion requires. The main 

levels are opened with a nine-foot cap and seven-foot posts, giving in a level seven 

feet by seven feet in the clear. Our sub-levels are opened with six-foot timber, 

tunnel-shape. Three pieces constitute a set. Our raises are mostly three feet square 

in the clear. This size we consider easier to maintain from crushing, and at the same 

time it can be guarded to better ad vantage than a large chute or raise. 

"'When caving we run into or slice a pillar, and put up convenient raises or 

chutes for milling down the ore. Usually we commence to cave on the south and 

east of the deposit, working the caving back in a northeasterly direction, passing or 

caving such chutes or ladder-ways as we come in contact with. Our ladder-ways are 

put up on an angle of 65° to 75°. In caving, although we are governed in cases by 

circumstap.ces and the character of the ore, we always commence at the loose end 

and draw at all times to the foot wall or dike. Timber for sub-levels is thrown down 

raises from the main level above and distributed from those points. Our tramming 

is done principally with mules to the main shafts. At the shafts are stationed a 

cage tender and an assistant to take the cars off and on the cage. In the station we 

have a system of tracks for loads and empties giving ample room to hold a full train 

of two or three cars as brought in by the mule, which returns with as many empties. 

This work is done with a boy and a mule., 

" 'We have also found it to our ad vantage to keep our tracks well graded and well 

drained by ditches cut at the sides of the drifts. Thirty pound rails are used for 

tracks. This part of our business we consider very important, as it avoids delays 

and ,accidents. The mule distributes empties to the several switches where chutes 

are being used in the sub-level. These empties are filled by the trammel'S at the 

chutes, caves or drifts, and then replaced on their switches, whence the mule hauls 

them to the shaft. In this way we avoid tiring our men by walking or pushing cars 

for any considerable distance. We try to cut down our grade as near as possible to 

one foot to 100 feet where tramming is done. Six inches to 100 feet is sufficient 

grade and will be established by us in the future. 

'''Our hoisting is done on the vertical by cage cLnd on the incline by skips; by 

. high pressure engines and without balance. We have at times three to four levels 

to hoist from. Mules handle our ore on the surface. The ore on reaching the sur

face dumps automatically from the skip into a car to which a mule is attached, or if 

a cage the mule is hitched directly to the mine car. These cars are trammed or 

hauled to the stock pile. Empty cars, in both cases, follow the full ones into the 

places they formerly occupied. This is done by means of a system of tracks running 

through and beyond the shaft house, doing away with the turn table and the transfer 

car or truck. A load for a mule on the stock pile is two to three two-ton cars. In 
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the mine we endeavor to concentrate our men; working them in a certain section 

and giving a foreman charge of each gang of men, to see that they doa fair day's 

work, and at the same time to protect them from danger. There are not more than 

ten per cent of our men who speak the English language, and not more- than the 

above number who have the remotest idea of mining. We do not allow any fore

man to have charge of more than twenty-five men. 

"'All ore mined on the seventh level, as above, is dumped down the old No. 

4 shaft, which is used for that purpose as a pocket. It is t~ken out on the eighth 

level and trammed to No.5 shaft, 300 feet distant to the north. All ore below the eighth 

level is also dumped down No.4 shaft or pocket to the thirteenth level, 110 feet below 

the eighth level, and taken to No.5 shaft and hoisted. No.4 pocket has three compart

ments, for first and second grade ore and for rock. Our No. 2 and No. 3 s4afts hoist 

from the seventh and eighth levels and will eventually hoist from the thirteenth. 

" 'Below the eighth level we open what is termed in this mine" main sub-levels," 

twenty-two feet from bottom to bottom. These levels are known as the ninth, 

tenth, eleventh and twelfth main sub-levels. The drifts are opened directly under 

the main eighth level drifts. The thirteenth level is opened somewhat differently, 

owing to the pith of the ore body. In opening up our main tramming level, we 

have rock drifts of considerable length from the ore body to each shaft. 

" 'To No.5 shaft, 310 feet; to No.3 shaft, 250 feet; to No. 2 shaft, 265 feet. 

These rock drifts are usually timbered and will measure at least ten feet in clear, . 

or inside the timber. In mining our ore, we encounter much rock and clay in the 

form of horses, seams and bunches. This necessitates careful mining and much rock 

picking to keep the ore up to grade. On a basis of 600,000 tons of ore mined, we 

hoist about 18,000 tons of rock, two-thirds of which actually comes from the or~ 

body and one-third from the rock drifts, shafts, raises, etc. 

'" Milling system on the Mesabi range. There has been introduced in the Mesabi 

range a method of mining called the" milling system." Many of the Mesabi ore 

bodies lie at no great depth from the surface, and a very flat dip is character" 

istic of all of them. When the depth of the overburden of sand and gravel is not 

great, and the conditions do not warrant the removal of the ore by steam shovels, 

the so-called milling system is very successfully used. This -method involves at the 

first an entire removal of the overburden of sand and gravel, leaving the uncovered 

surface of ore very clean. A shaft or shafts are sunk in the adjoining' rock, and 

cross-cuts and drifts in the ore are driven, which connect with the shafts. Up-raises 

are made at numerous points from the cross-cuts and drifts. These are properly 

timbered to serve for ore chutes, with the necessary spouts for loading the ore there

from into tram cars on the levels or cross-cuts. When the preparations for mining ore 
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surface of ore very clean. A shaft or shafts are sunk in the adj oining rock, and 

cross-cuts and drifts in the ore are driven, which connect with the shaft.s. Up-raises 

are made at numerous points from the cross-cuts and drifts. These are properly 

timbered to serve for ore chutes, with the necessary spouts for loading the ore there

from into tram cars on the levels or cross-cuts. When the preparations for mining ore 
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are completed, the ore about the up-raises is blasted into them. It is drawn from 

them into the cars stationed in the levels as rapidly as the facilities for handling the 

ore to the surface permit. The ore being very soft, up-raises are made at slight 

expense. The raises, closely spaced in the ore body, enable the winning of ore to be 

accomplished at a minimum of expense. It is evident that there is no lifting of the 

ore whatever by manual labor. In the blasting, much ore is tumbled directly 

into the chutes, and the unskilled laborers drag or push the ore down the slopes and 

into the chutes by their shovels with a minimum of effort. By this method of 

mining, the product of ore per day per man is very great. The waste of ore in this 
method of mining is practically nothing. 

'''A large tonnage of the Mesabi ores is annually produced by steam-shovel min

ing. About fifty per cent of the Mesabi range product in 1898 was thus produced. 

This method of mining requires that the overburden of gravel and sand be removed 

so as to leave the uncovered surface of the ore body practically clean. A bank or 

bench of ore twenty feet high is found generally most advantageous. A higher bench 

will often give trouble by caving on the steam shovel at the time of blasting. Although 

the Mesabi ores are soft, yet, as they lie undisturbed in the bed, they are too coherent 

to be shoveled without being blasted. In some of the mines there are hard strata, 

against which a steam shovel is not economically effective. The holes for blasting 

the ore are drilled by hand. Drawing the drills consumes much time. They are 

usually fifteen to sixteen feet apart and nine feet from the edge of the bench. They 

are driven fifteen feet deep. Steel drills one and one-eighth inches in diameter are 

used. Men drill three holes per day at the Mountain Iron mine. For cracking the 

holes at the bottom to make a cavity for a charge of black powder, three one-pound 

sticks of forty per cent giant powder are used. Steam shovel mining, to be economical, 

requires that there be no delays in the work. Largetonnage is possible when condi

tions are all favorable. Two hundred and thirty-two cars, containing 5,825 [gross] tons, 

have been loaded at the Mountain Iron mine in nine and a quarter hours by a ninety

ton Vulcan shovel. The best record for one hour has been thirty-two cars, or 800 tons'" 

(plate AAA, figures 1 and 2). 
. Orushing. The hard hematite ore of the mines at Soudan comes out of the 

ground in masses too large to be handled easily in shipping or charging at the fur
naces. Formerly the large blocks were broken by hand, and a man with a twenty
pound sledge hammer would pound for hours, exerting his whole force, before redu

cing a particularly hard and tough lump to convenient size. 
The installation of large crushers has greatly reduced the labor and expense of 

breaking this ore into small lumps. The following description of these crushers is 

taken from a paper by F. W. Denton: * 
* Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., xxvii, p. 350, 1897. 
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* Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., xxvii, p. 350, 1897. 
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DATA CONCERNING CRUSHERS. 

"There are two crusher plants, of identiQal size and arrangements. Each plant 

contains three twenty-eight by thirty inch crushers of the Blake pattern. 

Throw of eccentric, 
Movement of bottom of jaw, -
Weight of pitman, -
Weight of jaw, 
Weight of crusher, -
Speed of crusher, 

2 inches 
1;4 inches 

5 tons 
7 tons 

65 to 70 tons 
85 revolutions per minute 

"Each plant is driven by a Reynolds-Corliss engll1e and rope-drive as follows: 

Cylinder, 
Speed, -
Initial steam pressure, 
Diam. of fly-wheel, 
Weight of fly-wheel, 

14 inch diam. by 36 inch stroke 
90 revolutions per minute 

95 pounds 
10 feet 

8 and 10 tons 
Distance between centres of engine-shaft and .counter-shaft for rope-drive, 
Diam. of manilla ropes, 

75 feet 
172 inches 

6 Number of ropes, 
Number usually in use, 4 

"In a communication to the Lake Superior Mining Institute the cost of crushing 

is given as follows: t 
"'During three months ending January 1, last (1896), 110,477 tons of ore passed 

through the crushers, costing for supplies $5,025, or 4.54 cents per ton, and, grouping 

the other accounts, $3,718.47, or 3.36 cents per ton; total, $8,743.47, or 7.9 cents per 

ton. We have no means of determining what percentage of the ore needs to be 

crushed, but assuming it to be sixty per cent, the cost was 13.19 cents per ton.'" 

The ore handled in these crushers is so hard and tough that only specially hard 

manganese steel is able to stand the wear. This is so hard that no tool IS equal to 

the task of dressing or in any way making an impression upon it. 

Transportation. Three railroads are now in operation between the Iron nunes 

and the docks on lake Superior. They are all standard gauge and equipped with 

first-class rolling stock. The first to be constructed and the easternmost of these 

roads is the Duluth and Iron Range. It belongs to the Federal Steel company which 

now controls the Minnesota Iron company and carries about half the ore shipped 

from Minnesota mines. It runs to Towel' and Ely on the Vermilion range, and is 

extended to the mines of the Mesabi range as far west as Virginia. Its docks are at 

Two Harbors, twenty-three miles east of Duluth. 

The Duluth, Mesabi and Northern railroad has docks at West Duluth. This 

road is owned by the Lake Superior Consolidated Iron Mining company, and serves 

Mesabi Range mines alone. 

The Eastern Minnesota railway has also a line running to the western end of 

the Mesabi range, and is now constructing an extension from Hibbing to Virginia. 

+ Proceedings, iii, 18\16. 
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"There are two crusher plants, of identiqal size and arrangements. Each plant 

contains three twenty-eight by thirty inch crushers of the Blake pattern. 
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Weight of pitman, -
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"Each plant is driven by a Reynolds-Corliss engll1e and rope-drive as follows: 
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Diam. of fly-wheel, 
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"In a communication to the Lake Superior Mining Institute the cost of crushing 

is given as follows: t 
"'During three months ending January 1, last (1896), 110,477 tons of ore passed 

through the crushers, costing for supplies $5,025, or 4.54 cents per ton, and, grouping 

the other accounts, $3,718.47, or 3.36 cents per ton; total, $8,743.47, or 7.9 cents per 

ton. We have no means of determining what percentage of the ore needs to be 

crushed, but assuming it to be sixty pel' cent, the cost was 13.19 cents per ton.'" 

The ore handled in these crushers is so hard and tough that only specially hard 

manganese steel is able to stand the wear. This is so hard that no tool IS equal to 

the task of dressing or in any way making an impression upon it. 

Transportation. Three railroads are now in operation between the Iron l11ll1es 

and the docks on lake Superior. They are all standard gauge and equipped with 

first-class rolling stock. The first to be constructed and the easternmost of these 

roads is the Duluth and Iron Range. It belongs to the Federal Steel company which 

now controls the Minnesota Iron company and carries about half the ore shipped 

from Minnesota mines. It runs to Tower and Ely on the Vermilion range, and is 

extended to the mines of the Mesabi range as far west as Virginia. Its docks are at 
Two Harbors, twenty-three miles east of Duluth. 

The Duluth, Mesabi and Northern railroad has docks at West Duluth. This 

road is owned by the Lake Superior Consolidated Iron Mining company, and serves 

Mesabi Range mines alone. 

The Eastern Minnesota railway has also a line running to the western end of 

the Mesabi range, and is now constructing an extension from Hibbing to Virginia. 

+ Proceedings, iii, 1896. 
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It is understood that this line has concluded traffic arrangements with the American 

Steel and WIre company, and will haul the ore from its mines as well as that from 
the Ma,honing mine. 

The map appended will show the position of the different iron ore railroads of 
the lake Superior region (plate CCC). 

The iron ore from the different lake Superior mines is carried by rail and water 

to ports on lakes Michigan and Erie, chiefly the latter, and there unloaded into rail

road cars for further transport to the furnaces in Ohio and Pennsylvania" or piled up 

on receiving docks and stored until sold during the winter or early spring. None of 

this ore is at present smelted in Minnesota, and but a nominal amouut in Wisconsin 

and Michigan, owing to the entire absence of deposits of suitable coal. Charcoal 

iron to the amount of about 200,000 tons per annum represents the total pig iron 

product of states which annually produce 10,000,000 gross tons of iron ore. 

The distances traversed and the railroad rates charged per gross ton (2,240 

pounds) from mines to upper lake ports are as follows: 

From Marquette range east of Republic and Michigamme to Escanaba, distance not over 
Rate. 

sixty-five miles, $0.52 
From Marquette range at Republic and Michigamme to Escauaba, distance - miles, 0.67 
From Marquette range to Marquette, fifteen miles 0.32 
From Marquette range to Gladstone, 60 to 130 miles, 0.52 
From Menominee range east of Mastodon to Escanaba, maximum distance fifty-two miles, 0.40 
From Menominee range west of Mastodon (Crystal Falls), distance eighty·two miles, 0.43 
From Gogebic range to Ashland, distance about forty-five miles, 0.40 
From Gogebic range to Escanaba, distance about 184 miles 0.85 
From Vermilion range to Two Harbors, distance sixty-eight to ninety miles, 1.00 
From Mesabi range to Duluth and Superior, about seventy-five miles, 0.80 

The sailing distances and average ton rates for ten years (1886 to 1895) are as 

follows: 
Marquette to Cleveland, 
Escanaba to Cleveland, 
Duluth to Cleveland, 
Ashland to Cleveland, 
Escanaba to Chicago, 

Miles. 
583 
523 
823 
774 
192 

Cont.ract Rate. 
$1.09 

0.91 
1.19 
1.19 

The average contract rates for the seasons of 1895 and 1896 were: 
1895. 

Escanaba to lake Erie ports, 
Marquette to lake Erie ports, 
.-\shland and Duluth to lake Erie ports, 

$0.55 
0.75 
0.80 

Wild Rate. 
$1.12 

0.915 
1.30 
1.30 

1896. 
$0.70 

0.95 
1.05 

From this statement it may be seen that there has been a great reduction in 

vessel charges in recent years. In spite of this fact, however, the cost of transporta

tion is to-day a larger part of the cost of the ore in Cleveland than it has ever been. 

This freight and a great deal more all passes through the canal and locks at 

Sault Ste. Marie, one of the busiest spots on the globe during the season of navigation. 

During the yea,r 1895 the tonnage passed through the Manchester ship canal was but 

one-tenth of that which passed through the "Soo." During the year 1895, naviga-
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tion was open from April 25 to December 11, and in this time 17,956 vessels passed 

these locks, the registered tonnage of which aggregated 16,806,781 tons, and the 

value of whose freight was $159,575,129. There are at present 3,300 vessels (1,755 

steam) on the great lakes, with a total registered tonage of 1,250,000 tons. Many of 

these vessels are of 4,000 tons burden, and exceed 400 feet in length. The loads 

which they carry vary from 4,000 or 4,400 gross tons on a draught of fourteen or fifteen 

feet to 6,000 tons on a twenty feet draught. 

The speed with which these vessels are loaded and unloaded is one of the 

marvels of the day. The record of the steamer" Victory" may be mentioned in 

this connection.'" It is a vessel 400 feet long and of forty-eight feet beam, with a 

carrying capacity on fifteen feet draught of 4,000 tons. It was loaded with coal at 

lake Erie port in ten hours. At Superior this coal was discharged in fifteen hours, 

and a new cargo of iron ore taken on in five hours, at the rate of 800 tons per hour. 

Arrived at a lower lake port this ore was unloaded onto cars at the rate of 560 tons 

per hour. (Compare plate BBB, figure 2.) 

On lakes Superior and Michigan there are to-day twenty shipping docks: four 

at Escanaba, three at Ashland, five at Two Harbors, two at Duluth, four at Marquette, 

one at Superior and one at Gladstone, with 4,529 pockets of an aggregate capacity of 

672,966 gross tons. When the pockets of the loading docks are filled with the ore 

desired, it is not an uncommon occurrence for a vessel to tie up, load and depart 

within two hours. One record has been made of 2,350 tons of ore loaded in three

quarters of an hour. The capacity of ore-carrying vessels has recently been largely 

increased, as is related in the following extract from the Bulletin of the American 

Iron and Steel Association: t 
Never before in the history of American shipbuilding has such work been seen as has been done in the 

construction of the Bessemer Steamship company's fleet of lake-freight ships. About the close of the first week 
in December last the company was formed, and its Cleveland agents made contracts with lake ship-yards, all 
then fairly full of work, for the building of twelve great ships, each to be larger than anything on the lakes, with 
the exception of one steamer afloat and two under contract for the Zenith Transportation company of this city. 
The end of this week sees seven of these ships in commission, while one more will be set at work about Se'ptem
ber 20th, and the remaining four will be ready in October. In addition four ships have been purchased and the 
fleet as it will be before the close of the coming month~less than ten months after the decision to build was 
macle~will have a capacity for carrying the enormous quantity of 65,000 tons on present and 95,000 tons on the 
coming deeper draught. These ships have cost about $3,100,000. 

The Bessemer Steamship company was the outgrowth of the control by Mr. John D. Rockefeller of the 
mines formerly under the Merritt ownership on the Mesabi range and of the railway between those mines and 
Duluth. Mr. Rockefeller reasoned that, owning both the mines and the railway to the water, he should control 
as well the transportation of the ore to the lower lakes. To decide was to act, and one of the most important 
fleets in American waters, salt or fresh, was completed in less than a year. It was proposed that this fleet should 
be able to handle the output of the mines, and as planned they will be able to carry about 2,000,000 tons in one 
season. 

The contracts for the Bessemer fleet filled all the lake yards with tonnage till about the middle of the 
spring, when the boats began to slip into the water. Since then there have been no contracts made and with 
the completion of the last of these ships nine great shipyards ;long the lakes will be idl~, with no b~siness in 
sight. This is a condition that has not prevailed for many years, for even in the panic of 1893 there was business 
for some of the yards. Many thousands of men will then be out of work. 

*Mr. JOHNBIRKINJ3INE. Cassier's JYIagazine, April, 1897, p. 494. 
+ October 1, 1800. 
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these locks, the registered tonnage of which aggregated 16,806,781 tons, and the 

value of whose freight was $159,575,129. There are at present 3,300 vessels (1,755 

steam) on the great lakes, with a total registered tonage of 1,250,000 tons. Many of 

these vessels are of 4,000 tons burden, and exceed 400 feet in length. The loads 

which they carry vary from 4,000 or 4,400 gross tons on a draught of fourteen or fifteen 

feet to 6,000 tons on a twenty feet draught. 

The speed with which these vessels are loaded and unloaded IS one of the 

marvels of the day. The record of the steamer" Victory" may be mentioned in 

this connection. * It is a vessel 400 feet long and of forty-eight feet beam, with a 

carrying capacity on fifteen feet draught of 4,000 tons. It was loaded with coal at 

lake Erie port in ten hours. At Superior this coal was discharged in fifteen hours, 

and a new cargo of iron ore taken on in five hours, at the rate of 800 tons per hour. 

Arrived at a lower lake port this ore was unloaded onto cars at the rate of 560 tons 

per hour. (Compare plate BBB, figure 2.) 

On lakes Superior and Michigan there are to-day twenty shipping docks: four 

at Escanaba, three at Ashland, five at Two Harbors, two at Duluth, four at Marquette, 

one at Superior and one at Gladstone, with 4,529 pockets of an aggregate capacity of 

672,966 gross tons. When the pockets of the loading docks are filled with the ore 

desired, it is not an uncommon occnrrence for a vessel to tie up, load and depart 

within two honrs. One record has been made of 2,350 tons of ore loaded in three

quarters of an hour. The capacity of ore-carrying vessels has recently been largely 

increased, as is related in the following extract from the Bulletin of the American 

Iron and Steel Association: t 
Never before in the history of American shipbuilding has such work been seen as has been done in the 

construction of the Bessemer Steamship company's fleet of lake-freight ships. About the close of the first week 
in December last the company was formed, and its Cleveland agents made contracts with lake ship-yards, all 
then fairly full of work, for the building of twelve great ships, each to be larger than anything on the lakes, with 
the exception of one steamer afloat and two under contract for the Zenith Transportation company of this city. 
The end of this week sees seven of these ships in commission, while one more will be set at work about Se'ptero
bel' 20th, and the remaining four will be ready in October. In addition four ships have been purchased and the 
fleet as it will be before the close of the coming month-less than ten months after the decision to build was 
made-will have a capacity for carrying the enormous quantity of 65,000 tons on present and 95,000 tons on the 
coming deeper draught. These ships have cost about 83,100,000. 

The Bessemer Steamship company was the outgrowth of the control by Mr. John D. Rockefeller of the 
mines formerly under the Merritt ownership on the Mesabi range and of the railway between those mines and 
Duluth. Mr. Rockefeller reasoned that, owning both the mines and the rail way to the water, he should control 
as well the transportation of the ore to the lower lakes. To decide was to act, and one of the most important 
fleets in American waters, salt or fresh, was completed in less than a year. It was proposed that this fleet should 
be able to handle the output of the mines, and as planned they will be able to carry about 2,000,000 tons in one 
season. 

The contracts for the Bessemer fleet filled all the lake yards with tonnage till about the middle of the 
spring, when the boats began to slip into the water. Since then, there have been no cOI\tracts made, and with 
the completion of the last of these ships nine great shipyards along the lakes will be idle, with no business in 
sight. This is a condition that has not prevailed for many years, for even in the panic of 1893 there was business 
for some of the yards. Many thousands of men will then be out of work. 

* Mr. JOHN BIRKINIlINE. C'assier's lYIagazine, April, 1897, p. 494. 
+ October 1, 1896. 
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The vessels of the Bessemer fleet have been appropriately named for men famous for their connection 
with the mining, engineering, and metallurgical world. The flagship of the fleet is the" Sir Henry Bessemer," 
while among the others are such names as "Nasmyth," from the inventor of the steam hammer; "Eric8son," 
from the builder of the" Monitor "; "Corliss," the maker of engines; "Krupp,"" Fulton," "Watts," "Siemens," 
" Bell," "Fairbairn," and" Holley." Amid all the development of the lake marine and steel interests in the last 
few years it has strangely enough remained for this new company to honour the memories of the greatest men 
these industries have had by naming ships for them. The" Bessemer," "Siemens," "Fairbairn," and" Ericsson," 
and the barge" Holley," are now in commission, and each one has carried loads enough to test its capacity. They 
were all built on a guarantee by the constructors of a capacity, on fourteen feet draught, of 4,000 gross, or 4,480 
net, tons. Each has slightly exceeded these figures. Were these vessels operated on the draught of water for 
which they were built they would be able to carry between 6,500 and 7,000 tons each, and they will be able to 
use nearly this depth of water by the beginning of another season, when the government's twenty-one feet chan
nel between Duluth, Chicago and Buffalo will have been completed. 

The cost of unloading ore from the vessels has been much reduced in late years 

by the construction of unloading devices which take the ore after it is loaded into 

buckets and automatically carry it to the stockpile, dump it and return it for a new 

load. This cost is now but one or one and a half cents per ton. 

The railroad equipment of the ore-carrying roads compares in size and efficiency 

with that employed in marine traffic. The roads are standard gauge, the rails are 

heavy and of large section, weighing eighty or ninety pounds to the lineal yard; the 

locomotives are among the most powerful ever built, weighing from 80 to 120 tons, 

and hauling trains of from thirty to fifty cars, carrying 750 to 1,250 gross tons of ore 

at an average speed of seventeen miles per hOUT, including stops. Some of the roads 

are double-tntcked and others will be soon. 

The amount of capital invested in lake Superior iron mining has been estimated 

as follows by Mr. George H. Ely and the Lake Carriers' Association of Cleveland, 

Ohio. These data were compiled as largely as possible from official sources and 

were presented in a statement to congress: 
Capital in the mines of the four iron-ore ranges, as shown by United States census and 

estimates since last census was taken, 
Capital in docks and their equipment at lake Superior and lake Michigan ports, built 

and used exclusively for shipping ore (official), 
Capital employed exclusively in railroad transportation of ore, from mines to shipping 

ports on lakes Superior and Michigan (official), 
Floating capital on the lakes, employed exclusively in ore transportation from Upper lake 

to Lower lake ports, estimated, 
Capital in docks and in their equipments for receiving and forwarding ore exclusively, at 

lake Erie ports between Toledo and Buffalo, inclusive of both (official) - - -
Capital employed exclusively in rail transportation of ore, inland to mills and furnaces 

from lake Erie ports (official), 

Total, January 1, 1896, 

$96,325,122 

14,185,665 

32,364,594 

46,680,207 

15,492,880 

28,193,617 

8233,242,085 

The al'nount invested during the year which has passed Sll1ce the preparation 

of the above table has witnessed the construction of the large fleet of vessels owned 

by Mr. Rockefeller, the new iron ore railroad in Pennsylvania, owned by the Carnegie 

company, the railroad between Ishpeming and Marquette, and improvements and 

extensions of docks and railroad and mine equipments in all directions, so that it is 

probably not an exaggerated estimate to place the amount of capital invested in 

lake Superior iron mining at $250,000,000. 
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[Market prices of ores. 

MARKET PRICES OF IRON ORES. 

One after another of the great lake Superior iron ore ranges has been discovered 

and developed, and as methods of mining and handling the ore have improved in 

efficiency and detail, prices have reached lower and lower levels; the margin between 

cost of production and selling price has constantly narrowed, and earnings have 

been made on larger outputs and greater economy of operation. The discovery of 

the immense Mesabi deposits of soft ore so much more cheaply mined than the 
hard ores has, however, had a much greater effect on prices of iron ore and of iron 

and steel than any of the former discoveries. When prices were high and less ore 

was used very little account was taken of its exact composition and value. If a 

furnace ran well on a certain ore, the managers of that plant would purchase that 

ore year after year, even though they could get some other ore equally as good at a 

somewhat lower price. As competition among ore producers became fiercer, however, 

and furnace operators found it necessary to economize in their costs, the relative 

values ofthe different ores have been more and more closely scrutinized and made 

the basis of market prices unW they have reached the point where quotations are in 

fractions of one cent per ton, and the older ranges have all combined against the 

prolific Mesabi range, forcing prices down to so Iowa rate that very few producers 

on any of the ranges can make any profi ts. 

The prices have ranged somewhat as follows in former years: 
Bessemer OTe. 

Year. Price. 
1856 ill 8.00 
1866 9.50 
1868 9.75 
1873 12.00 
1876 6.75 
1881 9.00 
1886 5.50 
1887 7.25 
1888 5.50 
1889 5.50 
1890 6.75 
1891 - 6.00 
1892 5.50 
1893 4.00 to 4.50 
1894 2.50 to 2.75 
1895 2.75 to 3.50 

Non-Bessemer OTe. 

1890 5.75 
1891 4.75 
1892 4.25 
1893 3.00 to 3.50 
1894 1.80 to 2.20 
1895 - 1.90 to 2.20 

These prices are for the ore deli vered at Cleveland or any designated lower lake 

port. 'rhe ore is sold on guarantee as to quality, and is sampled and analyzed at the 

mines and at the receiving docks. A few illustrations of the way prices have ruled 
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on some representative ores during the past three years, including the prices estab
lished for 1897, are as follows: 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

Aurora, $3.00 $4.15 $2.80 
Biwabik, - 2.65 3.65 2.50 
Chandler, 3.05 4.25 2.925 
Chapin, - 2.55 3.65 2.40 
h~, ~ ~ 
Franklin, - 2.75 3.% 2.55 
Lake Angeline, 3.55 4.90 3.46 
Minnesota, 3.40 4.55 3.11 
Non-Bessemer, 2.65 2.25 
Norrie, 2.90 4.00 2.65 
Pewabic, :3.55 4.90 3.40 
Pioneer, - 3.05 4.25 2.87 
Republic, 3.30 4.55 3.17 
Tilden, 2.90 4.00 2.56 

1898. 
$2.95 

3.13 
2.56 

3.64 
3.36 

2.84 

3.03 
3.35 

During 1896 prices were maintained at a high level through the agency of an ore. 
pool or general agreement among the principal producers. It was found impossible to 
make satisfactory allotments to all parties for 1897, however, owing to dissatisfaction 
with the operation of the arrangement in the previous year, and the only agreement 
which now exists is one among the producers of the three Michigan and the Vermilion 
ranges. 

Ver?nilion Range mines. As already mentioned, the mines of the Vermilion range, 
so far as developed, are in two groups, one at Ely and the other at Soudan. The 
best known of the Ely group is the Chandler mine. rrhis mine has produced nearly 
5,000,000 gross tons of hematite ore up to the season of 1899, an average of nearly 
half a million tons per annum since it was first opened. Its output is controlled by 
the Federal Steel company. The grade and physical character of this ore make it 
one of the most desirable produced in the Lake Superior region. Its product is 
remarkably uniform in every respect, and as the ore occurs crushed in its natural 
state it is mined and handled easily and cheaply. It has been a source of great profit 
to both fee owners· and lessees. In another place will be found an account of the 

methods employed in mining this ore. 
Other mines at Ely are the Pioneer and Zenith, operated by the Oliver and Car

negie interests, under lease from private fee owners. The Pioneer lies just east of 
the Chandler, and is part of the same ore deposit, lying at greater depth, underneath 
a jasper capping. The Zenith lies still lLrther east in the same belt, and the Savoy, 
a new property, lies east of the Zenith. The Pioneer ore is similar to the Chandler, 

but the Zenith is of slightly lower grade. 
At Soudan the mines are an owned by the Minnesota Iron company, now part 

of the Federal Steel company. These deposits have yielded something over 6,000,000 
gross tons of hard hematite, the first year of production having been 1884. The ore 
here varies, in quality, and is divided for commercial purposes into several different 

- grades, such as Minnesota, Red Lake, Soudan and Vermilion. These were the first 
mines opened in Minnesota, and have been fully described in the Geological Survey 
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(Mesabi Range mines. 

Bulletin No.6, and in other publications. The method of mining is described on 

page 589 of this chapter. 
Mesabi Range 1nines. With only six full seasons' operation to its credit, this 

wonderful range has already produced about 17,000,000 gross tons of soft hematite. Its 
discovery and development have affected the price of iron and steel throughout the 
entire world, and upon its store of iron are dependent many of the large furnaces of 
unprecedented cost and capacity now in process of erection or recently completed 
throughout the eastern and central portions of the country. 

As shown by the tables of analyses, the grade of the Mesabi ore averages higher 
than that of any of the other ranges; but, as seen in the table of prices, it sells for a 
lower price in the market, owing to the lower cost of production, and to mechanical 

difficulties in using it alone in the furnace. 
The mines of the Mesabi also occur in groups. The easternmost of these gro:ups 

is at Biwabik. Here are situated the Hale, Cincinnati, Biwabik, Canton and Rouch
leau mines. Of these the Hale and Biwabik are operated in open pits, and the 
others under ground. The Biwabik is one of the four largest open pit mines on the 

Mesabi, and is worked by steam shovels. 
Between Biwabik and Eveleth are several mines, among them being the 

McKinley, Sparta and Genoa, all worked as underground propositions. At Eveleth 
are the Adams, Vega and Fayal, the last being one of the largest and best developed 
mines on the range. It is worked both in open pit and underground. 

North of Eveleth occur the Auburn, Minnewas, Ohio, Norman, Franklin, 
Oliver or Missabe Mountain, Commodore and Sauntry and several other mines and 
undeveloped deposits near Virginia. The Oliver, with the Lone Jack and Ohio, is 
one of the large open pit steam shovel mines, and has made a great record. 

The Mountain Iron group is chiefly under one management, that of the Carnegie 
interests, although it was extensively and admirably developed by the Lake Superior 
Consolidated Company before it was leased to the present operators. This is the 
largest open pit mine on the ran.;ge, as at present developed. 

Some smaller deposits occur between Mountain Iron and Hibbing; but, with 
the exception of Pillsbury, they have not yet appeared in the list of large producers. 
At and near Hibbing are the Mahoning, a very large open pit mine, the Hull, Rust 
and Burt, operated by the Consolidated company, the Penobscot, Sellers and several 
other minor properties. 

West of Hibbing there have been some small and one or two large deposits 
developed, but none of them are as yet producing. On the western Mesabi, as on the 
Vermilion, there will yet be opened other mines, perhaps as good as those now being 
worked. The promise is not so good, however, for the discovery of merchantable are 
on the eastern portion of the two ranges. Detailed accounts of many of these mines 
are to be found in the papers, of the present writer, of F. W. Denton, and others, as 
listed in the bibliography appended hereto. 
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LAKE SUPERIOR IRON ORE SHIPMENTS (GROSS TONS) FOR 1898 AND THE PREVIOUS FORTY-THREE YEARS.* 

NAME OF MINE. 1 p~~~.to 11882 11888 11884 11885 11886 11887 11888 11889 11890 11891 11892 118!l3 1 1894 1 1895 11896 1 1897 1898 I TOTALS 

±::~~~~},~~;'~;;i.:;;~;~::::::::::::::: ........ ~,4~ ..... ~:?0.~1 ..... 3:.~~.~ ..... 2:~~.61:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..... ~:~ .... ~~:~~I .... 20:~~ ... :.~:~ ... :'1:~: ... ~~:~.~ .... ·(iool .. · .. i,-;i95 :::::::::::.::: :::.:::::::' ::~::::::::::::I::::::::::::::: 
Barnmn (b)........................................ 488,311 41,778 62,752 69,4081 47,4158 52,975 16,123 10,211 12,835 ............................................. l .................................................................. . 
~})l::=~~:··~:l·::~~:~:-:::::.::::~~~ •. ~:;;::~':;;:'I:~~ .•• ~ :~~ :~.;~:~~::::i:~7::-.::~::::~:~:i~:::~~::~:~ .~ •• :.~~, ::~:::::::~I 

Winthrop .................. 256,300 23,005 50,143 73,144 53,913 58,743 74,067 86,789 155,341.... ...... ............ ............ ............ ............ ... ............ ........... .. ......................... . 

112,933 
. 6,298 
801,851 
16,637 

847 
90,217 
92,639 
62,542 

217,780 
136,686 
881,445 

Cambr~a. ............................................ 55,704 64,545
1 

47,508 59,7421 50,796 58,784 41,130 57,861 72,780 80,359 34,662 41,549 30,445 47,218 41,656 95,086 110,643 102,623 

&!£i[~:~ii;~::i~~~::~~=~:;::::::::: 2,~J:W~ .. ::::~ ~~::~~ .. ~::~~I .. ~~::~~~ .. ~~~.:: .. ~;:: .. ~:~::: .. :~~:~: .. ::~~ .. ~::~: .. ~::: "2~~:~: "i:':~: ..... ~:::~~::.::: ..... ~;~.:.~: ..... ~~:.: 
~~Z::'~~:::~.~.~~~~:'.:::::::':':':':'::':::::::::::::::: ::::::~~:~~ ... ~::~: .... i2,:~: :::::~::~~ ::::i~,:i~~ :::~~:~ ::::~~:,~ ::::i~:,~~ .... ~~·:~f~ :::::~:,~ :::::.::::::: :::::'::::'::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::. 
Dexter... ............................................. ............... ............ 4,878 16,202 750 ............ ............ 1,821 3,895 9,136 5,443 13,000 7,888 21,740 13,752 18,903 1,154 .............. . 

-lif!~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~:.~~;;~~~::::::::~:.::::::.:: :~~~}~~~~~ :;;;:~;~~ ;;~;~~~~~~ :::::~~?:: ::::~~~~~~~: ::~~~~:::::: :~:::::~:::: ~~::~~;~i.~ · .. ~~:·~I~ ~~:~~:~~ ~::~:.~~ :::~~:,:~~~ :::::5~~ ~~:::.:::::::: :::::::~:::.;::: :~::::~::::: :::~~::::~::::: ::::::::;::~::: 
Erie ............ ......................................... ............... 2,731 5,405 ...... ...... . .......... ............ ............ ...... ...... ............ ... ........ ............ ............ ............ . ................................................................. .. 
Etna.................. ........ ...... ........ ...... ...... ... ............ ...... ...... 1,091 ...... ..... ...... ...... ............ ... ......... ...... •••••. ....... ..... ............ .• .......... ...... ...... ... ......... ............ ..... .......... ............ ...... ......... .. ........... .. 

i~}l~·i~:~~~;·~;·;·;~~::·;·;·;·~~~;i:~~~~~~~~~~:;::::: ::~:: :::::~:~~: .:::~::= ;;~;~~~~~ ;;;;;~~~~~ ·:::X:~ ::::~~:~~~ :::::~;~~ ::::::~~~~:: ::::::~~~::: ::::~~;.~~ :/~:~::~ :::::::::;;: ~~~:~:::::;; ::::;;;::::: :::::::<~~ :~:::::::::: ~~~::::~:~~:::: :;;:::::::~;::; 
Grand Rapids (Davis)........................ ............... ............ ........... ............ ............ ............ 1,200 11,611 20,058 26,426 9,362 22,823 352 12,073 6,764 67 ........................... .. 

~~~~~':s~ (':N:;;~th .. Ch;,:~pi'o~;:i:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: .::: .. :::::: :::::::::::: :::::'.:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ...... ·886 .. · .. 5:685 7,~~ "16',246 :.:::::::::' ..... ~.,.~7.~ ..... ~:~~.~ .::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ...... 1:.~~ ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: 
Hmnbo1dt .......................................... 495,496 43,463 31,866 23,763 11,766 20,207 19,873 11,655 15,866 23,259 19,879 4,571 ........... ...... ...... ..... ......... 2,297 ............................ .. 
Iron Cliffs (k)................................ ..... .............. ............ ............ ............ ..... ...... ........... 87,346 78,520 134,616 188,776 278,270 289,395 130,812 253,760 259,042 ........................................ .. 
Imperial..... ....................................... ............... ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 88,460 18,552 7,194 ............................................................................... .. 

¥ac.o~s~~~~~i~:.::::::::::::::::: .. :::::::::::::::: "ii;i95,'iiiz -'00;800 "'7i',27S '''SS:25i ... 6ii,65i "'8ii;:i70 109,~~ ''ioi:,0O9 "i'28,891 "i24)is2 "'92:9791"'92;567 .... i5i',(ioo "'32:298 .. · .. ·,jii,'iii6 "'8ii:71o .. ·· .. 79','i.iii ··· .... 5i;·.Oi·2 
Lake Superior.................................... 2,696,456 296,509 200,799 204,796 226,040 267,622 802,909 240,225 288,784 318,321 308,881 366,715 329,610 344,758 342,439 459,576 ;376,761 686,563 
Lillie.................................................. 82,053 27,494 4,614 2,686 708 3,957 23,041 32,692 88,916 31,812 19,551 29,005 63,861 78,388 54,285 107,532 112,781 211,023 
Lucy (McComber).............................. 252,34.5 40,406 14,676........... ........... ............ 12,139 22,276 32,982 43,433 27,683 26,326 21,964 ............ ............... ..... ...... 10,033 11,846 

!~r~~r~i;~i~~::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::'.:'.::~ :::::~:~:~ :::::~.::~~:~ ..... ~.:~~~ ::::w:~~~ :::::::,~~ :::~?,:~~ ::::~:~~2 ::>~:~~ :::.':~:,:~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::~:,~ ::':i~:~ ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: 
Michigamme ...................... ............... 443,247 43,712 42,533 25,935 12,373 43,790 58,726 86,448 56,999 80,777 23,169 1,894 935 1,~1O 3,214 ..... : .................................. . 

W~i'i:~.!l~~.:.:·:::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~ ~:~ 21,~~ ig:~~ ... ~:~ .... ~~:.~~.3 ... ~:~~ .... ~,.~8 ... ~~::~ .... ::.'.:~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::. :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::. ::::::::::::I:::~::::::::::: ::::.:::::::::. 
Negaunee ........................................... ............... ...... ...... ... ........ ............ ............ ............ 5,259 45.304 78,318 76,488 64,218 35,846 69,732 132,581 90,682 175,3941 182,169 191,330 
Negaunee Consolidated Works......... ...... ...... 1,177 10,394 43 ............ 1,094 ...................................................................................................................................................... .. 
New York (York) ............................. 975,001 56,806 1,517 1,677 ............ ............ 5,123 ............ 12,844 2,422 ........... 11,220 25,000 21,487 ..... ; ................................................. .. 

l[tfj~r~}BI::::::::TI8 :::;,[::~:::: Hi~::::~li:~I::;:;I·::.:~.::.:::;::f±::j.;:j;.:::;~ •••••••. : ••• :2:[0:: 
1~~~:~i~jltC;EjJ}}}}j}Jj.:.:}.~~.H((iiiiii:I::::::~1\~~~ :::~!ji~ :::::~:,~ '::~i#; :2~~b .~~;~~~~~; :~<~~~IH~~~L[I:iiiiii~i~:: E~~iH: :iiiEi:ii >iiL[:I:j~LHi :iHE;; :::;LE;;:I:;?}~~ ::::::~:::71~i[~[i[i[~~E 

1,093,096 
3,387,633 

9,012 
7,711,699 

94,813 
16,671 

140,841 
118,512 

2,709 
76,002 

166,243 
988 

8,136 
1,091 

31,817 
171,893 
16,357 
49,754 

110,736 
14,289 
80,574 

723,961 
1,700,587 

64,206 
893 

3,595,799 
8,257,714 

924,396 
516,159 

6,359 
152,907 
16,043 

880,862 
375,451 
150,216 

1,197,321 
12,708 

1,113,102 
37,587 

289 
1,637 
5,753 

23,395 
986 

1,041 
59,806 
45,993 
59,114 

* b'on T"acle Review (February 2,1899). a-Now Queen Iron Mining 00. f-·Succeeds Buffalo Mining 00. b-Now Iron Oliffs. k-Under Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. after 1895. I-Mesabi 
Mountain and Lone Jack. c-1893 and later in Winthrop. d-Oherry Valley ore. e-Inc1udes Tilden up t,o 1891. g-I893and later under Penn Iron Mining 00. h-Former1y Shafer, Shelden 
and Union. 
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LAKE SUPERIOR IRON ORE SHIPMENTS (GROSS TONS) FOR 1898 AND THE PREVIOUS FORTY-THREE YEARS.* 

NAME OF MINE. I Pl~';.to I 1882 I 1883 I 1884 1885 I 1886 I 1887 I 1888 1889 I 1890 I 1891 I 1892 I 18\l3 I 1894 1895 1896 I 1897 1898 I TOTALS 

!:~~i:~~~5.~;.;;'~;;i.:;~~;~::::::::::::::: ........ ~,4~ , .... 8.'.00.~1.... 3,.~18 ..... 2,.91Gj:::::::::.:: :::::::::::: .... 1.'.~.3 .... ~~.'.~~! ... ?0.'.0~.2 .... :~.'~ 21,604 ... ~~.'~:.~ · .... ijii:i[ .... ·i;j95 :::::::::::.::: :::.::.::::' ::.::::::::::J::.::::::::::. 
Barnum (b)....................................... 488,311 41,778' 62,752 69,4081 47,4.';8 52,975 16,123 10,211 12,885 .................................. ....... ... , .................................................................. .. 

~~J)~~~~::~c~:~:·;i·~,~:~;;':~il ;;.'r::z:~~)Ll;,;;il.~'-:~:ii~~\i,:~;~~,~~;1 
Braastad \ Mi.tchell I ................. 75,713 :;a,3~Q ............................ "....... 7,017 16,4~9 4,091 ..... ...... .. .................................................................................................. .. 

( Wmthrop \ .................. 256,300 _3,OOD 50,143 73,144 03,913 58,743 74,067 86,789 155,341 .............................................................................................................. .. 
Cambr~a. ............................................ 55,70~ 64,545

1 

47,508 59,742
1 

~,796 58,78~ 41,130 57,861 .,7g,780 80,359 34,662 41,5~9 30,445 47,218 41,656 95,0~ 110,~~ 102,623 

112,933 
6,298 

801,851 
16,637 

847 
90,217 
92,639 
62,542 

217,730 
136,636 
881,445 

1,093,096 
3,387,633 

9,012 
7,711,699 

94,813 
16,671 

140,841 

g~~g~~::::::.::::.::::::: .. : .. :: ...... :::::::.::::::::: 97~:~5 .. :~~.'~.~ 1Q4'i~ .. 210.'~.8~1 .. :'.3.'~1.5 .. ~.~.'.5?3 .. ~46.'~3.0 .. ~.~:,680 .. ~~~.'~~.8\ .. ~.~,:4.2 .. :.~.'~13 .. 1~9.'~:.9 ... ~~.'.6~ ... ~~.'.~il8 ..... 1.~.'~~:.~3.'3'5 ..... ~.~1.,.,:28 ..... 163,190 
Cleveland Cliffs Iron company......... 2,42.5,079 206,120 218,219 225,674 218,757 203,664 207,441 184,316 274,048 3.'31,713 221,788 310,907 218,105 143,706 221,153 513,119 718,108 869,482 

g~~E:~~:::~.~.~~~~:·:::::·:·:·:·:~·:·:·:·::·::::::::::::: ::::::~~:~~ .. :::~~~ .... ii,:~·: :::::~::~~ ::::i~,:i~5 :::~~:~ ::::i~:,ci~ ::::i~:,:~~ "'Ig':~r~ :::::~::o~ :::::::::::: :::::'::::'::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::. ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
Dexter ". ............................................. ............... ............ 4,878 16,202 750 ............ ............ 1,821 3,895 9136 5,448 13,000 7,833 21,740 13,752 18,903 1,154 .............. . 

-~~~t·ch;,:;;.,:pi~;;,~::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::: ...... ·64·:264 .. · .. 4:002 · .... ii,oB9 .... ::.:o.~ :::::::::::: ::'.::~:::::: ::::::::.::: ::::::: ..... "'2)i9j :::::::'::::.:::::::::.: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::.::: :::::::::::: ........................... . 
East New york................... ............... ............... ............ ............ ........... ............ ............ ............ 13,694 29,739 36,431 50,293 35,175 911 ................................................................. .. 
Edison............. ........ ............. .. .......... ......... ...... .......... ............ .. .......... ............ ............ ...... ..... ...... ...... 893 .... ........ ............ ............ ............ .... ....... .......... ..... ............ ............... .. ........... .. 
Erie ........... ......................................... ............... 2,731 5,405 ...... ...... . .......... ............ ............ ...... ...... ...... ...... ... ........ ............ ............ ............ .. ................................................................ .. 
Etna......................... ............... ...... ...... ............... ............ 1,091 ........... ... ......... ............ ............ ............ ......... ........... ............ ........... ..... ... ...... .. ........ .. 
Fitch .................................................. ....................... ............ ............ ............ ............ ........... ........... .. .. iii:550 15,09B : ................................. : ... · .. i7:,i :::::::::::: ........ ::::: ... . 
Foster (b) ...... ....................... ............... 108,949 11,648 10,029 9,675 9,643 .......................... "........ 21,949 ...... ..... . ........................................................................................ .. 

g~~2ri~b.·:::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::: ...... 3ij,756 ..... g:9fig ::'.::::::::: :::::::::::: .}.'.~~:: ... ~:.'.~~.~ ..... ~:.7~ ::::....... . ................................................................................................. .. 
Grand Rapids (Davis)........................ ............... ............ ... ........ ............ ............ ............ 1,200 11,611 20,058 26,426 9,36'2 · .. 252·,,86·~'·8· ..... 6 .. ,35

5
.
1 
.. 
3
2 ... ·.·.i.2.·.:.0.'.;·.B .. · .... · ......... 6.·.·,.7.·6.·.·4 ..... · .... 67 ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::. 

Hart.ford .. ...... ...... ............... ............... ............... .......... ............ ...... ...... ... ......... ............ ............ ...... ..... 566 1,5.32 ............................. . 
Hortense (North Champion) ............ ...... ......... ..... ...... ........... ............ ............ ............ 883 5,685 7,757 16,246 ........... ........... ............ ............ ... .. .. . 
Humboldt .......................................... 495,496 43,463 31,866 23,763 11,766 20,207 19,873 11,655 15,866 2.3,259 19,879 4,571 .......................... ::'::::::::: .... ·2·:2fii ::::::::::::::: ::::::::: .... :. 
Iron Cliffs (k)................................ ..... .............. ............ ............ ............ ..... ...... ........... 87,346 78,520 134,616 18

38
8',"460'76 27188,'5275°2 289

7
,,3
19
9
4
5 .. ~.,:?.'.~1.~ .. 25 .. -.3 .. ,.7.60 ........ 25 .. -.9 .. ,.0.4 .. 2 ....................................... .. 

Imperial............................................ ............... ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ........... ............. .. .......... .. 

J~~kS~~~.~t.~i~:.:::::.::::::::::~.::.:: ::::::::: ::: .. zjii5'jii:i "'00:830 ... ii',278 '" s.s::2ii ... 68')%7 '''89','370 l09,gg~ .. ioi·,oog·:218828,:7g~41 "3i12S:i','36s2"Zl' "3"0g8ii':88g~i191"3' 9
66
'ii,:9','1"57 "3'5

29
' i',:6001'09 "3' ~~',:72958'8 ... "3"442ii,:~~ "45'. '80

9
",:571"6°" ·,·3"77i.,.i,·06"12 ... "68"556',:560i321 

Lake Superior.................................... 2,696,456 296,509 200,799 204,796 226,040 267,622 302,909 240,225 0 "., "'" v 
Lillie ................................................. 82,053 27,494 4,614 2,688 708 3,957 23,041 32,692 33,916 31,812 19,551 29,005 68,861 78,388 54,285 l()7,532 112,781 211,023 
Lucy (McComber).............................. 252,345 40,406 14,676........... ........... ............ 12,139 22,276 32,982 46,483 27,688 26,326 21,964 ............ .............. ..... ...... 10,033 11,846 
Manganese 397 1 484 3,111 1,367 ........... . 

~~~ibi~~t~;~~j~;i::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::~'.:::::. ::::::.':'.::: :::::::::::: ..... ~:.~29 2O,.4~1 ..... 7,?~ .... 7?,.12.8 ::::2~:~~2 ::>~:~z. :::::9:,:~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::~:,~~ ::':i~:,:~~ :::::::::::::: 
Michigamme ...................... ...... ........ 448,247 43,712 42,533 25,935 12,373 48,790 53,726 33,448 56,999 80,777 23,169 1,894 935 1mO 3,214 ...................................... .. 

~~ti~~~t'~.::.:·::::.:·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: tt~ ~:~iU; 21,~~~ i~:~~ ... ~~.'~ ... :~.'.~~B ... I50::9(j .... ~,.[YJ8 ... ~2':Z.7 .... 24,:.133 :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::.:::::::. :::::::::::: :::::::::.::::. ::::::::::::1:::.::::::::::' ::::.:::::::::. 
Negaunee ........................................... ...... ..... ... ........ ............ ............ ........... 5,259 45.304 78,318 76,488 64,218 85,846 69,732 132,531 90,68'2 175,3941 182,169 191,330 

i[~~slliI;~['~~~f~I .• ~~ .•• ~~ · •• 'f:"-1'21;\~I· •• ,;I'':!1I2r ............':;~ ••• ~~;'~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
f~~~:~;Ij;iiL/E.:.:)}/j?\:}/>+::I::::::~l\~1} ':::!ji~ :::::~:,:~~ .:+~~ :>~;hl ::b~i~I:::::~:,LI/·:;:;LI·:;;L·::: .::::::::::' ;:::Zj:': :/H .. :!:;;Hj/ ;:·::~:·L :·:::::::.::;.:I::·+t~ .:::::::::71)'::':::::.:: 

118,512 
') 709 

76:002 
166,243 

983 
8,136 
1,091 

31,817 
171,8\l3 
16,3.57 
49,754 

110,736 
14,289 
30,574 

723,961 
1,700,537 

64,206 
393 

3,595,799 
8257714 

'924;396 
516,159 

6,359 
152,907 
16,043 

880,362 
375,451 
150,216 

1,197,321 
12,708 

1,113,102 
37,587 

289 
1,687 
5,753 

23,395 
9S6 

1.041 
59,806 
45,993 
59,114 

* [ron T"acie Rev':ew (February 2, 1899). a-Now Queen Iron Mining Co. f-·Succeeds Buffalo ]YIining Co. 
Mountain and Lone ,Jack. c-1893 and later in Winthrop. d-Cherry Valley ore. e-Ineludes Tilden up t,o 1891. 
and Union. 

b--Now Iron Cliffs. k-Und8r Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. after 1S95. I-Mesabi 
g-lS93and lat.er under Penn Iron Mining Co. h-Formerly Shafer, Sllelden 



LAKE SUPERIOR IRON ORE SmamNTS (GROSS TONS) FOR 1898 AND THE PREVIOUS FORTY-THREE YEARS.*-Oontinued. 

NAME OF MINE I Pri&f2 to 11882 11883 I 1884 11885 11886 11887 I 1888 /1889 / 1890 /1891 / 1892 11893 I 1894 I 1895 I 1896 1 1897 1898 I TOTALS. 

~~fs~~~~:g·&;L:·:.G;g~i;;;:::::.:·::::::::::::::: .. · .. 525·,697 .... i4'::i26 "'2.;;:2591"'86':922 "iii,iiiii 13~:i~ 19U~gI2~:~ "229:070 "26i','68'i "24i':OO5' 287·,5i'7I"ii5i·,97S!"i.i55·:453 · .... S'iii:555' .. S4i:2iii!· .. ··4iiii:685 · .... 400:333 4,J~:§O~ 
i;i~ie~~j:~~i~~:~:ii::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::.:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::~~;¥i~ :::::::::::: :::::~:~~:~ :::::~:;~I::::~~:':~~:~ :::::::~~:':~~:~ .... ~~.:.~8 ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :i:~~ 
Princeton (Sw'nz'y)............................ 94,741 31,498 13,7301 3,557............ 8,328 2,842............ ........... ............ 7,301 29,403 19,096 ............ 6,593 ... .•...... ............... 25,247 242,886 

~~:!z (a)'::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::'::.::::::::: :::::::::::.::. :::::.-::::: :::::::::::: .::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::.::::: ··· .. 5·:527 66,t~~ "i09::i17 :::::::::::. ::::::::'.::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::'.:'.::::::: :::.:::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: 180,§~~ 
ueen Iron Manufacturing Co. (f).... .............. ............ ............ ............ ........... ..... ...... ............ ............ ............ ............ 479,509 379,719 106,864 220,298 160,817 323,057 239,774 61,022 1,971,060 
epub~c ............ :................................ 1,427,399 235,109 152,565 277,757 250,885 241,161 220,324 235,062 287,390 229,065 191,127 167,991 64,195 105,719 174,027 127,360 124,342 140,312 4,643,0~O 

~~;;~~~~;:~f;;::~~;:,;,~ii;,~;;~ .~ •• ~~ ,; •• ;~ •• ,;~~?~ ~:.".~~!:::;;:~~:: :::::::::t=};~~'~ im 
Salisbury (b) ...................................... 237,843 42,243 17,028 26,629 29,503 51,667 48,304 74,947 72,449 85,798 ......................................................................................................... 1 686,411 
Sam MitchelL.................... ............... ............... ............ ...... ..... ............ ............ 8,823 8,411 546 ............ ............ ..... ...... ............ ............ ............ ............... ............ ...........•... .............. 17,780 
Samson (Argyle)...................... ......... 228,091 12,421 15,709 1,884............ 1,133............ 4,512 2,796 1,218............ 600 ............................................................................... 1 267,805 

~~a;l:.e~~ .. ~.~~:~~.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::. t~:~M l~:~~t ~:~~ ..... 6.'.8~41 ..... ?.'.~~ .... ~5.'.~~7 .... 17.'.~fl8 ..... :.'.~~.7 ..... ::.~~ .... ~~:.~:~ ..... ::.:~:. ::::::::::::1:::::::::::: ..... ~.'.~1 ...... ~~.'.~.~1 ..... 9,~~1 ......... :~.: ::::::::::::::: 1~§;~fg 
Titan................................................... ............... 1,778 13,123 19,4111 23,340 13,865 16,093 2,846 ..... ...... ........... .... ...... ............ .......... . ...•........ .. ............ ..... ..... ... ............ ............... 90,371 

~!b~~~:~:::::.:·:::::::.:::·::: ... ::::::::::::::::::: ..... ~.~~.'.~~ 4~:~~ .... ~~:.:~.4 11,~~~ ..... ~.'.~:.9 2t:g~§ 4~:6~~ .... ~~,.~~1 6O'J~ .. ~.:~.'.~~: ... ~~.'~~.9 .. ~::.'.~~I .... ~~:.~~~ .... ~~,.:~ ...... ~::~:.: .... ~~:.:~.~ ........ ~:~~:I::::::::::::::: l'(}Itlrs 
West Republic................... ............... 7,354 27,865 30,734 19,623 12,709 10,558 12,872 9,861 1,510 ............ ..... ..... ............ ........... ............ .............. ..... ...... ............... ............... 188,077 

~!'!W~~·::::::::::::::::::.:·:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::··::::::::::1·····1:.::.~ ..... ~:.::.~ !:~ ~:~~ .... ~~:.:~~ 3,~~ ..... ~.'.~:.: .. ~~.'.~:'9 :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1'::::':::::' :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::":::1::::::::::::::: f8:~~g 
Winthrop ................................................................................ :.. .......... ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 109,576 122,042 191,658 180,071 134,365 119,120 150,496 106,894 122,592 1,236,814 

------ ------------------------ --- -------------------------

Ada::~~.::~~~~:~~~:::~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: .~.~'~.~~:~:.~I':': ':: ::S']~': ',:: ,_:,]:~ :6~:::,":: :::r: ':':= ':::': '::: "::152':::::: 
Aetna (Lowmore) ............................... , ................................................ 1 .................................. ·1··· .. · .... · ............ ············1··· .. · .. · .. ·1··· ........ · 1,645............ ............... 17,723 .............. ............... 19,368 

~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:::::::.:.::.:.::::.:.:1:::::::::::::::1:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ':::::::::::/:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: "i'~:'~~ ~~:~ n~:r~ ~tUii ... )~~:.~~ ..... ~:~~ll:~tH~ 
Cincinnati. ......................................... .............. ............ ............ ............ ............ ... ........ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 26,372........... 17,187 57,324 32,912............... 133,795 

Mountain. Iron (& Rath) .................................. · .. ·········1· ............................................... :......... ............ ............ ...... .... ............ 4,245 119,818 573,440 371,274 142,021 773,538 650,955, 2,635,291 

~,1::~~(;~2~~:-::~;~:~\\; ::::~:::::::i::i:li:~l •• ·:: •• ::::: •••• , •• :.:::::::: ••• :: :::i:::: .:.:.~..: ••• ; ••. ~:::::-•• :;f:l~tfJ:~I;~~I:~I::::!~ ..... !! 11 
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LAKE SUPERIOR IRON ORE SHIPMENTS (GROSS TONS) FOR 1898 AND THE PREVIOUS FORTY-THREE YEARS.*-Continuecl. 



SParta··········· ........ ··· .. · ...... · .. ·•···· .. · .... ··I·········· ..... 1 ........... 1 ............ / ............ 1 ..... ······1······· .. ···/ ... ·········/········ .... 1········· .. ·1···········/············1···········/············/····· ······1··· .. ····· .. · .. 1············/ 66,7221 226,156 Williams (North Cincinnati).......... . ........•...... ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ... ....... ........... ........... ............ ............ 3,046 11,249 .•..•.•...•.......•••••..•.... 
292,878 
14,295 

Miscell~et;~s::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 1 :::::::::::::::1 :::::: :::::: 1 :::::: :::::: 1·· .. 1,8791······ "44il :::::::::::: 1 :::::: :::::: I :::::: :::::: I :::::: :::::: I :::::.::::.: I :::::.:::::.1 ..... ~:.~.51 .. ~~~:.~:.01~.:.:~:?~.21 ... ~.:.~~:.~.~I~.~::~:I ... :.~~~:~ 4613,766116,964,158 
2,320 

Menorninee 1·ange. 

342,102 
12,109 ~~~!t~,.;:·::.::·::::::::::::::.:·:·:.::::::::::::::::::I ::::::::::::::: :::::::':.::: I :::::::::::: 1 ::::::'·:'·:::1 :::::::::::: ::::::::::: I·::::::::::' ::::::'::.::: ::: :::::::::1 :::.:::::::. ::: .. ::::: ..... ·4/377 ... 5:618 ::::::::::: 2~:i3~ .. :~~:.8~.1 ...... ~8:~4.: .... :~:.5:.0 

::trago~ ......................................................................................... T........... ........... .......... .......... 1,745 46,509 96,829 167,948 127,901 138,209 183,295 95,809 149,594 295,821 

~l1i:+L::E·;,·i~;;~ :;t~;~ •·· ••• ·.~·~01~~~LEJ'ET'~ .·......H;{:"·: ;=(1 
gfa1~~~::.::·::·:::.·::.::::::::.:::::::::::::::·.:::::::: ...... ~.~~:~::. .. ~:::~0.5 2G5,8BO .. ~0:.97.2 .. ~~.:::~~ .. ~.98,.~~1 .. ~~~:.12.8 .. ~.r:o:.871 .. ~.1.~::~ .. 7.42:.~4.3 .. :~::4.9 6~~:~~~ 48~:~~ .. ~9 .. ~:.89.51'" .. ~~~:.5~.0 .. ~.:?:.3~.8 ..... ~~:.~:1 ..... :.24::~.8 

1,303.761 
'm,W9 
4,211 

17,480 
14,981 
38,713 

7,499,450 
66,964 

484,238 
2,078,758 

Columbia (h) ..................................... ............... 15,fJ48 4,334 5,774........... 14,282 2,377 10,936 11,385 60,1331 70,770 57,682 22,426 10,300 70,867 87,202 24,6231 14,199 

gg::;,cl~ll,~e~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ::::: 1~~:~~~ .. ~.:~:.86.2 .... ~::.:9.~ .. ~~:.~2:. ... :~:?~.' 5!:~~~ 5~:8:l~ ... ~::.~1\.:~~::51.5 .. ::'~:'.8.6 .. :~::.:8.2 .. :.4~:.~~.3 .. ~.~1:.~~ .. :~::.:~.~ ..... ~~8:.8~ ... ~~:.7~'. ....... 98:.~ ..... ~~~:.6~.~ 

§~~j\·:i~~:~:·.:.:.:.:.:::::::::.:.:.:.::.::::::::··:·:::.:::::: :::::::ci;,:i~~ .... i~:·:~~ :::::~:,~;~ ::::i;,6;~ :::::~:,:i~:7 :::::::::::: ::::::.:::::: :::::i::~ici :::ii:~~:~ "'7:':'~:: ::i~:,:ci§l ::i~:~i~ :::::::::::.: :::::::::::: :::.::~~::~~:~ ... ~:.~:~ ....... ;~:.~~~ l~:fr~ 
Cyclops (g) ......................... .............. 79,198 18,287 22,675 24,099 49,897 37,189 14297 14,693 6,101 7,361 10,599 1,697 ............................................................................ .. 

B~}fe~i~ .. ::::::::::.::: .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..... ~:.:~? ....... :~?8 ..... g:.~ ... !.::.~~ ..... 2.:.::.2 :::::::::::: :::::::::.:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::.':::::: ::::::::::::::: ......... 0.2 ::::::::::::::: ........ 5:009 
Dunn................................................... ............... ............ ............ ............ ............ .... ...... 24,677 118,096 151,828 156,963 162,721 133,666 58,590 24,533 90,885 47,081 31,062 49,381 

J~rl,~~k:::::::::::::::::·.:·:::::::.:·.::::::::·:.:::::: ....... ~~:.~.5 .. · .. 8·,045 ........ 455 :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .:::'::::::: :::::::::::: :::::.:::::: :::::::::::: :.:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::. :::.:::::::. ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::. :::::.::::.:::: 
Florence ...... .......... ....... ..................... 114,644 160,155 40,232 ............ ............ 8,210 79,399 142,5851196,269 218,570 48,005 48,246 9,634 2,726 22,820 3.5,136 37,594 93,663 

~~~~~~::~~::':':':':':':'::'::'::::::::::::.::::::::::: ::::.:.:::::::::: ::::::::~~~ :::~~:~~:~ .::~~:~~:~ :::::.:.:::::: :::~~:::~~ :::~~:~~:~ ::::~~::~~~ ... ~~~~.: ... :.~~~:: Gr:6~~ ::::~~'::~:~ '::':.:::~~~ :::::::::::: :::::::.::::::: ::::~~:':~~ :::::::::.:::::. :::::::~~::8~~ 
~~~t~~o:.:::::::::::::::::::·.::.::::::::::::::·:::::: ::::::::::':.::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: .... :::::: :::::::::::: ........ ~:.~ ........ ~~ ..... 8:.8~~ ..... ~.'.~:'. ... ~::.07.2 E~:m 6~J~"h32.3 :::::'.:::::: .......... ·949 .... 9j:·ti4:5! ...... 9S:08:z · ...... 6fi,S65 
Hersel . ........ ............... .. ......... ........ ..... ... ...... ...... ............ ........ .... ............ .... ........ ...... ...... ... ......... ... ......... .. .......... 955 ...................................................................................................... .. 

~~tlis1~~~::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::.::::: ::':.:'.::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::.::::::::: :::::'.:::::: .::::::::::: .::::::::: ... ::::::::::: ·::·:::::::: .... 2,020 .. · .. i·,057 .. · .. i·,iii2·i ..... ~:.6~3 ::::::::::.: ........ 1:.:~~ :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: 

Mastodon ......... ................... ............. ............. 3,477 18,577 18,187
1 

11,737 41,640 48,792 51,46.'3 63,511 66,5261 45,370 9,150 :~3,485 ............ 23.7331 60 .............................. / 

~{Jhi:Z~~~i)l~:·.;O;;;.Pal~y: .. :::::::: ::::: .:: .. :.::::: ....... 2-3,854 ... 36:643 .... ~7:.~77 ::::::::: .. ·I ..... 6,B~3 ..... 9:.07.0 .... 3,.:90 .::::::::':' ::.: .. :::::: :::::::::::::::::: ........... :<Sri,; · ........ 77 ........ i:lii:i! :::::::: ......... · .. ·:ziii ::::::::::::::: 
MIllie (Hewitt) ................... .............. 4,352 9,5001 7,516 7,927 4,1327 5,517 1,163 11,124 12,274 39,232 5,889 6,780 .... ....... 13,062 10,924 21,815 10,374 17,43.0 

!~~~;~l~::~~~~::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: .... ·~:48G '''2i':~~1 .. ~z:£~~II::::.:~::i::: :::~:~:'.:~.~ :::3. ":J~:i"~"~"l!~ .... ~.&ll~::~.:~".., •••••••••.•.•.•.•.•.....•.•...•.••..•.•..•.•.••••••..••... 
Norway (g) .............................. ,........ 416,037 160,547 114,836 11,,10 6,,141 ,13,8ID 95,126 81,.6.0 68,044 61,11, 4,089 44,lbl .............................................................................. .. 
Paint River .. : ... :.................................. ............... 6,515 5,973 11,652 2,373 13,933 10,240 12,506 32,700 62,654 45,435 18,300 ... ,.; .... ,: ...... ;c .. 6.- , .,.)_ _ ..... ;,;;~ ... ~ ....... ".)_.;. 

Vulcan (g)......................................... 272,617 94,042' 79,874 101,722 124,125 143,930 205,036 129,541 153,900 104,996 78,967 179,9.04 ............................................................................... . 

49.302 
236,321 
122,214 
416,928 
286.093 
33,77.0 
5,009 

1,049,483 
63,655 
8.500 

125860'9 
'421:594 

1.049 
7,524 

96,072 
373.804 

955 2,884 
4,098 

17.818 
17,811 

904,587 
88,201 
2,814 

36,5S9 
274.159 

1,001,518 
6.844 

304,877 
425.708 
10,,021' 

1,&19 
189.506 
128.90\1 
12"7.56fi 

17,:21.16 
1,291.35.2 

222,371 
1,387,862 

397.:225 
3.138 

1,797,591 
23,1,084 

:2,OH:2 
77,132 
8.203 

39,350 
18,404 

1,668,654 

* Iron T?'ade Rev'iew (Fehruary 2,1899). a-Now Queen Iron Mining Co. f-Suce-eeds Buffalo Mining Co. b-Now Iron Cliffs. It-Under Oleveland Cliffs Iron Co. after 1895. i-l\Iesabi 
Mountain and Lone Jack. c-1893 and later in Winthrop. d-OhelTY Valley ore. e-Ineludes Tilden up to 1891. g-lS93 and later under Penn Iroll Mining 00. h-Formerly Shafer, Shelden and Union. 
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:Wfili~~S'(N'~~th'ci';~i'';;;;':tii"::::::::::': ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::.:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ':::'::::::. :::::::::::. ::::::::'.:: :::::::::::: :::::.::::: ········ii,ii46 .. ·iI·24ii ..... ~::~z. ..... ~~~:.~~.6 292,878 
14,295 

Miscell~:~~s::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .... 1,879 ........ 44i :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::.::::.: :::::.::::: ...... ~:.~~.5 .. ~.~~:.~:.o ~.:.~~:?~.2 ... ~.:.~~:.~.~ ~.~::~~ ... :.~~~:~ 4613,766 16,964,158 
2,320 

Menorninee 1'ange. 

Antoine .............................................. ............... ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ............ ............ ........... ..... ...... ............ ............ 27,931 110,821 98,847 104,510 

~~pi0]~~::;-:~~:~;;~:~ .;i.~ .·.~ii",~'!~ •••• '~1.~~'7 ••••••••••••••• ~:~ ••• ~~~ ••• ":T'1-0'Jij~'~~ ••• '18::~:7- ~.:'~:~ ... ~~' 
8fa1~~~::.:: ... :·:::.·::.::::::::.:::::::::::::::·.:::::::: ...... :.~~:~~:. .. ::::~0.6 .. :~~:.8.~ .. ~0.'?7.2 .. ~~.~::~.~ .. ~.98,.~~1 .. ~~~.,.12.8 .. ~.~.'.871 .. ~.1.~.'?~ .. 7.42.'.~4.3 .. :~.':4.9 6~~:~~~ 48~:~~ .. ~9 .. ~.'.89.51'" .. ~.~~:.58.9 .. ~.:?.'.3~.8 ..... ~~.'.~~1 ..... ?24::6 .. 8 
Colnmbla (h) ............... ...................... ............... 15,fJ48 4,334 6,774 ........... 14,282 2,377 10,936 11,385 60,1331 70,770 57,682 22,426 10,300 70,867 87,202 24,6231 14,199 

gg::?,clln"'e~~.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ::::: 1~~:~~~ .. ~.~~.'.s6.2 ... :.:.'.:9.~ .. ~~:.~2:. ... :~.'?4.' 5g~~ 5~:&l~ ... ~~:.~1\.:~~::51.5 .. :.~~:'.8.6 .. :~4.'.~8.2 .. :.4~.'.~~.3 .. ~.~1.'.::~ .. :~::.~:.~ ..... :~8:.8~ ... ~~:.7?'. ....... 98.'.~ ..... ~~:.68.~ 
§~~y~~(.:)~~:~: .. :.:.:.:.:::::.::::.:.:.:.::.::::::::::.:::.::: .... :: :::::::5:;,:1:'8':8: 1,341 ...................................................................... : :::::::::::: "';.,,':','?1'6

7
.
4
2 ::1::00:::,:6:8::1 ::1::25:~:,~':7::3: : ........ :.: ...... :.:.:.:::.: ... :.:.,: .• :: .... : ................ 1 .. 3 .. : .. ~3 .... 7 ...... 44.3 .. :.~§.J.~ ........ ~ .. f.:.~.! .. ~. 1~:~~ ~. 13,374 · .... ii,671i .... iO,079 .. · .. 4·:S97 :::::::::::: :::::::::::: · .... 5:·376 28,722 .. 

Cyclops (g) ......................... .............. 79,198 18,287 22,675 24,099 4(1,897 37,189 14297 14,693 6,101 7,361 10,599 1,697 ............................................................................ .. 

B~}fe~i~ .. ::::::::::::.: .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .:::::::::::::: :::::'.:::::: ..... ~:.::? ....... :~?8 ..... 9.'.~ ... :.::.~~ ..... 2.:.::.2 :::::::::::: :::::::::.:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::.':::::: :::::::::::.::: ........ 0.2 
::::::::.':::::: ........ 5:009 

Dunn................................................... ............... ............ ............ ............ ............ .... ...... 24,677 118,096 151,828 156,963 162,721 133,666 58,590 24,533 90,885 47,081 31,062 49,381 

J~::b~~k:::::::::::::::::·.:·:::::::.:·.::::::::·:.:::::: ....... ~~,.O:,.5 .... ·ii:045 ........ 455 :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .:::'::::::: :::::::::::: :::::.:::::: :::::::::::: :.:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::. :::.:::::::. ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::. :::::.::::.:::: 

~lfi~{~~::~~;:·:·:·::·:~·~~:,~~~::;;::;::·:::~~~~::~~ ::::·2~2:~ ::~:~~}~:~ )~;~~:1 :::~~~~~~ :;;:;::;;;:;; :}j:~~~ )~}~:~ :}~j:~~~I .. ~~~~:·J .. ~~~~tJ: ~t~J ::::~~::~§:~ .::.:.~':~~ ::/:'7 :::::2:t0 :}~::~~ ::::::E:2
4 

....... ~g:.~~r 
Hamilton...... ..... ......... .. ........... .......... ... ...... ...... ............ .. .......... ............ ...... ...... 872 600 8,801 8,347 17,072 58,197 2,183 ........... ...... ...... ........ ....... .... ...... ...... ..... .. .. .......... .. 
Hemlock ...................................... ...... .......................... ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 35,531 65,459 11,32.3............ 949 94. 64-5! 96,032 69,S1].5 
Hersel .. ...................... .. .......... ....... ..... .. ....... ...... ..... ....... ............ ............ ... ......... ............ .. .......... .. .......... .. .......... 955 ......... " .. .......... .......... .. ................................................................ .. 
Hiawat.ha..................................... ..... ............... ............ ............ .. ......... ............ ............ .......... ............ ............ ............ ...... ...... ............ 1,683 ............ 1.201 ........................................ .. 
Hollist.er ...... ...... ........................... ...... ............... ............ ............ ............ ............ ........... ...... ...... ........... .......... 2,020 1,057 1,021 ............................................................................... . 

21275 ...................................................... , ............. . 

Mast,odo1l ...... ...................................... ............. 3,477 18,577 18,187

1 

11,737 41,640 48,792 51,41].g 63,511 66,5261 45,370 9,150 23,485 ............ :?3, 733

1 

60 ........................... · .. 1 

~r;~r:~e~1ilf.~:~~?~~~~:::::::::::::::: ·::··::::~,~i~ · .. ~::·:~~1 .... 3~.::~: .... ~:,:.::~ :::::~:,~~il .... ·:·:·:~~ ..... ~:.~;~ .... i:·:·:: :::ii,:~ii ::'~~,:;~~ :::::~:.:~~:~::::~:,:,~~ ::: .... ·.:50:~ ... ;~:~;~~ ...... ~~:gt1:::i1:,~~~ ...... ~~]~~ ::::::i~~:~:61.· 
~~~~;~l~::~~;~::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::'.::: .. · .. 2·:48G· .. 2£.·:~~~ ... ~t:·8~{:::.:::::::: :::::~:,:~o.0 :::~O:4S.J.· .. 5·:7i4 ... 12.':::.8 3~:m i~J68 ... ~~.'.~1.9 ::::~~:'~:~ :::::~::~~ ::::::::::::::: ::::.:.::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::'::::: 
Norway (g)................. ........ .............. 416,037 165,547 114,8.% 71,7101 67,741 [13,87S 95,726 87:20'0 ·"iiii,ii4.i .... rii·:717 .. · .. 4·,080 .... 4:(767 ............................................................................. .. 
~~~~;n>~-:;,e~ii;;;;:;g·C~::·::·:·::.::::::::::::::: ................... 6.,.515 ..... 5.'.97.3 .... 11,.65~ ..... 2.':)~? .... ~~:.:3:g .. ~0.'240 ... 12.'50.6 ... ~2.'~a.o .... 62,.65.4 ... ~:::.5 .... ~~.'::~ "280',450 "i7i":~74 :?90, 622 179,917 .... ·237:836 .. · .. 223.7i1i 

i~~,~~[................:f~: .··Y=:1::: ••• ":~ .• :i1 ••• :;~'f~; •• ·':~=I';~ ••• ~.~ .":~ ,~;:';~G~~'"i.· ••• ;~~i;,i~ ••• '."~ ••• ~'~~ 
~~~i~~~~oRi~·~~:::::::·.:·.::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 ....... :4.'~~3 :::~::::::.' :::::."::::: :':.:':~:::: :::·:·.::::::I ..... 1:?1.sl ~:~~ .... 7::S061 .... 4:7751· ::'.:': ::'.:' .. :::: ::::::::. :::/-::·.:::::: .. 1.::::::::·: I::::'::::::::.: .. :::':::::. :::::::::::::: ............... . 
Vulcan (g)......................................... 272,617 94,042' 79,874 101,722 124,125 143,930 205,036 129,541 153,900 104,996 78,967 179,904........... ........... .............. ............ .. ....................... .. 

342,102 
12,109 

1,303.761 
7~,969 
4,211 

17,430 
14,981 
38,713 

7,499,450 
66,964 

484,238 
2,078,758 

49,302 
286,321 
122,214 
416,928 
286.093 
33,7'70 
5,009 

1,049,488 
66,655 
8.500 

1,258,130'9 
421,594 

1,049 
7,524 

96,072 
37.9.804 

955 
2,884 
4,098 

17,818 
17,811 

904,587 
83,201 
2.814 

.96,539 
2T -t159 

1,001,518 
6.844 

304,877 
42.5.7tlS 
107,027 

1,869 
189.506 
12S.9OfJ 
12:;-,366 
17,206 

1,2(11.352 
')')')frl 

1)887:862 
397,:225 

3.138 
1,707,5f>1 

284,084 
.J 00" 

77:132 
8.:W3 

39.350 
18,404 

1,663,654 

"Iron TJ'ade Review (February 2,1899). a-Now Queen Iron Mining Co. f-Suceeeds Buffalo Mining Co. b-Now Iron Cliffs. It-Under Oleveland Cliffs Iron Co. aft,er 1895. i-Mesabi 
Mountain and Lone Jack. c-1893 and later in Winthrop. d-Cherry Valley ore. e-Ineludes Tilden up to 1891. g-1893 and later under Penn Iron Mining Co. h-Formerly Shafer, Shelden and Union. 



LAKE SUPERIOR IRON ORE SHIPMENTS (GROSS TONS) FOR 1898 AND THE PREVIOUS FORTY-THREE YEARS.*-Contin1~ed. 

NAME OF MINE. \ Prf§82 to \ 1882 1 1883 \ 1884 \ 1885 11886 /1887 1 1886 \ 1889 \ 1890 1 1891 I 1892 1 1893 11894 \ 1895 )1896 I 1897 1898 1 TOTALS 

Walpole ......................................................................... 1 .............................................. 1 1,74? . ~ool 9,614 2,9401 3,~95 ............ I ............ I .... · ....... I· .............. / .. · ....... /· .............. r· .............. [. 19,0!? 
Youngstown ...................................... ............... 6,198 15,292 8,344 ............ 25,635 34,41~ 12,099 ............ 44,460 3,105........... ........ .. ............ 13............ 661.............. 151,425 

TotaL ..................................... 1,706,9561136,01811 047,415 895,634 690,435 880,00611193,3431191,10111790,7542282,2371824,6192261,4991466,1971137,949 1,923,7978156,046 1,937,013 2,522,26527,453,706 

lY"e1'1}1A.:Uon ·range. I I I 
Chandler..... ..................... ............ ...... ............... ............ ... ......... .. ......... ........ ... ............ ........... 454,612 306,220 636,002 373,969 651,655 435,930 558,050 605,024 471,545 438,365\ 715,919 4,947,291 
Milmesota. ......................................... ............... ............ ............ 62,124 225,484 304,390 394,252 57,341 535,318 532,000 517,570 498,3.53 370,3031 390,463 432,760 4<18,707 592,196 426,040 6,187,307 

rei',y££r:::::::.:. ::::::.:::::.~::::::::.::.::::::.::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .::::::::::: ::::·:.:::::r:::· .. :::::l :::'.:'.:::::.:':.:'.:::::: ..... ~:.1~.4 ... ~.~:~12 ... ~:~.9 l~:~i "'14:3881:::::::::::: ....... ~:~~.4 1i~:~~~ 2IJ,b:§~~ ..... ~:::.~~ 5~::i 
Total ....... : ............................................ / ............ 1...... ...... 62,124 225,484 304,390 394,252 511,953 844,682 880,014 894,618 1167,650\ 820,6211\ 948,513 1077,838 1088,090 1278,481\ 1235,142 11,763,858 

Gogebw range. . I I I 
AnviL.................... ............................ ............... ............ ............ ........... ........ ... ............ 10,075 24,676 47,000 4.5,690 73 42,090 ............ 13,297 68,064 57,483 ............ . 5,037 313,435 
Ashland.............................................. ............... ............ ............ ........... 6,741 74,015 175,563 174,183 257,915 435,949 267,439 231,896 66,067\ 83,020 126,096 91,149 111,625 123,208 2,224,866 
Atlantic .......................................................................................................... I. .......... 1,369 .......................................................................... -......... 70,989 60,727 50,507 38,058 221,450 
Aurora ....... ................. . ................... ............... ............ ............ ........... 5,422

1 

94,553 159,252 179,937 199,865 246,695 83,554 319,482 179,028 203,152 245,883 .187,169 166,122 133,076 2,403,190 

~h~~ey~~k.;t·: .. :::::::::::::.:::.::::::::::::::.::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::.:: ::::::::.::: ..... :.'?~ 1Ng~ .. :::::: ::: .. ::::.:::: ::::' .. :::::: :::::::::::. :::::.:::::: ::::::::.::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............ :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ~:r~ 
Brotherton.......................................... ............... ............ ........... ........... ............ 8,880 21,721 40,639 53,267 80,486 46,574 130,838 18,905 47,148 40,567 50,490 46,186 73,198 658,894 

ghlla~n~.~~~.~::~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::. ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::.:-j:.:::::: .... ::::::.::: .. :::::::::.:: ... ~~:.~:.2 .~.l~.'.~:g .. ~.~1:.~~.6 .. 1?6:.~8.4 ... :::.~7.~ ... ~~:~5H ...... ~~:.~:: 38'~6~ ....... ~::.~.8 ...... ~:.1~2 617,~ 
Colby (e)............................................. ............... ............ ............ 1,022 84,302 257,432 258,518 285,880 136,883 193,038 9,619 69,968 59,346 32,616

1 

............... 

1 
48,492

1 

22,921 152,875 1,672,862 

~~f~f~-~_:-i:)I::J ............: •• :.·· •• ···:,~,~;~IS-~I~:~C~·~!.!!·!~~~T'~7~r~'!7:::~;I l~i 
Germania ............................................................................... \............ 5,468 19,734 61,714 53,918 103,169 52,000 22,383 4,283 7,964........... ............... ............ 1,015............... 381,648 

l~~ri11i~~:.::~::~:~~~~:::::::~~:::~~~~~:::~~~:~ :~~~~~::::::::: ::>:::::: :::;:::::::: :::~:::::::T:~~:·:::::· :::::~:,~~ .:>::~~~[~~:~ :;;~~;';~~ :;~~~:';~~ :;;;?;';~~ ::~:~~i:~~ ';;~';~~;~ ;;;;~~~;~~~ :;;;;~.~~~~ .;;~~~;~~~ :;;;;:~~~;~~ .;;:;;~~~~~ ~I:n~ 
Ironton ................... _........................... .............. ............ ............ ............ ............ 18,424 24,762 ............ 8,635 6,247 300 ............ ............ ............ ............... ........... ... .......... ............... 58,368 
Jack Pot .............................................................................................................................. - ............ ............ ............ ............ 3,944 1,651 ............ ............... ............ 1,235 ............... 6,860 

~f~t:8g':.:.::::::::::: .... ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~::::: :::::::::::: :::~:'.:::::: .::::::::::: ::: ...... ::::: ..... ~~:.~49 ... ~~:?:.9 ..... ~.'.~2fl ::::::::::::::::'.:::::: :::: .. :::::: '::'::.:::::. ::::':'::::,:::::::::::: ........ 4:788 ................ · .. ii','S97 ::::::::::::::: U:~ 
MontreaL........... ................... ........... .............. ... ......... ............ ............ ............ 23,013 43,989 88,015 42,724 16,728 70,108 58,728 34,299\ 46,037 138,882 131,531 191,106 270,776 l,lO5,936 

~[~"&o;~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: .::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 2IJ,:i~g ~:~~ 6i:M~ .... 36:.98.71 ... :~:.48il 105.'.~.6 .. ~~~:~6:' .. ~~~:.:~.~ .. ~::?:.39~ ..... ~.~:,.~~.1 .. ~~~:~~? ..... ~~:.9:: ..... ~.~6,.~~.3 1,4~:~gg 
Norrie................................................. ............... ............ ............ ............ 15,419 124,844 287,254 412,196 674,394 906,728 753,573 985,216 472,062 621,608 788,480 329,068 604,281 700,990 7,581,112 
Odanah. .............................................. .. ..................................................... _..... 13,714 30,475 5,412 13,354 1,065 ..... ...... 6,711 3,956 2,4.37 ............... ............ ............. ... ............ 77,124 
Pabst..... .............................. .............. ............ ... ........ ............ ............ 1,103 17,979 19,906

1 

49,976 116,376 172,060 130.226 113,245 104,510 206,074 219,960 68,984 220,496 223,891 1,664,786 
Palms .................................................. ............... ............ ............ ............ ........... ............ 1,414 9,725 35,245 50,604 32,227 102,382 2,658 37,911 46,935 114,108 207,153 175,925 816,317 

t~f[;rf:~E-t.L:~.:.. ..• ·....;;:.i •.. ·.·.··.·.:j:_~~:~I~;0[;·7 ... ~~ •• ~~~±!l~;~:~ ....•.••..•• ............;.~;;;:;;::~~~, ~i 
Sund,,:y Lake ............ .... ....... ........... .............. ............ ............ ............ 1,405 10,963 18,1371............ ........... 6,010 64,902 55,046 22,876 34,323 20,970 89,441 45,815 ............... 370,838 

~ffa.~'i.~::::::::::::::: .. ::::::::.:·::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::.: ::::::::::. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .::::::::::: ..... ~.'.~~ ... ~:.'.:~.~I ::::::: ::: .::::::::::: .... ~~:.~:.5 ~~:m :J~:~~ 'lS5:118 ~:8~ .. · .. 4i8,188 "250',20'5 .... ·Z76',iioo .... ·287·,'203 1,m:~~ 
Trimble ............................... .............. ............... ............ ........... ............ ........... 10,780 12,764 2,387 ........................................................... 1............ ............... ............ ............... ............... 25,931 

~~ii::~:~;:.::.:::::::::::·:·:::::·:·:::·::·::·::·::::::::: ::::::::::::::' :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .::::::::::: :::::~:~~~ :::.:.:.::::::: :::::::::::: '::Yi:~i~ ... ~~:.:: .::::.::'~; :::~~,:~~2 .::::~::~~~ ::::::::::::,:::':::ii:,:~~ :::~~:,:ii~ .:::::::::~ ::::::::::::::: l~H~ 
TotaL..................................... ........ ..... . ........ ............ 1,022 119,860 753,3621322,8781437,090 2008,394 2347,810 1839,574/2971,9911329,385,1809,4681 2,547,9761799,971 2,258,236 2,498,461 25,545,484 

GRAND TOTAL ................................... 17,306,270 2965,412 2352,840 2518,693 2466,6423565,144.4762,107 5063,877 7 292,643 9003,725 7071,053 9072,2416065,7167748,312110,429,0379934,828 12,464,574 14,024,673'134107,787 

* I"on Trade Review (February 2, 1899). a-Now Queen Iron Mining Co. f-Succeeds Bnffalo Mining Co. b-Now Iron Cliffs. k-Under Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. after 1895. I-Mesabi 
Mountain and Lone Jack. c-1893 and later in Winthrop. d-Cherry Valley ore. e-Includes Tilden up to 1891. g-1893 and later under Penn Iron Mining Co. h-Formerly~Shafer, Shelden and Union. 
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LAKE SUPERIOR IRON ORE SHIPMENTS (GROSS TONS) FOR 1898 AND THE PREVIOUS FORTY~THREE YEARS.*-Contim~ed. 

NAME OF MINE. 1 Prf§82 to 1 1882 1 1883 1 1884 1 1885 11886 11887 1 1886 1 1889 1 1890 1 1891 1 1892 1 1893 1 1894 1 1895 )1896 1 1897 1898 1 TOTALS 

r;,~K~~~~~~;;': ':::::.:::::::::::::'.:::::::::::::::::: :::::'::::"::::""iij91i~ '···ii;·:292····ii,:<i4,4 :::'::.::,::: "'25':635! 3U1£ 12,~~1 ..... 9.'.:~.4 4~:~t81 ~:~8~ ::~:::::::'I:::::::::'+::::::::::: ·" ........ ·is .::::::::::. " .... : .... ciiii :::::::::::~::: . l~i:~: 
:rotal...... ............ ...... ............... 1,70~,9561 13G,0181 047,415 895,634 690,435 880,006 1193,343 1191,101,1796,154 2282,237\1824,619 2.61,499 1466,197 1137,949 1,923,797 815t1,046 1,937,013 2,522, 65 27,453, 

r""e1'1n:ilion 'range. I I 
Chandler ........................................................... " .......... " ............................................ "......... 454,612 306,220 636,002 373,969 651,655 435,930 558,050 605,024 471,545 438,365 715,919 4,947,291 
Minnesota ........ " ............................................... ".......... ............ 62,124 225,484 304,396\394,252 57,341 535,318 532,000 517,570 498,3.53 370,30311 390,463 432,760 4<J8,707 592,190 426,040 6,187,307 

r.,';,Yf£r:::::::.:.::::::.:::::.~::::::::.::.::::::.::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .::::::::::: ::::·:.:::::r:::· .. ::::: :::'.:'.:::::.:':.:'.:::::: ..... ~.'.1~.4 ... ~~.'~12 ... ~:~.9 1~:~i "'14:388,:::::::::::: " ..... ~:~~.4 li~:~~~ ~b:§~~ " ... ~:::::.~~ 5~:~ 
Tota~~~.;~~;.;.;;:;~: ............................... 1 ............ 

1 
.. : ....... " 62,124 225,484 304,396 394,252 511,953 844,682 880,014 894,618 1167,6501 820,6211948,513 1077,888 1088,090 1278,481 [ 1285,142 11,763,858 

:,:-,:::": :' •.•••••••• ,"""..... • ••••• ' •• '.5'"i"",1 ')1:::1 ,~!~ .. '£.'.~ .. Ji'.::i:",.~I~~iii'"''1 ~.~ ,~!!! U)~;;ii~ 'dllii '!I!i! 
t~¥~~y!~~~~:.:~.:.:·:::::::::::::::::.:.::.::::::::::: ::~: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::'::.::: ::::::::::: :::::~:':~~~I ... ~~.:.~~ Ift~~ .. ~~~:,:9~:~ .~~:'.~~:~ ::~:':~~:~ ::::~:':~~4 ::~:~~::~~:: ::~~~::O~ ::~~:':~~:: :::::~~::~~~ .187,169 ..... ~~:.~~:' ..... ~~:~:~ 2'4~:~ 
Brothert,on ......................................................... ::::::::'.::: :::::::::::. ........... ............ 8,880 21,721 40,639 53,267 80,486 46,574 130,83.3 18,905 47,148 40,567 5O,400· .... 46j8i; ...... 7ii:i98 658;894 

ghlla~n~.~~~~.~::~~::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::. ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::':'1:'::::::'''' ::::::.::: .. :::::::::::: ... ~~:.~~.2.~.1~:.~:3 .. ~:'1:.~~.6 .. 1.06:.~8.4 ... :::::.~:.8 ... ~~:.~5.9 ...... ~~:.~:: 38'~5~ ....... ~:::~?8 ...... ::'::.1~2 617,~~ 
Colby (e)............................................. ............... ............ ............ 1,022 84,302 257,482 258,518 285,880 136,888 193,038 9,619 69,968 59,346 32,616

1 

............... 

1 

48,492

1 

22,921 152,875 1,672,862 

Ironton ...................... ......................... .............. ............ ... ......... ............ ............ 18,424 24,762 ............ 8,635 6,247 300 ............ ............ ............ ...... ......... ........... ... .......... ............... 58,368 
Jack Pot.................................. ......... ............... ........... ............ ............ ............ ......... .. ........... ............ ............ ............ ............ 3,944 1,651 ............ ............... ............ 1,285 ............... 6,860 

~f::Jg~.:.::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~::::: :::::::::::: :::::'.:::::: .::::::::::: ::::::::::: ..... ~~:.~49 ... ~~.'?:.9 ..... ~:.~2fl ::::::::::::::::'.:::::: :::: .. :::::: '::'::.:::::.::::':'::::,:::::::::::: .... · .. ·4:788 .................. 'ii','S97 ::::::::::::::: i~:~ 
Montreal........................................... .............. ............ ............ ............ ............ 23,013 43,989 38,015 42,724 16,728 70,108 58,728 34,2991 46,037 138,882 131,531 191,106 270,776 1,105,936 
Newport ............................................. ............... ............ ............ ............ ............ 20,184 75,660 69,145 36'987

1 

71,488 105,606 165,962 109,718 150,392 157,821 142,369 150,979 196,953 1,453,264 

~~~:~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: .::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: '''1i;':4i'9 lz!:~~~ 2.~:m 41~:r§~ "674:394 '006:728758:573 "giii;::iii; "472:062 "62(001i .. · .. 738:4iiO·32fi,,Oiis .... 004jiii .... ·700:900 7,5~:~r~ 
Odanah. .............................................. .............. ............ .... ....... ............ ............ 13,714 30,475 5,412 13,354 1,065..... ...... 6,711 3,956 2,437............... ............ ............. ............... 77,124 
Pabst..... .............................. .............. ............ ... ........ ............ ............ 1,103 17,979 19,906

1 

49,976 116,376 172,030 130,226 113,245 104,510 206,074 219,960 68,984 220,496 223,891 1,664,786 
Palms ...................................... ;........... ............... ............ ............ ............ ........... ............ 1,414 9,725 35,245 50,604 32,227 102,382 2,658 37,911 46,985 114,108 207,153 175,925 816,317 

f~~ri~~:::~;~L.·:: :::~ : •••• ··..:~~~Z;01;~ .... ~~~,~.~~~l!i;~ •..••••••••.• ·.: ••• :·.··.;1 ••• ~~i~,:;:;;,~ ~'.I 
Sunda,y Lake ................. ....... ............ .............. ............ ... ......... ............ 1,405 10,963 18,1371....................... 6,010 64,902 56,046 22,876 34,323 20,970 89,441 45,815 ............... 370,888 

~ifcJ.~'i.~:.::::::::::::::::::::::.:·::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..... ~:.~~ ... ~:.'.:~.~I:::::::: ::: :::::::::::: .... ~~:.~:.5 ~~:m :Ji~:~~ 'iS5,il8 ~:g~ .. · .. 4'isjsli "250',20'5 .. · .. 27i;',800 .. · .. 28~::20S 1,~:~ 
Trimble ............................... .............. ............... ............ ........... ............ ............ 10,780 12,764 2,387 .................................................. · ..... · ... 1............ ............... ............ ............... ............... 25,931 

~~ttii::~:~;~;.::.:::::::::::·:·:::::·:·:::·::·::·::·::::::::: ::::::::::::::' :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .::::::::::: :::::~:~~8 :::.:.:.::::::: :::::::::::: :::Yi:~i~ ... ~~:.:: :::::.:::~; :::~~,:~i2 '::::~::~i:~ ::::::::::::,:::':::ii:,:~~ ':::~~:,:i;;~ ::::::::::~ ::::::::::::::: l:H~ 
Total....................................... ............. . ........ ............ 1,022 119,860 753,3621322,8781487,096 2008,394 2847,810 1839,57412971,9911329,385,1809,4681 2,547,9761799,971 2,258,236 2,498,461 25,545,484 

GRAND TOTAL ................................... 17,306,270 2985,412 2352,840 2518,693 2466,642 3565,144.4762,107 5063,877 7 292,643 9003,725 7071,053 9072,2416065,7167748,312,10,429,0379934,828 12,464,574 14,024,673'134107,787 

* I"on Trade Review (February 2, 1899). a-Now Queen Iron Mining Co. f-Succeeds Buffalo Mining Co. b-Now Iron Cliffs. k-Under Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. after 1895. I-Mesabi 
Mountain and LOlle Jack. c-1893 and later in Winthrop. d-Cherry Valley ore. e-Includes Tilden up to 189l. g-1893 and later under Penn Iron Mining Co. h-Formerly~Shafer. Shelden and Union. 
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FUTURE OF IRON MINING IN MINNESOTA.· 

Unlike agricultural pursuits, the mining industry is everywhere recognized as 

an evanescent one. Ore deposits do not grow annually, and once taken out of the 

ground are not and cannot be replaced. Sooner or later all mines are exhausted , 
and unless new ones are discovered and opened up or new industries of different 

character are established, the communities which thrived in the days of active mining 

are deserted. Their occupation gone, the miner moves to some other mining camp, 

the merchant moves his store, and the professional man his office to the site of new 

development, and in a few years, where once were cities of thousands, there may be 
but a few scattered ruins. 

In the western portion of the United States particularly is this transitory nature 

of mining forced upon the attention of the traveler. Where even the greatest of 

mines formerly poured out their wealth by millions, and thousands of mortals gained 

a good livelihood, where costly structures and machinery were grouped around the 

buried storehouses of treasure, are now but dilapidated wrecks and ruins, mute wit

nesses of the brevity of prosperity where mines are worked as extensively and 

exhausted so rapidly as they are in this country. 

What, then, of the future of northern Minnesota ~ Are its cities to be deserted 

and its busy activities to cease with the exhaustion of its mines~ If so, when may 

that time be expected, and where will its effects be felt most early~ 

Comparing northern Minnesota with most western mining regions, one is imme

diately impressed with the fact that, but for th.e mines themselves, no one would 

have attempted to make a residence in the out-of-the-way spots and arid, inaccessible 

localities where many of the latter are located. In other words, there is nothing to 

attract people to the typical mining camp but the mines, and the hope of employ

ment or acquisition of wealth where speculation is rife. In Minnesota the situation 

is vastly different. The climate is good, rainfa'!l is plenty, the soil is productive, 

harvests are bountiful, the location is central, and the market for products close at 

hand. Already manufacturing and agricultural industries are engaging the attention 

of a considerable portion of the community, and every year many miners who have 

lnade a slight competence and have grown tired of underground existence, turn their 

faces toward some less dangerous and equally prosperous pursuit, or settle down to 

spend the remainder of life on a farm. 
The lumbering industry which now furnishes employment to thousands of men 

in northern Minnesota will continue, under propel' regulation and nurture, for many 

years to come, and as the forests are cleared off farms will multiply. 

Life of present mines. Although the present rate of production of iron ore is 

enormous and increasing rapidly, y~t i(.will be many years before the mines of 
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FUTURE OF IRON MINING IN MINNESOTA. 

Unlike agricultural pursuits, the mining industry is everywhere recognized as 

an evanescent one. Ore deposits do not grow annually, and once taken out of the 

ground are not and cannot be replaced. Sooner or later all mines are exhausted , 
and unless new ones are discovered and opened up or new industries of different 

character are established, the communities which thrived in the days of active mining 

are deserted. Their occupation gone, the miner moves to some other mining camp, 

the merchant moves his store, and the professional man his office to the site of new 

development, and in a few years, where once were cities of thousands, there may be 
but a few scattered ruins. 

In the western portion of the United States particularly is this transitory nature 

of mining forced upon the attention of the traveler. Where even the greatest of 

mines formerly poured out their wealth by millions, and thousands of mortals gained 

a good livelihood, where costly structures and machinery were grouped around the 

buried storehouses of treasure, are now but dilapidated wrecks and ruins, mute wit

nesses of the brevity of prosperity where mines are worked as extensively and 

exhausted so rapidly as they are in this country. 

What, then, of the future of northern Minnesota ~ Are its cities to be deserted 

and its busy activities to cease with the exhaustion of its mines~ If so, when may 

that time be expected, and where will its effects be felt most early? 

Comparing northern Minnesota with most western mining regions, one is imme

diately impressed with the fact that, but for the mines themselves, no one would 

have attempted to make a residence in the out-of-the-way spots and arid, inaccessible 

localities where many of the latter are located. In other words, there is nothing to 

attract people to the typical mining camp but the mines, and the hope of employ

ment or acquisition of wealth where speculation is rife. In Minnesota the situation 

is vastly different. The climate is good, rainfa11 is plenty, the soil is productive, 

harvests are bountiful, the location is central, and the market for products close at 

hancl. Already manufacturing and agricultural industries are engaging the attention 

of a considerable portion of the community, and every year many miners who have 

made a slight competence and have grown tired of underground existence, turn their 

faces toward some less dangerous and equally prosperous pursuit, or settle down to 

spend the remainder of life on a farm. 

The lumbering industry which now furnishes emploYll1ent to thousands of men 

in northern Minnesota will continue, under proper regulation and nurture, for many 

years to come, and as the forests are cleared off farms will multiply. 

Life of present mines. Although the present rate of production of iron ore is 

enormous and increasing rapidly, y~t i(.will be many years before the mines of 
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Minnesota cease to furnish the best and cheapest iron ore ever mined in large 

quantity. 

Although there is but one Mesabi range, and but few productive spots on the 

Vermilion range, it cannot yet be supposed that all the ore deposits have been dis

covered. Whole town::;hips have yet to be prospected, and localities where the pres

ence of ore is as yet unsuspected will probably turn out to contain as large mines 

as have thus far been discovered. 

And even with the present rate of consumption there is, without doubt, enough 

ore in the mines now developed to supply all demands for more than a generation. 

In no mining region in this country is it so easy to thoroughly and completely explore 

the ore deposits, and determine closely the tonnage in any given deposit. There is 

thus more ore (not all merchantable at present prices, to be sure) in sight on the 

Mesabi range alone than has been produced from all the mines of the Lake Superior 

region during the past half century. In this fact, surely, there ought to be consola

tion. Industries maybe inaugurated and capital confidently invested in the expec

tation that there will be no sudden cessation of this mining industry. Explorations 

and developments are here amply sufficient to guarantee many years of prosperous 

existence to these mines. 

State ownership and royalties. Besides an interest of a general nature in the 

development and perpetuation of the iron ore industry within its borders, the State 

of Minnesota is directly concerned as the fee owner of property on which iron mines 

are located. The Missabe Mountain, operated under lease by the Oliver Mining 

company, and the Minnewas, operated by the Lake Superior Consolidated Iron 

Mines, are the best known of these state mines. There are, however, a couple of 

smaller deposits on lands owned by the State at points farther west on the Mesabi. 

As yet there are no mines located on the State's lands on the Vermilion range. 

It is needless to say that these are valuable properties, and should be carefully 

looked after by the State's authorities. Some of the best lands have already been 

lost to the State, and much ore and timber are said to have been removed without the 

rendition of any adequate compensation to the State treasury, and all for the lack 

of some honest official thoroughly familiar with the region and the industry, with 

authority to look after the interests of the State in the same way that the represent

atives of private fee-owners look after the interests of their employers. 

Frequent attempts have been made to secure a reduction of royalty on ore 

mined on the State's lands. Having found it an easy matter to procure such legis

lation as they desire, or to defeat any legislation proposed for the purpose of securing 

mine inspection or regulation, the mining interests have sought to reduce royalties 

on State ore. This royalty, which amounts to 25 cents per gross ton, is not excessive 
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covered. Whole town::lhips have yet to be prospected, and localities where the pres

ence of ore is as yet unsuspected will probably turn out to contain as large mines 

as have thus far been discovered. 

And even with the present rate of consumption there is, without doubt, enough 

ore in the mines now developed to supply all demands for more than a generation. 
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the ore deposits, and determine closely the tonnage in any given deposit. There is 

thus more ore (not all merchantable at present prices, to be sure) in sight on the 

Mesabi range alone than has been produced from all the mines of the Lake Superior 
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tation that there will be no sudden cessation of this mining industry. Explorations 

and developments are here amply sufficient to guarantee many years of prosperous 

existence to these mines. 

State ownership and royalt1·es. Besides an interest of a general nature in the 

development and perpetuation of the iron ore industry within its borders, the State 

of Minnesota is directly concerned as the fee owner of property on which iron mines 

are located. The Missabe Mountain, operated under lease by the Oliver Mining 

company, and the Minnewas, operated by the Lake Superior Consolidated Iron 

Mines, are the best known of these state mines. There are, however, a couple of 

smaller deposits on lands owned by the State at points farther west on the Mesabi. 

As yet there are no mines located on the State's lands on the Vermilion range. 

It is needless to say that these are valuable properties, and should be carefully 

looked after by the State's authorities. Some of the best lands have already been 

lost to the State, and much ore and timber are said to have been removed without the 
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of some honest official thoroughly familiar with the region and the industry, with 

authority to look after the interests of the State in the same way that the represent
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mined on the State's lands. Having found it an easy matter to procure such legis
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on State ore. This royalty, which amounts to 25 cents per gross ton, is not excessive 
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and is less than the royalty paid to private fee owners in many instances. There 

-will always be occasional periods of slack demand for iron ore, when it would seem 

as though more ore might be mined from these mines if the royalty is reduced; 

but the amount of ore owned by the State is limited, and it will all be wanted in 

the not far distant future, even were the royalty higher than it now is. It is a mere 

matter of business. The miner will always get his ore as cheaply as possible; while 

on the other hand, the fee owner will always get as much as he can for his ore. 

When therefore it is proposed by anyone to reduce the State's royalty, that man 

may reasonably be looked upon as an agent or representative of the lessee, and 

should be treated accordingly. "'IiVhen private fee owners are receiving 315, 40 and 

even 50 cents per ton for ore that comes from underground mines, there is no reason 

why the State should receive less than 25 cents for are that can be mined much 

, more cheaply, and is selli.ng at as high a price in the market. 

IRON AND STEEL MANUFACTURE AT HOME. 

"Show me the country which leads in the production of iron and steel, and I 

will show you the leader in wealth, civilization and influence," was said by some 

political sage. That it expresses a truth will be admitted on every hand. Until 

recently England has led the world in the production of iron and steel, and has 

been conceded to be the most powerful nation. Within the past decade the United 

States has taken the palm from Great Britain, and is already admitted to be in the 

foremost place among the nations in all that constitutes national greatness. 

To a certain extent the same rule applies to communities and localities within 

a country. Pennsylvania and Ohio are rich, populous and influential largely because 

of their great iron and steel industries. Minnesota contributes in no small degree 

to the wealth and prosperity of these two States by sending to them the products of 

its iron mines for manufacture into finished articles of commerce. It becomes thus 

a question for serious investigation to ascertain whether iron and steel plants and 

ma~ufacturing industries to utilize their output cannot be established at or near 

the mines, or at least within the borders of the State. 

COMP ARA TIVE COSTS HERE AND ELSEWHERE. 

From a report" Upon the manufacture of iron and steel at Marquette,Michigan, 

by Mr. John Birkinbine," and from some articles prepared by lVIr. D. E. Woodbridge 

for the Minneapolis Journal, based very largely on the former article, but altered 

somewhat so as to apply to this state, the following extracts are taken: 

" What :/I1~innesota pig iron wattld cost. It will be easily de~onst~a~ed tha~ .~innnesota can pro~uce a 
ton of pig iron from home ores by assembling raw materials and WIth eXlst~ng fac~htJes at less ~han the cost of 
producing similar iron at any of the nation's great centres, Chicago, lake Ene or PIttsburg. It IS easy to show, 
also, why the manufacture of iron here cannot now, nor perhaps for many years, be entered upon on a successful 
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ton of pig iron from home ores by assembling raw materials and WIth eXlst~ng fac~l!bes at less :han the cost of 
producing similar iron at any of the nation's great centres, Chicago, lake Ene or PIttsburg. It IS easy to show, 
also, why the manufacture of iron here cannot now, nor perhaps for many years, be entered upon on a successful 
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scale under present conditions. The reason for the lower cost of manufacture is, in brief, that the great bulk 
of present and prospective lake traffic is eastward, freights from lake Superior to the east are higher tl].an those 
in the contrary direction, and that more are than fuel is required to produce a ton of pig iron. Both these can' 
ditions will grow more and more pronounced as time goes on. 

"To introduce conclusive comparisons it will be unnecessary to make detailed estimates of the cost of 
producing pig iron. These estimates are mainly of temporary value, and all items except transportation and 
market will in every case be practically the same, except so far as may hereafter be noted. The comparison may 
be confined to the cost of assembling the raw materials for the ton of iron, on the one side, and the difference in 
labor and markets on the other. 

" An examination of freight rates on the great lakes conclusively shows that for a long series of years under 
average conditions the freight upon lake Superior iron ores to lower lakes is twice, sometimes three times, that 
upon coal shipped west contemporaneously and between the same points where shipping and receiving facilities 
are considered equal. It is fair to assume that for the future the rate on ore east will be to that on coal west 
during the season of navigation, as sixty is to twenty-five, or two and three-fifths times as much. 

" A blast furnace using the better grade of are from Minnesota mines, which grade will be the one consid
ered in this comparison, as it is the only grade valuable enough to bear the cost of transportation eallt, will 
require about 1.66 tons of are for every ton of pig tapped out. To smelt this are in modern furnaces under 
reasonably favorable conditions will require about .8 ton of coke, and this coke would require for its production 
1.25 tons of coal. 

"In the comparison of Minnesota-made iron and that melted on lake Erie, no account need be taken of the 
freight rate from the are mines to lake Superior on the are, nor from the coal mines to lake Erie on the-coal, for 
both these factors are constant and equal in each case. The average freight charge for a furnace at Buffalo or 
Cleveland on ores from Minnesota is: 

1.66 gross tons at 60 cents, 
"The freight charges on material for a furnace in Minnesota are similarly: 

1M gross tons of coal, 
Limestone, and unloading and stocking, etc., for both, 
Allow for extra cost of coking and loss in coal, outside limit, 

Total for Minnesota, 

$0.90 

.32 

.18 

.10 

$0.60 

"This shows a difference in favor of Minnesota of 30 cents a ton on the assembling of material sufficient 
for the production of a ton of finished pig metal, an item that, in the present days of competition and small 
profits, is worth striving for. As a matter of fact, the difference is more favorable to the west than here presented, 
for the iron are railroads, in consideration of the fact that furnaces in the state would give them traffic all the 
year through, and that none of the costly dock equipments necessary for shipping to the eastern markets need 
be used, would make a lower freight rate for are smelted at home than they do on are for eastern shipment. This 
was demonstrated some years ago, when the Duluth & Iron Range railway made the same rate to a furnace in 
Duluth that it made to its shipping docks at Two Harbors, though the haul was thirty miles more. Then, too, 
there is an item of 10 cents for loss in coal and extra cost of coking, which is a theoretical estimate, the actual 
work having never shown such a loss. On the other hand there should be a saving in coking coal in the north
west, for there is a valuable residuum in the shape of tar, ammonia, gas, etc., that would be close to a market 
that can consume far more than the state is likely under the most favorable conditions to furnish in many years 
to come. This material now pays a freight from the east, where it is made in coking-works and gas plants. 

"·What pig iron costs elsewhere. The differences in favor of Minnesota under this statement are amply suf
ficient to cover any temporary increase in local freight charges, or difference in labor, if such exists, .and demon
strate the justice of the statement that pig iron can be made more cheaply in Minnesota than in the lower lake 
cities. 

"·While the pig iron industry of the lower lakes is now very important and is destined to grow rapidly, the 
great centres of production in the United States tod(l-y are Pittsburg and Chicago. In Pittsburg, or Allegheny 
county, thirty per cent of the iron made north of Birmingham, Ala., is produced. The estimated freight on 
material for one ton of pig iron to Chicago is : 

For 1.66 tons are at 45 cents a ton, $0.75 
0.8 ton coke at 82.50 a gross ton, all rail, - 2.00 
Limestone, etc., .05 

Total for assembling materials, $2.80 

"The estimated cost of assembling materials at Pittsburg, per ton of pig iron made, is: 

1.66 ton are at 60 cents a ton, - $0.90 
Same are, rail freight, lake Erie port to Pittsburg, at 95 cents, 1.60 
Coke and limestone, by rail, at 40 cents and 22 cents per ton, .36 
Less a credit of say 5 cents a ton on are passing through lake Erie docks without rehandling 

there, .08 

Total for assembling materials, $2.78 
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"To equate the~e figures with those for Minnesota, there should be added to the Minnesota estimates given 
above the cost of gettmg the coal or coke from mines to docks at lake Erie, 

Which might be as much as -
Adding the cost of lake freights, etc., as above, 

Total for assembling materials, 

$1.30 
.60 

$1.90 

"All this shows ~ difference i~ favo~ of Minnesota of about 90 cents over Pittsburg and Chicago, and 60 
cents a ton over any pomt on lake Erie, whICh has of recent years been called the' iron coast of America.' 

"Iron's contribution to labor. Roughly speaking, on the average, every ton of iron are mined in this state 
contributes to labor in the state the sum of from 50 cents to $1.00, this including not mining alone but all labor 
connected therewit~, mining, t~ansportation to docks, handling and other costs. This are goes o~ to Pittsburg 
or Cleveland or ChICago, contributes $6.00 more to labor and becomes a steel billet. Another $2.00 and it is a 
rail; still- another $2.00 and it is a beam of simple design. Perhaps it is made into barbed wire or nails and labor 
gets $4.00 to $5.00 more for every ton; perhaps it goes so far as to be watch screws, and the cost of labor involved 
is thousands of dollars for every ton. No wonder money is pouring into the manufacturing centres faster than 
they can spend it, and their farmers and tradespeople prosper. For all this, Minnesota and Michigan supply the 
raw material and get from 50 cents to $1.00 a ton. 

" 'Lean' ores COt~ld be used. One point not considered in these comparisons, but of importance in the same 
connection, is the possible use of ores for furnaces in Minnesota which cannot bear the long transportation to 
the east and which may be secured at much less cost than their proportionate metallic iron content would make 
them worth smelting. There are miles and miles of material used in grading on wagon and rail road in northern 
Minnesota and thousands and thousands of tons of refuse cast aside that is richer in iron than ores that are reg
ularly smelted in the south or in many foreign countries. This is under fifty to fifty-five per cent. metallic iron 
and is not of a grade that can bear the costly transportation to distant furnaces, but it must be moved by the 
mine operator, as a waste and valueless product of his mine. Any price above cost for these ores would probably 
be gladly received by the miner, and the ores would bear the freight costs to furnaces in the state if the price 
made on them was even slightly shaded from the going values. It is believed that a profitable business might 
be worked up in the smelting of these lean ores, which, it must be understood, make as good an iron as the richer 
ores, requiring only some more fuel and more labor. 

"The varieties of ores to be found in this state make an important factor in the discussion of this general 
question of smelting in Minnesota. Almost any desired mixture can be obtained at any time, practically within 
a few hours' notice. Although the region has a well-recognized reputation for its supplies of low-phosphorus 
ores rich in iron, there are large quantities obtainable that are not within the' Bessemer limit' as to phosphorus, 
and sell very low. There are deposits, entitled to be called enormous, that are lower in iron than can be shipped 
long distances at a profit, as above referred to, and the State of Minnesota itself owns a considerable portion of 
these ores. 

"If two tons of these leaner ores are smelted with one ton of coke to make a ton of pig iron, the furnaces 
at Buffalo or Cleveland would pay for: 

Transportation on ore about, -
Those at Chicago would pay about, 
While those in Minnesota would pay for carriage of coke about, 

S1.20 
.95 
.75 

"As for Pittsburg, the cost of rail-haul on the are from lake Erie is such as to make the calculation to that 
point unnecessary, while for Chicago there must be added to the figure of 95 cents the freight by rail on coke 
from the mines, which would put that point also out of the running. 

"Obstacles to home manufacture. With these advantages in favor of the western iron-maker, added to 
those of a market, it may be asked with pertinence, why has not an iron industry grown, up in this state already,. 
since for sixteen years Minnesota has been recognized as a miner of high-grade ores? Experiments have been 
made and have failed, but have failed by reason of errors that can be avoided by every prudent manufacturer. 
These failures have no bearing on the question at issue. They are neither here nor there. But there are obstacles 
which no man who seeks for a western location for the establishment of an iron and steel plant can overlook and 
which will operate to retain the seats of manufacture where they now are unless radical measures are taken to 
overcome them. 

" The inertia of capital. In the past few years there have grown up in the eastern cent~es :ast aggregations 
of capital in the steel trade, with plants for manufacture of everything from coke an~ pIg Iron to t~e most 
finished forms of steel. It would cost millions on millions to move these plants, and then owners are domg well 
enough where they are.' They are located in the greatest labor centres of the union, where.steel workers are as 
common as lumbermen are in Minnesota and where any number of men can be had at any tIme for any unusual 
job. This in itself is an important factor: The mill-owners are at home, among their competitors and neighbors, 
and well located for reaching the greatest markets the world affords. Why should they move? They have an 
idea that Minnesota is the land of the aurora borealis and the north pole, and that people further west do n?t 
use any metal, anyway. They think they are the west; in fact, Pittsburg is referred to as the 'c~n.tral west' III 

iron-market literature. They are close to the coke supplies and it is ~ard to make t~err: see that. It IS cheaper to 
take the fuel to the ore than the ore to the fuel. There is a conservatIsm among capItalIsts that IS hard to move. 
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They fear western legislation, and, unless large inducements can be shown them, will refuse to consider changes. 
They realize that any plant started in the west must not only be large and modern, but it must not rest with -the 
manufacture of pig iron alone; it must take that iron to the finished forms, and this is a complex undertaking 
that requires large capital and expert knowledge. While the blast furnace is, in the present state of the art, 
the initial metallurgical process, it is not a promising field for investment alone. There must be foundries and 
mills for reducing the metal of the furnace, and these, whether connected with it at one point and in one group 
of industries, or scattered over an entire state, must be on hand before the furnace can be successfully operated. 
The eastern steel-maker does not take pains to learn that in Minnesota and the northwest there are now plants 
that can take care of the output of a very respectable furnace, providing that furnace can furnish a metal to 
suit their varied requirements. It is hoped to show in this article that the market of the country tributary to 
Minnesota does now absorb a vast quantity of metal in various finished forms, and that millions of dollars might 
be saved to the State if it were manufactured here. 

" Every manufacturer realizes that in a new plant, and especially in a new and comparatively untried loca
tion, he must give inducements in order to command business. He must not only sell as good goods, but better, 
not only give as favorable terms, but longer time, and shaded prices, or he will be unable to overcome the inertia 
of the buyer who has been trading elsewhere and has been satisfied. He realizes that this is far more of a factor 
than the ordinary man out of the business can believe. It will require considerable of an inducement, for a 
time, to enable him to overcome this one fact. He is not going to move for his health, nor for the friendship he 
has for the location that is asking him to come. If he can do well enough at home, and have none of the troubles 
incident to removal, erecting new plants, gathering new customers, learning a new series of credits, new freight 
conditions, and new climatic agencies, he will stay at home and the location that wants him may whistle till 
doomsday for all of him. 

"He knows, too, that for a time at least any new location will demand the payment of a higher wage per ton 
of product than in the sections where iron workers are plenty and the trade is a main industry. This item would 
probably not be against the manufacturer long, for men would come in, but for a time it would be an item of 
considerable importance. 

"Cost of handling pig iron. If lake Superior were open for navigation throughout the year and if pig iron 
were sold in cargo lots and could be handled at the small costs that accrue to iron ores, it might be found that 
the metal could be produced at the head of lake Superior and marketed in competition with furnaces at the 
eastern centres named in this discussion. But the metal must be considered as forwarded by rail tariffs through
out the year, or during the water shipping season principally in lots of less than cargoes at increased rates, and 
as the handling of pig iron is found to be very much more expensive than that of iron ores, therefore the market 
for a blast furnace plant would be confined to territory to which it is naturally tributary, influenced by interfer
ance of established lines of traffic and advantages given to established terminals." 

In a paper on "The Lake Superior Iron Mines," read before" The Institution of 

Civil Engineers," in London, February 14, 1899, by Messrs. Jeremiah and A. P. Head, 

it was frankly admitted that the cheapness and abundance of lake Superior iron ores 

have made it possible to produce steel in this country cheaper than in England. 

These gentlemen speak as follows: 

"It appears that Bessemer pig iron can be produced at Pittsburg, under present 

conditions, for almost £1 per ton less than at Middlesbrough. This advantage is 

principally due to the lake Superior ore and the Pennsylvania fuel supply. It will 

be readily seen that by the time the pig iron has been converted into ingots, 

and further into finished steel, the advantage has been increased in proportion to 

the loss in conversion, and by reason of the lower cost of fuel required in the later 
processes." 

After a table showing the selling prIce of steel rails, ship plates, billets and 

blooms to be from 9 shillings to £1 4s. lower in Pittsburg than in Mic1dlesbrough, 

England, the Messrs. Head go on to say that~ 

"These figures seem to show that the present low prices of American steel are 

justified, if only by the cheapness of the pig iron from which it is made; and that 

the competition now felt in England and in neutral markets is likely to continue, 

.. 
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and further into finished steel, the ad vantage has been increased in proportion to 

the loss in con version, and by reason of the lower cost of fuel required in the later 
processes." 

After a table showing the selling prIce of steel rails, ship plates, billets and 

blooms to be from 9 shillings to £1 4s. lower in Pittsburg than in Middlesbrough, 

England, the Messrs. Head go on to say that-

"These figures seem to show that the present low prices of American steel are 

justified, if only by the cheapness of the pig iron from which it is made; and that 

the competition now felt in England and in neutral markets is likely to continue, 

.. 
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and can only be met by lower costs on the part of English producers in all available 
directions. 

"Pittsburg has been mentioned as the principal ore-smelting point, although 

there are others, notably Youngstown, in Ohio. Pittsburg is 150 miles from lake 

Erie. As only about 1.66 tons of Bessemer ore are required to make one ton of 

Bessemer pig iron, and in the best practice only about sixteen hundred weight of 

coke, it is clearly better that the blast furnaces should be situated near the ore than 

near the fuel centre. This, however, involves other considerations of a somewhat 

complex character, such as the direction and distance of the centre of consumption. 

Authorities in the United States are fairly agreed that the south shore Erie ports are 

the best smelting and distributing centres for pig iron and steel, as well as the best 

receiving centres for the ore. * * * 
"The authors are inclined to the view that lake Superior iron ores are likely 

to have a considerable and permanent effect in cheapening iron and steel, and all 

goods made therefrom, throughout the markets of the world; and that they will tend 

to encourage the production of such goods, and especially of ocean-going ships and 

engines at United States ports to a hitherto unprecedented extent." 

No further testimony is needed as to the natural advantages which Minnesota 

possesses for the manufacture of her iron ores within her own borders. It is unfor

tunate for us that natural advantages are not always sufficient to bring about the 

establishment of large industries. Concentration of wealth and population has pro

ceeded to such an extent in eastern states, and transportation and trade lines have been 

developed to such an extent, especially since the recent combinations of different 

iron and steel and other industries, that it will not be an easy matter to enlist 

enough financial support and commercial influence to successfully inaugurate a 

period of iron and steel manufacture in Minnesota. The growing importance of 

western markets, and the increasing wealth and independence of the western states 

will, we believe, eventually lead to the establishment of modern and economical 
plants and the upbuilding of extensive industries at the points most favored by 

natural characteristics. To aid in this greatly to be desired event, and to safe

guard and prolong the iron industry in Minnesota should be the aim of every 

pa triotic citizen. 
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Snowbank lake, 268, 270, 4aO. 
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Spalding, W. R., 499. 
Sparta, 583. 
Spurr, J. E., 1 f. n., 213, 222,359, a7l, GGI. 
Stacy, F. N., 452. 
Stacy island, 450. 
St. Louis river, 1, 550. 
St. Louis county, chapters on, 212, 222. 
St. Vincent salt well, 128. 
Stony lake, 268. 
Stuntz island, 527. 
Sucker lake, 267. 
Superior, lake, 1, a, 314. 
Swan Lake plate, chapter on, 3G5. 
Swan river, 355. 
Sylvan lake, 76. 

Tamarack river, 118. 
Taylor's Falls, 574. 
Thief lake, 118. 
Thief river, 100, 118, 154. 
Thomson, 550, 564. 
Tintah beach, 123. 
Tower, 552, 582. 
Triangle lake, 268, 270. 
Trout lake, 249. 
Turtle lake, 133, 15I. 
Twin peaks, 452. 
Two Harbors, 598. 

Vermilion lake, 523, 541. 
Vermilion Lake plate, chapter on, 522. 
Vermilion Iron range, 601. 
Virginia, 583. 
Virginia plate, chapter on, 370. 

Wabano lake, 355. 
Wadsworth, Dr. M. E., 222 f. n., 399 f. n. 
Walker, Dr. James R., 57. 
Wauswaugoning bay, 343. 
West Savanna, 26. 
White, Dr. C. A., 376. 
Whiteaves, Dr. J. F., 190. 
White Earth Agency, 165. 
Whitefish lake, 76, 80. 
White Iron lake, 285, 267, 28ft 
Wild Rice lake, 161. 
Wilder lake, 268. 
Willow river, 26. 
Winchell lake, 314, 317, 481. 
Winchell, Dr. A., 222 f. n., 243, 266, 279, 280, 282, 290, 

399, 414, 508. 
Winchell, A. N., 196 f. n. 
Winnibigoshish lake, 57, 167, 186. 
Winnipegosis, 129. 
Wind lake, 268. 
Woodbridge, D. E., 609. 

Zeta lake, 271, 28I. 
Zipple,JWm.,135. 
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Aboriginal mounds, 51. 
Aboriginal implements, 54. 
Adams mine, 380. 
Age of the Fond du Lac sandstone, 571; 

of the gabbro, 298. 
Agglomerate of the Ka wishi win, 254,255,258, 274, 275, 

276, 281, 292. 
Agriculture, 23. 

Cass and Crow Wing counties, 79; Valley of the Red 
river, 127; Itasca county, 209; Cook county, 320. 

Aitkin lake (glacial), 46. 
Aitkin county, chapter on, 25. 

Situation and area, 25. 
Surface features, 25. 

Natural drainage, 25. 
Lakes, 26. 
Sandy lake, map of, 29. 
Topography, 30. 
Elevations, 32. 
Soil and timber, 33. 

Geological structure, 36. 
Granite, 36. 
Quartzyte, 36. 
Diabase, 36. 
Cretaceous beds, 37. 
Glacial and modified drift, 37. 
Till, 38. 
Terminal moraines, 39. 
Gravelly knolls and plateaus, 43. 
Low sand and gravel plains, 44. 
Lignite in the modified drift, 45. 
Lake Aitkin, 46. 
Former higher levels of Mille Lacs, 47. 
Ridges made by ice on lake shores, 49. 
Alluviulll,49. 

Material resources, 50. 
Timber, cut 1892-93, 50. 
Agricultural resources, 50. 
Dams used for lumbering, 51. 

Aboriginal earthworks, 51. 
Akeley Lake plate, chapter on, 462. 

Situation and area, 462. 
Surface features, 462. 

Topography, 462. 
Drainage, 463. 
Drift, 464. 

Geological structure, 465. 
Brief sketch of the rocks, 465. 
Archean, 466. 
Greenstones, 466. 
Saganaga granite, 467. 
Keewatin u,nclassified, 467. 
Upper Keewatin, 468. 
Archean, 469. 
Animikie,470. 

Taconyte, the iron-bearing member, 471. 
Iron-bearing rocks, 472. 
Black slate member, 475. 
Diabase sills, 476. 
Gabbro, 476. 
Granite, 479. 
Diabase dikes, 479. 

Economic resources, 479. 
Iron ore, 479. 

Alluvial deposits, 49, 78, 126, 147,190. 
Altitudes. See Elevations. 
Amethyst, 520. 
Analyses: 

Water of Mille Lacs, 38. 
Iron ore, 353, 354, 412, ,480, 585. 
Magnetic iron sand, 262. 
Magnetite, 418. 

"Ancient diggings," lake Miranda, 500. 
Animikie: Thomson slates, 7, 552; in Itasca county, 

175, 180; iron-bearing in St. Louis county,263; as 
"red rock" in Lake co un ty, 296; effect on the 
topography, 315, 482; unconformable on the Ar
chean, 323; Pokegama Lake plate, 347; members 
of, Swan Lake plate, 356; Hibbing plate, 358; Vir
ginia plate, 374; contact on the gabbro, 396; iron 
member involved in the gabbro, 417; south of Dis
appointment lake, 431; Fraser Lake plate, 456; 
Akeley Lake plate, 470; composition of, Gunflint 
Lake plate, 484; in the Rove Lake plate, 493; 
Mountain Lake plate, 497; Pigeon Point plate, 506; 
modified, at Duluth, 575. 

Anorthosyte: In the Beaver Bay diabase, 299; at 
Little Saganaga lake, 457, 477. 

Archean: Aitkin county, 36; Cass and Crow Wing 
counties, 65; Beltrami county, 135, 138, 150; Itasca 
county, 174, 195; St. Louis county, 223, 252, 263; 
Lake county, 266; Cook county, 321; Grand Rapids 
plate, 353; Virginia plate, 370; Partridge River 
plate, 383; Dunka River plate, 390; Gabbro Lake 
plate,400; Snowbank Lake plate, 422; Fraser Lake 
plate, 439, 454; Akeley Lake plate, 466, 470; .ver
milion Lake plate, 524. 

Artesian wells: At Brainerd, 75; Norman county, 
112; saline, 129. 

Auburn mine, 381. 
Augite soda-granite, 442. 
Auriferous gravels, 155,202; auriferous quartz vein, 

Ely, 258. 

Barite, on Pigeon point, 520. 
Bassimenan Lake granite, 286. 
Beaches, abandoned: 

Lake Agassiz, 49; Herman, 106; Norman and Polk 
counties, 115; Marshall,Roseau and' Kittson counties, 
123; Beltrami county, 149; at Duluth, 221; Cook 
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county, 316, 338, 343; Blanchard beach, 92, 126; 
Vermilion lake, 523. 

Beaver Bay diabase: Equivalent of the gabbro at 
Duluth, 213; about Beaver Bay, 299; Short Line 
Park,572. 

Beltrami county, chapter on, 131. 
Situation and area, 13I. 
Surface 'features, 13I. 

,Drainage, 132. 
Rainy river and its tributaries, 134. 
Source of the Mississippi, 135. 
Elevations, 136. 

Geologic features, 138. 
Older formations, 138. 
"Northwest angle," 138. 
Cormorant island, ]38. 
Rocky point, 139. 
Long point, 139. 
Stony point, 140. 
Paleozoic rocks, 141. 
Glacial drift, 142. 
Red Lake moraine, 142. 
Hill River moraine, 143. 
Wild Rice moraine, 143. 
Itasca moraine, 144. 
Turtle Lake moraine, 144. 
Lake Ketihi moraine, 144. 
Kames or Osars, 144. 
Modified drift, 145. 
Pitted plains, 145. 
S tri<e, 146. 
Recent deposits, 147. 
Alluvial fiats, 147. 
Terraces, 147. 
Swamps, 147. 
Lacustrine formations, beaches, 147. 
Ancient beaches of lake Agassiz, 149. 

Geological history, 150. 
Differential elevation, 152. 

Economic features, 152. 
Vegetation, 152. 
Pine, 153. 
Deciduous trees, 153. 
Agricultural possibilities, 154. 
Water-powers, 154. 
Fish and game, 154. 
Gold,155. 
Iron, 155. [155. 

Region around Red lake and south to White Earth, 
Altitude and area of Red lake, 155. 
Adjoining country and tributary streams, 156. 
Southern half of Red lake to the narrows, 156. 
Northern half of Red lake to the Agency, 161. 
Sections on Pine creek near Agency, 163. [163. 
Observations between Red lake and White Earth, 

Big American mine, 206. 
Big Fork river, Keewatin rocks, 179. 
Birch island, abandoned beaches near, 343. 
Birch lake and vicinity, 259. 
Biwabik mine, 377. 
Black Jasper, 412. 
Black slates, 264, 324, 368, 378, 384, 395, 475, 486. 
Boy river, moraines at, 59. 
Boulders: Hubbard and Cass counties, 85; walls at 

Red lake, 148; curious boulder at Cloquet, 565. 

Bouldery stretches, 110, 126. 
Brainerd and Northern Minnesota railway, elevations 

on, 60. 
Breccia, mica schist in granite, Elbow lake, 246; Gun

flint lake, 485. 
Brick clay, 21, 221. 
Burntside lake, relations of schists and granite, 247. 

Cabotian, origin of the name,297; surface lavas, 215; 
in Cook county, 325; Pigeon point, 511; Duluth,575. 

Calcite, 520. 
Calcareous beds, 395. 
Cambrian, source of brine, 130; upper, 15. 
Calcareous nodules, 11, 554. 
Campbell beach, 106, 110, 125, 150. [130. 
Carboniferous, primary source of brine at Humboldt, 
Carlton peak, 315, 338. 
Carlton county, chapter on, 1. 

Situation and area, 1. 
Surface features, 1. 

Natural drainage, 1. 
Topography, 1. 
Valley of the St. Louis river, 2. 
Nemadji valley, 2. 
Old outlets of lake Superior, 3. 
Elevations, 3. 
Soil and timber, 5. 

Geological structure, 6. 
The Thomson slates, 7. 
St. Louis valley, geology of, 8., 
Dalles of the St. Louis, map of, 10. 
Puckwunge (Potsdam) conglomerate, 13. 
Late Keweenawan or Manitou eruptives, 15. 
Western sandstone, 15. 
Hinckley sandstone, 16. 
Drift, 17. 
Glacial marks, 17. 
Glacial gouges, 18. 
Earliest outlet of lake Superior basin, 18. 
Brick clay at Wrenshall, 21. 
Kames, 21. 
Springs, sulphur, chalybeate, 22. 

Economic resources, 22. 
Roofing slate, 22. 
Brick clay, 22. 
Pyritiferous quartz, 23. 
Graphite, 2:3. 
Nuggets of metallic copper, 23. 

Rock samples, 24. 
Carlton plate, chapter on, 550. 

St. Louis river, channels, 550. 
Thomson slates-their probable age, 551. 
Dip of the Thomson slates, 553. 
Calcareous nodules, 554. 
Effect of dynamic action on Thomson slates, 557. 
Special structures in the slates, 558. 
Conglomeratic aspects of Thomson slates, 564. 
Curious boulder, 565. 

Cass county (and part of Crow Wing), chapter on, 55. 
Situation and area, 55. 
Surface features, 56. 

Natural drainage, 56. 
Lakes, 56. 
TopograRhy, 58. 
Leaf Hills moraine, 58. 
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Burntside lake, relations of schists and granite, 247. 

Cabotian, origin of the name,297; surface lavas, 215; 
in Cook county, 325; Pigeon point, 511; Duluth,575. 

Calcite, 520. 
Calcareous beds, 395. 
Cambrian, source of brine, 130; upper, 15. 
Calcareous nodules, 11, 554. 
Campbell beach, 106, 110, 125, 150. [130. 
Carboniferous, primary source of brine at Humboldt, 
Carlton peak, 315, 338. 
Carlton county, chapter on, 1. 

Situation and area, 1. 
Surface features, 1. 

Natural drainage, 1. 
Topography, 1. 
Valley of the St. Louis river, 2. 
Nemadji valley, 2. 
Old outlets of lake Superior, 3. 
Elevations, 3. 
Soil and timber, 5. 

Geological structure, 6. 
The Thomson slates, 7. 
St. Louis valley, geology of, 8, 
Dalles of the St. Louis, map of, 10. 
Puckwunge (Potsdam) conglomerate, 13. 
Late Keweenawan or Manitou eruptives, 15. 
Western sandstone, 15. 
Hinckley sandstone, 16. 
Drift, 17. 
Glacial marks, 17. 
Glacial gouges, 18. 
Earliest outlet of lake Superior basin, 18. 
Brick clay at Wrenshall, 21. 
Kames, 21. 
Springs, sulphur, chalybeate, 22. 

Economic resources, 22. 
Roofing slate, 22. 
Brick clay, 22. 
Pyritiferous quartz, 23. 
Graphite, 2:3. 
Nuggets of metallic copper, 23. 

Rock samples, 24. 
Carlton plate, chapter on, 550. 

St. Louis river, channels, 550. 
Thomson slates-their probable age, 551. 
Dip of the Thomson slates, 553. 
Calcareous nodules, 554. 
Effect of dynamic action on Thomson slates, 557. 
Special structures in the slates, 558. 
Conglomeratic aspects of Thomson slates, 564. 
Curious boulder, 565. 

Cass county (and part of Crow Wing), chapter on, 55. 
Situation and area, 55. 
Surface features, 56. 

Natural drainage, 56. 
Lakes, 56. 
TopograRhy, 58. 
Leaf Hills moraine, 58. 
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Itasca moraine, 59. 
Elevations, 60. 
Soil and timber, 64. 

Geological structure, 65. 
Archean and Taconic rocks, 65. 
Diabase dike, 67. 
Cretaceous beds, 68. 
Glacial and modified drift, 69. 
Kames, eskers, and plateaus, 72. 
Modified drift plains, 74. 
Kettle-holes and lake basins, 75. 
Chains of lakes, 76. 
Ice-formed ridges on lake shores, 77. 
Alluvium, 78. 

Material resources, 78. 
Forestry, 78. 
Agriculture, 79. 
Water-powers, 79. 
Springs and wells, 80. 

Cass county, northwest portion, chapter on, 92. 
Location and area, 92. 
Surface features, 93, 

Topography, 93. 
Elevations, 94. 
Drainage and streams, 94. 
Lakes, 95. 

Geologic features, 96. 
Later deposits, 96. 
Moraines, 96. 

Economic features, 97. 
Vegetation, 97. 
Water-powers, 97. 

Cass Lake moraine, 97. 
Chains of lakes, 76, 87. 
Chandler mine, methods at, 592. 
Cheadle's iron location, Disappointment lake, 273, 303. 
Chester peak, 522. 
Cincinnati mine, 378. 
Clastics and iron ores, 278. 
Clay flats of the Agassiz basin, 1l1, 126. 
Clearwater lake, 401. 
Cloquet, structures in the slates, 553, 558. 
Coal, Itasca county, 208. 
Conglomeratic aspects of the Thomson slates, 564. 
Conglomerate: Ogishke Muncie, 282; Puckwunge, in 

Carlton couuty,14; Keewatin at Jackfish bay, 200; 
Cretaceous, 376; at Snowbank lake, 279, 424; in 
jaspilyte,279; base of the Upper Keewatin, 271, 426; 
Puckwunge, Mountain Lake plate, 499; Stuntz, 525. 

Cook county, chapter on, 313. 
Situation and area, 313. 
Surface features, 313. 

Natural drainage, 313. 
Lakes, 314. 
Topography, 314. 
Elevations, 318. 
Soil and timber, 320. 

Geological structure, 320. 
Archean, 321. 
Animikie, 323. 
Keweenawan, 325. 
Cabotian, 325. 
Puckwunge conglomerate, 327 
Manitou, 327. 
Lake Superior shore, 327. 

Drift, 336. 
Glacial strire and lakes, 337. 
Lake Omimi,337. 
Abandoned beaches, 338. 
Carlton peak, 338. 
Poplar river, 338. 
Good Harbor bay, 339. 
Grand Marais, 339. 
Kimball's creek, 340. 
Horseshoe bay, 340. 
Double bay, 341. 
Grand Portage, 341. 
Mount Josephine, 342. 
Wauswaugoning bay, 342. 
Birch island, 343. 
Pigeon point, 343. 
Pigeon river, 343. 

Material resources, 343. 
Timber, 343. 
Iron ore, 343. 
Geological map, 344. 
Water powers, 344. 
Rock samples, 345. 

Copper implements, 54. 
Copper, nuggets, 23, 500; traces in Beltrami county, 

155; pyrites, 208, 520. 
Cormorant island, 138. 
Coutchiching schists, 176, 179, 199, 258, 366, 524, 541, 

552. 
Cretaceous: Carlton county, 16, 20; Aitkin county, 

37, 46; Cass and Crow Wing counties, 68; Beltrami 
county, 150; Itasca county, 183, ,208; Pokegama 
plate, 348; Grand Rapids plate,354; Mountain Iron 
plate, 368; Virginia plate, 376. 

Crushing of iron ores, 595, 
Crystalline schists: ItaElca county, 176; St. Louis 

county, 237, 247, 258; Lake county, 272, 282; at 
Vermilion lake, 539. 

Dalles of the St. Louis, map, 10. 
Dams, artificial for lumbering, 51; for reservoirs, 80. 
Deep well at Short Line Park, 567. 
Diabase: dikes, 36, 67, 195,201,294,418,432, 459, 479, 

503,524,539,573; flows, 215, 308, 327, 519; sills, 476, 
487,493, 498; massive, of the Lower Keewatin, 271, 
274,276,424; Beaver Bay, 213, 299, 572. 

Dip of the Thomson slates, 553. 
Disappointment lake, comglomerate, 284; relations and 

age of the iron at Cheadle's, 303. 
Double bay, terrace topography, 341. 
Drift: Carlton county, 16; glacial, Aitkin county, 37, 

40; Cass and Crow Wing counties, 58, 69, 74; 
Hubbard and Cass counties, 87, 96; Norman and 
Polk counties, 105; Beltrami county, 142,145,165; 
Itasca county, 169, 183, 185; St. Louis county, 217, 
222, 231; Cook county, 336; Pokegama plate, 346; 
Mountain Iron plate, 369; Gabllro Lake plate, 400; 
Snowbank Lake plate, 421; Fraser Lake plate, 437; 
Akeley Lake plate, 464; Gunflint Lake plate,' 484; 
Rove Lake plate, 493; Mountain ,Lake plate, 496. 

Duluth mine, 379. [229. 
Duluth, Missabe and Northern railroaa, elevations, 
Duluth and Iron Range railroad, elevations, 228. 
Duluth, Mississippi River and Northern railroad, 

elevations, 32, 171, 230. 
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Puckwunge conglomerate, 327 
Manitou, 327. 
Lake Superior shore, 327. 

Drift, 336. 
Glacial strire and lakes, 337. 
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Carlton peak, 338. 
Poplar river, 338. 
Good Harbor bay, 339. 
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Material resources, 343. 
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Water powers, 344. 
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Copper implements, 54. 
Copper, nuggets, 23, 500; traces in Beltrami county, 

155; pyrites, 208,520. 
Cormorant island, 138. 
Coutchiching schists, 1'76, 179, 199,258,366,524,541, 

552. 
Cretaceous: Carlton county, 16, 20; Aitkin county, 

37,46; Cass and Crow Wing counties, 68; Beltrami 
county, 150; Itasca county, 183,208; Pokegama 
plate, 348; Grand Rapids plate,354; Mountain Iron 
plate, 368; Virginia plate, 376. 

Crushing of iron ores, 595, 
Crystalline schists: Itasca county, 176; St. Louis 

county, 237, 247, 258; Lake county, 272, 282; at 
Vermilion lake, 539. 

Dalles of the St. Louis, map, 10. 
Dams, artificial for lumbering, 51; for reservoirs, 80. 
Deep well at Short Line Park, 567. 
Diabase: dikes, 36, 67, 195,201,294,418,432,459,479, 

503,524,539,573; flows, 215,308,327,519; sills, 476, 
487,493,498; massive, of the Lower Keewatin, 271, 
274,276,424; Beaver Bay, 213, 299, 572. 

Dip of the Thomson slates, 553. 
Disappointment lake, comglomerate, 284; relations and 

age of the iron at Cheadle's, 303. 
Double bay, terrace topography, 341. 
Drift: Carlton county, 16; glacial, Aitkin county, 37, 

40; Cass and Crow Wing counties, 58, 69, 74; 
Hubbard and Cass counties, 87, 96; Norman and 
Polk counties, 105; Beltrami county, 142,145,165; 
Itasca county, 169, 183, 185; St. Louis county, 217, 
222, 231; Cook county, 336; Pokegama plate, 346; 
Mountain Iron plate,369; Gabbro Lake plate, 400; 
Snowbank Lake plate, 421; Fraser Lake plate, 437; 
Akeley Lake plate, 464; Gunflint Lake plate, 484; 
Rove Lake plate, 493; Mountain Lake plate, 496. 

Duluth mine, 379. [229. 
Duluth, Missabe and Northern railroa'a, elevations, 
Duluth and Iron Range railroad, elevations, 228. 
Duluth, Mississippi River and Northern railroad, 

elevations, 32, 171,230. 
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Duluth and Winnipeg railroad, elevations, 4, 136,170. 
Duluth plate, chapter on, 566. 

Fond du Lac sandstone, 567. 
Short Line Park deep well, 567. 
Age of Fonddu Lac sandstone, 571. 
Gabbro, 571. 
Beaver Bay diabase, 572. 
Cabotian at Duluth, 575. 

Dunka River plate, chapter on, 390. 
Oldest iron mining corporation, work of, 390. 

The Archean rocks, 390. 
Pokegama qual'tzyte, 391. 
Section of the iron-bearing rocks, 391. 
Data of drill holes, 392. 
Calcareous and black slate beds, 395. 
Gabbro, 396. 
Rock samples, 398. 

East Twin peak, 452. 
Effect of dynamic action on the Thomson slates, 557. 
Elevations above the sea: Carlton county, 3; Aitkin, 

32; Cass and Crow Wing, 60; Norman and Polk, 
101; Marshall, Roseau and Kittson,121; Beltrami, 
136; Itasca, 170, 194; St. Louis, 228; Lake, 267; 
Cook, 318; Mississippi and Crow Wing rivers, 62; 
Fraser Lake plate, 436. 

Ely, method of mining, 592. 
Erosion, by the Mississippi in Aitkin county, 31; 

absence of at the outlet of Vermilion lake, 523. 
Eskers, 72, 164. 
Eveleth, mines, 380. 
Expl9itation of ores, 588. 

Fahlbands, 207. 
Fall lake, greenstones and jaspilytes, 409. 
Fayal mine, 381. 
Feldspathic vein in doleryte, 261. 
Feldspar masses in diabase, 299, 309. 
Fergus Falls moraine, 40. [444. 
Field relations of the granite of Kekequabic lake, 294, 
Fine-grained gabbro, 458, 477. 
Fish and game in Beltrami county, 154. 
Fissile slates of the Animikie, 507. 
Fissure veins in Rainy Lake region, 206. 
Fluor granite, 323. 
Fond du Lac sandstone, relation to the Manitou traps, 

567; age, 571. 
Forestry, 78. 
Fossils, Cretaceous, Mesabi range, 376. 
Fraser lake, 456. 
Fraser Lake plate, chapter on, 434. 

Situation and area, 434. 
Surface features, 434. 

Topography, 434. 
Elevations, 436. 
Drainage, 436. 
Drift, 437. 

Geological structure, 438. 
Archean, 438. 
Slate formation, 439. 
Argillyte, 440, 
Graywacke, 440. 
Grit, 440. 
Green schist, 440. 
Volcanic tuff, 441. 

Greenstone, 442. 
Conglomerate, 442. 
Granite, 442. 
Parallel structures, 443. 
Field relations of the granite, 444. 
Origin of the granite, 446. 
Kekerluabic lake, 448. 
Mount Northrop, 450. 
South of Ogishke Muncie lake, 4:'51. 
East and West Twin peaks, 452. 
South of Kekequabic lake, 453. 
Relation of different parts of the ArchGan, 454. 
Animikie, 456. 
Gabimichigama lake, 457. 
Keweenawan, 457. 
Gabbro, 457. 
Granite, 458. 
Gabbro contact rocks, 459. 
Diabase dikes, 459. 

Economic resources, 460. 
Geological map, 461. 
Rock SamTJles, 461. 

Gabbro Lake plate, chapter on, 399. 
Situation and area, 399. 
Surface features, 399. 

Topography, 399. 
Drainage, 400. 
Drift, 400. 

Geological structure, 400. 
Archean, 400. 
Pickerel lake, 401. 
Clearwater lake, 401. 
South branch of the Kawishiwi river, 402. 
North branch of the Kawishiwi river, 4m. 
Small lakes, 407. 
Greenstones and j aspilyte, 408. 
Ka wasachong falls, 408. 
Garden lake, 411. 
Quartz-porphyry, 413. 
Mica and quartz magnetite schists, 414. 
Granite, 416. 
Animikie, 417. 
Keweenawan, 418. 
Diabase dikes, 418. 

Economic resources, 418. 
Iron ore, 418. 

Rock samples. 419. 
Gabbro, its characters at Herman, 213; in St. Louis 

county, 265; in Lake county, 297; its date, 298; 
relation to muscovadyte,302; in Cook county, 325; 
near Allen Junction, 389; contact on the Animikie, 
396,456, 476,515, 575; contact on the Archean, 302, 
397, 459,477; dikes on Pigeon point, 50:3; and Beaver 
Bay diabase at Short Line Park, 572. 

Gabimichigama lake, 453, 46:3, 470. 
Game and fish, 50, 78, 91, 154. 
Garden lake, greenstones and schists, 411; magnetite, 

412. 
Geology island, in Farm lake, 414. 
Genoa mine, 381. 
Giant's range, as a topographic feature, 231, 355, 4m; 

composition, 262, 366. 
Glacial deposits, 85, 10:3, 123, 142, 183, 201. See also 

under Drift and Till. 
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Glacial marks: Carlton county, 17; Beltrami county, 
146; Itasca, 183, 201; St. Louis, 232; Cook, 336; 
Fraser lake, 437. 

Gneiss: Rainy lake, 236; Vermilion river,242; Pelican 
lake, 243; Burntside lake, 248; Birch lake, 259; 
Snowbank lake, 293; Vermilion lake, 541. 

Gold, veins, 203; mine, 192; in Carlton county, 23; 
Beltrami county, 155; Rainy lake, 192; near Ely, 
258; Good Harbor bay, 389. 

Granite: Aitkin county, 36; Itasca, 174; Lake, 285; 
Kekequabic lake, 294, 442; Kawishiwi river, 416; 
Snowbank lake, 430; of Keweenawan age, 458,479; 
Vermilion lake, 541. 

Granites and the Archean revolution, 538. 
Granitic rocks, 346, 350, 356. 
Grand Marais, erosion and beaches, 339. 
Grand Portage, beaches, 341; trail, 504; graywacke, 505' 
Graphite; Carlton county, 23; Pigeon point, 520. 
Gravelly knolls and plateaus, Aitkin county, 43. 
Gravel ore, Lone Jack mine, 376. 
Graywacke slate, of the Animikie, 324; Grand Port

age,505; at Kekequabic lake, 440; at Gunflint lake, 
487; of the Upper Keewatin, 525. 

Great Northern railroad, elevations, 4, 32, 60, 94, 101, 
121,136. 

Greenwackes, 545. 
Green schists, 440; about Garden lake, 411. 
Greenstones, the oldest rocks, 253, 455, 544; at Ely, 

255; in Lake county, 270, 276; and iron ores, 274, 
408,422; Virginia plate, 373; Fraser Lake plate, 442; 
at Akeley lake, 466; Vermilion lake, 544; fragmental 
distinguished from igneous, 277. 

Twin peaks, 452. 
Grit, 440. 
Gunflint Lake plate, chapter on, 48t 

Situation and area, 481. 
Surface features, 481. 

Topography, 481. 
Drainage, 483. 
Drift, 484. 

Geological structure, 484. 
Animikie, 48.5. 
Taconyte, iron-bearing member, 486. 
Black slate member, 486. 
Graywacke slate member, 487. 
Diabase sills, 487. 
Keweenawan, 488. 
Gabbro, 489. 

Economic resources, 490. 
Geological maps, 490. 

Hay meadows, Beltrami county, 154. 
Hemlock, in Carlton county, 6. 
Hematite, 191, 368, 378, 490. See, also, iron ores. 
Herman beach, 105, 122, 149. [358. 
Hibbing plate of the Mesabi Iron range, chapter on, 

SituatIOn, 358. 
Geological structure, 358. 

Animikie, 359. 
Rock samples, 359, 361. 
Iron-bearing rocks, 359-364. 
Analysis of rocks, 362. 
Origin of the Mesabi ores, 364. 

Hill River moraine, 115, 143, 146, 149. 
Hinckley sandstone, Carlton county, 16. 

History of iron mining in Minnesota, 583. 
History (geological) of Beltrami county, 150. 

Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, 127. 
Norman and Polk counties, 113. 
Hubbard and Cass counties, 88. 

Horseshoe bay, beaches, 340. 
Humboldt salt well, 128. 
Hubbard county, chapter on, 82. 

Location and area, 82. 
Surface features, 83. 

Topography, 83. 
Lakes, 83. 
Drainage, 84. 

Geological features, 84. 
Glacial deposits, 85. 
Till,85. 
Boulders, 85. 
Moraines, 86. 
Stratified or modified drift, 87. 
Probable origin of the chain of lakes, 87. 
Probable glacial history, 88. 
Recent deposits, 90. 

Economic features, 91. 
Wells, 91. 
Vegetation, 91. 
Timber, 92. 
Water-powers, 92. 

Ice ridges, on lake shores, 49, 77, flO. 
Igneous rocks of the Keewatin, Lake county, 285; St. 

Louis, 2.;3; Kawishiwi river, 402; Fall lake, 409; 
Garden lake, 411; Snowbank lake, 424; Akeley lake, 
469; Vermilion lake, 546. 

Iron-bearing rocks: Animikie, 191,263,348,353,356, 
358,365,375,387,390, 391,456, 471, 486. Keewatin, 
155,191, 222, 278, 2e5 (muscovadyte), 313, 408, 412, 
418,422,432,533,546. 

Iron ores: Analyses, 353,585; methods of exploitation, 
588; transportation, 596; market prices, 600; Ver
milion Range mines, 601; Mesabi Range mines, 602; 
total of shipments, 603; future of iron in Minnesota, 
607; State ownership and royalties, 608; referenoos 
to literature, 613. 

Iron, manufacture at home, 609. 
Iron mining, chapter on, 581. 
Itasca moraine, 71, 96, 144,151,185,355. 
Itasca county, chapter on, 166. 

Situation and area, 166. 
Surface features, 166. 

Natural drainage, 166. 
Lakes, 167. 
Importance of rivers and lakes, 168. 
Topography, 168. 
Drift district, 169. 
Lake-bed district, 170. 
Rocky Lake district, 170. 
Elevations, 170. 
Soil and timber, 172. 

Geological structure, 174. 
Archean, 174. 
Granitic rocks, 174. 
Coutchiching, 176. 
Keewatin, 178. 
Post-Archean dikes, 179. 
Animikie, 180. 
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Glacial marks: Carlton county, 17; Beltrami county, 
146; Itasca, 183, 201; St. Louis, 232; Cook, 336; 
Fraser lake, 437. 

Gneiss: Rainy lake, 236; Vermilion river,242; Pelican 
lake, 243; Burntside lake, 248; Birch lake, 259; 
Snowbank lake, 293; Vermilion lake, 541. 

Gold, veins, 203; mine, 193; in Carlton county, 23; 
Beltrami county, 155; Rainy lake, 192; near Ely, 
258; Good Harbor bay, 339. 

Granite: Aitkin county, 36; Itasca, 174; Lake, 285; 
Kekequabic lake, 294, 442; Kawishiwi river, 416; 
Snowbank lake, 430; of Keweenawan age, 458, 479; 
Vermilion lake, 541. 

Granites and the Archean revolution, 538. 
Granitic rocks, 3i6, 350, 356. 
Grand Marais, erosion and beaches, 339. 
Grand Portage, beaches, 341; trail, 504; graywacke, 505' 
Graphite; Carlton county, 23; Pigeon point, 520. 
Gravelly knolls and plateaus, Aitkin county, 43. 
Gravel ore, Lone Jack mine, 376. 
Graywacke slate, of the Animikie, 324; Grand Port

age,505; at Kekequabic lake, 440; at Gunflint lake, 
487; of the Upper Keewatin, 525. 

Great Northern railroad, elevations, 4,32,60,94,101, 
121,136. 

Green wackes, 545. 
Green schists, 440; about Garden lake, 411. 
Greenstones, the oldest rocks, 253, 455, 544; at Ely, 

255; in Lake county, 270, 276; and iron ores, 274, 
408,422; Virginia plate, 373; Fraser Lake plate, 442; 
at Akeley lake, 466; Vermilion lake, 544; fragmental 
distinguished from igneous, 277. 

Twin peaks, 452. 
Grit, 440. 
Gunflint Lake plate, chapter on, 48t 

Situation and area, 481. 
Surface features, 481. 

Topography, 481. 
Drainage, 483. 
Drift, 484. 

Geological structure, 484. 
Animikie, 485. 
Taconyte, iron-bearing member, 486. 
Black slate member, 486. 
Graywacke slate member, 487. 
Diabase sills, 487. 
Keweenawan, 488. 
Gabbro, 489. 

Economic resources, 490. 
Geological maps, 490. 

Hay meadows, Beltrami county, 154. 
Hemlock, in Carlton county, 6. 
Hematite, 191, 368, 378, 490. See, also, iron ores. 
Herman beach, 105, 122, 149. [358. 
Hibbing plate of the Mesabi Iron range, chapter on, 

SituatIOn, 358. 
Geological structure, 358. 

Animikie, 359. 
Rock samples, 359, 361. 
Iron-bearing rocks, 359-364. 
Analysis of rocks, 362. 
Origin of the Mesabi ores, 364. 

Hill River moraine, 115, 143, 146, 149. 
Hinckley sandstone, Carlton county, 16. 

History of iron mining in Minnesota, 583. 
History (geological) of Beltrami county, 150. 

Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, 127. 
Norman and Polk counties; 113. 
Hubbard and Cass counties, 88. 

Horseshoe bay, beaches, 340. 
Humboldt salt well, 128. 
Hubbard county, chapter on, 82. 

Location and area, 82. 
Surface features, 83. 

Topography, 83. 
Lakes, 83. 
Drainage, 84. 

Geological features, 84. 
Glacial deposits, 85. 
Till, 85. 
Boulders, 85. 
Moraines, 86. 
Stra tified or modified drift, 87. 
Probable origin of the chain of lakes, 87. 
Probable glacial history, 88. 
Recent deposits, 90. 

Economic features, 91. 
Wells, 91. 
Vegetation, 91. 
Timber, 92. 
Water-powers, 92. 

Ice ridges, on lake shores, 49,77,90. 
Igneous rocks of the Keewatin, Lake county, Z85; St. 

Louis, Z.;3; Kawishiwi river, 402; Fall lake, 409; 
Garden lake, 411; Snowbank lake, 424; Akeley lake, 
469; Vermilion lake, 546. 

Iron-bearing rocks: Animikie, 191,263,348,353,356, 
358,365,375,387,390, 391,456, 471, 486. Keewatin, 
155,191, 222, 278,285 (muscovadyte), 3i3, 408, 412, 
418, 422, 432, 533, 546. 

Iron ores: Analyses, 353,585; methods of exploitation, 
588; transportati{)n, 596; market prices, 600; Ver
milion Range mines, 601; Mesabi Range mines, 602; 
total of shipments, 603; future of iron in Minnesota, 
607; State ownership and royalties, 608; references 
to literature, 613. 

Iron, manufacture at home, 609. 
Iron mining, chapter on, 581. 
Itasca moraine, 71, 96,144,151,185,355. 
Itasca county, chapter on, 166. 

Situation and area, 166. 
Surface features, 166. 

Natural drainage, 166. 
Lakes, 167. 
Importance of rivers and lakes, 168. 
Topography, 168. 
Drift district, 169. 
Lake-bed district, 170. 
Rocky Lake district, 170. 
Elevations, 170. 
Soil and timber, 172. 

Geological structure, 174. 
Archean, 174. 
Granitic rocks, ] 74. 
Coutchiching, 176. 
Keewatin, 178. 
Post-Archean dikes, 179. 
Animikie, 180. 
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Pokegama quartzyte, 18l. 
Taconyte or iron-bearing rocks, 282. 
Cretaceous, 182. 
Glacial deposits, 183. 
Glacial strhB, 184. 
Moraines, 185. 
Modified drift, 186. 
Glacial lake Agassiz, 186. 
Post-glacial deposits, 190. 

Material resources, 190. 
Water-powers, 190. 
Clays, 101. 
Mica, 191. 
Gold, 191. 
Iron, 191. 
Rock samples, 192. 

Rainy Lake gold region, 192. 
General features and geology, 193. 

Location, 193. 
Topography, 193. 
Lakes, 194. 
Altitude, 194. 

Geology, 195. 
Laurentian, 195. 
Coutchiching, 199. 
Keewatin, 199. 
Diabase dikes, 201. 
Glacial deposits, 201. 
Geological history, 202. 

Gold veins and individual properties, 203. 
Segregated veins, 203. 
Little American mine, 205. 
Big American mine, 206. 
Fissure veins, 206, 
Fahlbands, 207. 
Lyle mine, 207. 

Treatment of Rainy Lake ores, 208. 
Other resources, 208. 

Useful minerals, 208. 
Timber, 209. 
Agriculture, 209. 
Watercpowers,210. 

Jadis beach, 125, 150. 
Jasper lake, 281. 
Jaspilyte, and iron ore, 155, 191, :222, 278,285 (mus

covadyte), 3t3, 408, 412, 418, 422, 432, 533, 546. 
Josephine, mount, 315, 342, 511. 
Julia, lake, 133. 

Kames, 144, 164, 235, 337, 493. 
Kaolin, 191, 364. 
Kawasachong falls, profile, 409. 
Kawishiwi river, 284, 286, 402. 
Kawishiwin, 271, 273, 546. 
Keewatin: Itasca county, 178, 199, 208; St. Louis 

county, 253,255; Lake county, 274, 285,295; Cook 
county, 321; Snowbank lake, 423; Nomenclature, 
546,552. 

Kekequabic lake, porphyry, 288, 445; granite, 294, 
442; special description, 448. 

"Keratose sponge," Thomson slates, 551, 553. 
Kettle holes and lake basins, 75. 
Kettle River sandstone, 16. 
Keweenawan: Carlton county, 13, 15; Lake county, 

295,297; Cook county, 325; Gabbro lake, 418; Snow
bank lake, 431; Fraser lake, 457; Akeley lake, 476; 
Gunflint lake, 488; Rove lake, 494; Mountain lake, 
498; Pigeon point, 511; Short Line Park, 567; 
Duluth, 575. 

Kimball's creek beaches, 340. 
Kittson county, description of, 120. 
Knife falls, H; graphite, n; structures of the slates, 

55:1,557. 

Koochiching falls, 176, 190,210,232. 

Lacustrine deposits, 90, 123, 148, 221. 
Lake county, chapter on, 266. 

Situation and area, 266. 
Topography, 266. 
Elevations, :267. 

Geological formations, 270. 
Lower Keewatin, 270. 
Upper Keewatin, 271. 
Metamorphism of the Keewatin, 272. 
Greenstones and iron ores, 274. 
Evident clastics and iron ores, 278. 
Ogishke conglomerate, 279. 
Mica schists, 282. 
Muscovadyte and iron ores, 285. 
Igneous rocks of the Keewatin, 285. 
Granite and igneous gneiss, 285. 
Bassimenan Lake granite, 286. 
Granite of White Iron lake, 286. 
Granite and porphyry of Snowbank lake, 287. 
Snowbank Lake geology, map of, 293. 
Kekequabic lake, granite of, 294. 
Later dikes of diabase, 294. 
Taconic, :295. [297. 
Gabbro and other igneous rocks of the Animikie, 
Cabotian, 297. 
Manitou, 297. 
Date of the gabbro, 298. 
Peculiarities of the gabbro, 299. 
Anorthosyte knobs near Beaver bay, 300. 
Gabbro on muscovado fragments, 303. 
The red rock, 304. 
Relations of the red rock and gabbro, 305. 
Manitou series, 307. 
The lake shore in Lake county, 308. 
Rock samples, 312. 

Lake Agassiz, 46, 98, 146, 152, 156, 186,233. 
Lake Aitkin (glacial), 46. 
Lake bed district, Itasca county, 170. 
Lake shore, Lake county, 308; Cook county, 327; St. 

Louis county, 215. (See plates FF and GG.) 
Lake Ketihi moraine, 144, 150. 
Lake Omimi (glacial), 521. 
Lake Nemadji (glacial), 20. 
Lake St. Louis (glacial), 20. 
Lake Superior, elevation, 266. 
Lakes: Aitkin county, 26; Cass and Crow Wing 

counties, 56; Hubbard and Cass counties, 83-95; 
Norman and Polk counties, 99; Beltrami county, 
167; Itasca county, 168; of the boundary, 241, 314; 
elevations of, in Lake county, 267; in Cook county, 
318. 

Laurentian, Itasca county, 174, 195. 
Lavas: Cabotian, at Duluth, 215; St. Louis county, 

265; Lake county, 297; Pigeon point, 519; at Duluth, 
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Pokegama quartzyte, 181. 
Taconyte or iron-bearing rocks, 282. 
Oretaceous, 182. 
Glacial deposits, 183. 
Glacial stria'l, 184. 
Moraines, Hl5. 
Modified drift, 186. 
Glacial lake Agassiz, 186. 
Post-glacial deposits, 190. 

Material resources, 190. 
Water-powers, 190. 
Olays,101. 
Mica, 191. 
Gold,191. 
Iron, 191. 
Rock samples, 192. 

Rainy Lake gold region, 192. 
General features and geology, 193. 

Location, 193. 
Topography, 193. 
Lakes, 19'1. 
Altitude, 194. 

Geology, 195. 
Laurentian, 195. 
Ooutchiching, 199. 
Keewatin, 199. 
Diabase dikes, 201. 
Glacial deposi ts, 201. 
Geological history, 202. 

Gold veins and individual properties, 203. 
Segregated veins, 203. 
Little American mine, 205. 
Big American mine, 206. 
Fissure veins, 206, 
Fahlbands, 207. 
Lyle mine, 207. 

Treatment of Rainy Lake ores, 208. 
Other resources, 208. 

Useful minerals, 208. 
Timber, 209. 
Agriculture, 209. 
Watercpowers, 210. 

Jadis beach, 125, 150. 
Jasper lake, 281. 
Jaspilyte, and iron ore, 155, 191, :222, 278,285 (mus

covadyte), 343,408,412,418,422,432,533,546. 
Josephine, mount, 315, 342, 511. 
Julia, lake, 133. 

Kames, 144, 164, 235, 337, 493. 
Kaolin, 191, 364. 
Kawasachong falls, profile, 409. 
Kawishiwi river, 284, 286, 402. 
Kawishiwin, 271, 273,546. 
Keewatin: Itasca county, 178, 199, 208; St. Louis 

county, 253,255; Lake county, 274, 285,295; Oook 
county, 321; Snowbank lake, 423; Nomenclature, 
546, 552. 

Kekeguabic lake, porphyry, 288, 445; granite, 294, 
442; special description, 448. 

"Keratose sponge," Thomson slates, 551, 553. 
Kettle holes and lake basins, 75. 
Kettle River sandstone, 16. 
Keweenawan: Oarlton county, 13, 15; Lake county, 

295,297; Cook county, 325; Gabbro lake, 418; Snow
bank lake, 4:3/; Fraser lake, 457; Akeley lake, 476; 
Gunflint lake, 488; Rove lake, 494; Mountain lake, 
498; Pigeon point, 511; Short Line Park, 567; 
Duluth, 575. 

Kimball's creek beaches, 340. 
Kittson county, description of, 120. 
Knife falls, H; graphite, 2:3; structures of the slates, 

55:1,557. 

Koochiching falls, 176, 190,210,232. 

Lacustrine deposits, 90, 123, 148, 221. 
Lake county, chapter on, 266. 

Situation and area, 266. 
Topography, 266. 
Elevations, :267. 

Geological formations, 270. 
Lower Keewatin, 270. 
Upper Keewatin, 271. 
Metamorphism of the Keewatin, 272. 
Greenstones and iron ores, 274. 
Evident clastics and iron ores, 278. 
Ogishke conglomerate, 279. 
Mica schists, 282. 
Muscovadyte and iron ores, 285. 
Igneous rocks of the Keewatin, 285. 
Granite and igneous gneiss, :285. 
Bassimenan Lake granite, 286. 
Granite of White Iron lake, 286. 
Granite and porphyry of Snowbank lake, 287. 
Snowbank Lake geology, map of, 293. 
Kekequabic lake, granite of, 294. 
Later dikes of diabase, 294. 
Taconic, :295. [297. 
Gabbro and other igneous rocks of the Animikie, 
Cabotian, 297. 
Manitou, 297. 
Date of the gabbro, 298. 
Peculiarities of the gabbro, 299. 
Anorthosyte knobs near Beaver bay, 300. 
Gabbro on muscovado fragments, 303. 
The red rock, 304. 
Relations of the red rock and gabbro, 305. 
Manitou series, 307. 
The lake shore in Lake county, 308. 
Rock samples, 312. 

Lake Agassiz, 46, 98, 146, 152, 156, 186, 23:~. 
Lake Aitkin (glacial), 46. 
Lake bed district, Itasca county, 170. 
Lake shore, Lake county, 308; Cook county, 327; St. 

Louis county, 215. (See plates FF and GG.) 
Lak8 Ketihi moraine, 144, 150. 
Lake Omimi (glacial), 521. 
Lake Nemadji (glacial), 20. 
Lake St. Louis (glacial), 20. 
Lake Superior, elevation, 266. 
Lakes: Aitkin county, 26; Oass and Orow Wing 

counties, 56; Hubbard and Oass counties, 83-95; 
Norman and Polk counties, 99; Beltrami county, 
167; Itasca county, 168; of the boundary, 241,314; 
elevations of, in Lake county, 267; in Oook county, 

318. 
Laurentian, Itasca county, 174, 195. 
Lavas: Cabotian, at Duluth, 215; St. Louis county, 

265; Lake county, 297; Pigeon point, 519; at Duluth, 
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567, 575; Manitou in Carlton county, 14; dikes at 
Duluth, 216; Lake county, 297, 307; Cook county, 
327; Pigeon point, 519; Short Line Park, 575. 

Lawson, A. C.: Lacustrine deposits in lake Agassiz, 
189; section in Rainy Lake region, 202; source of 
metalliferous veins, 205; agriculture of the Rainy 
River valley, 209; abandoned beaches of lake Supe
rior, 219, 315; conglomerate cut by granite, 32:3; 
Saganaga lake, 323; the Coutchiching, 541. 

Leaf Hills moraine, 42, 58, 70, 76, 185. 
Lignite, 45, 69, 208. 
Limestone in the Animikie, 376; in the Thomson slates 

as limy segregations, 553. 
Little American mine, 192, 203,205. 
Long lake, 251. 
Lower Cambrian, age of the Animikie, iron-bearing 

rocks, 263. 
Lower Keewatin, 175,270,274,321,414,422,455,524, 

544, 548. 
Lyle mine, 207. 

Magnetite, 378, 412, 432, 456,490. 
Mahoning mine, 364. 
Manitou sGries of traps: Carlton county, 14; dikes 

at Duluth, 216; definition of,297; Lake county, 307; 
Cook county, 327; Pigeon point, 519; Short Line 
Park,575. 

Market prices of iron ore, 600. [117. 
Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, chapter on, 

Surface features, 117. 
Situation and area of Marshall county, 117. 

Drainage of Marshall county, 118. 
Situation and area of Roseau county, 119. 
Situation and area of Kittson county, 120. 

Drainage of Kittson county, 120. 
Elevations, ]21. 

Geological J'ea tures, 122. 
Glacial deposits, ]22. 
Moraines, ]22. 
Lacustrine deposits, 12:3. 
Beaches, 123. 
Campbell beach, 12:3. 
McCauleyville beach, 125 
Bouldery strips, 126. 
Clay flats, 126. 
Alluvial deposits, 126. 
Geological history, 127. 

Economic features, 127. 
Timber, 127. 
Wells, 127. 
Humboldt salt well, 128. 

McCauleyville beach, 106, 110, 125. 
McKinley mine, .379. 
Mesabi Iron range, Itasca county, 191; St. Louis 

county,263; Lake county, 296, Mountain Iron plate, 
365; Hibbing, 358; Swan lake, :353; Grand Rapids, 
350; Pokegama lake, 316; Virginia, 370; Partridge 
river, 383; Dunka river, 390; Gabbro lake, 399; Dis
appointment lake, 431; Fraser lake, 456; Akeley 
lake, 470; Gunflint lake, 486; mines, 602; method of 
mining, 594. 

Mesabi moraine, 14:3, 186, .355. 
Metamorphism, 272, 469. 
Methods of mining, 589. 
Mica schist, Carlton county, 12; Itasca county, 175, 

199; St. Louis county, 238, 248, 261; Lake county, 
282; White Iron lake, 414; Snowbank lake, 422. 

Milling system on the Mesabi range, 594. 
Mining economically considered, 581. 
Minnesota iron mining, chapter on, 581. 

Location of mines, 583. 
History of mining, 583. 
Quality of ores, 584. 
Analyses of iron ores, 585. 

Gogebic range, 585. 
Menominee range, 585. 
Marquette range, 586, 

Methods of exploitation, 588. 
Mining, 588. 
Soudan method,589. 
Chandler method, 592. 
Milling system on the Mesabi range, 594. 
Orushing, 595. 
Data concerning crushers,' 596. 
Transportation, 596. 
Market prices of iron ores, 600. 
Vermilion Range mines, 601. 
Mesabi Range mines, 602. 

Total of shipments, 603. 
Future of iron mining in Minnesota, 607. 
Life of present mines, 607, 
State ownership and royalties, 608. 
Iron and steel manufacture at home, 609. 
Oomparative costs here with elsewhere, 609. 

References to literature, 613. 
Mines and mining properties: Mesabi Chief, 191, 

356; Arcturus, 191; Little American, 205; Big 
American, 206; Lyle, 207; at Hibbing, 359; Mahon
ing, 364; Mountain Iron, 367; Rathbun, 367; Snively, 
367; Lone Jack, 376; Biwabik, 377; Cincinnati, 
378; Duluth, 379; McKinley, 379; Virginia group, 379; 
Norman, 380; Adams, 390; Auburn, 380; Fayal, 
381; at Soudan, 589, 601i at Ely, 592, 601; State 
mines, 608. 

Mississippi and Northern railroad, elevations, 61. 
Mississippi river, source, 135; in Hubbard and Cass 

counties, 94; elevations, 171. 
Modified drift plains. Cass and Crow Wing counties, 

74; Hubbard and Cass counties, 87, 96; Norman 
and Polk counties, 105; Beltrami county, 145; Itasca 
county, 186. 

Moose lake, Lake county. 281. 
Moraines, terminal, Aitkin county, 40: Carlton county, 

2; Cass and Crow Wing counties, 58, 7.0; Hubbard 
and Cass counties, 86, 96; Norman and Polk counties, 
104, 114; Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, 
]2~2; Beltrami county, 142; Itasca county, 185; St. 
Louis county, 232; Cook county, 336. 

Mounds, aboriginal, 51. 
Mount Josephine, 342. 
Mount Northrop, 450. 
Mountain Iron mine, 367. 
Mount Reunion, 492. 
Mountain Iron plate, chapter on, 365. 

First important discovery of iron ore, 365. 
Geological structure, 365. 

The crystalline rocks, 366. 
Pokegama quartzyte, 366. 
Taconyte, 367. 
Mountain Iron mine, 367. 
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567,5'75; Manitou in Carlton county, 14; dikes at 
Duluth, 216; Lake county, 297,3.07; Cook county, 
327; Pigeon point, 519; Short Line Park, 575. 

Lawson, A. C.: Lacustrine deposits in lake Agassiz, 
189; section in Rainy Lake region, 2.02; source of 
metalliferous veins, 2.05; agriculture of the Rainy 
River valley, 2.09; abandoned beaches of lake Supe
rior, 219, 315; conglomerate cut by granite, 323; 
Saganaga lake, 323; the Coutchiching, 541. 

Leaf Hills moraine, 42, 58, 7.0, 76, 185. 
Lignite, 45, 69, 2.08. 
Limestone in the Animikie, 376; in the Thomson slates 

as limy segregations, 553. 
Little American mine, 192, 2.0:3,2.05. 
Long lake, 251. 
Lower Cambrian, age of the Animikie, iron-bearing 

rocks, 263. 
Lower Keewatin, 175, 27.0,274, 321,414,422,455,524, 

544, 548. 
Lyle mine, 2.07. 

Magnetite, 378, 412, 432, 456, 49.0. 
Mahoning mine, 364. 
Manitou sftries of traps: Carlton county, 14; dikes 

at Duluth,216; definition of,297; Lake county,3D7; 
Cook county,3:27; Pigeon point, 519; Short Line 
Park,575. 

Market prices of iron ore, 6.0.0. [117. 
Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, chapter on, 

Surface features, 117. 
Situation and area of Marshall county, 117. 

Drainage of Marshall county, 118. 
Situation and area of Roseau county, 119. 
Situation and area of Kittson county, 12.0. 

Drainage of Kittson county, 12.0. 
Elevations, ]21. 

Geological .features, 1~22. 
Glacial deposits, ]22. 
Moraines, ] 22. 
Lacustrine deposits, 12:3. 
Beaches, 123. 
Campbell beach, ]23. 
McCauleyville beach, ]25 
Bouldery strips, 126. 
Clay flats, 126. 
Alluvial deposits, 126. 
Geological history, ] ~27. 

Economic features, 127. 
Timber, 127. 
Wells, 127. 
Humboldt salt well, 128. 

McCauleyville beach, 1.06, lID, ]25. 
McKinley mine, 379. 
Mesabi Iron range, Itasca county, 191; St. Louis 

county,26:3; Lake county, 296, Mountain Iron plate, 
365; Hibbing,3.58; Swan lake, :353; Grand Rapids, 
35.0; Pokegama lake, 316; Virginia, 37.0; Partridge 
river, 383; Dunka river, 39.0; Gabbro lake, 399; Dis
appointment lake, 431; Fraser lake, 456; Akeley 
lake, 47.0; Gunflint lake, 486; mines, 6.02; method of 
mining, 594. 

Mesabi moraine, 143, 186, 355. 
Metamorphism, 272, 469. 
Methods of mining, 589. 
Mica schist, Carlton county, 12; Itasca county, 175, 

199; St. Louis county, 238, 248, 261; Lakeeounty, 
282; White Iron lake, 414; Snowbank lake, 422. 

Milling system on the Mesabi range, 594. 
Mining economically considered, 581. 
Minnesota iron mining, chapter on, 581. 

Location of mines, 583. 
History of mining, 583. 
Quality of ores, 584. 
Analyses of iron ores, 585. 

Gogebic range, .585. 
Menominee range, 585. 
Marquette range, 586, 

Methods of exploitation, 588. 
Mining, 588. 
Soudan method,589. 
Chandler method, 592. 
Milling system on the Mesabi range, 594. 
Crushing, 595. 
Data concerning crushers,' 596. 
Transportation, 596. 
Market prices of iron ores, 6.0.0. 
Vermilion Range mines, 6.0]. 
Mesabi Range mines, 602. 

Total of shipments, 6.03. 
Future of iron mining in Minnesota, 6.07. 
Life of present mines, 6.07, 
State ownership and royalties, 6.08. 
Iron and steel manufacture at home, 6.09. 
Comparative costs here with elsewhere, 6.09. 

References to literature, 613. 
Mines and mining properties: Mesabi Chief, 191, 

356; Arcturus, 191; Little American, 2.05; Big 
American, 2.06; Lyle,2D7; at Hibbing, 359; Mahon
ing,364; Mountain Iron, 367; Rathbun,367; Snively, 
367; Lone Jack, 376; Biwabik, 377; Cincinnati, 
378; Duluth, 379; McKinley, 379; Virginia group, 379; 
Norman, 380; Adams, 390; Auburn, 38.0; Fayal, 
381; at Soudan, 589, 6.01; at Ely, 592, 6.01; State 
mines, 6.08. 

Mississippi and Northern railroad, elevations, 61. 
Mississippi river, source, 135; in Hubbard and Cass 

counties, 94; elevations, 171. 
Modified drift plains, Cass and Crow Wing counties, 

74; Hubbard and Cass counties, 87, 96; Norman 
and Polk counties, 1.05; Beltrami county, 145; Itasca 
county, 186. 

Moose lake, Lake county, 281. 
Moraines, terminal, Aitkin county, 4.0: Carlton county, 

2; Cass and Crow Wing counties, 58, 7.0; Hubbard 
and Cass counties,8G, 96; Norman and Polk counties, 
1.04, 114; Marshall, Roseau and Ki ttson counties, 
]2~2; Beltrami county, 142; Itasca county, 185; St. 
Louis county, 232; Cook county, 336. 

Mounds, aboriginal, 51. 
Mount Josephine, 342. 
Mount Northrop, 45.0. 
Mountain Iron mine, 367. 
Mount Reunion, 492. 
Mountain Iron plate, chapter on, 365. 

First important discovery of iron ore, 365. 
Geological structure, 3G5. 

The crystalline rocks, 366. 
Pokegama quartzyte, 366. 
Taconyte, 367. 
Mountain Iron mine, 367. 
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Black slates, 368. 
Cretaceous beds, 368. 
Drift,369. 
Rock samples, 869. 

Mountain Lake plate, chapter on, 496. 
Situation and area, 496. 
Surface features, 496. 

Topography, 496. 
Drift, 497. 

Geological structure, 497. 
Animikie, 497. 
Keweenawan, 498. 

Economic resources, 499. 
Rock samples, 501. 

Muscovadyte, 270,285, 302,398, 470, 478. 
Muskeg, 120, 122,148. . 

Nemadji valley, 2, 6. 
Nemadji lake (glacial),20. 
Nickel ore, 344, 490. 
Nomenclature (Kawishiwin), 546. 
Non-conformity, Upper Keewatin on the Lower, 251, 

253,257,271,278,321,532. 
Non-conformity of the Animikie on the Archean, 181, 

26:3,295,323,347, 352, 366. 
Non-conformity of the Potsdam (Keweenawan clas-

tics) on the Animikie, 13, 325, 327,517,570. 
Northern Pacific railroad, elevations, 4, 32, 60, 103. 
Norman mine, 380. 
Norman and Polk counties, chapter on, 98. 

Situation and area, 98. 
Surface features, 98. 

Topography of Norman county, 98. 
Drainage of Norman county, 98. 
Lakes, 99. 
Topography of Polk county, 99. 
Drainage of Polk county, 99. 
Lakes and marshes of Polk county, 100. 
Altitudes, 10J. 

Geological features, 103. 
Deposits of the Glacial epoch, 103. 
Till,104. 
Moraines, lOt 
Modified drift, 105. 
Beaches, 106. 
Campbell beach, 110. 
McCauleyville beach, 110. 
Bouldery stretches, 110. 
Clay fiats, 11 J. 
Recent formations, 111. 

Economic features, Ill. 
Vegetation, 111. 
Water-powers, 112. 
Artesian wells, 112. 

Geological history, 113. 
Quaternary history, 114. 
Formation of the Wild Rice moraine, 115. 
Stage of the Hill River moraine, 115. 

Nuggets of metallic copper, 23. 

Ogishke conglomerate. 279, 526, 538. 
Ogishke Muncie lake, 282, 451. 
Oliver mine, 379. 
Olivinitic iron ore, 397. 
Ore, analyses, 353, 354, 480, 585. 

Ore, qualities of, ;;84. 
Ore, transportation, 596. 
Ore, market prices, 600. 
Origin of chains of lakes, 87. 

of the ore at Disappointment lake, 304. 
of the ore of the Mesabi range, ;)."}9, 546. 
of gTanite, 288, 294, 446, 515. 
of the Stuntz conglomerate, m8. 

08ars, 72, 144. 

[W5. 
Paleozoic, BelLrami county, 141, 150; Itasca eounty, 
Palisades (Great), :311. 
Parallel structures, 44:3, 558. 
Partridge falls, 50F!. [:383. 
Partridge River plate, Mesahi Iron range, chapter on, 

First exploration and disC'overy of iron ore, :18'3. 
The Archean granite, :383. 
The Keewatin, :184. 
The quartzyte and taconyte, :387. 
Black slates, :388. 
Gabbro, :}88. 

Rock samples, :388. 
Pebbles of the igneous conglomerate, St. Louis valley, 

15; of the Puckwunge conglomerate, 51S; of the 
Ogishke eonglomerate, %2, 279, '282, 530. 

Peculiarities or the gabbro, 298. 
Pegmatyte, 191,208. 
Pewabic quartzyte, 181, 398. 
Piekerellake, 401. 
Pigeon point, 34:3. 
Pigeon Point plate, chapter on, 502. 

Situation and area, 502. 
Topography, 503. 
Grand Portage trail, 504. 

Geological structure, 506. 
Animikie, 506. 
Surface eruptives, 506. 
Erosion interval, 506. 
Diabase, 506. 
Fissile slates, 507. 
Partridge falls, 508. 
Pigeon River falls, 508. 
Wauswaugoning quartzyte, 508. 
Grand Portage graywacke, 510. 
Cabotian rocks, 511. 
Mount Josephine, 511. 
Red rock, 515. 
Puekwunge conglomerate, 517. 
Manitou traps, 519. 
Mineral veins, 520. 
Lake Omimi,521. 

Pigeon River falls, 508. 
Pigeon river, shore action, 343. 
Pine: Aitkin county, 34, 50; Cass and Crow Wing 

counties, 78; Hubbard and Cass counties, 87, 91, 
92, 97; Norman and Polk counties, Ill; Roseau 
county, 127; Beltrami county, 153, 156; Itaseacounty, 
172,209,251; Cook county, :320, 460, 50:3. 

Pine lake, Ogishke conglomerate, 280. 
Pitted plains, 145. [186. 
Plateaus of modified drift, 43, 72,74, 87, 96, 105, 145, 
Pleistocene changes of level, 218. 
Pokegama quartzyte, 181, 324, 347,351,356,366,375, 

:378, 391, 398. 
Poplar river, 338. 
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Black slates, 368. 
Cretaceous beds, 368. 
Drift, 369. 
Rock samples, :~69. 

Mountain Lake plate, chapter on, 496. 
Situation and area, 496. 
Surface features, 496. 

Topography, 496. 
Drift, 497. 

Geological structure, 497. 
Animikie,497. 
Keweenawan, 498. 

Economic resources, 499. 
Rock samples, 50l. 

Muscovadyte,270,285, 302,398, 470, 478. 
Muskeg, 120, 122,148. . 

Nemadji valley, 2, 6. 
Nemadji lake (glacial), 20. 
Nickel are, 344, 490. 
Nomenclature (Kawishiwin), 546. 
Non-conformity, Upper Keewatin on the Lower, 251, 

253,257, 27J, 278, 321,532. 
Non-conformity of the Animikie on the Archean, 181, 

26:3,295,323,347,352,366. 
Non-conformity of the Potsdam (Keweenawan clas-

tics) on the Animikie, 13, 325, 327, 517, 570. 
Northern Pacific railroad, elevations, 4, 32, 60, 103. 
Norman mine, 380. 
Norman and Polk connties, chapter on, 98. 

Situation and area, 98. 
Surface features, 98. 

Topography of Norman county, 98. 
Drainage of Norman county, 98. 
Lakes, 99. 
Topography of Polk county, 99. 
Drainage of Polk county, 99. 
Lakes and marshes of Polk county, 100. 
Altitudes, 101. 

Geological features, 103. 
Deposits of the Glacial epoch, 103. 
Till, 104. 
Moraines, 104. 
Modified drift, 105. 
Beaches, 106. 
Campbell beach, 110. 
McCauleyville beach, 110. 
Bouldery stretches, 110. 
Clay flats, 111. 
Recent formations, l1I. 

Economic features, 111. 
Vegetation, l1I. 
Water-powers, 112. 
Artesian wells, 112. 

Geological history, 113. 
Quaternary history, 114. 
Formation of the Wild Rice moraine, 115. 
Stage of the Hill River moraine, 115. 

Nuggets of metallic copper, 23. 

Ogishke conglomerate. 279, 526, 538. 
Ogishke Muncie lake, 282, 45I. 
Oliver mine, 379. 
Oli vinitic iron are, 397. 
Ore, analyses, 353, 354, 480, 585. 

Ore, qualities of, fl84. 
Ore, transportation, 596. 
Ore, market prices, 600. 
Origin of chains of lakes, 87. 

of the are at Disappointment lake, 304. 
of the are of the Mesabi range, 3.,9, 546. 
of granite, 288, :~94, 446, 515. 
of the Stuntz conglomerate, 6'28. 

Osars, 78, 144. 

[HJ6. 
Paleozoic, BelLrami county, 141, 150; Itasca county, 
Palisades (Great), :31I. 
Parallcl structures, 443, 558. 
Partridge falls, 50R. [383. 
Partridge River plate, Mesahi Iron range, chapter on, 

First exploration and discovery of iron are, :)8'3. 
The Archean granite, :383. 
The Keewatin, :384. 
The quartzyte and taconyte, 387. 
Black slates, :388. 
Gabbro, :~88. 

Rock samples, 388. 
Pebbles of the igneous conglomerate, St. Louis valley, 

15; of the Puckwunge conglomerate, 51S; of the 
Ogishke conglomerate, '252, '279, '282, 530. 

Peculiarities o[ the gabbro, '298. 
Pegmatyte, 191,208. 
Pewabic quartzyte, 181, 398. 
Pickerel lake, 401. 
Pigeon point, 34:3. 
Pigeon Point plate, chapter on, 502. 

Situation and area, 502. 
Topography, 503. 
Grand Portage trail, 504. 

Geological structure, 506. 
Animikie, 606. 
Surface erupti ves, 506. 
Erosion interval, 506. 
Diabase, 506. 
Fissile slates, 607. 
Partridge falls, 608. 
Pigeon Ri ver falls, 508. 
Wauswaugoning quartzyte, 508. 
Grand Portage graywacke, 510. 
Cabotian rocks, 61I. 
Mount Josephine, 61l. 
Red rock, 516. 
Puckwunge conglomerate, 517. 
Manitou traps, 519. 
Mineral veins, 620. 
Lake Omimi, 5'21. 

Pigeon River falls, 508. 
Pigeon river, shore action, 343. 
Pine: Aitkin county, 34, 50; Cass and Crow Wing 

counties, 78; Hubbard and Cass counties, 87, 91, 
92, 97; Norman and Polk counties, 111; Roseau 
county, 127; Beltrami county, 153, 156; Itasca county, 
172, 209, 251; Cook county, 320, 460, 50:3. 

Pine lake, Ogishke conglomerate, 280. 
Pitted plains, 145. [186. 
Plateaus of modified drift, 43, 72,74, 87, 96, 106, 145, 
Pleistocene changes of level, 218. 
Pokegama quartzyte, 181, 324, :347, :351, 356, 366, 375, 

378, 39 I, 398. 
Poplar river, 338. 
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Post-Archean dikes, 179. 
Porphyrel, 280, 281. 
Porphyry of the Lower Keewatin, 254, 291, 403,413, 

429,538. 
of the Upper Reewatin, 287, 429. 
of the Taconic, 509, 516,576. 

Post-glacial deposits, 90, 190. 
Prices of iron ore, 600. 
Pseudo-igneous rocks, 535. 
Puckwunge conglomerate, 14, 297, 307, 325, 517. 

Qualities of the iron ores, 584. 
Quartz-porphyry. See PorphYTY. 
Quaternary history: Norman and Polk counties, 114; 

Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, 127; Bel
trami county, 151. 

Quartzyte: Aitkin county, 36; Pokegama, 181, 324, 
347, 351,356, 366, 375,378,387,391,398; Pewaubic, 
398,470; Wauswaugoning, 508. 

Quartz conglomerate: St. Louis valley, 14. 

Rainy lake, l'i6; Gold region, H12, 236. 
Red lake, general description, 155. 
Red Lake falls, 106, 112. 
Red Lake moraine, 142,152. 
Red rock, relation to gabbro, 304; Little Portage, 515; 

New London, 576. 
Relation of the different parts of the Archean, 474. 
Resume of the Archean, 469. 
Rocky Lake district, 170. 
Roseau county, description, 119. 
Route to Cass lake, 163. 
Rove Lake plate, chapter on, 491. 

Situation and area, 491. 
Surface features, 491. 

Topography, 491. 
Drainage, 492. 
Drift, 493. 

Geological structure, 493. 
Animikie, 493. 
Keweenawan, 494. 
Rock samples, 495. 

Saganaga granite, 32'2, 467; conglomerate, ~282. 
Salt well, Humboldt, 128. 
Saturday lake, Ogishke conglomerate, 280. 
Schoolcraft River moraine, 96. 
Section: Mille Lacs beach, 48; Humboldt salt well, 

128; drift in Beltrami county, J 42; Summit ridge, 
in Beltrami county, 150; on Pike creek, 163; across 
Mesabi Iron range, 181; at Rainy lake, J95, 202; 
segregated vein,204; beaches atDuluth,219; in the 
oldest rocks of the Archean, 292; at Prairie river, 
352; in the taconyte, 356; Mountain Iron, 367; iron
bearing rocks, Dunka river, 391; magnetic slates, 
Akeley lake, 412; in gabbro, Short Line Park, 572; 
Keweenawan, Short Line Park, 567; at Duluth, 
578. 

Short Line Park deep well, 567. 
Silver mining, 499, 520. 
Slate, roofing, 22; Thomson, 8, 551, 558. 
Snowbank lake, gTanite, 285; porphyry, 288, 293. 
Snowbank Lake plate, chapter on, 420. 

Situation and area, 420. 
Surface features, 420. 

Topography, 420. 
Drainage, 421. 
Drift, 421-

Geological structure, 422. 
Archean, the, 422. 
Mica schists, 422. 
Greenstone and jaspilyte, 422. 
Keewatin in general, 423. 
Quartz-porphyry, 429. 
Granite, 430. 
Structure of the Archean, 431. 
Animikie, 431. 
Keweenawan, 431. 
Diabase dikes, 432. 
Economic resources, 432. 

Soil and timber: Carlton county, 5; AItkin county 
33; Cass and Crow Wing counties, 64, 78; Kittson 
county,127; Itasca county, 172, 210; Cook county, 

Soudan, method of mining, 589. [320. 
Source of the pebbles of the Stuntz conglomerate, 537. 
Sparta mine, 381. 
Springs: Carlton county, 22; Cass and Crow Wing 

counties, 80; salt, 128; ice-cold,497. 
Spruce, 148, 209, 460, 479. 
St. Louis county, chapter on southern portion, 212. 

Gene'"ral description, 212. 
Geological formations, 212. 

Gabbro and Beaver Bay diabase, 213. 
Cabotian surface lavas, 215. 
The Manitou, 216. 
Drift, 217. 
Pleistocene changes of level of lake Superior, 218. 
West Duluth gabbro, 219. 
Terraces in Duluth, 220. 
Beaches in Duluth, 221. 
Lacustrine clays, 221. 

St. Louis county, chapter on north part, 222. 
Topography and general features, 222. 

Special description by townships, 222. 
Elevations, 228. 
General topographic divisions and drift, 231. 
Terraced gravels, 235. 
Kames, 235. 

Geological structure, 235. 
Rainy and Kabetogama lakes, 236. 
Schist, 237. 
Gneiss and mica schist cut by granite, 238. 
Namekan lake, 241. 
Sand Points lake, 241-
Crane lake, 241. 
Vermilion river, 241. 
Little Vermilion lake and Loon river, 242.
Loon lake, 242. 
Lac la Croix, 242. 
Iron lake, 212. 
Crooked lake, 243. 
Net lake, 243. 
Pelican lake, 213. 
Elbow lake and river, 246. 
Burntside lake, 246. 
Trout lake, 249. 
Long lake, 251. 
Vermilion lake, 253. [255. 
Region between Vermilion and White Iron lakes, 
Quartz-porphyry at Ely, 254. 
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Post-Archean dikes, 179. 
Porphyrel, 280, 28I. 
Porphyry of the Lower Keewatin, 254, 291, 403, 413, 

429,538. 
of the Upper Keewatin, 287, 429. 
of the Taconic, 509, 516,576. 

Post-glacial deposits, 90, 190. 
Prices of iron ore, 600. 
Pseudo-igneous rocks, 535. 
Puckwunge conglomerate, 14,297,307,325,517. 

Qualities of the iron ores, 584. 
Quartz-porphyry. See PorphYTY. 
Quaternary history: Norman and Polk counties, 114; 

Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, ]27; Bel
trami county, 151. 

Quartzyte: Aitkin county, 36; Pokegama, 181, 321, 
347, 351, :356, 366, 375,378,387,391,398; Pewaubic, 
398,470; Wauswaugoning, 508. 

Quartz conglomerate: St. Louis valley, 14. 

Rainy lake, 176; Gold region, 1112, 236. 
Red lake, general description, 155. 
Red Lake falls, 1()6, 112. 
Red Lake moraine, 142,152. 
Red rock, relation to gabbro, 304; Little Portage, 515; 

New London, 576. 
Relation of the different parts of the Archean, 474. 
Resume of the Archean, 469. 
Rocky Lake district, 170. 
Roseau county, description, 119. 
Route to Cass lake, 163. 
Rove Lake plate, chapter on, 491. 

Situation and area, 491-
Surface features, 491. 

Topography, 491. 
Drainage, 49'2. 
Drift, 493. 

Geological structure, 493. 
Animikie, 493. 
Keweenawan, 494. 
Rock samples, 495. 

Saganaga granite, 3Z'!, 467; conglomerate, 282. 
Salt well, Humboldt, 128. 
Saturday lake, Ogishke conglomerate, 280. 
Schoolcraft River moraine, 96. 
Section: Mille Lacs beach, 48; Humboldt salt well, 

]28; drift in Beltrami county, ] 42; Summit ridge, 
in Beltrami county, 150; on Pike creek, 163; across 
Mesabi Iron range, 181; at Rainy lake, 195, 202; 
segregated vein, 204; beaches at Duluth, 219; in the 
oldest rocks of the Archean, 292; at Prairie river, 
352; in the taconyte, 356; Mountain Iron, 367; iron
bearing rocks, Dunka river, 391; magnetic slates, 
Akeley lake, 4i2; in gabbro, Short Line Park, 572; 
Keweenawan, Short Line Park, 567; at Duluth, 
578. 

Short Line Park deep well, 567. 
Silver mining, 499, 520. 
Slate, roofing, 22; Thomson, 8,551,558. 
Snowbank lake, granite, 285; porphyry, 288, 29.3. 
Snowbank Lake plate, chapter on, 420. 

Situation and area, 420. 
Surface features, 420. 

Topography, 420. 
Drainage, 421. 
Drift, 421. 

Geological structure, 422. 
Archean, the, 422. 
Mica schists, 422. 
Greenstone and iaspilyte, 422. 
Keewatin in general, 423. 
Quartz-porphyry, 429. 
Granite, 430. 
Structure of the Archean, 431. 
Animikie, 431. 
Keweena wan, 431. 
Diabase dikes, 432. 
Economic resources, 432. 

Soil and timber: Carlton county, 5; AItkin county 
33; Cass and Crow Wing counties, 64, 78; Kittson 
county, 127; Itasca county, 172, 210; Cook county, 

Soudan, method of mining, 589. [320. 
Source of the pebbles of the Stuntz conglomerate, 537. 
Sparta mine, 381. 
Springs: Carlton county, 22; Cass and Crow Wing 

counties, 80; salt, 128; ice-cold, 497. 
Spruce, 148,209, 460, 479. 
St. Louis county, chapter on southern portion, 212. 

Gene";.·al description, 212. 
Geological formations, 212. 

Gabbro and Beaver Bay diabase, 213. 
Cabotian surface lavas, 215. 
The Manitou, 216. 
Drift, 217. 
Pleistocene changes of level of lake Superior, 218. 
West Duluth gabbro, 219. 
Terraces in Duluth, 220. 
Beaches in Duluth, 221. 
Lacustrine clays, 221. 

St. Louis county, chapter on north part, 222. 
Topography and general features, 222. 

Special description by townships, 222. 
Elevations, 228. 
General topographic divisions and drift, 231. 
Terraced gravels, 235. 
Kames, 235. 

Geological structure, 235. 
Rainy and Kabetogama lakes, 236. 
Schist, 237. 
Gneiss and mica schist cut by granite, 238. 
Namekan lake, 241. 
Sand Points lake, 241. 
Crane lake, 241. 
Vermilion ri ver, 24 I. 
Li ttle Vermilion lake and Loon river, 242: 
Loon lake, 242. 
Lac la Croix, 242. 
Iron lake, 212. 
Crooked lake, 243. 
Net lake, 243. 
Pelican lake, 213. 
Elbow lake and river, 246. 
Burntside lake, 246. 
Trout lake, 249. 
Long lake, 251. 
Vermilion lake, 253. [255. 
Region between Vermilion and White Iron lakes, 
Quartz-porphyry at Ely, 254. 
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Greenstones at Ely, 255. 
West end of Long lake, 257. 
Auriferous quartz veins, 258. 
From green schists to granite, 258. 
White Iron lake, 259. 
Birch lake and vicinity, 259. 
Giant's range, 262. 
Iron-bearing rocks, 263. 
Mesabi range, 264. 
Gabbro, 265. 
Surface lavas, 265. 
Rock samples, 265. 

St. Louis River valley, 2,8,19; ancient channels, 3,550. 
St. Paul and Duluth railroad, elevations, 3, 574. 
Stuntz conglomerate, 282, 528. 
Sugar maple, 153, 503. 
Superior, lake, old outlet 3 550' altitude ""'0 
Swamps (Beltrami count~),' 147.' See lVhL~;:;g: 
Swan Lake plate, chapter on, 355. 

Situation and area, 3,,5. 
Surface features, 355. 

Moraine, 355. 
Geological structure, 356. 

Animikie, 356. 
Pokegama quartzyte, 356. 
Taconyte or iron-bearing member, 356. 

Geological structure, description of, 357. 
Rock samples, 357. 

Syenyte, three types of granite, 260. 
Syenyte lake, 306. 

Taconic, 65, 195,202,263,266,295. 
Taconyte: Itasca county, 182; Cook county, 324; 

Pokegama Lake plate, 348; Grand Rapids, 353; 
Swan lake, 356; Hibbing, 360; Virginia, 374, 378; 
Partridge river, 387; Dunka river, 391; Akeley lake, 
471; Gunflint lake, 486. 

Terminal moraines: Aitkin county, 39; Cass and 
Crow Wing counties, 70; Beltrami county, 144; 
Itasca county, .185; St. Louis county, 232; Cook 
county, 336; Pokegama plate, 346; Mountain Iron, 
369; Gabbro lake, 400; Mountain lake, 497. [etc. 

Terraces, 147, 486,235. See beaches, ancientehannels, 
Thomas lake, 456. 
Thomson slates, 7, 212; age, 551; dip, 553; effect of 

dynamic action, 557; special structures, 558; con
glomera tic, 564. 

Till, 20, 3t, 38, 64, 69, 85, 104,122,142,162,201,223,355. 
Timber: Carlton county, 6,22; Aitkin county, 3:3, 50; 

Cass and Orow Wing counties, 64, 78; Hubbard 
and Oass counties, 92; Norman and Polk counties, 
111; Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, ]27; 
Beltrami county, 152; Itasca county, 172,209; Oook 
county, 320, 343; Gunflint Lake plate, 490; Pigeon 
point, 503. 

Titaniferous magnetite, 490. 
Topography: Oarlton county, 1; Aitkin county, 30; 

Oass and Crow Wing counties, 58; Hubbard and 
Oass counties, 83, 93; Norman county, 98; Polk 
county, 99; Beltrami county, 131; Itasca county, 
168, 193; St. Louis county, 213, 223, 231; Lake 
county, 266; Cook county, 314; Gabbro lake, 399; 
Snowbank lake, 420; Fraser lake, 434; Akeley 
lake, 462; Gunflint lake, 480; Rove lake, 491; Moun
tain lake, 496; Pigeon point, 503; Vermilion lake, 522. 

Transportation of iron ores, 596. 
l'rout lake, 251. 
Turtle Lake moraine, 144,151. 
Twin peak, 436. 

Unclassified Keewatin, 467. 
Upper Cambri~n, 16. [53:3, 548, 552. 
~pper Keewatm, 252, 271, :~74, 321, 422, 456, 468, 524, 

Upper Keweenawan," 297. 
Upper Silurian, Lake of the Woods, 141. 

Valley of .. the Ket~le river, ]2; St. Louis river, 2,19; 
Ne~~dJl, 2; earliest outlet of lake Superior, 18. 

Verm:l:on lake, 253, :288; Bashitanequeb's map, 523. 
VermlllOn Lake plate, chapter on, 5:~2. 

Location and outline map, 523. 
Topography, 522. 

Geological structure, 524. 
Archean, 524. 
Dikes, 524. 
Upper Keewatin, 525. 
Stuntz conglomerate, 528. 
Various nature of the stones, 530. 
Nonconformity on the iron formation, 5:32. 
Conglomerate varies laterally, 534. 
Pseudo igneous rocks, 535. [erate, 537. 
Sour~e of the pebbles of the Stuntz conglom· 
Gramtes and the Archean revolution, 538. 
Coutchiching,641. 
Lower Keewatin, 514. 
Nomenclature, 546. 

Iron ores of the Vermilion range, 546. 
Vermilion iron range, 191, 546; mines,60lo 
Vermilion moraine, 186,232. 
Virginia mines, 379. [370. 
Virginia plate of the Mesabi iron range, chapter on, 

Geological structure, 370. . 
Archean, 370. 
Subdivisions of Archean, 371. 
Animikie, 374. 
Pokegama quartzyte, :375. 
Limestone, 376. 
Cretaceous, 376. 
Principal mines, 377. 
Biwabik mine, 377. 
Cincinnati mine, 378. 
Duluth mine, 379. 
McKinley mine, 379. 
Virginia mines, 379. 
Oliver mine, 379. 

Rock samples, 382. 
Volcanic tuff, 256, 441. 

Norman mine, 3BO. 
Adams mine, 380. 
Fayal mine, :38l. 
Genoa mine, 381. 
Sparta mine, 381. 
Auburn mine, 381. 

Water-powers, 79, 92, 97, 112, 154, 190, 344. 
Watershed, Aitkin county, 31; Gunflint lake, 488. 
Wauswaugoning bay, 342. 
Wauswaugoning quartzyte, 508. 
Wells, BO, 91, 112, 127,128,567. 
Western sandstone, 15. 
West Twin peak, 436,452. 
White Iron lake, 259, 285, 286. 
Wild Rice moraine, 115, 143, 151. 

Zeta lake, 281, 288. 
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Greenstones at Ely, 255. 
West end of Long lake, 257. 
Auriferous quartz veins, 258. 
From green schists to granite, 258. 
White Iron lake, 259. 
Birch lake and vicinity, 259. 
Giant's range, 262. 
Iron-bearing rocks, 263. 
Mesabi rang'e, 264. 
Gabbro, 265. 
Surface la vas, 265. 
Rock samples, 265. 

St. Louis River valley, 2,8,19; ancient channels, 3,550. 
St. Paul and Duluth railroad, elevations, 3,574. 
Stuntz conglomerate, 282, 528. 
Sugar maple, 153, 503. 
Superior, lake, old outlet 3 550' altitude ~"O 
Swamps (Beltrami count~),' 147.' See JJ!I1L~7;;g: 
Swan Lake plate, chapter on, 355. 

Situation and area, 3.,5. 
Surface features, 355. 

Moraine, 355. 
Geological structure, 356. 

Animikie, 356. 
Pokegama quartzyte, 356. 
Taconyte or iron-bearing member, :356. 

Geological structure, description of, 357. 
Rock samples, 357. 

Syenyte, three types of granite, 260. 
Syenyte lake, 306. 

Taconic, 65, 195, 202, 263, 266,295. 
Taconyte: Itasca county, 182; Oook county, :324; 

Polregama Lake plate, 348; Grand Rapids, 353; 
Swan lake, 356; Hibbing,360; Virginia, :374, 378; 
Partridge river, 387; Dunka river, :391; Akeley lake, 
471; Gunflint lake, 486. 

Terminal moraines: Aitkin county, 39; Oass and 
Orow Wing counties, 70; Beltrami county, 144; 
Itasca county, .185; St. Louis county, 2:32; Oook 
county, 336; Pokegama plate, 346; Mountain Iron, 
369; Gabbro lake, 100; Mountain lake, 497. [etc. 

Terraces, 147, 486,235. See beaches, ancient"hannels, 
Thomas lake, 456. 
Thomson slates, 7, 212; age, 551; dip, 55:3; effect of 

dynamic action, 557; special structures, 558; con
glomeratic, 564. 

Till, 20,31, :38, 64, 69, 85, 104,122,142,162,201,22:3,355. 
Timber: Oarlton county, 6,22; Aitkin county, 3:3, 50; 

Oass and Orow Wing counties, 64, 78; Hubbard 
and Oass counties, 92; Norman and Polk counties 
111; Marshall, Roseau and Kittson counties, ]2< 
Beltrami county, 152; Itasca county, 172,209; Oook 
county, :320, 34:3; Gunflint Lake plate, 490; Pigeon 
point, 503. 

Titaniferous magnetite, 490. 
Topography: Oarlton county, 1; Aitkin county, :30; 

Oass and Orow Wing counties, 58; Hubbard and 
Oass counties, 83, 93; Norman county, 98; Polk 
county, 99; Beltrami county, 131; Itasca county, 
168, 19:3; St. Louis county, 213, 223, 231; Lake 
county, 266; Oook county, 314; Gabbro lake, 399; 
Snowbank lake, 420; Fraser lake, 434; Akeley 
lake, 462; Gunflint lake, 480; Rove lake, 491; Moun
tain lake, 496; Pigeon point, 503; Vermilion lake, 522. 

Transportation of iron ores, 596. 
'l'rout lake, 251. 
Turtle Lake moraine, 144, 15I. 
Twin peak, 436. 

Unclassified Keewatin, 467. 
Upper Oambri~n, 16. [53:3, 548, 552. 
~pper Keewatm, 252, 271,274,321,422,456,468,524, 

Upper Keweenawan," 297. 
Upper Silurian, Lake of the Woods, 141. 

Valley of .. the Ket~le river, 12; St. Louis river, 2,19; 
Ne~~dJI, 2; earliest outlet of lake Superior, 18. 

Verm:l:on lake, 253, :288; Bashitanequeb's map, 523. 
VermilIOn Lake plate, chapter on, 5:22. 

Location and outline map, 523. 
Topography, 522. 

Geological structure, 524. 
Archean, 524. 
Dikes, 524. 
Upper Keewatin, 525. 
Stuntz conglomerate, 528. 
Various nature of the stones, 530. 
Nonconformity on the iron formation, 5:32. 
Oonglomerate varies laterally, 534. 
Pseudo igneous rocks, 535. [erate, 537. 
Sour~e of the pebbles of the Stuntz conglom· 
Gral1ltes and the Archean revolution, 538. 
Ooutchiching, 541. 
Lower Keewatin, 5<14. 
Nomenclature, 546. 

Iron ores of the Vermilion range, 546. 
Vermilion iron range, 191,546; mines, 601. 
Vermilion moraine, 186,232. 
Virginia mines, 379. [370. 
Virginia plate of the Mesabi iron range, chapter on, 

Geological structure, 370. 
Archean, 370. 
Subdivisions of Archean, 371. 
Animikie, 374. 
Pokegama quartzyte, ::J75. 
Limestone, 376. 
Oretaceous, 376. 
Principal mines, 377. 
Biwabik mine, 377. 
Oincinnati mine, 378. 
Duluth mine, 379. 
McKinley mine, 379. 
Virginia mines, 379. 
Oliver mine, 379. 

Rock samples, 382. 
Volcanic tuff, 256, 441. 

Norman mine, 380. 
Adams mine, 380. 
Fayal mine, 381. 
Genoa mine, 381. 
Sparta mine, 381. 
Aubnrn mine, 381. 

Water-powers, 79, 92, 97, 11:2, 154, 190, 344. 
Watershed, Aitkin county, 31; Gunflint lake, 48:0. 
Wauswaugoning bay, 342. 
Wauswaugoning quartzyte, 508. 
Wells, 80, 91, 112, 127,128,567. 
Western sandstone, 15. 
West Twin peak, 436,452. 
White Iron lake, 259, 285, 286. 
Wild Rice moraine, 115, 143, 151. 

Zeta lake, 281, 288. 



ERRATA. 

Page 29, third line from the bottom, for "1.43," read 1:43. 
Page 67, under the figure the scale should read twelve feet to an inch. 
Page 123, tenth line, for" townships," read sections. 
Page 185, ninth line of small pica, for" southwest," read southeast. 
Page 527, fifteenth line from the bottom, for" a matrix," read the matrix. 

ERRATA. 

Page 29, third line from the bottom, for "1.43," read 1:43. 
Page 67, under the figure the scale should read twelve feet to an inch. 
Page 123, tenth line, for " townships," read sections. 
Page 185, ninth line of small pica, for" southwest," read southeast. 
Page 527, fifteenth line from the bottom, for" a matrix," read the matrix. 
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